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INTRODUCTION 
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) surveyed over 96% of the celestial sphere at 
12, 25, 60, and 100 pm, reliably detecting 245,889 point sources and 16,740 extended 
sources smaller than 8'. A detailed description of the IRAS mission, the instrument, and the 
data reduction procedures is given in the Explanatory Supplement to the IRAS Catalogs and 
Atlases, volume 1 of this series, hereafter referred to as the Supplement. Information on the 
point sources is presented in volumes 2 to 6 of this series. As discussed in Chapter XI1 of 
the Supplement , the data reported in this printed version refer to Version 2.0 of the Point 
Source Catalog. The Small Scale Structure Catalog (volume 7) lists the properties of the 
extended objects smaller than 8'. 
Volumes 2-6 present in abbreviated form the results of the IRAS point source survey. 
For each source. information is presented about its position (equinox 1950, epoch 1983), its 
brightness in the four IRAS wavelength bands, and its possible association with objects in 
other astronomical catalogs. Various cautionary flags warn the user of such deleterious 
effects as confusion with neighboring sources and with extended 100 pm emission, hereafter 
referred to as "cirrus". 
Format of the Point Source Catalog 
The organization of this printed version of the catalog and the meaning of each column 
are described briefly below. A more detailed discussion appears in Section X.B of the Sup- 
plement. 
The sources in the catalog have been arranged in 10" wide declination bands within 
which sources are presented in order of increasing right ascension. 
tion bands for each volume of the catalog. 
Declination Ranges 
Volume Declination Range 
2 
3 
30" < 6 < 90" 




-30" < 6 < 0" 
-50" < 6 < -30" 
-90" < 6 < -50" 
Table I gives the declina- 
Each page of the catalog lists the properties of 100 sources with positions in the range 
given at the top of the page. Each page catalog is divided into five major areas: position, 




Column 1: Name. The IRAS name for a source is derived from its position (equinox 
1950, epoch 1983) by giving the hours, minutes, and tenths of minutes of right ascension 
and the degrees and minutes of declination. For sources so close together that this scheme 
would have resulted in duplicate names, letters of the alphabet were appended to the names 
to distinguish between them. 
Columns 2 and 3: a and 6 (Supplement V.B., V1I.C.) The precise IRAS position for a 
source is obtained by combining the position information contained in the IRAS name with 
the seconds of time of right ascension and the seconds of arc of declination given in these 
columns. The position was derived by a weighted average of the positions obtained in each 
of the detected wavelength bands. 
Column 4: Galactic Coordinates. The galactic coordinates, I" and b", of the source 
are listed to a precision of 1". 
Columns 5 to 7: Position Uncertainty (Supplement V.D.9, VI1.C.) The uncertainty in 
the position of an IRAS source is defined by an ellipse of semi-major axis (SMAJ) and 
semi-minor axis (SMIN), expressed in arcsec, that encloses the true position with 95%) 
confidence. The orientation of the major axis is expressed in degrees east of equatorial 
north (e). 
Number of sightings 
Column 8: Number of Sightings (Supplement III.C, V.D.) Each source in the catalog 
had to be detected repeatedly on multiple passes of the satellite, on time scales of seconds. 
hours, and weeks. The number of times a source was seen on the hours time scale (an 
hour-confirmed sighting or HCON) is given. 
Flux Density 
Columns 9 tc 12: Flux Densit)? (Supplement V.H.5, V1.C.) The flux densities of a 
source in the four bands are expressed in Jansky ( 1  Jy = 10-26Wm-2Hz-1). A blank after 
the flux density denotes a high quality measurement, a colon (:) denotes a moderate quality 
measurement, and an "L" denotes an upper limit that is an estimated 3 0  limit in uncon- 
fused regions, but which may be considerably larger than this in confused areas. 
As described in detail in the Supplement (VI.C), the broad wavelength responses of the 
IRAS filters make the values quoted in the catalog correct for only one intrinsic energy dis- 
tribution. The IRAS calibration assumes that f lux density is inversely proportional to ,/k- 
quency. Flux densities for sources with energy distributions different than this must be 
iv 
corrected by dividing the flux density quoted in the Catalog by a factor, K ,  which depends 
on the intrinsic energy distribution of the source and can be as large as 1.5. Values of K for 
representative blackbody and power law distributions are given on the endpapers of each 
volume. 
Flags 
Column 13: Fliix Density Uncertainties (Supplement V.H.5, V1I.D.) The relative 
uncertainties in the four flux densities, Sfv/ fv ,  are encoded as given in Table I1 for 12, 25. 
60, and 100 pm (left to right). 
Table I1 
Flux Density Uncertainties 
Code S f v l f  v 
A 0.00 to 0.04 
B 0.04 to 0.08 
C 0.08 to 0.12 
D 0.12 to 0.16 
E 0.16 to 0.20 
F > 0.20 
Coliimn 14: Correlation Coeficient (Supplement V.C.) A correlation coefficient is 
given for each band which characterizes in a least-squares sense how well the signature of the 
source matched the signature of a “perfect” point source. The value is encoded such that a 
correlation coefficient of 1000/0 = A, 99% = B...87% = M for 12, 25, 60, and 100 pm (left to 
right). 
Colirmn 15: C’uriuhilitl* (Siipplement V.H.5, VI1.D.) The probability that a source 
showed correlated variations at 12 and 25 pm is given as an integer 0 to 9 corresponding t o  
probabilities of 0.0 to > 0.9. 
Coliimn 16: Confirsion Flugs (Sirpplnnent V.H.4, X.B.) Each digit of this ten-digit 
number encodes a different cautionary flag. 
(1 )  CIRRUS 1 - Number of sources observed only at 100 pm within 1 square 
degree of the source. Values greater than unity indicate the possibility of con- 
tamination by cirrus. 
CIRRUS 2 - Ratio of a source’s 100 pm brightness to the average cirrus bright- 
ness within 1 square degree. 
(2) 
V 
Confusion - A flag indicating possible confusion with a neighboring source. 
Flag is hex encoded by band with 12 pm = bit 1 (LSB), 25 pm = bit 2. 60 pm 
= bit 3. 100 pm = bit 4 (MSB), so that, for example, a value of hex(A) = 
binary (10 IO)  denotes the presence of confusion at 25 and 100 pm. 
Number of hours-confirmed point sources within 1 square degree of the source. 
Number of weeks-confirmed point sources within 1 square degree of the source. 
SES 1 -Number of hours-confirmed small extended sources within 1 square 
degree of the source in each band. 
High source density - A hex-encoded flag which indicates whether the source is 
in a region of high source density so that more stringent rules were applied to 
the source for inclusion in the catalog (Supplement V.H.6). 
Colirmn 17: Lo~9 Rcsoliition Spec‘friirn (Siipplement 1X.D.) A two-digit number 
characterizes the properties of a low-resolution spectrum made of bright sources in the 8 
to 22 pm region. 
Column IS: Sinal1 Scalc StriicIiiri’ Flag (Supplement V.E.) This flag (called SES2 in 
the Sirpplcrnenf) denotes the association of the point source with a weeks-confirmed 
extended source. The presence of such a source may indicate that the point source flux 
density is an inaccurate representation of the source in that band. The flag is hex 
encoded by band as elaborated in the description of column 16. 
It should be noted that because of stringent rules for reliability not all weeks- 
confirmed sources referred to by this flag correspond to entries in the Small Scale Struc- 
tures Catalog. The user is referred to the introduction of that catalog (volume 7) for 
details. 
Associations 
Column 19: Number OfAssociations (Siipplement V.H.9. VII.G, X.B.) The number 
of different catalogs in which positional associations with the IRAS source were 
found. In the event of several associations, only one association is given. An asterisk in 
this column indicates that the source is also found in the IRAS Serendipitous Survey 
Catalog. 
Column 20: Catalog Aiiimbcr. One of the catalogs in which a source was found is 
encoded according to Table 111 (see Siipplement, Table V.H. 1). 
Column 21: Name and Type. The name of the source in the listed catalog is given 
along with ancillary information such as the spectral type of a star or the Hubble type of 
a galaxy. 
Column 22: Separation. The separation between the IRAS and associated catalog 
positions is given in arcsec. 
Column 23: Magnitude. The magnitude (usually in units of decimag) or other 
quantitative information about the associated source is given (see Supplement, Table 
X.B.4, for details). 
vii 
Table 111. Catalogs Used for Associations 




































General Catalog of Variable Stars 
Dearborn Observatory Catalog of Faint Red 
Stars 
Air Force Geophysical Laboratory Four-Color 
Survey 
Two Micron Sky Survey 
Globule List 
Second Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies 
Early Type Stars with Emission Lines 
Equatorial Infrared Catalog 
Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies 
Morphological Catalog of Galaxies 
Strasbourg Planetary Nebulae 
Zwicky Catalog of Galaxies and Clusters 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star 
ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO (B) Atlas 
Bright Star Catalog - 4th edition 
New Catalog of Suspected Variable Stars 
General Catalog of Cool Carbon Stars 
Catalog of Nearby Stars 
General Catalog of S Stars 
Parkes HI1 Region Survey 
Bonn HI1 Region Survey 
Catalog of CO Radial Velocities 
Catalog of Dark Nebulae 
Comparison Catalog of HI1 Regions 
Catalog of Star Clusters and Associations 
Catalog of Bright Diffuse Galactic Nebulae 
Untersuchungen Uber Reflexionsnebel am 
A Study of Reflection Nebulae 
Catalog of Southern Stars Embedded in 
Two Micron Sky Survey with Improved Positions 
Catalog of Dwarf Galaxies 
Arp Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies 
Galaxies with an Ultraviolet Continuum 
Catalog of Extragalactic Radio Sources 
Veron Catalog of Quasars and Active Nuclei 
Zwicky Lists of Galaxies 
Atlas and Catalog of Interacting Galaxies 
IRAS Small Scale Structure Catalog 
Ohio State University Radio Sources 
University of Michigan Spectral Atlas 
IRAS Serendipitous Survey Catalog 
Catalog 
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00177-0255 42.6 51 
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00185-0311 30.8 14 
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05 - 64 
01-70 
07 - 62 
00-71 
06 - 64 
07-63 
00188-0856 153.31 4 
00192-0017 158 4 
00193-0946 11831 12 
00193-0153 206 11 
00196-0134 50 5 48 
.29L 
.38L 
00204-0644 26.2 31 
00206-0158 40.8 51 
00211-0117 / I 1 6  3 
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i + T  
V L 
FIUX Corr A confusion R s 































CC E A B  
CC KMEB 
C B D  
DDD E A A A  
C D  AB 
DD I D B B  
F D  









D E DG 
C F C  
C A D K  
C G  CD 
E A K 
CC I BD 
1OOLiBD 
132 C D  
166 C D  
793 DCD 
AA 
F C  






















285 ~ CC 
128 C 
103 D 
B J  0400000000 
AE 0400000000 
B B  0300000000 
F D  1400000000 
D F D  2400000000 
1OOL C 
114L F 
192 ~ CC 




B H  
E J 
F H B B  
J A A  
CBC 
K B E  
A A A B  9 






301  CC 
I OOL C 
97 CC 
124 1 E 
A B  o 
B I  
F B C  
F B A  
E D  
GI 
























32 2 45 ' 182-59 
353 40 183-59 
451 5 184-59 
566 50 182-58 
34 8 49 182 - 58 
369 8 182-58 
420 21 172-53 
169 371176-54 
o 9 49 181 -58 
5 3 53 j 176 55 
25 Frn 60 fim 
(Jansky) 
Sep 












































































7 i  












































































































































































































































































































































































































M -01 - 06-054 
129727 KO 




02090 - 0203 




























021 02- 0001 
021 02 - 0237 
021 05 - 0628 
02114-0917 
02116-0702 
021 19- 0653 
02119-0736 
02120-0059 


























4 2 46,164-57 
294 12 171-61 
124 27 166-57 
128 17 164-56 
51 8 1 172-61 
539 53 171-60 
596 21 175-62 
1 7  3 172-61 
244 48 168-58 
491 22 168-58 
8 3  3 165-56 
337 51 165-56 
4 9  35 170-59 
7 4  45 172-60 
9 4  17 165-55 
396 43 166-56 
8 4  10 170-58 
9 2  5 175-60 
32 3 '  12 172-59 
54 11 10 169-57 
1.47 CC KECC 0200000000 
1.OOL B F  ABG 1 1400000000 
IOOL c 0700010000 



















12981 5 G5 
1.OOL c B 0300010000 
1 OOLI B IB I I 0200000000 
4 36-1 DDD 1 ~ BAA I 
116 C B B C  














































































































































I C  
z 









I C  
1: 
1: 
































































































































































02230-0513 6 0  49 173-58 




02234-0024 2 9 0  10 167-55 
02235-0927 3 0 8  48 179-61 
02235-0033 344 11 167-55 
02248-0459 481 12 173-58 
02249-0058 558 33 168-55 
02252-0708 14 5 45 176-59 
02256-0603 41 8 45 175-59 

















02283 -01 32 
02283 - 0605 
11.8 33 172-56 
16.4 8 172-56 
118s  57 1 170-55 1533 ECCC CBAA 0 131 C D  DE 135 C BC 
1 OOL c c 
IOOL C K E G  
138 B C  J G C C  
1 OOL B A J 
IOOL BC A B  0 
115 D l  C D  
IOOL BC ABG 1 
129950 K2 
ZG 229-00 





5 2  26 169-54 
11 7 59 170-54 
361  53 170-55 
364 19 170-54 
398 24 170-55 













IOOL B B E  K '  
141 CC F E E i  
IOOL B C  A B L  0 
;;; ~ CCC E B A B  IOOL BC AA 2 AA 
115L D C 
IOOL C E l  
142 DD B E C  






37.1 15 176-57 
54.3 37 175-57 
9.5 43 173-55 
10.5 19 181-59 
14.8 39 179-59 
20.5 3 179-59 
39.6 41 182-60 
49.2 39 174-56 
0.2 9 173-55 































































275 CC MEBA 
IDOL BED AACG 0 
225 CC DEB 
IOOL BC AA E 0 
IOOL BC A B  0 
IOOL C F C  
109L D CD 
2744 CBDD AAAA 1 
lOOL E D  BDK 0 
135L C G CC 





















































'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Netghborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighborlng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
6 
ORIGINAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Right Ascension: 02h39m40s-03h01m54s Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Aswuiations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 CoordT SMJ SMN % " pm 25 Pm 6o Pm I M  Pm 
e j ( s )  (") I b (") (") (') 
V C 
Sep 
Uncs Coer R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag 
Flux Corr A Confusion k S 1 A 
- 
l 1  
I 1  
4 
8 
4 1  














4 2  
1 
3 3  
3 5  


















































































13 73 2 .47L 
5 75 3 38.30 
8 76 3 .25L 
8 73 2 .51 
12 74 3 .44 
10 76 3 89 
25 77 2 37L 
8 73 2 1.23 
8 73 2 7.67: 































CC I BA 
BBCC AAAA 
CC J B B  
c B 
D D 
B I  
F EC 
C A B M  
B D  A A D  











130073 MO 23 























DC F A B  
B L  
F GC 
C C H  
B C K L  
C D D C C  
CC C K B B  
DCC F D A A  
BBCC CBAA 











9 73 2 .25L 
8 77 2 .39 
24 73 2 .30L 
10 73 2 .43 
10 73 3 .41 
10 78 3 .25L 
11 76 3 .35L 
7 75 3 .25L 
6 76 3 1.26 
















































11 76 3 .45 
5 64 3 .59 
10 64 3 .25L 
12 76 3 .25L 
12 74 3 .25L 
12 75 3 .25L 
8 75 3 .61 
15 76 2 .25L 
12 75 3 .25L 

































CC E B A  
CC L L A B  
CC KBA 
CC DMAC 
B AK M 
F D  F E D B  
CC M B B  







































11 76 3 .25L .25L 121  
11 76 3 .25L .29L 63 
17 73 2 .43L .40L .48 
11 75 3 .25L .25L .68 
14 74 3 .25L .30L .45 
11 77 3 .28L .25L 1.16 
14 76 3 .25L .25L 5 2  
12 75 3 .25L .27L .91 
13 76 3 .34L .25L 5 4  












C D B D  
C E C G  
C D L B B  
c L B C  
CC F H A A  
EC C D  
CC K B B  
CC J B B  






















B B B  
B B C D  A A A B  
CC GBB 
D B H  
C B D  N 
C D  KCC 













9 76 3 
9 76 3 
6 77 3 
12 77 3 
8 77 3 
9 61 3 
12 61 3 
10 77 3 
10 76 3 




















130157 MB 1 
M-02-08-015 108 
130161 K2 6 











10 76 2 
9 75 3 
10 76 3 
10 61 3 
11 78 3 
5 75 4 
12 77 3 
5 76 3 
5 78 3 











C C F  L 
CC L A B  




CC NI  AA 
BBC A A A D  








































10 77 3 
9 73 2 
9 63 3 
8 76 3 
19 78 3 
12 75 4 
18 73 2 
14 73 2 
20 75 3 











B O  
c B 
D B I  L K  
C BE 
DD J G B  
CC C A  
F E E  
C MB 












9 77 3 
10 79 3 
27 76 3 
3 76 3 
11 75 3 
26 168 2 
6 73 2 
9 77 3 
6 77 3 











DC F C B  
C K G 
C D  C CC 
D GEC 
c B L  
CC J K B B  
B A H  
F E  A D  
B C D  A A D  










130227 KO I 


















11 76 3 .25L .28L 1.11 
20 74 4 .25L .25L .40L 
10 77 3 .25L .25L .81 
25 77 3 .25L .50L .40L 
35 78 2 .25L .28L .40L 
8 77 3 .43 .26L .40L 
26 74 4 .25L 27L .40L 
31 79 2 3.08L .66L .40L 
6 77 3 2.38 ,463 .4OL 












C F C E  
CC F A C  
O K M E  
D E 
C F D 
F GM D 
D E 
C B K D  























ZG 301-00 61 
U02514 85 
130265K5 11 
130267 K5 1 












E K B C  
CC G B B  
D A A B l  
C CE 
CCC F B B  
B C  AB 
B D  A D  
C D H 











14 78 3 .25L 
12 76 2 .66L 
11 76 3 .29L 
13 82 2 .67L 
12 75 3 .28L 
10 77 3 24: 
6 80 3 2.20 
6 77 3 1.17 
8 77 3 .56 
16 79 3 .25L 
I 
I 
02396 - 0546 
02401-0013 










































































13 130088 K5 5 
12 ZG242-01 
131 130092 K2 
13 130095 K2 I 6i 1 02424-0024 02425 -0219 
02436-0733 37.6 60 182-56 
02438-0042 51.8 26 174-52 
02440-0027 1.0 19 174-51 






















02489-0007 55.2 12 175-50 
02489-0443 58.1 42 180-54 









































02507 - 0527 
02509 - 0553 





















02537 -061 4 
02539-0905 
02540-0258 












































































































1 0600100000 01 
04000001 00 
































~ 3600000000 I I 03010-0053 I 541171179-46 ... ~ .~~~ 03012-0024 
03012-0117 
03016-0526 











I 3600000000 1 I 
1 I I I  I I 1 I I /  
'Contusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm. IO) Hlgh Source Density Region 
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY: 
7 
















































~ 4 9  41 183-48 1OOL B C  AB 7 
157 c c 
103L C BG 
196 CC G BA 









94 , B  E BGGC 
179 C l l  D L C  
176 C GA 
139 F L D  
lOOL CD AF 
236 C GED 
lOOL BD AEG 
1708 CFC AAA 
198 CC MDBB 


















16 192 51 









, 9 2  430 
4 9  




53 188-49 29 
25 192-51 52 
38 191-51 30 
16 191-51 73 
2 182-46 1 41 
190-50 29 
18 182-46 1 35 

















133 E D  
J CE 
K K A A  
AB1 ~ 0 
E B B  













48 183-46 28 5 791 3 
3 189 49 51 12 79 3 
29 189-49 35 10 78 3 









Associations Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
I 




T Name Type (") Mag 
IW pn 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 



































































































13 130277 KO 
12 ZG303-00 






















































































































































































































































357 10 186-52 
447 5 188-53 
550 22 181-50 
109 7 190-54 
152 13 179-48 
239 16 187-52 
382 5 186-52 
466 55 190-54 
567 2 184-51 




























































































































03043 - 0120 
03044-0949 
03046-0218 
03046 - 01 59 
03047 - 0946 
03047 - 0809 
03048 - 0030 
5 0  51 186 52 
113 61187I52  
126 30 1180-49 
188 9 180-48 
236 47 180-48 
283 30 191-54 
38 1 11 181-49 
404 42 181-49 
IOOL B B C  A A A  3 
lOOL D 81 K 
1 OOL E G 
259L F K J E G  
1 OOL C DK 
1 OOL C D 
97 B C  GDCC 
lOOL C B F  
394 1 B C  I AA 

















144.31 53 191 -54 
,47.3159 189-53 76 3 
7412 6 3





































































1 DOL D H E 
IOOL C AE 
174 C HGGC 
125 CC DB 
1OOL C D  BDI 0 
137 D F 
144 E K F 
122 D J F 
lOOL C B F  
159 c B 
. . . . . . .. 
03048 .- 0534 
03052-0059 
03052 0435 




13 ,  130300 K2 
03055 - 0750 
03056-0950 
03056-0037 





03064 - 0905 
03066-0418 
03072 - 0002 
03074-0414 







11; 5; ~ ~~~~~~ 
21 0 31 183-49 
241  48 183-49 






130 D I I  I E 
175 D C l  EDC 
297L D E H  
118 D F D 
106 DF A J G C  
213 C ' G I  NC 
lOOL B B I  
261L C ~ I DJ 
121  E D  HHBB 
1584 CCDD B A A A  0 
10 M-01-09-006 
6 ,  N1222 
141.4149 1184-50 41 
.4OL 
40L 






13.2 56 179-47 
25.7 13 184-50 




108L F B 
166 E L H B  
145 CC AC 
IOOL B B C  A A E  0 
1021 CECE E C A A  0 
138 D D 
IOOL B E  B E  0 
171 C I C  
110 C D  F D B  
178 CC KCB 
7 6  6 186-50 
22 1 6 191-53 
31 2 7 180-47 
I487 59 184-49 
489 31 191-52 
1560 53 186-50 
6 5  57 180-47 









1500000000 1 26 9 7 7 '  3 
67 13 82 2 
42 10 78 3 
46 10 80 3 
























9601000110 15 1000 0! 62 37 75 3 
56 14 78 3 
55 14 77 3 
21 8 64 3 
I07 27 74 2 














491 4 191-52 
108 39 183-48 
132 '32  181-47 
397 '19  184-48 
488 46 188-50 
52 11 23 184-48 
I 190-51 






























1401010200 6 0 00000 1 03122-0653 
03124-0936 
























































40L 80 4 







































401 184L,F  ID 1 
'Conluslon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Conlusion Processing 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources pw)  
I 
8 










Right Ascension: 03h18"28"-03h36m30s 
Povlion (1950) 
247 50 189-49 
332 14 185-46 
413 1 188-48 
474 56 189-48 
48 1 17 191-49 
586 44 182-45 
124 48 182-45 
194 11 185-46 
268 59 185-46 
516 14 192-49 
564 56 192-49 
165 51 185-46 
195 9 191-49 
338 32 190-48 
388 38 189-47 
4 6  5 183-45 
177 5 186-46 
294 I 189-47 
339 15 190-48 
387 19 188-47 
424 22 190-48 
51 9 51 188-47 
582 59 190-48 
183 14 193-49 
291 42 188-46 
404 39 184-44 

































46.0 5 191-46 
4.6 41 189-45 
7.1 56 185-43 
104 43 193-47 
17.8 51 187-43 
25.0 54 190-45 
36.8 46 190-45 
42.8 50 194-47 
45.8 10 186-43 
48.8 16 192-46 
1.1 22 194-47 
2.4 13 186-43 
2.8 54 191-45 
12.8 32 194-47 
27.3 35 187-44 
37.3 54 191-45 

























































































































# T  
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 r m  M pm Galactic Uncertainty a 6 Coord? SMJ SMN 0 
Name 
( 5 )  (7 I b (") 
I2 pm 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































28.7 35 183-45 
18.7 46 189-48 









289 CC EGAA 
1.OOL C AG L 
1.15L C D 
1.OOL E CL 
.76 CD EC 
1.OOL C D 
141 CC DA 
,913 CC FAE 
2.33 CC HEBB 
1.34 D L B C  
031 94 -0619 
03195-0220 
031 96 - 051 9 
031 97 -0556 
031 98 - 071 6 
031 99- 0010 
03202-0001 
03203-0214 












































1.03L B B H  F 
1.66 CC HCB 
1.15L B AE J 
1.66 CC L B C  
1.04 C HCB 
1.OOL CF ACH 
1.48 CD I CD 
1.74 CC B B  
1.33: CE DC 










1410 K5 7 
U-01-09-038 13 473 G5 
U-01-09-039 13 476 G5 
40322-06 
1.OOL C DDL 
3.66 CC N BA 
1.OOL B BHG 
5.25 DCC GDAA 
1.OOL D CG 
4.95 DCC I BAA 
1.OOLB BK 
1.09L C GDE 
1.01L D F B  












0300000000 03239 -0423 





107L BD AD 
1.OOL C D L C  
IOOL BE BE 
1.OOL C C F M  
1.OOL C CCD 
1.OOL c c 
3.78 CC L C A  
1.95 CC J L B B  
1.68 CC HMBB 




















































1.OOL C BF 
1.67 F I G 
1.OOL BE AC 
1.21LC c 
F GJMC 1.81 
6.69 EDC FDAA 
3.84 FCC F D A A  
1.02 D MD 
1.17L D E D 
1.OOL BBC A A A G  






























03282 - 0551 
10.6 29 188-45 
( l 7 . i ~ z o ~ 1 9 1 - 4 6  15.2 6 196-49 
2.9 43 186-44 











1.85 CC CDBB 
1.OOLB AD 
1.49 D D 
3.14L D DG 
1.OOL c B 
1.26L C B N  E 
1.30 D I NC 
2.00 E F E B  
1.98 CC MFAA 





































1.37 D K E 
1.89 BBCC A A A B  
1.OOL D B G 
1.51: DC B C B D  
1.OOL C C H 
1.16LC BL  
2.75 CD N CC 
1.17 C K D 
1.09 CE D J B C  


























10 1.OOL C B H  
1.45 C C E 
1.OOL B DDJ 
1.OOL F D I  
1.84 D D 
1.70 E F B  
1.OOL E B 
1.39 E B J F  
1.OOLC B I  
















03327 -01 23 
03328-0130 
03334 - 051 7 
03338-0144 







































1.03L D ECE 
1.89 CO J B C  
1.75 C HKEC 
1.OOL BD AB 
3.10L C BE 
2.57 C I D L B  
1.80 D I C 
4.89 CC H F A A  
1.OOL B AD 
2.59 CC I AB 
ZG 332-01 


























4.52 CC I CAA 
l.lOL B BG 
2.48 D K C 
1.OOL C DI 
1.OOL D AG 
1.OOL CE AB 
1.62 CC CB 
1.ooL c B L 
1.43 C L C  













'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
CZPIGTP-TAL PF-GZ :s I 
9 










Right Ascension: 03h36m33s-03h51m03s 
Position (1950) 
AEGG 




















































































































































































































7 8  
























E D  
E B B  








: B  
~ B F  
I DE 
F I C  
B F  
I CB 
I I E D  
D E D  
c c  
B E  














L J A B  
N F E  
AA 
D E  










D F  




B J  
AC 
B J N  



















139 46 198-45 
146 39 197-45 
2 8 0  3 198-45 
45 0 56 191 -42 
189 25 193-42 
21 8 39 199-45 
21 8 19 190-41 
2 4 2  36 190-41 
401 6 189-40 
407 32 188-40 
423 51 194-43 
573 54 190-41 
581 39 195-43 
206 1 196-43 
470 19 190-40 
0 7  13 193-42 










D E  
D F  
K HC 

































? C  
E D  




M F H  
D B  
I C I  










C H  
E C  
E B  
GD 
C 
L C  
AAB 
AAAG 
K E B E  






54 0 26 192 - 41 
556 8 192-41 
5 3  6 198-43 
8 1 I57 191 -40 
193 55 192-41 
306 1 199 44 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 wm 60 urn 
4 - I  
100 prn 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
Name 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) ( '7  I b ( ' ' I  ( '7  (7 
Sep 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































03371-0800 111.91 51195-46 130641 K2 
03372-0145 127 15 188-42 
03373-0205 201 13 188-42 
03373-0216 21 3 30 188-43 

































03382 - 0229 
03383-0359 
03385-0813 
03386 - 0127 
03394 - 0237 
03394-0451 
130673 K5 
H - 01 - 10 - 024 
WKN1191 
(0340 - 028 
'41424 
I30686 KO 




























0341 0- 0214 
03413-0945 
034 15 - 0207 
0341 5 - 0855 
03422- 001 5 
03423-0027 
03430-0023 


























































M - 01 - 10 - 038 





03470 - 0409 
03472 - 0737 




03475 - 0058 
03476-0451 
03477 -0140 






















03478-0246 492l  1 191-41 
03478-0513 51 4 39 194-42 
03479-0602 57 5 5 195-42 
03479-0229 583 35 191-41 
03479-0734 588 59 196-43 
03480-0639 3 3  52 195-43 
03485-0429 33 1 36 193-42 
03487-0024 42 5 '52  189-39 
03489-0131 548 14 190-40 





























03492-0843 177 4 198-44 





















i nni __. - 
217 D - 7 1  C 
374 C B /  EAP 
lOOL BEC IAAAF 
1 79 
I R R  F I  r 
i O O L , E C  - J A C M ~  130799 MA 
- 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Contusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
10 





C L  















C K  
; B  
:E 
DD 
Right Ascension: 03h5 1 1 9s-04h03m 1 45 
Position (1950) 
E C  
H EC 
L J  B 
L J  C 
C I D  
I C  
AB 1 
I F  
D D  
L E B  
KCD 
I K B  
J L E  
F C  
C E  
F C  
D F  
L B  
L B  
L K B  
D F  
J B  
H C  
D 
CE 
B C  i 
C D  


























































































; B  
D B  
K J H C  
I D  
K D  




F E B  
L H C  
F E  
L C  
GEC 
D E C  
I F E  
D D  





























B J C  
C E  
D F J  
B L  
L D  
C B  
ACI D I 
B G  J 
DC 














































I D  
; 
D 
D C  
D 
L I  c 
E D  B 
G B  
G J G B  
M E C  
E G  G 
A B  I 
B C  I 
D E  F 
D G  
B L  
DC 































































































































Flags Associations Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) C 
T Name Type ('7 Mag 
A Sep 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs C o d  R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 
(s) ('7 I b C') ('7 (") 
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I 48121 1210-18 3401 13343C 
350021010C 1 
I32442 KO 
. . . . . . . .
05381-0741 











































2 7 7  05383-0228 19.9 19 207-17 
05383-0731 20.0 22 212-19 
05383-0150 20.8 46 206-17 









































40.4 17 206-16 
40.7 27 208-17 
41.4 38 211-18 
41.9 12 209-18 
42.4 46 213-20 
44.6 20 206-16 :ED 055P 
!616 OR1 
,ED 055P 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
25 
Riaht Ascension: 05h38m496-05h40m21s 
Flux Density 








































































































5 8  
6 1  
6 2  
6 5  
6 6  
6 8  
7 1  





















D E F  HGEB 
CC D DAAC 
E B C D  DBDC 
CCF C B B  














Galactic Uncertainty el a S Coords SMJSMN 0 


































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 












F F F D  
F E F  B A E D  




D K B  
D DDCB 
D I B 
B DI I K 














































































E F B C  
DD GE 
CCD DBB 
C N F B  
CCED CBBC 
CDCD F B C E  
B B J 
DD NCA 
EDE CDEE 










DC F B C  

































273 9 209-18 
280  20 213-19 
281 45 211-18 
320 41 208-17 
321 47 211-19 
322 36 207-17 
330 34 211-18 
348 55 207-17 
365 59 210-18 
380 58 206-16 
382 24 208-17 
387 29 206-16 





















F F G F B  
D J D 
F C F 
B E  B B  

















B B K  
C B D  
E J E  
CCBP 
HI  CE 
J K E C  















































B A C  
D I EDC 
D EBF 
C B H  
CCD DCC 
DDDD GACC 














576 9 207-16 
583 24 210-18 
589 19 207-17 
0 2  19 205-15 
0 2  1 207-16 
0 7  13 212-19 
1 0  40 206-1E 
3 0  46 214-2C 
3 6  5 214-2C 




















63 32L E 
5694L DE 
J E B  
GMBE 
L G C I  
J B B  
CDH 
































































































8 i  
9C 
8E 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.64 32576 MO 
DL OR1 
SED 0550 
3G - 065 
Y OR1 
05389 - 0756 









































29.35 BDC J A A C  
43.24L B B  A A A H  
47.83L D B 
2542.06L C F C  
10.12 E GD 
3262L CDC A A A  
56.75L D GB 
3781L CE GBA 
19.14L E FGCG 









05391-0217 RAFGL 806 
,ED 055P 
K0539-077 










05392 -01 45 
05392-0141 
05392 - 0249 
05393 -01 56 
05393-0838 
05393 - 0632 
05393 -001 4 
05393 -01 50 
05393 -0126 

























































1548213433C DG 075 
05397-0701 
05397 -0144 
05397 -01 50 
















































* ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5 )  Nelghborlng Weeks Conhrmed Sources PW) 
26 
Riaht Ascension: 05h40m21*-05h43m4: 
Flux Density 















































































































h m. o , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cnnrds SMJSMN 0 
(s) <') 1 b (") (") (' 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 60 Im pm C A 
# T  
V L 
F I ~ X  Corr A Confurion R s 

































F D D  CDDB 
BBDD BAAA C 
CBDD BCAA 1 
CFC BBAE : 
BC B E E  1 
CD BA C 
C F CBBD C 
DE DB 
B B 











C DM C 
CCDF B A A D  C 
E D CDFA 
D A 
c B B  
DD C A J  
ECE B A B  4 
CD DEB 




31.1 11 210-18 
31.6 35 211-18 
32.3 10 213-19 
35.6 10 214-20 
35.7 56 205-15 
37.7 5 206-16 
38.8 3 207-16 
39.2 36 214-20 
41.1 15 212-19 
43.3 42 207-16 
43.3 50 213-19 
44.4 17 209-17 
44.6 38 210-18 
45.7 10 210-17 
45.8 49 213-19 
47.5 42 206-16 
48.0 7 213-19 
51.1 30 208-17 
53.2 34 206-16 
56.6 27 211-18 
2.1 32 210-18 
2.9 19 208-16 
3.7 51 211-18 
3.8 18 207-16 
4.2 47 207-16 
11 5 19 210-17 
13.2 8 207-16 
13.8 58 206-16 
19.0 8 206-15 
21.1 44 211-18 
25.0 17 210-17 
26.4 24 207-16 
29.5 35 207-16 
32.2 41 x)7-16 
34.4 45 209-17 
47.8 42 206-16 

























F D  C F G  
F D  GI CA 
BBCD AAAB 8 
CC L B B  
E J DBH 
D D J F C D  
BDF ADBJ 0 
E FGBC 
E F  F E C  
CFE F E C B  0 
D D C 
D L I  CB 
F I A 
D LMCG 
CCE A A A F  2 












ECD J DAA 
C E F E C B  
D F EGC 
D E F C  
F B F  
D F C  
C E D 
F D  B B B  











D I HD 
D NHCJ 
D DB 
C F CF 
























































E D  F B  
E MDBB 
CC GDA 
F H C  
D F D  
DDDC EBCA 0 
DE K D A  


































F C D  MECD 
DDD I DDB 
EE BECB 
B B  AAC I 
B E D  AAC 0 
EDD F E B  
D D 
C L H H C  
BC A B F E  1 
350216600C 
3601 11 142C 







































C F H C 
D L C  
E C E C D  
F C  HDBG 
E D  J F D B  
F FGB 
D L J  C 
D K J  L E  
B B F F  B B B A  0 
































E D  ABF 0 
BBC AAA 3 
CB E ABBE 0 
C B 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































05404 - 0946 
05404-01 58 
05404-0041 














05407 -021 2 
05407 -0845 


































74000 1 1 1 OC 
560010000C 



































































29.7 33 212-19 
30.3 43 206-16 
















































































I M  OR1 
<0541-018 05412-0148 
0541 2-0105 





































































































05428 - 0756 
05428-0521 





























































































3501 01 221 c 
I I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Si) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pn; 10) High Source Denslty Reglon 
Riaht Ascension: 05h43m44s-05h47m55s Declination: - 10"- 0" 








1 3  
20 
6 6  



































































































































D D CCHD 
CC F D B  
D BK 
D C 
CC K E B  
DDC EBA 
D G EC 
E A F  
DC BDC 




E D  KFCA 
D HF 
D HB 
DC I DE 
c B B  
C D  DCB 
C DDD 
BCC A A E l  




C L J B B  
DCC E B B  
B D  A C H  
BDC CEA 





E K F F D  
DC DB 
DC H F E B  
D I A 
D GE 
C MFB 
C K E B  
D K B  
E F  A J D C  
C F E B  
B B I  J 
B B C  A A C  
B A F E  
ECC ACB 
C D  E C I  E 
ECD CEA 




C D M 
C F B C  
CD CD 
C C D 
F F E  
C HDB 
D HKCC 
F D G A E C  
D MC 
C I DI 
E AC 
C D FEGK 
C GCB 
C K F C  
C FDC 




C J B 
CD I AB 








E D  M CB 
D J D 
D C 














3 3  14 
3 8  33 


































22.1 51 208-15 
23.5 9 211-17 
33.4 23 207-15 
33.6 36 214-18 
48.4 39 209-15 
49.2 56 206-14 
50.3 24 209-16 
54.9 33 207-14 
55.9 8 207-14 


























88 2 ,  
89 ,  3 
891 3 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected) 51 12 pm C 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 
















































































































































































































11 l e  
7 


























































































































































05437 - 0343 
05437 - 0246 
05438- 0601 
05438-0604 
05438 - 0552 
05439-0141 
05440 - 0027 
05440-0533 
05441 -0648 
05441 - 0407 
05442-0000 
05442 - 0840 
05442 - 0833 
05442-01 56 
05444 - 01 12 
05445- 0054 
05445- 0951 
05446- 01 21 




05448 - 0055 
05449 - 0835 









































































































































































































































































































































99021 001 00 
9601000000 
940102343C 










































































05453 - 0941 
05454-0047 
05454-0022 







05457-0135 462 25 207-15 
05457-0814 471 37 213-18 
05458-0747 492 42 213-18 
05458-0339 51 9 7 209-16 
05458-0906 533 45 214-18 ! I '  
05459-0123 58.3 29 207-15 
05461-0459 6.0 58 210-16 


































05474-0047 12981 1'206-14 
X0547 - 040 













05476-0839 40 21 34 1214- 18 
05476-0557 41 6 42 211-16 















'Confusion F I ~ ~ S  1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confuslon Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW) 
28 
I 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Name 
a 8 
h m. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 







































































































































Flux Density Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R Z 
















































































































































































































































































I 1  
!4 
9 

























































































































































































































































































































































































D L  C 
c CBD 

























































































05483 - 01 26 
05483 - 021 5 
05484-0245 
05484-0017 
05484 - 0047 





05487 - 0434 
D H D  C 
:D ACME 
CF F B C  
CE GCA 
D L B F  




IE A E H  
35.3 29 207-14 
141.61 37 1211 -16 
5500123658 
















































c c  
DF GAGD 
DD EA 
DD J E B  
D K D  
C OH 
D EGGB 





















05494 - 0533 
05494 - 0902 
05495 - 0405 




32598 K5 1 B C H  
C E  
CD DB 
C KDC 
D L  J C  
E M E B  
D GB 
CD CDEB 
F F  EE 
CCC DAAA 4GC 21 10 52 
DJ E 
c c  
B 
D HHB 
E E D  D J C C  
CD I CC 
D C  
BC 
CD CEC 
DE E A  










.DN 1648 11.0 9 215-17 
12.6 19 210-15 
14.9 4 210-15 
16.8 1 213-16 
20.1 23 214-17 
23.7 26 211-15 
D KB 
D GE 
C F B  
D GC 
I F  
D AA 















149.0/ 52.4 52 41207-13 
56.0 22 207-13 
D I D  
D L E F  
C 
B I  
D L H E C  
B G  J 
E BE L 
F C  H EA 
D CA 
C AB )O 1321 
)O 1322 
)G-085 
3261 8 K2 
05509 - 061 2 










D B  
C J M B B  




C E B C  
F C  H GB 
DE D D  





0551 2 - 0554 
05513 -051 9 
3400123438 05513-0225 
05513-0930 
05514 -091 6 
05514 -0248 
D L  I B  
CE M F D  
F C  
DC E B  
CD DFCB 
E D  L N E C  
C E B  
DC NKEB 














47.1 18 211-15 
148.71 12 1207- 13 
c I CB 
D KEC 
D FGCD 
C H GC 
D E B  
C G  EC 
E D  A C J E  












8.82 32630 MA 05518-0105 
0551 8 -0024 
055 18 - 0224 
0551 8 - 0352 
05519 0729 




05520 - 0404 32635 83 I 3.61251210-15 
II
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm. I O )  High Source Density Region 












Right Ascension: 05h52m04'-05h58m14s 
EDC 
MFB 
E F C  
A F D  
L K C B  


























































































































2.0 11 209-14 
5.7 56 210-14 
10.2 39 214-16 
19.5 34 211-15 
23.4 26 209-14 
26.0 35 211-15 
27.9 54 209-13 
29.0 25 209-14 
31.4 21 213-15 






























18.4 15 210-14 
24.6 26 212-15 
27.1 7 215-16 
30.3 22 214-16 
35.3 47 209-13 
41.1 34 208-13 










J C B  
L E  
AF 
c c  
CI  MC 
HEE 
F E B F  
FC 










505 27 215-16 
568 42 213-15 
1 3  47 209-13 
135 56 212-15 
160 33 213-15 
201 19 214-15 
235 58 213-15 
C 
BCC 








c c  
HBDC 
L E  
FFG 
NFC 









28.5 48 213-15 
33.9 29 208-13 
35.6 35 211-14 
38.8 54 211-14 
39.1 52 208-12 
39.3 43 210-14 



































397 6 208-13 
405 34 209-13 
530 12 216-16 
0 5  52 213-15 
7 6  60 209-13 
147 41 215-16 
197 23 213-15 
237 48 208-12 
403 36 216-16 
433 51 212-14 
442 2 212-14 
443 51 215-16 
447 18 210-13 
494 52 209-13 
51 8 42 213-15 
2 3  39 209-13 
B B  
B B  
B 
B B  
D 
BC 
E F  
CC 








































C B  
J CC 
ABK 
D F  
CC 





































Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S O  
.4OL 
.4OL 





































3 c  
DE 
CE 























































































































































3701 0001 08 
X0552 -01 8 
DO 1333 05527-0236 145.1123 1209-14 4400000108 
5600000308 
9700000008 
9701 00001 8 
457 56 212-15 
503 22 215-17 
528 18 211-15 
584 46 209-14 
0 2  13 212-15 



















L C  
EC 
L E B  
























X0554 - 047 
A 



































97000001 08 LDN 1638 
TMSS -10103 
05554-0302 243 33 210 13 



















































132722 K5 05571-0716 
05572 - 0643 
05572 - 0400 
05572 -0802 












05577 - 081 6 
05579-0116 



















'Qnfusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
30 
Riaht Ascension: 05h58m19s-06h03m486 
Flux Density 

















































































































F I " ~  corr A Confusion R 







































































































D C J F 
D GE 
D C L  
C B K  
BC AA G 0 
BD A B J  6 
B C  AAMG 0 
C D  C A B  
CC K C A D  
AC 
D B 
B B F  
D B H  I 
F F K  
BC A A  0 
C G C 
C D  NBA 
C HDC 
F C 
BBCC A A A A  0 
B B C  A A A G  1 
BC A A H  0 
F F F  
E CDF 
CCC B A A  
E I D 
C L D  
C L E 
D EHB 
BC AA J 1 
E F 
F C  GHGE 
C DD 
C D H  





BCDE A A A B  1 
C DC 
C D  ACHG 0 
C B H F  
B AE F 
D K C B  
C C 
C B E 
D E B  
D H B 
C E F  
D F D F G  
E KC 
DC CB 
BC A B  0 
FCDE E E B B  0 
BC A B  0 
C BF M 
D K C 
B B C  
B A F  
BCE A A E  1 
B D  A B  1 
F F 
CC C ACEE 0 
BC AACG 1 




C I L H D  
D I B 
C CK 
c B B  
C B 
C K C  
E C G 
C D  AC 3 
CCC A A A  
B D  
F B 
c c 
D M C 





D L H B  
D D 
D C F  
B C  AB G 1 
C DL 
DCC DAB 
B A E H  
BC A A L  0 
DE J DC 
B A D  F 
CC K E A B  




























































33.1 60 211-13 
34.9 24 208-12 
37.9 19 211-13 
38.6 2 216-15 
391 45 213-14 
40.9 33 210-12 
41.3 10 212-13 
46.9 28 211-13 
49.8 50 208-11 
50.3 29 213-14 
52.1 36 216-15 
53.3 27 216-15 
53.9 33 213-14 
2.6 37 216-15 
4.3 2 215-15 
6.5 34 209-12 
9.0 51 216-15 
11.9 44 212-13 
18.5 20 210-12 
26.3 55 215-14 
27.0 8 216-15 
286 22 211-12 
29.3 58 207-11 
37.9 10 208-11 
39.1 59 208-11 
41.1 24 213-13 
43.1 48 208-11 
43.2 10 210-12 
44.5 42 216-15 
48.7 25 214-14 
50.4 20 212-13 
51.1 24 213-13 
0.4 31 213-14 
5.8 47 216-15 
8.5 35 208-11 



























































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(s) ('7 I b ('3 (-1 
I2 wrn 
~ 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































58.1 1 211-13 
159.61 14 1210-12 DO 1372 
132752 KO 
TMSS - 10105 
05589-0253 


















































. . . . . . .. 
05598-091 0 
05598-0906 















06006 - 01 14 
06006- 0035 
06006-0556 
06007 -001 6 




























































































































































0601 9-061 1 
06024 - 0429 



















































































06036 - 0032 
132829 MO 






























I I I 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Conflrmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; I O )  High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE rs 31 
OF POOR QUALITY 











Declination: - 10'- 0" 
BC AA 
E D  BE 
B B H  
CBC AAA 









































BDD F A A A  
B B I  
B BG 
























A B F C  
CAAA 
L B  
BAF 
F C  
D D  
K I  F 


























































D M G F  
F D 
BC A A B l  
DE GEC 
D H B 
B B D D  B A A B  
C C F E E  
D DF 































C G CF 
C GC 
C DGE 
E L C  
CEDE ACCD 
D I B 














BC A A A B  
CC E F B E B  























E I B 
B B J K  
CD BC 
C I I B 















F E  CB 
BC AA M 
D F B B  
C C J 
DCC B A A C  
CC BAAF 
Position (1950) Flux Density I Rags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 




# T  
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 4  
,251 





























































































































































































































































































6701 I00000 I 
74ooionoo~ 
652 N 
06038-0765 51 2 30 214-1: 
539 54 213-1: 
5 5 5  41 215-lr 
0 1  31 208-1: 
196 5 214-1; 






6700000000 06044 -081 1 129.01 38 121 5- I L  
06045-0554 
06045- 0619 
06045 - 0541 











31.7 43 213-1: 
34.3 9 214-1: 
35.2 25 213-1; 
37.5 57 217-14 
39.5 58 213-1; 
40.8 13 214-1: 
41.2 4 208-IC 
41.8 21 213-1: 
42.3 19 211-11 
43.1 42 214-1: 
83 
LDN 1646 
06047-0546 44.1 55 213-1; 
06047-0639 44.5 45 214-1: 
06047-0712 46.1 40 214-1: 
06047-0140 46.4 14 209-11 
06049-0541 54.3 11 213-12 
06049-0504 55.6 27 212-12 
06049-0704 56.9 41 214-13 
06050-0644 0.1 6 214-13 
06050-0623 1.2 20 214-13 
06050-0830 2.1 37 216-14 
LDN 1645 
132855 MO 














3.9 54 213-12 
6.9 40 213-12 
7.8 58 214-13 
9.5 43 211-11 
10.4 10 210-11 
12.1 6 211-11 
12.2 3 214-13 
16.3 49 213-12 
17.3 12 213-12 
20.4 31 214-13 
06052 - 0648 
06052-0533 
06052-0512 






22.5 15 214-13 
24.5 5 215-13 
24.6 1 215-13 
25.1 35 213-12 
31.5 34 213-12 
31.8 9 212-12 
32.3 16 214-13 
33.6 39 213-12 
34.2 11 214-13 









37.1 26 213-12 
37.5 8 214-13 
38.7 8 214-13 
42.4 22 217-14 
43.6 47 215-13 
45.6 0 209-10 
46.3 32 212-12 
47.5 7 214-12 
48.4 2 214-12 
49.2 22 210-11 
52.2 44 213-12 
55.2 48 214-13 
56.0 58 213-12 
56.5 34 214-13 
57.5 31 214-13 
57.8 44 214-12 
58.2 33 217-14 
0.8 18 209-10 
0.9 0 215-13 
1.2 21 213-12 
06058 -0202 







o6060 - 0539 
06060-0657 2.1 10 214-13 
06060-0617 3.1 54 214-12 
06061-0454 6.1 15 212-12 
06061-0227 7.7 1 210-11 
06061-0524 8.8 34 213-12 
06061-0513 9.1 13 213-12 
OM)61-0715 9.6 39 215-13 
06061-0612 9.9 37 214-12 
06062-0655 12.7 35 214-13 
06062-0542 13.6 26 213-11 
DG 091 
K O 6 0 6  - 069 6 
3G 092 
132884 G5 65 
75 
4 
06063-0648 /22.3/41 1214-15 
132885 G5 
K o a - 0 7 2  
06064-0547 275 49 213-12 
06064-0700 296 56 214-1: 
06065-0622A 355 52 214-1; 
06066-0909 '371 14 216-lr 
06066-0637 391 16 214-13 
06067-0817 1424 32 216-1. 
06067-0614 440 47 214-1; 
06067-0041 464 31 209-1E 
06068-0643 486 22 214-lr 
06068-0641 539 20 214-1; 
16000021 00 











I 'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Declination: - 10'- 0" 
Flux Denwy 




(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
12 w 25 ~m pm 100 P V F I U ~  Corr A 











B C  AA 1 
DE I CC 
D F 
BBCE A A A D  3 
C E M  I 
BBDC CBCB 1 
C E D 
A M  
D K I  C 
BE B D  D 2 
1 9  
2 7  
3.6 
3.7 






















C A E J C  
C K B 
C F C  
F F J C B  
C MC 
F F  E B  
C D 
DD C ABHC 0 
D A 



























3.57 D E l  A 
4.16 D C 
1.41L B B 
2.13 E C 
4876.04 BBCB AAAA 1 
166L B CH I 
1.72L C B J  
1.69 D F MC 
4876.04L BC B A E  0 
134L BE CE 0 
5 6  









































CE BABC 9 
DE F E  
C HD 
E GB 
B D  
C C F I  
BC AA N 0 
C L C 
B B F  















D B H  
BC B B  3 
BBDD GBBA 0 







1.0 18 213-11 
13.7 57 214-12 
17.0 58 215-12 
22.1 44 214-12 
23.2 31 214-11 
27.1 33 214-12 
37.6 19 210-10 
42.3 32 217-13 
45.1 15 214-11 
45.6 41 210-10 
530 36 215-12 
56.9 51 214-11 
3.7 58 216-12 
21.8 28 214-11 
26.1 6 215-12 
27.9 38 216-12 
34.3 14 213-11 
36.9 45 214-11 
39.6 53 209- 9 
41.3 50 216-12 
42.8 45 217-13 
436 42 213-11 
45.1 30 215-12 
49.4 22 209- 9 
51.1 39 209- 9 
58.3 I 1  215-12 
58.4 12 217-13 
58.7 60 210- 9 
2.8 46 213-11 
3.8 28 209- 9 
10.0 7 214-11 
10.1 50 212-10 
10.2 32 214-11 
15.6 52 217-13 
18.8 53 215-12 
19.6 45 217-12 












E D  
C I KC 
F C  J C B  
B AC 
DE HBC 
DE AB 0 
DBDF AAAA 5 
BCD AAEB 0 











B AE H 
D GDB 
E CD 
F L C  
D E CDJ D 
B CE 
C I B 













BF AB 0 
CD A B L  7 
B D AEI  B 
D C G 
BCB CBC 1 
C J D 
C J CB 
D B 
C B 











B J  
B C 
DDD CAAB 9 
CE CD 
C G 
B C  C ACKB E 
C K D  
F D  I J B A  
D C 
































D H B D  




F H J C C  
B BE 
C C 
C E L  
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39431 1001 C 
5601000010 

















I 588 4 1391216-13  1 1
IO 1439 
3AFGL 890 






















153.41 5 .  22 16 1212- 6 13 11 
53.7 33 216-13 
55.0 31 217-13 






























I32973 KO 061 05 - 0455 








061 09 -0935 
061 09-01 34 
061 10-0452 
061 10-0035 
061 1 1-0624 




























061 11 -0539 
061 12-0908 



























0 i i  14- 0824 
06114-0343 
061 15-071 1 
061 16-0920 




51.4 10 213-11 
56.3 49 214-11 
1.2 13 211- 9 
8.0 55 216-12 
8.7 17 212-10 
12.3 10 215-11 
13.0 8 217-12 
17.4 41 212-10 i17.6 57 214-11 16.1 56 213-10 06118 -0500 061 19 - 061 8 061 20 - 0200 06121 -0815 06121 -0316 960000002€ 9fini ooooot 06122-0648 061 22-0921 061 22-0425 06122-0408 06122- 0545 133007 KO 133008 K5 
I I I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
OUGINAL PAGE B 
DE ?OOR QUALITY 
~ 
Right Ascension: Ofihl  2m18s-06h19m17s 
Flux Density 
















































































































# T  
V L (Not Color Corrected) 
100 ~m F I " ~  Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
(11 (") I b C') (") ('1 
12 pm 25 ptn 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
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061 23 - 061 9 
06124-0411 
061 24 - 061 5 
06 1 24 - 062 1 
061 25 - 0658 
06126- 0244 
06126- 0628 
061 27 -0945 
06127 -0443 











































































































































2117 C D  F CBBC 
251L F F DC 
649L B B C  AAC 
5384 B B C D  BBAP 
412 E D KGDE 
172L C J BC 
3204L C FBDC 
376 CC CAA 
265 D E C 
190 C M F 
3204 CECD EFDE 
135L B B H  
156L C E 
420 C E CHFC 
169L B AE 
169 D F C 
264L C B 
315 D C 
642L F BG 
248 D C 
227 C C 
11 18L c cc 
12OL B B I  HE 
302L CC HCAC 
109L C D 
145L c B L  
148L D C 
177 C G  C 
1 2 0 L C D  AAG 
173L B B 
610L BC AA 
245 D J I  EC 
499L B B C I  c 
144L CE A C  E 
576 D F  GC 
4657 BBCE BBAA 
162L D C I  
137L C CGKH 
1 2 2  D C 
209 D C 
4 3 5  C D  B A  
266 D I HF 
254L CC A A J B  
525L C C B  F 
5 4 6 L C E  B G  L 
156L C AF  
244 DC FCCB 
650L C C 
278 E C 
136L B C C  A A D  
3 41 D J  F 
129L D DC 
216 E FC 
150L E D  A D  H 
128L D B D  
632L C B G  
109L B D  A C  
139L C DC 
125L BCE AAC 
183L D G 
268 F B 
261L C D G 
197 C GF 
665L BC A A J  
173 CC F B A  
254 D C E 
203L F D G 
121L B AE C 
220 C GE 
143L B B E J  
531L B D  AA H 
564L B B C  A A B  
170 C MNE 
125L BC AB 
189 C D  BC 
196 C GHG 
307 DD H F B  
1 OOL B C  AA 
104L B B C  AAA 
104L CD B F  
150 D D 
180 D GL C 
140L C E H I  
139L c c 
110L B BC 
lOOL BC AB 
1 0 1 L C B C  AAAC 
124L B E  B E M  
321 C EHE 
131L C C 
3547 CCCE B B B A  
272 D C 
109L B C  AAGC 
172L C E 
129L BC A B M  
lOOL DC AA 
l 8 l L  C CE 
145L E B D  
118L BC AA 
I O O L ~ B  A L  







































































0 X0612 -064 
133025 G5 
DO 1468 
52.8 11 215-11 
55.3 57 210- 9 
55.9 44 212- 9 
56.2 40 214-10 
1.7 38 209- 8 
5 3  25 216-11 
6.3 31 215-11 






























9 2  1 212-10 
9 6  6 214-11 
15.3 4 211- 9 
21 5 16 217-12 
235 23 210- 8 
26.1 33 212-10 







282 43 211- 9 
291  14 210- 8 
130 91 57 I 216- 11 9 v345 OR1 
0 46.9 13 217-12 
51 9 53 214-10 
0 3  59 218-12 
3.2 50 211- 9 
4.1 11 217-12 


























































DO 1491 061 52 - 001 3 
061 52-0554 












2 1  
0 133071 KO 
133076 KO 
0 
1 486 N 
06160-091 6 
06162 -01 16 
06164-0357 
06164-0922 
































3.9 6 218-12 
13.5 47 210- 8 
25.9 9 213- 9 
28.2 6 218-11 
30.7 18 216-11 
33.4 29 217-11 
33.6 49 215-10 
36.9 44 210- 8 
42.1 35 213- 9 
50.0 37 210- 8 

















































42.7 39 214- 9 
43.7 52 218-11 
52.5 40 216-10 
53.1 23 215-10 
53.5 9 215-10 
0.7 46 213- 9 
12.5 22 212- 8 
154 2 214- 9 
184 10 211- 8 
20.1 15 217-10 
061 77 -0453 
061 77 - 091 3 
061 78 - 0706 
133129 G5 85 
6600100000 


































061 87 - 01 21 
06189-0311 
133156 MA 1 
- 
67 
- I 1 





a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN e 
( 5 )  (") 1 b (") C ' )  (') 












2 212- 8 
28 210- 7 
19 218-11 
8 217-10 
10 212- 7 
1 216-10 
39 213- 8 
20 216- 9 
5 213- 8 














59 215- 9 
57 216-10 
5 214- 8 
50 219-11 
59 210- 6 
53 218-10 











45 211- 7 
17 210- 6 
26 218-10 
44 210- 6 
34 214- 8 
13 217-10 
20 215- 9 
53 216- 9 












44 213- 8 
35 210- 6 
12 212- 7 
60 216- 9 




35 211- 7 











18 211- 6 
46 216- 9 
14 214- 8 
51 212- 7 
13 218-10 
19 219-10 
31 213- 7 
52 211- 6 












14 212- 7 
24 217- 9 
15 213- 7 
50 212- 7 
7 213- 7 
38 218-10 
6 217- 9 
11 219-10 
43 215- 8 












44 217- 9 
39 214- 7 
51 214- 8 
29 213- 7 
0 215- 8 
39 210- 6 
29 214- 8 
33 219-10 











47 214- 7 
28 214- 7 
25 211- 6 
51 219- 9 
51 213- 7 
30 211- 5 
40 219-10 
14 218- 9 
44 216- 8 
5 218- 9 
(Not Color Corrected) 
I 
12 pm 25 urn 60 urn 
C 
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Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Sep 
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RAFGL 921 86.07 












2 7  
70 36 
S O  
























6 5  
















































5 2  
.25L 












3.80 B B E E  AAAA 
1.73L C D 
1.55 D L G 
1.96L D C 
1.66 D HDC 
1.24L B D  AB1 
2.OOL BE B D  H 
2.02 C B J  F 
1.30L B BE J 
1.11L BC AAE 
061 93 -0349 
061 94 - 0906 




061 97 -0751 
06197-0839 
06198-0254 












































































































































































































5 1600001000 495 





































1.32L C BC 
2.04LIBF IAC H 
133175 KO 
734L D C L  
232L D D NG 
218 BBCC AAAB 
135L c B L  
106L D B F  M 
154L B D  AC I 
136L F D 




Ofi207-0813 1.61L BF B B  
2.73 CC J K B B  
1.2OL BBC AACM 
3.56: C F CGFH 
1.12L DD AC 
1.00 D K H 
7.12L BBC A A B  
1.65L C C 
2.2OL C CG H 

























0621 5 - 001 5 
0621 5 - 0902 
06216-0004 
0621 7 - 04 18 
2.30L D DE I 
1.26L BBC A A A D  
2.86 BDDE ABDJ 
3.38 BBCC A A A C  
1.43 D I B 
1.61LC C 
1.49L D E L 
2.88L E D  B D  D 
5.28L CC AA 
1.8OL C CHL 
06218-0818 
06219-0555 































































1.24L B B N  
2.751. C G 
1.72 C HL D 
4.41L B D  AC 
1.OOL BC AA 
1.15L C DK I 
2.99 D NE C 
5.56 BBCC AAAA 
1.16 F E 








I 2500100000 1.79L C E 
2.58 E M HC 
1.24L B D  ABM 
1.23L B F E  AAC 
1.38L E BF 
7.36L BBC A A A L  
1.30L B AB 
1.64L BBC AADL 
1.81 D D  





06233 - 0239 
06235 - 0750 
1.90 C H E 
1.61L B D  B D  
1.55L B D  B B  
1.33L C BHM 
1.14L BE AC 
1.53 D F  
1.33L B B 
3.37 E G C 
1.66L B D  A E K F  









X0624 - 090 
TMSS -10123 
133265 KO 
3.29 D CF F 
1.2OL B B C  AAC 
1.09L B D  AB 
1.01L CC AC 
2.26L BC AB F 
1.43LC AE 
1.52L BC A A J  
1.58 D C 
8.47: DDE BEE 






06247 - 001 4 














1.12 F B 
1.37L CF CC 
2.12L C A 
1.33L C D MG 
1.1OL B B  AAF 
3.01 CC HAB 
2.77 E C 
2.44 C L E 
2.31 c c  
1.41L B D  BBN 
133284 K5 
XO625-091 
3.90: C D E A E  
1.68L E D 
1.91L C CK K 
1.54 C C 
4.65 C GC 
3.27L B AE J 
1.66LC B M  
586L C L G B  
5.25L CCC AAB 
















06263 - 0920 
06263 - 0700 
06264-0304 31 I I I
'Confusion Flags: 61-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 
Riaht Ascension: 06h26m29s-06h31m376 
581 
582 
5 8  
6 3  
7 1  





Declination: - 10'- 0" 
37 219- 9 
29 219- 9 
58 219- 9 
1 214- 6 
38 218- 9 
43 217- 8 
4 216-8 
42 219- 9 
11 218- 9 













Flux Density I 
390 47 219- 9 
432 14 219- 9 
460 54 219- 9 
464 42 211- 5 
470 34 219- 9 
524 43 211- 5 
566 48 214- 6 
583 13 213- 6 
0 5  40 211- 5 


















































I S  
- 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
( 5 )  (") I b ('7 ('7 (7 
V 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
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06264-0037 29 1 20 21 1 - 5 
06265-0950 32.0 4 219- 9 
06265-0855 341 2 218- 9 
06266-0246 367 25 213- 6 
























































1.96L BCC A A B  
3.29 DDD GBBC 
3.10 C H C 
1.42L C DF 
170L D CN F 
3.43 D GLC 
129L B B C  AAD 
2.51LE B J  
3.16 C M F E  













































































































6.24L BC AA 
1.36L F B J  K 
325 ~ D G DC 
1.28L B BE 
C LGD 
170L C D L 
493L B E  B B  
6.31L F D  HDC 
599L B E  A A K  















9700000010 I 1601 000000 06271 -0719 
06272-0616 
06272-0951 






11.73L C B H  
5.09L EC MBB 
1.79: C F F F B C  
3.27 D F F 
4.68L F I DC 
2.15L E C 
2.39 C D L  B 
1.77L C B G  
2.38L D B D  H 
6.82L B B D  
3 0  1616 
133347 G5 













1.25L C C J 
369.07L E D C  I CC 
369.07L B C D  FBGE 
2.73 CCC D B A B  
1.33L D D I 
2.41L C DB E 
5.87L DD GC 
2.92 C AB 
8.76L C DF 









369.07L B GC 
151L C C 0 
1.14L CC A C  
369.07L C F HI DA 
1.72L C F J 
9400: CF F J  DO 
1.81LC CF 
5.38L CCD F C D  
3.85 DC HC 
2.11L CC A A I  
06285-0939 326 42 219- 9 
329 49 218- 8 
403 30 219- 9 
41 0 54 211- 5 
502 16 219- 9 
51 3 16 211- 5 
51 3 48 211- 5 
0 9711227008 
6601000210 
3 9600100000 CR MON 
06289-0924 57.6 52 219- 9 
06289-0258 59.9 1 213- 6 
06290-0127 I 0.2491 212- 5 5.40L B C  B A  1.67 D F F 2.52L C C M 
2.02 C K 0 
1.54LC B I  
2.25 D G 
2.33 C N B 
1.46L BCD AACO 
1.48L BC ACEH 
23.05 CDCD E B B A  
1 6  9 214- 6 
3 6  7 218- 8 
4 7  57 214- 6 
1 1 0  2 217- 7 
188 38 217- 8 
21 5 33 215- 7 






133369 KO 06294-0807 































1.53L B C  A A C  
1.69 C 0 
2.50 C M J B 
3.44 c c 
2.28L B B C  AAAA 
3.89 C J KO 
2.68 CCC K B B B  
2.42L D F 
2.81L C B L J F  























1.61: B D B C L F  
182: B C  B BC 
5.98L C B 
1.83L B E C  AACH 
1.42 D K C 
144L C E E  I 
143L C D 
238L E D  E D  
254L B D  BC 







133395 KO 06304-0346 
06304-0139 






608L CC AA 
237 C FCC 
233L BC A B  
549L B B C  AADH 
142L CF BC 
5891. C GB 
283 D J C  0 
1162 EC I G 
273 D C 













06307-0735 4741491 218- 8 
06309-0930 1544 3 I 219- 8 
06309 - 0800 ,;0 ~ 38 , 218 - 8 
06310-0808 5 3  1 1218- 8 
06311-0912 7 3  21 219 8 
06311-0110 8 3  55 212 5 
XO631-081 
133404 83 













211L C E J  
244 C K B 
343 C C DK C 
240L B D  AC 
187L C E E  
200 c c 
637L C D 
711 CCC F A A A  
142L B D  A B M  
270 C HC 
41 , li 
49 ~ 21 
36 
06312-0359 
0631 2 - 01 57 
06313-0053 














*Confusion ~ l ~ ~ s  1) c 1 ~ R u s - 1 .  2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI, 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Right Ascension: 06h31m40s-06h36m26s 
Position (19SO) Flux Density Flags 
V L (Not Color Corrected) 












E I E 
C E  
DF K B C  
BC ABEhr 
BBCC AAAA 
C I K C  
C E 
BC AB 
C C K I  
B BD C 
Galactic Uncertainty el a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 










18 214- 5 
51 215- 6 
23 219- 8 
59 214- 5 
13 216- 6 
46 220- 8 
















6 212- 4 
36 219- 8 
57 215- 6 
20 218- 7 
40 215- 5 
20 218- 7 
56 212- 4 
53 219- 7 
6 211- 4 













B F  B F  
BD AD 


























14.5 51 218- 7 
15.4 41 219- 8 
15.6 32 217- 6 
19.0 7 216- 6 
22.4 45 214- 5 
22.9 34 217- 7 
23.2 53 214- 5 
24.5 36 212- 4 
26.7 32 219- 7 
42.7 53 216- 6 
51.5 50 213- 4 
53.6 39 218- 7 
55.1 1 215- 5 
56.6 40 219- 7 
3.8 57 213- 4 
6.7 21 212- 4 
6.9 8 213- 4 
7.4 10 216- 6 
9.3 44 214- 5 















B D  AB G 
CD J AA 
BD ABGE 
C AD 






















C C J 
BD B D  
C E l  B 


















CD N CC 
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C D J F  
D D G 
BBCD AAAB 
D B L  
C I C 
F I B 
F E B H  








































C D D F C B  
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C D 




D L B 
BC AAI E 
C BJ G 









































































B D  C BGEC 
DE AC 





B AE E 











9.2 15 220- 7 
10.1 6 213- 4 
11.5 59 215- 5 
13.4 56 218- 6 
22.4 35 218- 6 
22.7 25 219- 7 
23.0 46 214- 4 
23.1 36 213- 4 
24.3 6 213- 4 
26.9 40 212- 3 
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06321-0949 10.9 29 220- 8 
06322-0335 12.6 4 214- 5 
06324-0438 24.8 29 215- 6 
06325-0040 33.2 16 212- 4 I I 1  133434 KO 
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1600000000 
5600100000 133500 KO 
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133511 K2 
























'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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C CG 
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DC A A L D  
B C  AA 
C CH 
BCCC B A A A  
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C B F E  
D K I  D 












C B E  
C DJ  K B  
B C  A A H  
E D C D  B B A A  
B AF  J 
B C 
C CM 
D E B  
CF D F B A  








CC I E C B  
C D  C F B A  
E F  C B  
C B 
BCC A A A  
B B E  G 











BCCF A A A A  
C B 
C C 
B A D  
BC A A I  
CCCC D A A B  
B B I  
CECC B E B A  
F E C 





















































B C  AA 
C D  F C B  
c c 
B A D  H 
D K DC 
CCC DBCC 
C B F  
B C  A A D l  












F E C  CBA 
CF F 0 
CDCC GCBA 
B D  AC 
D K H E  
C B  E BABC 
c CL 
D D 








5 4 1  44 
562 16 
592 57 
2 2  14 
8 1  32 











D F  AFMC 
B C  EDBB 
B C  A B L  
C C I  
B C C  AAC 
B B C  A A A  
D C b 
C D  L A A  
B C  AA 












DCC F B B A  
B B F H  
DD KEC 
B B B  A A A l  
C D  AB 
C EDBC 
BCCC BAAP 
Right Ascension: 06h40~42s-06h45m18s Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associalions Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
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06420-0331 3.9 40 
06420-0100 1 5.7140 
06420-0758 6 0  8 
06421 -0258 1 6 81 51 
06422-0857 127 40 
XO642-029 
06422-0941 14.6 37 
06423-0357 /19.3/ 19 
06423-0514 21.3 41 
06424-0237 258 56 
06424-0808 h o t  7 
133632 G5 
X0642 - 022 
133638 B9 
DO 1748 
06424-0920 26.4 33 
06424-0054 28.7 1 
06424-0935 29.8 3 
06425-0214 32.6 55 
06425-0901 I !  33.3 39 5500000130 7400022208 3600000008 
06426-0353 402 11 
06426-0825 I4201 9 
DT MON 
06428-0257 53.5 59 
06429-0645 55.1 32 



































































06448-0823 462 37 
06449-0058 156:11 7 
06449-0741 58.3 55 
06450-0954 1 1 ~ 1 2 5  
06450-0619 5.3 41 





lours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) 
Right Ascension: 06h45m19'-06h48m41s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 P 60 prn 100 ~m 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 
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FI "~  Corr A c o n f u s m  R s 
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C E 
DD CC 0 
C D 
C F H A  
D 
11.64L E D  
5.59L C 
L K E  
AB 0 












E D  HDA 
EC H B E  
D E C  E 
E D  A D  0 
CC GC 
C C I  









































































































































CD H E 6  
CE DE 
F D D  CAA 
E E F  
EC B A N  3 
DD EB 
F G I 
E C  AEDC I 
C CE C F E A  















E A N  
C E H L N  
EC AA 1 
CCCE DCEA C 
E E C E  AAAA 2 











571  8 
576 1 
57 8 49 
1 7 48 
1 8  45 
2 6 37 
8 9 44 
9 5  3 
10 7 21 



























CC F D C C  
D E E 
AAE 4 
F E 
E K F  C 
c c 
CC N E 6  
EECC E A A A  1 
DC H F C  
E B K  
F C  EDDE 
D E 
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06480-0305 2 3  
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464L C E A C  
3686 CECD E A A A  1 
7 6 2 L B E C  AADG 0 
3686L BC DAA 
3686L C E H  
1069 E GDEE 
309 DC I C E E  
280 D C 
317L B A D  J 
316 CD F C E  
96001 001 OC 
4701000000 
0600000000 
06456-0016 395 '21  
06456-0040 13971 € 
06457-0543 447 11 
06457-0115 462 42 
06458-0233 484 1 
06458-0451 495 2C 
06458-0145 514 41 
06458-0241 527 25 
06459-0853 543 5f 
06459-0956 5591 2 











06464-0608 129.81 23 
06465-0328 30.4 23 

















































06479-0532 I54 01 55 
06480 - 0956 5 8 1 21 
06481 - 0027 8 8 3C 



















802L C D GJ 
929 1 E KGFE 
964L C HI DC 
3205 ~ E E C E  AAAA Z 
390L D E 
11 26L E CF H 
1494LiE E I 
1 4 3 2 L E C D  A A A D  1 
401 1 C GHD 






06483-0430 ~23.1 4€ 
221- 4 , 31 




06484-0846 240 1f 
06484-0853 27 3 27 
06484 -0332 29 4 2; 
06484 0939 299 25 
06485-0455 3241 2 
718L BC AA F i 
354 E J E 
912L E DGD 
799LlC c 
116OL D CK 
386 C J I  E 
7 4 2 L C C C  A A E  5 
982L C E C  
3 81 E I 6  














i 3 4 i  
57 
5 88 
06486-0350 I373 5 
06486-0931 385 31 
06486-0110 ~ 4 1  915L 6 
1 I I I 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Conlusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Conflrrned Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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8.65L B D  AB 
226 F E 
2.89 B K I  E 
1.69L BE AAC 
2.64 E GHE 
299 C FC 
4.49 CC HDE 
2.24L CC BCJ  
2.31L CB AAG 


















9500000008 7.75L BCD AAC 
13.28L C L B I  
3.72 CC EBB 
1.90L CE BCK 
3.79L D NCCE! 
2.81 EBCC AAAC 
2.47L E C  ABMG 
30.56 DDCD DCAA 
10.68L B BG 








10.16L B BE 
1 .81LC AK 
1.92L C B L  
1.72L B CENW 
2.33 D 0 
2.22L B B F  
1.98L C B D 
1.91L BC AB 
6.45L B B B  AAAC 
















3.04 D DHC 
8.76L BC B B  
11.50L B C H  
3.20 E H H C  
1226L C B G  
2.68L BBD AABE 
3.17 C C 
2.13LC CL  
10.17L B B D  
















2.12L D B F  
1.66L B C  AB 
9.23L B B D  
2.29L CD AE I 
11.45L B F B H  
7.60L B F  AB 
10.24L C F E C  
3.38: CD MFDC 
3.75 C I F B  


















7.61L D F 
11.29L B CG 
4.83: CE DD 
2.09L C C F G  
1.90LD B G  
8.25L BCC AAA 
3.89 DCD CAB 
2.35L c CB 
8.02L DD AB 
9.97L B CE 
133820 K5 
06505-0852 135 71 46 





8.69L BBC AAC 
31.26: CCCD DDBA 
8.69L BC BA G 
2.14L B D  AC 
2.77L C CK 
4.76: DE HDD 
11.13L B C F  
6.54 DC I F B  
3.41L D GE N 
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2.05L BC AA 
6.59L C KAG 
3.09L C DL I  I 
2.17L B AM N 
3.67L B BG E 
3.35L C CJ  
15.44 CCCD DBAB 
3.16 D DC 
8.36L DD AC 
3.09 D I NHB 
30 1819 
I33845 K5 
06514-0410 294 3 I . I  '600210308 
8.51L B E D  AAB 
11.03L B BEHG 
11.35L D L D B  
12.41L C AE 
2.11L B BG G 
2.14L B C  AB 
3.37 C HI D 
7.06L C G L A D  
3.661. D C 
2.98L D BHK 
133864 ++i 
06517-0221 47.4 13 
06518-0504 48.3 40 












06518-0430 52.7 54 







11.39L C F DEC 
2.68L D B H 
2.73L B C L  
39.85: FCDF DBBB 
2.37L C D G 
8.951. BC AA 
2.20L BD AC 
2.06L BC A A E  
2.56 D L D 






'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 
Declination: - 10'- 0" 
Flux Density 



















































































































Flux Corr A 
Uncs C w f  R 
5.0 2 217- 1 
6.2 23 216- 1 
10.2 32 215- 0 
17.8 48 217- 1 
15.6 27 217- 1 
17.3 39 215- 0 
19.9 49 218- 2 
19.9 16 219- 2 
204 56 216- 1 
21.7 2 216- 1 
26.4 27 219- 2 
28.2 51 217- 1 
28.5 20 216- 0 
30.4 26 218- 1 
30.7 27 220- 3 
32.8 52 221- 3 
33.7 29 220- 3 
36.6 53 216- 0 
39.1 33 219- 2 
39.6 44 220- 2 
40.0 43 220- 3 
43.6 11 214+ 1 
43.7 6 216- 1 
45.7 6 220- 3 
46.0 60 221- 3 
57.5 54 215- 0 
59.2 36 220- 3 
0.3 24 217- 1 
0.9 35 215- 0 
4.2 18 218- 2 
6.0 13 220- 2 
9.1 49 216- 1 
9.3 21 215- 0 
13.6 11 218- 2 
15.5 29 221- 3 
20.1 41 217- 1 
21.2 12 222- 3 
22.7 37 220- 2 
36.7 27 222- 3 
37.1 7 221- 3 
37.8 39 217- 1 
41.7 4 217- 1 
44.6 50 221- 3 
45.7 23 216- 0 
48.0 5 220- 2 
50.5 37 214+ I 
52.4 31 220- 2 
54.8 19 217- I 
57.5 10 221- 3 
58.9 58 217- 1 
59.3 44 218- 1 
2.2 13 214+ 1 
4.3 4 217- 1 
4.4 18 214f 1 
4.8 45 221- 3 
7.7 25 220- 2 
9.2 3 219- 2 
10.6 43 220- 2 
10.7 58 216- 0 
10.8 49 216- 0 
17.3 31 217- 1 
17.6 18 221- 3 
18.2 46 215+ 1 
19.3 47 217- 1 
22.6 0 217- 0 
26.8 39 217- 0 
31.0 53 219- 2 
31.7 49 216- 0 
36.6 30 216f 0 
40.6 56 217- 1 
44.0 23 221- 2 
44.3 41 214+ 1 
44.3 37 2151  1 
44.3 56 221- 2 
44.9 26 221- 3 
45.4 47 215+ 1 
47.8 12 215+ 1 
48.1 49 222- 3 
49.0 41 221- 3 
49.9 5 217- 1 
50.4 53 221- 3 
50.8 17 215+ 1 
52.7 45 216+ 0 
53.7 3 218- 1 
54.1 33 219- 1 
54.2 57 215+ 1 
55.5 49 216f 0 
55.6 42 221- 3 
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Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
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3.30L C C H 
3.34L D CK 
132.60: BBFE CCCD 3 
2.47L C D 
12.16L BC AAJ  1 
5.09 D GEB 
69.62: BCCD B A B A  0 
5.27L D ECF 
3.01L C B H 







































































































X0652 - 040 
X0652 - 038 06522-0350 
06522-0214 
06523-0537 
06523-0636 EL MON 
2.77L C E 
2.62L D J D 
2.58L B BE 
2.32L C GC 
2.65L B C  ABM 0 
4.27 CC HCC 
2.37L BCC A A B E  1 
15.44L D CD 
2.16L BE AD 0 

















06526-0224 133894 KO 
133895 K5 2.68LBD AB 0 
2.57 C K I D 
2.75 D N B 
184.93: BBCD DDBA 1 
4.73 C J GD 
3.17 DCC CCAB 
2.81L C B D  C 
11.43L C B J  
77.60 BBCF CADB 4 























4.10 BBCC AAAA 0 
2.6OLCB AADK 3 
3.80 DC I CB 
23.98: BCDD B B B B  0 
7.69L CBD AAA 7 
2.921. C D G 
2.631. BD AB 0 
3.06 C F C  
2.8OL B C  AC 1 

















2.76L F CHK 
14.49L C D 
3.82 D N B 
10.57L CE B F F  
9.72 BDCC ABAA 1 
14.41L D C 
3.20L DC BCB 
10.07L C B F F  
2.79L B B F  F 







06538 - 0056 
06538-0656 
06539-0330 
1 LDN 1656 11.12L D HI E B  
10.57L C MEAB 
4.18 D E B  
7.10L CC AAH 6 
15.39L C B L  
8.72L BC ABK 0 
17.90 CE GHFC 
2.31L BC AB 1 
3.99 D D 






















8.68L BC AB 2 
17.98 D GEA 
5.26 DD BC 
13.87L C GB 
5.68 DC GDHA 
10.03 E J DC 
16.18L D B B  
4.31 D FGB 
4.77 C NC 
6.41: DDF NCDD 




06545 - 0251 
XO654-034 
bf555 
6.47L C GC 
216.45L B E B  J 
2.97 CC HKAB 
103.77: FBDF DABB 1 
216.45 DCDE CBAA 9 
216.45L F E F  GFFF 0 
7.45L BCC AAA 0 
2.8OL BBC AAB 2 
11.36L BC AAD 0 
96.09: F F CCCB 







06547 - 0029 
06547 -01 09A 







06549 -01 43 
06549 -0248 
06549-0838 
7.21 D GB 
129.44L BBD AABJ  0 
14.13L B B E M  
8.71L C ME 
11.12L C MFI 
2.85L C DAL  
2.84L B AB 
5.11 DC DB 
20.35 F DEB 



















216.45LIFC 07L CED (DAHBI  BBAF 0 
3.39: B E BD E 1 631 N 149 
1 
1 
- i  
4 
2800000100 
l::iB 11 62L C D- I i :D i I  
425L B B M J D  
2339 BBCC AAAA 0 
1 I I 
'Confuuon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
42 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 60 ~m 100 P 
Right Ascension: 06h55m14s-06h58m05 
Flags 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Conruston R s 






















































































































39 221- 2 
31 221- 2 
37 221- 2 
28 222- 3 
33 221- 2 
4 220- 2 
7 217- 0 
21 218- 1 
59 216+ 0 












58 218- 0 
1 217+ 0 
59 215+ 1 
4 219- 1 
24 218- 1 
27 215+ 1 
43 219- 1 
49 221- 2 
18 220- 2 











9 221- 2 
31 215+ 1 
0 221- 2 
14 218- I 
8 2151- 1 
2 218- 1 
3 220- 2 
3 217- 0 
43 221- 2 











44 216+ 1 
27 216+ 0 
7 217- 0 
29 221- 2 
57 218- 0 
48 218- 1 
38 221- 2 
34 221- 2 
15 217+ 0 











39 217+ 0 
54 219- 1 
14 218- 1 
43 219- 1 
32 217- 0 
41 217- 0 
28 217- 0 
0 218- 0 
8 216+ 0 










34 218- 0 
18 221- 2 
59 216+ 1 
23 217- 0 
6 217+ 0 
55 220- 2 
48 218- 0 
10 218- 0 





25 219- 1 
17 214+ 2 
37 218- 0 











25 217+ 0 
26 218- 0 
18 218- 0 
41 218- 0 
58 222- 2 
44 216+ 1 
53 214+ 2 
40 222- 2 
25 222- 2 
50 222- 2 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) (") I b ('7 (") 
12 urn 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.321. C BEHb 
3.04 D F C 
10.01L BC AB 
3.06L C DE 
2.95L C CBG 
4.46 CC B B  
28.33 BCCD BBAA 
5.13 ECB J E A A  
13.251. BC AAB 
8.17: C D H E B  
14.7 60 216+ 0 
17.7 13 215+ I 
20.2 53 216+ 0 
06553-0737 22.4 31 221 - 2 
24.0 8 220- 2 
30.3 46 216+ 0 
35.8 25 221- 3 
35.8 37 218- 1 
36.5 40 221- 2 
36.6 11 222- 3 
DO 1859 
196 
X0655 - 023 



























19.01: BBCD AAAA 
3.82 E I FC 
16.07L C CL  
3 4 3 L B B  AAE 
3.59L BE ACG 
4.71 C E l  B 
4.94L CDD DBCC 
6.70 E E J C  
13.81L DD MCC 




1 7800000000 133965 MB 
X0655- 072 
XO655-045 















2 7  
.55 
17.53L D C 
3.16 D D G DB 
53.75L E F 
3.76L B AE 
30.24L D I HEG 
53.75 BCCF BADA 
16.51L C D G 
13.56L B CDK 
3 . 5 5 ~  c c H c  















































3.96L DC NCC 
8.20 CCFC BAAA 
6.59 ECE CAD 
13.86L D CBF 
2.88: CDCC CAAC 
55.98 BCCD AAAC 
4.35L c B 
100.92 BEEF AAAA 
15.83L C DO 



































































3.39 D FHC 
4.30 CC HDHA 
14.88L C EGF 
15.51L C MGGH 
15.35L C B 
70.15L BB AACG 
11.63 DCC MCAD 
14.72L C C 
6.66 EE DB 
3.63L CE BE 













5 7  





























12.54L C D 
4.81L E E 
14.84L D MDK 
3.54 c D 
30.75L BBE A A A B  
779.59L BBD AAAN 
779.59 B B B C  AAAA 
20.59L B BH 
8.03 F E  FD 
3.59 D HMDB 






- -. . . . . 
06568 - 0433 
06568-0249 























273.61 BBDE CABB 
5.15L C GDF 
22.25L B BE K 
779.59L CD HAAC 
6.40 E K EB 
3.50 F H F F  
75.29L BBE AAAB 
50.05L BBE AAAB 
75.29L D EA 
























58.26 CCEF CBBA 
14.53L D D 
17.77L D E El- 
6.56 CCD DBA 
75.29 BCDD CBAA 
474.07 C B B C  AAAA 
3.62L F E E 
1.97L C BC 
45.34 CCD BBEC 

































6.95 F ECC 
75.29L D F E I  C 
18.15L C D J E  
17.21L D GCC 
9.96 E GC 
23.98L B B 
1.53L C FK 
9.27 CD EAC 
14.26L C CB 
12.14L D CD 
5287 
06575-0921 

































18.95: CCCD CCAP 
17.01L D DHDC 
3.82L E B I  C 
18.04L C C BHDF 
2.52L BC AD F 
11.78L C DKD 
47.22 BBEE BAAP 
2.76 C C 
14.63L C C 
15.78L C FGBC 
06579-0934 9701 I 00408 
950020004C 
'Confusion Flags: 13-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 
t 
2, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF. POOR QUALITY 
43 
Right Ascension: 06h58m07s-07h00m44 
Position (1950) Flux Density 






I Galacric Uncertainty 
Cwrds SMJ SMN 8 
















































BCC A A A F  
BBDF AABB 
C L H B  




DC I D E H  
DC I DA 







34 2 47 
34 81 2 

































D K D B  
C GC 
C D DI 
CCCE GBBA 
BC ABE 
BC B E  
B F  A B M  
DE L C B  
CEC ADD 





















CCDC F A A A  
BC ABL 
BD B B  
B AG 




































3 3  59 
3 4  41 
5 6  9 
5 6  28 
6 1 4 
6 4 52 
7 2  42 
11 6 18 
159 12 
163 36 
18 5 47 
195 17 
206 22 
21 1 4 
225 49 
25 9 24 
260 54 



























DC A A H  
CCD HBDC 



















E C  L I  C 
EE I HEB 
C CDH 
C B GL 
E DCC 
BBC AADF 
C I C 


























B B D  AAC 
BC AB 
E K B 
C F F  B E B E  
CD CD 
DD ECB 
DE F D B  
C GI C 





























54 1 42 
1 51 21 
1 5  9 
6 0  41 
8 81 45 
9 3 '  56 
9 3  41 
9 61 33 






266L B D  
21 07L E 
1376L CC 
1380L B 
1012L E B B  
2036L C 






























CE K DC 
E D  K F I  D 
E C 
F D  EB 
















































loo Pm 1 Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Cwf R Flags' S 2 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 urn 60 urn Sep 












































































































































































































































































































































































































06581-0848 7.2 24 
06581 -0827 7.3 41 
06581 -0908 8.8 5 
06581 -0846 1 9.443 



























































3 9 -  0 























5 9  
1.71 
.42 

































































































































































































































58506: CCFD CBFC 






























































































1747L FCC BAC 
1139L BCD AAB 
2.84L BF BCL 
103.63: DCDE BCEB 





06587-0422 422 16 




06587-0859 448 21 
06587 - 0204 ~ 4 5  11 59 
06587-0650 460 11 
06587-0730 469 10 
06588-0303 491 30 
06588-0807 501 37 
06588-0707 51 7 15 


































































































KO700 - 022 I 9680101468 1 
07004-0837 





07007 - 021 6 
07007 - 0342 
07007 - 0648 
07007-0309 
26.3 45 222- 
326 32 221- 





2 I 39 12 
36 17 I ;; 24 
8 
1 1  221 7 
352 5 221- 
392 1 220- 
41 9 5 223- 
430 23 216+ 
434140 218+ 
43 9 54 1 220- 
99 3 
99 3 
991 3 '  






56000001 1 C 
9401100008 
960201 120C 447 49 217- 
'Conlusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirrned Sources Pw) 
44 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR VtJA.LITy 
Flux Densify Flags 
Right Ascension: 07h00m456-07h04m03s 










































































































































































































































556  11 
561 20 
57 7 33 
596 36 
0 5  25 
1 8  9 











B B G  
C B L  
B B  A A I  G 
BC AA 
B D  B B  
E D 
B E  AE 
B B G  













F E  AAM 
D K  I E  





D GI H 












































B D  AC 
F D  F F C  
C ACI J 
E GHB 
BC A A H l  
B F E  AAG 
C DI 
D C 
C NI B 
(Not Color Corrected) 














2 9  






















































2 5 1  
.55 
1 .oo 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































DO 134116 913 K5 
53032 
OCL 0559 
9.50L B A E H  
10.11L D BJ 
10.02 E E D  FCE 
7.36 CD DCB 
1.77L B F  AE 
15.97L D B H  
3.66 E N C 
2.44 D L C 
2.25L B A H  











































































































2600000000 134121 KO 
6.20 DD HDB 
111.10: CC E DCAE 
5.93 CFDD D A A D  
1.68L BE B B  
9.53L E DH 
11.64L BBD AAE 
130.67: CCDE DBAE 
2.26L C F 
25.38L CE J D D  
3.78L C BACE 
07009-0839 59.6 E 
07010-0915 2.3 17 
07010-0632 4.8 50 
07011-0011 6.1 35 
0701 1-0533 6.8 46 
07011-0306 7.4 40 
07011-0916 8.4 59 
07012-0032 13.2 57 
07012-0924 13.3 34 
07012-0231 14.9 20 
TMSS 00144 
XO701-092 











2.87 D I D 
9.79: D D  J D 
11.21L F D  A B B F  
11.93L CB AA 
38.43L CE CBEG 
3.47: B D  C A B H B  
16.40L BC AB 
17.35L F BDC 
2.03L BCD AACD 





1.96L BF B D  
47.56L E EECF 
4.58 CC L E B A  
3.67 D J B 
9.42L BC AA 
20.66L DE CDB 
7.76L B A F  
4.72 E C  A EB 
8.67L C BML 




07019-0620 54.3 35 
07019-0955 56.8 54 
07020-0946 0.5 37 
07020-0315 1 0 . 6 M  3.01 D L J C  9.26 DE KCA 20.71L BC AA 9.72L C C G 
2.29L C F 
13.31L BC BCG 
20.03L BB AAHD 
35.14L B B H  
6.22: BBDC AAAB 








07020-0103 1.0 53 




.-. . . 
07020-0953 4 2  27 
07020-0903 4 5  29 
07021-0852 7 6  40 
07021-0821 1 
2.76 C I K D 
4.32 E HJ B 
2.65L C D 
25.52L C A H  C 
6.56: C D  CE 
35.19L BE ADMl 
2.23 D F 
13.87L C L D F  
2.48 D KB 















1.49L C G B F  
2.63 D C 
29.71L D E 
15.36L B D  AB 
4.47 CD D F B  
2.01L C B M  
1.78: CC FMBD 
2.76 C F E B  
1.39L BC ACJ 
22.99L B A I  
07027-0848 45.8 1 
07028-0724 48.7 31 
07028-0653 49 7 20 
















07030-0514 I 28155 
07031-0814 164125 
07031-0812 102 52 
07032-0840 153 25 
07033-0317 197 10 




























07040-0340 1 ~ ~ 1 2 ~  
07040-0620 3 3  52 
07040-0520 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; IO) Hlgh Source Density Region 
t 
CR.TGIYAC PAGE 1s ,-. - T .. y -1 m y  
I Q" :-<;+<> g. -- s .  , .. 
Right Ascension: 07h04m05s-07h08m3: 
Position (1950) Flux Denslfy 















































































































B E  
CF 
C I  
B 









F B  
CB 
D F  











BBC A A A D  0 
B D  AD 0 
D I GB 
DD MCFC 
D H G 
C C 
C BE D 
B B  AA 0 
C G C 











B B H  
BC AA 3 
BBCC AAAA 1 
BC AA 2 
C AC 



















F B F  FBC 
C BE 
CCF FBDC 











I 1  
- 4  






: 2  
1 
3 

















CC B E  
CBBB B A A A  0 
C C 
D I CB 
CD L F D C  
CC F ADGD 3 
E DB 
B C ACDF 
E HC 












BC AB K 
BC AB 
DF B B  
CCDD CBAA 











































C B J  F 













C J KC 
C AI 
C B 
BC AA 0 
B CCJ 
C CE 
BD AE 0 











BC AA G 2 
E BKJ  
C BD 
DC EC 
C H D 
BBCC AAAC 1 
C CI  G 
F DC 


































c c I 
C B 
C J C 
B EAC 
BE AEI  0 
DDC AAAB 9 




T Name Type (") Mag 
(Not Color Corrected) 
Io0 pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) (") I b 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































07040-0933 5.2 36 
07040-0316 1 5.9140 
07041-0819 8.8 4 
























































































































































'K 217+ 2.1 
3Y MON 07045-0728 31.5 44 
07045-0930 33.2 3.2 
07045-0840 34.4 2 








(0706 - 029 














07061 -0414 1 9'1 7; 



































'K 215+ 3.1 



























95001 11 238 
9500000008 
5500000000 
3501000018 '1 1 
I34282 KO 
134284 K5 07077-0620 458 20 
07077-0829 467 14 
07077-0342 147.2158 
























67680-0246 I 24140 
157oio-oio6 2 5  27 
07081-0437 
07081 -0930 1 E 2; 
07082-0747 124 5: 
















'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Nelghboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
46 
~ 







Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 
2 218+ 3 
40 220+ 2 
18 219+ 2 
35 218+ 3 
31 220+ 2 
38 219+ 3 








BC K C B  
B B J  











I V L 
33 216+ 4 
50 215+ 4 
35 221+ 1 
15 220+ 2 
51 222+ 1 
29 220+ 2 
58 216+ 4 
35 220+ 2 
11 222+ 1 
46 221+ 2 
C 
A 















































BF AC I 
D D C 
BCCF A A F C  
c B 
F C C  GFEA 
B BK I 
C D 
B D  AD 
c CI  




































4 222+ 1 
24 223+ 1 
46 217+ 4 
20 218+ 3 
58 223+ 0 
52 217+ 4 
26 224+ 0 
34 218+ 3 
1 218+ 3 
18 222+ 1 
49 216+ 4 
22 224+ 0 
55 223+ 1 
39 224+ 0 
2 222+ 1 
13 221+ 2 
35 224+ 0 
22 216+ 3 
33 222+ 1 
40 220+ 2 
23 219+ 3 
14 224+ 0 
36 222+ 1 
27 224+ 0 
20 219+ 3 
11 221 + 2 
4 223+ 1 
13 221+ 2 
21 223+ 1 















DC AB F 
B F D  AAC 




















D O  
ECE DEC 
CE CD 
D L C  
C D 
B D  BC H 
DD GC 
BC AA E 
B E C  AAA 


















F D F  A E B  
DC F B  














DC G CB 
C DE 
C CJ W 
C CC 
BBD A A B  
BC AE 











4 220+ 3 
23 222+ 2 
50 216+ 5 
14 221+ 2 
28 222+ 2 
23 223+ 1 
23 222+ 1 
46 219+ 3 
5 220+ 3 











15 219+ 3 
26 223+ 1 
57 220+ 3 
48 223+ 1 
51 219+ 3 
28 216+ 5 
4 216+ 5 
22 220+ 3 
10 224+ 1 











B B D H  
D E F B D  
C B L  
C BDHJ 
B B  A A I  






















19 221+ 2 
12 216+ 5 
59 219+ 3 
59 218+ 4 
49 222+ 2 
41 219+ 4 
54 223+ 2 
18 217+ 5 
28 220+ 3 






C G C 
BC B B  


















48 222+ 2 
11 222+ 2 
47 220+ 3 
24 216+ 5 
22 219+ 4 
36 221+ 2 
22 221+ 3 
49 224+ 1 
7 223+ 1 
12 224+ 1 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(SI ('9 I b (") ('7 0 
25 prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
Name Type Sep (") Mag 4  onf fusion R s 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































07096 - 0229 
07098-0857 
07099 -01 46 
07099-0920 
071 00- 0242 
071 00- 0252 








071 02 - 0936 
07103 -0258 
071 03 - 0750 




071 05 - 0950 
071 06 -0430 























071 09- 0440 
071 09-0713 















071 14 - 0338 
07114-0808 
07 1 1 5 - 0429 
07116-0634 














071 25- 051 4 
07125-0727 
071 26 -0645 
071 27- 071 0 











071 29-0814 I3441 9 K5 
071 30 - 0941 
I 
I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 




Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density Flags 














56 222+ 2 
47 224+ 1 
23 217+ 5 
45 225+ 1 
27 217+ 5 
26 221+ 3 
47 224+ 1 
57 219+ 4 
24 218+ 4 







3 2 8  48 224+ 2 
335 33 218+ 5 
375 6 220+ 4 
395 51 224+ 2 
444 26 219+ 4 










21 224+ 2 
27 217+ 6 
30 222+ 3 
50 219+ 5 
27 221+ 4 
38 225+ 2 
25 217+ 6 
51 222+ 3 
44 2181 5 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 
6)  V')  I b ('7 (''1 
V L 
Uncs Cwf R Flags' S 2 
2 5  prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
Sep 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































f0713 - 099 
1.43L B AF 
2.07L C CC 
368 BBCC AAAA 
368 B CHB 
1.14LB CH 
1.89L C DI 
4.65 F E  F D  
1.28L E E  AB 
1.OOL BC AA 








































































































07138-0253 51.1 31 218+ 4 
07138-0934 51.5 41 224+ 1 
07138-0846 53.3 32 224+ 1 
07139-0907 55.6 7 224+ 1 
07140-0511 ~ 5.1381 2211 3 
121L c c 
196 D K D  
145L CC AAHB 
216L E B D  
129L E F  B B  
181  D E  
133L B B G  
530L D BD 
26243 CBCC DDDC 
1 8 2 L D  D I L  
07141-0247 6 3  27 218+ 4 
07141-0456 7 1  50 2M+ 3 
07141-0006 107 50 216+ 6 
07141-0920 11 9 9 224+ 1 
07142-0548 140 14 221+ 3 1 I 1  134444 KO 5294 1 6700000000 1 6400000008 1500000000 
246 C J D  
170L C B F  
115L CE B E  
181L B D  ADDH 
125L C C H 
227 C J D 
109L B B  AAI  
346L F D 
115L B B D L  
113L B A D  
705 
134452 K5 
07145-0146 34.0 50 218+ 5 
07146-0831 1401/411 2241 2 
07146-0813 ~ 4 1  3 57 223+ 2 
07147-0839 462 14 224+ 2 
07148-0114 535 34 217+ 5 




071 49 - 0046 
071 50- 0635 











lOOL B E  A B H  
149 CBDC A A A B  
5 0 2 L B C  A A E H  
137L C J C 
167L B E  A C  
327 CC E A A  
267L C E C  
142L C E  E D  
1 9 2  C MED 










121L E DE 
191  B B C D  A A A B  
147 D B 
235L D B 
231L E CCD 
149L C A F  
245L F B G  
128L C D  A C  
187 E D 
134L B BGM 
07161-0817 10.2 14 223+ 2 
07162-0729 12.5 18 223+ 3 
07162-0901 I 174 I I  56 224+ 2 134493 K5 134495 K2 
712 
07164-0758 25.0 5 223+ 2 
07164-0508 29.5 4 221+ 4 
07165-0818 32.2 47 224+ 2 







161L B F  B F  
138L C B H  
168L BC A B K E  
113 D D 
218 C E D  
lOOL C A E N  
149 D C H  B 
2OOLC B L H J  
125L B B E I  
197L c cc 
134499 K5 
713 N 
07168-0451 52.4 43 221 + 4 
07168-0037 53.0 54 217+ 6 
07168-0237 I 53.9 l l  54 219+ 5 129L CC A B J  lOOL BC A B  J 118 F G H 
140L B B  A A H  
723 DCC F B A A  
138 B E  L M B E  
116L C F 
194 C K M  E 
169L E C 






071 73 -0648 
07174-0535 
071 74 - 0203 
071 75 -0747 
07175-0508 
07175-0842 











102L CC ABHE 
185L B BDDF 
473L B C  A B  J 







1.82 1 Fl:FMF 
1.64 DC I F C  













210L C DF 0 
161L D B D  
2 6 2  B C  L I  BB 
173 CF F H B C  
233 DB GB 




071 78 - 0852 '51 5 57 224+ 2 




0718i-oi28 6 8  54 
07182-0917 12 31 26 
07182-0132 172 12 
2.34 I C /  EDC 07183-0625 
071 83 -0742 





162L BC AB 
209L E E 
lOOL BCD A A D  
664L C D  GD 
698L CD BC 
lOOL B BE 
205 C NKE 
183 C GFC 
07184 -0140 
07184 -0726 
071 85 -0642 
071 85- 0052 
07186-0756 
071 87 - 0908 
114LIC ID k DO 2128 071 87 - 0225 
'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw)  
48 
Right Ascension: 07h18m52s-07h24m26" 
Flux Density 



























a Galactic Uncertainty C 
Coords SMJ SMN 9 0 


























































CC E C  
D F B  
C DC 
B D  

































D I C 
C C 
D K F C  
C C I  
BBC AAA 4 
CC CC 
C K I C  
CC DBE 


































BD B B G  0 
BC AB 0 
C B H  
E GG D 















































D F E  
C J E 
D I K C  
C B 















































































































CBCC AAAA 0 
C A 
C E I 
DD B C  0 
CF AC 0 
DF  B1 0 
E H D 
BCD AAD 1 




















































BE ACFE 7 
BBD AAF 0 
D DL 
B C  AAI  4 
C D C F 
C B M  C 
B C  AB H 0 
C I D 























Confusion R I 
Flags' S i 
(Not Color Corrected) V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncr Coef R 















































































































































































































































































































































































































6 2  
.25L 
.25L 





































































































































































































































07188-0311 52.4 32 
07189-0805 55.1 5 
07189-0717 /57.1/11 
7 9 /1001 99 3 
11 100 3 






0500000000 I 16 
<0719-088 
w -01 - 19-001 

















1.OOL B C  A A D  0 
1.30L BC AA 4 
2.03 DC MDAA 
2.92 C GBGB 
2.22 D J 
1.67L D E 
4.52L C C 
1.02L B F  ACL 0 
4.81L C A E  L 
1.03L B C  AA 1 
4W MON 
URSL 224+03/1 
07215-0352 31.6 49 





1.OOLB B F  
1.OOL BC AB 1 
2.08 C HGC 
1.OOL BCC AAA E 
1.24: CE NCC 
1.21LB BH 
1.06L DD AA 9 
l . l l L  CCC AAA 7 
2.05 D L F B  
149 
1.32L C DBB 
2.02 EC DC 
1.OOL B C  AA 0 
17.94 FCCC CAAA 0 
1.33 D K C 
1.OOL CC AB 0 
1.14L CC BE 1 
1.OOL CC AAC 0 
4.44L BBC AAC 6 





5.25L B B E  K 
1.33L B BHE 
1.57 C I GB 
1.18L B C F  
1.OOL C B J 
1.38L C B B  M 
2.08 E F 
1.11L c B L 
1.48L C B F 
1.OOL B C F  AAB 9 
134647 K5 
07231 -0415 
07231-0827 1 i!:l:i 
07231-0710 
















07237-0505 426 7 
07239-0315 158141 IO . -.. .~ ~ 
07240-0256 2.2 54 
07240-0849 2.7 30 
07240-0420 1 5.8118 
07241-0412 9.6 57 




07243-0418 21.4 46 
07243-0702 23.5 10 
07244-0121 /26.4( I 134679 A5 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 
Riaht Ascension: 07h24m27s-07h31m42s 
Flux Density 









































































































































































C K C  
BC AAE 

















B B I  


















C B U 
E CJ 
BC A A N  
D E 




BC B D  



















C B L 
B AC 
IOOL 








l O l L  
BC A A J L  
B BCI  
C B 
B AC 
DD B B L  
C BE 
D DF B 
CC AB K 
B AI  































D D J H K  
C GFB 











C BHI  
C C I  G 
CD BE 
C BF 




C AC H 
C BG C 
07296-0846 403 
07298-0932 516 
07298-0151 51 7 
07299-0415 569 
07301-0838 7 6  
07303-0918 209 
07303-0405 21 4 
07304-0124 253 






















F C  CA 




C E F  J 
C C 
C CM J 
C E D  













H I  (Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
# T  
100 wm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(I) (") I b ('7 ( '9  0 
25 pm 60 pm 



















































































































































































































































































































































I C  
1: 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IOOL B BF 
234 CC NCA 
115L C B M  
179L c CL N 
1 OOL B A E M  
183 CB HAC 
104L DBD AABG 
194 c c 


















































































































1.54 C H K L C  
1.2OL BC AA F 
1.47 E C 
1.OOL CE AB 
1.OOL BC AA N 
2.24 C HB 
1.00LD B I  
6.63 CCC BAA 
1.22L D B 






13471 2 K2 
134719 MO 
1.32 































































































2 9  
281 
,351 




















07307-0752 47.1 33 
07308-0309 1482 1 
07309-0243 154 6 30 
134835 KO h7!311-0607 1 6.51 5 
134840 K5 
134844 KO 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 
50 
CIRRUS-2, 3) Conlusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW) 













































































































































































































































Name Galactic Uncertainty V L (Not Color Corrected) 
25 P 60 ~ l m  'W ~m F I " ~  Corr A Confusion R s 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 7  
.30 






1.OOL BC ABH 
1.OOL C F I 
1.OOL B C  AAFC 
1.02L B D  BC 
2.45 DCC MBAE 
1.48 D C 
1.25L C E M  
1.72 D NHC 
1.21L C CE 













































































































































1.lOL B B D  
5.90L D E 
1.61 D MC 
1.17L D B 
1.12L F D 
1.02L B B B  I 
2.48 C KE 
1.66 D L E 
1.OOL B B E  















3 2  
5 7  
2.23 
3 4  
.25L 
2 3  
.37 
2.60 C GJ E 
1.55 C M E 
1.53 C HFC 
3.94L c CI  
1.00L BC AAH 
2.57 D G EE 
1.63 C DI C 
1.93 CCC I BAE 
1.33 C J C 
1.34 C C 
3.86L C DKJ 
1.OOL BE AG 
3.20L BC AC 
7.59 CBCC FAAP 
1.OOL B B D  
1.OOL BC AA 
1.39L C C J 
1.49 C I E 
1.OOL c B c 













2 5 :  









































































07350-0343 0.4 20 
07350-0416 0.4 18 
07350-0751 1 1.8144 











4.72L C CF F 
1.60 C C 
1.OOL BC AB 
1.OOL B F  BE 
3.60L B B  AAI L 
1.OOL C B H 
1.64 E E F 
1.OOL BD AB I 
1.34 C M E 





7800000000 I 07359-0448 57.6 6 
07361-0654 I 6.4145 
07361-0908 11.6 2 





















1.OOL BC AAH 
1.00L C C J  
1.06L C B D  
1.28L C C H  
1.OOL c B 
1.OOL BC AAD 
1.OOL D ACG 
1.OOL BCC AAAE 
1.OOL D B M  
1.OOL C BG J 
07363-0838 121.4121 
134937 MA 
134939 MO rMss -10173 
4600000000 
1500000000 I 339 N,C5. 
2.85L C C J 
1.OOL BC AAG 
1.OOL CD AB 
.97: CD BC 
1.81 D C C  
1.24L DC B C C  
1.00L CD AB 
l .2 lL  B B K K  
1.06L E D 











6 0  
.25L 
5 2  
,251 
,271 
1.00L B D  AD 
1.13LD CI  
1.01L D CJH 
1.OOL B AB 
1.21 C GE 
1.27L B BD 
1.84 C E 
1.OOL B B F  L 
6.06 CC HEAP 









07388-0926 51.2 1 
07389-0905 59.6 50 








1.OOL ABB AABJ 
1.OOL B B  AB 
1.OOL C B F 
2.47 F J I C 
1.OOL B A C  E 
1.OOL BBC AAA 
2.88 CC J AE 
2.04 C NHKE 
1.OOL C CKK 
1.OOL C C N  
















1.15L C B 
1.76 D I C 
6.43L C C 
6.20 CD KFC 
1.OOL C EBF 
1.16L B BE 
1.OOL CC AB 
1.OOL CC AAJ 
1.81 C HC 
1.30 D E 






'Conlusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Conlirmed Small Eaended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60. 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 




Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density Flags 
































56 225+ 8 
54 222+10 
58 223+ 9 
47 221 + 10 
27 226+ 8 
47 220+11 
55 225+ 8 
18 223+ 9 
9 221+11 
27 225+ 9 
12 222+10 
52 226+ 8 
21 225+ 8 
13 224+ 9 
17 2251- 9 
21 225+ 9 
33 224+ 9 
17 219t12  
51 219+12 
7 221+11 
44 227+ 7 
50 226+ 8 
15 223t10  
49 223+10 
5 226+ 8 
8 225+ 9 
60 222+11 
20 227+ 8 
35 220+11 
47 224+ 9 
07490-0536 4 7  42 225111 
07491-0214 109 21 222+12 
07492-0240 13 1 23 222+ 12 


















361 35 224+10 
401 12 225+ 9 
471 35 224+10 
3 2  21 224+10 
140 42 225+ 9 
180 55 220+12 
263 2 226+ 9 











29.9 12 222+11 
17.2 40 221+12 
22.5 51 221+12 
29.3 2 222+11 
30.6 40 225+10 
32.8 4 224+10 
36.7 44 223+11 
41.1 54 224+11 
9.7 30 228+ 9 











152 11 229+ 8 
177 34 225+10 
20 9 42 224 + 11 
260 11 227+ 9 
31 3 18 221+13 
349 17 221+12 
356154 228+ 9 
41 2 6 228+ 8 
46 7 23 228+ 9 
52 3 '54  229+ 8 
Position (1950) Associations 
C 
A 
I T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
6) C') 1 b C') (") 0 
V L 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
15 p m  60 pm 














































































































































































































































40 l e  



















i o  
40 19 
19 










































































































































































































07408 - 021 0 
07409-0718 
07411-0113 
0741 1 -0649 
07411-0435 




















































































































































































































1.93 D D B 
130 E I 
1.OOL D F E  
1.OOL D B D  
933L B BE 
1.16L B BK J 
2.23 E F B 
1.06L B B F 
1.OOLBC A A F  

































































































































1.00L B B I  
1.88 D F 
7.23L C GDM 
1.25L F D 
1.16L B BC 
1.40L DC B B  G 
1.12 D K D 
1.OOL C BNBK 
1.OOL DE B G  






135040 K2 0741 4 - 0533 
074 15 - 0601 
07415-0626 
0741 5-0519 
0741 6- 001 7 
0741 6 - 001 1 












1.57L C C F 
1.39L B B H  F 
1.84 C E 
1.72 CC GEC 
1.03 D L G 
2.85 C MH B 
1.83 CD L L C B  
1.OOL B BE 
1.18L c c 
1.42L B B H  N 





















07425-0338 35.0155 223+10 















1.43 C H C 
1.OOL B D  AC 
1.00L c c 
1.55 F N E 
1.22L C AGK 
1.16L B D  AC 
1.58 C D 
1.24L C C 
1.OOL C DD 







































1.00L D B K  I 
1.37L C E H 
1.OOL B D  AB 
1.OOL CBC AAE 
1.0OL B B 
1.03L BC AAF 
2.80 D HB 
1.OOL B B C  A A B  
2.66 D HC 
1.09L B BJMJ 
07435-0124 335 44 221+11 





















1.29 D J 0 
1.42L B BE1 I 
1.OOL B B  AAD 
1.OOL B C F J l  
1.77 CC KAC 
1.06L B AD 
1.39L C C G 
1.50L C D 
1.OOL B B  A A J  
1.90 D C 
DO 2321 
03730 
07447-0002 43 5 40 220+12 




IOOL BC A A L l  
263 CC E A B  
109L C DE 
IOOL E CE 
170 C DNC 
4 0 3 L B C  AAB 
114L B C 
7 11L c B 
114L B BF 

















135143 K2 122L B BE I 
167 C I E 
133 C J F 
IOOL BC AAM 
IOOL BE AA N 
126L B A K 
IOOL B AE 
117L E D 
IOOLCC AAK 
























189 C K 0 
148 D F  C 
119L B c 
157 C 0 
IOOL C AEF 
206 C C 
465L B B N  
477L c c 
142 DCCC AAAA 





07483-0950 189 29 229+ 8 












1 5 1 ~ 1  F lA E 135179 MO 
XO749-056 
1351 82 K8 
213 D J E 
IOOL E D  AB 
1 OOL B B 
223 D E l  C 
104L C CC 
136L D I HCE 
140L C C 
397L CC AA 
*&n(uslon Flags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighborlng Hours Conflrmed Sources (PHI. 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
52 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Densitv 
Right Ascension: 07h49rn40s-07h58m458 
Flags Position (1950) I 




FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 



























BC AAE 2 
BC AB 0 
D B M  
B B  AAG 2 
E D L 


























47 229+ 9 
48 225+11 
56 226111 





































C G D 
C C H 
C L E C  
BJ 
C BD 

















































CCE L E A F  
BC AA 0 
C CI L 
BCC AAAl 4 
B AK 
BC ABG 0 
BEC AABE 3 
BC AC 0 





















































BC AAE 0 
BD AD E 1 
B F  
D B 
C E  AD 4 
C H D 
CE AB 2 
C BF 
































DBCC BAAB 4 
C C 
C BD 




ED AB 1 















31 2 2 9 t l 0  
25 221+14 


































BE ABFJ 0 
C K E  
BE AE 0 
C C F 
DCC AAAl 9 
D F B  
B BCJ 
DCC AAA 9 




















































CD BAK 2 
B BF 
B AF 
BC AA 0 
C B K 
B B E  A A B J  2 
C F  B H  0 
B C  AAF 6 




















































DCC I BAA 
D J E 
CD CB 
BC AA K 1 
CC BB 
C B E  
D L B  
D HE 






































































1 . 0 0 ~  
1 . 2 8 ~  
BC AAMF 3 
C D D 
C J H F 
~c A A G  a 
B D  ADN a 
B CK 
C B G 
C C 
BC AAC 1 

































B I  
C AD 
E D  BDH C 
CC AA 3 
B BBF 
B BBL 
BBC AAC 2 

















45 2 2 7 t  12 
55 228+12 
10 222+15 





















Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 0 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































53 07506- 01 24 




















I3521 5 M8 
135218 K5 
rMSS -10183 
135229 MA 44 
81 
73 135231 KO 




3 0  2360 
















07543 - 0035 
07543-0319 



















07554 - 0907 
07556 - 0929 


















07560 - 0347 
07560 - 0344 
07561-0143 




























































07567 - 0749 
07568-0856 





















07579 - 0842 























































07582 - 0422 









I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12, 25. 60. 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region. 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 07h58m47s-08h09m296 
Position (1950) Flags 
- 
Associations 












DF  MCB 
BC AA 
BE 
C D J 
C GHKC 
BCD AACF 
C I MNC 
D F F D  








131 1 230+11 
140 59 229+11 
155 I 229+11 
31 2 30 223+15 
268 57 224+14 
449 17 225+14 
07598-0848 151 0 
07598-0757 5 2 5  
07599-0611 586 





















2 0 0 L C  
1.54 
B B G  
D K F I  
D K C 
E DGCC 
CH 
BE A I  
BCCC AAAB 
C BEK 












CB I BE 
C KFCC 
D ME E 
B B G  I 
B B D  
BE AC 
B F  AD 
B AEC 













B D  B B  
B B  ABM 
C E 
B B G  
B E  
B D  A B  
B AB 
C F  FGEE 











C B A H  
c c 
C F D F  
B AB C 
B J  
B C  AB 
B D  B C N  
C E 
D BE1 





















52.7 9 230+12 
1.7 47 226+14 
4.0 42 226+14 
5.7 59 229+13 
19.3 2 223+16 
23.2 36 229+13 
34.0 8 225+15 
37.4 36 229+13 
39.6 43 226+14 
47.6 54 228+13 
57.6 4 228+14 
8.1 5 229+13 
10.7 37 225+15 
11.5 52 230t13  
15.3 47 228+13 
20.3 38 226+14 
30.1 49 231+12 
30.4 59 225+15 
31.2 27 230+13 




3 7 2 L B C  
lOOL 

















BC A A J  
C B H  
C J B  
C D 
E GHHC 
B B K 
CC MFBC 
C J F 
D G D 
BC AAF 
C C K 
D D B J  D 
C BE G 
c E 
B B D  H 
D L B 
BC A B J  






























C F L B  
BBD AACG 
E F K D  
D C 
BC AB 
BC A A J  
C CD 
B D  AB 
D F F 
100L iBF AC 
149 1 E D  
1 OOL BC 
146 C 
226 1 D 





1 OOL C 

































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
( 5 )  ('7 I b ('7 C') (7 
25 um 60 um Sep 

































































































































































































































































































































































































5 1  
60 











































































































































































































































































































I3541 2 M3 



































































































08034-0641 252  49 228+13 










0301 000000 I 



























































08094 - 0953 
156 81 20 
6 4  23 
1268148 
'292 43 
(29 6 l  43 -
































I 1 1  
*Conlus,on Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2 )  CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW) 
54 
H 
Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 1 Name 
a 
h m. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJ SMN tJ 
(S) c') I b <') (") (') 










E E G  b 
D DG 
C AC 
C El  0 
C C J 
E D  F B C  
B BD 
D F 
D L M  D 

































C 81 L C  
BC AAKH 
C B 
BD A B  
C E DF 
E BD 









13.4 3 230+14 
16.2 16 231+14 
38.3 8 223+18 
39.3 16 230+14 
44.0 33 231+14 
32.8 34 230+14 







































D J K K C  
D HB 
D GEB 













F K  
D 0 
D I C 




C C M  
D B G  
BE AE 
520 
0 1  














































D D F 
C E  I CB 
BE AC 
D B F  
BC AA I 
CB BC 



































BD AEI  
BC AA 
E L F 
B AC J 
CD CO 













E E l  B 
c CG 
E E 
DC N H E B  
C BH 





















































B AJ H 





BC AB E 
DC D B B  













C J C 
B AB 




C J B 
E C 































C CK H 
B BHI H 
B B C  AAAC 
B B J  
C BE 
BC AA 




























# T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
25 pm 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
Sep 



























































































I O 5  
104 
104 




























































































































































































































































































I C  
1: 










































































































































































































































































































































081 03 - 01 23 
08106-091 0 




























































































































08110-0716 1 4.3)571229+14 
08110-0632 4.3 18 229115 















































081 33 -01 38 













































































































































081 89 - 0024 
081 90 - 0029 
08191-0801 
081 93 - 01 41 





















M-01-22-007 08204 -0722 08205-0446 
I I 1  I
'Confusion Flags. 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pin; IO) High Source Density Region 
- 











Declination: - 10"- 0" 
CC GAA 




E C M  
B C  A B  K 
BBCC A A A B  
B B ME 





















































CC C L A A  
B C I  H 
BC AA 
BC A B E  
C ACM 
C A F  L 
BE ABM1 
C B I  I 
CBCC A A A B  
c c  
B AD1 
C D 
C B F  
c L 
E C 
B E  A I  
C B J  
F E F D  
D I B  
F D  GC 
B A B  
BF A C  I 
c c 
C D F 
F E H  J 
C D  A C  
c B 
C D  AC 
C AC 
B C  AA 
C C J  
C B E  
B E  A B  
BBCC A A A B  
DCC CAB 
C 81 K 
B B E  
c E 


































































C D  G J A A  
BC A A L  
B B C  A A C J  
D B M  I 
B CG 
E D  A B  
C AF 

































I Flux Density I Flags Associations Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords S M J S M N  0 
Name 
a 6 
h , ( 5 )  (") 1 b 
C 
A 
Y T  
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coer R Flags' S 
Sep 

















































































































































































































































































































I 2  
E 











































































































































08206 - 0042 
08207 - 0448 


















































S O  










































































5 9  23 
109 22 
23 1 6 
434 1 
2 1  22 
5 9  20 























227 + 20 
225+20 


















































































































































































































08224 - 0025 










36 I290 43 
;46 21 21 
,498 13 



































RAFGL 1253 08236- 0444 
08238 - 0558 
08239 - 0307 
08239 - 0349 
08239-0618 




08249 - 0826 
08250 - 0048 


























3 71 12 
.441 135941 K5 
135943 K5 
135944 K5 
08253 - 0703 
08253- 0424 
08254 - 0755 
08254-0050 
08256-0802 

























08259 - 0802 
08259-0751 
135967 5 KO F2 08264 - 0934 







































































0831 0 - 0248 
08310-0034 





0831 4 -0555 





08320 - 0222 
08322 - 0406 
ZG 829-00 
136017 G5 
56.0 52 226+22 
8.1 50 231+19 
8.2 42 234+18 
20.8 21 230+20 
550 28 232+18 
0.8 21 228+21 
1.1 41 226+22 
11.7 27 234+18 
136 24 228+21 


































08328 - 0606 
58 
85 







08330 - 0926 






















08346 - 041 9 















72 08355 - 0657 
08356-0519 
08356-0938 
08357 - 0727 
08358 - 0629 
08364- 0728 
08366 - 0725 
08367-0751 
08367-0026 




'45 2 '  
51 2 '  
27 2 '  
36 6 


















56 1 11 
60 li 
56 1: 
77 I f  
56 I 6 




























* ~ ~ ~ ( ~ s ~ o n  Flag  1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
56 














































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 9 0 















































2 8  
.43 





















































































































































































































































































































































































08384 - 0225 










17.6 31 235+19 
40.7 8 234+20 
42.3 0 230+22 
44.4 38 230+22 
49.3 19 228+23 
58.2 55 227+23 
2.8 54 235+19 
12.3 28 230+22 
26.6 5 227+24 







































































































1.OOL B BB 
1.OOL D BC 
1.OOL C B D  
1.OOL C B H  
3.20 CC B B  
1.OOL BBC AAAE 
















































136221 5 GO K















0841 0 -0006 
08412-0703 
12 106 2 
8 105 3 
5 106 4 
14 107 3 
9 105 3 
5 107 3 
6 108 2 
23 18 2 
8 107 3 


















































1.OOL D B M  
1.00L BC A B  
1.44 CD BC 
1.OOL C E 
1.OOL BE AA 
.96 CC CC 
1.53 C D 
1.00L DC AA H 
1.OOL c cc 
1.OOL B AE 
7 106 4 
6 107 3 
12 109 2 
15 107 2 
5 107 3 
18 107 2 
29 107 3 
7 107 3 
7 107 3 

























































































6 6  
3.42 
6 107 3 
9 106 2 
5 107 3 
8 109 2 
6 106 4 
10 107 3 
11 109 2 
11 108 2 
14 106 2 
6 107 3 
08441 -0827 
08442 -001 0 
08443-01 15 









DO 2610 08451 -0152 
08452 -001 1 
















8 107 3 
9 108 4 
11 107 3 
12 107 3 
5 107 3 
16 107 2 
12 107 2 
7 107 3 
5 107 3 















16 107 3 
10 107 3 
7 107 3 
9 108 2 
9 107 3 
6 107 3 
7 107 3 
6 107 3 
8 107 3 












































7 107 3 
13 106 2 
8 108 2 
10 107 3 
15 107 3 
6 107 3 
7 107 3 
7 107 3 
8 107 3 
7 107 3 
08491-0659 
08491 -0158 
08495 - 031 2 

























17 108 2 
10 107 3 
10 107 3 
10 107 3 
7 107 2 
8 107 2 
7 107 3 
14 107 3 
7 107 3 




















































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 






































5 5 5  

























































































































5 8 8  

































































































































2 7  
5 6  
























Flux Density I Flags 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
V 
25 I"'' Pm Iw) Pm Flux Corr A 
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































B L  
8 107 3 
10 107 3 
9 107 3 
11 107 3 
8 107 3 
7 107 3 
9 107 3 
8 107 3 
25 108 2 



















08573 - 0424 
08573 - 0220 
08574-0923 









































1.OOL B D  AC 
1.OOL B C  AACG 
1.OOL B D  AC 
1.OOL C C  A A D  
1.OOL c B B  
1.OOL C ADD 
1.OOL BD AB 
1.OOL C B E  
1.OOL c B 
1.OOL B BG 
7 107 3 
7 107 3 
7 107 3 
7 107 3 
8 108 2 
7 107 3 
8 107 3 
12 107 3 
12 107 3 














08590 - M)4 1 
08591 -0019 
08592 - 0659 
08592-0524 
08594 - 001 7 



























1.07L C HE 
1.23L D H 
1.OOL BC ABD 
1.OOL C B H  
1.OOL D F J  
1.31 CC EGCB 
3.49 CC EAA 
1.OOL B AD I 
1.11LD DI 
1.58 E G K E  
9 110813 0400000000 
0400000000 
0400000100 
21 100 2 
12 107 3 
9 108 3 
6 107 3 
9 107 2 






12 108 3 
7 11071 3 
9 107 3 
09025-0924 
09025-0334 





























1 OOL c 
1 OOL c 
1 OOL B 




1 4 0  C 
IOOL B D  
6 108 3 












13 136582 K5 
09055 - 021 6 
09057 - 0957 
09059-0146 



















































I O O L  C CJ 
148 D E L  E 
1 OOL D D 
IOOL D BD 
174 E EMC 
IOOL B F  AE 
lOOL B AG 
174 CC DE 
133L D I 
IOOL B C  AB L 
32 XO906-097 I 09063 - 0946 09084 - 0335 
09065 - 01 23 
09067 - 0057 














1.OOL C BE J 
1.OOL B A Eh  
.90 E F 
1.OOL BBC AACE 
1.OOL B AC 
1.48L C C H H  
1849 CC ECP 
1.50 C E P 
1.OOL C D  AC 
171  CC CC 
09077-0004 
09078 - 0557 
09083-0841 
09084 -0957 
09088 - 0909 


















12 ZG 909-03 
13 136651 MO 
1 OOL c 
1 OOL BC 
1 5 5  
IOOL F 
I O l L  c 
I 10L c 
1 OOL c 
IOOL D 









091 06- 0742 









41.5 47 238+27 
I58.81 I t 233+30 135 DF CE IOOL D BE 
IOOL C CG 
182L C C E  k 
IOOL BCC AAA 
223 CC EAE 
1 OOL c c 
335 DCC HAP 
1 OOL c B 












091 32- 051 2 













IOOL C B M  C 
202 DC GBE 
188 CC CE 
IOOL C B D  
160 CC GI AE 
IOOL B B D  
1 0 0 L B D  AB H 
1 OOL C DC 
13 136725KO 
1 UZHYA 

























091 52 -0521 
nqi 57 - 0004 
691 56- 0023 





















lOOL c BC 
IOOL BC ACL 
1 OOL C MI D( 
285 CC A €  
IOOL' C L DF 
123 D DC 
315 CC GAE 
IOOL i BC C AAJ 
EF 
IOOL B A B L  
091 68 - 0336 
09173-0546 
09174 -0846 
13 136761 K5 
8 108 3 
17 5 i IO9i  108 3 2




I I I  
'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng, 4) Neighboring Hours Conflrmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Conflrmed Sources PW) 
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# T  
(Not Color Corrected) I V L 
Corr A Confusion R S 
Coef R Flags' S 2 
I2 prn 25 prn 60 pm 
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B J  I 



















D E  
J AE 




n B P  
AI 
AAFE 
B L K  
FA1 

















B D  I 
D 
ABF 
E K M  
BM 










I D  
ACKE 
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K A I  
I CE 
C J  
D H A I  
K F A I  
I (  
GD 





























































































































































































13701 5 K2 
13701 9 KO 



















09380 - 0608 
09380 - 0235 











































M -02-25-01 3 
09410-0447 
09411-0541 M-01-25-034 
I I 1  I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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D N L H  
D D 
















C K B  
C F I  H 
C E F  




C F D J B E  










l O l L  
252 
D E l G  
C I GC 
CD AB K 
B D  AC 
C C M  
CD AC J 
D B B  
E D K F G D  








8 5  3 244+34 
353 58 243+35 
7 4  14 244+35 
242 59 246+33 
254 37 239+38 








I O O L B  
1.42 
1.09L 
B F  
DC NGDE 
CE DCC 

















C D  G CC 
F EDE 
CC I KBE 
B AD F 
C K L D  
E H F 
C D L C F  
CC KGBA 




















C I E 
BK 
c B I 
E D  J B E  
BC AB 
C D I F C E  
c c  
C G C 
BF AAL 
B AD 











cc  LCC 
CC DAA 
F GD F 
D DF 
BCE AAG 
















D C E 
B C  AA 
F B C 
C N C 
BO ACM 
D C 































BC A B J J  
CC BC 
B D  AA 1 
B BE 1 
BC AD F 
F M C 
DC KCE 
F E  CC 
CC BE 
BBC AAD 
(Not Color Corrected) 




f T  
L 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) ('9 1 b (") (7 C )  



















































































































i i o  
112 
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1 I C  
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0941 6 - 0557 
09424-0055 
09426-0014 
09428 - 0007 
09429-0815 
09429-061 0 






09444 - 0600 
09446 - 0922 













































































































































































































































M -01 - 25-048 
W SEX 




M -01 -25-052 9400000008 
0500000000 







09507 -071 5 
09508 -0032 
247 + 33 
241 +37 














0951 7 - 0326 
0951 9 - 0103 
09526 - 0527 



















09537-0914 46.1 2 248+34 
09537-0102 47.4 20 240+39 
09539-0116 56.2 50 240+39 
09540-0946 4.7 58 248+34 
09541-0013 I 6.1 I I  27 239+40 137239 K5 
137244 M3 
M-01-26-002 
M-01-26-003 n954fi - 0738 136 3 1 58 I 246 + 35 
09548-0218 498 37 241+39 
09550-0007 3 8  25 239+40 
09552-0142 1 2 0  13 241+39 
09563-0746 205 20 247+35 
09568-0510 51 8 22 244+37 - - - -  - -  I I I 137256 G5 137271 K5 1400010000 
09574 - 051 0 
137290 K5 
DO 2873 
09585 - 01 33 
09587 - 0424 













09595 - 0755 
10001-0119 
134 49 242140 
307 11 '248136 
8 3  8 241-40 
154 30 241-41 
256  31 245+38 
131 1 2 4  ~ 240-41 
137312 KO 
137315 K5 




10004 - 0522 
450000002C 
15000000oc 10005- 0023 10005 - 0209 
10007 - 0822 
10009 - 01 18 
1001 2 - 091 9 
131 441 8 i l O ~ 2 4 2 t 4 C  11 248136 
54 1 10 241+4C 
132 55 249135 
III
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Conlusion PrOCeSSlng. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
60 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q'JALI'IY 









Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 




B F  
c c  
AF 
CAA 
B C  
c c  
C 












A D J F  
NI DH 
BF 





























I B  
C 




B L  

















J F  
HF H 
BK 













27.5 55 244+44 
3.0 0 249+41 
34.7 19 244+44 
41.6 40 244 t44  
42.5 57 244+44 
59.7 58 247+42 
1.1 33 247+42 
38.1 51 244+44 
54.0 57 244+44 










D C  
CB 
E G  




N L C F  
AB 

























































































B E  
BC 
C I C  
B N  
AG 
E B  
D E  









































B K  
AD h 












52.0 17 254+49 
10.7 43 254+49 
8.0 38 256+48 
18.2 25 262+43 
22.6 47 262+43 
28.4 50 260+45 1
1 



















Flags Position (1950) Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 

































































































































































a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(s) ('7 1 b (") ('9 0 
I2 prn 25 prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
1M prn Sep 
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IO034 - 0433 DO 2884 
10036-0057 
10037-061 9 
M + 00 -26 -01 9 
DO 2888 





























10072-0908 13.7 17 250+36 
10078-0541 49.8 57 247+39 
10078-0947 52.9 25 251 +36 
10084-0810 27.3 20 250+37 










10089-0554 59 7 43 248+39 
10097-0329 449 41 245+41 
10103-0405 221 17 246+40 
10103-0521 233 1 247+40 


























10140-0221 3 9  16 245+42 
10142-0232 152 59 246+42 
10144-0113 266 35 244+43 
10146-0132 361 37 245+43 






101 95 - 0030 
































































10476 - 0843 
10484-0153 



















































TMSS - 10246 
137805 KO 





























I os  - 0707 
M -02-28-021 
DO 3019 
I 'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm, I O )  High Source Density Region. 
i 










Declination: - 10"- 0" 
B J  
J A A  
L B C  
B D  
AB 
CF 















I Flux Density 
21.6 44 282+44 
44.7 42 263+44 
55.0 39 261+46 
54.4 4 263+44 
45.3 17 263+44 
47.7 39 257+50 
16.8 56 257+50 
24.4 39 262+46 
0.4 31 264+44 
3.4 33 258+50 
Flags 
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, B  
Asrocnations 
DC 

















81 L H  
C B  
E F  
AAAG 
















F A A  
L E A A  
GBN 
B K M  
B B  
E B B  





























F B E  
K B B  
CG 
B E F  
E AB 
















J D D  
GBB 
H B F  
L H C B  

















365 1 261+55 
386 57 268+48 
463 40 265+52 
5 0  31 265+51 
5 9  7 267+49 
7 0  54 262+54 
337 40 269+47 
386 36 264+53 
8 1  19 263+54 
173 23 263+54 
243 20 264+53 
11 9 13 268+49 
183 14 264+53 
221 10 268149 



















B C  
AB 
448 
1 0 0  1 9
















!I (Not Color Corrected) V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs C w f  R Flags. S 2 
C 
A 
f T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(I) (") I b ('3 ('7 (7 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm G P  
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11 013- 0725 






























































11045-0726 35.5 21 263+47 







































1 1 1 14 - 0028 
















































































































11 21 7 -0404 
~ 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 
62 
CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources p w )  
Right Ascension: 11h21m52s-1 lh41m216 
13 
10 






























































































































































































































































































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 




















































52.0 41 269+4e 
53.2 13 269+49 
12.4 40 264+54 
13.5 42 265+54 
16.2 50 265+53 
301 12 270+48 
28.3 5 266+53 
32.0 48 264+54 
34.3 43 264+55 
352 37 268+51 
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1 121 8 - 0759 
11222-0141 
















































































































12 ZG 1123-01 DC 
I O (  M-01-29-021 





1 1248 - 0347 
1 1251 - 0327 
11253 -01 25 
11253-0056 
11260-0335 





1 1272 - 051 3 




1 1279 - 0749 
C B H  
cc BC 
C I KC 
D B N  E 
CE NAB 
D N D  
C I DD 
CD K K E B  
D D  
CF A E  I a 13 138216KO 
12 ZG1125-00 
321x1126-033 D GF 
C GDD 
CC E A C  
c BC 
C AG 
D H J D  
CD DAA 
D F E  
BCC AAC 0 
F EDG 
D H E F  
E I F  
CC D B F  
D G H  
BCC AAC 0 
D D  HBB 
E CD 
DC L A B  
C B K  












11 293 -061 1 
11298-0520 





















~ ~ o n o o n i i o  
87 D B L F  
cc L BC 
DC EDB 
DD A A L  1 
D I  I B  
CC J B B  
cc B B  
DC F E B  
F D  
































CC I B A  
CC B A  
CE A B H  0 














1 1342 -081 8 






















CC F B A  
DC KCB 
DC A A I  0 
C CG 
E D  BC 
C H E B  
c B B  
E B H  
C AD 
11.5 36 271+53 
15.6 37 273+50 
17.4 15 270+54 
23.9 52 267+57 
43.2 6 267+57 
47.1 25 271+53 
50.1 12 269+56 
52.9 58 269155 
53.9 50 267+57 
50.7 31 269+56 
11343-0032 
11347-0018 




































D A  
C GHC 
c c  
c c  
C CF 
DC B B  
C B  
c B L  I 
D I CH 
42 
69 150.81 16 I 273 + 52 
11380-0541 
11382-0834 




























C E E  
CD I EDE 
C D  
C B D  
C A  
C AB 
F K B  
CC CF 
cc B B  
C E  
13 138342K5 I 
13 138343 KO 
13 138344 K2 
13 138346 K2 
11383- 0455 
11 383 - 0023 
11 387 - 0752 





11 400 -0249 
11404-0850 
11404-0803 
1 1405 - 0922 




































C J E  
CC B F  














'Confusion Flags. 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm. IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Position (1950) Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
Galactic Uncertainty 
(I 6 a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 







































220 58 275+52 
250 14 276+51 
2 0  21 271+57 
9 5  18 277+50 
180 30 271+57 
244 37 272+56 
275 17 270+58 
378 28 276+51 
386 14 277+50 
122 13 275+54 
328 11 276+52 
447 20 273+56 
107 11 274+55 
273 40 277+51 
334 48 275+54 
4 6  23 277+51 
5 0  37 273+56 
187 53 275+55 
303 26 278+51 
326 15 279+50 
374 53 277+52 
425 1 277+53 
425 57 274+56 
447 3 278+51 
452 8 274+56 
491 13 273+58 
506 19 276+54 
506 55 275+56 
562 6 278+51 



















































































































































































































































































- - - - - - - 
12034-0251 254 9 
12041 -0850 10 5 53 
12045-0857 135554 
12046-0548 ,3861 16 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 2  
.67 










































































1.48L E AF 
1.50 F F H F  
1.OOL B D  AB 
1.20 C M J B 
1.40 F C  KDB 
1.71 C C  BC 
1.26L E C 
1.51 C B  
1.52 CD FBB 





















6 5  



















































































1.29 DD BC 
1.18L C C E 
4.51 E C D  FCAA 
1.85 C I L E D  
1.OOL c B 
2.31 C B  
1.12 C C  DO 
1.51 F C  DB 
1.18L c B 
2.81 C C  N BA 
138395 KO 










1.00L BF AD 
2.1OL B AD J 
1.OOL BCE AAC 
3 21 D HE 
1.OOL C BF 
2.19 cc CCB 
158L c BC 
1.23L C CG 
120L c B 
136 E C  BA 
U06793 









1 1476 - 0424 




1.OOL BCC AAAH 
1.39 C C  BC 
1.07L C AC 
1.OOL C AG 
1.OOL B F  ADD 
1.OOLC BK 
1.00L D A 
1.19: C D  BE 
1.68 D NHD 
1.OOLC B D  
11486-0742 
1 1 486 - 0543 
11487-0843 





11498-0523 49.4 43 277+54 
11499-0335 57.9 44 276+56 
1 1500-0455 1 4.41 45 I277-c 55 2.87 DC F A A  1.87 DC MBB 2.18 CE AB 
1.OOL C EBB 
1.81: BBDE AAAB 
1.31L D G 
1.47 E M C 
2.45L D H AB 
3.04 F C C 





A I  150-04 
1 1500 - 021 1 
11501 -0719 
11503-0408 
1 1 505 - 0656 
11506-0834 
1 1506 - 0946 
11509-0336 
1151 0-0342 
1 151 2 -0453 
1 151 6 -0645 
11520-0125 
1 1522 - 0844 
11 524 - 0540 
11524-0548 
11529-0058 
11 548 - 0341 
11551 -0953 




























2.26 CF KFAA 
2.38 C C  GBB 
1.57 C F C 
1.OOLC AD 
1.94L C N BC 
1.09 DC CD 
4.19 DC I AA 
1.61L C HCE 
1.2OL F C 


























1.84 C C  GAC 
1.27 D K C 
1.00L c B 
1.OOL C D  BC 
1.OOL B D  AB 
1.00L c c 
2.01 CC GDBB 
1.OOL C AF 
1.05L C B 





































11 584 -01 29 
11 590 -0921 




4634 CDDD DCAA 
1.25 C I E 
1.OOL D DH 
1.OOL C D  AD 
1.64 C M L D  
1.20 D I I 
2.73 CC L J A B  
1.68 C E D 
IOOL BC AB 
1.40 C B 
I 1  598-01 12 
11599-0803 
12003-0724 
12018 - 0905 
138551 K5 
12018-0501 493 5 282+56 
12022-0206 156 16 260+58 
12023-0501 i 19.5 l i  34 282+56 514 DC FEAA 452 CE MGBA 134 CC EBF 
197 CC I DB 
IOOL BC AAF 
IOOL D AJ 
155 C F MC 
120 E K 
108L c BC 
180 BBDC AAAC 
109L C D 
167 C J D 
2OOL C DB 
279 D C 0 
238 D J LO 
140L E B N 
IOOL F AM I 
349 CC AA 
12OL CD AH 





12029-0400 55 9 46 282157 
i7n?n-fl5?4 I I 1 1  21283155 
138592 K2 
138594 MB 
17048 -0719 49 8 '  24 1 284154 
510 71285+52 
I524 161285153 
2 2  3 285+52 
140,18 284155 







12648 - 0909 
12048 - 0826 
12050-0847 
12052-0604 
12056 - 0400 
X1205-087 
136602 KO 





12060 - 0750 
12063-0845 N4129 
L
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
64 
Riaht Ascension: 12h06m25s-12h31m56s 
Flux Density 
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C L C 
C J E 
EDC CAE 
CC LDB 
C F J C  













C C  B E  
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DC KBB 
C C  K AB 
C L C 
DC BC 
E H F 
CC B B  
































C D  I BF 
c B 
D NE 
DC I C 

















F C H 
D DJ H 
C MC 
D D C 
CF ABK 
c B B  v 
C D 
CF DI 





































BD AB C 
E 
CC ECA 
















B C F D  AABC 
C D  AB 
D I C 
DD AA 









CF D E D  

































C M L B  
C C  AAF 
BC AAD 
C A L 
E C  NI CB 

















C D  BA 
D G H 
D J I F 
C L B C  
C AE 
E E  AB 
c B 






















Flux Corr A Confusion R 6 



























































(Not Color Corrected) 
1W prn Galactic Uncertainty a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
6 )  C') 1 b ('7 (") (7 
25 pm 60 prn 
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12096 - 0606 
138644 K2 
M-01-31-009 
138648 K5 12101-0211 
121 09 -0607 
12111-0825 










121 20 -021 0 
12122-0312 
12123-0946 
121 24 -01 02 

























C B  
AAAC 
G H  
DDC 
BAA 





































M -01 -32-006 
12173-0023 
121 74-0856 























138772 K5 12229-0945 
12231-0317 
12233-0341 
1.OOL C BEK 
1.21 
2.19 DC KJCA 
1.34~1 c D 1 K I  CL D 
M-01-32-008 
























































1231 6 - 0707 
1231 7-0054 
12318-0107 
1231 9 - 051 5 
0400000000 
4500000130 
I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12. 25. 60, 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region. 
1 
Declination: - 10"- 0' 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 12h32m23s-12h57m05s 
Position (1950) 
h m  
Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 urn 60 ~ C Q  ~ r n  
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 



















cc I B B  













F F D D  DBAA 9 
EC GEB 
CC BA 
CDDD CDAA 0 




















































B D  AB H 1 
D D F D  
BC AAF 0 
B D  A A I  0 
C F D D  DDAA 0 
C NGBC 
F H 
EC I BA 
C A H  












C BK G 
C E 
EDD F A A  
D F B 
CC B B  
C I B B  
c B 

















CC B B  
B J  
DC CA 












BE AB E 1 
c B 
C ENBF 
CCDD BAAA 0 
CD J EA 
CE 
C I I H 
CC H CB 
DD AA 













CC B B  
B M  
DD AA 
CC J BC 
BC 
C DD E F A A  
DDE J B A A  












DD B D  
D C K 
C AC 
C AC 
CC M AA 
DC DB 
DD DCF 













D E G  
CD F A A  





C J CG 











DDDD CBAA C 
CCDD AAAA C 
CC AC 
D G B 
CD AB 




CD I AA 





9 8  
6 2  
21 0 
51 1 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































15 113 2 
16 113 2 
8 113 2 
6 113 2 
8 113 2 
10 113 2 
16 113 2 
10 113 2 
9 113 2 


































440 23 296-62 










13 138892 KO 














1 4 2 1  81297157 7 113 2 
13 113 2 
13 113 2 
8 113 2 
12 113 2 
17 113 2 





12384 - 0625 






12390 - 0853 
12390 - 01 10 
12393-0713 
12398 -0641 
12398 - 0646 
12406-0343 
12407-0022 
1241 0-01 18 
12411-0109 
1241 2 - 001 7 





































1300100000 I 10 M 01 32 040 I - - -  
9 U07893 
13 138933GO 







13 113 2 
113 2 






13 138944 K5 
13 138945K5 
6 N4658 7 I13 2 
17 113 2 
9 113 2 
13 113 2 
9 113 2 
7 113 2 




83 12425 - 001 I 
12427 - 0542 
12429-0432 
12429-001 5 















12467 - 0950 









12498 - 0055 







13 113 2 
9 113 2 
7 114 2 
11 114 2 
9 113 2 










13 138968 K2 






10 113 2 
9 113 2 
11 113 2 
6 113 2 
7 113 2 
7 113 2 
25 113 2 
13 113 2 
8 113 2 
























9 113 2 














7 113 2 
12 113 2 
7 113 2 
8 113 2 
6 113 2 
















9 113 2 
11 113 2 







12 ZG 1250-00 
13 139025 K2 
13 139027 KO 
6 113 2 
7 113 2 
7 113 2 
18 113 2 
10 113 2 
8 113 2 











































18 113 2 
10 113 2 
12 113 2 
15 113 2 
41 113 2 
13 113 2 
12 113 2 





10 I M-01-33-054 86 
90 
8 




12542 - 081 5 
12543-0933 
12544-0643 















13 139072 K2 
13 139075K5 
39 








1400000000 ~ 13 1 139086 A0 17 
- I
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
66 
Riaht Ascension: 1 2h57m 14"l 3h32m088 Declination: - 10"- 0" 
~~~ ~~ 
Position (1950) Associations Flux Density Flags 
C 
A 
Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 9 0 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































H - 01 - 33 - 062 
H -01 - 33 -065 
139096 KO 
41258 - 06 
H-01-33-067 
3N - 098 
12572 - 0828 
12579 - 0635 
12580 - 0305 
~ 1 4 . 0 ~  57.1 29 0 1306+ 7 56 54
1.6 59 307+59 































































































































3.35 CC MMBA 
1.50: C D N B D  
1.OOL B E  A D  
1.26 CC ECB 
4.74 DD F D A A  
1.55: C D H B B  
1.17 DC I CB 
1.56L C K A H  
2.09 EC M J C B  
1.39 CC B D  
1.56 C C GB 
1.52 F C  H I  CC 
2.87 CC B B  
4.90 DD J D A A  
4.10 C D  DBA 
1.48 CC I B B  
1.62 C L K C  
1.30 DC D B  
1.OOL C AH 
6.87 DDC MCAA 
1.25 CC MEDC 
1.50: C D  B E  
1.84 CC H B C  
1.17: DD B D  
1.OOL B D  AC 
1.OOL F D 
1.47 DC EDB 
10.66 C D  FGAA 
1.OOL D A E 
2.73 DC L B A B  
1.OOL BCD A A B  
1.07L B D  AC 
11.05 DD F D A A  
1.54L C BGKF 
1.OOL c B 
1.50 CC GBC 
1.65: DD K B D D  
1.76L D DC 
1.82 DC MFCB 
1.OOL C D 
1.80 DC C B  
1.01L BCC A A B C  
1.02L B C D  A A C  
2.42 DC A B  
1.OOL CE AE 
1.OOL B D  A B J  
1.12: C D  B D  
1.16 E E D 
15.15 B B D D  A A A A  
1.24L D D E  
1.67 CC AB 
1.OOL B E  AC 
1.46: CF  DG 
1.38L C L CC 
1.03 C E 
4.62 DD GAA 
1.28L C H A C  
1.OOL BCD A A B  
1.83: C D  B E  
1.06L C C 
1.OOL C ECB 
1.OOL c c 
1.06L C B D I  
1.45 CF  I EC 
2.20 cc BB 
1.37L BCC A A E E  
1.30 C G C 
1.OOL B C  A A F  
1.OOL C BG 
1.OOLC B G  
1.OOL C BH 
1.OOL c B 
1.OOL BC A A E  
1.OOL C B J  
1.03L C BK 
1.13: DD I CC 
1.05L C NBB 
3.43 DC F AB 
1.35: C D H E C  
1.OOLC F D  
1.61: C D  J CAA 
1.39 CC C F C B  
2.84L C B E 
1.40: C D BEHG 
1.34L D B 
1.OOL C C H  
1.OOL C B N  
1.13L C C 
1.00L BCC A A A L  
1.36L C B E  J 
1.OOL E C I 
1.79L C D  ABDE 
1.19L C AC 
2.30 BBDC AAAA 
1.OOL C E M  
1.88 CC F C B  
1.21 F L E 
1.OOL c c 
1.13LC A D  
1.06L B F  AADJ  
10 113 2 
11 113 2 
8 112 2 
14 113 2 
9 113 2 
13 113 2 
13 112 3 
13 113 2 
13 113 2 
11 113 2 
12580-0612 
iz580-04zn 3.2 3 307+58 
35.6 29 307+53 
41.9 17 308+59 
46.9 10 307+55 
47.9 33 307+53 
49.1 30 308+59 
~~~. . -.
























3 1  L 
.30 
24 113 2 
15 113 2 
11 113 2 
8 113 2 
8 113 2 
14 113 2 
27 113 2 
23 112 2 
9 112 2 
























13030-0155 1.7 30 310+60 
13050-0040 4.6 32 311+62 
13052-0036 16.7 11 312+62 
13052-0244 17.7 57 311+60 
13059-0843 55.5 1 310+54 
13060-0430 2.5 13 311+56 
13061-0152 8.2 8 312+60 
13062-0630 12.4 38 311+56 
13066-0916 37.3 15 310+53 
13067-0500 42.2 26 311+57 
13 112 2 
11 112 2 
9 112 2 
12 112 2 
5 113 2 
7 112 2 
14 112 2 
8 112 2 
7 113 2 


































































53.6 26 310+53 
0.0 54 311+55 
4.2 5 311+55 
8.9 13 311+55 
21.3 21 311+57 
28.7 12 312+59 
40.8 13 311+55 
46.7 26 31 1 +55 
51.6 9 311+55 
25.4 11 314+61 
9 113 2 
6 112 2 
7 112 2 
8 113 2 
7 112 2 
10 112 2 
17 112 2 
11 112 2 
13 112 2 
17 112 2 
18 112 2 
6 112 2 
7 112 2 
12 112 2 
7 112 2 
7 112 2 
13 112 2 
28 112 2 
8 112 2 
16 112 2 
_ _  . . .. 
13070-0734 
13071-0723 

















1 31 06-0922 
1 31 07 -031 3 
131 10 -0621 
13112-0320 
13113-0614 








































































9 112 2 
10 112 2 
13 112 2 
16 112 2 
36 112 2 
10 112 2 
10 112 2 
6 112 2 
2.4 32 314+59 
45.1 34 313+54 
20.0 8 315+59 
5.4 54 314+55 
10.3 35 315+56 
24.5 52 317+62 
31.4 23 314+52 
55.6 21 316+58 
56.0 49 314+54 









14 112 2 














13 112 2 
8 112 2 
8 112 2 
17 112 2 
9 112 2 
1 1  112 2 
26 112 2 
10 112 2 
11 112 2 
10 112 2 
13183-0158 22.8 16 318+60 
13185-0944 34.4 15 315+52 
13187-0019 47.3 22 319+61 
13197-0835 47.6 9 316+53 
13198-0209 51.5 25 318+60 
13199-0330 54.3 56 316+58 
13201-0312 8.2 26 318+58 
13207-0439 43.5 50 318+57 























































11 112 2 
9 112 2 
8 112 2 
9 112 2 
15 112 2 
11 112 2 
13 112 f 12 112 L 





















12 112 i 
13 112 i 
8 112 i 
9 112 i 
14 112 i 
10 112 i 
9 112 i 
8 112 i 
6 112 2 
















1 3296 - 0250 







( I 5  91 26 1321 T 5! 
218 56 32175: 


















10 112 ' 
12 112 2 
7 112 : 
12 112 2 
12 112 2 
36 112 : 
10 112 : 
9 112 2 




13304 - 021 0 
13305-0046 
13307-0922 
13309-0240 139410 MO 
139420 A2 1331 6- 0947 13321 -0020 
I I I  
I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conflrmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
Right Ascension: 1 3h32ml 7"l 3h57m316 
Flux Density 













































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
Position ( 1950) 






















































































































































































































B A D N  
C E B J  
AE 
B D  AA 0 
C F D O  
C F 
C B K 











1.88 1 D 
1.OOL C 
1.71: C D  
1.33L E 
150 C D  
1.03L C 




F I  F 
B N 
B C  
B 
DBD 
A J  







































E D  B C  
CF J B G  
D C E F B  
C J F 
C L G A  
CE AC 
BCC A A B  0 
B A C  
c cc 













0 I E 
B F  A A  1 
C A K  I 
B D  AC 0 
D C 
F G 
C BE L 





















I O I L  
C B D  
D H H  
D G A F  
cc B B  
C A D  
DD DCAA 
C F C B  
c B 


















F F F  C F B  
F C A B  
C M GB 
B D  A C  0 
C A F  
cc B B  
C J I MD 
C C H 
C B H  
























D I F 
C A C  L 
E A C  
F C  B B  
A B H  0 
B B D D  A A A B  0 
F E J  























B D  A A H  0 
C DCH 
C D  GBC 
























































CC I B A  
C D  J B C  
BC ABF 0 
c B C  
C BK 
F GBC 
B D  AC 0 
B A C  
CE H F B E  


























CC E B  
C B H  
C E B  
BC AB 1 
C AG 
c L B 
C CG 
C B NM 




3 3 6 ~ 5 8  
C 
A k P  
# T Name Type (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainti 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 
( 5 )  ('3 I b ('7 C') ( 
I2 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
1- 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 







































































































































































































































































































13329 - 0408 
13330- 0040 
13333 - 081 9 
13334-0019 
13335 - 0814 
13336-0046 




























































































































































































































































0200001000 f.01 i46.7 16 4 1 3 z i + n  322153 
0.9 49 325+58 
2 5  58 322+53 
57.6 2 322+53 
13351 -0155 
13351 -0258 
13355 - 0932 





13383 - 0907 
13387-0853 












































13463 - 0656 
13464 - 0900 
1 3466 - 0704 
















13 139581 KO 





























































i ~ s m - 0 4 2 0  .... . -~
13563-0640 




13 139669 KO 
0400000100 I 
1 1  
68 




Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density Flags 













































































































































































































































a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
6)  C') 1 b ('9 (") C) 
V L 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 7  
.27L 
9.95 

























































































































1.00L C BC 
2.20 EC F F B B  
1.OOL BC AAM 
1.14L C AF 
2.33 CC BBA 
16.46 DCCD FCAB 
1.83 CC HBB 
1.OOLC B D  
1.28LC B L  














































































































14022 -001 3 
14025 - 0000 
14025-0307 
14026-0702 
14039 -051 2 




14047 - 0851 
14055-0551 








7.20 EDD KDAA 
2.26 CC J A A  
1.19: C D L B A  
1.OOL E G 
1.42 C H E E  
1.OOL B BGK 
1.65 DC H J A B  
1.59 CD KBC 
1.OOL C B 




1.19L C DF 
1.OOL C B K 
3.27: CD AB 
1.85 DC L F B C  
1.59 DC KDC 
2.40 CC AB 
1.73 CD B B  
1.OOL C D 
1.03L BC AAG 
1.15L D I DE 
13 139736 F5 












1 4 m - n n m  
2.16 DC I AB 
1.OOL BD AC 
1.50L C CB 
1.61 CF H L A B  
1.OOL C D I 
4.69 BBCD AAAA 
1.OOL D C 
2.14 CC DA 
3.10 CC KBA 
3.19 CC K E A A  
. . . . . -. 
14083-0226 
14086-0730 




















141 09 - 0854 




141 1 s - 0433 
1.01 D D  
3.02 D I MC 
1.81L c cc 
1.04L D B 
9.72 BBCC AAAA 
1.OOL F B F  
1.04L C CD 
1.OOL C DB 
1.32: DF M DC 





1.OOL C BE 
1.70 CE K AB 
1.04L D G DH 
2.14 CC J A A  
1.19 D DC 
1.OOL CD AA G 
1.OOL c c 
1.OOL BD AC 
1.60: CC J B B  
1.OOL B A B  K 




















1.53 F C  EMCB 
1.OOL BF AAK 
1.OOL c BC 
1.OOL B AC 
7.12 CCC GBAA 
1.OOL C E L  
1.04L B 
1.OOL C B H  L 
2.31 CC NAA 




1401000000 141 60 - 051 4 
141 66- 0332 





















2.15 CC F C B  
1.OOL C B 
1.OOL BC ABL 
1.OOL B BMI 
6.04 C CC DDAA 
1.OOL C BF 
1.05 DC C J F C  
1.OOL c c 
1.66 CB J C B B  
1.OOL BBD AADL 
141 69 - 0202 
141 72-0630 
141 73 -041 3 
141 75-0827 






141 95 -0644 
14196-0457 
141 98 -0009 
14199-0605 
14202-0120 





14222 - 0903 
14222-0756 
14223 - 0009 
14231-0510 




1.OOL C BK 
1 . 0 5 ~ 1 ~  IAD 
1.62 C L C  
1.01L C K B D  
6.19 CC BA 
2.04 CC FAA 
1.OOL B B D  
1.26L C EDB 
1.OOL C KBC 
1.OOL B F  CF 
0500000000 
03ooooonoo 
1.OOL BC AAL  
7.25 CC I DAA 
1.86 CC B B  
1.OOL C A 
1.OOL F DJ 
1.26L C E B B  
1.OOL D BK 
1.OOL B CD 
1.22 CC HAB 





'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25. 60. 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 14h25m306-14h53m4! 



























































































































































































































































































































C G DC 
E D  AB 0 
BCC AAG 0 













F B J 
DCC EBB 
CC F C C  
C N D 
F L G J C  
B I 
B B  
B B L 



































C A M 
C B N  G 
C C F I B B  
C BE I 
C D  EAB 
DCC HBAA 












BC AAK 8 
B ACM 
B CK 
AE K 0 
C I E B D  
F E F K D B  
BCE AAC 3 
CC I L A B  
































BCCD BBAA 0 
DD DCB 
C D K C B  
B F  AF H 0 
















C AJ I 
F D  I E  
B BE 
BC AB I 0 
BCC AAEC 0 
B B H  E 
C B I 
C C  FBB 





2 2  
5 5  































D G F  D 





BC AAM 1 
B 












BC AAJ 1 
B AE I 
CC CBB 
BD ABD 0 
D CG 
C C  AG 
C C  GKAB 
BC AA 0 
BC AB 0 











C C  EEAB 
CF L F B  
C C  J B A  
ECC JDAA 
CE L F B B  
CC I CC 
CF I J C G  














C A H 
B ADF 
F C J 
B AF 
B CGLK 

























Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
I T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) ('7 1 b ('3 ('3 C) 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 0  
1.33 











































152.1 9  I55 38 l339+46 41 9 
9.7 40 343+50 





































14325 - 0447 



























0500010000 140036 GO 14%-0340 
14350 - 0022 
14353-0011 
14353 -0931 





























14383 - 0006 
14384 - 0839 
14387 - 0032 
14389 - 01 10 




14404 - 0526 
14404-0326 
14407 - 0929 
1441 6-0306 




14435 - 0735 







14450 - 0345 
14450 - 01 32 
14451 -0310 
14454 -051 7 
14458-0216 
14462-091 9 































































































































14484 -081 5 
14487-0333 
14488 - 01 51 
14491 -0701 
14494 - 071 1 





14507 - 0322 
1451 0 - 0930 
14513- 0522 
14518-0811 
1451 9 - 0450 
14523-0526 
14527- 091 6 
14534 - 0359 












14331 581 36 11351+48 1
442 39 351 i47  




























'Confusion Flags 1)  CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
70 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 ~m 60 pm 100 pm 




FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 













C C  B AB 
C KF 
E l  
B F  AE 0 
C D  I DD 
C K DL 













C B L E  
BD AF 0 
BBD AAB 4 
C B 
C D 
C J K B F  
CC BBA 
C BG I 












BF ACH 0 
BC AA 0 
C C  DA 
BB 
BD AD 0 
CE MCC 
BC AAL 0 












1 .00~  
CD FNAB 
C D  MBG 
CF DEB 
BC AB 0 
C E  D 
c c I 
B DF 
C B K  
B B C  A A B G  a 












F G F D  
C HEJ 
C CE 
C B G 
C G 
D I C 
F E H 
B BC K 











C I D 
E B B  AAB 0 
C K L F  




F E  CC 
E GE D 











C D F L  
BC ABM 0 
c c 
BF AC 2 
DD GDE 
C J LCE 
C D  CC 
D BE E 













BC AB F 3 
C D  E E C D  
BC AB 1 
BBB AAB 2 
CC F E B A  
C J I  D 











1 .00~  
1 . 0 0 ~  
C G 
C C  BC 
C CDB 
BC ABD 2 
C D KM 
C C  J F B B  
E CHJ 
C C E  
B C  A A  a 











C K C 
F CB 
BF BD C 
B BD 
F F D M  
C CCE 
C M E 





# T  
I2 pm Sep 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































14543 - 031 6 
14544-0657 




14558 - 0637 
14559 - 0831 
9 106 3 
11 106 3 
21 106 2 
10 107 2 
6 104 3 
15 105 3 
18 105 2 
7 105 3 
8 104 4 




















9 106 3 
6 105 3 
6 106 3 
10 106 3 
10 108 2 
12 152 3 
10 139 3 
6 104 3 
7 106 3 
10 106 3 
140270 6 A0 K5
140278 K2 14589-0258 
140280 G5 
140292 MO 
ZG 1501 -03 
16912 R6 
140301 K2 
7 104 3 
9 104 3 
13 105 4 
8 105 4 
6 104 3 
15 150 3 
6 104 3 
15 104 3 
8 105 3 





















13 105 3 
15 104 3 
9 106 3 
9 104 3 
29 105 2 
12 104 3 
12 104 3 
7 105 3 
8 103 3 





















5 1  
.73L 
.25L 
5 3  
.54 
.27L 
16 105 2 
27 103 2 
15 105 2 
16 103 3 
9 103 3 
21 103 2 
31 105 2 
15 102 2 
9 103 3 












1 5080 - 0943 

































14 104 2 
6 103 3 
33 102 2 
11 104 3 
7 104 3 
7 104 3 
9 103 3 
15 103 3 
29 105 2 
12 104 3 
f LIB 
(1509 -041 
3 0  3657 





15097 - 0248 
140375 K5 






15098-0346 21 11021 2 
6 104 3 140379 K5 







151 13-01 09 
15113-0311 
151 14-0142 
10 105 2 
14 104 3 
11 9 l1481 03 3 2
0500000220 I 
16 105 3 
12 8 11031  3 2






151 21 -051 9 
15122-0930 
10 104 3 
6 103 3 
15 104 3 
7 103 3 
6 104 3 
9 104 3 
18 104 2 
15 102 3 
30 105 2 














151 37 - 0953 
I 15140-071 1 





















40 102 2 
10 104 3 
19 103 3 
8 103 3 
11 105 2 
11 160 3 
10 105 2 
11 102 3 
5 103 3 
6 103 3 
10 104 3 
10 103 3 
7 103 3 
6 103 3 
18 105 2 
15 104 3 
37 103 2 
5 103 3 



































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 










































































































































































































































2.1 26 2+42 
9.6 35 1+41 
15.5 11 3+42 
18.6 29 4+43 
19.6 2 0+40 
28.6 32 359+40 
30.5 15 359+40 
32.0 40 4+43 
7.6 4 1+41 
368 42 2+41 
42.3 40 2+41 


































































































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 8 0 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.61 F F G F F  
1.11L B D  A C  F 
4.39 CC CDAA 
1.05L B A B  N 
1.02L C B F  K 
1.OOL D CE 
1.OOL C B E  
1.10: C D  K B C  
5.99 CCC GBAA 



















151 89 - 0041 
1.OOL D F B 
1.OOL B A M  
1.72 F D J D  
1.47 CC I BC 
1.01LC E 
1.OOL B B F  
1.OOLC C J  
1.17LB A G  
1.07 D E F 
















































1.59 C F  HGBC 
1.81 C D  J DA 
4.04 CC GDAA 
1.43 C G D 
1.OOL BC A A D  
1.OOL B B G  D 
3.51 BBCC A A A A  
1.OOL c c 
1.OOL BC A A J  






15224 - 0544 
15225- 0101 
15226 - 0857 
15227 -01 19 
15228 - 031 7 
15231 -0328 
15231 -0853 
1.69 F C 
1.92 CC A B  
.94: CF HBE 
3.78 E C C  E J A A  
1.51 CC BB 
1.15 F H F 
1.95 C D  I B C  
1.31 CC C B B  
1.OOL C CMMH 






15236 - 0645 
15240-0321 














6.38 E C C  G D A A  
102L E DG 
1.13 CC BC 
2.33L C C F 
IOOL D C L N  
1.OOL C D 
1.OOL c BC 
1.03L D B 
1.OOLC AE 









15266 - 0059 
15269- 041 7 
15270-0013 
15271-0144 
15274 - 0640 
15275-0646 
15278-0206 
15280 - 0202 
15281-0239 
1.56L C B K 
2.63 CCC B A B  
1.OOL C I B D  
1.OOL B BG J 
.85: C D  DC 
1.OOL B B I  J 
1.15 C D  GBC 
1.70: C D  J B D  
1.OOL C I J E 




































113 C D  MGDC 
1 OOL D BDM 
IOOL B B C  A A A  
479 CC AA 
IOOL CD ADJ 
IOOL F C M  
IOOL C GEE 
185 D F 
IOOL B D  AB 










15298-0858 37 I102 1 2 
lOOL B C  AA I 
355 D KCC 
102 CC DBA 
167 CF GGDC 
116 E I E 
119 C D  H L B B  
IOOL B D  AA 
105L C E L  
228  CC NBA 




361  ECC EAA 
119 ~ F I F 
IOOLiC B G  
1 OOL'C B 
111L C B J  
1 OOL C CE 
l O l L  B A I  N 
IOOL BC ABG 
12OL C E 
1 OOL c c I 
15310-0207 
15310 - 091 5 
1531 0-0308 
1531 3 - 0621 
15314- 0953 
1 5  
1 9  
































1 OOL D CN 
125 D HC 
1 OOL B C F L  
175L C E G  
115L C E I 
977 CCC J C A A  
1 OOL C C D  M 
103L C E 
220 cc I B C  
1 OOL C C G  






'Confusion Flags I )  CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw)  
72 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
































B BE H 





DC J G B  
CC EAA 
B B  















































































































































































































B BL  
B B F  
C B F M  
CCC DAAA 
















C H K H  
C E K 
C D C F J  
















C C M  
c c 
C B K 
D F 
BC AB 
















D G E 
CC A A D  
C D 
BBCC A A A B  
C E l  H 
c L B  
B F  BC 
BC AAC 












B A D  
C MJ D 
BE 
C B J 
C CE DGDC 
C CF J 
B B H  
C A D  K 












C D  AD 
D F C  E 




B BJ  












C D E 
BC AB 
D C H  J 
C HGC 
D J H 
BC AB 














B D  AC 
C F B J  
F I GD 
C B 
BBCC B A A A  
CC J J A A  
D D N 
E B B  
F F C  
































C E C  
D J  E 
D L B 
C E A 
C BDEF 
C A 
C D F A B  
E F C 
E G F 
Position (1950) I Associations 
(Not Calor Corrected) 




# T  
100 um 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 

























3 9  







3 7  



































































































































































































































































6 3  
.85L 



























































































































































































































































357 + 36 
360 + 38 
360+38 
0+38 





























































































































































































































n m o o o o o o o 































15400 -071 2 
15407-0830 
15409-0913 EE LIB 
3G SER 
XI541 -085 





















































































































































8681 0003 10 
9700000008 
, - . - - . - . 

















1 15495-0908 I I
I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Eaended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
Riaht Ascension: 15h49m39s-15h58m46" 
Flux Density 






a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 




























































































































20 7 46 














33 0 34 
41 7 56 
463131 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 p m  
(Jansky) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZG 1550 - 00 
LDN 0134 
5.93L B C  AB 
1.79 CC CAA 
282 C NO 
3.61 C M  F 
2.51L C B F  I 
302 D C 
4.15L E B F  
3.14 C G E 
1.14L C B F  

































































































































































































































1.05L D A 
1.25L B E  A B F D  
4.29 D J E B 
2.90 C GG B 
10.55 C J OF 
2.49 E MC 
2.69 C HMC 
5.77 E B 
1.89 CB F B B  










9701 01021 0 
1.32 BE KHBD 
1.01L BBD AABL 
2.28 E C 
6.53L B C  AB 
3.77 E J I C 
2.08 CC EDA 
1.OOL B C  ABHH 
1.78L C FMBH 
7.56L BBC AAAF 
4.97L c cc 
2 EIC 458 
2400000200 
4600000000 







15525-0950 31.4 5 
15526-0459 136.51 6 
2.33 C I GHC 
1.36L B B E L  
2.23 D J C 
1.70 C C 
6.16L C B 
3.87L C F  BG C 
3.20 D C 
3.73L F D K F  
1.69 CC GEBB 





















15534-0320 126.91 6 
15536-0228 1.83/ 4 
15537-0847 43.4 34 
15537-0837 44.7 55 
15539-0324 56.7 4 
2.63 E EMC 
2.91 CC HAB 
3.67L BO B A J J  
3.75 DC I F B  
1.33L C I C I  
3.42L D B LC 
3.52 B C BDCC 
1.98L D E 
2.22 E J F C 
1.84 E H F C  
1 M-01-41-001 
2 140845 K5 
15543-0048 20.0 42 
15544-0036 26.3 4 
15545-0327 I31 7 28 140848 K5 140851 K5 
ZG 1554-01 
XI 554-066 
IOOL B C  AB 
IOOL E D  AB 
241 C MKGC 
174 CC CB 
339 C H J I  B 
160L E E J N L  
180 C G NF 
520L B BE F 
148 C EC 
228 D M B 
2 51 c c  
146L B A 
248 D HKHE 
206 D H 
345 F L C  
244 D KCKA 
167 D G C 
lOOL BC AAI  
190 D GEB 










1 140870 KO 
:.!!LIB0 ' l A t M D  C 
1.67 D I J B 












15571 -0559 I ;.?I 4i 
15571-0653 10.7 9 
15572-0830 141 29 
15572-0209 15.7 51 
4.50L BC AAF 
1.23L B B E  
1.32LB A F  
1.27 D NN F 
6.03L BC AAEE 
2.53 C FC 
1.27 D I E 
3.14L C C I  J E  
l O l L  BE AG 


















8600100350 D F E  
BC HCAP 
C F E  
DC BE 
D EE 
F C I  
C GKC 
B AC F 
C H C  








'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I; 
74 
c lR~uS-2 ,  3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
Riaht Ascension: 15h58m47s-16h08m04* 
Flux Density 























































































































D H E 
C HC 
C EK B 
D I BC 
C K C 
D C 
D L C 















D F L C  
C I CE 
BD AD G 
DC HDC 
E DMF 
C F G F B B  
C L I E 














C CH N 
C G D 
0 C 
D MC 
C H K F  
c I c 
C F 





















































B CE J 
C K K D  
C D I  J H  
E CI 
C E 
F F L  E 
C B L 














B E  
C GDI H 
C KDC 
D G E 
E E D  AAA 
B BJ 
B ADH 












C C F  
C J K I  C 
C CKNH 
BE GCD 
C B KI 
B AI N 
E D  AB H 






























B F  
D G  
I HAA 
CEC 






















D B  C 
B 






~ E C 
KLGC 
BN 




















C J D 
BC EBE 
C K FE 
C I FE 
C HD E 
B AH 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs C c d  R Flags' S 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) (") I b (") (") (7 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































15590 - 0533 
15590-001 1 
15590-0054 
15595 - 01 16 
























































































































































































































































































































































DO 3918 9600001008 
9600000230 
15597 - 071 0 
15599-0423 
15599-0821 14091 1 K5 
X1600-048 16000 - 0447 
16000 - 0323 










16007 -031 3 
16009 - 0508 
16010-0459 
16012-0214 
1601 3 - 0500 
16013-0057 
1601 4 - 0658 
16014 -0946 
16015-0411 
1601 5 -0234 
3601000000 








1601 8 - 021 1 
1601 8 - 0504 
1601 9-0008 
16020-0057 
1 6020 ~ 0203 
16021-0101 














































16043 - 0409 
16043 - 0539 
16043-0344 140966 MA 

























16045 - 001 0 
16046-0443 










16052 - 0603 












































































s24 16080 - 0221 1 6080 - 0652 
16080-0531 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI)  at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIW 
Right Ascension: 1 6h08m 1!iS-1 6h 17" 1 7s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 ~m V L FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 




















































































































































































































D I EE 
D E  
C B 
DBB CAA 
CC C F D  
C C 



























































































































D E F 
C DD 
C C F D  
B L I  GF 
























B D  AB1 F C 
C BD 
B AG G 





















BE AE C 
C AE 
B B E H  
C C J 
ED ACI 2 



















BBCC AAAA 3 
































BBC A A A l  2 
C D 



























B D  AA 6 
E C  
F H 
D I D 
BD B B  0 











E I B 
C I 6 
F F  GEF 
B AI F 
CD I CC 
BE 
D E J 
D E 
C GAD 



























BBC AAB 1 
DD AAG 9 
B BEL  
C F A F  
B CB H 
C K K C  
B BH 
D I D 
D G K F  











B M  
B AF 
B . B E K K  
DCC CAA 
C C 
C N F  
BC AA 0 
E OC 
D GB 









Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 0 
(I) ("1 1 b ('7 (") (7 l H  h C A T Name Type 
7 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16086 - 0039 
16087 - 0746 
16090-01 39 
i f inqi  -n7m 
13 141022A2 
. - - - . - . - . 
16092 - 0956 
16093-0829 
16094 - 0825 
16094 -Mx)2 
16094 - 0533 
16098 - 0956 







































161 06 - 0643 
16107-0328 
16108- 0349 
161 09 - 0832 
161 10 - 0904 
16110-0120 
161 10-01 11 
161 10-0759 




161 15 -0749 
161 17-0334 
161 18-0826 

























161 23 -0008 
39 MSH 16-003 
13 I 141058 K2 
16123-0909 
161 24 -0131 
161 25-0339 
161 26-0030 
161 29 - 081 4 
16129-0753 




16134 - 0549 
161 36-0800 
161 37-0757 
161 40 - 0021 
161 40 - 081 6 
161 42 - 0537 
161 43- 0349 
161 43 - 061 4 
16143- 0043 
16144 -0434 
































































161 59 - 0402 
16160-0827 
16161 -0706 
i6 l f i l -0058 
i 6 i  63 - 0654 
161 63 - 051 8 
16163-0542 
16163 - 0745 
161 64 - 0443 










1.24 1400001000 I 
16172-0931 
161 72 - 0943 
'Gmfuslon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion PrOCesslng. 4) Neighboring Hours Conflrmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
76 
-~~~~ 
Right Ascension: 1 6h 1 7rn22s- 16h26m43s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 






















11.6 5 5+28 
13.9 32 7+29 
28.7 42 5+28 
30.9 5 13+33 
39.1 43 13+33 
42.4 56 6+28 
58.6 6 7+29 
7.5 7 5+27 
12.1 6 12+32 
12.4 4 11+31 
21.2 5 7+29 
27.2 1 6+28 
27.3 22 5+28 
40.5 46 5+27 
55.6 30 8+29 
15.1 16 6+28 
17.2 32 7+28 
17.3 48 7+28 
35.0 38 7+28 
37.2 16 7+26 
C 
A 



















































56.1 31 5+26 
8.1 11 5+26 
8.5 9 12+30 
10.1 23 5+26 
10.8 19 5+26 
11.2 19 12+30 
18.3 55 7+27 
21.8 47 12+30 
41.2 25 8+28 










































Uncs Coef . Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) ('7 I b ('3 C') 0 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































161 73 - 0853 






































3 4  
3 5  
.49 
.25L 
















3 5  
















































































































































141104 K5 5.68L B D  ABD 
1.88 F C 
6.85L C C H 
3.25 DD F D F D  
1.30L C D 
1.25L C B F  
1.50 DC J F B B  
7.41L B B F H F  
6.57L B CCJ 
















































































































9500200128 ' 5400100008 
9601000020 
1500002000 
7.08L B AI  
9.91L c B 
3.02 C NKGD 
1.OOL CC MAA 
1.30: CC E C  
6.32L BBC AAAC 
2.29 E I C 
4.74 D L G  
1.52L D F C H  









2.41: CD AE 
1.74L B AF 
2.55 C N HC 
3.03 F C 
2.25 E GKD 
2.56 D D G 
2.11: BCCC AACB 
1.82L C B H  
4.09 DC DB 















1.92L F B 
2.00 D GB 
2.04L C K L C E  
4.09 C E E F D  
1.36L BC A C F l  
1.74 D D  CCB 
3.86L F EE D 
2.51L C C 
1.84L B B G  





































7.20L D B E  
2.84 DC MDB 
1.13L B BK 
1.81L F C I 
3.11L F CB 
1.56L B BKGD 
5.10LB AE 
8.25 F C  DB 
1.50L C CE 
1.29L F D F 

























1.OOL CC A A E  
2.62L D MCD 
1.78L C GC 
4.80: C F K B C B  
2.56L C D 
1.76L C CG 
5.17L C B HE 
8.56 F E  DC 
4.24 C I E F B  
















8.56L E C 
1.89 D C 
1.16 C B 
2.84 CD F DA 
2.19L C AD J 
2.12 C D 
2.97 D I E 
1.41L BC AB 
1.32L B D  AC 
1.63L C C L F  
X1623-092 
141171 K5 




3.02 CE MCE 
8.60L CB A A E J  
1.01 E K C  
8.98 F D  D F E B  
3.741. BBC AAA 
3.43 C NJ D 
4.42L B C  AB 
3.46 C J CB 
6.87 DE CC 




























1.36 C J B 
6.87L C DB 
3.42 C H K F C  
1.73L BBC AAA 
5.14 DC J K B B  
2.55L C C 
4.58 DC F B  
1.84L C F E 
4.26L B AI  









6500000008 141194 K5 





16262 - 0341 













1.67L B A J  
10.2OL D D 
2.06L C C 
1.43L B C  AB 
1.37L BC AA 
2.27 D K J C 
9.53L c CB 
1.36L B BK 
2.29L D GJ 





'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region I 
1 
Right Ascension: 16h26m56s-16h335m14 
















































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
12 pm 25 pm fQ pm 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
C 
A 
f T  
Galactic Uncertainly 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) ('7 I b 
V 
Flux Corr A 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16273-0343 122 9133 
141203 MB 
DO 4070 
C H DC 
B C B F N B  
c C I  
BC AAE 4 
C B F  
C N K J B  
BC AAH 0 
E H E  
E D  M I B  






EE G HD 
C E J  
C J D  
CC CHC 
C I C  
C GLGB 
D H E  
B B  































D L C D  
D I G  
C DD 
D GO 
E D F B  
CC E B  
EC CDA 


















V725 OPH C CF 
BC AA 0 
C MI B 
C C H  N 
D I E  
C C D  
C MDK 
C CJ  F 





E I CE 
C B H  
B E  AB 0 
D HC 
CC J O B  
DE H F E  
CC DAD 
DC AB 0 
C K H  C 












DE N GB 
c c  
DD HEF 
E D E  
D E L D  
D I E  E 
c c  
;c ;EKK 
B AF 















ED ACK 2 
C D  
DC GDB 
CF AE 0 





ffinooooi oo CD BB 
B F E  A A B  9 
C K L B  
C K D  
D I EKE 




D I G  
F HE 
CE AC H 0 
CC AAH 0 
D CM 
c L C  
C D O  
E E l  B 
CC E B  
E D  AB 5 






















16348-0714 529 24 
16349-0821 58.5 45 
16350-0502 I 1.0139 
16353-0626 19.9 23 
V732 OPH 
141284 A0 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processmg, 4) Neighboring Hours Conflrmed Sources (PH), 5) Nelghborlng Weeks Cnnflrmed Sources PW) 
78 








































































































































B F  AE 
CD B B  






















C H F F G  
C D HB 































DC MJ F C  
BC AAF 
C A B L  
D F 
E C  CA 
C CHGD 
D I E C  
CC AB 
C B 











D L G  
C CD E 
C BG F 
E C M  
C GJ D 
D B 
F C D  DBAA 













F C C  EDAA 
C BH 
BC AC 
C L G C  
C D 
D C D 
CCC EAAA 
























CC B B  
C B 
F DD 
D L G I  C 
D E 
BC J K A B  
D C 
C K EB 
CC BB 
C L D I  




















D L E 
D E F 
C KFBD 





CC B B  
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 




(Not Color Corrected) 
I2 pm 25 p n  60 pm Galactic Uncertainty a 8 Coords SMJSMN 6 
(s) C') 1 b ('7 ('7 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































16355 - 0237 










































































































3 2  


























































3 8  





























































































































































































































































































































































i f i ~ 5 ~ n i n 7  
16362-0809 
16363-0238 
16364 - 0409 
16364-0814 






16372 - 0652 
16372 -0829 
16373-0417 







16379 - 0900 
41304 K2 






i f i ~ ~ i ~ n 8 3 7  . - - - . . . . .
16382-0613 
16382 - 0731 
16382-0812 








i f i ~ ~ 5 - 0 0 3 n  . _ _  -. . . . . 
16385-0810 
16388 -0452 
16389 - 0000 
16390-0835 
16393-0036 








16393 - 0456 






























16407 -01 10 
16411 -0041 
1641 3 - 021 1 
16414-0927 
1641 4 -0204 
16414 - 0745 
16414-0947 
1641 5 -0801 
16415-0454 

























16427 - 0751 
I 1 




a 8 a S Ccards SMJSMN 8 
h , (5) (") I b C') (") (? 
Name 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations Flux Density Flags 
I 


























506 2 10+24 
553 8 15+26 
574 14 10+23 
1 4  43 9+23 
9 8  20 13+25 
9 9  48 11+24 
11 8 38 15+26 
173 18 14+25 
188 56 10+23 
192 2 17+27 
241 40 8+22 
31 1 22 8+22 
31 2 44 12+24 
31 7 44 10+23 
330  58 9+22 
347 49 10+23 
396 56 10+23 
432 20 11+24 
478 55 11+24 



















































































































































































































































B B B B  AAAA 
D F F D  
C E  C 
B D B K H F  
C N L E C  
C E 
C F F D  
D HE E 
B GCB 















c I B 
C C F D E  
CB CAB 
F D  GDEG 



















































1 1 . 9 5 L D  




C F C E D  
B F L C E  
B CL  E 
B BE 












B DF B 





F H B 
BF AC 
B CD K 







5 0 5  
52.6 
57.7 





















F J C D  
FCB J E E C  
B B F  
E D  A C J G  
B CD 
E D BMD 
C AG G 
F H  E 
D D BE 









































1.1 39 12+23 
5.2 52 14+24 
10.7 49 11+23 
11.0 42 14+25 
19.5 39 10+22 
30.4 16 15+25 
32.2 52 17+26 
37.0 40 12+23 
37.3 48 9+21 
42.4 9 15+25 
45.4 17 9+21 
45.5 34 12+23 
465 1 12+23 
47.0 16 16+25 
47.0 13 16+25 
47.1 49 9+21 
47.6 46 12+23 
54.8 51 15+25 
55.2 50 16+25 












C AB I 
B BFKC 
BB EDAA 
B B  JHBA 
C GI B 
C HBF 




Uncs C w f  R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.73 B GGD 
1.28 D DMD 
4.06 DE J G D  
1.98L B L D A B  
1.77 B F J  B 
2.58 C I L MC 
1.19LB BD 
1.22L BBC A A B H  
9.48L C B J  J 















































5.43 CC KEEB 
2.87L B DL 
1.59L D C 
3.53L B BEMB 
4.12L D L E 
7.12L AB A A L L  
2.72 DC CF 
2.42 C J HD 
3.19L C H 
6.22 B F E D  




















9.45L E E K B  
1.14 D C 
10.15L B F E B  
9.38L E B  DEH 
12.05L B AEH 
1.96L B D F J  E 
7.84 C J I A 
5.42 E DBHC 
2.84 C MELE 
14.61L D CB 
Y1643 - 097 
r(l643 - 097 
16439-0953 
16440 - 0925 
16441-0946 
16442-0813 
16442 - 0308 r(1 644 - 031 
16442-0929 1 6442 - 0930 
16443-0952 
16443 - 0642 
16443-0944 







































16444 - 0741 
16445 - 0942 
LDN 0260 
LDN 0260 
16448 - 0006 
16446-0729 
16449-0846 



















16459 - 0957 
16460-091 8 
16462-0425 
16463 - 0850 
16463 - 0024 








































































































































CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
80 






























































































































































































































































































































E J  
Position (1950) 
G C  
C M  
ADKF 

























H B  

















F L J C  
G G  
MNDA 
B K L  
BG 
B H  C 
B 
BC 
E D  
2 
B 





















3 E  






E J C  





















J E  
C 




























J L B C  
FBB 
K C  
A E L F  
D C  
LC 








E F  
C 





A E N  
G C  
DHB 
C 
E M  
MJFC 
ENF 
(Not Color Corrected) 




Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
C 
A Sep 
t T Name Type (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































16493 -021 6 
16493-0952 
16493 - 0658 

















































































































3 2  
.27L 
1.11 


















































2 8  
1.10 
1.37 



















































































































































































































































































































141 408 KO 
141414 KO 
141415 KO 










16507 - 0946 
16508-0126 
16509-0844 









1651 6- 0637 
16516-0948 
165 18 - 0405 
16518-0728 
1651 8 - 031 8 
1651 8 - 0443 






























16531 --0941 9601000010 1 
X1653-013 
16532 - 01 49 
16532-0124 
16532-0726 


































9701000000 16544 - 0603 














3.500100000 I 16546-0347 
16548-0858 
16548-0419 
16549- 01 10 
16549-0947 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
Riaht Ascension: 16h54m59s-17h02m31s 
Flux Density 





























































































a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 








































































































































B F C EG 
E C 
BED AAA 
D H C 
AEB AAE 
D I E 
C E H F  
D MI C D  
C I D 











E F F 




C I GLC 
BE AA 
C E I E 
C J L E E  













B AC L 
C H L B  
B B 
C CI  
B B  AAF 
C E l  
B DE 































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncn Coef R Flags' S 2 
12 wm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 





































































































































































































































































16549- 031 4 
16550-0428 
























































































































































































































































































































































































16553 - 0503 
16554-0956 
16554 - 0042 
165% -031 8 
16554 -021 8 
5600000008 


























16564 -01 10 
16565-0807 
4800100000 























3AFGL 50795 16568-0732 





16573 - 0421 
16573-0425 
16573 - 0012 
9600000048 
57ninninoo I I41473 K2 . . . . . .. 
6600020000 
4700000000 



















16576 - 071 1 
16576 - 0949 
16577 - 0404 
16577-0434 
16578- 071 7 
(6576-0404 
141477 K2 














16589 - 0851 
16589-0107 





























. -. . . . 




















17000 - 0942 































































17009 - 081 1 
17011-0135 
17012 - 0945 





















1701 5 - 0721 









































'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
82 
Right Ascension: 17h02m37s-17h09m27s 
(Not Color Correcied) 
25 ~m 60 pm 100 pm 
Declination: - 10'- 0' 
Associations 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs C w f  R Flags' S 2 










































































































































































































































































































































C I F B B  
BC ACG 0 
CE A F  1 














B A D  
C DK 
D E C 
D L H B C  
C E H F B  
C M C 
C F B 
B AD1 
... . .. 









38 3 49 




























































B D  A B J H  0 
BB A A I  1 
D J D 
D E 
C E 
C H B 
D D 
D B 
C C H 
BC AB 2 
D 81 
BC AA 5 
C C 
C G D 





E C H  
D M D 
C N I D 
B B 
C B D  
C C 
C NDCB 
B J  





















































































































































































































































































































































































20 + 22 




































































































3 9  





























































































































































































































1.97L D MFDD 
6.30L D F I  F 
1.43L B BE D 
3.05 C L E  F 
1.58L C B 
2.46L C B 
2.37: CE I HEC 
1.72L B BG 
1.76 C B B 
7.03L F E CE 
2.59 D E 
1.78 C D 
1.39L F B G  G 
1.33 D F D 
1.62L C E A F  
2.73 CD J CA 
2.91 C B E 
2.03: CE BC 
1.72 D GC 
3.06 D K D 
(1704-086 3.04 C KGD 
1.46L B AG 
1.98 F J E B  
3.09 F DKC 
3.59 C EE 
5.65L C D 
1.68 C F 
1.63L BC AAC 0 
2.00 c c B 
1.95 C D L B  
(1 704 -078 
K1704 -078 
18223 1 . 3 1 ~  cc A B  a 
1.64 F E L M D  
1.72 E B 
2.38 D I B 
1.27L BC AA 1 
1.40L CBD A A B l  6 
2.98 C E E  G 
2.08 C E E C  
1.56L C B 























141 546 KO 
17086-0743 39.1 45 
17087-0952 145.21 3 
17067-0210 46.7 37 
17089-0933 57.0 I 
17090-0726 I 1.0155 
17090-0949 2.6 52 
X I  709 -074 




'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 1 
Right Ascension: 1 7h09m27s-17hl !iml 2" 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 v 60 pm I* P 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 























































































































DC NI  GC 
E I HC 
C D 
C E C 
C BC 
C N  E 
C H AF 
C F  AB 
B B D  
F B 













BC AAE 0 
BC AAI H 0 
C KHEC 
C D  BA 








B C  








J J G B  
AA 1 
AA 0 
E F  
J B C  
CE 
NHED 
M D  
























D L B 
C CC F 
C I J F D  
C GHBE 
D E  
D J HD 
B B E 
E B C  AAB 3 












CE B B  8 
C BG 
CBC AAB 1 
C GK 
C B 
C F F 
C I MD 
A N  
C GGB 











56.9 54 15+18 
57.6 19 13+17 
59.1 29 20121 
3.7 58 21+21 
4.0 11 21+21 
7.1 34 13+17 
11.3 1 13+17 
12.2 41 13+17 
132 40 14+17 











D C E E  
C C 
BE 
C D DK C 
BC AAEL 0 
C DI D 
C FGA 
C J B 


















434 44 21+21 
472 45 14+17 
51 2 41 15117 
5 2 6  53 18+19 
537 46 17+19 
560 2 19+20 
566  15 13+16 
581 43 18+20 
3 8  11 16+18 
7 0  3 13+16 
137 16 14+17 
161  24 14+17 
234 50 19+20 
245 32 17+19 
261 12 13+16 











C E  E 
E E  
AACM 9 
B K  G 
L E  
CI 















B C K 
D B 
C B D  M 
D C 
C 81 K 
BC AAE 2 











E N B  
C G  B 
C CH 




C GD E 
D C 
B C D  AAB 1 
223L C 
174LiCC 







167L BC E 
AHME 
AB K 0 
HDBC 
B 
B D  
C MK 
BGI K 
L C  
!; DI:  
C 
A 
# T  
12 p n  
~ 
*P 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































17097 - 0903 
17098-0710 













17102-0427 112 51 36 I 17+20 4601000000 

























































































































































































































17123-0431 20.3 11 17+19 
17123-0714 21.1 11 15+18 
17125-0237 30.8 49 19+20 





























171 37 -0050 





17140- 061 1 


























































17145-0537 30.3'56 16+18 























































* ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ i ~ ~ s  I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
84 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
I *  pm 2 5  pm 60 ~m 100 pm 
Right Ascension: 1 7h 15" 12"- 1 7h21 "4OS 
Position (1950) Flags 
V 1 
F I U ~  Corr A confusion R s 







































































































































































































C I DH 
B DF 
F HL L 
C L C D  
B AD 
B B I 
D B 
ED AB L 
E I B 
D K G 
C K E 
D C 
E F  




E F  AA 
BCC AAC 
B D  
CC E ABHB 
C B I  
CB AA 
8 AN 
DD I HC 
C E F D  
B BGJ 
C I D 
BBD A A A D  
BE 
C H C 
D E N  
B A G 
C AE 
B DH D 
CC BE G 
D F C 
C B 
CD AC 
C C J 
AC 
C GHC 
D J D 
C B H D  
BE AB 
C BC 
C G F A  
C J I HE 
D AC 
B B F  
C I C 
C C 
C F E  
C E K E  
C L E D  















C L I  EC 
D B 
C B 
C CF J 
C B H  
C 8 D 
D H L J  E 
C EE 
B F  
D MD 
E B I 
C H B 
CDD E A A A  
BF ADEM 
C CE K 
C CK 
D J D 
C E l  E 










228  45 
258 56 
266 5 











































































































51 3 10 
53 5 35 
536 36 
555 9 
I 1  55 

































D I I 
D G C 
E DI B 
C CH 
E AF D 
CF H E E D  
E B H  



























a 6 Cmrds SMJSMN 9 
(s) ('9 I b 
Sep 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17152-0709 129 59 
17152-0438 113.21 49 




























































































































































































17174-0643 28.4 2 


















17184-0625 26.3 42 
17185-0901 )31.6) 2 
17187-0102 42.5 7 
17187-0036 45.4 3 
17188-0249 49.3 2 
17188-0702 53.1 37 
17189-0235 57.0 20 

















































17200-0831 2.7 12 
17201-0506 68 48 
17201-0029 9.0 38 










141639 40 K2 5
141642 G5 
17202-0923 11 3.41 43 
17202-0220 ~ 1 3 6 ~ 3 0  
17202-0929 141  6 
17203-0443 201 30 
17203-0423 20.9 36 
141643 GO 17203-0703 22.6 31 
17206-0029 41.1 14 
17208-0014 48.2 17 










































141 646 K2 
'Confusion Flags: €9-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 
Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) ., Name 
6 
h m. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 












































































































































































21 1 39 
24 6 28 
247 52 
28 5 53 
314 30 




Right Ascension: 17h21m41s-17h26m49s Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations Position (1950) 
C 
A 
f T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
I2 wm 25 pm M) pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 9  
.38 












































































































































































































































2.41L BC AAF 
2.17L CD A B J C  
6.97L BC AAD 
2.2OL D E L  
2.54 F C 
2.09L c c G 
2.85 C L F I  C 
2.08 F E 
2.24 D C F 
2.97 C G C 
RAFGL 5108s 
528 
2.12L C F 
1.87L C D  ACHl  
1.56 C G F B  
3.40 C F DE 
1.84L BE AAE 
1.63L C E K 
1.21L B AC 
2.38 D G E 
1.65L DCC A A B  




3.37L D BK I 
2.89 F FD 
7.97L C B F 
2.60L B AGI F 
3.64 D G 
1.8OL BBC AAA 
1.61: B D AC C 
10.51L B BK 
5.07 DC EFDB 

















2.79 E C  I C B  
2.42 C I C 
4.22 C D C 
2.48L C B 
2.79 C J J  B 
1.94 D J C 
2.19L C B M 
9.26L C A 
3.06 C B 
11.45L C C J M  
2.38 C I F 
1.33L B D  AAH 
1.50L E D  AB 
1.67L BC AB 
1.70LC 81 
2.37 D L I E 
2.15L C DI GE 
2.42 D G B 
2.63 B EFC 
2.30L BC AAL 
141665 FO 
6600000018 350 E HE 
216L D B 
124L C MC 
268 C DKC 
218 D E E 
2 81 D C C  
248 C E 
181 D F M  C 
215 C MJC 
137L B AGH 
141668 KO 
4500000000 
8600010000 141670 K5 
AK OPH 
141 673 KO 
150L BBE A A B  
223L C C 
215L C CF 
126L CC AC 
903L D BF J 
243 F KHB 
173L B A H  
124 D C C 
912L C BK 
144L E D  AC 
141676 K2 
197L C DC 
444 DC J F E  
2.29L C E 
707L C B G  E 
264L D E F  
989L E D  A E I  E 
147L B AE 
285  D GGEE 
18OL C DG 
1.57L C F B 
141 679 F8 




7.23L B A B J  
1.76L C C 
2.12 C K K C  
6.55L CC ABG 
8.08L CC ABG 
2.85 C E E 
2.10 C G E  
171L BC AB h 
1 8 6 L C C  AAG 
11.14L F AD 
6700000008 
8600001110 






17261-0231 10.3 13 
17262-0803 123 52 




'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5 )  Nelghboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
86 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 prn 60 prn 100 prn 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncr Coef R 
1 
Confusion R 6 


















a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(9 ('7 I b ('7 ('7 (') 
12 prn Sep 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.77 D K B 
3.62 B I MHB 
1.77L C BDJ 
2.50 D E 
1.91L B ACN 
3.69 C C BCI E 
2.40L B AI 
1.69L B A 
1.61L C E 
1.45L BC A B L  
17297-0727 42.5 52 
17297-0422 47.8 17 
17298-0127 48.7 4 
17298-0321 IrO/ 5 DO 4301 1600001000 
4fi01000000 17299-0353 54.8 27 
17299-0816 55.7 1 


















































141730 A2 17%8-0542 49.3 42 













































8.98L BC A B  
8.96L BCD AADJ 
3.59 E L C 
3.62 D DEGC 
4.03 C K J C 
1.75L C B F  
1.73L B AH I 
2.231. B E C  AAA 
2.98 D C 






Tonfusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm. 10) High Source Density Region 
- 
Right Ascension: 17h32m39"-17h36m43s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 P 60 pm I* P 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 

































































































































































































































C B N  











C F C  
C 0 
B D  AC K C 
C MJ L B  
BC AB C 
B BB K 
C C M  
D M C 
C E 













BD AC C 
BF BDH C 
E D  A A F l  5 
BC AADB 0 
BD AD 1 
BC AAD C 
D GC 











4 3  39 
4 7  56 
5 1  40 
8 3 28 
167 46 











D L C  
C H B 
C AG 
BC ABFL C 
C B 
B B  AAK C 
BC AB 1 
C B 
C C F  E 











BBC AADG 2 
D L D 
DC LDA 
C I C 
BG 
F N  
D I HC 
AF 
C D L I  
























3 0  
3 9  L 
4 2  1 









l 8 8 L  
113L 





C C  D A A H B  4 
B AD N 
B C H  
C B M  
BBC AAB C 
AB C 
CC J EA 
C K E 












DC L F E B  
C D K B  
DCC AAC C 
C BH 
B D  AC C 
BD ACL 1 
BE ACGH t 
C D  
D D D 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 
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'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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'&nfusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5 )  Neighbormg Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 1 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Nelghborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
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I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) ai 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; I O )  High Source Density Region. 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Denslty Reglon. 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I; 
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CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI. 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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41 24+ 3 
24 21+ 1 
36 23+ 2 
18 21+ 1 
36 22+ 2 
47 25+ 4 
19 26+ 4 
14 23+ 2 
39 28+ 5 











E A M 
F C  AA 9 
E E  AA 9 
DC A B  7 
D BE H 
DD F E C  
EC E B H G  1 
C B D  A A C D  6 
















B E  
8 C  
BC 





C J  
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A C  
I C J C  
E D  E 
A B  
A A B  
ECD 
AEGC 
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1 0  
1 4  
1 8  
2 9  
3 0  
3 5  




























B C  
B B  
F C  
A C F G  



















6 7  1 22+ 2 
9 3  55 22+ 2 
9 9  2 2 4 t  3 
100 22 23+ 2 
11 0 10 23+ 2 
125 34 29+ 6 
134 32 2 6 t  4 
140 45 25+ 3 
147 8 21+ 1 
15 5 24 24+ 3 
(Not Color Corrected1 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbormg Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Right Ascension: 1 8h22m 1 5s- 1 8h23m 1 gS 
(Not Color Corrected) 













I Flux Density I Flags 
21 22+ 2 
59 24+ 3 
16 23+ 2 
1 23+ 2 
28 22+ 2 
34 23+ 2 
41 24+ 3 
59 29+ 5 
27 27+ 4 














F E  AA 
C AB 
C AD 
C F  AAC 






a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 











F D  AAD 
CC AA 
C CAC 
B C  ABEH 
CBC BAAG 
DD B B  
C BML 
DC AAM 












56 22+ 2 
46 22+ 2 
10 22+ 2 
41 2 6 1  4 
39 29+ 5 
9 24+ 3 
35 26+ 4 
33 27+ 5 
3 25+ 3 











10 24+ 3 
46 25+ 3 
20 24+ 3 
5 21+ 1 
26 28+ 5 
35 26+ 4 
33 2 5 t  4 
25 22+ 2 
16 29+ 6 












D E F  
F F  AADE 

















35 30+ 6 
59 27+ 4 
39 27+ 4 
21 24+ 3 
3 25+ 3 
36 23+ 2 
26 29+ 6 
31 28+ 5 
30 22+ 2 













F C D  DACA 
C F E  AAA 
















D B J  
CC AA 
BC AA 
F F  AA 
D D  D AA E 
C D C 
BD AD L 
D NGGC 












38 25+ 3 
28 23+ 2 
58 29+ 5 
4 25+ 3 
50 22+ 2 
45 22+ 2 
39 23+ 2 
56 28+ 5 
22 25+ 3 











BC AA L 
E F  AA 
B AM 
B B D  
C BJ 
DD BB 
CC B E E  
DE AC 
C BGDD 











31 22+ 2 
51 23+ 2 
12 23+ 2 
27 22+ 1 
52 22+ 2 
53 21+ 1 
9 27+ 4 
36 27+ 4 
36 26+ 4 











C B B  
D B 
C B 
BC AAJ B 
D BD 
DC A A H  
BC AB 
BC AAG 












5 22+ 1 
I 8  30+ 6 
15 23+ 2 
13 22+ 2 
36 28+ 5 
20 23+ 2 
38 27+ 4 
41 27+ 4 
19 24+ 3 











F E  AABH 
C L F F B  
E F  ABDJ 
C BCNG 
C C F C B  
C ABH 
C CCHD 
C J B 
BC ABH 











34 24+ 3 
25 23+ 2 
58 21+ 1 
33 23+ 2 
28 30+ 6 
5 22+ 2 
51 26+ 4 
41 28+ 5 
47 29+ 5 












CC B B  
F E  AB 
C B F  E 
C D 
BD AA 
C E D  
C I 
CD BAJ 































32 24+ 3 
3 21 + 1 
24 26+ 4 
4 22+ 2 
55 26+ 4 
30 27+ 4 
31 22+ 2 
59 28+ 5 
9 29+ 5 
41 24+ 3 
100 pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
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18224-0253 
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36021 001 01 
5600000000 
4602012311 
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18232 -021 5 
18232-0052 
18233-061 7 !580 
I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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Ria ht Ascension: 1 8h23m 1 Q- 1 8h24m25s 
Flux Density 










































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 ~m 100 pm 
Position (1950) 
V 
FIUX Corr A 















































































































































































































C D F  I 
C B 




C AE I 
C BE 
















E C L  
E E  CC 
BC AB 
E D  BC 




a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 














a 6  





















BC A B N  
CBCC ADCE 


















B B  AA 
C DI 6 
E GE 
C D  B B  
BCD AABE 
























































L E B F  
BCG 
ABD 












E C  AA 





F B I  
F C 















C DGI E 
D BCF 
B E  AAK 
F E D  AAA 
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9.84L C BG 
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7601201100 
4602100000 Do 4814 
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18239-0722 
18239 -0859 







18240 - 0439 
18240-0912 
18240 - 0254 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Nelghbormg Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Nelghborrng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Declination: - 10"- 0" Right Ascension: 18h24m25s-18h25m36s 











20 23+ 2 
58 27+ 4 
13 22+ 1 
49 23+ 2 
19 30+ 5 
3 29+ 5 
45 28+ 4 
14 23+ 2 
46 30+ 5 







45 2 2 i  1 
23 24+ 2 
40 29+ 5 
37 29+ 5 
50 23+ 2 

























C DI  t 
C C  GBCE 
B C  AA ( 
















2 E  
F S  
F 1  
1 












B B B C  AAD(  
CBC A A B  
F F  AB F 
B AG 
D B E 
D B B J  
BC A A C  
BC AA 


























42 27+ 3 
0 29+ 5 
34 25+ 2 
57 22+ 1 
2 22+ 1 
27 25+ 2 
10 25+ 2 











C C M  
C D 
CD B B  
DC A A C  
CC A B  
CC A B F  
D F  B G  













C A G t  
F C  AAAC 
B C  A B H t  
C A N  
B B C  A A A  
F E  FBDE 
D B B  
C A 
C B F  











B C  A A H I  
CC AA 
D GB I 
CC A A F  
B B G  
B C  B B I  
B D  B C  
F C 
BC AAC 













F C I  
C F  A A B  
F B B  
C GC 
E D  AA 
B AE 
B E  AAC(  







a 6  
h m .  0 ,  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
(s) C') 1 b C') C') 0 
25 pm 60 pm 
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18244 - 0355 
18244-0903 








B O  
7.47 








2 5  
1.22 

























































































































11 6 7  
26.72 
25.01 
46.331. C BB 
20.73: CE D F (  
55.19L CC A B D  
37.24L D B B C  
4.58L CC A B E  
4.58L CCC AAA 
24.46L CC AA 
38.24L DE A A B  
10.69 C H t  










30.5 9 24+ 2 
30.9 6 27+ 4 
31.9 53 25+ 3 
32.8 I !  25 21+ 1 
34.2 4 2 8 c  4 
31.10L C B 
46.73L D C F B I  
17.20L B E F  A A A (  
327.17L 0 AC 
28.96L C E  BE 
8.32L BCC CAC 
12.11L C CF 
17.71L C B D  
46.29L C F  A B  









18247 - 0222 
18247 - 0638 
18247-0627 




18247 - 0436 
18247-0424 
18247-0713 




18248 -01 02 
18248-0056 
18248-0808 











15.21L B C  AA 
5.52L C B J  
41.37L B BOM 
19.73L B C  A A F  
16.62L B D  B B J  
49.12L DC AA 
44.27L DF A B  
44.97L BC AA 
1803.03L E F DEI  







47.87L B C  AA 
24.64L DE B B L t  
7.00L C CK 
84.79L C I FEE 
72.73L CD A B  
25.04L DE C B  
4.63L CDD A A A [  
8.35L D B 
46.76L CC A A D  

















18249 -031 6 
18249 -0245 
18249-0922 





















































- I 6702200001 
































12.9 52 23+ 1 
13.4 15 24+ 2 
14.2 25 25+ 2 
16.2 34 22+ 1 
16.4 37 27+ 4 
17.2 11 27+ 3 
17.8 29 22+ 1 
17.9 20 26+ 3 
18.3 17 26+ 3 
18.3 37 24+ 2 
18.6 32 25+ 2 
18.8 55 23+ 1 
19.1 33 27+ 3 
Z1.0 29 23+ 2 
Z1.3 56 24+ 2 
Z2.8 49 22+ 1 
Z3.5 30 26+ 3 
25.3 56 26+ 3 
25.5 42 25+ 3 
26.0 3 24+ 2 
18253 - 0421 
18253-0632 
i8253-0557 588 . _. . . . .
I 18253-0834 





18254-0502 0 1511120000 
3601 101 100 
9 4700200100 
18254-0551 
















I 27.0 40 24+ 2 z7.0 57 27+ 4 
z9.2 23 23+ 2 
29.9 47 22+ 1 
31.5 22 23+ 1 
32.6 18 29+ 5 
32.7 17 22+ 1 
34.0 4 28+ 4 
35.5 45 26+ 3 
36.3 0 23+ 1 
18254 - 0932 
k 18255-0836 
I 18255 - 01 29 
18255-0955 
18255-0203 
18255-0419 1 18256-0833 
I 'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; I O )  High Source Density Region 
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Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h25m36s-18h26m37s 
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343.29L F E  
61.64L B 
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18257-0908 
18257 - 071 8 
18257-0727 
18257-0557 









18.50L B C  
6.43L C D  
352.33L C 
24.87L C D  
25.46L C C  
25.49L C C  
272.96L D C  








E F D  
930421 21 1 F 
01 6701211201 I 
65.37L C C  EBAE 
6.84L B D  AB 
432.66L DE AA 
6.92L B D  BB 
9.68L C CL 
61.61L D C 
17.52L BE AD 
1897.47 BBCC CBBP 
310.09L F E  AA 
48.31L E C  AA 
































18260 - 0950 




















9 I 3601 14433F I 
56.24L C BJ 
19.00 D D HF 
13.65L C C  AA 
14.59L C D  B D  
325.47L B C  AAL 
27.74L C BB 
7.59L D C  AAG 
17.49L D CCG 
36.86L D BMF 
8.14L E E  BAC 
:I 826 - 001 
)U-044 
_ _  ._ . . . 
18262-0819 
18262-0839 
18263 - 01 16 
18263-0301 
18263-0349 
18263 - 0506 
18263-0703 
I 7701100000 I 
9 67001 1 1  120 I 
9 3500100101 
0 960213411F I 
1 7701100000 
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1 8264 - 0933 
18264 -0410 
18264 - 0902 
18264-0928 
18264-0959 





1039L C D  AA 
4363 CCC JAAP 
7659L D B D  
4675L DCE AAB 
2494L C C  AA 
291 50L F AAEE 
6916L D D  AB 
2654 C C  MGAI  
5503L E C  AAE 
1096L C BJ 
4800400100 
7601220301 
18265 - 0225 
1 8765 - 0544 
18265 - 0909 




18265 - 0823 









77.04L CC AA ( 
69.90L CE B B  
43.66L DE AA 
242.52: B B  D CCE(  
33.50L C F (  
50.24L B B  AAC 
56.76L E F  BE 
21.48L F F  AA 
67.32L B C  AA 






'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Right Ascension: 18h26m39s-18h27m36s 
Flux Density 
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IOo pm 1 Flux Corr A 
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R 
(Not Color Correrted) 
2 5  Fm 
1 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
I2 um Name Type Sep C') Mag a 6  
h m .  0 ,  
18266 - 0534 
18266 - 0727 
18266 - 0006 
18266-0629 











18268 - 01 40 
18268 - 0835 
18268-0742 
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18268-0025 
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18274-0813 
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88oooooooc 








1801 221 1 oc 
18275-0647 
18275-0651 
18275- 01 22 
I 18275- 0545 
18275-0127 
18275- 0543 
18276-0701 1 16276-01 49 
I 
1 18275-0629 
3U-046 142353 G5 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region I 
i 











Declination: - 10"- 0' 
22 25+ 2 
7 26+ 2 
21 30+ 5 
34 23+ 1 
44 26+ 2 
21 22+ 0 
17 25+ 2 
19 29+ 4 
30 22+ 0 






































































































Flux Density I 
46 23+ 1 
58 22+ 0 
42 23+ 1 
45 27+ 3 
8 29+ 4 
33 23+ 1 
39 24+ 1 
42 27+ 3 
51 24+ 2 
60 22+ 0 
45 24+ I 
31 29+ 4 




























18 29+ 4 
29 25+ 2 
56 24+ 1 
56 23+ 1 
53 22+ 0 
9 23+ 1 
55 29+ 4 
46 24+ 1 
6 24+ 1 
30 30+ 5 
51 24+ 1 
49 29+ 4 
17 30+ 5 
39 22+ 0 
43 28+ 4 
8 2 2 1  0 
6 27+ 3 
10 28+ 3 
43 28+ 3 
41 25+ 2 
1 26+ 2 
6 29+ 4 
51 29+ 4 
44 22+ 0 
59 27+ 3 
3 22+ 0 











33 22+ 0 
16 23+ 1 
36 23+ 0 
55 26+ 2 
39 26+ 2 
46 26+ 2 
21 25+ 2 
15 24+ 1 
37 2 5 i  2 





















37 23+ 1 
0 27+ 3 
49 26+ 2 
16 25+ 2 
26 28+ 3 
18 29+ 4 
36 25+ 2 
I 8  2 2 1  0 
29 26+ 2 
57 24+ 1 
4 25+ 2 
44 22+ 0 
9 22+ 0 
44 22+ 0 
2 22+ 0 
19 24+ 1 
49 24+ 1 
22 22+ 0 
55 22- 0 







15 25+ 2 
39 29+ 4 
42 31+ 5 
37 30+ 4 
12 23+ 0 











32 22- 0 
24 30+ 4 
45 23+ 1 
37 26+ 2 
18 2 2 1  0 
59 22-t 0 
40 25+ 2 
11 28+ 3 
47 24+ 1 
33 25+ 2 
Flags Position (1950) Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
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Galactic Uncertainty 
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36.96L DD A D  
35.89L D C 
16.91 DC GC 
336.82L F D  AA 
28.77L CC A B  
329.20L F E  A A H  
41.53L DO A A  
98.9OL F F  AB 
286.21L D B A F C  



























1 ~ 2 3 3 4 4 3 ~  1 
18277 - 0844 
18277-0910 
18277-0807 
DN 0446 15939 D I C 
14898 F E A B E D  
32860L DF A B J A  
8563L E C  HBA 
4284L D C 
43225L CE AA 
5861L CF AAG 
91 19L CF BA 
4463L BC AA 







18277-0943 860234 142F 
18277-0729 
18277 - 0203 










18278 - 0008 
18278-0713 
18278 - 01 58 
18279-0020 









58.82L B C  AA 
118.91L CDF F C B B  
11.18L B E  B C  C 
44.78L CF I A B  
25.56L BC A A E  
82.73L E AC 
306.74L C D F  
992.73 CDD C A B B  
290.40L E D  AA 
98.90 C E E D  B A A B  
97031 001 00 I 760313343F I 67 
0 4859 
DN 0571 












58.97L BC AA 
57.49L B D  ABHC 
9.72L C B G  
63.95L BC AA 
118.91L BC B A C  
10.22L B C E  
220.29L CC A A D  
32.92 CE GCB 
266.35L CC A A H  

























15.87L B C  A A B K  
47.57L B D D  A A D  
40.50L B B E E C  
92.67L B F  B E  
97.08 F F  F E D B  
98.9OL D C A I  N 
317.04L C D  AA 
84.68L B B C  H 
289.30L DF AA 
423.93: C E F  B B E B  






















251.57L D A A J  
496.88L F AC G 
148.02: F F DC 
21.58L CC AB 
33.83L B C  AA 
31.86L CC AA 
52.93L C D  A B  
83.58L C F  B B  
44.15L E F  A A  C 
405.08L C E F  CACB 
lRSL 024+01/1 
'1.754 






























437.92L D D B E C B  
20.99L C B  AA 
31.77L B C  AA 
82.46L CF CCH 
40.29L CE B C  
54.14L BC AA 
291.07L D A E F  
30.51L D C F I  
624.09L C D 
9.42L F 81 F H  
B B B 0 



























50.84L B B  AA 
332.80L C D  A B  N 
341.39L C B B B  
963.17 B C F D  AAAA 
939.71: D E E  DDCE 
66.50L B B  AA 
67.96L B C  AA 
256.13L CC AA 
963.17L DF A A I  







18282 - 0953 
18282-0026 
.51 L 



















5082L C A B  
8246 F E E F C  
1251L DF ACL 
1162L C C 
375761. CDD B B C  
69846L BC AA 
3650L E CAJ  
2251L E C  A A L  
39832L DC B A D  
43850L F E  AA 
18283 - 0044 
18283-0853 




18283-0842 .DN 0446 
18283 - 0957 
18283 - 0102 
18284-0839 
18284-0545 
1 8284 - 0924 
18284-0946 
18284 - 061 0 













963.17L E F  AA 
54.67L C DG H 
282.30L E F  AA 
39.98L BC AA 
251.74L B D  BCI  D 
963.17L CC AACE 
45.03L C F  AA 
14.28L C D  AB 
66.46L CF A A I  















'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
112 
-~ 
Right Ascension: 18h28m296-18h29m20s 
Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 












32 25+ 2 
58 22+ 0 
34 25+ 2 
56 27+ 2 
28 25+ 2 
47 28+ 3 
43 23+ 1 
30 27+ 3 
54 25+ 2 


















DF F EDED 















! I (Not Color Corrected) j I2 pm 25 um 60 um 
15 28+ 2 
35 28+ 3 
43 24+ 1 
3 25+ 2 
57 26+ 2 
9 28+ 3 
20 25+ 1 
33 22- 0 
41 24+ 1 













Flux Corr 4 Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
DF BA 
DC AB 
F F  AA 
CC AA 
C B D  
B AD 
BC AAL 













































35 22+ 0 
15 23+ 0 
42 23+ 0 
26 23+ 0 
34 29+ 3 
4 23+ 1 
1 27+ 3 
55 24+ 1 
28 22- 0 
45 25+ 2 
36 25+ 2 
35 28+ 3 
55 29+ 4 
3 28+ 3 
38 26+ 2 
9 22- 0 
20 28+ 3 
9 30+ 4 
43 29+ 3 











F E  B B G  
D ACN 
CC B B H  
EDD BCE 




BB C A B J D  












F F J  0 


















13 29+ 3 
38 23+ 1 
2 27+ 3 
46 29+ 4 
51 25+ 2 
23 23+ 0 
31 29+ 4 
40 23+ 0 
12 30+ 4 








25 23+ 0 
34 29+ 3 
1 22- 0 
59 27+ 2 
22 26+ 2 
26 26+ 2 











D E E D B  





B B  AA 
BC AAF 












DCEF F A B F  
D BC 
F B HH 
C B E G  
F F  AB 
BE AA 














17 23+ 0 
33 22- 0 
41 22- 0 
5 23+ 0 
10 23+ 0 
23 25+ 1 
19 25+ 2 
41 27+ 2 
17 22- 0 











EF  AAE 
E D  CC 


















1 26+ 2 
38 24+ 1 
55 22- 0 
45 26+ 2 
6 29+ 3 
52 26+ 2 
25 22- 0 
23 24+ 1 
5 27+ 2 













E I E B  
F BB 
DDD BDC 



































43 26+ 2 
34 24+ 1 
20 23+ 1 
14 30+ 4 
3 28+ 3 
15 22- 0 
44 29+ 3 
30 27+ 2 
28 22- 0 
27 25+ 1 
a 6  




18285 - 0438 

























18287 - 0621 
18287-0558 
18287-0232 
18287 - 01 55 
18287-0251 
18287 - 0546 
18287-0941 
18287-0302 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.1 21 22+ 0 
0.2 6 26+ 2 
0.4 22 27+ 2 
0.4 39 24+ 1 
0.7 5 23+ 0 
1.3 25 30+ 4 
1.6 13 29+ 3 
2.3 30 25+ 1 
2.7 35 30+ 4 






























































0 2510320001 1 fiM)RB14RlF 18292-0942 
18292-0807 
18292 -0442 







1 8293 - 0209 









8 I 3803110210 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 80, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
113 
- 



































































































































41 2 55 




















































E D  A B B  
F E  CDE 
EE GFB 
BF AAJ 
C AD t 
















F BF F 
DD AA 
E BBHE 
CDE A B B  
DE ABG 
F B 













CC A A D  
E CDC 
C AA 
E J C 






























DD B B D l  
B D  AB 
C B F D  
F C  AAE 
























585  L 
58 7 43 
59 1 2E 
593 11 
599 5E 
59 9 42 
0 0  3E 
0 4  5: 
0 5  2C 
0 6  35 
1 6  35 
1 6  55 
2 0  57 























W T  
(Not Color Corrected) I .I L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
(5) ('7 1 b (") ('7 
12 prn 25 pm 60 prn 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18294-0350 1243160 17.69L CC AB 
73.26L B B  AAL F 
309.52L E BA 
242.89L CC AADE 
285.64L D B 
258.79L EE AADB 
153.83 D K F B  
















2605 18294-0629 293 21 
18294-0439 129.5136 
1927L B E  AA 
239.05L F D  AA 
70.98L BC AB 
71.83L CD AA 
249.48L DE AACB 
43.00L OD AC 
16.90L C C J I  
335.86L F D E  AAE 
84215: CCDD FDDA 
28.80L EC CBE 
18295-0951 32.6 27 
18295-0819 32.8 25 
















































20.54L DC AAF 
37.74L E C  AB 
84.60L F F  AA 
485.51: F F E  AADB 
274.36L E D  ABF 
533.89L D DD 
35.24L CC AA 
186.18L BC AA C 
267.04L D BDE 
17.58L C D  AB 
X1829-0658 
VW SCT 




















































29.42L C B B  
67.79L BC ABCF 
179.43L C EADK 
88.50L DE ACEA 
21.86L B E  AA 
70.27L F D  BO 
69.40L DC AA 
26804L E AA 
2587L BB AA 







































XI829 - 025 
OCL 0073 
18299-0323 544 4 
18299-0558 155.01 2 
22.732 





















36044645% LON 0450 
*Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confuslon Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
114 
Riaht Ascension: 18h30m02s-18h30m486 
: 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Densify Flags 
I 




h m. I 
Galactic Uncerfainry 
a S Coords SMJ SMN 0 


























































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs C w f  R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pn 
(Jansky) 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































38.66L BC AA 
228.33L E BJ  
60.30L D E D  E 
195.50L C ABBG 
40.36L BC AB 
26.69L DC AABB 
218.70L BC AA 
132.03L E B A F C  
56.70 DD I GGC 




















































































































30.90L B C 
27.25L CE AA 
49.65L BC AAH 
189.97L F E  AC 
52.87L CC AA 
287.15L E D  AA H 
34.31L DD ED 
435.14L CDD B A B C  
266.25L CC AAFG 




























435.14L BC AAG 
674.13 F CEI  C 
201.88L F E  AA 
65.11L DE AA 
72.631. E I F D  
387.05L F D  BA 
266.24L DF CD 
288.95L BC AA 
11.21L CD DAB 






















18303 - 051 9 
18303-0014 






18304 - 0743 
18304-0829 















37;:z;;lii IAA EC 
1544.95L D BEHG 
299.39L EDC AAA 











33.96L D A 
389.55L c B 
208.92L CD AAD 
20.79L DD AA 
1150.77L F F  AAD 
291.06L D ACDB 
484.76L D B C 
322.79L CC AA 
86.85L D GA 

































































307.41L BC AA 
46.16L C B L 
368.42L C AG 
258.33L F D  BEH 
323.94L BEE AABG 
19.52L DC AA 
680.63L CE CDE 
13.331. C BC 
674.13L E B C F C  



































258.23L 99.53LICE BBD IBBGC AAA 












291.06L 45.96L/BC  
12; 184.42L E F  AAC 
4 970262860F 



















































272.04L F F  AA 
435.14L B C  AA 
291.30 DEDE CACC 
276.63L E BFC 
291.06 E I GC 
278.18L F F  A A L D  
67.61L B AD 
34.62L F D  AA 
906.14L DCD AAAA 
290.61L FDE AACG 
!3.819 




















435.14L DF F B C  
1308.67L CBE CABA 
69.33L F BC 
680.63L F F  AAFD 
237.541. BCE AABH 
291.30L EE AABK 
195.95L C ABG 
19.96L B F  AAGD 
232.34L CF AB 






















1308.67L DDD CBA 
291.06L C F AED 
25.17L BE AB 
222.39L C AB 
84.48L E E  CC C 
114.90: EE D AAEC 
211.271. DD AB F 
37.19L F C  AAG 
279.04L F AAD 
370.97L D B C G  
970477746F 
3 I 97onnni 11 F 18307-0524 49 
16 18307-0632 
18307 - 0850 
18307-0431 
18307-0723 
18308 - 0729 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. I 
Right Ascension: 1 Eh30m48*-1 Eh3 lm33" 
Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 









a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 







18308-0043 50.6 1 
18308-0503 50.8 27 











18309-0328 54.9 9 
18309-0933 56.0 23 
18309-0635 56.7 21 
























18310-0337 2.0 3 
18310-0454 2.0 10 
18310-0530 2.2 40 
18310-0702 2.4 9 
























B A I  0 360300140F 
F CC 474032130F 
C B B B  3 470166643F 
AB D 0 268327356F 
AAK 3 670153664F 
ABDG 9 6401001118 
CG F 960236553F 
BBGB 0 750010010F 
AA 9 240212120F 
A 5714243311 
18312-0540 165 49 
18312-0842 175 38 
18313-0600 18.6 1 





















18314-0931 24.7 38 
18314-0759 25.3 51 
18314-0820 25.5 15 






















18314-0933 28.1 41 
18314-0149 /281131 
18314-0214 282 25 
18314-0234 286 25 
18314-0948 288 31 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) 










































































































































































































27.35L B B  AAC 1 
276.89L CD AEG 0 
276.10L C A A F C  9 
143.95L DF AD 9 
344.78L CE B B  4 
501.73 B B F F  EDCB 1 
2903.90 BBDD EDBA 0 
165.59 C E F  EECE 
271.92L F F  AAE 9 
85.95L DE B B  9 
7802001 100 1 
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OF POOR QUALITY 































I F l u  Density I Flags 
CC AA 
C CAH 




















E D  AB B 
F D  AAB 
B B  A A J  
EE A A F l  
D B I  
E F  AA 
BC AB 








3 29+ 3 
25 25+ 1 
60 27+ 2 
8 24+ 0 
47 31+ 4 
37 26+ I 












F F  AA 
B B  AA 
C AB 
CD B B  



























CCD A A E  
CE BC 
D CKL 
D A B H  
CC AAHL 
C B B I  
BC BC 
BCDF BDEB 
B B F E  DABA 











C A H  
C B F D  
CDED CBEA 
C C F D  BACC 
B D  B B  
D A 










49.1 38 31+ 4 
49.2 53 26+ 1 
49.3 17 23- 1 
49.4 16 25+ 1 
49.8 30 23- 0 







































































F B B  hr 
B E  AA '2 
E EDDF 
E F  A A C  
CCFE DDEC 











39 26+ 1 
2 30+ 3 
1 24+ 0 
3 27+ 2 
56 26+ 1 
10 27+ 2 
19 25+ 1 
40 29+ 3 
27 23- 1 













C F AEFE 
F F  AAK 
CE AAC 
E B B J  
CC AB F 
D B B  
C BC 











7 7  
13 30+ 3 
19 27+ 2 
38 23- 0 
22 24+ 0 
43 24+ 0 
8 25+ 1 
22 28+ 2 
36 23- 0 
26 23- 1 
35 30+ 3 


















CF A B F L  
F B B  






























36 24+ 0 
29 24- 0 
39 24+ 0 
46 24- 0 
43 30+ 3 
48 29+ 3 
54 29+ 3 
50 27+ 2 
3 24+ 0 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 




(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(5) ('7 I b (") ('9 (') 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 8  
































































































































































































































































































































LDN 0536 18316-0230 
1831 8 -0637 
18316-0448 
1831 6 - 0746 
18316-0028 






1831 6 - 0602 
1831 6- 01 54 
18316-0101 
18316-0555 
























































BG 1832-04 2620354321 
6501111218 
24.194 
_ _  . . . .. 
1831 9 -0751 
































TMSS - 10437 












I 18321 -0201 








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60. 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region I 
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21 0 39 
21 6 35 
21 7 39 



























CC AB H 
B AD 
B AB 
E D ECI B 
D F F  ECBC 
DF BB 
F D  B B F  
D B D  
DDEE B B B B  















F F  AC 
D B E G  
CC AA 












































E D  AA C 
D A E M  
E C  AA 
a D A B  
F F  CCC 













CE BA H 
CC AA 
C F AAEB 
E DE 
C A 
C D CAAO 
DCE AABE 


























































BC A A N l  
D A A 
E D 
D D CFC 











F C C  EDC 
BC AAH 
CC ABC 




C A H  
F C  AA 
C D DCAA 
~~ ~ ~ 




# T  
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Cwf R Flags. S 2 
Galactic Uncerrainry 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) ('7 I b (") (7 (') 
25 prn 60 pm 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































394.09L I F I A A 
23.996 
XI832 -078 
18326-0642 386 28 
18326-0702 39.0 23 
18326-0834 40.8 16 
18326-0425 141.J42 CC 027+01.6 
28 98L 























PK 3 0 i  3 1 
24 217 
0 I 96021 OOOOF 
18328-0855 153 1 153 .._~ . ~~
18328-0748 53.2 46 
18328-0712 53.7 20 
18329-0355 54.6 8 
18329-0821 )54.7/42 
I I 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Right Ascension: 18h32m558-18h33m44* 
39 27+ 1 
15 24- 0 
28 27+ 1 
6 25+ 1 
12 28+ 2 
38 24- 0 
21 24+ 0 
23 23- 1 
47 29+ 2 














53 26+ 1 
29 27+ 1 
25 24+ 0 
43 30+ 3 
6 27+ 2 
38 30+ 3 
1 29+ 3 
5 27+ 1 
25 28+ 2 
6 30+ 3 







42 25+ 0 
48 31+ 3 
38 25+ 0 
48 26+ 1 
4 26+ I 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) C')  I b C ' )  C ' )  0 
C 
A 
I T  
Name Type Sep ('7 Mag a 8  




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































76041001 1 F 
2 970234153F 
0 4700000001 
388.26L C A H 
290.03L CD BC 
55.65L CC ABF 
834.21: ECFE CAAA 
36.19L BBE AAA 
192.91L E F DI 
2234.32L q AAKE 
132.60L F E  CA 
30.74L CC AA 
135.13L D C F D  
391.57L CC AA 
328.06L F E AB I 
747.10L D F ABDG 
103.70L D BC 
46.85L F F  AA 
14.96L CC AA 
109.46L CF BC 
417.05L E B F E B  
44.82L CC AA 
24.16L C B F  
204.831. E CBG 
34.86 CCF AAC 
1278.55: DCDE B B E A  
435.85L C AF 
395.16L E F  BAD 
1392.37L BC ACHD 
296.42L CE AA 
24.20L D BF 
101.31L F F  AA 















































































































18329 -01 45 
18330-0408 







18330 - 0405 


























49.07L F C  GGEC 
25.29L CE AB 
95.67L E HKC 
100.64L DE B B H  
308.08L D B E  
218.83L DE AAHH 
278.70L C GAE 
81.65L DD ACI C 
241.46L CD CBA 
362.37L F E AB B 
10.5 31 28+ 2 
11.0 46 26+ 2 
11.1 6 23- 1 
13.6 24 23- 1 
13.8 19 27+ 1 
14.4 30 26+ 1 
14.6 40 27+ 1 
14.8 13 29+ 2 
14.8 31 25+ 0 










274.01L E B F F l  
257.09L CE AA 
241.65L D GADF 
246.16L EC AA 
453.83L C AB 
92.48L C D BFDB 
20.30L D CH C 
186.31L DE AAI  
236.76L F D  B B  
38.42L CC AAF 
271323344F 
0 970214133F 
16.6 38 23- 1 
17.1 15 24- 0 
17.3 58 24- 1 
17.3 46 25+ 0 
18.6 30 26+ 1 
18.7 48 30+ 3 
19.7 42 30+ 3 
19.7 5 24- 0 
!0.1 52 25+ 0 




















370.39L DE A A L N  
316.98L DE AAE 
23.14L CC AA 
49.31L CD BDE 
277.58L DF CBAE 
199.8OL BC AA 
250.12L CE B D  
37.99L C BD 
43.18L B B  AAB 
681.51L CCD A A B B  
!0.9 46 24- 0 
H.0 57 26+ 1 
H.2 45 28+ 2 
Y.6 42 27+ 2 
3 .6  52 24- 0 
!1.7 32 24- 0 
22.2 25 23- 1 
Z2.6 26 28+ 2 
!2.6 33 28+ 2 




I i33 i -0848 
18333 - 0323 
18333-0354 





337.12L C BE 
70.11 F F E E  A A E B  
198.46L C AAG 
40.72L CC B B  
56.05L BF BDDF 
ll0.83L B C  A A  
3513.79L BCF DCBA 
76.84L D B 
46.99L CC ACG 
158.34L F F  DCDB 
Z2.8 39 24- 0 
l3.2 49 23- 1 
!4.1 47 24- 0 
!6.8 39 28+ 2 
27.0 4 27+ 1 
27.0 51 29+ 2 
28.5 44 25- 0 
28.8 3 29+ 2 
28.8 58 31+ 3 




























257.151 CE AA 
477.38L CCE AAA 
6936.48: E F F D  C 
793.30L E CGD 
272.57L E E B  
80.92L C CD 
364.96L C B B M  
296.06L ED AAHE 
287.76L F F  AA 
20.49L DE AA 
!9.1 39 27+ 1 
!9.8 32 25+ 0 
30.1 10 25+ 0 
31.2 8 24- 0 
31.6 43 25+ 0 















136.931. C AAJ  
280.92L CC AAF 
312.65L E F AADW 
1702.02L BC CBCF 
27.88L DC DAC 
249.68L E BCCC 
521.83L D BF 
89.17: CE E ABJ B 
122.73L ED AB E 
402.34L B ABDD 
33.7 47 29+ 2 
33.8 26 24- 0 
34.5 23 23- 1 
35.1 33 25+ 0 
35.6 52 28+ 2 
36.0 2 25+ 0 
36.4 44 23- 1 
36.6 41 24- 0 
37.1 40 29+ 2 













rMss - 10440 
18336- 001 0 
18336-0340 ! 18336-0017 
18336-0950 
18336-0451 







20.39 CC MDEB 
30.81L F E  AA 
48.75L ED BADC 
337.32L CE BB 
349.93L CE BBHC 
322.85L EE AA 
166.56 E GFGB 
106.65L DEF BCD 
297.22L C AAD 
280.92 D GCKC 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
I 
1 19 
Riaht Ascension: 18h33m44s-18h34m29s 
Flux Density 




h ,, , 
Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty 
(I 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 








0 5  
0 6  
1 5  
C 
A 















2 8  
2.9 
3.0 





Confusion R S 















































































































25 pm 60 pm 
























































































































































































































































































































































































18337 - 0945 
18337-0005 





















































































































































































































































































































114.45L E CDG 
59.59L B BD 
1078.95L D CC 0 
445.55L CE E B A C  
989.77L CDF AAAC 0 
3513.79L D DDBA 0 
252.35L F D AA 9 
213.45L CD AAE 0 
107.27L D BC 













51 2 14 
51 9 15 











18337 - 0733 
18337 - 0528 
18337 - 0809 















18338 - 0453 
18338 - 0900 
18338-0828 




















6249L DE AA 9 
475.74L CF AB 3 
469.44L CF AA 0 
244.61L F D  AAH 9 
460.73L F E  ABDC 9 
43.40L EE GEJ E 7 
70.30L D C CDDA 
67.75L CC F A B C  
77.26L CD AB 0 











18339 - 0547 
568 




21.12L BD AB 0 
51.14L D F B  
64.16L BEF AAB 9 
57.66 EEC DAAA 
26.41L D B B  
222.63L F BCE 1 
196.68L D EDGE 
43.45L DE AA 9 
176.321. DE AA 9 
410.66L F F  AACD 9 
LDN 0591 4
2.47L 










18340 - 0805 
18340-0226 
18340 - 0629 
18340- 01 16 
18340 -0935 











































231.88L D B B  
239.681. E C 
191.40L CC AAC 9 
25.77: CCE BAC 
382.52L E B F 
221.12L C AB K 
4332.301. CF BABE 0 
314.82L D AEB 
87.72L CC AA 6 





















30.34L BC AAC 0 
221.04L DE AAF 0 
3978.65L CF A A B H  0 
168.58L D E AAD 9 
522.69L F F  AA 9 
494.67L CE AA 9 
605.39L F F  BBHC 9 
33.98L CE AC 0 
160.00L ED AAE 9 




























98977L F D  AA 9 
105.49L CD A A F B  9 
37.25L CC AAF 0 
95.89L DF BG 8 
3978.65 B F F  B C A B  1 
210.31L EE AA 9 
46601L DD AA J 6 
39.03 B E F C  B A A D  3 
106.58L CD AA I 0 




























































42.64: F F  E AACC 9 
96.28L E BHG 
25.78 E J GC 
1328.57L DF CBEB 0 
377.64L CC AA 7 
462.14L CD B A A F  
39.24L F F  AA 9 
913.04 DCEE DBBA 6 
48.44L CC AA 6 
289.12L F F  B B H  9 
25.161 
LDN 0448 
56 14.921. E E  BBD 7 
15.47L CE DCE 0 
125.99L D BDC 
382.88L DD AAI  9 
445.76L E D  DAA 
198.31L D F  B B  C 7 
74.53L F H 
159.24L DFE BBCH 1 
307.08L E HCC 








18343 - 0645 
18343 - 0620 
23 
29 
447.58LIC IAC I 250220020F 
980330532F 
980422253F 


















18343 - 061 6 
18343 - 0844 



























131.21 E E F E A  
76.27 E CODC 
120.45L BC AAD C 
243.57L D HB 
297.20L F F F  AAD 9 
168.03: CD D BAHB 2 
168.89L EE E A B C  
466.01 E DG B 




I t  
4 i  
25.520 
S60 
466.01L CBE AAC 1 
913.04L F AAC 
240.41L F E F  AADD E 
149.83L F F  A A E B  I 
296.161. CF AA C 
535.98L D AB 
47.63L D CD 
186.01 CDE B A A A  
3978.65L CCF BBCB C 














*Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
120 
Right Ascension: 18h34m306-18h35m15s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 1 ~ )  gm 
(Jansky) 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 
V 
Flux corr A Confusion k f 





































































































































































































































































































































D D  AA 
B D  BC 
E F  BBCE 
CCE AACC 
C BE 
CD AB E 
CC AA 
CE B D  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJ SMN 0 













# T  
CE CAAC 
CE AA 
C A A F  
BC A A F  
F AA 
CE B B  





























































































a s  











C B B  
DF B B D  
E I F C  
D F BBFO 
D B G  
B B C  AAA 
F D F  F D B E  
E GI B 























CD A B  
E C  ABG 
CD AAE 
F C  AA 




F A F  
DE CBBO 




CC AB E 
C BEDE 
D CEB 












F F  A B J  
BCE AAAC 
C AC 
E D  AA 
F F  E AAGD 
CC AA H 












DE B A l  
C B I 
D L C  
D AC 
E F E  BCC 
BD A B  
F D  BA 
CCC BAA 
F AB B 















CC B B E  
CF B A J  
C AC 
D CCD 





























D BE K 
C F D  B C E B  










































C BC D 
DF AB 




B B  A A J  
C DBI  0 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18345 - 091 5 






































































18347 -0540 18347 - 0540 









18349 - 071 3 
18349-0726 
18349-0620 
18349 - 0651 
18349-0837 
18349 - 01 16 LDN 0564 
PK 28+ 1.1 
18349-0331 
18349-0308 
18349 - 0655 
18349 - 061 3 
18349-0638 


























1 18352 - 0445 
18352-0655 














































C AC E 
C AI  H 
F D  A A J  
C AB 
CBC BCED 

























21 0 37 
224 1 

















D AA G 
C B D  C 
E CBA 
CD F A A F E  
D BC 
C A B D l  
B D  AA 











F F E D  AACC 
E MF C 
F D  FMJC 




DBC B A B  
E B C D  



















































DD A A J L  
CCEE DBDB 
CF B B  I 
F E  EA 
EE AA 

















DE AA F 
BC AA 
CC AA 













F D  AB 
D BDJ 
BC AAE 
C F D DC 
DE AA 
D I J CC 
F E  AAK 
DCEF AAAP 
DCF DEEE 



































Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A 































a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 
(s) ('7 I b C') (''1 
Sep 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18352-0801 15.8 37 
18352-0557 15.9 3 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18353-0040 119.6159 4600000000 







4701 00001 0 
560201122F 
142452 KO 




18354-0704 26.8 53 
18354-0632 126.8154 
18354-0530 28.1 6 
2626 
LDN 0564 18355-0116 30.6 29 
18355-0910 30.6 19 
18355-0641 31.8 35 
18355-0921 131.4 13 
































RAFGL 221 1 
64.83LlCE IAA 
X1835-094 







18357-0120 14311 9 
18357-0328 46.1 3 







18?%8-0809 52 6 42 
18358-0235 15291 2 
18358-0031 530 28 
18358-0705 537 52 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processtng, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
122 








































































D F C  
DC EDEB 
C F D  BGDA 
D FDHB 
CE AA 
F F  AAL 
DD BCE 






CE H B B F  






F D D  CACE 
CED AADB 
D AC 
DF B A l  B 
CCE AAE 
CEF J A A A  
BC AA F 
E I F C E  
D CBG 
F E  AAH 
DC A A F  
C B 
C CHC 
D F N E l  
CE AB 
E F  AA 
F AA 
F E  AA E 
C ACD 
F E  AA 
F B 
D B D  
D D M 
CCE AAA 
F BCB 
E F  AAG 
E D  AA 
BC D AAGB 
BC AA 




B D  AAF 
CDD AABC 
C BFHK 





CD B A H  
C B E  
D DI 
C C E D  DCDA 


























a 6  












24 25- 1 
46 30+ 2 
44 31+ 2 
43 26+ 0 
38 25- 0 
53 26+ 0 
27 26- 0 
1 28+ 1 
37 28+ 1 
























18359 - 01 23 
18359 -01 03 
18359 - 0556 






















































15 26+ 0 
55 25- 1 
31 24- 1 
38 25- 0 
42 24- 1 















18360 - 0451 
18360-0336 
26 31+ 3 
14 23- 2 
27 27+ 1 
59 28+ 1 
23 27+ 1 
14 28+ 1 
23 28+ 1 
21 24- 1 
33 23- 2 

















































18362 - 0845 
54 26- 0 
4 25- 1 
35 25- 0 
37 25- 0 
39 27+ 0 
39 28+ 1 
33 31+ 2 
59 26- 0 
50 30+ 2 














..._ ~ ~~ 
18362 - 0227 
18362-0748 
18362-051 7 
18362 - 0842 
18362 - 0703 
18362-0202 
18362-0040 
12 32+ 3 
20 27+ 1 
44 26- 0 
56 23- 1 
4 31+ 3 
36 25- 0 
22 25- 1 
47 25- 1 
2 5 - 0  

























18363 - 0424 

















57 30+ 2 
15 26+ 0 
55 27+ 1 
39 29+ 2 
19 25- 1 
55 27+ 0 
56 24- 1 
58 25- 0 
57 30+ 2 




18363 -071 9 
18363-0607 
18363-0026 





































18364 -031 1 
20 29+ 1 
59 29+ 1 
33 27+ 1 
11 28+ 1 
55 31+ 2 
12 27+ 0 
18 26+ 0 
32 28+ 1 
8 27+ 0 
9 27+ 0 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
















cc B B  
C A 





































E F  BC 
F D  AA 
DC AAL 
DF BDB 
C B B H  













46 30+ 2 
39 24- 1 
15 25- 0 
52 30+ 2 
32 29+ 1 
23 23- 1 
42 25- 1 
54 26- 0 
23 31+ 3 


































































































































































































































C F F  AAEJ 
C AE I 
D GC 
DF B B E  
C AB G 
F F  AA 
CC AAE 
F CB 









































































































!I (Not Color Corrected) 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
































































































I 'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a! 12. 25. 60, 100 pm. IO) High Source Density Region 
123 
Right Ascension: 18h36m276-18h37m04s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flags 
























200.23L F F  
24.85 C E F  
33.66L D 
298.58L D F 





294.79L D D  
46.72L CF 
341.18L C 












256.25L E D  
337.43L CDE 
23.10L DD 










56.84: DF F 


































B D  






















B J  
BDFC 
AA 








A A J 
A A H C  
AAAE 






























B I  
BC 







A B J  G 
AAE 
B B  
AAE 
AAD 
J A F B  
AAH 
AA 




















































































































































































































































































































































































C C N  
C B B  
CC AA 
CC AAHE 
F F D E  AACO 
D CDKF 
C AC 






















25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 






















































































































































































































































18364-0751 271 17 




























































































































































































































































































































































































18365-0247 30.0 9 




18366-0423 36.6 16 




18366-0603 38.7 25 
18366-0925 38.8 22 
18366-0721 139.0132 
18366-0239 39.7 6 
18366-0544 39.7 53 
'MSS - 10447 
DN 0484 
18366-0322 140.01 55 
18366-0103 40.6 4 
18366-0840 41.5 59 
18366-0237 41.7 16 








i 26 621 
18367-0427 454 28 
18367-0529 14681 38 
18368-0536 50.7 53 
18368-0632 51.2 33 
18368-0741 52.3 30 
18368-0211 153.4 13 
























)CL 0069 68 
- 
'Confusion Flags. 1) CIRRUS-1; 
124 
CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h37m048-18h37m45s 
Position (1950) Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 ~m 100 pm 
V 
FIUX Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
C 
A SeP 












































































































































































































Confusion R S 
























































































































































































































B B D  AAAE 

































E B F  
F F  AA 
BC AB J 













C E AAAF 
E BDDE 















F E  AA 
BC AAK 
D C M  
EE AA 
BBE AAAC 
C B C F  
EE A DC 
E CB 












287.73L E D  AA 
231.17L DF AA 
536.71L D B 
498.47: C F D  DBBC 
72.14LC AB 
222.88L DD AA 
257.44L D ABMC 
173.60: CDFF AAEF 
279.03L C AJ F 













F F F  
BC 
CF 








































B I  
A A F J  
AF 
AB 












F F  AAG 
F E E  AAC 
BC AA 
CD AB C 
CC AA C 
CC AA 
B BD C 




























C B t 
CF AB 









































































































a 6  















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B D  
CACA 
AAF 
B D  J 



























18372 - 0539 


















36021 1 21 20 
58.13L BCF A A B  
214.67L 6.8lLlFF C  / B D  ABEF 



















































6601 11 102F LDN 0484 






















18374 - 0640 






18374 - 0647 
18374 -0850 
960422542F 






















18375 -021 5 








































18376 - 0537 





























PK 23- 1.1 
MRSL 031 +02/1 
18376-0936 
18376 - 0302 
18376-0829 



















I I I 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm. 10) High Source Density Region I 
125 











Right Ascension: 18h37m45s-18h38m26s 
Position (1950) 
55 26- C 
12 25- 1 
52 30+ 1 
15 29+ 1 
9 26- 1 
45 32+ 2 
9 24- 2 
25 24- 2 
12 29+ 1 






















































































































Flux Density I Flags 
CC F AAI  E 
F F  CBB 
DC AA 
F F  AA 
BC AA 
C B C 
CE ABJ  E 
EE AA 
D BBGC 



























F E  AA 
E JC 
D F BM E 
CC A A J  E 
CC AAC 
D CBB 
C CEI  
CD AA J 
CD AA 
BCE AAD 





DD B A L E  
Galactic Uncertainty 














6 1  
151 
153 
6 3  
6 4  
154 
6 6  
(Not Color Corrected1 I 
31 31+ 2 
42 28+ 0 
11 25- 1 
45 24- 2 
41 28+ 0 
29 28+ 1 
33 25- 1 
45 26- 0 
44 24- 1 
35 27- 0 
V L 
A Confusion R S 


















F F  AA E 
D AA 
F D  AA 
BC AA 
25 prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
6 7  
6 8  




9 3  
0 7  
2 2  
2 6  
59 27- 0 
35 27+ 0 
60 25- 1 
11 27- 0 
37 25- 1 
46 27- 0 
18 24- 2 
51 26- 0 
45 26- 1 





















31 26- 1 
2 27- 0 
51 26- 1 
21 24- 2 
12 24- 2 
25 25- 1 
34 27- 0 
5 25- 1 
7 29+ 1 
8 28+ 1 
40 27- 0 
45 26- 0 
51 30+ 1 
22 27- 0 
7 26- 1 
36 23- 2 
45 29+ 1 
59 30+ 2 
37 26- 1 











CD B B K  
C BBA 
CEE AAC 




































55 27+ 0 
51 24- 2 
17 25- 1 
32 28+ 0 
35 27- 0 
36 23- 2 
30 25- 1 
16 30+ 1 
















CE A B K B  
DE AA 
F E E  AGCB 
DD AA 
















E B D  














56 23- 2 
26 27- 0 
25 27- 0 
19 29+ 1 
2 26- 0 
23 31+ 2 
27 31+ 2 
43 26- 1 
33 26- I 







! O S  
! I  8 
!2.0 
!2.4 
54 28+ 1 
14 27+ 0 
56 26- 1 
57 28+ 1 
37 25- 1 
36 29+ 1 
10 29+ 1 
40 23- 2 
37 23- 2 













F F  AAD 
DC A A M  
DD AA 
F F  AAD 





























D F C D  
CD AAI  
DE A A L F  




B D  AAJ  
CC AA 
a s  
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18378 - 0024 
18378 - 0808 
18378-0400 




















































7604121 1 I F  
9401 32261 F 
9601OOOOOF 
750225634F 
4601 21 2OOF 
770122333F 














































18380 - 0557 
1 8380 - 0623 
18380-0259 
18380-0658 






























































































18382-0054 MRSL 031 +02/1 . . . ._ .. .
18382-0615 
18382-0653 
18383 - 0542 
14.22L 





































9401 32221 F 
9701 1 OOlOF 
PK 23- 1.2 
MRSL 031 +02/1 
18383-0858 











4601 21 1200 
950243231 F 











29+ I X1838-034 18384-0328 




*confusion I) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
ORmNAXd PAGE 1s 126 











































































F E  AADF 
D ABE 
F F  AAD 
C BC 
C CD 
E F  AACE 
BC AA 
E F  ABC 





F F  AAFH 
DC AA 
F C  AA 
F BCGC 




CD AA G 


















F D E  FCBB 




F F D  AAA 
CC AAB 
C D  AB J 
D ABKG 











C B J  K 
F F F  AAC 
C A CE 
E C  AAH 




F C  AA 




























DE AB I 
B B  AAA 
C B A F  
E HBE 
BC AB 
F D D  L 
F D  A A J  
D B KE 
DC B A C  
BC AA 
CE A A F F  
B D  A A J  













CC F BBBA 

















D A D  
CCE E B B @  
BC AA 
F E D  ABCC 
C DD AADE 
D F D  ABCE 
D DD DEEA 
CED ABB 
F F BBKC 








































DE BA E 













































































































Position (1950) Flux Density I Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm @I pm 100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
C 
A 
t T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) C') I b C') ('7 
12 prn Sep 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1 838 - 077A 













































































































































































































































18386-0002 38.7 53 
18386-0624 39.1 53 






18387-0906 144.21 44 




~ 1 n z 7 6 4 4 0 ~  
IO 5005 
3AFGL 2227 












18388-0806 50.6 55 
18388-0746 51.9 56 
18388-0409 152.4 50 
\IKI .05 > 28.41 1 
18389-0030 54.1 38 
18389-0404 54.1 40 
18389-0015 54.3 8 









'Confuslon Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12, 25. 60, 100 pm, IO) Hlgh Source Density Region 
127 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h39m006-18h39m37s 









































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
2s Pm 6o Pm loo Pm 
Associations 
V 
Flux Corr A 
uncs Coef 
0 2  
0 4  
0 8  
0 9  
1 2  
2 2  
23 
3 1  
3 3  
3 6  
Name 
55 27- 0 
53 24- 2 
59 25- 1 
16 27- 0 
41 28+ 0 
31 31+ 2 
20 31+ 2 
42 31+ 2 
8 25- 1 
45 30+ 1 
Galactic Uncerlalnly 







Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
DC AB 
D A 
E B J  F 




' T  
4.2 
4.6 
4 7  
6.0 
6.5 
6 6  
7 5  
7.7 
8 0  
8 3  
34 27- 0 
19 23- 2 
53 24- 2 
24 30+ 1 
58 29+ I 
10 25- 1 
20 26- 1 
25 27- 0 
37 27- 0 










Name Type (") Mag 
CE AA 
CC AA C 
C AA 
F D  AAGF 
D AB1 
F C 
a 6  




18390 - 0529 
18390 -0415 
18390-0052 
18390 - 01 28 
18390 - 01 18 











































C C NAAP 






































39 26- 1 
15 28- 0 
6 29+ 0 
57 27- 1 
25 28- 0 
10 24- 2 
53 29+ 1 
6 26- 1 
42 24- 2 
51 25- 1 
54 24- 2 
18 30+ 1 
54 27- 0 
30 23- 2 
36 29+ 1 
54 27- 1 
15 29+ 0 
52 24- 2 
9 28+ 0 
41 26- 1 
6 26- 1 
59 29+ 1 
48 24- 2 
51 27- 1 
33 28+ 0 
22 26- 1 
19 30+ 1 
40 28- 0 
43 27- 0 












CE D CBHC 
B AAF 




C E F  DAAE 
BC AA 











D B C  
CE AA 
D ACC 





















BC A A I  
F D  AAB 
CF B B  
F AAJ  
C BG 































F F  AAHE 
DF BC 
CD AB 
CF AC K 
DE BBC 















D BDI  C 






BC AAJ  
F F  AB 













D E D  AFDC 
F D  AA 












58 30+ 1 
59 29+ 1 
11 24- 2 
15 24- 2 
11 31+ 2 















B D  AAD 
E B H  
DEE ABBE 
CE B B  
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2 i  
1r 
3 i  
22 
5% 




















































































a 6  









1 8438 - 0058 
18438-0841 
















18439 - 0420 





DF B B J  
OF C E E l  
DE AAK 





18440 - 0228 
18440 - 0853 
18440-0808 
1 8440 - 0925 





































































C ED BECC 
E F  B D  
E EAC 







D B B  
CE AB 
F F  AA 
DBD C A A D  
BC AA 
B BB 
B D  AB 
CE A A F C  
B BG 




DE AC F 
F F  AA 
F 
D BK 



















































































18442 - 0251 




























B D  AAI  
CD AA 
C DF CDCB 
D B D  
BCC A A B C  
C B D  C 
D F F  BCDC 
0 B B  
CF AC 
18443 - 01 79 
18443 -021 3 
18443-0544 












18443 - 0547 
18443-0147 












1 2  
- 
18443 -01 41 
18443-0225 
















18444 - 0853 
1 8444 - 0046 






C B B F  
CF E A B L B  
D DB 
BB B A B A  
Galactic Uncertainty C 






































































































































































































































B B H  F 
BBDF A A A C  
DD BCBG 
D C BBAE 
c c 
CE B B  
BDE ABCl  
OD DCCB 
B F E  A A B E  
C B B  




































































































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 













































































































F F  A A  
B AA 
CE B B  G 
D B B H D  
B F  A B F G  
B A I H 


















































































































OD AA G 
DF BBD 
C AA 
D E AAMD 
F D D  AAA 
D I B 
CD B B  
B B  AAL 
D EHC 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 


























C E A A F 
B F  F AAAC 
BC AAK 
CE CEI  H 
B BEME 
D BC 

















































































'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
136 
Declination: - 10'- 0" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h44m3P-18h45m05s 






















































































































































































































































































































CF AB 7 
E E  BBC 
DCF AADF 9 
D GBD 
CD AA 1 
B B  AA 9 
CC AAA 
CD AA 8 
C B C  L 













DE A C  a 
DE E A A I  F a 
CDDE DCEB 0 
ED AA g 
E F E D  
CD AA 1 
B B E  











D B F F  BADA C 
F AE E 
B AB 3 
CCC AAA 0 
E E C B H  
BC AA 1 
F E  AAE 9 
C F B A A C  2 
C E BDCJ 

















E E  AA E 9 84014oM)oF 
D L A B  920140100F 
CF BCE 662136841F 
D EMD 960130110F 
CD AA 1 250021010F 
DC AAH 9 920130000F 
CC AA 7 460411230F 
C B E  920150010F 
CCE BADH 1 970242540F 
BD AA 0 970375400F 

















BC AABF 5 942110021F 
C E BA B 972352540F 
E AB 0 980235240F 
F E E  AAA 9 650120100F 
CEE A A B B  9 660020100F 
CD ABC 0 750041120F 
D BD G 920130210F 
BEEF BBBF 5 923249987F 
CCED BAAA 5 242124320F 




















Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 0 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4701 301 32F 
974129542F 
950220030F 

































































18446 - 0539 
18446-0734 
18446-0504 
18446 -01 50 








18446 -031 1 









16447 - 0829 
18447-0820 
16447-0741 





18448 - 01 39 
18448 -0545 
18448-0426 
18448 - 0904 
18448-0609 







18448 - 0633 















751 0201 42F 
950122000F 


































































. - . . - - -
18449-0932 
18449-0207 
18449 - 0526 














18450-0205 MM 35 . . .  . . -.. 
18450-0106 
18450 - 0729 
18450-0405 PSR 1845-04 PK 24- 3.1 




'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources 6 1 )  at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
137 t 
Right Ascension: 18h45m05s-18h45m39s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 ~m 
Declination: - 10"- 0' 
Associations 
V L 
~ u x  Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 





































































































































































































































208.79L F D  AADJ 9 460235282F 
10.80: DE H DC 6700200428 
101.58L CE AC 4 650130253F 
112.43L DE AB 9 750151000F 
117.31L C D ABC 350020333F 
67.79L DD AC 0 420120022C 
430.68L CCE AAC 1 860134473F 
83.08L D CDK 9 950001023F 
192.61L F EC 970253201F 
























































31 3 18 
31 4 10 
31 6 42 




















288.93L DC AA 6 970130120F 
158.34L DE BA 0 550100020F 
249.02L CD AC 0 551020000F 
74.54L D J B I  770223471F 
243.99L BC AAE 1 450040M)OF 
162.55L BC AA K 3 360232372F 
367.12L DDF A A B M  9 960121020F 
79.31L CD BA 0 640020000C 
168.95L C AGG 470222350F 
3693.00: CED AABA 3 948245530F 
Galactic Uncerrainty C 
a 6 Coords S M I S M N  8 0 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18452-0744 13.3 1 












1 140.28L E C 
1 672.94L E C  AA 
198.06L BC AA 
1746.22 BECE BAAB 
2783.48L E F B F E  
134.71L F F  AA 
4206711. C AA I 
16.34 C CEHA 
71.92L D AC 





















18452-0753 17.2 53 
18452-0538 17.8 5 






























C E  
E A A F E  9 











































LDN 0607 18454-0045 125.8140 
18454-0723 125.81 59 
CEC 6 
AAB 0 
CC E 0 




























18454-0156 26.6 8 
18454-0120 27.1 9 
18454-0617 27.8 18 
18454-0203 27.9 10 
18454-0623 28.0 30 
18454-0136 28.1 46 
18454-0302 28.3 32 
NK1.21 
w43 
18454-0359 28.9 59 
18454-0107 29.1 42 
18454-0530 129.21 12 
18454-0731 j286/43 
18455-0815 30.2 9 
18455-0146 30.5 11 








6 8  
,271 
.44 
136.26L DEE B B E D  2 
75.24L CF BC 0 
1746.22L D CGG 
185.11L CE AB F 0 
2257.20L CC A A J E  0 
67.10L B ACC 
76.18L D C 
88.54L D B F  
27.66 0 G F F A  






















































18456-0427 138.41 S 
I I I I I  I I I  
'ConfusMn Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Nelghborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI, 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
138 
Riqht Ascension: 1 8h45m39s-1 8h46m 18" 
100 pm 
Declination: - 10'- 0" 
Associations 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 

















































































































25 28- 2 
46 25- 3 
19 30- 1 
39 26- 3 
22 24- 4 
12 32+ 0 
44 24- 4 
1 30- 1 
56 32+ 0 











27 28- 2 
60 31- 0 
34 27- 2 
40 30- 1 
53 24- 4 
38 32+ 0 
16 25- 3 
5 31 - 0 
51 30- 1 























58 30- 1 
18 31- 0 
30 31- 0 
42 29- 1 
18 31- 0 
51 31- 0 
39 27- 2 
29 32+ 0 
21 31- 0 




























a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 I 670153432F 177.90: F F  E AA E 
136.77L ED CB 
42.65L E CH J 
76.88L CEE ACC 
244.17L D F A A E B  
10.69 DE LMHB 
3196.85L D DC 
2170.91L CBF AACH 
306.26L DD AA 
374.53L C ABL G 
561.52L F C  AAF 
213.79L DF AA 
164.47L E C H 
91.95L F F  AA 
130.99L BC AAK 
18.64 DE GED 
3124.03L BD AAA l  
13.78 D J D D  
566.80 CF GECB 



































18458 -001 4 
18458-0213 
18458-001 8 
2451.13L CC AA 
256.97L CE AB 
3457.15L DC AAD 
275.94L CC AA 
94.34L CC AA 
24.87L C I DBC 
277.59L D BH 
395.39L C CCG 
256.63L CE B B B C  



























145.03L D AC 
77.34L D BC 
122.40L BC AA 
9487.64L D AF L 
240.17L C B F  
1515.86L E DG 
1373.69L BC AA 
218.89L B D  AA 
1018.23L B AA 
279.771. F E  AAG 
142637 K5 
X1846 -01 6 
18459 -041 3 
18459-0139 
18459- 01 24 
18459 -0506 
18459-0313 
18459 -041 9 
8 950020000F 
9 240110021F 
104.27L CC AA 
106.19L EE AAEJ  
62.32L B AC 
90.73L CE AA 
98.15L E D  AAD 
28.67 F D  D DC 
567.81L CC AA 
316.37L CCF ABEC 
309.09L D A C 
83.05L CE BBD 
BG 1846-01 














203.32L CD B B  
63.44L DCD AAF 
560.54L BBD AAAA 
99.64L CE AA 
17.89: CFCD CBFD 
247.091. D EDCl  
54.52L BD ABE 
806.94L BBD AAAH 
229.24L CE AAB 
306.85L F E  AB 









18460 - 0509 













86.94L BC AAEJ  
290.87: C E AAEC 
114.21L BCD AAA 
107.76L DE ABMC 
9.36: CD HD 
1538.38 ECDF BABA 
64.87L BC AA 
1515.86L F E  F D D  
1409.77L CD B A I  D 
846.71L B E  AB 

























675.37L BB AA 
65.88L F E  AA 
1515.86 BBDE AAAA 
47.56L BC AB 
610.96 C D BGDC 
46.34L C DMG 
7709.56L DE AB 
48.37L B AC 
1538.38L E B B  
93.63L CE AD1 
0 5401320228 










18462 -01 33 














I I I 1  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
i 
I 
Riaht Ascension: 1 8h46ml 9-1 8h4Pn02a 
Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0' 







































































































8 4 3  
85 
85 

















8 4 3  
84 









8 4 4  
82 
8 4 3  
85 
84 
8 4 3  
85 
85 


































E :  
83 








8 4 5  



























































































































DF BC 0 980430000F 
CE BC 0 450012110F 
F F  D A A E B  9 660000020F 
D BDHF 980214333F 
E E  AB1 940425670F 
E GC 66001OOOOF 
BF AA 9 9401210008 
F E  AAHM 9 460153542F 
DE AA 9 9400110008 













B D  E AA D 





CC A A L E  










F E  AA 
DEEE CCBP 
F D  AA 
E NEFP 
ECC AAB 













C A F 
CB AAC 0 
BC A A I  5 
F AB 9 
D B F 
D 
D BGB 
B D  AAF 0 
D CC 












E D  BC 2 
CC AAC 3 
F D  AAF 9 
CC BBGD 1 
DF BAE 0 
C B H  
B C D  AAA 0 
CE BE 0 


























































B F  
B K  
AB G 
ECE 























F F  














B B  
BB H 
BB 
B A A A  























# T  
(Not Color Corrsted) 
ZS pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
V L 
'00 pm ~ u x  Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
12 pm Sep 























































































































































































































































































































18463 - 01 14 
18463 - 0836 
18463-0244 
18463-0124 
18463 -071 0 
18463 - 0345 
1&263-0150 
18463 - 01 30 
18463 - 0223 
18463 - 01 01 
18463 - 0236 
18464 - 051 1 
1 8464 - 0802 
18464-0042 
18464 - 01 40 
18464-0814 
18464 -0852 
18464 - 0022 




















































































































































































































































































































































18464 - 0629 
18464 - 0730 
18464 -0502 
18465 - 0120 
18465 - 0344 
18465-0054 








18465 - 0904 
1 8465 - 0255 
1 8465 - 0822 
18466 - 0948 
1046-0045 
18466 - 0104 
18466-0424 
18466- 0346 









































































4501 32021 F 





18466 - 0640 
18466 - 0428 
18466 - 0328 
18467 - 0410 
18467 - 0316 
18467-0107A 
18467 -081 7 
18467-0238 










18468 -01 47 
18468-0421 
18468 - 0943 
18468-0430 
18468-0156 
1 Ut3 - 0309 






























. . -.. . . . 
18468 -01 09 
18468-0052 




18469- 041 2 
18469-0353 
18469 -071 1 
18469-031 7 
18469 - 071 7 
18469 -0830 
18469-0554 





18470 - 0558 
18470-0059 
18470-01 15 


































BK 032.1 -00.7 
I I I I  I 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboting Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
140 
Riaht Ascension: 18h47m026-18h47m42s 
Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 











16 28- 2 
5 27- 2 
1 30- 1 
7 26- 3 
12 28- 2 
1 27- 3 
58 32- 0 
59 33+ 0 
13 32- 0 











CF B B  E 
D B C 
E D D 
CE BBF 
D BC 
C B I  K 
BEEF B E C D  


























56 31- 0 
51 32+ 0 
28 30- 1 
34 29- 1 
53 29- 1 
58 31- 0 
24 29- 2 
59 31- 1 
41 24- 4 









































26 30- 1 
44 30- 1 
35 28- 2 
33 29- 2 
38 31- 1 
15 29- 2 
15 28- 2 
52 30- 1 
41 31- 0 
11 32- 0 
40 32+ 0 
58 31- 1 
49 27- 2 
28 32- 0 
46 30- 1 
40 32- 0 
54 32+ 0 
12 31- 1 
8 26- 3 
16 29- 2 
35 29- 2 
43 25- 4 
50 25- 4 
49 25- 4 
46 30- 1 
52 32- 0 
18 31- 1 
15 28- 2 
9 30- 1 
1 29- 2 
60 31- 0 
5 26- 3 
19 29- 1 
32 27- 3 
22 33+ 0 
28 3 2 t  0 
33 28- 2 
11 30- 1 
53 33f 0 












BC B E  
C ACEC 
B AI L H  

































D D B 






B E  AA 
CC BA 


























28 31- 1 
23 28- 2 
56 32- 0 
3 29- 2 
33 33+ 0 
19 31- 1 
3 26- 3 
12 32- 0 
36 24- 4 










i a . 7 8 ~  
EE AA D 
F EB 
EF  AA 





























CC AAI  
CF AB 
D E J  
C AD 
F E D  B BC 
D AE 








































100 pm FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Cwf  R Flags' S 2 
Name Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords 5MJ SMN 0 
:s) (''1 1 b ('7 C') (7 
25 pm M) pm 
(Jansky) 
a 6  

















































































































































































































































































































































I C  7 
- 





























































































































































































































































































































40.60L B B O  
167.23L BC AA 
44.38L CD AAB 
55.27L B ABJ  D 
45.67L D E D  BEC 
46.37L CED AAA 
19.06L D J F C  
1392.33L CD B B E D  
225.50L C A 





































18472 -01 43 
18472 -01 02 
18472- 0022 
18472-0229 
18473 - 0602 
18473-0247 















1 RA7d - 0771 
18472 -0517 
18473-01 i a  
1 a473 - 0326 
6.9 36 25- 3 8 . 2 1 6 0 1  24- 
8 6  CIIl:;l 12 2 5 - 4  31- 1 
32+ 0 
0 4  24 29- 1 
292.86L D E C 
228.53L B AA 
297.48L BC AA F 
37.32: CD F AAI  D 
84.03L DE AC 
207.85L F E C  AACF 
212.8OL ED AA 
169.07L C AABM 
41.86L B C 
















86.90L DEE FEDJ  
87.48L D B F  
127.64L BC AAD 
216.08L DF ABGD 
136.32L D A E F F  
80.79L D CH 
116.25L EE BC 
58.03L D BC 
192.95L D D B B B  
260.86L D CBB 
636.78: CCED BABE 
188.89L CEE CDCD 
118.50L E BG 
419.06L D A 
115.76L CEE A B F D  
419.06 EDE BEC 
527.40L DE BA E 
186.79L E C 
47.99L F BCHB 
70.05L DF BCE 







































41.13L BE AE 
157.45L EE AAD 
1199.17L BC AAB 
344.101. D B B  
136.03L EDE A A B C  
166.83L F CACE 















































18474 -051 4 
18474-0242 






I a474 - 0454 
18474-0305 
7.5 33 27- 2 
8.8 48 28- 2 






























8.9 31 31- 1 
9.1111 I 30- 1 
9 6  32 29- 2 
9 7  81561 10 25- 30 4 1 
0 8  11 28- 2 
1 3  34 28- 2 
HO SCT 
142673 K2 
PK 28- 2.1 




18475 - 051 8 
I 
18475-0151 




























'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60. 100 prn. 10) High Source Density Region 
I 
1 141 
Right Ascension: 18h47m42s-18h48m22s Declination: - 10'- 0" 
Associalions Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
Name 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 


























12 pm SeP 
Name Type (") Mag a 6  h m .  0 1  
18477-0309 





18477 -001 4 
18477 -0648 
























































































































































































































































8 4 3  
84 3 



























8 4 3  
84 3 




































































































































































































































































































42.6 2 30- 1 
42.7 2 29- 2 
42.9 53 32- 0 
42.9 16 28- 2 
43.2 20 32+ 0 
43.9 38 30- 1 
44.1 33 33+ 0 
44.6 44 27- 3 
45.0 27 32- 0 























130.79L CC AAG 2 
115.93L C D BMD 
83.93 E F  DBCB 
5472.81L CC AABC 0 
42.74: CC D A A B E  0 
130.42L DC ABF 3 
201.89L CDF AAC 9 
206.95L BC AA 0 
201.99L C BCJ 
58.29L CC A A F G  3 
45.5 41 28- 2 
45.6 2 33+ 0 
46.1 38 27- 3 
46.8 34 33+ 0 
47.7 10 30- 1 
48.4 25 28- 2 
49.2 44 32- 0 
49.6 37 32- 0 
50.9 22 29- 2 
51.0 10 25- 4 
18477 -0655 
18477 - ooO8 







































B B  
B 
AA C 8 





B E L C  0 
51.3 16 32- 0 
52.3 54 26- 3 
52.7 17 29- 2 
53.0 43 30- 1 
53.2 44 27- 3 
53.3 48 30- 1 
53.6 9 26- 3 
54.1 15 29- 2 
54.3 27 27- 3 
55.8 2 27- 3 
-DN 0566 
X L  0076 
(1 847 -070 
18479-0423 























132.25L CE AAC 
48.40L D C G 
111.95L C CD 
38.73L D B 
107.27L D A HB 
5472.81 B B C D  AAAA 
386.95L E CB 
15.71 D E  GD 
69.07L BC AA 









7401 2001 OC 











55.9 48 29- 2 
56.4 37 25- 4 
56.7 58 27- 3 
56.8 32 27- 3 
56.9 1 32- 0 
57.0 33 33+ 0 
57.2 48 32- 0 
58.4 29 28- 2 
59.2 56 27- 3 
59.3 55 30- 1 
I1402 M6 
X L  0076 
18479-0047 
18479-0005 
i ~ 7 9 - n i i 5  
32.797 
30 5133 
X L  0082 1 a479 -051 0 
18479-0709 
18479-0247 LDN 0566 
18480- 0577 0.3 46 28- 2 
0.4 22 30- 1 
1.3 27 32- 0 
1.9 59 31- 1 
2.2 27 26- 4 
3.2 35 30- 1 
3.9 42 32- 0 
4.2 24 32- 0 
4.5 24 33+ 0 
4.7 48 26- 3 
19.38: DD KGCB 
98.60L CDE ABDG 
163.83L CD AAD 
237.28L CE AA 
314.78L BC AA 
255.21L B E  AAL  
297.09L EE B B G  
202.61L BC AAE 
30.64L C D 
































84.37L E F  
42.22L B 
50.41L B F  
294.77L BC 




: E l  C 
B D  J 
AAE 3 
BC D 0 
AB 
B B E  7 
AA 2 
4.9 2 26- 3 
5.1 50 32- 0 
5.4 22 29- 2 
5.4 40 25- 4 
5.6 53 32- 0 
5.9 57 29- 2 




























184.91L F F F  
147.22L C 
277.96L BB 













7.1 9 31- 1 
7.4 43 33+ 0 
7.4 55 26- 3 
7.6 51 33+ 0 
7.6 4 31 - 1 
7.6 46 28- 2 
8.4 27 30- 2 
8.6 24 29- 2 
8.8 51 27- 3 
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1 ~ ~ 4 ~ - - n i i n  . -. . - . . . 
18543-0516 
18543-0320 
18543 - 0843 
18543 - 01 58 
V338 SCT 1 












DO 521 2 
TMSS -10481 






9 I 4601 lOOOOF 
18546 - 0604 
1 8546 - 0547 







18546 - 0000 
18546-0522 
18546 -01 26 
18547-0432 
18547-01 12 















18549 - 0537 




18549 - 0001 
BZ SCT 
LDN 0561 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
150 
Right Ascension: 18h54m59s-18h55m59s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 










51 27- 5 
52 32- 2 
28 30- 3 
33 33- 2 
49 32- 2 
1 32- 2 
26 33- 1 

























































































































































































9 30- 3 
48 32- 2 
1 31- 3 








48 26- 6 
15 33- 2 
15 28- 4 
46 33- 2 
8 32- 2 
43 30- 4 











26 30- 3 
29 28- 4 
27 27- 5 
57 30- 3 
13 30- 3 
19 30- 3 
30 33- 2 
10 33- 2 
47 25- 6 











58 32- 2 
26 27- 5 
19 26- 6 
21 34- 1 
23 28- 5 
42 27- 5 
48 30- 3 
2 28- 4 
0 33- 2 
















52 29- 4 
50 26- 5 
53 25- 6 
51 30- 3 
26 25- 6 
3 25- 6 
32 32- 2 
3 30- 3 
13 31- 3 
6 30- 3 
1 34- 2 
34 31- 3 
1 27- 5 
13 3 3 - 2  











25 31- 3 
26 33- 2 
55 32- 2 
59 32- 2 
37 29- 4 
32 29- 4 
36 32- 2 
44 29- 4 
9 31- 3 











22 32- 3 
38 29- 4 
12 32- 2 
53 33- 2 
39 30- 3 
47 25- 6 
37 33- 2 
34 34- 2 
43 29- 4 










C E D  
D H GC 
F F  BA E 
DCC B A A K  
D E  C 
CF J E D  
C CHN 



























E B  






































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(lansky) 
100 pm ~- 
a 6  



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































66.901. C B K D  
82.81L CCE A A B E  
20.52L D DH 
63.40L CE BC 
103.92L C E C E E G  
3836L CE ADD 
90.85L C D I  
99.94L D A B  
57.661. B D  B A  
17.74L BC AB 
3K SCT 




18552-0810 d351 SCT 
16.19L B E  A B F  
98.88L c cc 
35.17L F C E  A A A  
96.231. DCD A A C  
74.61L B D  A B  
58.15L C C J  
33.13L CF AA 
94.46L C ABG 
14.23 D MEGB 




15.4 25 32- 2 
15.5 40 31- 3 
15.41 61 31- 3 
41.27L DC AAC 
7.89 C D  M D B  
40.88L C DDEC 
85.14L F B E  
25.211. D CC 
11.10: B DE B C F D  
141.66L B C  AA 
37.69L DE BC 
15.29L E D  AB 





18553 - 0407 
18553-0049 






18554 - 0903 
18554 - 0005 
18554-0642 
68.69L CC AA 
6.36: CE J C D  
3.47 D F C  
192.74L DDD A B B  
32.46L C D  A C H  
51.97L B C  A B  
37.70L CF AA 
17.26: E E  E AAHC 
45.00L B F  B C E l  















18555 - 0956 
18556-0139 
18556-0415 
18556 - 0304 
18556-0343 
18556 - 001 5 
18556- 0238 




K1855 - 058 0 I 540225143C I 
18.40L D I A L  
71.78L B D  AAD 
119.39L C D  AD 
78.31L D AC 
17.23L DF AA 
21.70L E D  B C  
15.05L C F L  
50.93L B B H F  
14.30L C L C  
6.47 D D HC 
V359 SCT 14.85L B B B G  
8216L F E  A A I  
28.1OL E I HD 
75.03L E D 
51.48L DF AB1 
42.99L D D C B 
61.82L CC AA 
26.77L DCC A A B  
99.29L D CC 
114.12L D C I  
V362 SCT 
66.29L D AC 
101.11L BC AA 
64.50L CE B B L  
73.47L D B M  I 
5.16 D G F B  
11.94L E BGEC 
87.57L CE B B  
49.33L C C J  J 
41.83L C J D 
216OL D CC 
DO 5225 
X1855-058 18557-0551 
18557 - 0143 
18557-0459 
18557 -0339 
18557 - 0903 
I 
18558 - 0226 
18558-0454 
1 18558 -01 47 
PK 32- 2 1 






18558 - 0503 
18558 -01 57 
18558 - 0633 , 18559-0407 
18559 - 0408 













81 67LIF I B D  




'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
151 
Declination: - 10"- 0' 
Rua Density 























































































































































































































































































































BC A A N  3 
CD MEC 
DE AA 9 
B D  BCGH 0 











B BM D 
BC AA 0 
BBC AAA 1 
CD BBM 1 
BC AAO 7 
BC AAF 7 
C B 
D B G  












E B B  
C BE1 
CF B B  0 
C A 
F F  B B  9 
B B  AA 0 
B B  AA F 1 
E C 
E CB 











F D  AC 3 
D L E F A  
B B  A A F  0 
D DC 
CC A A L C  0 
BC AA 0 
BC AA 1 
CC A A I  8 
OF B N  I 0 










2 3 . 9 2 ~  
E E  F O B  
D H H F B  
DC AA 2 
CF AA 9 
C CE 
CC AA C 
D B 
BO E A A  C 9 
C B C L B  











OD J C  
C C 
CC AA 0 
D BHB 
E CC 
EE ABEE 9 
CE AB 2 
B C F J  
C B K  











C D  ABK 1 
E D B 




B E  CDGC 0 
BC AA H 0 
C BGG 











CC B B D  C 




E F  AB E 
B F D  A A B  9 
D CE 
CC AA E 











C D F 
BC A A F  C 
DO D F E B  
BC AB 3 
CD HCC 
BC BDJ C 
D GB 















































OD AA E 
C CD D L D C  
B B  A A B  5 
C KCM 
EC BB t 
CD DDB 
B D  B B  ( 
C BOB 
CF AA 5 
C E 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 

















3 9  
1.02 
.52 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18568-0020 151.41 1 
AG AQL 9401100008 
9503122338 
4600200008 
4501 11021 F 





18570-0247 5.5 4€ 
18570-0737 6.0 42 
18571-0546 1 7.512: 
X I  857 -096 












'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Contusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw). 
152 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density 



















































































































































































































































































































































B D  




















































































































F C  
D 
































E D  
B D  



































Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
Name Type Sep ('9 Mag 12 pm Corr A 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B I E  
AA 
CE 
J F  
M FC 
GDC 







































18574 - 041 1 
18574-0415 
18574 - 0434 
















































18575 - 001 I 
18575-0301 















































































































































1 500 1 00008 
18580-0901 
18580-0747 


































































18582 - W16 
18582-0927 























18585 -01 46 
18585-0357 
18585-0519 









































































I 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 
153 
Right Ascension: 18h58m36s-18h59m526 
(No1 Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 Pm 60 Pm Pm 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 
V 
Flux Corr A 






































































































































R S  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































52.62L F DC 
30.58L CBC A A A  
69.88L D C 
60.25L c cc 
70.53L C B E 
25.23L E F  AA 
3.55L F F D D 
14.01: F E E E  BFCE 
15.85L CE AA 












74.83L D CH 
67.15L F B B  
3.87L C AF 
7.71: C D  MCCF 
3.37 E LGE 
22.88L C K C  
4.08L D FGDC 
25.91L E D  A B  E 
20.81L E L F C 

























54.98L BC A B  
31.66L CC A A E J  
32.40L C B 
11.29 DD DFEE 
57.75L B B C  E 
57.77L B B B  B A A L  
44.11L BCC A A A  
190.78L E D  BC 
53.26L B C  AA 
9.65 D GC 
142931 KO 
PK 32- 2.2 
0601 201 OOF 
340021000C 
6701400008 
121.68L DF B B  
71.45L D B E  
64.39L C CF 
9.99: CE DDE 
41.12L BC AA 
46.47L B B  A A F  
9.04L D GMCC 
27.84L C EHCF 
7.45: C D  CE 
LDN 0542 
X1859-072 









23.44L C 81 ME 
19.88L B D  A C  
46.351. D GD 
104.33L BC AAG 
4.92 C D  N DE 
46.50L C B 
15.60L B D  AB J 
30.14L C E N  
10.11 F D  HC 













7.88L C E J C E  
21.19L B B  DB 
34.06L BC B D  
33.22L B A H  
14.91L DB AA 
3954L BC AA 
3930L B F  AA 
92.59L B E  CE C 
10.24. B D B D J E  
1024 D I F E  
TMSS -10484 
18594-0152 27.6 28 
18594-0519 28.6 2 











55.27L C D 
19.22L D H EE 
11.28: CC KDC 
2.95L CC AAI  
103.44L B F D  AABE 
14.65L C F I 
24.24L DC B B  
50.88L B C  L A A  
57.35L c c 




















1M).99L 8467 lBB  IAAE  
39.57L BD AC 
23.23L D B 
93.47LIC \ B E  6501 OOOOOC 
OU -099.6 
142947 K2 
18598-0050 50.0 15 
18598-0846 50.2 42 











82.39L C B C 
3.36 C I I C 
12.29 E D  FEE 
32.22L E F  AAD 
82.83L BC AA 
28.60L B F  A A F  
2.64L B B B  
36.85L D I C 
44.79L F D 
36.82L BC AAC 
18598-0257 15091 7 
'Conlusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I. 
154 
CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
- - ~ ~~ 









































































I Flux Density I Flags 






BE B B I  
BE AA 
BC AB 






















D B B  
CD CC 
B E  AAA 
CC F AA D 
B E F  AAB 




C D ACDC 
EF BC 
C B F  
E C  B B  
E CJ 
C EB 
D L E F  
B F  AF 
CB AAAD 
C AF 







































































C E C  
CD F BCHE 
C DF 
C E L 
BC AB 
AC AA E 





































C BE1 D 
E E 
D F B 
DCC AAD 
C BG 




















































E D  FCB 
C GFA 
C BF E 
C C 
C AD 
CDC A A D  
C B H  
F BC 
D DD 













F F D  AACG 
DE C C L L  
F E 
F E  BC 





















D J B 
D GC 

















































F F  AA 
BE AB 
B BC 
D F F H  
D B J 
C F C 
D J D  
D HB 
D CF B 




(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coordr SMJ SMN 9 
( 9  C') 1 b C') ('9 (7 
V L 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































94001 11008 I 





































































































































66011 11000 I 
PK 33- 2.1 







1 9002 - 0504 
1 9002 - 0648 




8602000000 V949 AOL 
19003-0642 
19003 -021 3 
19003-0418 
19004-0405 








19005 -01 33 . . . . ... 
19005 - 0327 
19005-0818 






1 9006 - 0242 
19006-0636 



























19009 - 0845 1 
I 
19009-0105 




650 1 1 OOOOC 
4700100000 










3600000000 I 1 901 1 - 001 0 19011-0906 I 8.8149 I 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm, 10) High Source Density Region 
I OR, 











Declination: - 10"- 0" 
B C HE 
























BF BC E 
BD C A B K E  















C C DHCE 
BC AB I 
C D 
BE ABCt- 
EE B A F l  
B B  AAB 
















B B  AA 
B D  AAJ 
BCDE AAFE 














31 2 52 
338 44 




















BC AA E 
C C E D F C  
























C D  
BC 
C C  




E F  
D 
GE 




















B D F D  BCDC 
B D  AA 
D HCE 
C D  DGEE 











































































BF ACI F 
D CB 




B D  BE 
B BDM 
B D  MFEC 












































































































Position (1950) Flux Density I Flags Associations 
C 
A 
U T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
V 
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R 
(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN tJ 
(5) ('3 I b (") ('7 
12 pm Sep 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 2  
.49 














































































































































































































































































































19014-0609 28.5 40 















2969LIC l B C  
142980 KO 























19020-0113 3.1 35 
19020-0044 3.2 21 
19021-0514 6.4 54 
19021 -0843 1 6 . i  37 142991 KO 
142992 KO 
19021-0103 1 7.6153 
19021-0811 10.8 58 
19022-0015 13.4 49 
19022-0709 13.7 11 
DO 5316 
AB 

























'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
156 
Right Ascension: 19h02m36*-19h04m17s 
100 w 
Declination: - 10'- 0" 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 


































































25 34- 3 
13 29- 6 
2 31- 5 
13 28- 6 
14 34- 3 
20 32- 5 
1 29- 6 
13 31- 5 
11 29- 6 



































































9.4 42 26- 8 
9 6  26 33- 4 
10.7 55 34- 3 
12.2 54 28- 7 
14.9 13 30- 6 
172 21 30- 6 



























a S W r d s  SMJSMN 0 
(s) C') 1 b C') C') 0 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 






































































































































































































































































































































































































3 8  






























2 6  
2.15 






















3 2  


















































































































































































































































































































































1 9027 - 0745 
19027-0138 
1 9027 - 0023 

















1 9029 - 0839 
19030-0433 X I  903-045 
IK AQL 











53.04L BCD AAA 
18.41L BC A A F  
22.82L C A I  
5.15L D F I I 
57.59L EE A A F l  
47.48L B A 
6.23 D G B 
22.45L CF BDC 
8.80: B B C D  AAAC 
17.56L B B G L D  
143010 KO 
1 9032 - 0402 
1 9032 - 0604 
19033 - 0346 
19033-0331 
19033 - 051 4 
19033-001 1 
19034-0017 












18.67L BD ACDD 
16.84L C D 
63.60L CF AA 
10.17 DE E J F E  
2.62L D AC 
13.61L E DEAE 
3.65 CC GC 
17.43L BBD AAD 
6.19 B B  D AAED 
42.92L CD BD 








19035-0109 30.5 28 34- 4 
19035-0451 30.6 33 30- 5 
19035-0145 32.3 9 33- 4 
19035-0202 32.5 9 33- 4 
19035-0741 I 33.6 I !  6 28- 7 
X I  903-061 
143022 B5 
19036-0002 141.11151 35- 3 




















9581 11 102C 
0 5500100008 




19038 - 0723 
19038 - 0340 





















17.15L BB AA 
46.60L;FC A B  























41 83L 'F D 
3585LlCC AA 
3488L CE BC 
1321L D GE 
3749L BC AB 
11 12L BD AB 
3630L BC AAE 
1137L BC AAH 
2216L C C 
333L B D  AB 
489 E LNA 
25 85L E CD 
312 D NI FC 
11 18LIBE AAHD 
1503L C DH 
W O ~ L / C F  A B  












2 I 3630101008 I 3500100008 
I 'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm. I O )  High Source Density Region 
I 
1 































Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations 
BED BDE 
B D  AC 
CD AA 
ED BD 
















BD A F  
B B E  
B BG 
D B I  
BEG A A C l  
CE AC 
C FBB 

























































































































. c I c 
ED DBEB 
F E B  
BC AB 
BC AA 




BC ABJ  


































































DD A B  
C B E  
BC AAE 
BDD l A C C  































BD B C  
B D  AC 
E B F  
C I DC 
B F  AE 
C CD E 
BC I A A I  
E @  




B D E 
C HB 
DD AAI  
F F  AAE 
B HD 
B E  D AFCB 
D DF 
C CH 
B D BBEC 
C E H B C  
BC AA 
B B I  
C BF 
CF AC F 
DC DC 
BC AA 
B D  AAE 











BD ABJ  
B B  AAHF 
C B 
B G De 
D BM 
B BEH 
C BL  





I Y T  
(Not Color Comrted) I ., Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN l3 
(s) 0 1 b ('7 ('7 
12 pm 
L 
Confusion R S 
Rags. 5 2 
S P  





































































































































19043-0736 183 41 
19043-0238 186 32 
19043-0048 193 42 
19043-0134 196 0 
19043-0351 21 3 57 
19043-0310 234 16 
19043-0745 23 7 56 
19044-0530 246 5@ 
19044-0025 251 23 
19044-0815 254 52 
19044-0121 254 39 
19044-0455 270 43 
19044-0638 281 10 
19044-0055 297 27 
19045-0524 308 9 
19045-0723 308 42 
19045-0325 31 3 6 
19045-0414 327 47 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 7  
1.49 
2 6  
.25L 
.28L 
3 9  
2.28 



























































































5 5  
.58L 
6 1  L 
.53L .a 
































































































































































































19046-0151 138.61 12 
19046-0236 38.8 38 
19046-0304 39.3 23 





19048-0330 50.2 40 
19048-0112 151.4118 143042 MA 
CN AQL 
LDN 0581 
19048-0818 52.7 21 
19048-0353 52.7 40 























































19054-0224 24.5 6 
190!5-0254 124.61 49 
i9054--0645 124.7158 
19054-0037 24.8 19 
19054-0411 25.4 8 
1.74 
2.85 
























9.07LIC lB l  
/ iA 
C 
14.06L E KDCl  
2.32L BBC AAB 
19057-0829 46.5 41 
19058-0246 48.3 1% 
19058-0718 148.9 34 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
158 
R iaht Ascension: 1 gh05"49"- 1 9h07m35s 
Flux Density 














































































































































F E D  AACF 
B CE 
CD A B  
B B C  AACC 
CD B B  
D DD 
BD A B D  
BC AA 
DD B B  
B B E  
E B J  
C C J  F 
B B C  A A B  
B C G  
D B F B  
DC J EBD 
C GGF 
DF B C  K 
C E D  G 





a S Coords SMJ SMN 8 











E D  B E  
C BDK 
B C  ABDG 
D A E 
C BK 
CEDD B C J C  
D G 
B D  B C  












cc I CE 
B D  AADK 
F D  B E  
B D  AA 
CC AA 
BD A B  
B E E  A A B  













B B D  
BE AB 
D D HEDE 
DE DC 
C D 
CC I B E  
F F  AA 













E E F  AAA 
B B B  A A B  
B B D I  
C DK 
B D  AB 
B C  A A B  
C C A D  E 
B ACEC 
B BD 










7 9  20 
9 0  57 
9 0  12 
11 0 34 
11 5 19 
159 39 
182 7 












C B F  
B B F  
CF A I  
B E  B D  
C D  I E 
E I C 
C HE E 
B B F  C 
F DB 







2 5 9  22 
27.5 31 
28.7 21 













B D  AB 
F CB 
CC ABM 
C D B F  DE 
B ACLC 




B D  AC 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 9  





































. I S :  




















































































































19059-0552 57.6 60 
19059-0230 57.8 25 
19059-0136 59.5 8 







19061-0407 I 9.1137 
19061 -0653 11.8 57 






































19082-0222 13.7 15 
19062-0345 13.7 28 
19062-0410 1144143 
19062-0206 1 7 0  12 
19063-0759 ~196129 
19063-0705 206 55 
19063-0435 21 9 5 
43071 G5 
19063-0306 22.5 40 
19063-0449 22.5 46 
19064-0506 24.1 43 
19064-0915 124126 (1906-092 
8501000008 
9500100108 
19065-0516 31.5 36 
19065-0315 32.2 42 






















































dRSL 031 -0511 
(1 907 -076 
R AQL 19071 -0527 6.3 48 
19071-0808 6.6 60 
19071 -0757 I 7.21 24 
143088 KO 
WRSL 031 - 0511 











670000000C 19075-0048 34.3 32 
19075-0026 34.9 48 
19075-0331 135.01 7 
19075-0014 35.3 35 
IS AQL 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Denslty Region 
I 
t 159 
Right Ascension: 19h07m35s-19h09m45s 
100 pm 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 















































































8 0 3  
81 
81 
































































































































BE ABGG C 
B F  
F F  AAEF 8 
DC ACI C 
BD AB C 
C CH 
F C F H  
C CA 














CD AC 1 
BBC AAA 1 
C B M  
BC AB C C 
B BC D 
D B 
F H 
B C  A B I  a 










CD B F  a 
D C E B  
B F  AC 1 
DC KEE 
BD AB C 
D D H  
C E F C  
BD AA 8 
E C  DB 











D C J B 
CE B B  
CD F F B A  
C GB 
C B F  
C DE 
E CB 
BBC AAA 1 
BE BC 1 











B C  A 0  C 
C D H  
CF AA M E 
BDCD AACC E 
B D  ABG C 
BC BBK 2 
C B M 
C F  AA K E 
BE AB E 2 












BC AAKF 1 
C G E 
C F 
C C F  
C D E D  AAEB 9 
B AF 
C E 












D J C  
CE L E C  
D BMED 
B F H  




C J D F B  






























D L G B  
C BCG 
CC AAHG 8 
F E D  AABL 8 
CC DB 
D D  HC 










5 . 7 7 ~  
BC AA 3 
BC ABH I 
C BC 
D GC 
F F  A D K D  e 
F E  AAE 8 
C BC 
BD AC 3 












BBC AAAK C 
B AEI  E 
DD DD F C 
C CC 
B C BDE 
C L F C  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 0 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 9  
1.29 











3 2  










































































































































































































41 114 AQL 
'K 33- 5.1 
143101 K5 19080-0046 0.7 42 
19080-0204 0.7 12 
19081-0215 1 7.i14c 
19082-0356 i12.7144 
19082-0333 13.1 44 
19082-0714 13.8 54 
19082-0613 14.9 57 













19089-0430 58.7 8 
19089-0034 59.1 56 
19089-0706 59.5 29 
19090-0128 1 0.1158 
7701000108 I 19090-0800 1.0 33 
19090-0416 1.1 48 
19090-0648 1.2 32 
19090-0349 1 1.426 19090-0735 3.9 8
LDN 0622 
I 7400000008 




















4701 01 OOOO 
63001 0051 8 
4700000000 




'&nfuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng. 4) Nelghborlng Hours Conflrmed Sources (PH), 5) Nelghbortng Weeks Conflrmed Sources PW) 
160 
Right Ascension: 19h09m476-19hl 1m596 
Position (1950) Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Associations Flags 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
h m. , (S) C') I b C') C') (') 
Name C 
A 
Y T  
I 
(Not Color Corrected) H C 












47.7 24 35- 5 
48.0 29 30- 7 
48.1 34 32- 6 
53.6 47 31- 7 
56.1 43 33- 6 
56.4 33 34- 5 
57.9 9 30- 8 
59.8 55 27- 9 
0 4  39 29- 8 
































































































































10 34- 6 
13 29- 8 
34 29- 8 
4 35- 5 
9 35- 5 
2 29- 8 
6 31 - 7 
10 29- 8 
46 34- 6 
20 31- 7 
2 0 '  32- 7 
19 30- 8 
10 31- 7 
14 32- 7 
2 35- 5 
41 34- 6 
54 35- 5 
10 33- 6 
16 33- 6 
10 31- 7 
191 13-0728 



























31 7 36 
31.9 24 
32.2145 




4 0 2  12 











Uncs Cwf R Flags' S 




























































































































































































2 5  
.39 





5 6  
.33 
.49 


































































































































5 9  
.80L 
5 1  L 
5401 000008 
9401 01 0008 
9701000008 
24.18L B B E G  
16.26L F E H  
4.23 D B 
3.54 D GGFB 
10.79L BE AB D 
29.34L B F  ABJ  
20.43L C B 
19.35L B BD 
11.61L C C DCB 


















































































F C  
344L c 0 
365 D MC 
1138L D EB 






















1427L C DE 
1441L CD BCF 
1554L D E K 
1456L C CL 
1466L C B G  
236L C B H  
18OL B BHI D 
1476L B ACM 
1420L C CF 
1704L~C ' B F  
9400000008 
6501000008 
249L D CE 
1453L~BF B E J  
1241L C DC 
1462L B B  AA 
215 C GLGB 
419 D GCD 
399 C F F B  
335L EC AE 
1193L BC AB 











191 10 -0200 
191 10 - 0709 
191 10-0734 
191 i n -n in7  
2.89L D HJ  DG 
3.99: C E E H D  
5.28: DD HJ CC 
11.92L C B G 
9.89L BC EC 
8.76L C C E 
16.97L D B J  
11.30L B C ACCG 
12.77L DE B B  
3.15L C E 
431 52 K5 
2 4502100208 
3603000000 80 2 
80 3 
15 81 3 
61 81 3 
8 80 3 
10 60 3 
6~ 8 1 ~ 3  
7 81 3 
6 ' 8 1  3 
9 81 3 
8 61 3 
8 81 3 
21 81 2 
17 81 3 
10 80 3 












10 801 2 
11.9OL CF BA 
2.98 CC L D B  
2.08L B AE 
17.92L CC B B  F 
3.34L C CD C 
- . . - - .. 




191 11 -0216 
191 11 -0526 
212L BD AB 
1444L BBC AAA 
212L EC AA 
1682L C 
1463L B AF 
11 16L C 
308L BF 
294L CD 
1123L C E B  
661 C C F E B  
343 D GO 
'MSS -10495 
\Z AQL 
0 1 94000001 08 
2 ,  5600111000 
9502000006 
9400100008 
191 11 -0331 
191 11 -0557 
0 I 36001 10000 






























































2.62L C BD D 
17.39L E B H  D 
3.10L BC AB 
3.97L c CB 
15.31L C DG 
1.71L BBD AAC 
20.35L C C K 
3.69 DD NBBD 
3.61L C BK 
5.66L C AL F 


























245L C CG 
1594L D B C  
931L C HEBJ 
176L BBE AAB 
1230L D G 
1219L BC ABF 
228  C GB 
D I NE z:: ~ F C 1470L B E1 
81 3 





143168 K2 2 
19117-0546 1451'37 32 19 81 2 
44 6 81 3 
68 9 81 2 
43 7 81 3 
47 9 80 3 
69 I 17 61 2 
58 6 , 80 3 
34 8 81 3 
60 14 80 3 











8.98L C K Dk  
10.76L D B I  
9.08L C ICH 
13.95L B E C B l  
13.12L C CK 
15.23L D C 
15.91L E BE 
1.82LD BD 
11.73 CCD BAP 














19119-0241 581 17 
19119-0911 15661 10 
19119-0247 593 39 
19119-0123 598 1 
'K 33- 6.1 i 3  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) IOUrS Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm, I O )  High Source Density Region. 
161 
Right Ascension: 19h12m02s-1 ghl 4"34" 
Flua Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flags 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 


























































































# T  
-
1 2  
3 4  




















CE AC B 
C HGF 
c B 













B C H M  
BC B B  
C B B  H 
BJ 
D DD 
B AI B 
BC AA 


























BC A B L  





B AI D 


































C C N 





















E D  A B I  






CF B D  
C CG 












0 5  52 
3 3  1 
3 4  16 
7 1  55 













C DI  
C CD 














l l l O L  E 



































41 1 41 



















C E C  
D E l  
BC EAAB 
CE I GHD 
B BFK 


























B AI E 
E D  MI CD 
C BG 
D B D F D  
B F  AA 
E D CG F 
BC AA 
DC CA 
DE AD E 
_______ 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) ('7 I b (") (") C) 
12 pm 25 pm 60 prn 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9500000008 19122-0256 116.91 I 
19122-0426 117.4152 
19122-0230 17.9 47 
19123-0051 19.6 34 
19123-0854 19.6 18 






19123-0931 22.3 30 










































































19127-0347 46.6 25 
19128-0304 48.9 58 



























19128-0416 50.0 3 
19128-0907 50.3 20 





DO 551 1 
19131-0701 111 0153 
19131-0329 11 1 15 
19132-0750 156 49 
191 32-0105 1 I 6  4 20 
19132-0544 1 7 l I  6 
19133-0930 188 10 
19133-0309 I229 40 
19134-0842 250 23 






















































19139-0213 54.6 38 
19139-0722 55.4 52 
19139-0639 55.7 26 
19139-0901 56.0 3 
19140-0532 1 0.141 38 AQL K1913-055 
K1914 -093 
19140-0353 3.2 10 
19141-0917 I 98151 
19142-0244 13 8 24 
19142-0438 141 41 
19142-0416 (1651 1 
1 13 
2 1  
13 
143217 8 K2 5 
I3600000000 I ..~....... 5500001000 9500100008 9601000100 4 TMSS -10499 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
~ 162 































Declination: - 10"- 0" 
45 35- 6 
21 29- 9 
56 30- 9 
36 33- 7 
48 36- 6 
19 36- 6 
46 35- 6 
43 31- 8 
48 32- 8 
9 30- 9 
32 30- 9 
48 30- 9 
57 31- 8 
42 34- 7 
47 33- 7 
39 31- 8 
58 35- 6 
44 35- 6 
9 32- 8 
15 29-10 
26 34- 7 
54 29- 9 
22 27-10 
56 31- 8 
3 35- 6 
14 29- 9 
2 27-10 
39 32- 8 













12 36- 6 
46 27-10 
19 33- 8 
45 34- 7 
32 32- 8 
11 34- 7 
8 33- 7 
19 35- 7 











14 33- 7 
54 30- 9 
11 26-10 
29 34- 7 
44 30- 9 
51 32- 8 
23 33- 8 
45 31- 8 
29 33- 7 











17 30- 9 
46 31- 9 
12 35- 7 
33 32- 8 
2 33- 7 
23 3 5 - 7  
58 33- 8 
24 34- 7 









43 32- 9 
47 35- 7 
40 30- 9 
28 36- 6 
25 36- 6 
19 35- 7 







43 34- 7 
37 33- 8 
21 36- 7 
53 34- 8 
20 35- 7 











41 31- 9 
47 32- 9 
17 30- 9 
2 33- 8 
37 34- 7 
15 34- 8 
40 33- 8 
49 34- 8 


















Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags Associations 
Name 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Cwrds SMJSMN 8 
(5) ('7 I b ('7 (") (') 
I 
(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
# T  
V L 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm a 6  
h m .  D I  VI (Jansky) Name Type 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 4  
3 8  


















































































































13.54L C AE 
3.52 C H E B  
9.42L C L B C  
8.18L F 81 E 
3.40L B F  B B  G 
3.14L CC AAF 
4.76L C DC 
3.04L D BE J 
3.86 C MFF 










































































































































9.38L B AB 
7.46L B D  BA 
3.19 C HDC 
5.25 D EB 
12.66L B D  B B  
3.41L D C 
3.82 E D  F C  
18.14L D CD 
3.14L E AE E 
2.37L D DI 
19150-0232 
191 51 -0322 
19151 -0513 




191 53 -021 7 
19154-0744 
I 96000001 18 I 12.07L C E M  
1.86 CC J D D  
1.8OL C D C B F D  
2.41L B D  A B L  
1.99 BCDC A A B C  
1.72L C B M  M 
3.321. C D 
9.05L C E 
1.62L EC AA 
14.15L B AD 
191 56-081 7 
6.92L C B D  
2.27L BC AA 
3.47 BBCC AAAB 
1.78L CCC AAB 
11.05L BBC AAA 
2.53L C DD 
11.37L C G F F E  
3.50 D N A 
10.03 CCCC B A A B  
2.73L B D  AAK 












11.22L BBC AAC 
11.93L C DI 
6.65L C BC 
8.15 E J HC 
2.54L E F  ABEG 
2.37L BC AB 
2.40L BC AA 
3.50L F F  ABHD 
13.26L B AG 




K1916 - 050 
CW AQL 6.50L CC A A L G  
1.9OL C C N  
3.01L C CI  
2.37L BC AA 
6.58L C F F A  
4.04L F CG 
4.16 C E GC 
4.12L D MGC 
2.93 B CHB 











7.81L BF B B  
7.15L E CE E 
4.49 C N K D  
11.64L C AB 
5.33 D I CC 
2.17LF CE 
10.49L CC AA G 
3.18L B AG F 
12.37L C BCG 
5.70L D CD 
ZX AQL 
19165 -051 9 
1 91 6fi- 051 3 
33.6 29 31 9 





19168 -001 0 
191 68-0509 
191 68-0108 








50.01261 36- 6 
7.81L BCC AAC 
2.24L BC AB 
6.59L BBC AAEE 
2.43L C HCAG 
5.22 D GDB 
2.76L B AB1 
11.88L D E 
3.27 CD B B  
3.77 E K D 
2.47L BDC B F B D  
DO 5606 
XI91 7-065 4.4 35 30- 9 
4.6 58 33- 8 
5.7131 I 32- 8 
19170-0211 
19171 -0405 
I9171 -0049 I 191 71 -0246 
I LDN 0615 4.70 CC EHB 3.10L C CC 
2.39L C B N  G 
10.54L B D  ABL 
12.33L D DI 
9.34L C CF 
12.40L C F H  
2.98L D BDHD 
231L CD AD 




191 72 -01 49 
19172-0142 
191 72 -01 53 
I 
19173-0359 




W g L i C  D ( B D  FMDD 
10.73L CC AAI  J 
2.56L.DE BE 
8.40LID CGJ N 
143275 KO 19173-0643 






9 e l  
7 80 - 
16 80 ,  3 
8 7 81 0 3 1  




12.63L BC AA 
1184L BE AC 
696. ~ CE MDDF 
15.60 BBDD AAAA 
19175-0010 
19175-0807 I I 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
I 163 
Right Ascension: 1 gh 1 7m36s-19h20m406 
Flux Densify 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
Declination: - 10'- 0" 
Flags 
Flux Corr A Confusion k s 







































































































C H D 
C CDL 
C 81 
BF AD 0 
BC AB D 2 
CF 
D J DB 


































CFD AAE 9 
C E ACEE 
B BD 
BBC AADl  1 
D J GF 
B BD N 
CD AD 2 
C B J 
DCD FDAB 


























































# T Name Type C') Mag 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































191 76 - 0945 
I91 76 - 0642 






























































































































































































































191 77-01 27 
19177-0843 
19177 -0636 
191 77 - 0227 






S O  
,251 
1.63 

























































191 83 - 0945 


















191 92 -01 56 
19193-0438 
19193-0047 





















178 D H H 
380 747LiC C I B J  J I  C E 
323 DD M CC 
2 6 7 L C F  B B  M 0 
171LlFD AD 0 
393L C CF 
560 DC CA 
331L D CF 
897L F B 
9600100000 






















198 F C F 
360  E CD 
1186L B ACM 
429L C DH 
7 6 7 L C D  AB 0 
892LlBC AB 0 









7.43L 1 c 
10.62LI F C  ~ iDB; l  






































.44 140L F D  AB 9 
223 C HD 
344 DC HGBA 
151 D M F  
238LiCC AAI  D 0 




















13 I 143324 KO 
7600001000 
6400000008 


























19200-0518 8.79L C B M 
10.09L BBC AAA 4 
9.86L B D  AB 0 
9.50L C B F  
2.78L C C E 
3.51 D J C  
1.32L DB AAB 2 
1.8OL B CE 
2.48 E GB 
12.96L B B I  
2 DO5651 
13 143333 KO 






19202 - 0048 
I 
























1.73L BD , A B E E  5 
9.34L C AE 
2.21 C L D 
2.24L CC AA 1 
12.35L E E CC 
1.72L C AC 
7.26L BF AB C 2 
2.01L C B J  
10.09L CC AB 1 
1.45L BC AA J 1 





. -. - . .. 




1 9204 -0431 
650100101 8 
9701001100 I 









3 1  
6.53L DC AB 0 
1.93L CC AA 3 
2.34L C CEH 
9.68LCD ABM 9 
2.47L BC AA 0 
3.05 CCB BAB 
10.55L BD B B  0 
9.00LCDD A A A D  9 
1.91L F E 
10.42L C CEC 
1 V1219AQL 
i9205-0057 
19205 - 0600 
19205-0133 















19206 - 0328 
I
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
164 




Declination: - 10"- 0' 
Flux Density Flags 










































308 39 30-11 
321129 30-11 
325117 33-10 
329 0 36- 6 
342 '46  34- 9 
344 '  2 36- 8 
345 45 36- 8 


















377 54 33- 9 
427 56 35- 8 
437 49 35- 8 
500 42 31-11 
51 0 33 33- 9 
563 5 28-12 
564 40 36- 8 
591 57 33-10 
05 18 37 8 
0 6  42 I 36- 8 
1 2  4 36- 8 
9 8  35 31-11 
9 9  11 34- 9 
11 0 35 37- 8 
127 51 29-12 






















































a 6 Gmrds SMJSMN 0 
(s) ('7 I b (") C') 0 


































































































































































































































































































































































































2 8  
.63 








S O  










2 9  
5 7  




























































































































































































































19211-0632 7.4 23 31-10 
19211-0037 8.8 10 36- 7 




TMSS - 10509 
3 9681101708 
0 3500100000 
2.98 D DB 
2.19L D C 
3.44: CD CB 
2.63 E 0 
2.31L B F  AD E 
8.09L C C J L 
2.71L C 2.23L lBD B D  AB G 
12.88L BC 
9.12L B D  litM 
143359 K5 
19216-0633 1..31 91 31-10 
19216-0026 ,415 1 36- 7 
19217-0130 44.0 13 35- 8 
19217-0019 44.4 6 37- 7 




3 1 7500100128 19217-0413 
19218-0227 













8.93L C B I  OJ 
6.53L C F F K  
2.25L CD B B  
2.61L C E C  F 
2.16L CE B D  
1.79L BCF AAB 
2.1OL B A C  
8.71L E D 










1921 6- 0026 
1921 9- 061 9 
1921 9-0512 
1921 9-01 23 
1 9220 - 0427 
1 9220 - 0755 18400000028 
RAFGL 5371s 
19224-0203 29.3 3 35- 8 
19775-0740 I305I48I 30-11 BM AQL 
0 9603001000 








46001 0031 0 
9500100008 























19232 -041 2 
19232-0718 
19233-0624 




















































































































I~ 2 80 80 80 
79 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Denstry Region. 
165 t 
Declination: - 10"- 0' 






































































































































































































































31 36- 9 
54 31-12 
































7 36- 9 
53 32-11 
37 37- 9 
11 34-10 
38 36- 9 
12 30-12 
12 29-13 
4 37- 9 





28 36- 9 








31 37- 9 
38 33-11 
11 36- 9 
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(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B I 2  Pm 25 urn 60 urn 
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Do 5751 6.77L B C  A A H  
1.78L EE AC 
2.30 C F B 
1.48L CF AA 
2.05L B B F  
1.44L B C  A A F  
2.04 CBCE AAAE 
9.25L B B 
1.77LB B D  
8.62L F B M  
19248-0042 15251221 37- 8 















1.55L BC AA 
1.73L B AG 
1.72L BE ACM 
7.77L B F  C F  
1.77 C CC BGBC 
3.35 0 L H 
6.29L B D  B B  
3.15L B A H  D 
2.05 D E 
3.28 CC K E B  
143423 K2 
K1925-046 
19252 -061 0 
19253 - 0004 
19254 - 0438 
19255 - 0746 
19257-0831 
19257 - 0707 
I9257 - 0157 
19258 - 0333 
19258 - 0751 
19259 - 0452 




19262 - 0052 
19262-0144 
1 9263 - 0040 








































2.57 C K I  B 
2.58 C I HC 
2.08 C D C 
1.58L B B E E  
1.79L B D  AA 
6.55L C GB 
8.04L B D  AB 
1.77L BC AAC 
7.18L CE AC 













6.47L B O  A A E N  
1.66L BE B F I  
1.89L E AHH 
2.76 D D 
2.63 CD E B  
1.64L CD AC 
6.41L B B M  I 
3.27 C GA 
1.33L BE A E K  













19267 - 0338 
19267-0129 














2.45L C CGJE 
8.74L B BE 
1.71 D H L G  
2.48L C CL  
2.14 E H C 
2.32 E N D 
1.50L F E 
1.72L C B 
1.8OL B D  A A  








1 9270 - 0655 
19271 -0548 
19272 - 0821 
19273 -01 10 




19275 - 0351 































9.29L C D 
1.54L C AE 
2.13L C F M  L 
1.60L CE B F  K 
1.59L B F  BD 
3.01 F J F D  
1.67L C DGJ 
2.01 C HE 
2.11LC AC 
2.75 E J D 
1 1  13 143465 K5 
0 5600110000 I 4500000000 
4600000000 





1.31L DF  AA 
1.69L D I G 
2.08L B D  AC J 
1.53L BCC AAAB 
3.09L C D C 
8.36L D B M  
2.18 C HMC 
6.82L C DG 
8.09L D C I  F 
6.95L CF AA 
1 13 
7 1  
143474 K2 
4374 AQL 9 I 5600000000 
19279 - 0213 
19279-0220 
1.36L BE B F  H 
1.95L CC ~ A A  I 
2.62 C C '  CEB 
1.79L BBC AAAE 
2.38L F DH 
1.59L C CG 
1.2OL E D  AB 
7.84L B BCG 
1.05L C CK 










19282 - 0653 
19283-0208 
1 3601000000 19284 - 0850 




































1.79 C L D 
1.88L c c 
7.35L B C  AAG 
7.64L E C  AA 
1.58L B F  AC 
2.19 C CGHE 
6.15L B F  BEA 
1.79LC E E  
1.65L B A E  





























8.08L C B F  
1.65L BC A A F  
2.01 DC EC 
1.69 D HCGE 
1.21L C BE I 
1.52L B F  ABNE 
1.62L B C  ABF 
2.85 D NB 
1.58L C D  AB 


















19291 - 0343 
'Coniuslon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Riaht Ascension: 19h29m12s-19h33m398 
Flux Density 
















































































































































































Name I Galactic Uncertainty 
Coords SMJ SMN 0 
























Flux Corr A 
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4 4  46 
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1.81L B D  A D  
1.37L F D  BC 
2.76 D H I  F C  
1.43L F F J H 
8.49L C DG 
1.54L E D  A B K  
2.65 C D D  I 
1.59L C D  B E  
1.91L D D DI 
2.30 E N F  
143512 K5 















2.60 C D BBGC 
1.12L CBC A A B  
2.56 C F E D  
8.33 CCD A A B  
1.55L B D  A C  
1.56L CE A A I  G 
1.46L B B C  AAAG 
1.45 C NE D 



















143519 K5 1.24LB B I  
2.67 D C 
2.28 C M E B  
1.31L B C  A A H  
1.34L C BC 
1.43LE A I  
2.04 E MEEC 
2.46 C D  B F F C  
1.56L E C F  


























139L B B 
2 0 2 L D D  BBGG 
164L D GCD 
110L E E  A A I  


































































































248 C DGFE 
115L B C  AAGK 
2.15 C E F B  
1.68L C E D  
2.41 C I L H E  






















187L B B D  
143L BDC AAAD 
125L B C  A A M  
2 0 9 L C  BHMD 
194L E D L 
116L E D  E D  
239 E '  F D 
133L B A E J  
169 C 1  G C 


























112L DC A B  
201 DDCC AAAC 
1 5 8 L C  BHHH 
228L c C I  L 
163L B CI  MC 
1 68 D L  E 
128L B A J I  C 
134L BC AAK 
176L B B H  





















1.39L C CC 
1.23L B E  AA 
2.23 C GHC 
1.28L C CHM 
1.08L CE AAC 
1.OOL BC B E  
1.25L B C  AAI  
2.27 D D C 
1.40LC E D  
4.641. B BC 




































1.27L B E  AC F 
1.07L CC AD1 
1.01L C DF J 
1.09L BC A A G  
1.88 C FKKC 
1.08L B F  A D  
1.24: CC J AC 
1.45: C D B C  F 
1.67L D E I C 




































177L c c 
277L C E H  
213 C I C 
11OL BBC A A C  
139L BBC AAAC 
501L B D  A A E h  
194 D LC 
144 D F C 
301L B E D  I 
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2 I DO 5950 
'Conlusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Denslty Region 
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Right Ascension: 1 9h33m39s-1 gh3grn 1 5s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 ~m 60 ~m 100 ~m 
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2.32 BCC CAAE 
1.06LBE A A N  
1.57L C BG 
1.53L B AG 
1.52 D F 
2.86 C EGJ C 
1.42L B BGFL 
1.57 D G E 
2.19 C JGHC 
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19337-0842 


























143602 K2 19344-0810 
19345-0728 
19346 - 0927 




19349 - 0609 
19350 -0401 13 14361 5 K2 
19350 - 0057 
19350-0828 
19350-0553 










49 5 80 3 
63 11 ' 80 2 
48 6 79 3 
46 6 79 3 
25 ~ 9 80 3 
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56 1 23 80 2 
21 1 6 80 3 
68 29 80 2 
17 1 7 79 3 
37 8 79 3 
85 9 80 2 
39 7 79 3 
49 6 79 3 
105 32 80 2 
4 4 ,  22 79 2 
183 I C I  J C 19364 -0310 
19365-0840 
19365-01 11 
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1 9382 -0821 
19383-0337 
19363-0528 
19384 - 0402 
l.lOL D B B  k 
1.41L B AE 
3.71L CC AAGC 
1.OOL CD AA 
1.39L BBC AAAF 
1.30L C BC J 
1.36L D BG 
2.22 F I F 
1.00L B B H  
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5600100000 I18 
1600000100 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confuslon Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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C F F D  
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C BG 
DD BC 
B B F  
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B D  AB E 
D B I  J 
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DCC L C A A  
B D  BC 
C J D F 
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BC B B  
C F C 
D B C 
E AJ K 
















D D I  
B C AFMC 
CC B B D  
D B 
B N  
B D  ACI 
F CL 






























B AE M 
A F  
C DI D 
C I I NB 
B D  
C H F E  










C B L 
B B F  AAA 
C F 
D B G 
BC AAI  
C G L F D  
C CDM 
D M H 
D J G 






















B D  AC 
CI  
C CKK 
B E BC C 















C B F F  
C BE 
C D  
BE AB 
C CF 
D ,  F 
DCC AAC 
B AC F 
C I HC 





Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMISMN 0 0 
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19433-01 58 
19436 - 0753 
19437-0718 
19437 -081 5 
19438-01 13 
19438 - 0356 
19439-01 50 
19440-0511 



























19443 - 0223 
19444 - 0739 
1 19445 - 0104 
19445-01 11 
19446-0628 

















29 ' 7 



















48 ~ 10 





19453 - 0030 
1 1 V539 AQL 
I 19454 - 0532 




2. 25. 60, 100 pm; I O )  High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 19h45~30s-19h51m11s 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 ~m 60 ~m IW ~m 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
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CC BC 
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C I E 
CD B B  K 9 
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D F D 
C M CE 
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C E H M  
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F EG 
1.27L B B 
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Galactic Uncertainty C 
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1 9462 - 0035 
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1285141 1 32-16 















































19469-0306 54.3 18 37-14 
19469-0330 54.7 23 37-14 
19469-0139 55.6 33 38-14 
19469-0224 55.7 7 38-14 




























































































































































19477-0828 46.9 30 32-17 
19478-0554 49.0 19 34-16 























19484 - 0043 
19486-0416 
1 9486 - 0249 
19487 -0715 
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19488-0058 506 2 39-14 
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I I I  I
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Contusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
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Riaht Ascension: 19h51m12s-19h57m14* 
Flux Density 















































































































h m. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
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B D  CC 
B D  AC 
BCD AADH 
B G GE 
C M H E  
D B J E  
C C 
BE AD h 


































B D  BC 
C G 
BC A A F  
B D  BC k 
CB MCE 
D G E 
E F  AAK 
C DDE 
B CH 

















































































D C D 
MD C 
D CD 
D L H I  C 
D K O  
C C D B D  
EE AA G 
C BDI K 
B B 
B B  
B BC 
C G E 
CF B B  
C B J G  
C K E 
BC A D  E 
F I C 
c B c 


















































1 . l I L  
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B B  
DF CF 
B B B  AAC 
C C E L L  




BC A B H  
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C I C 
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D H D 
C I 
D F D  
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B G  
C GGB 
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'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm, 10) High Source Density Region 
I 
I 171 
Ria ht Ascension: 1 9h57m 196-20h04m036 
Flux Density 














B M  
D B F  
B D  
BBCC AAEC 
D D F 
B C  AB 
C I CE 
E BMH 













Y T  
41 5 21 
439 3 





51 3 33 
596 19 
0 7  6 
19580-0147 0 8  
19580-0150 1 0  
19580-0958 5 6  
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1.63L B D  
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C E 
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B A J 
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C B D  
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C L E  
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CC DC 
D I HE 
C CHM 
BC AAGF 
B B E  
C N C 
B BC 











E C D  A A E  
BC AA 
C C H  J 
E B E  
D L C 
DC FBC 
C D  BE 
B MNGE 
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D F E  
F E 
CC JCE 
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C D 
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Galactic Uncertainty 
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Flux Density Flags Position (1950) Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm V L A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 
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# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
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42-19 
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1.58L C NBC 
1.OOL C B D  
1.lOL B F  BF I 
1.OOL BC AB 
1.00L BF B D  
2.50 CC BP 
1.22L D B J 
4.06 CC DEAP 
1.64: CF NDE 
1.57 E L B E  
1.07L BC AAI  
1.44 C M C 
1.OOL BC ABG 
1.41L B C 
1.OOL BC AAHH 
1.OOL B D  AC 
1.11L C CJ 
1.14L B AC 
1.19L BC AA E 
1.03L B BMHJ 
1.32 D K C 
1.07L CC AA 
1.OOLB B H  
1.26LC B D  
1.OOL D BC 
1.40L F C I 
1.75 E D K I :  
1.00L BC ABL 
1.OOL B B D  h 
1.OOL c CI  I 
1.15L C DC 
1.OOL F D  AC J 
2.23L B B KC 
1.96 DD J DB 
1.24L B AE L 
63.65 B B B C  AAAA 
4.32L ED AB 
2.05 BBCB AAAE 
1.06LiD HH 
1.56L C D F 
1.61L C B 
1.60L C D NJ 
1.27L B B M  
4.34L CD ABK 
CC DAA 











SS 144104 CAP K5 
20059-0420 56.7 38 
20060-0434 0.5 10 
20060-0601 1 1.3136 
20060-0034 3.1 9 




























20066-0915 397 0 
20066-0336 140.91 18 
20067-0132 449 53 
20067-0125 473 20 

















































































































































1.OOL C GDF 
1.44: CE MCC 
1.48 C NJ E 
1.OOL B D  AC 
3.77 c c 
1.09L C B B  N 
1.90 D B 
1.30 D GI C 











5.73L D CH 
3.58L B B  AAFC 
4.10L BCD AABF 
1.52L C BE 
3.12 D E B 
1 3 0 L  B C C  
1.34: DF MHCC 
2.36 C D B 
1.87 E J KG 
342 CC J A A  





EK AQL 20113-0519 )21.9122 
20114-0046 24.7 39 
20114-0443 26.8 54 





























































1.OOL BC AA 
1.36 C L E 
1.41 D CB 
1.OOL D B B I  
1.00LE B D  
1.95 D N F 
1.OOL BBC AAA 
3.70L CF AAN 
1.OOL CF DG 





20117-0611 450 50 
20117-0409 14661 6 
50118-0009 51 2 27 
20120-0119 5 3  45 
20121-0521 11 5 10 












3.89 FDC GCAA 
1.31 DD CA 
1.16 C GI C 
1.OOL BC AAD 
3.751 B F  AB 
1.04L B F  AAF 
1.OOL B D  AC N 
1.54 DC E B B  
2.96L B E  B D L F  





70126-0832 139.7143 1.OOLC BH 
1.OOL B AD 
1.00L BF ABG 
1.03L C M E E  
1.25L F C 
1.53 CC L DB 
4.34L c cc 
1.OOL CE B B  
1.OOL BF AD 





20134-0944 266  27 
20135-0857 31 8 31 
144229 K5 
1.15 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) Hlgh Source Denslty Reglon 
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BD AB1 I 
c B I 
E E 
C B J 
B BF 
C BGG 
B A D 
B B D  
E CE 
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C B D  H 
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B H  










































































C B M  
C C 
B F  AC K 
CC DE 
D K E 
CC BA 
































































B B MG 
C F L C F  
B ACM 
CC B F  
B O  AB 
C B G 
B AG 













B BG H 
C B H  E 
D C 





B BK I 
E I C 
1.33 1 C 
1.08L C 
1.03L C 













B F  
M C 


































# T Name Type (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 
(5) ('7 I b ('7 ('9 0 
12 pm 
- 








6 2  


















5 7  
2 7  





































































3 9  
.92 







































































































































36 - 22 
35 - 23 
37-22 
41 -20 
40 - 20 




37 - 22 
35 - 23 













36 - 23 
38 - 22 
41 -21 







38 - 22 
43 - 20 
42 - 20 
42 - 20 
43 - 20 
37 - 23 
40-21 
43 - 20 
43 - 20 
34 - 24 
38-23 
40-21 
40 - 22 
40 - 22 
35 - 24 
36-24 
41 -21 
44 - 20 
41 -22 









40 - 22 
43-21 
44 - 20 
39-23 

















































































































































































































































































































































201 42-01 59 
20144-0324 
20145-0537 
201 47 - 0929 







201 54 - 001 5 






13 144279KO 201 63 - 0426 
20163-0258 
20164 - 0805 




































































































































2021 1 -0401 
2021 2 - 0745 
20212-0902 
20215-0043 










2021 8 - 01 20 
20220 - 0444 






































'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
174 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Densify 
(Not Color Corrected) 
I2 pm 25 ~m 60 pm 100 ~m 
(Jansky) 
Right Ascension: 20h24"27"-20h35"4! 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 




FIUX Corr A Confusion R 


















































































































E GI C 
DC AB 
DN 
c c L 
BBC AABl 













# T  
B AE 
F B I 




D L F E  
C B  
C BG 

































BF E ABGC 
B B D  G 
CC AA 
F E G 
D I F 
CC BAA 
C F H C  
DC BAA 













































37 9 37 
38 3 33 
400 23 





391  14 
449 28 
50 5 54 
532 56 
158 35 




40 7 47 
4 9  57 







46 1 28 
482 39 
554 14 












CC B B  
BBCC AAAC 
E D  AB 
CC AA 
F B 
B BE N 
C DI C 
C CH 

































































D B N  I 
F C  I L A D  
C I J B 
BC AB 
B AC H 






1 OOL BC 
117L C 
130 1 D F  
360 C 
A C  




A B K  
AA 
F 















B AB C 


















































31 6 47 
37 0 40 
44 3 59 
504 35 
548 17 
3 6  8 















B B F  
CF AC 
CC FBB 
C C  CB 
C C  J CB 
C C  HFBB 
C H E 













C D  HDB 
D DH 
BBC AAB 
D F  
B BGL 
B M  
































D J N  C 
D E 




E D  AB 
CD B B  
C C D 
I b  
44-21 
42 - 22 
37-25 
44-21 
43 - 22 




43 - 22 
40 - 24 
43-22 
39 - 24 
35-26 
42 - 23 
42 - 23 
35-26 












43 - 23 
39 - 25 
37-26 
40-24 














44 - 23 
44-23 
44-23 
36 - 27 
37-26 
43 - 23 
44-23 
36 - 27 
38 - 26 
39-25 
42-24 
45 - 22 
44-23 






37 - 27 
43 - 24 
38 - 26 
44 - 24 
46-23 
40-25 
39 - 26 
42-25 




















42 - 26 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 4  

















































20244-0043 27.1 44 
20246-0748 38.7 11 
20246-0027 40.3 10 










































































































i o  
13 
- 
2.81 C MDC 
1.11LIC ID  F 
5680000220 
1600100000 
20247-0209 14271 17 
20248-0656 49.5 47 
20249-0333 550 37 
20251 -0549 7 0 12 
20252-0159 164 22 
2025i-03i4 I 88I38 144451 K2 144454 MB N6915 
20253-0514 ll9.1147 
20255-0125 35.8 9 
20256-0539 36.7 11 













































































































3 0  6829 
144577 K2 
144576 K5 
144580 4 KO M  
RAFGL 2610 
60 1 IO 

















































I44628 K5 20345-0041 33.8 30 
20347-0632 45.5 32 
20352-0219 114.8/34 






46 I 6 
31 I 7 
44 10 
40 7 








'Confuaon Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) ai 12. 25. 60, 100 pm, I O )  High Source Density Region 
I 
175 
Riaht Ascension: 20h35m55s-20h47m22* 
~~ 
Flux Density 




h m , 
Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 













Y T  
474 21 
558 1 




30 9 50 




Flux Corr A 







Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 







































































































25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm SeP 


















































































20359-0621 55.9 32 
20360-0951 1.9 35 
20362-0024 13.6 10 
20362-0548 15.8 58 
20364-0506 27.7 22 
20365-0933 30.3 47 
2036-0622 38.0 5 
20368-0130 48.4 54 








































































































































40 - 27 
36 - 28 
46 - 24 
40 - 26 
41 -26 
37-28 
40 - 27 
45 - 24 
39 - 27 
40-27 
37-28 
43 - 26 
44 - 25 
38 - 28 
39 - 27 




38 - 28 
41 -27 




38 - 29 
38-29 
45 - 25 
38 - 28 
44 - 26 
39 - 28 
42 - 27 
45 - 25 
45 - 26 
45 - 25 
45 - 25 
39 - 28 
39-28 




40 - 28 
45-26 
43 - 27 
46 - 25 
43 - 27 
39 - 28 
45 - 26 
39 - 28 
42 - 27 
42 - 27 








47 - 25 
43 - 27 
38 - 30 
44 - 27 
43 - 27 
47 - 25 
45 - 27 
46 - 26 
























5 0  
10.71 
2 4  




































1.00L BE A B L  
1.00L BC AAI 
.96: D F  HBD 
2.69 C C  N BA 
1.OOLB AE 
1.OOL BBD AAD 
1.00L BD AB 
1.00L D B F  
1.00L BE AB C 





















































































w 6897 0500000000 1 70001 0000 
1500000010 
D50owOOOO 
114L C FDD 
100L C EAB 
I O l L  B ADL 
122L D DG 
1 0 0 L C  B 
181 E C  E B B  
108L C F 
86 C E 
IOOLE B 









1.00L BC AAGN 
1.OOL B B 
3.22 C C /  AA 
1.OOL C B J I  






05001 -0 1.37L D G 
1.00L 29 B D I M 6  AG 
1.OOL BDD AAAE 





6 ,  
75 
XX AQR 
12 ' 75 3 





































































1.97 CC K CB 
1.00L c B 
2.06 D l  F B 
3.61 C C  GDAA 
M-01-52-017 










84 22 I 75 
36 8 ~ 75 
56 7 I 75 
71 9 ' 75 
50 17 75 
91 33 74 
48 39 74 
47 8 75 
1.00L B AD 
1.02L B BD 
2.03 D I B 
1.21 D E  
1.33 D I 
1.00L C CG 
4600000000 
4500000000 144732 MO 

























64 9 7 5 3  
46 11 75 3 
44 8 74 i 2 
81 23 75 3 
70 9 751 3 
1.OOL E EEGk 
1.45L E E C  k 
1.OOL C DG 
1.75 C L L  E 
1.00L C C F  
1.00L C B F D  
1.00L B AB 
1.00L C B E  
1.28: CF Bl- 
2.26 C G C 
62 8 75 
68 7 75 
60 7 75 
40 14 75 






































20424 -001 1 
20425 - 0656 
20425-0540 





~ 1 3 8  38 








Y AQR 1.26 BDDC AAAC 
1.OOL C E G  
1.19L C D 
1.48 F I C 
1.00L D D 
5.71 DCC CAA 
2.46L C BK K 
1.94 CC GDE 
1.00L BD AC 
1.77 C F E 
52 11 74 2 
76 11 75 2 
40 20 75 3 
10 75 3 
7 75 s 
144764 KO 
M-01-53-004 























10 74 5 
12 75 3 
6 7 5 , 3  
30 741 2 
20434-0031 I267 30 
20434-0442 282 6 
20435-0915 ~ 3 0 0  21 
20437-0259 144 9 44 
20438-0415 480 60 
20440-0024 02 26 
20440-0232 1 4 54 
20440-0105 1 9  13 
20444-0240 266 20 














































1.03L B 81 
1.OOL C BE 
1.OOL C D F  G 
1.45 E F  G CE 
1.34 CDCD AAAE 
1.08L BC AA G 
3.94 CC;MEAA 
5.57 BBED'AAAA 
1.00L BC AA 





i 7 5 ' 5  










































20446-0543 36.4 9 
20449-0940 57.9 52 
20450-0518 0.5 3 
20450-0655 2.5 17 
20451-0512 ~ 6 0 4 5  
4300000660 
0401 OOOO00 















1.00L B BC 
1.17: BBCE AAAD 0 
1.90 C F D ,  
2.27 C C C  CGBA 
1.55 C F  I DC 
E L  B AH ' 1  U11631 144816 KO 
M-01-53-010 
144824 K2 
M - 02- 53 -006 
144829 K5 
i I  
2 1c 
1 ,  1: 
1 1c 














1.00L B BCN 
1.lOL 0 B 
1.07 F MHH 
1.00L c BL 
1.72 F B C 
1.46 C C  I B D  
1.31L C EGI 
1.77L D G CO 
2.22 C HKEC 





3 5  
44-28 51 



























1.OOL BC AAI 5 
1.08L B B 
1.99 C MC 
1.95 BBCC AAAB C 
1.55 F D  BC 
1.60 C H DB 
1.25L B B 
1.OOL BCF AABE 2 
1.71 E D C  
1.00L C DH 
3 1; 









ii - 2 i  
41 -29 
47-26 








20472-0030 16.0 41 
20473-0519 118 .31~  
20473-0926 19.9 I C  
20473-0619 22.3 2E 74 
'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Contusion Processing. 4) Netghbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
176 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Density Flags 
Right Ascension: 20h47m22s-20h59m13s 
















c 2  





8 1  
1 














c 1  
2 
2 























46.4 24 41-30 
5.8 25 43-29 
6.4 34 46-28 
8.6 27 45-28 
12.8 21 43-29 
25.4 57 38-32 
44.8 35 47-28 
53.4 53 42-30 
58.1 17 43-30 

















































































0.8 30 46-29 
2.7 39 48-28 
12.6 40 48-28 
14.4 53 45-30 
24.1 34 46-29 
24.9 45 47-29 
31.7 22 46-29 
15.2 29 39-33 
20.8 33 45-30 
35.2 22 45-30 
39.3 11 48-28 
42.7 31 47-29 
44.3 31 48-29 
46.6 17 41-32 
52.4 7 40-33 
11.6 47 47-29 
30.3 13 40-33 
56.0 35 44-31 
2.6 0 48-29 











12.4 16 49-29 
20.3 56 48-29 
30.6 23 46-30 
33.8 39 49-28 
34.9 36 49-29 
43.7 47 42-32 
48.3 3 45-31 
59.1 49 46-30 
3.0 45 45-31 

















(Not Color Corrected) 4 - I  I I V 
IOo Pm I Flux Corr A Confusion k S 1 
Uncs Cwf  R Flags' S 2 # T 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(9 (") 1 b C') C') 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 9  
.25L 
1.23L 
















































































































144856 K5 20473-0959 22.9 44 38-31 
20481-0519 8.0 49 43-29 
20481 -0051 10.7 20 47-27 
20483-0038 21.4 56 47-27 
































































































1.45 E D B D 
.93: CD F B C  
2.25 D D C 
1.67 D F K E  
1.30 E E F E  
1.17L C BB 
1.OOL B F  AAH 
1.18L C B J 
4.22 CC AA 
























































































20488-0548 482 47 42 29 
20488-0304 Lo'5I 0 1  45128 
soaa9-09ii 58.3 IO 39-51 
20490-0930 1-1.I) E /  38-31 
20490-0450 2.3 49 43-29 
I %E% 
7600000000 
20491-0136 9.3 8 46-27 
20492-0156 13.5 48 46-27 
20493-0629 I 19.2 I 1  30 42-30 1.33L C C H  1.60 C I I C 1.OOL B B D  A A B  
1.33 E C 
1.15L C D 
1.OOL BC AAB 
1.OOL BC AAM 
2.16 CC CB 
1.25 D D 
3.44 CC E l  AA 








2.23 D L DO 
2.23 D DCB 
1.13LD AK 
1.20 F F 0 
1.OOL C MCG 
1.OOL BBC A A B  
1.45 C C C 
1.52 D ME H 
1.OOL C B 
2.36L C I DO 
1.68 C E B 
1.36 C J HC 
1.OOL B B C  A A B  
1.32 C MH B 
1.OOL BF ACE 
1.OOL C EA1 
2.34 D I ED 
2.62L D NEEF 
1.OOL C CG 














47 - 28 
40-31 
44-30 
45 - 29 
47-28 
46-29 




48 - 28 
48 - 28 




45 - 29 
39 - 32 
46-29 
45 - 29 
44-30 





.95: C D  MBO 
1.75 CC J E B A  
1.OOL B B B  
1.28 D DE 
1.06 C K C 
1.00L E D 
1.94 D L DF 
1.OOL BDC AACE 
1.15 C J E B  








1.08 E D D  C 
1.17 D 0 
2.35 CC AB 
1.OOL BC AAEH 
2.08 DC I H F B  
1.OOL B AD 
1.OOL F OH K 
1.67 CC GCB 
1.OOL B C  AB N 
1.50L C B 
1.OOL F B J  
1.OOL BC AA 
1.05L F B F  
1.06L BO AAF 
1.40 C EC 
1.OOL C BG 
1.72 C E C 
1.73 CC KCB 
1.OOL BO AD 






















































X2055 - 01 5 
144987 MA 
1.18L E CEG 
3.88 C KG 
1.77 D J 0 
1.OOLC 81 
1.OOL BC AA 
1.73 D DHE 
1.OOL BC AA 
1.61 C G 
1.11 E H C  
1.20 D I J H E  
145006 K2 1.08L D CGF 
1.93L BC ABNJ 
1.21 D E E  E 
1.18L C CD 
1.67 F MJ F 
1.65 DB I BB 
1.28L C J B C  
2.26L C CH G 
1.OOL BC AB F 







.81 E DI 
1.21L C B 
1.OOL B E  AEHL 
1.35 C K L C  
1.41 C E K C  
1.OOL CF BCHK 
1.11L E C L  K 
1.96 C F J C  
1.00L CBC AAE 
















'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 fim; IO) Hlgh Source Density Region 
L 
Right Ascension: 20h59m17s-21hl l"37" 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Janrky) 
25 wm 60 pm 100 ~m 
Declination: - 10"- 0' 
V 
F I ~ ~  torr A 



















































































































C t C 
B A G J M  
C CK 
C GJ B 
D MBG 
D G F 
C C G 
D A F I  
D CI 



















31 4 57 
574 34 































36 7 '29  
39 2 ~ 22 
41 0 19 
594 48 
599 20 
4 9  46 
74112 
302 44 











CC J B B  
DD BD D 0 
C A J D  
B D  AB 7 
BC AAH 3 
D M C 
CC DAA 
D B F  G 
F M C 























E HL C 
B BE J 
CD H L C C  
D J D 
C C F  E 
B AMNG 
D C 
BC AB 3 
































BD AC 2 
D GF B 
DDCC E F A A  
CF 1 LDC 
E CJ I 
D MNGD 
CE F C  













CE AB 6 
CL 
C K E D  
c B 
E C M K D B  
E H D 
E E  DB 
E E I C 












B AF H 
DC D F C  
B 8 I C 
D HH D 
BE A F E  E 
C D D 
D C J B  













379 4 i  
7 8  2; 
C 
A 
r t T  
L 
Confusion R S 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































20592-0311 I1751 1 46-30 
40 - 33 




48 - 30 
49-29 
46-31 
42 - 33 
44 - 32 
47-30 
40 - 33 
44-32 




48 - 30 
49 - 29 










45 - 32 
12-33 
46-32 
40 - 34 
45-32 
50 - 30 
43 - 33 
49 - 30 
42 - 34 
40 - 34 
12 - 34 
18-31 
19 - 30 
14 - 33 
50 - 30 
19-31 
16 - 32 
65 - 33 










50 - 30 
48-31 
45-33 
40 - 35 
46-33 
50-31 
45 - 33 
41 -35 
43 - 34 
47 - 33 
43 - 34 
51 -31 




48 - 32 
43-34 
46-33 




45 - 34 
43 - 35 
50-31 
49 - 32 
46-33 
49 - 32 
41 -36 
50-32 
45 - 34 














































































































































































00 7142 21005-0329 32.8 1 
21007-0753 143.5135 3600000000 
1500000000 145054 KO 
145057 KO 
1.15L C B N 
1.03L F B J J 
1.57 D GH D 
1.06L CC ABF 0 
1.OOL CC AB 5 
1.69L C B I  
1.00L B AC 


























































1.98 cc cc 
3.01 D B  
1.63L C I CB 
1.31 D J G  
1.45 F J E G 
1.00L BD AB I 0 








1.60 C E C 
1.73 C D 
2.18 C M C 
2.12 C MB C 
1.24 D F C 
1.OOL B D  AB 1 
1.47 F B 
1.OOL CD AB N 6 
2.11 F G  
1.56 D B 
145101 K2 
TX AQR 
21045-0756 31.7 56 
21047-0221 46.3 9 
21047-0058 47.5 1 
21048-0616 48.3 42 
21049-0021 158.s57 
1.16L C DE 
1.38 F MC 
1.OOL B ACD 
1.53 D I 
3.11L B B C  AABl 0 
1.OOL B D  AB 1 
1.80 E B 
110 D E 
119 D KB 




DO 7189 21051-0138 ~ 7.41 1 
21052-0410 15.4 23 
21055-0536 30.2 36 
21055-0053 33.7 41 
















TMSS - 10556 
21058-0601 49.0 15 
21060-0029 2.9 51 
21060-0711 1 4.3128 



































































































21105-0544 31.1 5 i  
21105-0120 133.61 E 















1.83 I D (  C (  
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
178 
Riaht Ascension: 21 hl 2"03'-21 h24m17s 
Flux Density 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flags Position (1950) I 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21 121 -0037 
21 121 - 0908 
21121-0728 
21123-0157 




42 - 38 
44-35 
49-32 
46 - 34 





42 - 36 
49 - 33 




43 - 36 
43-36 




47 - 34 
42 - 36 
43-36 
41 -37 
44 - 36 
46-35 
44 - 36 
50 - 33 
46 - 35 
45-35 




48 - 34 
42-37 



















52 - 33 
48-35 
45 - 37 
44-37 
42 - 38 
42 - 38 
47-36 
49 - 35 
46 - 36 
50 - 35 
50 - 34 
43-38 
46 - 36 
45-37 
52-34 













49 - 36 
50-35 


























































































































































































































































































21 135-021 0 
21 136 - 0925 
21 138 - 01 02 
21 139 - 0945 
145247 F2 1.15L D F  DD 
2.30 C F D 
1.00LB AH 
1.2OL BBF AABJ 
1.72 EC MBC 
1.33 D E E 
1.32LC 81 
2.30 C K B 
4.96L BD B E  
1.00LB BF 
145250 K5P 
145251 J11712 MO 
145257 KO 21 140 - 0049 
21140-0808 
21 140 - 0755 
21 140 - 01 46 
6501000116 
6400000008 
0400000000 145259 KO 
21 142 - 0605 




2.19 F F D 
2.12 C D 
1.95: CD AB 
1.26L C G 
1.12L B AE H 
2.27 C D B 
1.63 D M C 
2.21 C B  
1.01L BF AF K 
1.61 E J B 
U-01-54-008 
145265 KO 
21 146 - 0844 
21 146 - 0955 
21147-0717 









1.OOL BC AB H 
1.78 D K K B  
4.81L BC ABG 
1.OOL E B 
6.49L D DL 
1.36 C KB 
6.00L F F K  
1.OOL C CI K 
1.09: C F  CBB 
1.72 D N F B  
21154-0221 
21 156-0747 




21 161 -0606 




21 162 -0639 
21 164 - 0830 
21164-0557 
21170-0056 
145288 KO 6.72L C D 
2.49 C K J B  
2.66 CC AB 
1.69L C FGHL 
2.78 D J E C 
7.81 DDCC ECAA 
1.39 D D  DB 
3.43 F N F D  
3.19 D GHC 
1.28 D F 
21171-0757 
21 171 -0859 
21 172 - 0602 





21 177-01 53 
21 179 - 0340 
21181-0921 
21 182-0722 






21 193 - 0932 
21 194 - 0943 
21 199 - 0550 
21201-0353 
21 202 - 061 7 






U -01 - 54 -012 1.OOL C C DF 
1.24: C E E C C  
5.70 CC LBAA 
1.00L BC AB 
1.OOL B AD 
1.72 D KK B 
1.87 E D 
1.OOL BD AE 
1.OOL F D H  
1.19L C AI L 
7G 2117-01 



















2.04 E F C 
1.14 E I D 
1.14L B B 
1.15L C CJMC 
4.10L B C  A A  
1.43 BC D AAHE 
2.55 E D B 
1.OOL C CD 
1.OOL B B I  K 




21 202 - 0300 
21 202 -0244 
21202-0932 
9500000138 I 145352 MA 

































3.81L BC AA 
3.37L BDE AABK 
1.OOL B F  AE 
1.00L D CI 
1.61 CC AB 
4.54L B B J  
1.38L C D 
1.21LC c 
1.39 D ME 
2.09 C M D 
21 208 - 051 9 
21212-0647 
21215-0211 - - _  





21 224 -0737 
21224-0450 
21224-0229 
21 224 - 071 9 

















1.32L C EL 
4.06L C A 
1.56 D F 
1.OOL C BCF 
1.32 D I C 
1.OOL BC A B  
1.OOL BC AA 
1.OOL F L D 
1.02L B AB H 




21231 -0401 I 119 F KF G 
160 C EGC 
1 OOL B B 
120 D J E  
131L B AF 
IOOL B B G  
180 E L E D  
122L C D 
232 E I B 
151 CC K D B  
21233 -0024 
21233 - 0242 
21237-0154 
21238-0130 
21 239- 0609 














21 242 - 0601 
21242-0734 
21242-0714 
'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conflrmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
I 
L 179 





























































1.60 , cc 
1.25 C 
1.WL B 
































D E E D  
c c 
C B K 




BD AE F 
C C A A E D  
C I HB 
2 
3 




















































BC AB1 H 
BBCC A A A B  
B BH 
















10.4 39 47-41 
43.9 37 49-40 
44.8 47 54-38 
47.1 10 48-40 
56.8 36 53-38 
4.9 1 51-39 
33.2 35 50-40 
12.9 57 55-37 
20.6 28 49-41 











34.3 43 54-38 
58.4 21 50-40 
1.7 14 55-38 
25.0 12 46-42 
52.9 57 46-43 
54.2 19 49-41 
55.4 55 50-41 
15.2 49 51-40 
15.4 2 46-42 











D D C 
CC J B B  
CC AB 
C D G B B  
B D  AB D 
CB J F B B  
c B 
C LCC 







































6 3  18 
80 41 50-41 
365 26 46-43 




571 7 50-42 
4 5  38 52-41 
























B AG J 
CF J HAB 
D D C 
E KCC 
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Rags 
C 
A S P  
T Name Type (") Mag 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 





































































































































































































































































































































































































46 - 38 
50-36 
51 -36 
48 - 37 
51 -36 
50-36 
53 - 34 




52 - 35 
49 - 37 
43 - 39 
44 - 39 
48 - 37 
47-38 
46-38 
46 - 38 
46 - 39 
53 - 35 
























































































































































































































1.05L D AC B 
1.08L C CE 
.79: CC L CD 
1.00L BC AB 
1.18L C B I  K 
1.07L B B J 
2.34 CC BB 
1.00L C B M  
1.00L C CF 














13 1 145434 K2 21269-0841 
71270-0525 1.00L C CE 
1.04L C E 
2.47 C G C 
1.00L C B H  
1.47 C DKG 
1.65 CC KBC 
1.00L C I K B I  
2.43 CC L A B  
.97 CC I BD 
1.37 CC HDC 







































































21 304 -0143 
21306-0530 












0500000100 21 339-0516 












2501 0001 00 
2480000040 
0300000000 
040WWOOO 145588 KO 
M-01-55-004 
























145652 MB 54-39 
54 - 39 
47-43 2401 000000 







2401 1 00120 
3400000020 























'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
180 



























































































































































6 9 ~ i  
6 8 '  
69 
68 


































































































2 9  
126 











41 7 50 
558 28 
5 2  7 




3 7  31 
6 7  28 
188 27 











1 3  46 
1 8  54 
4 6  59 
8 0  56 
41 7 46 
442 13 
5 7 0  52 
9 1  12 
306 8 
422 45 
2 8  1 
4 6  14 
4 6  50 
132 19 
54 I 45 
4 4  23 








C L B F  
C AK 
C B N  H 
E E 
c L c 
IOOL BC AA 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 0 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































21 488 - 0228 
21491 -0508 




21 499 - 0756 
47 - 44 
52-42 
57-39 
49 - 43 
55 - 40 
52 - 42 
57-39 
56 - 40 
48-44 
48 - 44 
49-43 
53-42 
56 - 40 
51 -43 
49-44 
53 - 42 
47-45 
51 -43 
50 - 44 
54-42 




52 - 43 
55-41 
53 - 43 
47 - 45 
50 - 44 
54-43 
55-42 
50 - 45 
58-41 
54-43 
49 - 46 
52 - 44 













54 - 44 
60-42 
51 -46 
58 - 43 
59 - 42 
60 - 42 
49-47 
59-42 
60 - 42 
57 - 44 
56 - 44 
50-47 
57 - 44 
56 - 44 
60-42 
58-43 




54 - 46 
57 - 44 
59-43 
54 - 46 
52 - 47 
53 ~ 46 
56-45 
57-45 




52 - 47 
59-44 
59-44 
59 - 44 
56 - 45 
57 - 45 
59-44 
57-45 
57 -- 45 
57-45 
60 - 44 
52 - 48 
60 - 44 
61 -43 
57 - 46 














































































































































































































































1.OOL E D  AB 
1.OOL B C  A A E  
2.81 F E  
1.OOL B D  A B  
1.OOL D C 
2.34 CF E B E  
1.70 D J E 
1.07 D I F 
1.OOL B A H  G 
3.96 CCC BAA 
145715 K5 
145721 G5 
304 CC B A A  
102 D B 
IOOL E D  A D  
304 CC K K A A  
249 CC J B B  
1 OOL D B 
102 CE F B E  
106L C B L 
123 C D  CC 
116 E J C 
207 C L GE 
1 OOL C C N 
1 OOL C BH 
IOOL E D  A D  
lOOL BC A A H H  
lOOL D C J  























145757 8 K5 M3 
21541 -0759 
21 537 - 0459 




































4.50L C C 
1.49 D D D 
1.61 C N MB 
1.00L C A I  
1.OOL C D  A B  
1.OOL C DC 
1.52 E F 
1.24L C B 
1.03L C C F  









'21 9 ' 3 2  




1.OOL C B K  
1.08L AGJ 
1.04L CC A B D  
1.03L F CB 
1.05L C E F  I 
1.OOL B D  A C  
1.OOL B D  A D  
117L C B D  
1.50: C D  BC 
.93: B B C D  A A A D  
22008-0038 
2'2008-0556 145838 KO 
145840 MA 
145842 MA 
22009 - 0742 
22010-0801 
22011-0503 
22014 -051 2 













1.50 CB C A B  
1.OOL C CH 
3.78L C B F  
1.OOL B B 
1.OOLB A D  
1.02L D B E  H 
1.2OLC E C  
1.OOL BCC A A C  
1.13L C D 





22028 - 0947 
22030 - 01 04 
22032-0033 
22034-0320 
22034 - 0344 
22036 - 0932 
22036-0342 
22039-0350 
22040 - 0040 
22041-0232 
22042 - 0059 
22044 -0822 
22048-0026 














1.02L F C 
3.46 D K D 
2.06 C B 
1.OOL CBC A A B  
170 D I I B  
2.71L C C D  C 
lOOL B E  A B  
1.01L C B D  
2.27L C B J K 
1.OOL C A J  
UW AQR 














22059 - 0452 
229 D E D 
1 OOL D D 
1 OOL B AGF 
138L C E H  G 
1 OOL C D 
137 CD CDF 
159L C B M 
149 E G 
107L D B 
278 D J G 
145890 K2 
145892 K5 
































X2206 145906 -039 GO 
ZG 2206-01 
22068 0355 
22068 - 0747 
22068 0153 
22070 - 0207 
3.53 C MF 
1.OOL c B 
2.39 DC F C C  
C G  D 1.61 
1.OOL B D  A B L  
1.34L D B 
1.49 D J I C 
1.86 F J D 
1.94 E H L 
1.OOL D ADE 
145908 MA 
8490 M3 22070-0215 22070-0452 
22071-0357 









22087 - 0832 
22090-0115 
22090 - 0039 
22090-0438 




22099 - 0139 
22100 -0458 
221 07- 0000 
2600000000 
1500000000 145946 K5 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm, 10) High Source Density Region 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
69 
Right Ascension: 22h10m5W-23h03m57s 
Position (1 950) 
2 
Associations Flux Densitv Flags 
loo Pm V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
1.00L 
1.02L 






C A J 
BD AD 
C CC 









375 53 62-44 
481 60 62-44 
5 4  60 57-46 
134 15 61-44 
167 2 58-46 


































DC I MCA 
B E  AD 
C AH 
CC I BC 
C C L K  


































B J F  
MH 

























































































C D D J B B  
















































































































22576-0039 367 1 
22580-0228 1 9  57 
22580-0005 I 421 1 22589-0458 565 50 
22592-0407 ,161 4 
22593-0257 21 9 12 
22596-0052 152Zi 7 
23003-0405 2361 19 
23017-0657 46 71 37 















Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(I) C') I b (") C ' )  (7 
25 urn 60 em 











































































































































































































































































































































i o  






i o  
13 
10 





































































































22108-0154 50.6 6 60-44 
22110-0554 5.7 43 55-47 
22112-0442 14.8 2 57-46 






























































































































































































































































































1.00L i . i g l c  / A H  cc - 












59 - 47 
55 - 49 
52 - 50 
60-46 
53-50 
53 - 50 
59-47 
56-48 
55 - 49 
53 - 50 
55-50 




62 - 46 
62 - 46 
60-47 
58 - 48 
62 - 46 
56-50 
60-48 
62 - 47 









58 - 50 
63 - 47 
62-48 
54 - 52 
55-52 




63 - 49 
62 - 50 
60 - 50 
58-52 
55-53 
55 - 53 
59 - 52 
57-53 




56 - 54 
71 -51 
70-53 
73 - 52 
73-52 























































































































































M -01 -57-006 
22203 0214 




22220 -- 0825 
22220 - 01 26 
22225 - 0645 
22231-0512 











22286 - 0240 
22286 - 0648 
22287 - 0310 
22296 - 04 19 









128 E F E 
l 0 0 L C  CM 
1 OOL c 
101 F i t E  D 
139L C DCCC 
315 CD L AA 
100L D AC 
lOOL CE AD 
148 F D  FDD 
187 EC CB 
144 DD BC 
105L C BC G 






































:%!- ~iz H 
1.OOL B AD 
1.00L C DN 
1.00L c c 
.78: CDI I  F A B  
7 1  66 
6 I 68 
6 68 
9 6 8  
8 68 
1 0 )  68 
146144 K2 
146149 K5 





































22509 - 0040 




lOOL BCF AACJ 
lOOL DD ABH 
lOOL C AB 
lOOL B AC 
1 0 0 L E  D 
107L BD AB 
176L B F  AC H 
136L C 
327 C D ~ F F B B  
~ O O L  BC I A A  c 
TMSS 00525 
146440 M4 













23019-0729 541 29 
23021-0526 107 7 
23022-0329 158 54 
23025-0757 331 55 
23026-0634 I407 43 
23026-0801 41 5 35 
23027-0004 145 11 46 
23035-0341 302 15 
23039-0830 574 22 
23039-0005 576 54 
66-50 





3.16 D MI HB 
1.06L C B F  hi 
1.41 CC CB 
1.OOL c c 
1.OOL DD AB 
1.OOL c B 
1.62 FCC CBC 
1.1OL C G Eb 
1.31 F K F  
2.16 CD J J B E  
146494 K5 
M-01-58-017 
146496 FO 66-56 
68 - 57 
66-58 














'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5)  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw)  
182 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 
Flux Densitv 
Right Ascension: 23h04m4Q6-23h45mOI 











C B H  
C B 






























F C C  A A B l  
CC GAA 
DE B E  
CC KGBB 
BE A A M  
BC A A F  
C AF 
CC I CF 
c B 





































































CF J B F D  
E F  DAG 
F D D  HAAA 
C B E M  



















3 8  
37 80 55 














1.64L B C D  
H L B B  
HHEA 
BG 
B C  
B M  
A C  
B 
B E  













1.79L B D  
1.OOL F 





k%Llc C D  
1.OOL B 
1.35 E F  







B I  
I HDB 




B J  
K DG 
AB 
B G  ADBE 
CB 
AB 
C C K E D C  
AE 








































































98 C D  
150 DC 
134 DD 
1 OOL C 
145 DC 
173 C D  
232 C D  
432 CD 





F E A  
B B  
F B A  
KFAA 




















B L  
B B  
L EB 
AADF 

























N F E  
EBA 
B M  k 
F B B  
L B A  
N I  CA 
A E L  
F A P  

















































F C F  








E B  
CAP 
L B B  
E J  
BC 


































ZG 2344 -00 
146911 KO 
5 i4 i iLO626 
23424-0056 
23428 - 0225 
23443-0910 
23444 - 0043 
23451-0102 
34 7 59 
26 1 20 
48 6 24 
183 21 
26 7 32 
9 3  19 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A Sep 
# T Name Type ("1 Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coordr SMJSMN 0 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































231 10- 0728 
23117-0619 
231 17-0300 
231 19 - 0002 
231 22 - 0758 
65-59 
66-59 























































74 - 56 












75 - 56 
79 - 54 
69 - 60 





69 - 60 
71-60 
74-58 
74 - 58 
80 - 55 
78 - 56 
69-61 
68 - 62 





























































































13 146651 K5 
13 146652G5 
13 146658 KO 
23198-0230 






23224 -001 6 
23239-0653 
23246-0949 





80 - 57 
75-60 





































17 I 67 
9 1 67 
104 1 
















261  27 72-64 
267 12 72-63 
13 146733 KO 








































23293 - 01 21 





84 - 57 
77-62 
83 - 58 








73 - 65 





80 - 63 
82 - 62 





































1 7 2  6 
' 257 '11  
374 19 
145 36 
195  21 
407 50 
8 1  67 2 
8 67 2 























































6 67 2 
15 67 2 
5~ 
67 2 
7 67 2 
9 67 2 
8 67 2 

















89 - 58 
83-64 
89 - 59 
88-60 
80 - 66 









23394-0429 12641 39 
23395-0345 32.8 4 









43L ' 23406-0011 I380113 
140000000C 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Si)  at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm, 10) High Source Density Region 
183 
Riqht Ascension: 23h45m 10s-23h59m246 
~ 
Position (19.50) 
Declination: - 10"- 0" 





2356-0350 6 4  
23566-0424 370  
(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN tJ 
































23469 - 0549 
23483 - 0223 
23485-0247 
23489-0341 
23490 - 0249 
23566-0833 412 I C  
23570-0246 1 17135 
23570-0610 5 6  24 
23572-0033 122 35 































































































































6 9  
.40 
















































































F I U ~  Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs C o d  R Flags' S 2 
2.28 CD HAA 
1.OOL BF AEGK 
1.57 CC B B  
1.OOL B C  ABD 
2.56 CD F B A  
1.00L C DG 
1.64: EC MECB 
1.oOL C AE N 
1.71LC A K 
1.07L D B 
1.28L D DEBG 
1.21L c B L  
1.00L'C C M  D 
1.OOL~C B G  
1.20 DDD CBBF 

































































4-01 -01 -012 



























































*&ofuson Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2 3) Contusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
I 184 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Posilion (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty 
Name 
s coords S M J S M N  e 
h m. , (I) c') 1 b c') (") C) 
C 
A 
F T  
(Not Color Corrected) H I 










Flux Corr A Confusion 
Uncs Coef R Flags' 
358 40 84-71 
425 48 75-75 
567 18 87-70 
426 28 75-75 
523 10 80-73 
7 3  30 73-76 











42.0 3 86-71 
43.3 28 88-71 
53.6 41 83-73 
42.0 52 86-72 
27.4 40 71-77 
0.4 23 75-76 
4.8 40 80-75 
57.5 57 91-70 
2.6 17 83-74 
59.3 40 89-72 
9 6  
190 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PKS 0000-197 1.OOL BD AC 
1.OOL c c 
1.38 D CB 
1.05L C AI 
1.49 DC BC 
1.13L B AD 
2.87L BCC AABB 
6.59 DDD FDAA 
l.lOL D F G  

















































































1.OOL C GBE 
1.OOL BC AA 
3.68 DD GDAA 
.74: E D  C D  
1.OOL C BG 
1.OOL BCF AAF 
1.06L E E CF 
1.00L c B 
1.OOL C B M  
1.64 OC CD 
147081 MI  
M-02-01-025 





n n n ~ 4 -  1 ~ 5 1  
66 2 
68 2 








1.OOL C BK 
37: BBCD AABC 
1.79 DC HBA 
17.85 CDD CAAA 
2.34: DD AA 
1.23L B AD K 
2.53 DC AA 






00004 - 1306 
00085 - 1223 
00086-1217 

























































































































































nolo1 - 1 I 17 
147144 K2 
TMSS - 10004 
147153 KO 
539- G 3 Sb 
147169 MO 
1.OOL BC AAD 
2.11L CCC AABD 
1.OOL C B J 
1.64: CE BC 
1.OOL CCD AAAH 
1.OOLC AH 
1.11: CC K B B  
1.78 CC F B C  
1.71 E H K H  
1.44 F NM D 
. . . .. . . . .
00106- 1727 
001 19- 1957 
00121-1912 
00121-1505 
001 36- 1146 
00141-1049 














































































































76 - 79 
89-75 
81 -78 







539- G 5 Sd 
539- G 6 Sb 
147208 GO 
M-02-01-052 
M - 02 - 02 -001 
1.78 DD J B B  
2.97 CC J AA 
1.46L C MBB 
1.74 CD MAB 
1.03L C DG 
1.20 C GNB 
9.37 CDD MBAA 
1.28 C J E 
1.12 D F G F  









































KO01 7 - 184 
147221 KO 
147223 G5 
539- G 8 E 
00174-1830 
001 75 - 1758 
00176-1320 
001 90 - 1957 
00193-1534 
001 97 - 1452 
1.63 C C 
2.72L BD AB I 
1.OOL B AF G 
3.56 CD GAA 
1.89 CC KBA 
2.71 CC DKAA 
1.31L C CE 
1.OOL E E 
1.2OL C I I BJ 








00202- 181 5 
00203 - 1229 
00205 - 161 2 
00209 - 1909 
0021 1 - 1700 











1.00L BC AAD 
1.OOL C C H 
1.35 DC GCC 
1.57L CE AD M 
1.OOL BCD AAD 
1.OOL B F  A D H  
1.OOL CE AE 
1.OOL C BG 
1.OOL E DI 
1.86 BCDD AAAD 






M -03 - 02 -01 4 
M -02-02-01 7 
00254 - 11 56 
00255- 151 2 
00255- 1322 
00260- 101 6 
00266 - 1 152 
00267 - 1520 
00270 - 1521 
00275 - 1 123 
00276-1013 
00286 - 1045 
00290 - 1046 
00292- 1336 
00294 - 11 44 
00295 - 1830 
00298 - 1855 
00301 - 1135 
00306- 1343 
00306 - 1325 
00328- 1850 
00330 - 1233 
00334 - I010 
1.08L C G C 
1.65 CC CC 
1.37L DD GDBB 
1.OOLB AD 
1.OOLF AJ 
1.66 DD NBB 
2.11 CC BB 
1.31L C HCC 
3.61 CC I AA 
4.58 DC AA 
147299 K2 
147302 K2 


















287 CC J D B B  
1.OOL F F 
1.00LE B F  
1.OOL CC AA 
3.39 CC FKAA 
1.12: C D K B B  
1.21 CC GCB 
1.OOL D B H 
1.94 CC FBB 
1.09L D MHFC 
M -02-02-049 
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1.OOL C CG 
2.11 DC EEBA 
1.OOLC B J  
1.60 CC B B  
1.44 CD G CD 
1.OOL C CJ L 
1.20: E D  BC 
1.OOL c B 
2.48 CC DAB 
1.52 CC K B B  
NO1 65 
147373 KO 
00S i i -  i i o i  
00360 - 1057 
00361 - 1541 
00363 - 1701 
00366- 1426 
147377 KO 
M -03 -02-030 
147382 K5 
NO178 
00368 - 1045 I
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm. I O )  High Source Density Region 
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59.6 47 110-77 
2.1 51 109-78 
10.2 40 110-77 
26.4 9 112-76 
59.7 20 109-79 
3.1 55 112-77 




00390 - 101 7 
00391 - 1707 
00395 - 1743 
00396 - 1034 
143.8 42 1 114- 75 
44.0 33 114-76 
5.7'36 111-81 
18.5 9 116-75 
31.8 371113-79 
39.5 4 i 117-73 
l O l L  CD AAN 0 
196 CC F A A  
322L BCD AAAE 0 
123L C ADJ 
107 DC G J C B  
lOOL CC ABM 0 
141L C CB 
1 OOL C B I 
143L C L B H  
lOOL C BE 
13 147423 KO 
10 M-02-03-004 
13 147430 G5 
0041 6- 1053 
0041 7- 1251 
00424 - 1225 
00428 - 1839 
00429 - 1309 
12.0 4 118-73 
i53.3561118-76 12.7 4  1 4 82
00432- 1054 
00432 - 1906 
00438- 1342 














00466 - 1245 
00469-1350 
00470 - 1 1 13 
1.40: CD B B  
1.36Ll F I DF 
468 I CD GLAA 
1.27 OD L A B  
1.OOL D HBL 
19.24L C CEC 
1.00L c B B  
82: CC DCD 
1 0 4 L C D  AB 0 
141 E F  KCE 





548 DD DAA 
I BF 
lOOL C DD 
135 I DC CD 
l 0 0 L I C  B 
207 CC AA 
213 FDC E A B  
lOOL BC AA 3 
lOOL,C A G 
1 22Ll OO  c E B 
030ionnooo 
nooooonnno I .91: CE BE 1.OOL C A I  M 
1.19L C BF I 
1.45 D N E A  
1.00L B F  A F N  0 
1.36L C L A D  
1.26: DE E A  
1.31 CC B B  
1.00L c c 
1.10 cc B E  
00496- 1006 
00507 - 1326 
0051 0 - 1955 
0051 2 - 1 i o 7  
0051 6 - 1626 
00522 - 1730 0100000100 
1.46 DC H J F B  
1.55 CC BE 
1.OOL c B 
1.19L C DB 
1.OOL BC AAH 1 
1.OOL F C L 
6.32 DO FGAA 
1.11L c c 
1.00L D MDF 
.88: CF FCE 
00534-1055 
00534-1132 
on540 - I I 02 
58.4 12 130-77 
114.8 13.6 59 18 1136-82 29 74
00559 - 1403 
00562 - 1 138 
00562-1954 
00568 - 1830 
00568 - 1656 
00569- 1430 
00570-1242 
00574 - 1742 
00576 - 1853 
00580- 1227 
00586 - 1906 
1.OOL C E 
1.OOL C D  AF 0 
1.OOL CC A A J  4 
4.14 CC F A A  
1.01L C C H  
1.oOL C J D D  
1.27 D GEC 
lOOL C J C H  
114 I D HA 
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2.64 DC GDAA 
1.07 CC CBB 
1.85L C EDC 
1.OOL C ADJ 
3.39 DO H AA 
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'531(31 133-73 34 
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1481 52 146-82 6E 






E D  iilLi E D  CC 
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0200000000 I 01015- 1358 
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,.o I 3  , , + - t o  9' 
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150.3(17 140-77 1 6: 
0300000000 I 01051 - 1155 
01 052- 1003 
01053 - 1746 
01056- 1200 
01 059- 191 5 
01060-1026 
01061-1719 
01064 - 1955 
01077- 1707 
01 079- 1634 
8 9  17 138-74 65 
155 10 136-72 3! 
181 36 145 80 31 
41 8' 7 138-74 1 41 [ ZI 43 ~ 149- 81 
5 5  50 137-73 ~ i; 
106 51 145-79 51 
284 31 152-82 43 
421 1 147-79'  35 
573 12 146-78 1 50 
lOOL C HHBG 
2967 CCDD B A A A  C iy:L~c CC J E A A  
93 DE CE 
lOOL BCC AAB C 
101L/BF A B F H  1 
112L C MBC 
1031 FDDD EBAA C 
lOOL D C N  









'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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01 1 10 - 1504 
01 119- 1447 
01 126- 1758 
0301 00001 0 
1300000000 
01 139 - 1348 
01 158- 1726 
01 162 - 1339 13 147731 G5 
14 542- G 3 SO 01 162- 1953 
01 163- 1939 
01 163- 1703 
01 165- 1719 
01 169- 1557 
01 173- 1631 
01 177 - 1000 
01 179 - 1 130 
01 181 - 1739 
01 182 - 1409 
01 192- 1201 
01 192- 1804 
01 202 - 1 107 
01 205 - 1 1 12 
01 209- 11 18 




01 222- 1555 
I14 01 40 I 161 - 78 






01 223 -I i s 0  
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01231-1451 
01243- 1319 
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01282- 1242 
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0131 9- 1604 
01 320 - 191 3 
01321-1555 
01322- 1545 
01 333 - 1 137 




01355-1814 31.8 39 175-76 
01355-1035 35.7 40 158-70 
01356-1307 376 28 163-72 
01358-1006 51.3 20 158-69 
01364- 1042 
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01 392 - 1 134 
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01 405- 1621 
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1.OOL c B 
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1.25 F K C 
1.OOL D B H  
6.59 DDD BAA 
1.OOL c CB 
1.30 CD I CB 
1.OOL D CE 
1.25L C B D  0400000000 
1.19LC B B  
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4.40 CC EDAA 
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'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm. IO) High Source Density Region 
187 
Right Ascension: 01h46m08"-02h19m296 Declination: -ZOO-- 10" 
~ 
Flux Density Flags 
V L (Not Color Corrected) 
100 prn FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncr Cwf  R Flags' S 2 
Associations Position (1950) 
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2.14 DC DAB 
IOOL BCD AAC 0 
2.lOL C BH I 
1.OOL CF AB 0 
1.OOL BC AA 0 
2.04 CD FAA 
1.19L D L B  
1.75 CC J A B  
1.00L C CM 
1.24: CC J DD 
148066 KO 













































































































1.41 CC J DB 
.99: DD B B B  
1.OOL F E J I  L 
1.OOL C CF 
1.38: CE LHDB 
1.05L D BD 
1.17LC F H  
4.47 DD GAA 
1.OOL B BE 
1.28 CC BD 
01500-1647 5.0 34 179-72 
01504-1257 25.4 38 171-70 
01504-1710 127.9 32 180-73 
01509-1631 154.2 321 179-72 
148078 A3 
01522-1001 15.4 38 167-67 
01523-1823 22.3 48 185-73 
01527-1004 43.3 32 167-67 
01531-1959 9.5 33 190-74 
01534-1722 27.2 42 182-72 
01537-1637 42.1 27 181-72 
74 
1481 04 G5 








1.OOL C HDL 1 
1.31: DC E B B  
1.11L D B 
1.00L C A 
1.93L CE AC J 0 
1.OOL CD AB 1 
1.OOL CE ACL 0 
1.05L D B 
1.OOL BC AAD 0 
1.54L C B F  
01537- 1917 
01 540 - 1532 
01544-1032 
473 47 188-73 
0 1  47 178-71 
272 40 169-67 
426 7 169-67 
525 56 181-71 
540 11 184-72 
191 36 171-68 
491 55 179-70 
6 0  50 176-69 
548 37 190-72 
'572 45 182-71 
144 57 173-68 
i354 23 184-71 
497 14 183-70 
333 52 181-70 
367 0 191-72 
5 0  13 171-66 
308 14 187-71 
344 9'175-67 
457 59 175-67 
248 30 187-70 
1264 6  22 17 1182-69 73 6

























































































17 69 2 
15 69 2 
11 69 2 
12 ' 69 2 
01 579 - 1621 
01582- 1155 
01 595 - 1648 
01 598 - 1634 
02005 - 1532 
nznn6 - i 929 
1.54 DC MCC 
1.20 CF EBE 
1.23L C C 
1.01L C CJ J 
1.OOL BE AD 0 
1.08L C DD 
2.26 CC F B A  
1.OOL BC AB 1 
1.18L D E D  
1.OOL BC AA 0 
148161 K2 
148163 KO 
1481 70 G5 7 59 2 
I O  69 2 
11 69 2 
10 69 2 
13 69 2 
8 69 2 
0201001000 
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02024 - 1731 
02024 - 1531 











6 69 2 
12 69 2 
12 69 2 
1 OOL BCc 
145L / A A z D i  1 
1 OOL E G 
119L F B 
02031 -1816 
ozo3~-1nz7 
15 69 2 
10 69 2 
7 ,  69 2 
11 1 69 2 
7 1  69 2 
15 69 2 
12 69 2 
1481 98 M2 
148201 KO 
14821 1 K2 
148228 G5 
0 2 0 j 9 - i i 4 i  
02044 - 1922 
02045 - 1556 







02060 - 1 145 
02063- 1737 
02063-1801 
02069 - 1948 
02069 - 1022 




02082 - 1600 
02087 - 1932 




02105 - 1932 
02108- 1555 
02108-1621 
02124 - 1659 
02127-1338 
2 9  36 176-66 
226 42 188 70 ~ :i 
i a 7 I  01189-70 37 
1.16: C D F E D  
1.74L BC AA J 0 
1.OOL BCD AAB 0 
10.97 CDDD B B A A  0 
17.94: CC F CA E 0 
3.03L C B F 
16.32L CEF BACF 0 
3.17 CD HGAB 
3.82 ,FCCC HAAA 1 






































































1545 31 194-71 63 
567 21 174-65 29 
105 2 174-65 50 
138 48 186-69 88 
159 10 174-65 27 
506 22 175-65 56 















44 3 51 194-70 
565 1 175-65 
9 8  52 193-70 
116 41 190-69 
423 49 190-69 
352  40 195-70 
509 33 186-68 
529 23 187-68 
269 25 189-68 

































1.OOL C A 
1.OOL C AH 
1.00L BC AAM 1 
1.00LCE AD 0 
1.29 D CD 
2.02L C E H  
1.58 1 DF G ED 
1.OOL C BEK 





544- G 27 Sb 
0500001000 
o~ooooonnn 







M- 02-06- 057 
02137-1209 1439 35 180-65 58 
02140-1134 5 2  54 179-65 22 
02143-1630 185 57 189 67 47 
02155-1818 321 51 193 68 i 78 
02156-1608 369 361188-67 62 
02157-1758 420 4 192-68 62 
02157-1421 441 53 185-66 23 
02158-1227 509 36 181-65 54 
02165-1945 340 50 197-69 40 
02167-1300 466 41 182 65 35 
02169-1050 593 50 l -  179-64 55 
02170-1847 4 7  56 195-68 83 
02171-1712 9 2  40 191-67 57 
02171-1617 103 54 189-67 37 
02173-1923 186 8 196-68 68 
02177-1431 423 13 186-66 46 
02177-1958 448 53 198-68 59 
02186-1309 387 41 1183-65 41 
02188-1059 515 9 179-63 46 
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1.OOL c B 
1.29L C CF 
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1.OOL C BF 
1.26L D B B  
1.65L C HLCC 
M - 03 - 07 - 001 
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545- G 5 S 
148342 K5 
'&nfuslon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) I 188 
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545- G 21 SC 
148411 K5 
02266-1650 391138 
02267-1845 471 24 
02269-1308 589 0 
02293-1443 191135 
02296-1944 385 11 
02297-1527 425 53 
02300-1340 2 7  51 
02302-1656 1 5 2  49 
02303-1138 235 3 
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E AB 
B C  J 
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E l  
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MCDE 
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3.9 31 201-63 
12.2 41 192-61 
15.9 27 196-62 
30.2 33 185-59 
37.0 10 199-63 
0.8 44 201-63 
18.9 15 189-60 
20.3 37 202-63 
44.2 29 191 -60 
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0231 1 - 1833 
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02338 - 1007 
02338 - I 1  23 
02339-1306 
02340 - 161 0 
02341 -1452 
02344 - 1552 
02351 - 11 14 
02358-1349 
02358-1601 
02365 - 1431 
02367 - 1002 
02371 -1205 
02371 -1140 
02376 - 161 8 
02378- 1356 
02382 - 1543 
02383-1521 
02388 - 1008 
02388 - 1802 
13 148550 F5 
10 M-03-07-057 
101 M-02-07-075 
0241 1 - 1457 
02412-1624 
02414- 1501 
0241 7 - 1404 
02417-1242 
02422 - 1944 
02422- 1511 
02427 - 1547 
02427 - 1326 




13 148576 KO 
02429-1754 
02430 - 141 2 
02432- 11 18 
02432 - 1524 
14 546- G 15Sb 
13 148587M2 
13 148589 K2 
2400000000 
2100010100 I 02433 - 1534 
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02446 - I i 39 
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02455- 1240 
02455 - 1925 2/
?. 25. 60, 100 pm, 10) High Source Density Region. 'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 
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12.3 2 193-54 
28.7 32 197-55 
52.5 38 206-58 
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43.9 59 192-53 
44.3 3 192-53 
26.1 41 195-54 
27.5 17 192-53 
31.9 56 207-57 
CC 
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J F B B  
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GJGC 
E F C  
JCC 
03102-1246 16.9 46 
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03110-1027 4.8 20 
03112-1526 12.9 33 
03112-1639 14.8 40 
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02571-1408 
02571 - 1349 
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02579-1139 
02580 - 1720 
02580-1136 
02580- 1347 


















35.0 44 198-58 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confuslon Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Conftrrned Sources (PH). 5) Nelghborlng Weeks Conflrmed Sources pw) 
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Right Ascension: 03h12m03s-03h37m15s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
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C F  BD 
C CE 
B A 
C B K  
CC EAA 
BI 






































































CC J C A  
CC N E B B  
CC MLBC 
CC B B  
E D ' J  E B B  









































B A G  G 
E D L  
CC L B B  
c B 
DCC DAA 
BED A A B  
c B C  
C D 
B I  































C B H  
BC A B  F 
B D  B E  
D H D 
BC ACH 
CC F A A  
BC A A K  
F C C  B F A A  















































cc  B B  
DE G CC 









































B H  
c L c 
C B 
CC E K B A  
cc B B  
CC F F A A  
B B 
D I C 











548- G 35 Sc 










































C I DD 
FCCC E B A A  
C L E  
B I  
D DJ D 
D DF 










CC L G A A  
D D D 














1 7 0  
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031 20 - 1223 
031 22 - 1 125 
03127- 1400 
031 28 - 131 0 
03132-1604 
031 33 - 121 2 
031 36- 1651 
03137-1010 



























































































































































































































































03151 - 1753 
031 55 - 1037 
03163-1426 
14 547- G 28Sa 
32 XO315-141 
03163-1844 
031 64- 1314 
031 64- 1544 
03 165 - 1255 
03169- 121 7 
03 170- 141 0 
03171 - 1135 
031 74- 1935 
031 77- 1410 
031 78- 1216 
///il 5.6 6 1 1197-52 200 3
11.6 25 196-52 
24.6 22 208-55 
42.4 42 200-53 
2600000000 
0200000000 I 03178- 1919 
03179- 1500 
03180- 1535 














































03245 - 1 149 
03249-1852 




















2 9  










1400000000 03260- 1422 
03261 -1322 
03265-1219 
03271 - 1500 






03272 - 1250 
03272-1756 





03288 - 1448 
03292 - 1742 
03293 - 1505 




03301 - 1523 














0331 6 - 13 13 
0331 6 - 121 6 
03318-1619 
03320 - 1943 
03321 - 1523 






















03327 - 11 22 
03331 - i i i 4  
03331 - 1440 
03332- 1 107 
03335-1121 
03338 - 1923 
03343-1441 
03352- 181 6 





22.7 33 203-50 




















14 548- G 6 1  SB 
14 548- G 62 E-- 
03370 - 1035 
03372 - 1641 
03372-1850 
150 17 209-51 
11 5.31 55 I 21 0- 51 
I
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Coniirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Declination: -20"-- loo 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 03h37m20s-03h54m49s 
Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 Pm 60 I* I"'' 
Position (1950) I 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 















































































































































































256 CC ';;'I EC 
146 C 
146 C 






I D D 
MG 
















































132 ~ C 
l 0 0 L  C 
132 D 
B 
D J G  
BG 
CB 
B D  
A A A D  
AH 
C E 









lOOL B D  
140 D 
143L E 
l 0 0 L  B 
1 OOL F 
IOOLI C 
IOOL B D  
131 , CC lOOL,C 









F E B  























332  4 202-45 
557 44 209-47 
565 55 205-46 
0 6  12 203-45 
5 9  55 205-46 
168 25 207-47 
187 1 207-47 64 
189 21 208 47 51 
417 291211-48 41 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 0 
(I) ('7 I b ("1 (7 I H  N C A # T  12 pm 
~ 




















































3 4  
.84 
2 4  
.25L 
.92 











































































































































6 9  
2 1  
.27L 





































































































































































































































































































































03378 - 1523 
03379-1945 






















































































03385 - 1630 
03388 - 1054 
03392- 1427 
03395 - 1 1 15 
03396- 1709 
03398- 1838 
03399 - 1607 
03400 - 1720 
03401 - 1338 
03402 - 1500 
03403 - 1326 
03403-1905 
03404 - 1 708 
03404 - 1858 
03405 - 1304 
03409- 1649 
03409- 1710 

























































0341 6 - 131 5 
0341 7 - 1430 
0341 9 - 1800 
03423 - 1024 
03424 - 1629 
203-47 
204 - 48 
209 - 49 
199-46 




209 - 49 
209-49 








204 - 47 
209 - 49 
b4 -03- 10-042 
149141 K2 
03425-1000 
03427 - 1958 
03430-1847 
03430- 1737 
03431 - 1754 
03432- 1531 
03434 - 1748 
03435 - 1907 
03436-1241 
03437 - 1342 
03437-1215 
03438-1002 
03439 - 1807 
03440- 1351 
03441-1735 
03443 - 1642 
03446- 1437 
03446 - 1048 
03449 - 1529 
03451 -1511 
03452 - 1740 
03455-1843 
03456-1515 
03460 - 1 327 
03464 - 1740 
03466 - 131 7 
03471 - 11 16 
03479-1102 
03480-1424 
03482 - 1650 
03483- 1056 
03484- 1827 
03487 - 1 307 
03491 - 1533 
03492- 1718 



























































38.7 10 31 
59.8 











22 208 47 
42 I201 145  




131LIC B J 
126 C H D 







































549- G 30 Sb 
149236 G5 
549- G 31 Sb 
X0352- 146 
03509 - 1834 
0351 0- 1041 




0351 6- 1235 
03519- 1728 
03521 - 1920 
03521 - 1435 
57'211-47 
34 201 -44 












6 85 3 
11 80 3 
88 80 3 











































48 ' 203-45 
29 210 47 
3; 1 
18 84 2 
27 84 2 
i o  82 3 
71  85 3 
8 85 2 
21 78 2 
n ? w - i 7 3 6  31 4 54 210-47 29 8 
r m 7  1147 7'207-46 25 4 
4419111-44 55 8 































n%<6-1514 1547 41207-46 40 12 
149267 K5 
149275 K5 
&%-1344 1 7 3  321205-45 23 6 
03541-1303 , 8 8  58 204-45 46 11 
03548-1841 1496 47 212-47 45 10 
'&nfusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Nelghboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Right Ascension: 03h54rn56s-04h15m23s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 












B A D  
D 0 
C L GB 
DCC H B A B  
c c 
C D  C D  
B B C  A A A F  
D H E 
CCC D B A A  






















B D  A E  
B C  AC 
D DCH 
DCC DOAA 




CC J C C  


























B B C  A A D H  
D C 
B B  AAI  
D B 
BC A B  H 
DC L H C C  
C GAD 
C D F  
B A D  











C H C 
B B  J H A B  
CC L C C B  
CC H C B  
F D I  G 
B D  














C C  L C C  
B B F  
C I F 
C K J D  
B CDI F 
D H K G  
C D  B B  
C BK N 












C C D  
c BC 
DC B B  
C I B K  
C B 
C J D 
E C  A B  
B F  A E M  
F C 












F L D 
D D K 
C E E  
BBC A A A F  
CC H AB 
BC DBC 
CC AA G 
C CGKM 











BC A B  
CCCD B B A A  
B C  A A F l  
C I  H 
D I E 
C MG D 
C D  E BC 
C H D 
D GD 











D E  
B AK K 
C J B G  




CC E E A A  
CC AA 
B C  A A H  
(Not Color Corrected) 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































549- G 40 Sb 
149283 K5 
149284 MO 
157.1 6. 154 11 1202-44 1 - 7 
42.1 0 205-44 
49.6 53 211-4E 











3.06 CC J BA 
.97 F D 
1.16: BBCC AAAA 
1.OOL c B 
1.62 CC E B B  
5.00 DCC BAA 
1.86 D J B G B  
1.00 E M K 
1.OOL BC A A E  






























































































































03571 - 1242 
03573-1233 
I 5.21 11201-43 
549- G 44 Sc 
149299 G5 
346 1 212-46 
0 4  42 202-45 
9 3  55 204-44 
181 15 204-44 
320 10 211-4E 
42 8 37 201 -42 
467 48 204-44 





















549- G 49 Sb 
M-02- 11 -01 I 
149337 8 MO K2
M -02- 11 -01 2 
149345 50 K2 M6 
149351 G5 
0401 0 - 1041 
04013-1337 
04014- 1151 
0401 5- 11 18 



















































149377 K 5  
04035- 1025 
04037 - 1451 
04037- 1846 
04054 - 1221 
04058-1719 
04059- 1345 
04061 - 1407 







04077 - 1907 
04079- 1336 
04080 - 1 138 





04084 - 1523 
04086- 1429 




04091 - 1605 
04094 - 1235 
04097 - 1724 
041 03 - 1724 
041 05- 11 14 
04106-1531 
04107 - 1248 
041 10 - 1225 
fl4l I 1  - 17dR 
550- G 9 Sc 


































37.7 11 210-42 
42.4 36 206-41 
4.0 18 206-41 
6.1 41 206-41 
7.0 48 204-40 
13.3 35 215-43 
28.4 10 212-43 
46.8 9 210-42 
46.9 27 209-42 
51.9 31 206-40 
149464 K5 
KO41 1 - 128A 
149466 M3 
550- G 17 S? 
149472 M I  
149471 K 
- . , . . . - . -
041 11 - 1030 
041 12 - 1931 
041 14 - 1737 
041 17- 1607 
041 17- 1509 
















149473 M I  
PK 206-40.1 
149478 KO 
54.8 28 211-42 
55.4 54 206-41 
0.9 50 204-39 
1.4 19 214-43 
7.9 31 208-41 
15.8 44 204-40 
39.8 59 204-39 
43.0 32 203-39 
44.0 21 211-42 
















041 27 - 1008 
041 27 - 161 8 
04134- 1257 
041 35- 1541 
041 35 - 1845 
04136- 1 144 














I 0.41 71210-41 
550- G 18 Sb 
TMSS -10065 04153-1013 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
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5 2  








46 205 38 
2 213 41 







40.0 5 204-38 
15.4 9 215-41 
23.5 38 213-41 
24.7 46 211-40 
27.6 58 210-40 








4 5  17 209-38 
145 17 206-37 
277 59 210-39 
350  38 208-38 
355 41 215-40 
377 38 217-40 





















Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 






















































(Not Color Corrected1 
25 p n  60 pm 
(Jansky) 
V L 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
12 pm Sep 






















































































































































































































































































































































































041 56 - I 106 
04157-1837 
041 58 - 1258 
041 58 - 1630 
041 59 - 1445 
04161-1921 





























3 7  
4.80 
.68 

























































































































































































149524 I49 3 K5 O 
I49525 K5 













2.31 C C  L B B  
1.35 BBCC AAAC 
1.70 C EB 
1.00L c 
1.00L D ?L 
1.34L D F 
3.81 DC E J  AA 
1.22L c c 
1.03L C J I  BF 


























- . . . . . . . . 
041 75 - 1231 
041 76- 1031 
04176-1735 
041 77- 1850 
04179-1031 544 40 205 38 
04182-1304 125 261208139 
04183-1751 187 34 213-41 


































6 2  
.28L 
.34L 





















































3601 01 0000 
1500000000 
0400000000 
04213-1158 20.8 21 207-38 
04217-1252 47.7 58 208-38 
04221-1357 I 11.4 l l  30 209-39 .98: OD MDC 1.14 D C 1.11L C F D J  
1.51 C D E 
1.66 F J C 
2.53 F C C  EAA 
1.54: CC KFDE 
.93: CF DBF 
1.37L BD A B L E  
1.40 CC CB 
K0422-145 
4Y ERI 




04232-1717 15.6 46 213-40 
04233-1002 19.1 24 205-37 
04235-1251 30.3 27 208-38 




MLO 0423 - 199 
M-02- 12-01 8 
149647 04251-1244 11 5 23 208-38 




04258-1517 48.8 28 211-38 
04259-1216 54.2 12 208-37 
04259-1744 57.1 31 214-39 

















M -02- 12-023 
551 - G 7 SB 
149667 MO 0 4 2 6 -  1730 113.8 I 42 I 214-39 
04265-1936 142 33 216-40 
04262-1010 4 934 17.761 157 9 31216-40 05 36
04265 - 1505 32 9 20 21 1 -38 




M -02- 12-028 
149674 B3P 
M -02-  12-029 
04267 - 1240 
04267 - 1309 
04269 - 1 028 
04270 - 1036 
04270-1449 
04270 - 1424 
04271 - I008 
04273 - 1023 
04274 - 1236 





















M -02 - 12 -030 
04278- 1342 
04282 - 1 726 
04284 - 1557 








9500000008 I 04288-1445 








M-02-12-033 04293 - I I 48 
04298 - 1225 
04299- 1035 
04300- 1024 
04300 - 1851 
04302 - 1722 
04302 - 1 750 
04303 - 1505 
04303 - 1 350 
04305 - 1407 
04305 - 1342 
04307 - 1238 
04309- 151 7 






3 5  
























209 - 3€ 
212-31 
149722 KO 
I 'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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47 21 1-35 
2 218-37 













































Flux Corr A 






# T  
(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN IJ 
6)  ('7 I b ('9 C') C) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
IM) pm Sep 























































































































































































































































































































































l e  
28 
2E 
l f  

































































































I C  
1: 
36 







0431 0 - 1447 
04310- 1333 
04311-1846 
0431 1 - 1454 
0431 2 - 1324 
0431 3- 1649 
04313- 1038 
04315- 1323 












































































































































































































































































































1 B O  
149725 KO 
0431 0 - 1333 
5 5 1 - G l 3 S c  
M -02- 12-039 
BB AA 
C MEC 
BD AE H 
D L K D B  
B D  BC 
















































































































































































































3E BE I 
cc I B B  
J E F  
B B  I L B B  
3BB AAAB 
D EMC 
C F F J  
F H  I F  
c c  







04327 - 141 9 M-02- 12 -042 
04330-1251 
04332 - 1535 
04333-1334 
04336-1100 


















B A A A  
A 
EC 




04344 - 1310 
A0434-10 149760 K5 3401001000 
9501000048 
9700000000 
04346- 131 8 




C K J M B  
C C D  
- c  
SC AC 
E J B  
D F DE 
B B  DBB 
3 8  A A I  
3 E D  
149767 K5 




04354 - 1939 
04355-1825 149773 KO 




B B  F B B  
CD BC 
BC DAA 
2 DD J 
E GC 
3 CF 
3 B  
3BD AAC 
3 BF 
, . - . . . . ._ 
149779 KO 
149781 KO 





04361 - 1430 
04361-1716 
04363- 1421 
04365 - 121 3 
04366-1326 








04378 - 131 9 
04380-1319 
04380 - 1504 
04381 - 1608 
04381 -1518 
04381 - 1746 
04382- 141 7 












4 8  
3 8  
C 
A F  0 
CD 
H E  





F B C  




M -02- 12-055 
M -02- 12-056 
c DCI  DE cc
D I  E 6600000040 





04389 - 1402 149825 KO c IDJ 2500000008 
4fi00000000 04390-1132 
04390-1309 
04391 - 11 56 
04392- 141 5 
04392- 1446 






04403- 101 5 
04405 - 1600 
04407- 1000 




0441 3 - 1 I23  
04414-1216 
nAAl7- 1913 
C J L E  
F D F  
C F C  
D DC 
CC J B E  
C J H C  
C HKCG 
BC MJBA 
C M K C  







6441 8 - 1845 
04420-1245 
04421 - 1158 
04421 - 1058 5600000000 




04436 - 161 4 
M-03- 13-004 
41 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Conflrmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm, I O )  Hlgh Source Density Region 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 fim pm 100 prn 
Right Ascension: 04h43m42s-04h57m206 
Position (1950) 
V 
Flux Corr A Confusion k s 













CD I CB 
CC KBD 
c BC 
D B F H  
CC J BC 
C AM 
CC KCE 




















































B BD H 
C BE 
D GF J 
C DM K 
BE BG 
D F C  
B J  
B B  AA 
B AFMJ 
DC HDBC 
CC K F C C  
C KCE 
CC B B  
B AEI  
F CKI  F 
D E D  







































































































































































































16.3 2 216-34 
31.0 23 214-34 
32.6 3 218-35 
3.6 39 217-35 
18.4 19 218-35 

















































































OD L I  BA 
DE DE 
BC AB G 
D I E 
BK 
C L C 
D E G 















D AD E 
C H E 
c c 
C CG 
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i R  
04437-1231 
04438 - 101 8 






04444 - 1340 
04445-1253 
























































































































































04461 - 1948 





04463- 161 5 





















04473- 11 14 
04473 - 1351 
04474-1149 























































04503 - 1212 
04505-1006 
04506 - 1826 














0451 4 - 1207 
04514 - 1633 























04528- 161 3 
04529- 1306 
04530-1629 
04533- 121 8 
04535- 1228 
04537 - 101 4 
04537-1233 
04539- 131 3 
04540 - 1204 






6500000008 I 04540- 1552 
04544-1618 
04544 - 1040 
04545- 1237 
1-14546 - i 139 
2.22 
.88 















04550 - 1 1 12 
04561 -1738 
04561 - 1501 






























04567 - 101 7 
04567 - 1308 
04568-1220 


























14 552- G 4 2 S O  
'13 150058 N8 
4600000000 1 101 M-02-13-031 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Nelghbnng Hours Conllrmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Conltrmed Sources PW) 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 
F D  
HC 
E D F  
AB D 0 
AHF 0 
ADM 2 
J D B  
L D  
B B  




C G  EB 
E G  
E B  
CGF 














































































































































































































1 7 0  
V 
Flux Corr A 
















Confusion R S 
3 
3 
















E C  
A L L  
F B E  
C 
D 
D D  
BD 
C F  
CC 





L F C  
ABGH 0 
F E B B  
GAB 
FBB 
C H  E D  














































F D  




N E D  


























B B  
ABD 
F C  
D C  
C L G  
AF 
GC 
K L C  
B E  






C C  
BC 





D M  E 
AE 1 
EGDC 
D M  D 
AB 4 
DG 
















15 212-28 E D  
CB 







D D  
B B  
K J C  
E E  
c c  
D D  





















C B  





C D  
BK 
E K  C 
KCCB 
F C C  
E C  
BF 
L J B C  
F G C  





















(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
I C 0  pm 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(s) C ' )  1 b C')  (") 0 
I2 pm Sep 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































04573 - 1035 




































5 1  
.25L 




















































































































































































































































i52- G 44 Sb 




04581 - 1748 5500000240 





04587 - 1749 
I50080 K5 
I50083 G5 
d -03- 13-051 
04590-1309 
04590 - 1043 





04594 - 141 9 
04594-1100 
04594 - 151 4 
04594-1401 
04594 - 1830 
04595 - 181 3 
04596-1549 
04598-1747 









0501 7- 1401 
0501 7 - 1354 




05023 - 1500 
05024- 1941 
05024 - 1956 
05024- 1800 
05025- 101 8 
05025-1433 
05026- 1 41 7 
05030 - 11 56 
os031 - 1632 
d KNl091 
150086 G5 
6-03 - 13-052 
i52- G 49 Sb 
I50091 K5 











































































.4 1 : 






























05033 - 1924 
05035- 1002 
05041 -1652 
05044 - 1737 
05046- 1958 
553- G 3 Sc 




05051 - 1233 







I501 56 GO 





40505 - 16 
05055- 1330 
05057 - 181 5 
05058 - 11 28 
05059- 1509 






















0400000000 553- G 7 SB 
I501 70 G5 




05063 - 1533 





05069 - 1752 
05069-1031 
05070- 11 10 
05070 - 1210 
05072-1 104 
05072-1000 
05073 - 1050 























553- G 13 S. 
(0507 - 121 















960000013E 05080- 1008 05083- 1252 
05084 - 1356 
05088 - 1759 
05089 - 1204 
05089- 1228 
150200 K2 
'Conlusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
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'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
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'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm. I O )  High Source Density Region 
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'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
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C A F 
E C 
C G D 
B HCB 
C E 
B BK F 
C L E A J  














C F E E  
BE AC 
E D  AC 














303 53 218-13 
37.4 7 223-15 
40.3 46 220-14 
46.4 22 220-14 
48.6 56 221-14 
2.2 21 222-15 
8.8 33 227-17 
13.7 30 225-16 
14.3 5 222-15 
16.6 33 220-14 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 8 
(5) C') 1 b ('9 (''1 (7 
25 prn 60 prn 
























































































































































































































2 7  
.25L 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































06043 - 1653 
06043-1630 
06044-1236 







06044 - i i 4 2  
06045 - 1700 
06045- 11 10 
06046-1203 








06053 - 1 742 
06053- 1201 
06053 - 1332 
06053- 1257 
151138 K5 


























































































29.2 4 219-14 





















































06077 - 1024 
06079-1432 
06080-1654 
06084 - 1718 
151185 K5 
06085 - 1532 
06086-1459 
M -03 - 16 -01 8 
06085- 1531 
06086 - 1459 
06087- 1008 







6 4  
.25L 




































06091 - 1634 
06092- 1700 
06092- 1001 
06092 - 1050 
06093-1014 
06093 - 1224 
06094 - 1725 
06095-1312 
06095 - 1810 
06097 - 1429 
151198 K5 
151201 KO 
151 207 K2 
151208 K2 
060001 001 0 
06098 - 1601 
06098 - 1201 
061 00- 1028 
06101 -1659 
06101 -1448 
06103 - 1414 














061 09 - 1 143 






I 151255 M I  
4700000000 
9400100008 
I I 1  I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; I O )  High Source Density Region 
203 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 06h12m17s-06h20m04 
Position (1950) Flags 





































































20.9 I 9  220-13 
22.3 52 220-13 
27.1 41 224-15 
28.0 44 224-15 
31.8 52 218-12 
31.8 31 225-15 
33.3 17 219-12 
48.2 32 224-15 
51.0 7 223-14 




























42.4 9 219-12 
44.4 54 223-14 
49.9 30 225-15 
51.3 5 218-12 
55.3 31 219-12 
58.1 36 221-13 





















06188-1557 51 1 6 
06190-1401 3 0  17 






# T  
V L 
Flua Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncr Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 Cwrdr SMJSMN 8 
(I) ('7 I b ('7 (") (') 
25 urn 60 urn Name Type Sep (") Mag 























































































































































































































































































































M -02 - 16 -007 
.28L 
.36 








































































































1.88 C I F 
8.22L C CHI 
107L C BG 
2.20 D E L C  
1.34 C D F B  
2.08 D L C 
2.37 C K F A  
1.87 CB MDB 
1.30 D F F 





















































































































06134 - 1342 
1.OOL B C  AA 
1.93 C A F 
1.41LC B 
1.07L E E B  
1.16L BC AA 
1.18L C CE 
1.40L D J B B  
1.27L BC AA K 
1.67 C F C 
1.OOL C D F L  
151283 B9 
06135 - I 925 
06135-1207 
06135-1603 





































7 3  







































95 1 3 
941 31 
941 31 
151290 G5 06137- 1700 
061 40 - 161 3 
061 40- 1728 
061 40- 1150 
06141 -1539 
061 42 - 1322 
06143- 1729 
06143- 1138 


























































1.30L D C 
1.61 D I B  
1.73 D C 
1.12L C D H 
1.23L C DDD 
1.62L B B H J B  
1.85 E E 
1.68 D E E  
6.31L C B F  




06145 - 1506 
06145 - 1825 
061 46 - 1304 
061 46- 1213 
1.28L C N CG 
1.22L C B HH 
1.03L C C 
3.11 CB F A A  
2.28L C B K  H 
1.29L C D A H  
2.13L C EK 
1.32 D B 
1.00L B D  B D  





151 307 KO 
M - 02 - 16 -008 
151310 K5 
061 47 - 1045 
061 49- 1058 
061 50- 1109 
06150-1657 
061 53 - 1203 
1.71L B B J  
1.66 E D 
1.07L BO AB 
1.11L B B B  AACD 
2.41 DD KGHC 
1.70 C L F D  
1.49L D B 
1.06L B D  B F  
1.OOL B D  ABF 








061 59- 1845 
061 60 - 1701 
06161-1547 
1.06 D C 
1.OOL B B D  AAB 
1.50 C F E 
1.OOL B D  B B  
1.26L DC CAC 
2.55 C 0 
1.29L C B 
1.05L B C  AAE 
1.OOL B B C  AAD 
1.00L B B  AAC 
UY CMA 
. . . . . - 
061 62 - 1835 
06162- 1435 
06163- 11 27 
06164- 1031 
06165-1411 









151348 M I  
M - 03 - 16 -023 
RAFGL 912 
06165- 1701 
i f L  CCBclACAc CC EBC 
!.i?L B ~ FCF, 
a""""""L , " 
2600000100 -__ _ _ -  
121L D CD ~601000000 
1500000000 l 0 0 L  B CL  
l 0 0 L  BC AB 0 0600011000 
153 C B B 3600000100 
RAFGL 915 6619 BBCD AAAA 1 5303023400 
113 CD KBE 1400000000 
104L DC DBI  5600000100 
1 OOL B D  B C  2 4700000000 
123L C B 2600010000 
177 D I 6600000120 
157 CD HAB 1600000000 
3 15 CC L B B  3500000030 
231 C D E C  ~ 9600100000 




























: ~ O L  1 


























B E  A C  G 
B B  AAD 
C K D '  
B C  AA 
B C  AAC ~ 
C B  
B D  AD 
BC AAGl 
D D  
PK 221-12.1 
151412 KO 061 95 - 1949 
061 96 - 1202 
061 96 - 1236 
06197-1900 
061 98- 1024 
'228-15 54 98 21 
721-12 39 9 95 3 
1.94L C D 06000oO000 
1.60L B 9500020310 




251-12 29 5 94 3 
227-15 2 8 '  9 95 3 
219-11 55 10 95 3 
~ 2 2 4 - I 3  220-12 32 27 21 5~ 95 7






. . _  .25L 
1.63 .46 
.25L .31L 
5 9  .19: 
5.2 .25L 
4.62 1.83 
8.49L C ICH H 1 1 9500000008 
I 0 4 i  Bc A B C  3 i~oooooooo 
242 C H E 9701000110 
1 OIL CD 0 2500000000 
9501000008 !:k E B  I!!F ~ 0 ~ 0500000000 
06198 - 1538 
06198-1132 
06200 - 161 7 
06200-1002 
06200 - 1356 
igi99;; 9 94 3 
5 94 31 
3.0 50 
4.4 1 57 
'Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
204 
1 




Declination: -20”-- 10” 
Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
V 
FIUX Corr A 



























































;) ,$), “p”6d” 
D F J F 
B D  ACI H 0 
BC AA 0 
D MC 
BC MLBB 
D E B 
C D 
CE BG 0 
C B H  
C J D 
C FCL  
D I GB 
C KB 
B F  BE 0 
B A I J 
E BG 
CCD AAB 
cc B B  
C N D 
D ABK 


























































A A B E  1 




























































































































































































































































































C F CG 
D C 
C C 
CBCC AAAA C 
BC AA G 2 
C D 
D DC 
BBC AAAB C 
BC AC N C 
























Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
Sep 
Name Type (“) Mag 

































































































































































5 1  
.4OL 


























































































06202 - 1255 
06204 - 1755 
06205 - 1 1 10 
06206-1547 
I 06204-1516 
151429 KO 06206 - 1027 









16208 - 1706 06208 - 1706 
06209 - 1 1 09 
0621 0 - 131 3 
0621 0- 1100 
06211-1407 151441 K2 
L4 -03- 17-004 
<0621-108 








9502102358 (0621 - 108 
151443 KO 951 6 3 
94 31 







0621 3 - 1858 
06214-1021 
06214- 1016 
0621 4 - 171 4 
116314- 1131 
I51 449 A5 
151450 K2 
06% 4 - 1626 
06214- 1502 




0621 6- 1633 
0 6 ~ 1  6- in44 
.46 
39L 






















06iGi-  1 i 30  
06219-1751 
06219 - 151 0 
06219- 1503 
0621 9 - 1 124 
06219-1614 































































































































06227-1428 I 151473 KO 



























































































I 151485 KO 06232-1621 
06232 - 1848 
186 1 BC DAD 
363 C B 
1 OOL c c 
284 CB EAA 
138L BE A D  0 
B B  I AA 
06233-1952 
06233- 1021 





06237 - 141 9 
06239-1301 
06239 - 1856 
556- G 22 Sb I 
151500 K5 
151 502 FO 06239-1427 
06239 - 1732 
06239 - 1920 
06339--14n4 
57.5 34 223-12 
58.6 28 226-13 
158.51 59 ~ 228-14 
1.41L C C 
1.16L C B 
1.06L C BD H 
1.34L C B E 
1.56 C B 
1.47L C CG 
1.56 C I B 
6.31L C B E  
1.14L D C H 
1.OOL B BF 
06%Q- 1646 
06240-1741 
06241 - 1338 
06241-1016 
06241 -1549 






1 06242- 1634 




06248 - 1738 
06248- 171 0 
1 151521 K2 06249 - 1505 
06249 - 1007 
06249-1424 
06250-1446 
06251 - 1354 
06252- 1522 
06253 - 1002 
06254 - 1925 
06254-1120 
06255 - 151 3 
1 151527 K2 
‘Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm. I O )  High Source Density Region 
h 205 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 06h25m33s-06h31m5: 























































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 




F I U X  torr A Confusion R s 












C D C 
BC AB C 1 
B B B M  
BG 
C DGBD 





















I 1.54L~ C 
5.87 'BBCC 
116L 'E  
7.66L C 








F D  
M C  
I E l  C 
D O  
AA J 4 
F I 
J C 









A I  
D 
F C  
AGKl  
B 

































C CG J 
B O  AB 1 





































30 225-1 1 
28 227 12 












BC AB 1 
BC AB 0 
B AC 
E DI 
D I E 
B BF L 
B €3 
B C  AB 0 
D M D 










AB A A F K  1 
DC AAG 7 
DCC L D A B  
F K H F D  
1.00LBCC AAB 1 
CCC B B A A  
BF ACMK 0 
BC AB 1 
C B D  J 








BD AC 2 
C L C  
C CHEC 
B AB 
C E H  
1.61L,E 
1.58 C 
















261 40 221- 9 28 
384 39 226-12l 92 
401 5 226-12 34 
407 56 220- 9 8E 
489 30 222-10 41 
501 31 227-12 1 51 
534 36 228-12 64 
595 40 225-11 87 
9 7  40 224-10 1102 
132154 225-11 8E 
1.52L,BC 




























1.23L B C  
BH 
AH 






HI J D 
AA D i 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































.4OL :::: j 
.4OL 
.4OL 




































































: ~ O L  1 












06258 - 181 7 
06258- 1136 
06259- 1301 


























107 55 224-12 
231 51 225-12 
i238 60 228-14 
243 56 226-13 
261 26 223-11 















06267 - 1520 
06268 - 1 138 
06268 - 1058 
06269 - 141 0 
06269- 1542 
06269- 1946 














1.65 1 D C 
1.36: CC CD 
2.63 C KH 
526L/BC AB 0 
1.53 D D 
1.08L B ACH 
2.191 1 67 C D D H
2.11 C GI F D  
3.21 C C 
06272-1935 
06272-1840 
06272 - 1 1 52 
06272 - 1400 
06273-1735 
521 N: 15 
06274 - 1620 
X0627- 11 9 
X0627- 115 
151570 KO 







06277 - 1545 
06977--1541 













































































2 2  
























151602 KO 4 
TMSS -10129 






4 06297 - 1801 
06297 - 1550 












06304- 171 9 
06304 - 1636 
94 3 

















X0631- 152 69 
06313-1537 
0631 3 - 131 8 
06314-1805 
06314- 1255 
21 2 48 225-11 
2281 18 223-10 
245 9 227-12 
264 2 223-10 




































0631 s- 1940 
06316- 1755 
06317-1014 








'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUSS; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confinned Sources (PH); 5)  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
206 
Right Ascension: 06h31m576-06h37m48s 
Flux Density 


























































44 222- 9 
21 223-10 













































35 220- 8 
25 221- 9 
12 228-12 
32 221- 8 
21 225-10 
27 227-12 






13 221- 8 
49 228-12 
48 220- 8 
31 223- 9 

















nw5 i - i zn f i  
460 2 227-11 
478 28 225-10 
506 47 226-10 
531 55 224-10 
572  41 223- 9 
26 9 223- 9 
3 2  25 228-11 
4 6  40 229-12 
7 1  58 226-10 
121 14 222- 8 
129 37 226-11 
170 11 221- 8 
172 27 220- 8 
222 24 223- 9 
282 7 229-12 
300  9 227-11 



































































48 221- 8 
37 229-12 
22 227-10 
1 223- 9 













28 221- 7 
38 226-10 
34 224- 9 
41 227-10 
52 222- 8 
24 228-11 
6 227-11 
31 223- 9 































56 223- 8 
58 224- 9 
21 222- 8 
11 221- 8 
52 225- 9 
6 221- 7 
47 225- 9 
24 225- 9 
40 224- 9 



















# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN fJ 
(s) ('7 1 b (''1 C') 
I 2  pm Y L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm M) pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 































































































































































































































































































































































































06322 - 1558 
06323 - 1300 
06324 - 1449 














































































2 6  






















1.03L C CD 
1.34 D E 
1.13 E F F 
1.04L B C  AA 
2.07 C E 
1.1OL BC AA 
2.33 C N C 
1.76 C I FC 







06326 - 1936 
06328 - 1002 
06328-1056 
06329-1846 
3.69 D DC 
3.01 E HMB 
1.14L BC AB b 
2.26 D H HG 
2.30 E C 
1.07L BC AB E 
8.OOL c B 
1.12L BC AAK 
1.37 C E 
1.61LC DE 
151667 K2 06330- 1032 
06330 - 1520 
06331 - 1754 
06331-1259 
06331 - 1059 
06333- 1901 
06333-1011 
06334 - 1302 
06334- 11 19 
06337 - 1835 
06338 - 1344 



































































































I C  




1.44L BB AAE 
1.34L B B  )AAG 
6.40L E B 
1.57 D K C 
f:i!L 1.68L C F ~ c G G ~  C 
























































































151694 G5 1.03L BE AEE 
1.43L C E E 
1.27L B BD 
2.24 C E L  C 
2.17 BBCC AABB 
12.11L CC EAAA 
1.46L DD AA I 
1.1OL CC AB 
1.39L B B  AADF 
1.OOL BBC AAE 
06343-1302 
06343-1036 121.71 9 I 221 - 8 
06343-1132 
06344 - 1656 




3 151697 K5 
541 
151700 KO 
151 702 KO 
EK CMA 
TMSS -10133 
X0634 - 176 
122.71 2 1 222- 8 
260 59 227-11 
284 39 223- 9 










06346 - 1846 




1.70 C L D 
1.50L C DC 
1.04L B B L  
4.26L B BF 
6.24L CBD AAB 
1.70 C K E 
1.21L B BDK 
1.41L C CF 
1.66L C BG 











94 ' 3 
98 3 
94 3 
9 4 ~  3 
:I 




9 1 8600 100000 
1 8700000000 I 2500000010 
1.61L C F  AA 
1.16L BE AE F 
1.41 D F  
1.17L BC AAJ 
1.57L C D K 
6.76L C E 
150L C MFD 
9.41 CC EEBF 
2.01 CC F F C D  











06352- i i 2 i  
06352- 1638 
06352- 1020 






ofin54 - I 658 
1.33 D H 
1.30L BC AB 
1.50L C D E 
1.12L B B B  AAC 
4.05L BBC AAC 
2.46L C D ML 
8.lOLB B C  
1.47LC BJ 
2.18 CC E B  
2.21 cc B B  
151726 K5 








151 730 KO 
0 6 % -  1539 
n f i 957~ i353  
06357-1148 14611561 222- 8 
468 55 224- 9 
475 43 225-10 
147 61 51 I 222- 8 06357- 1450 06357 - I 1  34 
06358- 1452 
06358 - 1222 
06358 - 1403 
1.29L C CF 
2.85: CD F AB E 
1.41L B CG G 
5.41L D I 
3.27 C HFB 
1.57 C K E 
1.21L BC AB F 
1.88 D MB 
1.85L C F K 




06359 - 1044 
nfi360 - I 950 .. . . .. 
06360-1651 
06360- 1245 
06361 - 1300 
06362 - 1653 
151 736 KO 
TMSS -20099 06363 - 1950 
06363 - 1005 
06364 - 161 9 
nm64-'1337 
1.2OL BCD AACD 
5.18L B C  AAH 
1.32L B BHM 
1.89 D C 
1.22L C DD 
4.31 CCC HCAA 
5.32L BE AAK 
1.70 D D 
1.55L F I 
1.44L C C 

















195 C GME 
134L BBE AABE 
5551. B BHB 
165L B F  BC F 
129L F K C  
230 CC HBB 
145L C D 
276 C LO 
148L BC AB 
206 CC DAG 
151751 KO 
151 754 KO 





'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm, IO) Hlgh Source Density Region i 
207 








Declination: -20"-- lo" 
35 222- 8 
42 229-11 
23 225- 9 
54 226-10 
50 227-10 
20 223- 8 
31 228-10 
P M I I I O ~  (1950) 











M C  
J C  








l l l L  BBD 
240 C 







l l l L  CE 
233 ID E 
181 
5 6 6 L B C  
151L C 
1 9 6 L C  
164 C 
222 D 







1 3 4 L B C  
176LIC 
173 C 








101L CC ii: 1 
325 D 
154L C 
188 ~ F 
6 5 2 L B F  
124 D 

















A A E l  
K E 








D B  
ABF 
B J  
DL 
D F I  








M J L G  
AB N 





B B  
CCD 
AAAC 
B I  
A A A B  
E H  
AA 
D N  ND 
L C 






C I  
AAB 
































16 224- 8 
5 222- 7 
58 221- 7 
9 226- 9 
7 229-11 
47 229-11 
0 225- 9 
11 224- 9 
49 221- 7 
3 228-10 
49 227-10 
31 225- 9 
59 224- 8 
7 226- 9 
12 228-10 
22 228-10 
47 224- 8 
9 225- 8 
1 225- 9 










40.2 16 221- 7 
42.1 56 226- 9 
43.7 1 34 224 - 8 
44.9 16 228-10 
55.3 21 223- 7 
57.1 55 226- 9 










26.5 53 226- 9 
33.2 18 229-10 
37.6 48 223- 7 
49.1 1 224- 8 
51.7 18 227- 9 
54.6 43 229-10 
57.9 15 223- 7 
0.5 20 224- 8 































B C  
GEI C 







115137 225 8 
271 501 223- 7 
349 23 222- 6 
3 6 0 ~  91229-10 
395121  229- 9 
Flags Associations Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
f T  
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs C w f  R Flags' S 2 
25 pm @I pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm Sep 
















































































































































































































































































































































06378 - 1 105 
06378 - 1854 
06379-1519 
06380-1543 

























































































































































































































































































06380 - 1250 
06381 - 1748 
06385-1736 342 221228-10 
06386-1543 1385 1 I 226- 9 



































































06388 - 1318 
06389 - 1 133 
06389 - 1018 
06389-1532 ..~.. 
06389 - 1834 
06390 - 191 8 
06391 - 1444 
06391 - 1358 
06393 - 1 003 















06400-1046 2.0 3 222- 7 
06400-1019 3.5 14 221- 7 












06402-1857 163 51 229 10 
06403-1253 120:9126/ 2241 8 














7 3602010000 2 0 0








06423 - 1926 
06424 - 1709 
06426- 1135 
06426 - 1320 
06427-1607 










6600001008 ' 6600100008 










06422 - 1639 
557- G 12 S. 
06424 - 171 0 
























































X0643 - 153 
17 5 99 4 
22 5 99 4 
28 10 I 97 4 
32 9 99 4 
27 14 98 4 







06431-1719 9 0  51 228- 9 
D M R I - 1 5 2 0  I 11 5 1  59 I 226- 8 
23 9 95 3 
46 29 93 3 
51 3 981 4 
18 5 99 4 
.4OL 
.4OL 











9.16L C C 
2.96 D NA 
7.641. B A H K l  
2.06L B , I B H  
13 151895A2 
13 151896K5 























11.89L B B C  
1.82L BD BDHH 
2.45 C B D 
1.59L B D  ED 
1.44 C l  NE 
1 . m  B B c  IAADF 
9400000008 
5iio0041 no0 
102 1 34 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) COnfUSiOn PrDCeSSing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed sources pw) 
~ 208 
I Right Ascension: 06h44m17s-06h48m56s 




18.6 3 8 ,  
































B B F N  
B D  AD C 
D B 
B B  AAI 1 
B D 
C E M C  
E G E 


















































C AC h 
C FGC 
D C C 










58 228- 9 
12 223- 6 
53 229- 9 
1 5 '  229- 9 
10 224 6 







































C H C 
BC AB 
54 7 
' 552  
584 
589 
6 2  
6 8  
1 9 6  119 
167 
189 





























C E M  
D CDNF 
C L DC 
B D  B E M  
B BC 
B A L  


































D C  
F J K F B  
CBCC AAAA 
DBC BAB 
C B F  
B L  
B BC J 
B O  ACI 
D B 
















































































































































B D  ABL 
c c 
E 
D E D 
B C  
C F J C  











32 228- 8 
5 226- 7 
42 230- 9 
0 222- 5 
33 224- 6 
6 223- 6 
7 227- 8 
59 222- 5 
44 223- 5 















C B E M  
CD E CD D 
B BDJ J 
BC AAH 
BC AA 











46.7 44 225- 7 
47.7 48 223- 6 
50.4 41 223- 5 
53.1 9 224- 6 
53.4 11 228- 8 
1.7 56 225- 7 
4.2 45 222- 5 
4.3 4 230- 9 
5.8 9 224- 6 












B CI I 
CCCO BBAA 
C DE 
D K D 
F F E F F  
CCC AAB 
C DB 
C D D J J  
B 81 C 








































CC AC H 










D M- C 






B B N  F 
D DI 
Flux Density I Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flua Corr 
Uncs Coef 
V L 
A Confusion A 















































































































































































































06442-1949 17.1 26 
06443-1915 20.4 55 




















































































































































































































































06453 - 1658 
06453 - 1 906 
06455 - 1707 
06455- 11 19 
06455-1840 
06456 - 1848 




06459 - 1 120 
06459 - 1 1 13 
06461 - 1125 
06461 - 11 01 
06461 - 1954 
06461 - 1837 
06462 - 1 122 
06463- 1614 
06463 - 11 28 
06464 - 1754 
06464 - 1650 















































































































































































06465 - 1609 
06465- 141 9 
06466-1518 
06466 - 1723 
06466 - 1622 




































































151 970 K5 
06467- 1545 
06467 - 191 3 
06466 - 1342 
06468 - 1 254 
06469 - 1 236 
06470 - 1240 
06470- 11 17 
06471 - 1320 
06471 -1651 
06472-1437 






06476 - 1 1 14 



































LI I I  
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
209 
Right Ascension: 06h48m58s-06h53m44s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 
V 1 
FIU Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 



























































































































58.2 46 227- 7 
59.4 29 223- 5 
5.6 39 229- 8 
8.3 59 231- 9 
8.5 17 227- 7 
12.6 32 228- 8 
20.2 7 224- 6 
23.2 48 224- 5 
23.7 13 223- 5 










8 7  
I 
39 1 222- 5 
8 224- 6 
2 230- 8 
51 224- 6 
37 230- 8 
23 226- 7 
12 227- 7 
36 230- 8 
18 223- 5 




































































































































I5201 5 KO 
599 N: 
13242- C 





































































































































































































































06493 - 1239 
06493-1208 
06493- 1106 
06494 - 1512 
.73 
30 


















































































































































































4.61 CBCD B A A A  
2.42L B B I  
2.28 F GE 
8.09L CC AA 
1.96L B B D  AAC 
2.75 D C 
3.67 E FDC 
2.45 D E K B  
11.88L D C 





































7.05L CB F B A E  
8.82L BC AA G 
4.57 D HD 
2.81L E C H  
3.89 B B E C  AAAA 
6.98L CF AB K 
8.98L B C  AB I 
6.52L B F  AB J 
8.86L D E 
2.80 C EEO 
joo 
152023 K2 





06496 - 1448 
06496 - 1534 
06498- 1834 
06498 - 1102 


















































































9.36L D C 
4.19: CD I B C  
11.66L C D 
8.68L F D 
3.36 D N B 
2.87 C F D  
8.24L E B 
2.81L B C  ABEF 
2.41L C B B  
7.84L BF AA 




























































3AFGL 4538s 06504 - 1206 
06505- 1629 
06505 - 1333 
06505- 1051 






5 7 0 L B D E  AAAD 
709L cc B B  
170L D BE 
339 D KC 
282 E A 
771L C DI GC 
235 D GHC 
314L C CG 
720L BC AAE 
8 1 4 L D D  BEHC 
273 D I C 
7 2 3 L B C  B B  K 
291 C D 
306 C MB 
189L F B K 
236L D C 
1129L C D 
694L C BK 
219L B B J  
260 C F C  
382 E GDB 
998L C B D  
293 E MF E 
255L c c 
2 3 7 L B E  ABH 
2 1 8 L D E  A B L D  
162L B B E  AAB 
182L F B 
9 5 2 L B B C  BAAG 
359 C D F 
1 7 7 L B C  AB E 
260 C GG 
2 2 2 L B B D  AAC 
225 C C 
152L B D  B C M  
560 D MCC 
408 C I F D  
234 D MA 
191L BC AB 
181L CC AB 
201 E C D 
202 c c 
167L C DE 
347L F D L 
265 D NE D 
2 5 9 L E F  AAK 
282L c B I  
217 D C 
216L BBC AAAE 





0651 0- 1524 
0651 0- 11 12 
06511-1858 
0651 1 - 1348 
0651 4- 1948 
06514 - 11 27 
06514- 1 1 12 
06515-1151 
06516- 1243 
0651 7 - 1309 
06518 - 1503 
06518 - 1158 
06518 - 1925 
06518 - 1041 
0651 8- 11 51 
06520- 1627 




06524 - 11 40 
06524 - 1252 
06524 - 1706 
06524 - 1522 
06524- 1405 








152087 MO 1 5620002000 






8 100 3 
7 100 3 





06528 - 1503 
06528 - 1405 
06529-1538 
8 99 3 
10 100 3 
11 98 2 
2 99 3 
10.89L B A D  
2.21L CE B E  
7.52L C B I 
1.85L BDD AAC 
10.53 DCE E B B A  
2.94 D GI C 
5.22 DB DMCC 
1.83L C 
2.22L D ABKU 











9 DN CMA 
X0653 - 106 















06530 - 1643 
-1040 Y YY .i 
21 99 3 
13 99 3 
6 99 3 
8 99 3 
6 99 3 
06534 - 1538 
06534 - 101 5 
06534-1647 
06534 - 1333 
06536-1253 
06536- 161 2 




38 5 100 3 
76 11 99 3 
17 5 I 99 3 
67 14 98 2 
53 8 99 3 
45 23 100 3 
27 6 101 4 
50 7 100 3 
72 33 ~ 98 2 



























'hnfuston Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Conflrmed Sources (PHI. 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
21 0 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 06h53m496-06h57m516 
Position (1950) Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 w 60 P 100 P V L FIUX Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 




















































































































































































































E F D  
BBC AAC 0 
C DD 
B BHMG 
B c L 
C BG 
BD B E  K 1 
ED CB 0 


















2 1  44 
7 3  1 
7 4  16 
9 2  55 
175 9 





















C N F E B  
BC ABKI  6 
BD ACI D 0 
DC J DC 
C I F B  
C AD 
D C 
C J C 
D G H 











C BE E 
c c 
D L D  
CCDD CABB 0 
BD A B F E  1 
A B  0 
BC AC 2 
CC AB 0 
E D 











C C DI 
BCC AAB 9 
C K C 
C K D 
C EB 
C KC 
D E l  
BD B B  1 
C DB 
D D 












































BC AA B 1 
C I HD 
D E F 
C FHC 
D D ME 
F DL 














BC AB J 0 





E I C 
D I CB 
C F C  































BC AB 0 
BF B B  6 
E DI  C 
C D 
E F C  
B C  A C  0 
BC AC 0 
C GC 





















































E G D 
C CE G 
BE BBD 2 
C C 
BD AD I 2 
C C 
BC E 
D F C B  
D HFC 












F I B 
C BC 
BD AB C 
C E 
C GHC 
BC B B  
C I D 
CC AAK 7 
D B J  
341L 
2 0 4 L B C  
275L 
788L 








BC AAG 3 
BC AA C 
AB C 
C C E E I  E 
C F K  






















51.8 I E  



























12 p n  Sep 








































































































































































































































































































06538-1656 49.1 25 
06538-1358 50.1 40 
06539-1659 54.2 15 






























































































































































































































06549-1129 55.2 60 











































































9601001 110 I 
152171 KO 
















































95C0211408 KO656 - 1 19 














































































































639 0 327 M6 
152221 MO 
X0657 - 1 16 
8500000008 I 
- 
'Confusion Flags: Q-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QTJAWTY 21 1 


























































































































































Flux Corn A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
M CB 
L I  D 
C G  B 
C L E  
J E B  
H D  
BF 
































e E C L  
I C  
I DCH 
C D L J  
cc 
AB 





















































































J B J  
CEBL 
L E A  
CD 
E B F A  
81 
F F F C  
B F  





















06594 - 1048 
06594-1113 
06596-1518 






28 0 34 
29.5 30 






















F I  B 









































I F E  
: 
D 
- D D  
E 










































































A E U  















F M  
1.54L C 
54.65LlE 














C F I  F 
BCB 
A A J F  
AB 
6 100 







4 2 8  




8 224- 2 1 21 1 
301 227- 4 32 1 
6 231- 6 
41 6 0 ; 2 1 0 8 1  25- 3 g '  
19 224- 2 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 0 























06579-1318 57.2 24 
06579-1123 57.9 € 
06579-1453 58.0 3e 
06579-1849 58.9 3s 
06580-1213 1.8 2E 
06580-1117 2.9 57 
06580-1943 4.0 47 
06581-1408 7.4 14 
0658-1931 11.0 4.5 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































3 2  













2 7  
.39 
.25L 

































































































3 6  
.25L 

























































2 4  
.4OL 2.51 
40L 6.25L 
: ~ O L  I 18.13~ 
06582-1512 113.7152 
06583-1153 20.1 7 
06583-1519 23.0 35 
06583-1416 23.2 41 















i C  
\BC 
3 E  
3C 
ccc 
06585-1446 133.31 1 .41L 2.44L 
2.40 Ll 10.77 6 64L 
.4OL 10.53L 
.56 6.02 
06586-1120 361 51 
06586-1751 (18 1124 
06587-1548 428 6 
06587-1324 463 49 
3 
cc 
C K  





06587-1434 47.5 31 
06568-1923 51.4 46 
06588-1114 152.1156 
06588-1428 52.6 53 
13336 





1 E G  
3DE DCCA 
I52242 K5 






06593-1148 21.3 47 
06594-1119 24.2 55 
06594-1108A 25.4 54 5293 
06594-1006 126:4133 
06594-llO8B 277 10 
152263 KO 
06598-1726 530 38 
06599- 11 31 155:9155 















07&3-1121 121.61 44 
07003-1100 221 23 
07004-1120 256 1 





















2 CE N 








1 2  991 3 
152293 K5 































0701 0 - 1943 
0701 0 - 1 147 
0701 0 - 1 143 


















964 145431 C 
6500001008 




0701 1 - 1755 
07011-1043 960110100C I I
Right Ascension: 07h01 "1 96-07h03m 18* 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flags 



























































































































































































































































C D  AB 
C A 
C I I B 
C HBB 
CCF HDEC 
B D  A C  
C F E  F F E K  
C D  F DBGC 



































C F E F D G  
E C 
BC AA 
C B F C  
D AE 
D DAE 
CBD F B A B  
BC A B L E  











B C  AB 
CD DCC 
C ECDG 
F B C 
CC A A K C  
D F  F E B A  
D CL 
B BG 
























CC B B E H  
B C  D AB F 
D L E B  
B B  BEGD 
B BDNJ 
BCCC B A A A  
EC CAHA 
F E  E D  
E CB 








6 6  3 
















CC A A L  
D GGG 
C M D 
D I D 
F C E  CCBB 
c c 
F F DBC 











E D  E B B I  B 
CCDF CAAA 
C K E I  E 
C BC 
C D  B A  














E F  E D E D  
F ECE 
DF E B C H  
B B K  I 
E E K C C  
E EE CDAB 
C C B F C  
B B C  AAA 










































B E E F  AAAC 
DC DBBE 
BC BCGB 
D K F 
BCC A B B  
F C D  B B B E  
BBCC DDEB 
E B 
B C  AB1 E 
C B E E  
07029 -1207 






























F F  HHCD 
F E C 
D J E H B  
DBD A A E E  
CCD DCB 
C B I 
C CBG 
B F  CK 
B C H J F  
Associations Position (1950) 
(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
# T  
V L 
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 
I2 pm 25 pm 60 pm 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9502001300 X0701- 155 












07016-1301 36.5 25 
07016-1116 37.9 4E 
07016-1156 39.1 47 
















07017-1221 146.81 4 
07017-1114 47.1 29 
07017-1410 47.7 58 
07016-1005 46.4 35 
07016-1601 149.51 50 
07016-1032 50.1 59 
07016-1023 50.5 28 
07018-1217 51.2 43 
5 3  













07019-1145 59.1 53 
07020-1440 0.5 13 
07020-1905 0.5 26 
07020-1022 13.1135 
















07020-1618 6.0 47 
07021-1059 I 62150 9662231 12C 
960123430C 
9701395510 




















1.77 07023-1017 121 4125 
07023-1621 
[ 01 57 07023-1053 240 42 07024-1104 244 26 07024-1102 245 40 07024-1041 254 6 ZED 089C 
ZED 089C 07025-1034 130:8131 











9701 16681 C 
7701000000 
960402250C 07025-1204 32.5 51 
07025-1631 32.6 49 
07025-1125 132.sJ11 
07025-1029 33.1 41 ZED 089C 
152335 K5 
S292 
07025-1304 133.41 17 
07025-1842 342 11 
07025-1343 34.3 14 














37028 - 1222 
zCC224.3-02 0 
,ED 069C 
07028-1100 51.9 5 
07026-1035 52.0 25 
07028-1349 52.3 9 











07029-1538 155.1 I33 
3296 
S297 



















I7032 - 121 I 
3296 
152357 KO 
670333313C I ~~~~ ~~ 
8501010006 




'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Conlirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm. IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIC,?NAL PAGE 13 
OX POOR QUALITY 
21 3 




















Declination: -20'-- 10" 
Associations 





D GI G 
OED GCCC 
D KCBG 
B F  A J  
BCE AAD 
B AD 




F D F I  
D E 
E E B  
C C A 
BCD AACG 











Flux Density I Flags 
C FGE 
F E  ECC 
DD E E F D  
D B 
D I D E N  
CC AC 
c B 
C E l  
F E  CDL 





































































































































































3 8  33 229- 4 
5 3  60 224- 1 
9 5 49 224- 2 
11 5 19 224- 1 
123 20 228- 3 
159 52 225- 2 
169 20 229- 4 











D E D  
D H C 
BEC CHDH 





































C C M  
B B  AA 
BBCF A A A B  
E LGC 
BCCC B A A A  
C I ND 
CD J D A A  
C B 
BD AC 











C MM D 
D I G  
ABC AAB 
B D BL  C 
C CF 
D F F F C E  
C C BCCG 
C HD 
D ED 













E BM H 
E F  B H  
D L F D C  
BBD AAA 
c BC I 
D I E 
C CKI  
















C B B  
C C F C  
CC DBDB 
B B J  L 











48 226- 2 
25 224- 1 
38 231- 5 
43 224- 1 
9 232- 
52 229- . 
58 226- 2 
37 224- 1 
13 227- 2 































CC I AA 
BC AA H 
CC G DB 
D L I C 
BC A A N  
DD I GC 
BC ABFC 
c B b 
BC F AAKC 
DF GBFE 
07061-1331 
07061 - 1856 
















07064-1032 244 4 224- 
(Not Color Corrected) 




# T  








































































































































































































































































































































07033 - 1033 
































































S O  
.40 
.311 

















2 7  
39.00 
251 
2 5 1  
















































































































































































































































07034 - 11 19 



























07034 - I018 




X L  0562 
569 
MRSL 224-01/1 
17039 - 121 5 
4ss 55 07040-1018 0.7 53 224- 1 
07040-1507 I 1.91 15 1 228- 4 





'K 225- 2.1 
07045-1746 
07045 - 1 104 
07046 - 1 1 15 
07046 - 1626 




































07051 - 1533 
07051 - 1646 
D7052 - I 1  50 
RAFGL 1074 
OCL 0575 
7700000000 I 07055 - 1548 
07056- 1537 















X0705- 118 7501344548 
57001 10000 I 07058 - 1224 
07059-1218 
07059-1031 



















97021 261 3C 
9545233340 
07060 - 1626 
07061 - 1323 












07061 - 1905 
152445 K5 
152448 K5 
CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conflrrned Sources PW) 
21 4 































Right Ascension: 07h06rn258-07h09rn4! 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 





30.6 4 i  
32.4 5i 










































































































































































































DC L J E E  
B C  A B  
F H F  E 







BCC A A A l  
B I AAP 
C F L E 
C J El- 
B EBME 
CC A A D  
C D  CC 
DD EDJ  F 
E D  B D  








9 4  57 










07076 - 1827 
07076-1426 
07076-1420 
31 8 35 
326 2 
351 26 
371  39 
37 5 48 
3 7 6  47 































C B D  
B B F  
B E F E F  
BDF FACA 
D F B  
DE G F I  
CEF J B B A  
C E 













BC A D  
C CMHE 
BDE 
B F  DC 
CC L F B  
D E J  E 
BBCC AAAA 
CCCC A A A B  














5 8 5  8 
585 55 
0 8  27 
1 0  32 
1 5  51 
5 3  15 












BD B D  
B B J  
C B B  AABO 
C C J  A 
C I 0 
BC A B  E 
D E 
C B 
E E L  





































6 4  53 
11.7 19 











E I 0 




BBCC A A A B  
DC HEDB 
F D  DI B 
BC AB 








2 5 5  
799L 
1038L 
CE H E 0  
E K B  
C BAC 
E F L C  
E J C  
D B F  E B B D  
D GED 
BC A A D  
B BHK 
CC ACH 
(Not Color Corrected) I V L 
A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
# T  
12 urn 25 urn 60 urn 














































































































1 O i  
8; 
2: 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E E  
BDI 
GE 














































X0706 - 182 
07070-1830 4.7 23 
07071-1456 6.6 41 
































07073-1944 21.9 45 




















07079 - 1820 
TMSS -20122 























































07092-1059 163 55 
07092-1734 17.2 27 
07092- 1134 117 21 40 
07093- 1020 23 9 23 
07094-1607 296 56 03451 
CC 229 - 02.9 
n709fi-1850 13601 4 
07096-1922 365 38 
07096-1328 372 57 
07096-1553 392 4 
07097-1011 I45 1/35 
'Confusion Flags €4-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
21 5 
Declination: -20"-- lo' 
Flux Density Flags 
Right Ascension: 07h09"47*-07h13m15s 
Associations Position (1950) 
H 
5 
(Not Color Corrected) 
I I 
12 Pm 
4 i  
25 










































































































8 1  17 
8 1  56 
9 4  5 
























07130-1010 1 6  
07130-1313 3 0  
07131-1342 6 5  










X T  
*P 
Name Type (") Mag 
V L 
U n a  Coef R Rags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(S) C') 1 b C') C') 0 















































































































































































































































































































































































3 8  

































































5 2  
.25L 
.41 L 





















































































































































15.54L D B 
2.26L C C 
2.11LB CL 
2.73L F C 
3.42: B D  D A B D E  
9.93L BC ABH 
2.29 F E 
1.8OL B B I  
2.27L D EB 



























































































3 1   
3 '  
! ! 
3 




07100-1101 6.0 11 
07101-1405 ~ 7.5124 
07101-1031 8.1 27 
9.86LBC AAG 
2.96 D L B 
5.45 BC J A A  
3.74 DC MCB 
3.22L C NI C 
11.11L B CD 
1.92L B BC 
3.40 F J C 
10.97L C C H  
9.52L BC AAD 
4600000000 
I67001MMoo 9401000008
2.46L BE B C L  
6.79: D D E B B  
11.32L C J F B  
7.72L B B  AAK 
3.54 C HMBC 
2.8OL B B L J H  
3.15 D HEB 
2.43 D MB 
7.86L D BE 

























2.03L C D  BB D 
3.81 DD E F B  
10.00: C F  DDC 
8.22L C J F H  
2.23L CC AAF 
62.63 BCE AAA 
2.80 D J B 
7.59L BD B F  
2.55 C I D 





G i 0 O ~ i  
0 8502000008 
9600Ooo100 
2 8500000008 691 
07113-1217 22.9 3 
07114-1409 27.0 35 
07114-1130 28.9 40 













































62.63L CC BAB 
2.63L C BE1 
6.03 BCCD BAAA 
5.14 D GC 
4.28 D HI C 
5.95 B CC B DB 
9.69L CBC AAA 
12.65L C HB 
3.66 E D D 













?33- 4 BO CMA 
532- 4 
227- 1 
228- 2 TMSS -10156 
693 227- 1 
225+ 0 
231- 3 
16.69L B B I  
9.12L BDC AAB 
3.56 C LHHB 
8.46L BC AB L 
8.71L DC E A E  
10.91L BC ABJ E 
73.04: BDF DBCA 
9.32L C DB 
9.14L C C 





















X0711- 121 9482133318 
9401200008 
9400120118 
9401 21 01 28 
12.09L DC F A H  
10.21L C C F I  
7.77 F C C  ECC 
15.89L BBC AAAE 
5.71 CCB EBBA 
11.31L C B D  D 
10.61L BC AAH 
5.65L BC A B F F  
3.37 D CHC 
8.71L BCC CAAA 
X0712 - 182 
03475 
2.51 DC GO 
10.70L C GB 
3.67: D F D  C F B  
8.8OLBC AAD 
8.05 D DE C I  I O  
18.50L BD ABJ 
2.09L B D  BCG 
12.64L BC BBC 
9.94L CC ABM 












56039 2 9600322008 


























2.47L B B I  
8.07L B D  AD 
4.16 CD EC 
7.33L C G DE 
3.77 F C D  CEC 
10.83L BC AA 
2.08L B D  AB 
3.84: D F  G DC 
3.38 E G 
14.14L BC ACD 
X0712 - 195 
152616 KO 
697 
07128-1535 51.3 7 





07128-1431 '51 4 14 
07126-1824 15231 9 
07128-1341 533 16 




















9.61L BC AAJ 
1.99L B B M 
4.61 E LGE 
2.65: BC C A D E E  
2.98 D EJ  C 
7.87L BD ACK 
11.85L BE AD 
9.75L CE B B  
7.92L BC AB 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confinned Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
21 6 
Right Ascension: 07h13m15*-07h16m46s 




FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coei R Flags' S 2 











































































































































































































I O C  
___ 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN B 











CB AAG 4 
B BJ  
BC ABG 1 
C HE 
D C H  F 
C B B  
D GDC 
CE E BHED 0 





























































































B F  BE 0 
DD BC 0 
B D  BC 1 
BC ABC 0 
DE DC 2 
C G 
B C  AAE 6 
C K C  
E E H B  
C I HKC 










'Conlusion Flags: 6)-9) 
D K L D C  
C G J 
C DN 
C K N  C 
DD CB 
c I cc 
CE C D  
























































































































































































































E E l  
BBC AAA 5 
BO ACI 0 
C CA 
B D  B C H  0 
BE AA 0 
CBC AAC 3 
DF  DB 























































































































CD E D  
CC I CC 
E D M 
CE D ADHC 0 
BG 
B DL 
C D B D  
C C 





















































B C  AADC 0 
B C  AC 0 
E I GND 
C B 
E F D  ACFA 



























































































B D  AC 0 
F M E 
B C L  
BJ  
C K  I C  
FCE GCBB 
E F  DBB 
E K H 
C D M 





















































. I  6: 
,251 
2 5  
30 
.29: 





































































































































































































C G C 
BC F B B E B  0 
F F  HDEB 
CC HCC 
A A B  8 
CD MCCE 











DCEE EBCC 0 
DCF HCCB 
C C J F  
CC NBDB 
BCC ABAA 1 
C E B  
E GCD 
B C  A B N  1 
































B B D  AAC 2 
DC J DCA 
CC AAE 1 
DBC AAAA 0 
D L E 
B BC E 
C GD 
F C  GCA 
F L D  
BC AAD 0 
17.07LIBB I A A F C l  0 




















































































































































































































































































lours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm. IO) High Source Density Region. 
21 7 
Riqht Ascension: 07h16m46s-07h20m02s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -2O"-- 10" 






2 1 4 L D  
1125L 
6 0 5 L B D  




BBDE AAAA 1 
BD BEHC 0 
E D  AC M 1 
C J F  B 
E J H D  
AA 9 






































6 ; IO0 






154L B E  






8 3 2 L B C  
5 3 7 8 ~ 1  D 
AAAA 0 




A A A  0 
AHG 
J B 
A C  0 
E M 








B B C D  CBBA 0 
BBCE AAAA 1 
D C 
B B H  C 
BC AB 0 
C B F  
B E  AA 0 
D 
D M  B 
AA 0 
I L C  
21 3 
iK 
2 4 0  
259 
I292 






















































































6 100 3 
9 100 3 
15 102 2 
22 100 3 
9 100 3 
6 100 3 
13 100 3 
14 100 3 
55 10 










11 5 8 ~ 1  c 
AB 0 
BC 
E B  
J C  
J A M  
B F H H  0 
K I  B 
B 
B F  





' 496  
401 3  
13 
21 41 
273 1 D 
826L C 





299 1 D 
183 ' D E E D  
MB 
B C  
F 
DDE 
A A L  7 
AA C 
B J K  
BE 
C 















07188-1846 532 '52  
07189-1438 545 31 
07190-1802 1 2  51 
07192-1650 I132 8 









26 98 2 
15 98 2 
7 100 3 243L C A F  
215L C B L  
183L B C  AB 
216LlF C 
181  C E E  
l l 2 O L ' B C  A A I  
157L B E D  A A D  

































3 6 1 L ~  D 
11 13L B D  
801L lBD 
AAA 1 






AB H 0 
EE 
48 9 100 
25 6 99 
7 7 '  15 102 
38 13 100 
42 6 100 
49 17 100 
97 20 99 
43 6 100 















B D  
B 
GAAL 
B J  
CC 
217L D 
397 C l  HHD 
2498L B C  AAEA 
453 C GHB 


































995L E D  E D  
6334 BCCD CECA 
9 8 2 L B C  AA 
6 9 2 L B D  BE 
189L C C L J  
186 CF L BC 
209L C DGI 
189L C 1 HE 






e 1 TTCMA 
165L B O  IAA H 
418 E I D  I B 
620L B E D  A A D  










a 6 Cmrds SMJSMN 8 
(I) ( '9  I b (") (") ('1 
12 pm 
L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 






















































































































































































































S O  
.49 
.25L 
2 8  
































































































































- . . - . . . - . 
07167- 1707 
07168-191 1 
071 68- 1856 





071 70- 1307 
590 59 
598 30 
1 1  52 
1 3  26 


















071 72- 1618 















07175 - 1423 
07176-1304 
071 76- 1236 









































16 03539 ME 
13 152735 K5 
07178- 1553 
071 78 - 1742 
07179-1212 




59 7 '  26 
0 7  33 
1 3  27 
3 5  53 
071 79- 1736 
07179-1034 





























07181-1337 11 8 49 
07182-1729 135 9 
07182-1454 146 5 














29 5 '1001 3 





















071 94 - 1529 
071 95 - 1309 
07195- 1538 
273 42 230- 1 
323 17 228+ 1 
1326  20 230- 1 
I359 11 232- 2 
398 46 227+ 1 
426 10 229- 0 
071 95 - 1755 
07196- 1129 
07197- 1437 
ll7197- 11 14 _.. ._.  , , .  . 43.5 52 227+ 2 
07197-1451 144.8 10 230- 0 
07197-1231 46.3 39 228+ 1 
07197-1410 480 6 229+ 0 
I S  5 1001 3 
73 12 98 2 
69 9 100' 3 
07198-1204 496 39 227-t 1 
07198-1627 500 51 231- 1 
07198-1046 501 34 2261 2 
07198-1835 5371141 233- 2 
07198-1620 537 57 231- 1 








6 1001 3 
15 281 2 











21 1021 21 
14 98 2 
3 101 4, _ .  321L c c 
517 CDCC CBEC 1 
146L B B C  
1 0 2 2 ~  BCD ~ A A B  1 
2601 000000 1 07199-1918 5 b 5  53 L34- L 1U/ 14 YU L 
07199-1456 590 33 230- 0 1 24 5 100 3 
07200-1855 2 4  12 233- 2 36 6 101 3 
07200-1146 2 6  16 227+ 1 63 6 100 3 




'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 31 Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Gonlirmed Sources (PHI, 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
21 8 
Right Ascension: 07h20m03s-07h23m03* 
Flux Density 












27 233- 2 
53 231- 1 
34 226-1- 2 
47 230- 0 
37 228+ I 
26 226+ 2 
54 231- 1 
27 2281 1 
45 233- 2 




























































































































































































D F MBCB 
DD C B  
C K B  
BC A C F l  
B F  CD 
D E 
B C  AA 
C G H 













F B B  
D G L B  



















C B E  
C D  F J  DC 
F C E l  
BDF AAA 
B BC D 
B BHGH 
BC AAE 











19 229+ 1 
51 231+ 0 
8 229+ 1 
36 231- 0 
16 231- 0 
22 2 2 7 i  2 
37 227+ 2 
51 232- 1 
26 231+ 0 
28 228+ 2 
C 
A 
Y T  
V L 
loo W 1 Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 


















































































































































































































































































































07200 - 161 2 
07201 - 1108 
07201 -1513 
07201 - 1259 
07202 - 1008 
07202 - 1647 

































7.16L B F  A C  C 
1.98 D HGD 
10.07L El B E  
13.93L C B J  H 
1.63L C C 
10.77L B E  A C  1 
2.36 C NCC 
2.46 E J C 
1.69L C CB 











07207 - 1807 
07207 - 1540 
07207- 1905 
07207 - 1243 
07208-1448 










2 2 9 t  0 
232- 1 
226+ 2 
23790 CBCC B A A A  0 
567 C E H 
1501L B C  A B  1 
1288L D MEG 
304LiB 81 D 
156L F B E  
3504 CEDD F D D A  C 
405 168 B B C F  C A A D D l  I CB 2 





















































































07208 - 1939 
07208 1036 
07209 - 1 116 
07209 - 1909 












101 1 2 
99l  2 
101 4 
98 2 
23 100 3 


















3.77 DD G F F D  
1.97L D DC 
5.57L C D 
10.99L C B I  K 
12.42L D B 
3.18L B B J F 
2.55 C E E 
7.02 CC B D  
6.31LC CL 
6.22L B C  IABCK 
37209- 1909 
152800 KO 07210- 1740 
0721 1 - 1209 
0721 1 - 1729 
07212- 1312 
07212-1303 
61 99 2 




















5.37 0:' C E E  
7.21 D L C  
3.32 D J C 
1.97 D MC 
10.19L BC A A I  
11.84L B B E  
7.48L C D  AC 
7.84L D F J  
9.56L CBE A A B  
07212- 1437 
0721 2- 1609 
07213- 1647 
07213-1810 
07214 - 1325 





















































































0721 5- 1253 
0721 5- 1948 
07216- 1313 
0721 6 - 1630 
0721 6 - 1405 

































































































































































3CL 0585 257L C BHDF 
1305L C CG 
208L C G 
i8g;L~BDCD AC 
GGCC 
243 B D D D A A A B  
1052L B B D  
183L D B F N  
1 3 3 L B D  A B G  
195L B D  B E  K 
0721 7 - 1246 
07218- 1922 
0721 8 - 1442 
0721 8- 1438 
0721 8- 1424 
07218- 1753 
07218- 1509 




07220 - 161 5 
07220-1629 
07221 - 1932 
07221 - 1206 
I721 8- 1922 





































































































256 E C 
984L E D  AA 
192 CE I CDB 
991L C C N  
373L C D J 
1382L C B J  
41 27L CDF CHHE 
409L C NHCD 
299 E E D  




















07223 - 1422 
07224 - 1606 152834 B3P 
X0722 - 163 07224- 1038 07224-1622 
07224 - 1554 








231 -- 0 
228+ 1 
231- 0 X0722- 163 
RS CMA 
152837 A3 
X0722 - 160 
07225- 1617 
07225 - 1235 
07225 - 1542 








07227 - 1320 




07229- 11 15 
07230 - 1 1 12 
07230 - 1707 
07230- 1539 

















'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) Hlgh Source Density Region 
21 9 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 








5 101 31 
14 30 3 
9 102 4 
5 102 4 
9 102 4 
11 100 3 













































































































B B C F  B A A B  
CE D DB 
CC I K E C  
C N I  C 
A B  J 
DD L B B A  
E E H  




















59 235- 2 
5 232+ 0 
13 233- 1 
36 227+ 3 
43 231+ 0 
44 229+ 2 



















































24 233- 1 
2 5 ~  233- 0 
26 231+ 1 
















07254-1517 282 57 231+ 1 34 10 
07255-1501 3 0 2  34 2311 1 30 7 
07255-1127 31 0 15 227+ 3 1 29 6 
07255-1505 31 1 21 231+ 1 37 29 
102 4 
101 4 
100 31 96 3 
I 
Name (Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(5) ('7 I b ( '7  ('7 (7 
'* pm 25 M, Pm C A 
T 
L 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 

































































































































































































































































































































254 C KC 
I 1  17L BC ABE 
790L C CJ F 
917L B B E  
478 E EC 
244 D K I  HD 
830L DC AC 
280L c B 
295 E F C  



























07233 - 1228 







07236 - 1338 
07237-1745 
224 27 228+ 2 
~ 2 7 2  18 232- 0 
291 5 226+ 3 
309 6 233- 1 
340 25 234- 1 
358 17 231+0 
376 18 227+ 2 
5.58L C A H  L 
8.25 D GI D 
1.37L E D  A B  
3.31L D K E G  
7.30 CC L E B A  
9.22: C D F F C  
6.36L B F D  A A C J  
7.36L CBC A A B H  
1.50LB E N  

































6 5  


















17236 - 1800 
152865 G5 
07237 - 1800 
07237-1605 
07237-1533 
07238 - 1708 
07238- 1506 
07239 - 1800 
07239- 1820 
07240-1642 












292 ' C D  N B B  
657L DCC B A A B  
501 E C  MLDE 
372 D E A  
630L 'B  B G  K 
771L C C 
4 
E l  






2567 CD C E B A  
2 7 0  BBCE AADB 
C 
241 :zL E D  DC ' ~ E B  J F D  
210 D C 
1 34 D F  
2567L B C  AA 
2693L D D IDCCD 
1065L D B F J D  
2340101 308 
0 2800000108 01 
4603100000 i 
4 1  (0724-195 















07243 - 1525 
07243- 1431 
07244- 1518 
07244 - 1953 
07244- 1633 
07245-181 1 


























07246- 11 15 





814L BC AAHE 
107L C C 
135L B C  AA J 
221 ~ D HG C 
124L B C  AB E 
417 C E D  
460 DC J D D  
290 E EGC 
145LlB AC I 
494L D E 
277 CF EBD 
273 F D  KCB 
513L B E  B E  
811L D DGBG 
686L D BC D 
225 ECC N E A B  
1474L E D  A B  J 
8 8 8 L B C  B E  I 
329 DE MBE 
322 D M F J B  
1136L CC AA 
11 11L B E B I  
1591L C D  B B  
118L BC AC 















07248 - 1745 







07251 - 1540 
07251-1921 






























28L ,  










51 5 40 
532 12 
53 81 54 
I586 52 24l  10 
152897 K2 
07251-1014 113 1 6 1  226+ 3 ~ il 9 ~ 1 0 0  31 
07252-1608 138 47 231+ 0 5 102 4 
07252-1847 1 6 9 1 3 1  234- 1 31 1 4 101 31 
07253-1648 212 3 232+ 0 31 1 10 102 4 












231+ 1 40 17 102 3 
228+ 3 34 6 100 3 
232- 0 ,  70 23 99 21 
231+ 1 60 8 102 3 
2301 1 104 14 103 2 
233- 0 54 9 102 3 
234- 1 41 16 102 3 
234- 1 54 9 101 3 
233- 0 ' 79 20 11031 2 
































521L C NCC 
133L B ACG 
376 D B C 
1353L E E  BD 11 
11 50L C B G 
327 C D  K D B D  
382 D DC 
1136L C GDBH 
887L C E D  
























07260-1745 1 14 l38  




570 E E D  6700000418 
924L D E C  9600100008 
6500010008 7.98L B CH 
07263-1935 187 22 235- 1 58 16 99 2 
07263-1633 205 34 232+ 0 81 12 102 3 
07263-1203 1234 37 228+ 3 26 7 100 3 
07264-1515 267 6 2311 1 31 18 1001 3 
07265-1904 318 52 234- 1 39 14 99 2 
07265-1805 358 22 233- 0 43 5 101 3 
07266-1525 380 27 2311 1 55 16 99 2 
07266-1905 384 29 234- 1 33 12 99 2 
07267-1947 438 7 235- 1 40 11 103 2 
07267-1747 450 54 233- 0 47 8 101 3 
152928 K5 
XO726-152 





3 15 C E B  7700000308 
727L D EC 9800100538 
1374L E D  AC 0 460113132C 
223 C D  F B  9801000108 
727L C 





" , ,  l , y , y l y " y I  
11.94L DC K B B  9501011218 
'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
220 
Right Ascension: 07h26m466-07h29m19s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 ~m 60 pm pm 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associatiom 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R 












































































07275 - 1759 
07276-1844 
TZPUP 


















































































































































5 8  
7 4  
7 7  
8 8  























































































































































































































































































ECCD CCAA 0 
DE DGGB 
B E D  K 
DDDD CCEE 0 
C D  EACA 
C F E E  
CC DDBA 
E E  L C C D  
C C J  











C D  B H G  
C GCF 
C C I  
CF E A B D  
C E E 
DCE D E B G  0 
B C G  
C ACM 
B B C D  AAAA 1 











E J G D C  
DD GCB 
D C  
C KG C 
E F  FCCA 
BC AC 2 
BC AA 2 
E D  AC 4 















































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 







































































































































































I f  





















































































































































































229 t 3 
2274 4 
2334 1 
228 I 4 
2 2 7 t  4 
235 d 
234 t C 





















































































































































































































































07269 - 101 3 
07270- 1916 
07270 - 1921 
07270- 1302 




07271 - 1249 
07271 -1937 
07271-1918 
07271 - 1926 
07271 - 1850 
07271 -1819 
07272-1909 
13.97L CE BCEH 0 
13.31L B E D  
1.59L BE AFMG 0 
2.03 C L F 
41.35 B E C D  C A A A  0 
17.84L D B E  
551: DCDD DAHA 2 
10.30 E MC 
722 CE F C B  
887. E C F  E C E B  
1.42 F N H F  
53.45: CCCD D B B A  1 
76.12 CDDF AADB 7 
8.43L E B  AA 1 
6.07: C F C  BGC 
1.63L EC A B  1 
1.17L E D  A D  0 
5.01 CC HDB 
8.52L C C D  




1.44L AB AA 1 
10.44L E D  A D  G 1 
13.91L B B F  B A B  0 
311.19L F C F D E  
1.48L C B I  E 
3.45 D C 
27.10 DCE D B A A  
3.88 E J C 
10.21L C C G  
992.24L E D  BBGF 9 





07277 - 1721 
07277 - 1933 
07278- 1505 
07278 - 1600 













































































2.24 B K C 
1036.75L CC F E  G 1 
15.79L B E  A B E E  0 
13.06L B A C  
1.35 C D 
65.13 E F G F B  
11.81L DF K F A  
6513L D BC 
11.85L C CB 
2399: DD J DCB 
14 559%" 15 Ne 
13 152968 KO 
13 152971 KO 
07279- 1903 
07280 - 1846 
07280- 1906 




















































992.24L F F  E D  L 8 
992.24L E B B  A A A A  0 
1.33L B AE B 
18.56L C K E H  
3.55 E C 
8.87L DE AAMD 9 
5.02 F C  G F B  
196 B HB 
3.27 E B D  C E A B  
8.90L B CCI 
07281 - 1925 
07781 - 1747 
07281 - 1438 




07282 - 1705 
07282- 191 1 
1443L CD AC F 0 
1838L C B I 
4331L D F E  D B E B  7 
1425L C A C  
2130 F D D D  DBBC 0 
1760L C MCCC 
123 C C 
2799L D DDBJ 
27741 F B C C  DCBA 0 
4147L E E  F D D D  



































07286 - 1854 
~17287 - I 502 
07287 - 1650 
07288- 1912 







07290 - 1734 
07290- 1823 
07290-1451 





X0729 - 146 
07291 -1625 
07291 - 1251 
07291-1020 
07291 - 1703 





'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 22, 
,OE lQOR QUALITY 
Right Ascension: 07h29m 19s-07h32m24s 
Flux Density 


























CF B D  
BC AD 
B F D  ECCB 
F HE G 
F ED 
C B J  










































































































































































E B J  
CD BCBF 
ECCC DCAA 
CF B D E D  
DCD EDBD 
CB D A B D  


































































E C G 
CC CC 

















F E C  D E E D  






D C I 
F C  FCCB 














BC AB1 K 
D CE 
D CL  
EE F E B E  
BC ABJ  
CCD F C A A  







































































BC AB F 



















D E B D H  
CC J B C  
B BG 
B B  A A L J  
F F E  HFDC 
CBCD CACB 
DC K F B  
BBCC AACB 
B D  AEHE 









D E E D  CEDD 
C CG 
BC AA 























































3.71 F D  
1.71L F D  




9.34 F C  











(Not Color Corrected) 
100 wm 
C 
Flua Corr 1 Confusion k S I A 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T 
I2 wm 2 5  pm M pm 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































07296-1432 360  2r 
07296-1742 1367 51 
07296-1921 369 , 559-PN 16 PI 




















































9662265648 1 ~~~~~~~ 
5600000000 
9502000 I OC I 
9701201708 
5601000020 
5600000000 FX PUP 
964 128968C 
4600000000 

























231+ 3 25 
BO3 
XO731-147 
07314-1407 2591 5 
07314-1600 273 33 




0731 5- 1 I 1  0 
07315- 1454 
07315- 1254 
300 21 228+ 4 
334 30 231+ 2 
343 29 229+3 
3521 3 232+ 2 
'407 57 230+ 3 
409 37 235+ 0 
437 53 231+ 2 
448 56 229+ 4 
535 33 235+ 0 
553 24 235+ 0 
532 41 231+ 2 






















0731 6 - 1849 
0731 7- 1446 
0731 7- 1206 





















0731 9- 1940 
0731 9- 1837 
0731 9 - 1227 
07320 - 1945 
07320 - 1604 
07321-1215 
07321 -1556 
580  4 i  229+ 4 
0 1 49 235+ 0 
0 7  38 2321 2 
I 711 0 229+ 4 
9 9  541 2321 2 
109117 229+ 3 
193 361 233+ 1 
24 81 52 1 234+ 1 
104 2 
101 3 
4 100 31 
5 '101 131 
121102 2 
15 101 3 













07321 - 1244 
07323 - 171 4 
07324- 1836 
- 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2. 31 Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Gonfirmed Sources (PHI. 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
222 
Right Ascension: 07h32m32s-07h36m17s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 









2 7 8 L B E  
240 
















D J C C  
C N ME 
F E E  DDE 
D E BCEC 
D K B  
DF L B D  
D D 
B F  E C 
AB C 
E D  B E  C 
F C  I F B  
E BE H 
C BE 
BC A B  E 2 
B E  AB 1 
B B  A A F  1 
c c 
B B C D  E B B B  1 
C D J K D  
C D  HGCD 
D HC 
C D  E C '  









21 3 51 
223 1 
23 1 47 
25 1 23 
278 6 
2 8 0  17 
297 7 
301  16 




















3 3  22 
5 3  6 
6 7  7 
8 7  9 
112 56 
116 26 
121  0 
154 11 
167 54 
181  55 
191  28 
267 15 














4 2  8 
4 5  34 
5 9  58 
7 0  24 
9 6  45 
105 10 














2 7  I f  
2 9  12 
3 8  11 
7 6  53 
110 17 
158 5E 




E D  IAB 0 






27.24L B C  
2.39 D 
10.35L B E E  
1.50L B B  
10.47L B B  
1.78L E 
E A B C  
E J  A 
C 


























E D  C A B B  
B E D  A A B  4 
DD M F C  
C D 
B C 
C F D F  DBCB 4 
E D D E F  


















































C E H  
DD GFE 




B B F  A A B  2 
DD F C E B  





















D J H 
CC AB 6 
C F D  EGGB 
B B L  
CC DGE 
BC AA 5 
B E  AAGB 1 





















































































B K F D  
B 
A D  
HEGG 
H C  
AA 
BDHD 

















B D  A D E M  1 
B AF 
BC AB 2 
BC B B  C 
CC B A  
BC AA H 3 
BC AA C 
D G 
D K E C  
C J D  
471L 
758L 








BC AB F 7 
B F  BCI  C 
AB C 
BBC AACD C 
B B  AADK 1 
CE J H C C  
B D  B C  2 
D GC 




# T  
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 urn 60 urn I 0 0  prn V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 







































































































































































































































































































































































230+ 3 68 
232+ 2 23 
234+ 1 54 
233+ 2 24 
235+ 1 9 
235+ 0 76 
233+ 2 56 
231+ 3 55 
234+ 1 78 

















98oooooooc I 153095 K5 
07327 - 1944 
07328 - 1623 
07328 - 1501 












2 3 0 t  3 25 
2341 1 38 
2321 2 39 
234+ 1 80 
230+ 3 26 
232+ 2 20 
231+ 3 22 
229+ 4 76 
230+ 3 83 
235+ 1 24 
233+ 1 35 
235+ 0 1 16 
235+ 0 89 




















07330 - I 31 i 
07331 - 1516 
07331 -1459 
07332-1144 
07333 - 1342 
07333 - 1838 
07333-1719 
07333-1941 
07334 - 1938 
07334- 1825 
07334- 1842 











07336 - 1727 
07337 - 1548 
07337 - 181 3 
07337 - 1422 
07337 - 1954 
07337 - 1844 
07338 - 1946 
07338-1940 
07338- 1424 
07338 - 141 7 
07338- 1844 
07340- 1931 
07340 - 161 0 
07341 -1849 
07341 - 1826 





07343- 101 1 
07343 - 1842 








07347 - 1940 
07347 - 1447 
07348- 1412 




07350 - 1533 
07350 - 141 2 
07350- 1231 
07351 - 1253 
07351 - 1930 
07351 - 1821 
07352 - 1542 
07353- 1626 
07353 - 1 144 
07354 - 131 9 
07354 - 1923 
07354 - 1046 
07357-1428 








104 71 4 2~ 
107 2 
30 3 
6 107 3 
10 107 3 
5 32 3 
5 ~ 1 0 1  3 
14 106 3 











































































































































2 3 2 t  3 






















































153132 M I  
153138 K5 
153139 KO 
































































1531 79 K5 
FZ PUP 
07358 - 131 0 
07359- 1849 
07359 - 1914 
07360 ~ 1556 
07360 - 1 122 
07360- 1322 
07361 ~ 1452 
07361 1917 
07362 ~ 1843 
07362 - 1308 






TMSS - 20136 
25L 
40L 
2 5 ~  1 
'Conlusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 r m ,  IO) High Source Density Region 
223 










Declination: -20"-- 10" 
C B J 
BBC AAEC 
B B  AB 

















I Flux Density I Flags 
F C  E F E  
C D 



























C H G 
D I J B 
C C E 
C CI 
686 








B B C D  A A A c  
AAFE 
FO GE 















































C K E C  
C C 
E EG C 
D F 
B AC 
C B E 
D GEC 
C B D  
C M BK 
BC AB 
B CE 
C CC F 
C AHE 
E A F I  
F B M  
D E I 



















C K C 
D HD 
BBDD AAAA 

































































l O l L  B 
i o 8 L l E  




























B I  e 
C M 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
I2 pm 25 pm 60pm IKl pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R ! 
Flags' S : 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 Coords S M J S M N  8 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 4  





























3 3  
13.01 
2 9  
.25L 
.49 




























































3 4  
.27L 
.25L 



















































































3 5  
.25L 
.25L 





































































































































































3 :I 3 
252 
El PUP 
07361- 1131 48.3123 




15321 1 K5 
07373- 1626 ! 18.31 29 
07373-1021 19.0 2 
07373-1549 21.3 20 
6500100330 
07377-1221 42.4 36 
07377-1937 44.7 19 
07377-1856 45.3 33 
07378-1602 50.0 12 






























07392-1814 15.8 46 
07392-1336 17.2 18 
07393-1040 118.61 6 









































560- PN 9 PI 
153266 K7 
073%-1805 41 5 27 







223 D J G  B 





















07404-1921 2 5 2  24 
07404-1453 29.4 3 
07405-1941 30.51 16 
236+ 2 50 28 105 
234+ 3 39 10 107 
230+ 5 64 25 ,105 
2361 2 18 9 104 




07407 - 1656 44 3 36 
07408- 1254 52 2' 12 
07410-1917 0 1  14 






39 1 25L 4601000010 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw). 
224 
Riaht Ascension: 07h41m05s-07h47ml lS 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flags Associations 






3 2 6  
3 4 3  
354 
375 
57 234+ 4 
31 230+ 5 
20 228+ 7 
19 237+ 2 
35 235+ 3 
54 235+ 3 
17 229+ 6 
54 231+ 5 
4 229+ 7 














# T  
6 236+ 2 
35 231+ 5 
26 235+ 3 
50 234+ 3 
16 232+ 5 
31 230+ 6 
17 233+ 4 
18 235+ 3 
45 233+ 4 







47 236+ 3 
58 236+ 3 
34 231+ 6 
29 2 3 4 t  4 
17 230+ 7 







19 236+ 3 
40 237+ 2 
8 233+ 5 
25 231+ 6 
6 229+ 7 





















31 236+ 3 
33 2321 5 
49 231+ 6 
21 229+ 7 
4 234+ 4 
56 231+ 6 
36 237+ 3 
16 231+ 6 
13 232+ 5 
58 231+ 6 
16 236+ 3 
43 230+ 7 
16 235+ 4 
59 234+ 5 
46 231+ 6 
25 234+ 5 
31 233+ 5 
6 237+ 3 
50 235+ 4 











29 236+ 3 
12 234+ 5 
50 237+ 3 
36 2361 3 
33 236+ 3 
19 237+ 3 
19 232+ 6 
49 234+ 4 
41 232+ 6 
4 236-c 4 






25 236+ 4 
57 236+ 3 
49 234+ 5 
54 2 2 9 t  7 
39 233+ 6 




5 5 6  
569 
587 
9 6  
1 1 2  
117 
11 7 
3 230+ 7 
55 2 3 1 t  7 
7 230+ 7 
13 233+ 5 
9 236+ 4 
16 2361 4 
23 234+ 5 
6 233+ 5 
5 237+ 3 
15 235+ 5 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN B 
(5) ('3 1 b (7 ('7 (7 
2 5  pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 















































































































































































































































































































































































































0741 0 - 1623 
0741 1 - 1236 
07412-1001 
0741 2- 1953 
07415- 1749 
0741 5- 1835 
0741 5- 1039 
1 .oo 
25L 

























































































6 4  
.45 
















































































































































































































1.01L B D  AE 
2.48 DCC I CAA 
1.17L C B C  
6.73L DD B C  
762L D DG 
7.33L C D I  
IOOL B A I  L 
1.05L B F  AA L 
1.OOL B D  A D  




















































































































0741 5- 1036 
07416- 1727 




07421 - 1449 





3 1 5 L B D E  A A B F  
470L C B J 
236 C F J D  
163L C B 
122L c C L  
IOOL B C  AA 
140L B B M  I 
1 5 2 L C  CGHE 
117L C CK 






































































07427-1736 44.7 12 235+ 3 
07427-1453 45.4 31 232+ 5 
07427-1749 47.7 40 235+ 3 
156.143 ~ 229-c 7 
1.09L BC AA 
1.OOL CC AD 
1.85L C B H  
1.27L C C 
5.05 DCC ECAA 
1.11L C CJ I 
1.28 E B 
1.OOL BC AA 
5.32L BC A B F  
6.96L DDD A A A  
07429 - 1 106 
07430- 1712 
07431-1241 





07434 - 181 8 
07434 - 1725 
07434 - 1748 








2.42L C B E 
1.OOL CC AA 
2.59 C H E 
1.OOL B D  B C  
7.34L B B C  AAC 
6.47L B F  A B  I 
1.98 DC H CB 
1.2OL C I F C E  
1.19 F I E D  
1.11L C E F C  




07438- 1 123 
07439 - 1005 887 
07439- 1904 
07440 - 1553 
07440 - 1802 
6.51L C B C I  
1.19L CE AE 
2.11 C D  B B  
1.46L C BC 
5.46 CC B F A A  
8.04L C D E  
1.00L B D  A B  
1.38 F D 
1.OOL DC AAEK 
1.44L C D J 
07441 - 1428 
07442 - 1825 
07442- 1955 
07442 - 1453 






n744fi - 1 n49 







153390 K5 5.45L B D  AB 
1.59 C D C EC 
1.15LB B F  
IOOL CE ACK 
1.54L F D J 
1.65 C D 
6.21L B B C  A A B  
1.01L B A E H  
1.OOL B C  AA 
132L C C D  
894 N 
RAFGL 46355 






07451 - 131 9 






1.08L C B J  
1.OOL B B C  AAC 
1.94 D C 
1.18L F D  AA 
I.0OL BC A B  
1.08L B B C  A A F  
1.24 C F J F 
1.57L C B 
1.27L DD ACJ 
1.OOL B A E G  
07452-1149 
07453 - 1720 
07453 - 1551 
07453- 1253 
07454 - 1553 
153404 KO 
153406 M2 
153409 K 2  
0 I 9601000000 







560- G 13 Sb 
07455-1941 
07455- 1712 
07456- 1204 I 1500000000 
07456-1837 
07456-1623 
07457 - 1928 







07461 - 1205 
07462- 161 5 
07462-1337 
07462- 1810 
07463 - 1831 
07465 - 1902 
07465-1639 
07466-1054 
07467 - 1443 
07467-1825 
137467- I I 1 3  
5.68 DCC EEAA 
1.75 E D  L EB 
2.60 C B M  C 
2.07 E C 
4.60L C B L  H 
2.26 C L C C  
1.34L C F 
1.OOL DF AA G 
11OL B AG 
1.45L C C G  
153421 KO 
153425 M I  
903 
153427 K5 0 I 1900000000 10.0 37 230+ 7 
121  36 234+ 5 I 12.2 l l  59 232c 6 IOOL BC AC 104L BC B E D  1 1 5 L C D  A C  I- 
197 F M J C  
131L C E K  
144L B A I  
156L D E 
IOOL B B C  A A B l  
136L C B c  





IOOL C B J  L 
IOOL B B B  
113L B CK 
163L C C K 
I O O L C B C  A A B  
202  C H DF 
1 3 8 L C E  ACK 
141L B AE K 
134 D J  C 
113 D F 
67468 - 1232 
07469-1134 
07469-1510 
07469 - 1806 
153446 K7 
07469 - 1814 
07471 - 1628 
07471 -1513 
07471 - 1906 
07471 - 1646 
153450 K2 
'Conlusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confrmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a ?, 25. 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
225 
Right Ascension: 07h47m14s-07h53m39s 
Flux Density 



































27 6 3; 
07474- 1942 29 2 
07475-1852 1322 

































































BC AB F 
BC AAK 
B L L  












































































B I AE 






















































B F  AC 
BL  
BE 
BC C AB G 
c c 
B CI 
D I HC 
C G K E  
B BC I 
B A I  I 
B B B I  
E E 
CE AC 
B C  AB 
D D 
c CI  













































D DDFJ  
BC I BB 
c cc 
B F  B F  
B F  AB 
E BGK 
D I D  
CDD AADK 



























07504 - 1330 
07506- 1058 
3 3 35 




26 8 44 



































B D  B B  
B D  





























































B C  AB H 
E GI G 
D K J H  
B BH E 
C DC L 
BF AC E 
BC AB 













CD BF J 
C G 0 







































B A E J l  
BC AA 
C D 


















11 2 5 i  
184 4r 
195 '51 
259 I f  
27 1 
33 5 2; 
337 51 
37 1 21 
394 4; 
Associations Position (1950) 
Name c 
T Name Type ('7 Mag 
A Sep 
(Not Color Corrected1 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Con A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































07476-1029 364 E 






07476-1835 41.6 36 
07478-1856 49.0 54 













































































































































07491-1628 11.4 42 
07492-1541 (12.71 8 































26 105 3 
7 104 3 












































7 11041 3 


























6 104 3 
21 104 2 
32 105 2 
6 104 3 
15 105 2 
6 104 3 
6 104 4 
33 103 2 
6 105 3 
07518-1811 52.7 57 
07518-1639 153.514C 











7 105 3 
6 104 4 
27 105 2 
12 105 2 
5 105 3 



































*Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
226 
Right Ascension: 07h53m39s-08h00m43s 
Flux Density 













B F  AB 
B H  
B A D  
C C 
BD A B J  














36 237+ 5 
24 235+ 7 
26 238+ 5 
28 235+ 6 
16 238+ 5 
40 231+ 9 
36 233+ 8 
58 235+ 6 
26 234+ 7 


















































































































































































































7 237+ 5 
37 235+ 6 
49 232+ 8 
36 232+ 8 
32 237+ 5 
39 236+ 6 
6 233+ 7 
38 231+ 9 
19 235+ 7 











C N L G D  
D B D K H  
C B  AAI  J 
D H 
E L B  
BC B A  
D G 













19 231+ 9 
20 238+ 5 
39 234+ 7 
4 234+ 7 
30 237+ 6 
24 234+ 8 
5 230+10 
28 238+ 5 
31 238+ 5 











C H F 
C B 
F C C  E A A  
B B C F  A A B D  
C B E F  
C C L  
C D  A D  
D F 
C B 































39 232+ 8 
26 231+ 9 
15 231+ 9 
4 235+ 7 
34 237+ 6 
30 237+ 6 
13 236+ 6 
45 236+ 7 
9 234+ 8 
39 234+ 7 
14 230+10 
54 238+ 5 
56 238+ 5 
54 231+ 9 
2 235+ 7 
30 235+ 7 
48 238+ 5 
47 232+ 9 
48 236+ 7 
4 238+ 5 
12 234+ 8 
43 236+ 7 
31 232+ 9 
53 237+ 6 
44 237+ 6 
42 230+10 
57 236+ 7 
1 233+ 8 
12 232+ 9 











C B J  K 
C GJ D 
CC A B  
B GB 
B B C  A A F  
B B 
B C  AC 
B C I  












B C F B  
CF E D  
CC A B  F 
B A G  
BE A B  
B C J 
B A D  
C D K H  













C F K 
A D  
C GK K 
C AF H 
C G C 
C B M 
E D  
D G 











58 237+ 6 
31 232+ 9 
33 231+10 
57 234+ 8 
33 2 3 3 t  8 
46 238+ 6 
56 238+ 5 
28 237+ 6 
46 2361 7 













E C  A B  
CB I DB 
DCC B A B  
E J D  
BBCB A A A B  
C CE M 
B DH 











12 239+ 5 
34 234+ 8 
I 5  237+ 6 
25 232+ 9 
2 235+ 8 
11 232+ 9 
19 234+ 8 
45 232+10 













B G  
AK 
C CC 
C B G  
CBCC A A A B  
B BE 
F G B 
C E 











3 236+ 7 
43 231+10 
1 235+ 8 
4 238+ 6 
21 234+ 8 
36 234+ 8 
43 238+ 6 
21 237+ 7 
17 237+ 6 













BC B B  
c L 
BC AB I 
BC A C  
B B 













34 238+ 6 
43 233+ 9 
4 238+ 6 
52 232+10 
23 235+ 8 
21 2371 7 
54 239+ 6 
58 237+ 7 













B B C D  A A A B  
F C G 
C E H  
BC A B  
B AB 
C D 
CC J C D  
CC F A A  
E D  AC 
Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 






















































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs C o d  R Flags' S 2 
I2 wn 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































15361 1 K2 
07543 - 1824 
07543 - 1629 
07543 - 1246 




07546 - 141 2 
07546-1134 
07548 - 1544 
07548 - 11 23 
1500010000 




07551 - 1056 
07551 -1111 































5 6 1 L G 3 S b  
3AFGL 46538 07553 - 1504 
07554-1452 
07554- 1751 153638 K7 
153643 K5 










07561 - 1922 
07561 - 1249 
07561 - 1104 
07561 -1413 
07562-1056 
07563 - 1506 
07564- 1531 
07564 - 1842 






07567 - 11 39 
07567 - 1559 
07568 - 1530 
07568-1911 











































































































X0757 - 124 
0757i -1222 
07572 - 1833 
07576 - 181 5 
07576 - 1005 
























07580 - 1202 
07581 -1039 





07582 - 1653 





















u PUP 67585 - 1242 
07586 - 1455 
07586 - 11 54 
07587 - 1422 





07590 - 1 120 
07592-1507 
07593-1830 
07593 - 1235 
07593 - 1437 
07593- 1452 
07593 - 1902 
07597 - 1735 







































08001 - 1850 
08001 -1149 
08003-1454 0500000000 3600100000 08003 - 1732 
60663 - 1930 
08006- 1750 
08006- 1730 
08007 - 1 132 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60. 100 Fm. IO) High Source Density Region 
227 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 















C I CB 
D E B 
c c 
B C  ABJ  
C C G 
C B H 
DE CC 











E D  AC 
BC AA I 
B D  B E  
C CM 
BC AB 
B B F  J 
B B M 
E I E B  




2 3 8 t  7 
232110 
51 9 53 
I 2 1  50 
4 8  56 
5 2  38 

























C B D  
B CL  
B B C  AABN 
C A 
C I BC 
B A M  
DCC J B A A  
c c 











D G I 
B D  AE 
F A 
B C  AB 
C MI K B  




C E D  
i 7 7  
21 5 
245 
1 %  
20 2 3 5 t  9 















B D  A B J  
C E D  E 
C D 
B BC 
B C L K  
B D  AANL 
c c 
C I C 








3 0  
179 
28 2361 8 
41 236+ 9 
53 239+ 7 
27 233+11 
37 236+ 9 
35 235+10 
46 232+11 
24 237+ 8 
59 240+ 7 












B B C  
C DG 
D B D J K  
C B J  
D AD 
C L K B  
C I F 
C E 











25 239+ 7 
46 231+12 
37 237+ 8 
3 239+ 7 
17 238+ 8 
19 233+11 
20 238+ 8 
57 238+ 8 












E MF E 
CF GCB 
B B D  AAHN 
F C 
DC J B C  
B c 
C C 


















37 239+ 7 
55 237+ 8 
1 231 +12 
52 231 + 12 

















B C E J  
B C E 
C CL  H 











CC J B B  
C C F F C  
D I I F 
C AD K 
CBCC AAAC 
B D  AB 
B F  AC 
D B 
C C 








16 238+ 8 
49 239+ 8 
2 239+ 8 
3 235+11 
50 236t10  
41 238+ 8 











CD E D  
BC AAGG 
c c 
C D L 
BF AB 
c B 
C B L 
D I  F 
B CEJ  
BE AC 
1 ( N ~ I  Color Corrected) 
3 12 pm 25 um 60 um 
C 
A 
Y T  
Galactic Uncertainly 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 9 
( s )  ( '7  I b ( '7  ("1 ("1 
Sep 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 9  
.25 






























































0801 1 - I236 
08012 - 1752 
08013 - 1140 
0801 3 - 1950 
08014 - 1231 
0801 7 - 101 7 
08022 - 1937 
08022 - 1930 
08022- 1731 
08022-1850 
08023 - 1836 
08023 - 1153 
08025 - 1348 
08025 - 1832 
08025 - 1353 
08028 - 1652 
08030 - 1928 
08030- 1431 
08030- 181 2 
08031 - 1657 
08031 - 1233 
08032- 1035 
08032- 1 1 10 
08032- 11 17 
08034- 1358 






















































































































































































































































X0804 - 1 72 
08036 - 1806 
08039-1141 
08040 - 1224 
08041-1125 
08041-1717 
08041 - 1436 









08042 - 1940 
08043 - 1709 
08044 - 1359 
08044 - 1617 




08047 - 1410 

















X0805- 178 08061 - 1749 

















































08064 - 1941 
08064 - 1702 
08064-1015 
08065 - 101 8 
08066- 1719 
3641 103330 1 
2600001000 
08066-1905 41.1 44 239+ 7 
08068-1426 51.8 15 235+10 
08068-1906 52.7 44 239+ 7 
08069-1832 I 59.3 l l  48 239+ 8 153891 MO XO806-191 561- G 17 Sa 
561- G 19 Sb 08071-1747 9.3 30 238+ 8 
n m n - 1 4 1 7  111 l235+io 
0400000000 1 
08081 - 1808 
08081 - 1856 
08082 - 1838 
08083- 1339 
08084 - 1510 
08084 - 1748 
08085- 1859 
08085 - 1849 















'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbormg Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
228 
Right Ascension: 08h09m30s-08h18m565 
'00 w 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
V 
FIUX Corr A 






















I Flux Densify I Flags 
41 233+12 
42 233+12 
2 2391 8 
10 237+10 
15 234+11 
27 240+ 8 
12 239+ 8 
6 240+ 8 
5 240+ 8 
4 235+11 
19 239+ 9 





20 240+ 8 
53 234+11 














D H H F  


















B M  
DK 
BC AA 
B C E I  N 
B B  AAME 
C C BD 
CF B B  

































C D N 
BD AAD 
B E  
BE AC 
BC B B I  
BC AA 
C E J 
C E 












F H D 
CCC AAAE 
BC A B L  
BC AAG 
































C D  AB H 
F L E  
BC AAEH 














5 2411 8 
17 236+11 





































B B I  
BE B B  
C KCG 
BBDC AAAD 
BC AAFl  
C F L C  
BD AA 




























cc B C  




CD B B  
D F I 
BBCC AACC 
C BGJ 
C H  C 
BC AB 
CCC BAB 













46 240+ 9 
31 237+11 



















57 241+ 9 
53 234+14 
1 236+12 

















B BJ I 
BD ABF 
C E 
C B K I  
D D C 
C I L A C  
E AE 
D C 
































C KI E 
C B F  
c c 
BBCC AAAA 
C J M  C 




I (Not Color Corrected) -, 12 pm 25 p n  M) pm L Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































08095 - 1207 
08095-1144 
08096- 1809 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































081 06- 1904 
08106- 151 3 
08107-1437 
08108 - 1527 
081 08 - 1409 
08109-1918 
081 09 - 1258 
081 09- 1947 
081 10 - 1538 
15 
4 




081 13 - 1005 
081 15- 1427 




28 08124- 1351 
081 26- 1444 
08126-1049 


























I 1  
2 





08143 - 11 29 
08144 - 141 7 
08144-1054 
08145 - 1459 
081 45- 1946 
08147-1042 
08147- 1702 












sv PUP 17 
081 52 - 121 8 
081 52 - 1251 
081 53 - 1720 
061 55 - 1603 
08155-1522 









081 58 - 1958 
081 58- 1053 
08159-1638 
081 59 - 1 107 









08167 - 1957 
08168- 1121 
















562- G 2 SC 
154104 M I  
1541 06 K5 






081 70- 1126 
081 70 - 131 8 








081 74 - 1806 
081 75- 1433 
081 75 - 1957 
08175-1241 
08176-1729 
mi 77- 1444 
681 78- 1603 
08180- 1250 






0~1134 - I 71 7 
08185-1332 
081 86- 171 1 
08187- 1905 
06187 - 1050 
154139 K5 6 
08187- 1247 
081 88 - 121 9 
061 86- 11 15 
08189-1914 
AB PUP 





'Conlusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Conlirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pn, IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE E§ 229 
OE POOR QUALITY 
Riaht Ascension: 08h18m596-08h29m28s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20'-- 10' 
Flux Density Flags Associations 
100 ~m 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
C 
A 















D J D 
BD AB 
B O  AB 
AAD 
D BE 































































































































































































































B D  AD H 
BC AA 
c B 
CD F A B  
































5.7 19 234+14 
9.6 36 237+12 
14.8 52 239+11 
20.7 18 236+13 
21 2 31 240+11 
22.4 33 240+11 
25.6 19 238+12 
34.3 46 237+12 






























DD G DH 
BD AD 
CC I AA 

































BD AAHl  
BC AC E 
C AD E 
DC B B  
CC B B  
ED B B  
CE AD1 
BC AC 



























F M  
E L  
E D  
c c 
BC AD H 
B F  ABK 



































314 5 236+14 
31.6 3 239+12 
34.0 46 238+13 
46.1 31 241+11 
56.4 22 241+11 
2.1 22 240+11 
2.4 16 236+14 
5.1 55 237+14 
179 29 236+14 
20.2 11 236+15 
23.4 41 240+12 
29.6 40 236+14 
337 22 241+11 
34.3 41 240+12 
38.6 26 238+13 
39.1 56 238+13 
44.5 8 242+11 
46.3 36 238+13 
8.0 30 236+15 
12.3 3 237+14 
13.3 29 236+15 
26.5 41 237+14 





























BC AAHl  
ABB A A B H  
E B 
D CF 
BC L B B  
FCC F F A  
CCC BAB 
CD AB F 












B AD G 




DD B D  I 
































































D B D 
C B 
CE KDC 
C D I 











1.1 27 243+11 
4.2 43 234+17 
6.3 57 235+16 
13.4 33 236+16 
13.4 23 242+12 
16.1 46 242+12 
19.7 21 237+15 
25.5 55 236+16 
35.1 58 239+14 

















E C E C  



























B H  
C G 












0 5  













(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Cwrds SMJ SMN 0 
(5) ('7 1 b ('7 C') C )  
25 prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
Sep 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 9  




































































































































































154150 + + + 
M-02-22-002 
1541 53 MO 
08189-1448 
081 91 - 1 21 7 
08191-1955 
08191-1310 
081 92 - 1834 











081 94 - 1332 
081 94 - 1337 
081 94 - 1026 























0821 7- 1552 
0821 9 - 1858 
08219 - 1836 
0821 9- 1920 
08220- 1951 
154213 KO 
562- G 5 Sc 1300000000 
0500000000 



























08227 - 1326 
08230- 1804 
08231 -1649 
08233 - 171 6 



































M -02 - 22 -01 7 
154278 K5 





08269 - 161 9 
08269 - 11 54 






















08271 - 1728 
08272 - 1904 
08274- 1017 
08276-1632 
08277 - 1841 

































2 1500000000 I 
0 04000oooO01 
























08291 - 1458 
154353 KO 
I 0400000000 I 
08292- 1314 
08294 - 1707 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
I 230 
~ ~~ _ _ _ ~  
Riaht Ascension: 08h29m32s-08h41m08s 
H 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density Flags 



























# T  
51 4 35 241+13 
0 0  19 241+13 
4 7  41 240+14 
6 8  45 238+15 
7 7  46 240+13 
147 19 240+14 
3 3 6  11 242+13 
339 25 237+16 
1 7  































48.1 43 243+13 
56.1 59 239+15 
0.8 58 236+17 
10.6 27 240+15 
11 2 44 239+15 
23.9 11 237+17 
24.1 36 243+13 
36.2 56 237+17 
36.9 46 242+14 
39.3 43 242+14 
41.2 24 242+13 
44.7 48 237+17 
55.1 10 240+15 
31.3 46 237+17 
44.5 43 235+18 
46.1 0 238116 
49.9 2 240+15 
54.8 31 241+14 
52.7 49 240+15 







































































53.6 53 240+16 
56.6 37 243+14 
57.5 1 240+16 
588  26 244+13 
16.7 49 237+18 
22.5 35 239+17 
24.8 54 241 + 16 
38.1 7 236+19 
40.6 1 244+14 





a S Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(s) (") I b ('7 (") 0 
25 pm 60 Wm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 

































































































































































































































































































































I C  
9 
9 
l e  
28 


























































































































































































































2 9  
1.57 
.31 
3 4  


















































2 4  






























































































































08295 - 1947 
08297 - 1813 
08299 - 1557 
08302 - 141 1 






















1.OOL B C  A B  G 
1.31L B B F K  
1.OOLC AE 
1.OOL D DC 
1.OOL B F  AB 
1.39 BC J A C  
1.09L E BD 
1.OOL BCD AAA 
4.65 CC HDAA 







































































































562- G 14 Sb 
08308 - 1535 
3500100300 
33001 00300 
3401 102000 PK-239+13 1 
1.OOL B C  A B  
1.12L E F 
1.OOL D F  B D  
1.OOL B C  A A B  
1.38 CC D AC 
1.OOL C D 
1.OOL B C  AA 
1.OOL F C D  
1.OOL B AE 




08324-1952 26.7 29 243+12 
08324-1220 28.6 29 237+16 








1.13L C E HE 
1.OOL B C  A C  D 
1.OOL C C F  
1.OOL B D  A F  F 
1.OOL D F 
1.OOL BC AC 
1.OOLC E M  
1.OOL B C  A A L  
1.OOL BC A A D  
1.OOL B E F  A A B  
154420 M3 







08334 - 1 107 




























1.OOL DC AA 
1.OOL BC ADL 
1.OOLC B F  
1.OOL CC A A F  
1.OOL D DJ 
1.30L D GK 
1.OOL CC A C  
1.OOL B C  A D  G 











1.OOLC B E  
1.OOLB B I  
1.OOL B B 
1.OOL B B C  AAC 
1.33 C D  L I  B B  
1.OOL C B 
2.67 B B C B  AAAA 
1.OOL B AE 
1.26L C E J  








08362 - 1606 
08362 - 1730 
08363-1710 
08364- 1933 
08364 - 1430 









































IOOL C D  J B D  
1.02L C CDI  
1.OOL BC AB J 
1.09L c c 
1.OOL D C D  N 
1.22L C D 
1.OOL B E  E D  
1.OOL B B D  AAEG 
7.42 CCC I BAA 
1.2OL C OF 
154479 KO 
154483 K5 






08367 - 1748 
08367 - 1433 
08372 - 141 8 
08372 - 18 18 
08375-1707 
08376- 1427 
08376- 121 7 
08377-1451 
154495 6 K5 M2 
154501 K2 
M - 02-22 -025 
1.OOLB A D  
1.OOL BC AB 
1.OOL C B I 
1.29L E I CH 
1.OOLC B N  
1.OOL B E  ABK 
5.79 BBCC AAAA 
1.35 C C 
1.OOL E B C  A A C  










15451 5 K2 
154518 M3 
TMSS - 10202 08380 - 1438 
08381 -1928 































1.53 CCCC AAAC 
1.28 CC MMBB 
1.11L B CG 
1.OOL B B E  
1.05L F F 
1.OOL C B I  J 
1.OOL B D  BE 
1.OOL C D L N  
1.OOL E B E H  
1.22L C M DE 
154528 KO 
154535 KO 
08388 - 1824 
XO838-149 
X0838- 149 
2.24 D C 
1.OOL B CG 
2.17LD C J 
1.OOLB E D  
1.OOL c c 
1.37L C MCE 
1.OOL BC AA 
1.09L C D  AC k 
1.OOLC AE 
1.OOL B C  AA 
154552 KO 
148 D C 
IOOL B B F  
IOOL E HFC 
104L C K B L  
156 C L J C  
1 OOL C DK 
842 CDFC DCAP 
IOOL B CF 
147 D F E F  
158 CC AE 
154561 K5 
563- G 13 Sb 
154564 KO 




I I 1  
'Conluston Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12. 25. 60, 100 pn, IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q'LJPLLITX 
23 1 




1 4  
4 7  












31 ( 2 3 7 ~ 1 -  
18 239-1E 











































1 0  

















































31 6 45 245115 
322 36 237+20 
326 53 243+16 
360 38 244+15 
0 4  40 242+17 
4 3  33 244115 
93 
151L 
1 0 0 L B D  
D E 
A B  H 
C BG 
9 3  10 
107 4 
121  14 
164 54 
452 59 
51 7 9 
524 59 
576 52 
58 6 38 



















CC E B B  
CC H B E  
D CMJ 
D C 
C E N  
C C MM 
lOOLlC 
116 D 



































C F J  
E C K 
B B J  
C DDB 
CCC B A B  
C D M  J 
D I G  
CB L B B  





















































B E  A A L N  
CC E A  
E D  A B L G  


















C B F 
C BC 
B B D 
F B 
C M E 
B F  A B  
































1 OOL B 




















1 0 0 L ~ C  
lOOL B E  
143L BC 
/ E  F 189 D 
1 Ai:/BCc 
E L  
AAC 





i A F c ~  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Cwrdi  SMJSMN 0 0 































































































































































































































































0841 5 - 1546 
08416-1310 
08417-1351 
08420 - I 1  46 
08420 - 1749 
08421-1854 
08423- 1731 
08424 - 1131 
08427-1313 















































































































































































































































































































08431 - 1846 
08433 - 1056 
08433 - 1305 
08434 - 1720 
08435 - 1003 
08437 - 1049 







563- G 19 SB 
154616 ME 
1.OOL B C  ACMJ 
1.11L C B K  B 
1.OOLC C J  
1.15L C KGB 
1.55L C C 
1.OOL BC A A L  
1.OOL C C F 
9.76 DBCC DAAA 
1.02L BBC A A B E  
5.81 CCC BAA 
08437 - 1907 
08437- 1038 
08438 - 151 0 
08440 - 1321 
08440 - 1 147 
08442 - 171 0 
08444 - 1834 
08445 - 1522 
08445 - 1533 
08450- 1951 
08450 - 1652 
08451 - 11 10 




(0844 - 155 
563- G 21 Sc 
154636 + + + 
Irl- 02- 23 -004 1500000000 
1500000000 I 
08453-1313 18.4 50 239+18 
08453-1831 18.5 39 244+15 
08453-1912 23.0 26 244+15 
08454-1841 l ! l  2r.8 37 244115 I54640 KO 
154643 K5 
8 I111 I 4  
30 107 2 
11 11071 2 







154646 G5 08461-1751 
08461 - 1837 
08462 - 1021 
08462 - 1328 
08467 - 1249 
08468 - 1720 
08468- 1652 






































08470 - 1049 
08472 - 1550 
08475 - 1 154 




563- G 25 SB 
M -03-23-009 
154676 K7 
08481-1846 109 16 244+16 
08484-1425 242 29 241+18 





























08501-1919 8 0  58 245-16 
08501-1302 1 83i381240+19 
08502-1251 157 46 240120 
08503-1902 20.1 15 245+16 




154715 K2 08508-1101 ,49 5 , 6 0  I238421 
06508 - 1627 
08509 - 1504 
08510- 1524 
08510 - 1319 




08516 - 1502 
08516 - 1523 
5181421243+18 
565128  242118 
0 6  56 242118 
3 3  42 240-19 
5 9 )  IO 238121 
120141 238+21 
146 ,53  240+20 
228 24 241+19 























0851 7 - 1858 
08518 - 1249 















08521 - 1855 
08521 - 1747 
08521 - 1229 
08522-1032 
08522- 111 1 154732 K5 I
'Confusion Flags I )  CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH) 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
232 
Riaht Ascension: 08h52m318-09h04rn20s 
Flux Density 










































































































































































































































































































I O €  
I O €  
I O €  












































































544 5 245+17 
0 8  59 240+20 
5 5  46 241+19 
114 15 245+17 
254 32 246+16 
145 52 240+20 












B B  AAD 3 
D DE 
BBCB AAAB 0 
BE AG 0 
BD AB1 1 






























26.9 57 245+16 
29.8 45 245+17 
34.1 51 242+19 
36.2 55 238+21 
420 57 246+16 











BC AAD 8 
DCC CAD 
D E 
C J H A 
CD D B D  E 2 
BD ACE1 0 
BC A A J E  I 
C AH 
F BF 







































































C BF H 
C CG 
C B F  L 





BC AB M 1 











C F H C  
CC HAC 
C D  J D D  
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E D  AB M C 
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E MKF 
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564- G 4 S 
I54823 K5 
08586 - 1724 
08587-1511 
08592-1656 
08595 - 1030 
09000-1154 
09000-1606 
09003 - 1034 
09003 - 1726 
09004- 1843 
09005-1945 
09007 - 1348 
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09028-1 100 
09028 - 1945 
09030- 1708 
09031 - 181 9 
09032 - 1850 
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I I 1  
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OE POOR QUALITY 
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Right Ascension: 09h04m28s-09h19m02s 
282  59 244+21 
36 0 56 246+ 19 
499 36 240+24 
6 3  45 248+18 
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ED AB G 
B BJ 
B B  AAF 
C F J 
E D  AA J 
EBC AAB 
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383 34 242+24 
39 8 9 244+23 
409 28 248+19 
57 0 22 245+22 
392 4 248+20 


















2 3 0  
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BC AEI  G 
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ED AE 
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F CF L D C B  
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BEC AAAF 
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C CK F 
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B D  AB 
B EK H 
CE H AD 
B E E F  
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CD HEC 
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C C F 
B BE 
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09068-1913 530 19 248+19 
09069-1449 545 59 244+22 


















09078-1448 53.1 38 244+22 

































im io ioo2o 
09089-1105 59.0 0 241+24 
09090 - 181 3 I I ,0140 I 247+ 20 
09090-1349 5.9 26 244+23 
.25L 
































091 I O -  1410 
091 11 - 1007 
091 13- 1424 
091 15- 1734 
091 16- 1029 
091 16 - 1429 
091 18- 11 33 













091 19- 1241 
09120-1827 1.7 52 248+20 
09122-1444 17.9 16 245123 
09123-1920 18.2 38 249+20 
09123-1728 20.9 9 247+21 
09120-1003 
I I I 155022 KO 155025 KZ 564- G 31 Sb 
09125 - 1627 09125-1627 32.8 19 246+22 
09128-1546 48.2 23 246+22 
09129-1354 589 9 244+23 
09130-1051 3.9 5 242+25 









































osnnooonoo 155056 KO 
155057 K5 
09145-1053 32.1 34 242+25 
09146-1956 36.0 42 249+20 
09146-1727 i 40.9 I 1  33 247+21 
155059 K2 
155060 KO 
09149 - 1148 














n91s7-1229 144.61 6/243+25 
69157-1536 448 3 246+23 
09165-1907 31 4 33 249+21 
09168-1056 485 42 242+26 
09168-1658 493 20 247+22 
09169-1024 I l l  579 27 242+26 155085 KO 155086 K2 







091 78- 1030 
09181-1155 
09185- 1524 
091 86- 1236 
09187 - 1507 
09187-1310 
091 90 - 1 141 
40 61 24 ' 248+22 
41 3 31 1247+22 
I49 61 40 242t26  







I I 1  
'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conllrmed Sources PW) 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 















7.3 55 249+21 
9.5 59 249+21 
27.7 26 242+27 
28.6 25 245+25 
33.5 18 249+21 
56.3 49 248+23 
10.5 18 246+24 
14.4 43 247+23 
30.4 52 246+25 




















































B C H  
B B E  
B B D  
B c 
BE AB 
B B H  L 
D D  ABH 
BBC AAAC 































B 81 M 
ED HDC 
CC A B L  
CC AB 
C BG L 
CC EBC 
CD B B B  
C DD 
E C KK 






























































































D D  
B C  A 0  
B c 
B D  AC 
F C C  CEAA 
CCC I BAA 
C F B  














E C  I CB 























c L C  
ECC DAB 
C C  I CB 













41.5 36 246+27 41 
48.9 3 250+24 I 48 
51.5 11 249+25 63 
54.3 5 246+27 42 
56.1 15 249+24 
3.5 29 245+28 
6.2 21 247 t26  
6.5 46 251+23 
14.0 54 249+25 
17.7 9 249+25 
26.6 51 248+26 











CC B D  
B C F  




DD L B E  
C J CC 

















C I C 
D I C 
CC B B B  
BD AAD 
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DC DCC 
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oenoe - 1407 
09211-1012 
0921 1 - 1535 
09222 - 1714 
09224- 1339 
09224- 1751 





09229 - 121 0 




09234 - 1 146 
09236 - 1743 
09236 - 121 1 
09237- 1342 





















09239 - 1 120 
09242-1631 14.0 5 248+24 
09243-1613 20.7 43 248+24 
09244-1001 I 25.1 I /  2 243+28 8 9 







































155196 9 K2 
N2889 
155205 K2 
565- G 6 Sa 
09248-1340 
09248 - 191 8 
09249- 141 7 























M - 02-24 -027 
155229 K5 
14 I112 3 
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09280-1521 0.5 26 248+25 29 














































































































































09305 - 131 7 
09307- 141 9 
0930s--1632 
6Gio - 1555 
0931 2 - 1 106 
0931 5 - 1020 
09316- 1942 
0931 7 - 1 1 18 
09322-1609 
09324 - 1 154 
09329 - 161 6 
09331-1428 
09332- 1639 
09333 - 1505 



































09338 - 1704 
09340-1106 
09340 - 1528 
M -02-25-006 





09340 - 1709 









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 09h34m48s-09h50rn35s 















































































































































F GL D 
D M F 
F L C 
c c 
B E D  AAD 1 
C DD 
D D 
B B M 
1 OOL B 
lOOL CBC 
361 1 CC 
1 OOL B 
182 CD 
lOOL E D  
156 DC 
112 1 CC 




F A A  
C DE 
M B E  
AD 2 
NEB 
F C B  
B 







09370-1541 0 8  54 250+27 
127 E 




E B B  
lOOL BE 
lOOL B E  
l O l L  B O  
76 C D  
AC 0 
J J B D  
AC 1 
B E  1 
lOOL C I CH 
109L C C D  
119 CD CB 
372 CC I B A A  
lOOL B A F F G  
lOOL B B E  N 
110L C E L  
1 OOL D B L 
94 D D B  







































































































C D  
A K  
AA 1 
F 
H A A A  
I B 




4 4  






lOOL B C  
1 OOL CC 





B I  
CAAA 0 
GBAA 











20.0 16 251+28 
24.1 13 250+29 
31.7 45 253+26 
35.8 10 249+29 
50.1 29 250+29 
50.8 60 250+28 
09443-1142 199 
09446-1348 41 5 
09447-1422 '430 
09447-1516 453 
09448-1658 51 2 

























C J  7 
H C D  
F A A  
LGC 
B J  
E M  
CF 
I AA 
IOOL CD / B E  
140 C C '  MBB 
120 CC E L B C  
403 E C  L D A A  
129 D J E  
317 CC EA 
IOOL B E  AA 
107L C CE 
lOOL B 1BG 
109 C C ,  B B D  
o 
0 
lOOL BE A A H  
1 OOL Ai  c B E  '1!4AFD c 
165 CC L B B  
137 C D  J B B  
118L C AF N 
116L C (OK 
1 OOL c L CB 




09490-1436 4 3  
09491-1245 7 2  
09492-1106 147 
09494-1350 '245 
09495-1602 3 0 6  






44 250+31 62 
21 248+32 24 
38 251+30 52 
9 252129 5E 
251130 4E 
44 254+28 67 
4 253+28 79 
54 250+31 64 
40 250+31 30 7 1121 3 
(Not Color Corrected) 
I w  Pm I Flux , Corr ,; 
Uncs Coef R 
Sep 
Name Type (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
Q 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
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650001 0000 
0300000000 
o4oonioooo 155376 K2 
M - 02-25-01 09373- 1107 19 21 16 1246+30 
09373-1316 ' 223  59 248128 
09378-1737 486 59 252+25 
09379-1607 549 13 250+26 I I 1  155389 M2 
09381 -1707 
09385- 1251 










150 7 '  
2911 
561251+26 

























155409 M2 11  13 
09399-1430 565 12 249+28 
09405-1532 327 42 250+27 
09407-1009 423 20 246+31 
09407-1917 1476 551253+25 
09408-1258 534 9 248+29 
09408-1529 534 33 250127 
09409-1605 54 2 44 251 +27 
09409- 1938 56 2 33 254+25 
09411-1820 103 44 253125 
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09413-1712 19.3 31 2 5 2 ~ 2 6  
09416-1617 37.7 6 251+27 
09416-1214 41.1 9 248+30 
09420-1213 6.0 22 248+30 
09425-1728 i 30.4 / I  38 252126 155450 K2 
566-IG 8 S. 1400001000 
2500000010 
0400000000 


































09438-1524 51.2 28 251+28 
09440-1715 1 4.41 17 1252+27 









09453- 11 18 
09458- 1122 
09461 - 1750 
09461 - 1248 




09469 - 1003 
09471 -1133 
155483 K2 206 43 
51 4 35 
' 6 6  7 
1 0 2  36 





1 7 0  6 








09471 - 1902 
09473- 1319 
09473 - 1526 
09475 - 1856 
09477 - 1557 
61114 2 ;  
12 111 31 
13 111 3 :  
11 114 2 
35 110 2 
12 '111 31 
6 113 2' 
8 111 3 
13 112 3 










































09482 - 1807 
09486- 1538 
09488 - 1329 
09490-1541 
51 2 37 250+30 
3 9  40 252+29 I l l  
8 I111 3 
22 112 3 
6 111 31 
12 111 3 
11 113 21 
155542 KO 
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Flux Density Flags 
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(1 8 
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D E L 
BC AB 
C CE 
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DD B B  





































C F D  
C D  I BC 
DD K A A  
CC GBB 
DDC BAB 
































44.6 46 259+37 
51.9 1 258+38 
41.5 51 257+39 
51.9 3 258+39 
3.0 55 258+38 
39.4 40 261+37 
51.9 6 262+35 
59.4 13 260+37 
11.6 36 259+38 

















































































C F B L  
BCD AAB 
C B N 
CD KBE 
CE B A  
AB 
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2 '  
0951 0 - 1741 
09511-1456 
0951 1 - 1214 
09512-1920 
09512- 191 5 
09513- 1047 1 OOL DG 
09514-1358 
09520- 11 22 










09556 - 1539 
09557- 1253 
09557- 1044 
665 ~ ~ ~ L ~ B  DCC cc IAEEB JBAA 
IOOL B BG F 
IOOL B AFC 
1 0 0 L A B C  AADF 
319 DC CAA 
IOOL'B AC 












09574 - 1059 
09585 - 1355 
09590 - 1455 
ncmi -1317 
13 155657 K2 
10 M-02-26-016 
10 M-02-26-017 -. -.. . - . . 
09592-1221 
























































































































10020- 101 5 
10026- 1249 
10029 - 1 127 
10031 -1220 
10033 - 1146 
10050 - 101 4 
101 93 - 1914 
10202- 1910 
10205 - 1 925 
1021 4 - 171 2 






















































































































10225 - 1705 
10228- 161 4 
10231 - 1629 
10236 - 1 634 
















1 0260 - 1848 
10262 - 191 6 
10272- 1649 
10277 - 1624 
10287 - 1706 
10288- 181 7 
10294- 1954 
10295 - 1831 
1 0296 - 1443 








10343 - 1524 
10343-1750 



























10363 - 1123 
10366 - 1904 
10367- 1928 
10377 - 11 18 %I  2 10386- 1714 10396-1549 
10397 - 1331 
2, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 
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Right Ascension: 10h40m03s-1 lh09m066 
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9 ' 1 1 4  


















































570- G 1 Sc 
11011-1712 6 4  
11015-1830 1321 
11011-1310 1 8 0  33'269+38 
46 270+37 
21267+42 
11016-1012 141 1 
11020-1034 5 8  






571265+44 1 95 1 16 11141 2 
5 265+44 71 6 114 2 
54 270+38 55 15 115 2 
391270+39 48 8 114 2 
50 268+42 56 9 1141 2 
51 271+37 30 18 114 2 
45 269+40 41 10 1141 2 
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25 pm fd pm 
(Jansky) 
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T Name Type ('7 Mag 



























































































































1041 1 - 1302 
1041 5 - 1406 
10416-1612 
10417-1231 
1041 9- 1056 
10431-1517 
10439 - 131 1 




10444 - 1701 
10452- 1450 
10456- 1154 
10459- 11 15 
10460- 1705 























































































































































































































218 CC J B B  
I O O L C  CJ 
IOOLlCF AB 
IDOL C E M  
IOOLD B 
A F  :::Ic 694 E C  DD E AB DC
HCAA 
lOOL BCC AAA 
40111 /265+37 
7 5 46 '266+35 
1401 17 1260+42 
245 59 265+36 
10474 - 1345 
10475-1429 
10475 - 1024 


















































































CC D F A A  
1.OOL c CE 
l.OOLICD AB 
1.63L C DAB 
1.58 CC I BC 
1.37 CC I CB 
10483 - 1825 




10490-1450 1 4.1)39/265+39 
10495-1504 33.1 33 265+39 











338 DC E A A ~  
115 DC K D C ,  
IOOL C BNH 
151 DC CBB 
1 OOL C B G  
IOOL B D  AC 
IOOL B BC 
553 CDD BAA 
128L C GD 
132 D J C B  
10497-1611 47.0 8 266+38 





1051 0- 1952 
10510-1510 
1051 5- 1545 























1.OOL C AI 
1.13L B F  AC I 
5.04 D DC ECAA 
1.11L D E 
;:;; , CC H BC 1.76: CF CE E D BAA 
1.05L C D 
1.49 CC H B C  
1 . 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~  A C  E 
10521 - 1534 
10522- 1646 
10527 - 11 51 
10529 - 141 6 
F C  CC 
113L C C F 
150L C 81 H 
103 C C 
IOOL F DB 
372 DD DAA 
147 D I F D  
IOOL E B E  
IOOL BBC AAD 
145 
113L I C C 10533- 1441 10534 - 1 800 10538 - 1021 10538- 1033 n~nnoonnnn I 13 156338 K2 13 156337 MC 
10540 - 1643 
10544- 1813 
10563-1441 23.5 24 267+40 ~ ~ ~ ~ K f :  10564-1920 ~ 29.5 3 114(268+39 2 70 6 6 115 2 
6 (1151 2 0600000000 
10573- 1801 
10577 - 1348 
10580- 1803 











1.OOL BC AAF 
1.OOL B D  A A J  
19.73 BBDD AAAA 
1.OOL C K K C l  
1 OOL B AC 
1.OOL c CI  
1.30: CC I BC 
1.OOL C BG 
284 DDC CAB 
1.77L C L E B D  
10584- 1531 
10586 - 1 1 14 
10586 - 1 804 
10589- 1228 














IOOL C B L M  
I O I L  F CM 
118 cc B B  
1409 CCDD DBAA 
133 C E D  
lOOL D AC 
114 C F B  
294 CF AA 
lOOL C A H  

















1.37 C F C D  
1.OOL C AF 
1.50 CC KCC 
1.OOL B D  AB 
1.07L C B L  K 
1.52 C F E 
1.OOL C A 
1.94 DC L I  AB 
1.OOL BC AAE 
2.73 CC HAB 
13 156459K2 
13 156461 KO 
7 
2 











291 'IRASllO5-11 S2/ 8 11058-1131 484 46 267+44 57 9 114 i 
11059-1151 1542127 267+43 66 10 114 i 
11062-1041 158 47 266+44 35 18 114 2 
11067-1124 477 18 267+44 29 7 114 2 
11069-1343 /5921471269+42 1 53 1 8 1114 2 
144L DC DBD 
IOOL C DEL 




F D  HBG 
l O l L  C BH 
114 C E 
113LlC DC 












14 1141 i 
3: 12 (:::I 114 
11 114 
*Confus,on  lags I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 

































































































































































































































































9 115 3 
9 115 2 
29 116 2 
10 115 3 
18 115 2 
10 116 2 






















571- G 16Sb 
100 pm 1 Flux Corr 1 confusion s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN i3 
6)  C') I b C') (") U 
















































































































































































































































































































































































11 103- 1620 
1 1 106- 1659 
11107-1255 
11 11 5- 1231 
11 116-1426 
1 1 1 16- 1354 
1 11 16- 1636 
11 121 - 1738 
11 127- 1327 
1 1 128- 11 18 
11 130- 1859 
11 130- 1353 
11 130- 1531 
11131 -1219 
11 133- 1020 
11 140- 1923 
11 142- 1414 


























































































































































































































































































2.09 C DB 
3.15 CC BA 
2.27 D E 
1.OOL BD AB 
1.35 D GF E 
1.OOL OD AD 
2.16 CE CB 
1.OOLC BE 
1.OOL C BGF 












































































4.16 CD AA 
1.OOL BCD AACK 
2.09 E L 0 
2.40: CE AA 
2.79 DC EAA 
1.OOL BCC AAAL 
1.2OL F B I 
1.69 C G C 
1.OOL C BJ 






11 154- 1237 






1.01L c B 
.94: CE DCJ 
1.OOL D C 
1.19 F F E  
l . l O L C  AH 
1.OOL B AC G 
2.02 CD CC 
1.OOL BCC AABL 
1.OOL B D  AD 
1.53L C L BK 
11 156- 1648 
11 166- 1252 
11 167-1558 
11 167 -1527 
1 1168- 1430 





0300000100 11 174- 1619 
I 1  176- 1336 
11 179- 1001 
11181-1018 
i 1 7 u i  - 1 o m  
13 156615KO 
13 156618KO 
1.OOLC B H  
1.OOL C AD 
1.OOL c B 
1.OOL BD AB 
1.OOL B AE 
1.17LC BK 
1.14 BBCC AAAB 
1.74 DE CB 
1.OOL c 81 
1.06L BCD AAAH 
i i 268- i 836 
1 121 2 - 1008 
11213- 1938 
11214-1200 
1 121 5 - 1024 









11223 - 1244 
1 1223 - 131 7 
11223-1724 
11229-1 117 
11 232- 1415 
1 1232 - 1944 
11233- 1328 
1 1239 - 1406 
1 1241 - 191 9 
11245-1855 
2.07 CD NCAB 
2.58 CC HBA 
1.OOL BD AB 
1.79 CD DAB 
1.OOL C F  AB 






U i  VJUUUUlUVU 
1.01L C BC 0400010000 
1.69L BC AAI E '  0 2400000000 
1 OOL C B M  MI 0500000000 
0600010000 ' 0300000000 
128L C BC 4400000010 
146 F J ND 1500000000 
1 OOL BD AAH 0 3500001000 
201 CC DB 0200000000 
115L D I B D  0300010000 
IOOL BD AA 0 1100001000 
1 OOL CC AA 1 ~ 0600000000 
1 OOL CC AA 0 0400000000 
11 246- 1204 
11 250- 1249 
1 1250- 1919 
11255- I108 
11255-1946 
11256- 1255 I O '  M-02-29-032 
1 3 ~  156713MO 1 4 
1 1257 - 1236 








































14 571- G 5 SC 
10 M-02-29-041 
13 I 156732 M5 
156750 GO 
11274-1736 
1 1282- 1500 
11284- 11 11 
1 1285- 1 809 
1 1290 - 1357 




1.OOL c B 
11 304- 1604 
11307-1600 
1 1308 - 1020 
11314- 1235 







6 116 1.OOL C B J 
1.39 BBDC AAAC 0 
1.33 C N D  
1.OOL B D  AA 1 
1.12L E C 
1.OOL D BK H 
1.OOL C BE 
1.87 E H C 
6.12 BCDD AAAA 0 
1.00L BC A B L  0 
1.60 CC F AB 
1.09L c c 
1.75 D L C 
1.57 DC M B B  
1.20 E CB 
3.14 CC BA 
1.14L C D 
1.OOL E A H  
1.OOL BC AB 0 
2.22 CD AB 
1.55 CC F B D  
1.13 DC K F D  
1.OOL BO AB 0 
1.OOL C BE 
2.55L BBC AACL 1 
1.OOL C DCB 
1.OOL C A 
1.OOL c B 
2.77 CC HBA 






11346- 11 16 
11351-1909 
11351 -101 1 
11353-1 130 


































11367 - 1255 





1 1369- 1254 
11 372- 1620 
11385- 1249 
11386-1725 
11 386- 1624 
11395-161 1 
11396- 1753 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 prn; IO) High Source Density Region. 
239 
Riaht Ascension: 1 lh40rn076-12h12m56s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 































49.1 1 282+42 
32.4 34 282+44 
36.8 15 282+44 
40.6 16 279+48 
51.3 15 279+50 




1 OOL C 
1 W L  C E  
1 OOL c 
I O l L  c 
1 OOL C E  
IOOL B 
IOOL C 
1 OOL B C  
115L C 
455 BBDD 





AE L 0 1400000000 
c 0500000000 
c 0300000000 
AF 0 0600000000 
AD 0600000000 
B D  1500000000 
AB 1 0400000000 
BE 0500000000 















19 281+47' 26 
38 282+45 67 
3 283+43 39 
0 281+47 79 
47 280+49 24 
498140 
_ _ _ I  - 
281+48 61 
--- - _ _  C D  
E 




C D  
DDB 
B I  
E L  
C 











5/Ul4b LUU+4Y 15 
5 9  30 283+43 1 75 
457 50 282+45 92 
105 46 284+42'  65 
2 4 7  23 284+43 86 
309 53 284+42 49 
4961 2 282147 73 
545 54 284+44 57 
4 9  4 283+45 84 













































































































527 24 288+43 42 
538 32 287+44 46 
280 55 286+47 54 
201 54 287+47 45 
265 16 286+48 40 
58 5 38 288+45 1 60 
8 0  41 288+45 64 
162 58 286+50 45 
3 4  26 287+47 42 
515 31 288+43 86 
10 1141 2 
14 114 2 
15 T14 2 
13 114 2 
8 114 2 
8 114 2 
12 114 2 
8 11412 
13 114 2 
9 114 2 
13 114 2 
11 114 2 
14 114 2 
10 114 2 
10 114 2 
8 114 2 
23 114 2 
9 114 2 
11 114 2 

























(Not Color Corrected) I Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Ccwrds SMJ SMN 8 
(s) ('7 I b (") ("1 (') 
C 
T Name Type (") Mag 



















































































































































11401 - 11 17 
1 1406 - 1 109 
11406-1229 
1 1406 - 1 1 18 
1 1407 - 1236 
11408- 1932 
11422-1804 133 20 282+42 
11425-1256 31 0 22 279+47 
11431-1656 6 5  55 281+43 
11409-1631 










































































































































































1.12L D B H N  
1.37L C K B C  
1.50 CC H CB 
1.07 E C  M CC 
1.11 C A F C  
1.OOL B D  A B G  2 
7.34 D D D  HBAA 
1.OOL BD AA 0 
1.96 C E  K B B  






4.63 DD N AA 
1.WL BC AAA 0 
15.93 C D  I DBA 
1.OOL C DM 
1.OOL BD AB 0 








8 115 2 
8 115 2 
9 115 2 
10 115 2 
1 1463 - 161 9 
1 1472 - 1322 
11477- 1101 
11477- 1535 
11481 - 1235 
11482- 1506 
11483 - 1656 
11485- 1325 
11485-1055 






13 1156918 05K5 2
13 156926 KO 
13 156930K5 
13 156932 KO 
13 ~ 156933 M3 
8 115 2 












13 1 156936 K2 
13 156937M3 





I OOL c 
1.05: 
182 
.. 10 M-02-30-035 
13 1 156944 K5 l 1  
11  
l 1  
I 1  
13 156955K2 
13 156958 K2 






























































1.OOL I 4  ,1151 2 
i 
~ 1300000000 1 
1500000000 
14 1572- G 14 Sa 
13 156988 A0 
14 572- G 20Sc 
13 157004 K2 
13 157007K2 
13 1 157015 KO 
177 E C  C B B  
11OL C BE 
1.OOLC E K  
2.02 C C  HMAA 
18.89 C E D D  CCAA 
1.82 C HB 
1.OOL C BG J 
2.47 CC AA 
1.37L C D L 
1.OOL C C K 
11313-1511  
1 1533 - 1457 





















































1 1562 - 1 148 
11564- 1844 

















14 572- G34. .  
13 157028 K2 1 1565 - 101 1 
11566-1318 
165 D G G J F  
2 35 D 
2804 CCDD BBAA 
IOOL B D  ":A 
343 ~i F J O  51 1 
8 I :  2 
115L c c 
272 I D I  L B 
167 CC GBC 
123L CE AD H 
IOOL C D  AC 
7597 CCDC EDBA 
1 OOL C B 
349 F C  CA 
162 CC F CB 
11585-1708 31.9 13 286+44 46 



















227 E C C  F D A B  
218 CC HBB 
149 1 CC G BC 
468 1 E F  J B B  
106L C E  
109 CCIADAB 
144 1 F L J D C  
525 ! CC K B A  
721 F C D  BAA 
171L C 




258 C C ~ H L B B  
I 5 3 ~ 1  c CD 
i o o L  C D  A D E  
IOOL E B H  
IOOL c B L  N 
284 ! CC J B B  
109LlC C J 
107L C BHE 
98 C D  AD 





















1 2088 - 1630 
12097 - 1935 
12097- 1853 




121 15- 1728 
121 15- 1218 




121 29- 1347 
.61 
.88 
106 C D  BD 1 36.3 i , j ; i I i 8 9 + 4 i  19 288+51 



























.4OL 131 157172 KO 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
240 
Riaht Ascension: 1 2hl 3"13"1 2h46m30s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations Flags 









1 .00~  
1 . 0 0 ~  
B D  AB 1 
B D  AD 1 
DDD DAA 
F D D  
CD CA 
D D 
F D  DB 
DE HAB 
B E  A B  a 
























































E F  A A  K a 
ED A A  L a 
CC NAA 
B D  A B L  1 



























































1 . 7 8 ~  
1.001. 
D F  ED 




BCD A A C E  a 










































CCDD CCBA 0 
c cc 





































































1 .00~  
DC BA 
C F F  C 

































C F  AB C 
F K  
B AC 
F CC 
C C L 
c B B  
BC AAM 1 











































































BCDC AAAA 0 
C I F C  
B AC 
























CC J E C  
C CD 
CE CD 
C F  B F  
DDD GDBA 
C D E D C  
C A E H  
C B H  
C D H  
C DD 
F B 
B F  AB C 
CI 
c BC 
CD AC 1 
CD F F B C  
C B G  
C D L H  
B D  ABJ C 
c B 
32 0 














































































































C DD ECAA 
BD 
C DD 










Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 8 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 0 






































































































































































































































































































































































12132- 171 5 
121 32 - 1332 
121 40 - 1203 
121 57- 1823 
12163- 1946 
12167- 1559 


















































































































































































1571 76 B8 
















































































































573- G 10 S c  
157207 KO 
X1216-171 ~ 5 7 . 0 ~ 5 8 ~ z g i + 5 0  4 .8 28 292+45 
58.5 34 291+49 
1.8 39 293+43 
121 69 - 1 120 
121 69 - 1308 




U -03 - 32-003 







121 71 - 1 I56  











121 74 - 1706 
12180- 1823 
12182- 1234 
12183-1817 . - . . . .. . 
12191 - 121 1 
121 95 - 1253 
121 97- 1516 
121 99- 1905 
12202- 1600 







1221 2- 1856 
12214- 1505 
12216-1913 
12219 - 1707 
12219- 1830 
12227- 1049 
12233 - 1739 





12252 - 1621 
12252 - 1649 
12253 - 161 9 
12254 - 1410 
12260- 1543 
12262 - 1 856 





12262 - 1 122 
12263 - 1438 
12272- 161 4 
1 2274 - 1306 
12285- 191 9 
12287 - 1212 





1 2302 - 1326 
12303 - 1623 
12309 - 1233 
12312-1145 
1231 2 -. 1648 
1231 9 - 1022 
12324 - 181 1 
12329- 1144 
12330- 1016 


































1 2336 - 1420 
12343- 1526 
12345 - 171 5 
12349-1659 
12355- 1904 
12357 - 1 1 14 
12361 - 1758 
12385-1926 












12370 - 1759 
17372- 1701 
N4594 

































157474 KO . - . . . . . . . 1241 2 - 1800 
1241 5 - 1739 
12420-1730 
1 2424 - 1950 
157484 K2 
157488 K2 
157498 501 M1 KO 
04owW000 1 12424- 1043 
12437-1756 
12438 - 1 509 






























'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conflrmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
241 
Right Ascension: 12h46m44s-13h07m04s 
11 113 




44 12 113 
3 0 '  7 ~ 1 1 3  
55 7 113 
44 1 9 113 I !  












































































































































































E B  
F D B  
I C B B  
CC 
L E B  
B A  
CK E 

















51 7 19 304+43 
462 52 304+52 
51 1 39 304+43 
288 48 304+49 
428 4 304+50 
4 7  2 305+50 
























































104 ~ DC 
304L C 
351  CC 
IOOL F 
IOOLIB 




N J D  
DD 
B K 
K A B  
E D  
A C  





276 F C  
323L,BD 
100L'  C 
157 CC 
I B D  




E D  
J A A  













2 1  40 306+45 
1 1 2  5 306+48 
128 40 306+48 
145 46 306+49 
183 33 306+49 








































289  CF 
722 CC 
1209 C D  
102L E D  
110L C 
115L C 




B B  
CAA 
E E A  









12590-1618 5 0  
12595-1442 344 
12596-1150 360 






59 3 0 7 ~ 4 7  
135 1 C 
100LIC 
167L C 









B F  M C G  N 
C 
LGCA 
D B  
106LlCE 
190 CC 
IOOL B F  
183L E D  
113 C 
138 C 
229  1 CC 
189 C 
IOOLIC 
l 0 O L ~ C  
AB 0 
J B B  
AB 3 





























1 OOL C B 
IOOL BC AA 
117L C AJ 
1 OOL C B J 
1560 CCDD B A A A  




l O l L  c 
131 
521 DD 
A E N D l  
J AA 
C 
II A T Name Type Sep C') Mag 
(Not Color Corrected) I L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN I3 
(I) (") 1 b (") (") ("1 



























































































































































































































12471 - 1901 
12473 - 1255 
12473- 1535 

















































































































































































































































165L 'D A G  L 
159 D J E E B  
184 C MLB 
224 CC LMBB 
528 C D  NAA 
173 E D  AC 
1 OOL C A D  
1 OOL F C L 
2 0 2  DC K E B  
216 CC NAB 
12483-1311 120.3 12 303+49 
12487 - 1003 46.6 1 57 1 303 + 53 
2500000100 
i~onnnninn 10 M-02-33-033 
10 M-02-33-034 
12504-1136 29.6 53 304+51 






12534 - 1 102 
151 1 CC NAB 
118L C C D  
233 1 CC J B B  
147 CC D B B  
12561 18/305+52 
















































12553 - 1424 
12578-1402 151.8 10 306+49 









































12597 - 1724 
13003- 1636 
13004 - 1958 
13005 - 1547 
13007 - 1600 
13007- 1325 
13012 - 161 8 
1301 6- 1004 
1301 7 - 1647 
13020 - 1638 
45.5 41 '307+45 
18.6 48 307+46 
29.81 58 1307+43 
87 30 113 2 
40 9 113 2 
56 12 113 2 
65 9 113 2 
521 18 1 1 3 ' 2  
117 28 113 2 
27 9 113 2 
91 1 18 113 2 
54 IO 1141 2 
101 18 1131 2 
32 1 '  17 1307147 
43 0 45 307+46 
46 31 33 1307149 
153 16 307+46 
36 6 20 308+52 
440 '21  1307146 



















48 1 9 113i 2 
39 14 721 2 
54 7 1131 2 
9 113 2 ' ;z IO 1131 2 
63 35 113 2 
84 11 1131 21 
49 12 113 2 
85 16 113 2 
53 9 113 2 
79 10 113 2 
60 7 113 2 
27 7 113 2 
76 28 113 2 
49 7 113 2 
73 36 '113 2 
45 7 113 2 
13021-1219 
13028 - 1928 
13030 - 1 1 15 
13032 - 1350 
13038 - 1438 
13039 - 1 124 
13040 - 1 1 16 
13040 - 1607 
13047- 1127 
13052 - 1846 
11 01 
49 3 




0 1  












4 7  












13052 - 1028 
51 309-50 
, 8 309+49 
' 28  309152 
19 3 0 9 ~ 4 8  050000000C 13053-1401 
1305s - 1 129 
13062 - 1514 
13067 - 1320 
13068 - 1053 
13069 - 1026 
13070- 1620 
58 310+51 





'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1 2) CIRRUS-2 3) Conlusion Processing 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH) 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
242 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 




















































DC H B E  
C A E  
D D 
C E D D  D A A A  
CCCD D A A A  
CC AB 
C F  B B  
C MEB 












CD AC J 
B C  A B K  
D A D  D I  
cc 
C D D  D A A A  
CC L B E  
CD 
C A F I  






















CC F B B  
C D L  B B  
CC L AA 
E GD 
D J BI  
CDDD C B A A  
E D 
DC D F C  
DD AA 
DD J B A  
1.OOL c 
1.43 1 C 
1.54: CC 
2.63 CC 
1.2OL B D  
2.72 ' CC 
15.12 DCDD 
1.04L C 
5.79 1 D D  
1.86 CC 
B C  
K G 
BB 
A B  
AD 
DBA 
D A A A  
B 
DAA 































































CD H CD 
D F C B  
A F  
CD C F A A  
B D  AA 
DC MDAA 
CE AC L 

























1 . 0 0 ~  








cc B C  
B D  A C E  a 
B D  A A  a 
CCDD B A A A  a 
C J F F  
B D  A B  I C 
C C F  
BCC A A C  C 



















































F D K C  
D HGH 
C D D  
DD N F A C  
CD L F A A  
C I  E 
C D  D B A A  
DC A A J  C 
CC L F A A  




















































B D  AB C 
C BC K 
DC B B  
E D  GC 
B C C  AADG C 
C DH 
C K C D  

































B C  A A E  C 
CC MBB 
CC GAA 
c B L 
B AF 
DC DC 
CE H B B  
CD AA 
C C M 
C 
A 
# T  
V L 
Pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 



































































































































































































































































































13076- 11 50 
13083- 1613 
13083 - 1153 











































































1 S O  
SOL 














































































6.4 45 310+51 
8.4 48 310+52 
24.1 57 309+47 
21.2 18 310+46 
23.8 21 310+50 
43.5 57 31 1 +52 
56.7 32 311+50 
34.0 55 309+46 
























































13093 - 1327 




13103- 191 5 
157788 F2 
M -03-34 -01 5 
M - 03 - 34 - 01 4 
576- G 10 SO 
576- G 11 Sc 
576- G 14 Sc 
M-02-34-010 
157801 K5 
131 03 - 1942 
131 08 - 191 7 
13109- 1509 
131 10 - 1508 
131 12- 1358 
131 15 - 1940 
13121 -1006 
13123-1619 
10 113 2 
25 1 1 3  2 
6 1113Il 2 
10 112 2 ,  
11 113 2 
7 113 2 
33 1131 2 
10 113 2 
8 112 2 











M -03 -34 -038 
576- G 19 Sb 
M - 02 - 34 -01 2 
13136- 1624 
13137- 1946 
13140- 191 1 
13 1131 2 
20 113 2 
11 113 2 
24 112 2 
23 113 2 
12 113 2 
8 112 2 
17 112 2 
11 1 1 3 ~  2












13142 - 1602 
131 42 - 1622 
13143 - 1253 
13144- 1030 
13145- 1659 
13145- 181 7 
131 48 - 151 7 
13149-1450 
13151-1541 





M -03 -34-043 
12 112 2 
30 2 2 '  2 
15 112 2 
14 112 2 
15 112 2 
11 112 2 
11 112 2 
9 112 2 
10 ,112 2 
10 112, 2 









































































131 75- 1402 
13176-1616 
131 76- 1102 
13176-1218 


















































, - , - . . . . . 
131 83 - 1212 
131 87- 1340 
131 67 - 1923 
13168 - 1937 
13189- 1737 
13169- 1 129 
131 91 - 1256 
13194- 1409 
13194-1219 
131 97 - 1627 



















13203 - 1728 
13204- 1539 
13205 - 1 803 
13205-1 11 1 







576- G 49 S. 
13223 - 1 100 
576- G 51 Sc 
157923 82 
M-02-34-046 
1321 8 - 1929 
1321 9- 1933 





157930 K 5  
157932 K2 
M-03-34-076 






13234 - 1026 
13240- 1226 
13241-1716 
13243 - 1819 
13245-1740 157942 KO 
13245 - 1230 
157944 G5 







0300000000 M -02-34-054 
157962 54 K5 2











13273 - 1344 
576- G 65 Sc 
157967 K5 
II I I  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
243 
Declination: -2O"-- loo 
13450-1920 0 2  43 321+41 
13451-1102 11 1 14 324149 
13452-1819 127 27 321+42 
13452-1549 178 8 322+45 
13463-1200 236  52 324+48 
13458-1321 527 45 324+47 
















I Associations Flux Density I Flags 
596 




















































































































0 3  
0 7  









































265  40 
338 9 










864 F I K C  
106LIC IBG 
137L C L C G  
150 DD CC 











113L C D K 
136L C ~ C K  
157 CD B C  
IOOL BCF AAD 
152L C BC 
1 63 
1 1 2 L B D  AC 
1 8 0  04L C C F  "IB:,; 
















116L CE AC 
lOOL D AI 
lOOL BD AB 
153L C F E 
0 
0 
236L E ' J C L  
121L c c 
lOOL BC AAK 
126L C 81 
196 C L C 
144L C DB 
107L B A 0  
IOOL BC AA 




13470-1218 4 5  12 
13471-1753 9 4  14 
13476-1251 41 1 49 











IOOL EE 1AB 
184 C N E 
125L C B H  
111  C l  D 
156L D IM CB 
205 CC BBA 
8 1 9 5  42 




























13495-1735 352 46 
13497-1515 448 58 
13500-1231 4 8  19 















a 6 Coordr S M J S M N  -9 
Name 
(s) ('7 1 b ('7 (") (7 
L C 
Sep 













































































































































































































































































130L D N BA 
124L C C C  
150L C C H 
275 CC AA 
1 OOL c B 
173 C G E 
lOOL CD AB 0 
lOOL CC AB 0 
106 CD L D F  

































































































1.OOL B D  AB M 0 
1.11L C DD 
5.58 CCC DBAA 
1.49L CD AB I 0 
1.42L C B 
2.59 CD HEEB 
1.18: C F C B G  
1.87 C H E 
1.31 F I CE 
2.10 DC HAC 
13302 - 1758 
13303 - 1559 
13304 - 1451 
13304 - 1944 
13305 - 1552 
13305- 1739 
13313 - 1500 
13 158001 M2 
13 158003 G5 
10 M-03-35-003 
13323- 1536 
13326 - 1038 
10 M-03-35-005 
10 M-02-35-003 
13 158029 K5 
8600000010 
2600000000 13330 - 1443 
13332 - 1405 
13333 - 1700 
13334 - 1438 
13334- 1124 











102L D B 
122 DD K B I  
394 DDD DAB 
445 DD K I A A  
118L C AF 
lOOL BC A A J  0 
121  DD F DF 
168 D E 
143 CC F A C  
122 DD F B I  
I 1  
13339 - 1643 

























;;ML 1 DOL c C~i:HCI 
2902 F F D D  DCDB 
176 C E B 
IOOL BCC AAE 1 
178 DD HCBB 
320 CC HCB 






















7 1 ;  
3 
I 2  
1 
8 
E 3  
1 ;  






13360-1113 1.9 16'321+50 
13362-1221 1145115/321+49 
6 N5254 
13 158076 K2 
13379 - 1938 
13383-1231 
13387 - 101 1 





13391 - 1721 
13396- 1908 
13397 - 1318 
i 34n7 - 1 1 1 i 
14 577-PN 24 PI 
































. - . _ _  . . . 
13407- 1704 
13408 - 1734 
13411-1236 
13412-1701 
13414 - 1307 
1341 5 - 1234 




13424 - 1430 
13431 - 1243 
13432- 1041 
13432-1210 
13434 - 1841 








































12 112 2 
13 111 2 
6 ( 1 1 2 ' 2  
8 111 2 
24 21 2 
16 108 2 
6 111 2 
7 11112 
7 111 12 
l5 I 
13 158170K5 
13 158171 M1 
13 158172K2 
13 158184MO 
13 ~ 158186 KO 
























































13488 - 1245 
13489 - 1748 
13489- 1227 
13491-1626 
11 111 2 
36 111 12 
le  111 2 
35 111 2 
14 111 2 
12 111 2 
21 111' i 
15 111 1 i 
I 
29 111 ~ i 
13494-1427 
13494 - 1022 
91 
~ 75 
167 C KHKB 
127 D D l  
105L E CC 
182 D KMF 
2 01 
150L CD D i ~  ~ 
lOOL C B E  
IOOL C B F  
lOOL B D  AD 0 

















28 111 ~ 
26 111 
17 111 ~ 
7 111 
6 111,  
10 111 38 
41 10 111 ~ 
'Ccnfusion  lags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Conlusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
I 244 








Declination: -20"-- 10" 
As\ociations 
59.0 10 323+41 
8.1 55 323+41 
16.6 1 323+41 
16.8 20 323+41 
51.8 25 325+45 
541  1 325+44 
1.5 10 324142 
44.6 25 323141 
501  49 323+41 
57.3 31 327+47 
21.1 57 324+41 
55.9 53 328+48 
0.3 18 325+43 
45.9 57 328148 
48.8 48 327+46 
48.9 39 327+47 
56.2 49 326+44 
17.0 26 327+46 
17.1 53 324+41 












I Flux Density I Flags 
D C 
C M F 
C J  D 
B A L  
C K B  
AG 
C AG E 
C C 












C I C 
E G  
D I C 


















OD K D D  
C L CG 
C C I  B B  
D J J D 
C K  E 
D GK 
C E 
DF B E L  































E D  AB 
C F  A D  
B D  ABM 
C C G 
CC F B B  
E F D  
C F  I AC 
B D  AE 
AB 












51 325t41  
50 325+40 
30 326+42 
22 326t41  
16 325+40 
6 330+48 




































BC A A F  
CC LGDA 
B B L I  
C CE 

































CC K B E  
D EG 
CFDD BCAE 
C GI CC 
D G J E  
CC DEB 
C K F D  
C EB 
















B B F H  
D E  
C H B 
E C 
B C  AA 






































B AB K 




28.8 16 332+46 
54.7 31 332+46 
38.3 36 333+48 
1.1 7 328+40 
30.5 27 333+47 
36.6 44 328+40 
56.1 47 328+40 
13.1 24 3 3 4 t 4 8  
25.6 9 331+44 
27.0 33 331+44 
40.1 53 330+42 
50.1 7 331+43 
51.4 59 329+41 
3.8 32 333+46 
5.2 27 332+45 


























C I C 
BD A 8  
D NC 
EBCC AAAP 
B A D  
D MC 
C E I 
C 
A 
# T  
100 pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 pm 25 prn 60 pm 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(SI (") I b ('7 ("1 (') 
Name Type SCP ("1 Mag 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































13522 - I858 
13528- 1518 
13529 - 1554 
13530- I800 





M -02- 36-001 
TMSS - 10296 
578- 15 275 G KO 11 Sb 13562- 1342 13562 - 1848 
13563 - 1822 
13566 - 1800 
13567- 1202 
13574- 1313 


















































1401 7 - 1443 
I4021 -1909 
14024- 1714 










14038 - 1801 




































1 5.1\27\331+47 .40L 
.40L 










TMSS -20263 14052 - 1929 14053- 1735 
14054- 1958 
14057 - 121 9 
141~57- 11 19 
158378 K2 0400000000 
14059- 1750 
14061 - 1730 
14062 - 1900 
14063 - 1005 
14068- 1816 
14076-1304 
14079- 1 124 
14081 - 1604 
14084 - 1 143 
14086- 101 4 




14099 - 1848 
141 02 - 1002 
14104- 1350 
1 A 1 O A -  1337 
158381 K5 
158383 MO 





















































BBC A A B  
BBC AAA 




579- G 3 S 
158439 40 G5 K040001 OOOC 
050000000C 141 10-1 136 141 10- 1306 











, . . . . . . - . 
141 22- 101 7 
141 28- 1805 
14131-1812 




SSR100033C 141 40- 1804 
14142-1612 
14142- 1821 
14144 - 1806 
14144-1001 
14.6 29 331+42 
17.5 15 330+40 
25.5 35 330+40 I 29.1 l l  12 335+47 
I I 
'Confusion Flags. 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 2, 25, 60, 100 pm, IO) High Source Density Region. 
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7 5 59 




31 5 43 

























8 3 3 2 t 3 8  

























48 336t43  
10 334t40  
25 333+38 
1 OOL C 







Flux Density I Flags Associations Position (1950) 
h m. 
(Not Color Correaed) 














































12 pm Sep 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































141 45 - 1631 
141 46 - 1927 
141 50 - 191 9 
141 51 - 1338 
14152- 1428 
141 53 - 1956 
141 58 - 1910 
14159 - 1940 
141 60- 1854 
14161 -1149 
141 64 - 1308 
141 64 - 191 5 
14164-1312 
141 65 - 1934 
141 65 - 141 0 
141 71 - 1937 




































6 5  
















































































1( 141 5 - 196 




I58493 M I  
<I 417 - 1 96 
I58498 KO 
1500000000 I I58504 M I  
I58505 MO 
141 82 - 1845 
141 85- 1 136 
141 85 - 1528 
141 87 - 1857 
141 91 - 1257 
141 92 - 1655 
15851 6 K2 
158519 KO 14194-1134 
~~ , , 14195-1922 352 44 331t38  14200-1907 1 0  37 331 t 3 9  14202-1031 155 26 3 3 6 t 4 6  I58523 K2 
I58528 KO 








XI422 - 192 
158562 K2 
M -02-37 -004 
4500000000 I 
14225 - 1307 
14226 - 191 2 
14230 - 1048 
14232 - 1604 
14234- 1140 











14237 - 191 5 
14238-1714 
14238- 1709 
14239 - 161 1 
158568 K5 14242 - 1725 
14245 - 1625 
14245- 191 1 
14252 - 1550 
14254 - 1704 























X I  430 - 123 
2501 0001 50 
14308 - 1328 
14308 - 1832 
14309 - 1424 
14313-1917 
14323 - 1208 
14325- 1316 
14328 - 1546 
14328 - 181 5 
14335- 1348 





14355 - 1257 
14355- 1444 
14358 - 1 1 10 
14359-1040 
14359 - 1034 
14361-1553 
M -02 -37 -008 
158643 KO 20 21 57,3341-37 
225 15 339143 
348 9 338+42 
48 31 8 1336-40 
521 21 335+38 
34 81 35 I338+42 
122 38 340+44 







176 18 3394-43 
2531361335138 
523 25 338-41 
8 0  471334+36 29 
300 23 339+42 37 
1305140 338141 69 
487 2 '340  -44 
i5431441341 -44 ~ ii 
55 4 58 ' 341 -44 












'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confuslon Processlng. 4) Nelghborlng Hours Conftrrned Sources (PH). 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Conflrrned Sources PW) 
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Declination: - 20'-- 10" 
Associations 
Riqht Ascension: 1 4h36m 19"- 1 4h55m026 
I Flux Density Flags Pocition (1950) 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
C 
A 
# T  
(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(9 (''1 1 b ('7 (") 





























































































































































































































































































I C  
13 




I C  
13 

















































































































































































































































































14365 - 1 122 


































































































































































































































































































































A I  K 
1 C GO 
, B E  
C 
~ A G  
D AB1 
D A B  G 
B C  
CC HEAA 
C F J  F 
19.4 24 341+44 
27.4 14 337+39 
34.3 50 341+43 
35.8 3 335+3€ 
22.8 16 337+38 
58.9 42 339+41 
18.6 49 337+36 
22.1 29 338+4C 
34.8 36 337+3e 















































14377 - 1349 
14379- 1346 
14383 - 171 5 













D F J D F  
B H  
CD M C 0  
B L  
E F H D  
F G  
I C  
D L  E 
A F  





14386-1528 40.3 2 338+40 
14389-1038 58.1 11 342+44 
14389-1748 58.3 53 337+38 
14390-1537 4.3 16 338+39 
14393-1201 18.9 19 341t42  


























CC F A B  
CB D F B B  
A G  
C 
C I  
C D  B B  
CC H A A  
158752 KO 
sx LIB 




14409-1843 55.4 44 337136 
14411-181fi I 651181337+37 
0400000000 
2400000008 
1300000000 M- 02-38-004 
M -02-38 -007 DE L D B  
C J  
14428-1135 50.1 42 342+42 
14428-1708 50.3 13 338+38 
14430-1807 2.4 50 337+37 
14430-1729 5.1 17 338+37 
14431-1514 11.5 56 339+39 
14438-1818 50.5 16 338+36 
14441-1623 11.6 53 339+38 
14442-1902 13.4 6 337+36 
14443-1358 20 1 44 341 +40 
14445-1714 36.0 12 338137 
14446-1227 39.8 24 342+41 
14446-1330 40.3 19 341+40 
14447-1907 43.3 14 337+36 
14447-1933 43.9 19 337+35 
14447-1751 46.4 50 338+37 
14448-1438 48.3 44 340+39 
14449-1852 57.8 17 337+36 
14450-1455 0.8 47 340139 
14451-1810 6.8 12 338+36 
14451-1237 10.7 51 342+41 
I 
A H  
D A D  J 
C D  G L A B  
BK H 
C D  N L B A  
B 
F C C  ECAA 
158784 K5 
158788 KO 
580- G 23 Sa 














































































































CC F B B  
CE NCA 
C C  AB 
CC AB 
E D  I B E  
F C D  DAA 
ECC DBAA 
CD K I  B D  
cc B B  
E A C  
11055 
580- G 28 S. 
580- G 29 Sc 
580- G 30 SC 
N5756 
580- G 33 SB 




0400000000 158808 G5 
14451 -1404 
14457 - 1707 
M-02-38-015 
158813 GO 
15881 5 KO 
158821 A2P 
CC CB 
C M  H 
B 
cc  
D A B M  
B G  L 




11.1 30 341+40 
43.1 55 339+37 
6.4 51 342+41 
32.5 26 341+40 
7.3 25 339+37 
19.6 8 340+39 
36.6 8 341+39 
47.7 48 338+35 
48.8 40 339+36 
54.1 23 340t38  





14477 - 1920 
158828 KO 
580- G 41 Sb 
158836 F5 
M -02 -38- 01 8 
158840 A3 
158845 K2 
14478 - 1756 
14479- 1547 




















BC F B B  
CC J B B  
C AB 
A D  
E HEHG 
C C  B A  
AC 
AC 
F F D  
CC GAA 
1.3 19 342+40 
5.6 9 338+35 
6.2 6 340+38 
30.1 8 342+4C 
38.5 30 339136 
52.9 54 342+40 
1.8 59 339+36 
3.9 35 341+39 
20.0 47 339+36 





: B F  
I C L H G  
1 AE  
8 1  
B G  
E L C D G  
C D  NDB 
: AC E 
: B E  
FCC GBAA 
14495-1555 35.9 44 341+38 
14496-1116 37.2 1 344+42 
14496-1659 39.6 13 340+37 
14497-1059 44.9 57 344+42 
14498-1611 52.0 37 341+37 
14504-1108 24.2 13 344+42 
14504-1100 27.1 20 345+42 
14509-1643 55.3 26 340+37 
14512-1551 14.9 30 341+3e 




158881 MO 1600000000 
0400000000 
0200000000 








CC F C A  
DC HCB 
I C L  
F F D C  
: C J  
CC I B B  
D 
C E  
DC MEAA 
37.7 34 344+41 
51.5 11 340+3E 
56.4 11 340+3@ 
58.6 41 341+3i 
9.2 57 341+37 
15.9 42 339+34 
22.9 39 339+34 
13.8 9 346+42 
21.9 8 340+36 
















14538 - 161 7 
14538 - 1354 
14539 - 1702 






342 + 37 
344 + 35 
345 + 4( 
340 + 31 
CC KHAA 
B F  
CC I AA 
ICC A A F  
cc B B  
IECC DBAA 

























581 - G 5 Sb 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pn,  IO) High Source Density Region 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QULUIITY 
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C I F 
D C 
c cc 
CB J BA 
B B 
C B GN 
C AE J 
c B L 
B B I 
C E K F B A  
D AEL 
B F  B J  
F B  
B CK 




CC I B B  


















15060-1005 2 5  
15060-1300 4 1  






























C C I G 
B F  AB 
DD DC 
C C  E F A A  
B A 

































15.4 7 3491-38 
19.8 35 345+34 
27.1 56 344+33 
37.4 42 343+32 
37.8 48 346+35 
42.5 36 348+37 
58.5 4 343+32 
59.1 2 347+36 
60.0 44 346+35 
0.6 16 3471-36 
1 OOL 











C CI  C E  
C J K C l  





B H  














C C  AA 
0 B B  
0 c 















(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
Y T  
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 1 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 







































































I 1 8  
.91 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































14553-1709 18.1 57 341+36 
14557-1931 45.2 39 340+34 































































































































































14561-1056 111 71431346141 
14564-1314 
14566 - 1629 
14568 - 1 906 
14574 - 1649 
14575-1825 
14575- 1324 
344 + 39 
342+36 
340 + 34 
342 + 36 
341 +35 














W -02-38 -025 
158968 KO 
W -02 -38 -026 
158974 M2 



















1501 5 - 1049 




15024 - 1210 
15031 -1408 
15034 - 191 1 
15035- 1832 












159045 K5 1300000000 







15065 - 1107 
15067- 1030 
15070-1849 
33.0 59 349+39 
42.3 29 349+40 I 3 . 5  7 1 3 4 6 ~ 3 5  1281021000 2301000000 0400000000 N5861 M -02- 39 -004 
159063 K2 
T LIB 
2080 DCCD DAAA 
114 C C D 
IOOL BC AADl 
109L c B 
1 OOL B BG 
123L C E J  N 
IOOL B AF 
lOOL C B D  
208 cc B B  
IOOL c B B  
15073 - 1752 
15078- 1949 
15079- 1202 
15080 - 1734 
15084 - 1251 
15085- 1014 




15090 - 1 558 
1 5093 - 1936 
15093 - 1855 
15094 - 1330 
15096- 1005 
15096-1754 
15096 - 1531 
1 5096 - 1040 















































15127- 141 8 
15130 - 1958 
151 30- 1802 




M -02 - 39 - 01 5 







350 + 38 
345+ 33 
345 + 32 
346 + 33 
347 + 34 
348 + 35 
347 + 34 
348 + 35 
347 + 34 
352138 
151 37 - 1758 
15139 - 181 1 
151 50 - 1724 
1 51 51 - 1608 
151 58- 1434 






15163 - 1408 
15163 - 1558 
151 69- 1027 
I 
*Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-I. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5)  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density Flags 
Right Ascension: 1 5h 1 7m 19"- 1 5h30m55s 







1 8  42 352+38 
2 7  41 3461-32 
4 8  4 350+36 
11 0 43 348+34 
121 40 345+32 





















49 350 t 36 
26 350 -36 










































# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMI SMN 0 
(I) C') I b ('7 (") (') 
25 urn 60 um Sep 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 4  
.74L 


















































































6 5  
.78 
1.45 
5 3  
.99 
.41 L 
3 9  
.26L 
.69 






2 4  
.25L 
1.16 F I F D 
1.76L C CL h, 
1.00L c B 
1.OOL C BF 
1.77 CD AB 
l.lOL B ADH 
1.43 C D 
1.OOL B BK 
5.38L c B 


















































































































































































































151 88 - 1259 
151RR- 11 18 
N5915 
N5916 
1591 96 K2 
1591 97 KO 
16.02 CCCC DAAA 
1.32L C BD 
1.OOL F D 
2.23L C GF L 
2.50 DC DDC 
1 . 0 0 L D  E l  
3.45 C I J D 
2.40 C D GC 
2.43 C J C 





TMSS -20285 15194- 1829 







15201 - 1159 
15202 - 1457 
15203- 11 16 
15203- 1358 
15204- 1225 






15207 - 1623 
15211 -1211 
1.25L E J C 
1.46 C N F H D  
1.63 D HD 
2.71 D EA 
2.27 CC DCAA 
1.18L C BCG 
1.62 F 
1.23L C B F  
1.OOL BC AAG 








X I  520- 162 
15921 2 K2 
159214 K5 
1.2OL C GO 
1.20 D E 
1.38 F G D 
3.89 C L B E  
2.14: DD I BC 
1.09L C HDI 
1.74 C GI B 
2.26: DD EGB 
1.OOL E ADM 























1.65 D D C 
3.99L B AC J 
1.41 E I K J G  
1.OOL B AD G 
1.17 F GDB 
5.42L B AE 
1.39: E C C  N F A C  
5.74L B BK 








1521 7- 1102 
15219- 1812 





1.47 DC MEGE 
1.69 E D 
2.82 C C F D  
1.OOL C BFME 
1.98 D H N  B 
1.OOL BC AAHl 
1.25: E C  L CC 
3.14 C F E  
2.64 C BHB 
2.68 C L H C F  
159247 K2 
07068 M 1 5228 - 1356 
1 5228 - 1 703 
15231 - 1852 












X1523-125 159 63 F8 15237-1230 47.0 38 351+35 
15239-1949 58.3 53 346+30 
15242-1640 I 12.2 I I  41 347+31 1.66 D G 1.OOL C DNK 1.64 C L E I  C 
1.35 C I C 
1.02L C D 
i.noL CD A C  
1.38 C HD 
3.23 C F C I  B 
1.32: C C K B C  
1.OOL BC AAG 








2700000000 15254 - 1632 
15258 - 1531 
15262- 1646 




1 5270 - 1040 
15274 - 1240 
15274-1531 
15277-1225 
126 21 37 I 348+32 
1.00L c c 
1.30 E D 
1.06L C DI 
1.37L C B E H  
1.95 C EC 
1.88 DC DCB 
1.17 C I N 0  
1.00L C B L E  
1.42L B AE 
2.39 CC MBA 
159291 K7 
582- G 13 Sc 
4400000020 
4500000100 
S ~ W O ~ O O O O  
159300 K5 
3.37 CC K AA 
2.34 C L E 
1.OOL BF AAKG 
1.OOL c BC 
1.OOL B B E  I 
1.00L B ADG 
1.OOL C A 
1.05L B A L 
1.26L C D 
.99 CD KCC 
159307 KO 
159314 K2 




n7nnoonnno 15287- 1406 15288 - 1651 






1.50 F HEGC 
1.12L c B 
1.02L B BC 
1.OOL D DF 
1.OOL C CE k 
1.OOL BBC AAB 
1.OOL B BG 
1.OOL BF AD t- 
1.35L C H 
1.98L D Dt- 
15302-1849 
15302 - 1 944 
15302- 151 3 
15304- 1130 
15304-1638 
1 5304 - 1509 
15304- 1250 
15307- 1133 
15307 - 1237 
15309- 161 8 
I I  








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 1 Sh31m 1 SS-1 5h42m45s 
Flux Density 








Uncr Coef R 




















C F D 
B F  
F F 
C B 
B D  AB 0 
BBC AACL 0 
CC J E C  
B BK 







179L D B E  
161 D D  
223 1 CB DDBB 
1 OOL D CC 
12OL BC A B F  
179L C B H  I 
143L D B F G  
154 C I D  




a 6 Cmrds SMJSMN 0 
(5) (' ) I b ( '7 ('7 (3 
C 
A 
( r T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
25 prn 60 km 
(Jansky) 
Sep 























































































































































































l e  














































































































































1531 2- 1419 
1531 3 - 1457 
15313 - 1650 
15315-1312 
1531 6- 1108 
15316-1419 
1531 8 - 1834 
15318- 1141 
1531 8 - 1007 























































































































































































































































































































































































15321 - 1658 
15322 - 1033 
15324 - 1645 
15326- 1716 







15333 - 1456 
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159382 K2 




::: 203 1 E C ,"':I/ 
GAD 
190 1 C L D  
109L EE AB 0 
D BE ~ ~ ~ L l  CC EGA J G  
100LiB AH 
823L F F E  
15350-1314 4.4 44 353+33 
15351-1802 10.6 37 349129 
15351-1332 11.8 8 353+33 
15352-1634 12.7 7 350-30 
15352-1652 15.3 8 350130 
15353-1104 22.8 55 355134 
15354-1900 24.8 15 349+29 
15354-1121 26.9 18 355+34 
15356-1421 41 3 13 352+32 
15358-1959 491 49 348+28 
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W2LlC A NG CC E B B  
7.46L D DC 
4.59L B O  AC 1 
1.68 D DE 
2.22 DC GB 
1.07LD CB 
1.85 C C 
1.97 CB CA 
2.07 CC CAB 
159411 G5 
15373- 1516 
15374 - 1817 
15375- 1216 
X1537- 188 2.09 C LMGD 
7.47L C D 
2.68 F J DC 
2.38 C H K B  
2.02 C MEC 
1.16L D EM K 
1.OOL BCC AAE 0 
1.03L E D  AAM 0 
3.09 CC EGEB 
1.47LF B F  
403 6 349128 
440 31 349-28 
2 1  26 349128 
3 0  8 351130 
5 1  53 355133 
11 3 10 349128 
226 23 355+33 TMSS - 10324 
159437 M3 
X1538- 190 
15383 - 1206 
15385- 191 7 
15386- 1739 
15386 - 1518 
15386 - 1931 
15388 - 1001 
265 DD EC 
175 C L D 
160 C C 
426 E D  EBA 
121L C D 
908L C BE 
174L C F B C  
377 BBEE AAED 0 
1 OOL D C 
168LlF c 
15388 - 1935 
15390 - 1638 
159442 K5 15390 - 1931 
15390 - 1628 
15391-1645 
203 C I D 
132 C MGEC 
178 E L J 
2 11 C CME 
324 D GFA 
513 CE E J D C  
184L E D  AA M 0 
516 DD B E  
230 C E C  
110 D D  E 
15395- 11 54 132 31 26 1355133 
X1539- 199 
159452 K5 
X I  539 - 191 
15397 - 1954 
15397 - 1902 
15397 - 1826 
15398 - 1909 
15398 - 1154 
I03  3 
102 31 








15399-1730 555 191351+29 
15400-1451 1 0 3 ~ 2 9  353131 
15403-1253 1201 44 355132 
15403-1225 240 4 355-32 
15406-1453 364 5 353131 
15406-1258 4 2 0 ~  2 ~ 3 5 5 1 3 2  
15410-1352 2 2  10 354+31 
15410 1946 5 3  8 349+27 
15410-1455 5 5  43 353-31 
15411 1642 1 8 2  48 352+29 
15411-1145 113 48 356133 
15412 1530 147 55 353130 
15412-1620 148 14 352+30 
15413 1701 121 8 38 351129 
15415-1700 I340 1 351-29 
15418-1755 53 5 44 351 -28 
15422 1837 124 3 350.28 
15424-1523 1295127 353130 
15426-1804 402 55 351-28 
15427 1259 450 56 355-32 
161 D F  
146LI C D B F B  




























27 6 103 3 
72 8 103 3 
82 30 103 2 
76 13 102 3 
35 7 1021 3 
*Confusion ~l~~~ I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI, 5) Neighboring Weeks Coniirmed Sources PW) 
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Right Ascension: 15h43m286-15h53m53s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 
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15441 - 1824 
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1.68 C J B 
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1 5463 - 1224 
15464 - 1855 
15468 - I81 9 
1 5468 - 1807 
15468 - 1949 
2.22 C NMC 
1.53 C C 
2.07 C C 
1.35LB AK 
2.27L C D 
1.18L B B 
1.49 F F 
2.63 DE NBCC 
4.05 E GDC 
1.97 C J C 
I5951 7 K5 15469 - 1440 
15470-1211 








(1 548- 186 
15476-171 1 
15476- 1710 
15480 - 1753 
15482 - 1532 
1.31L BF AG C 1 
1.29 D GC 
6.42L E B K I  M 
1.34 D I E 
6.47L B ACL 
1.97 C E 
10.21L B B N  F 
1.79 C DKGC 
1.27L C AF 
5.30 D ED 
15482-1050 










1.70 D F J C  
6.25L C M B J  
2.38 C NDI D 
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5.93L c c I 
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1.56L C BE 
1.57L B B F  
2.48 C F L C  
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2.03 E K F  C 
5.59L CF B B  L 0 
5.09L BBD AAH 1 
5.95L AB AA 0 
5.06L F E  AACM 9 
2.84 D ML G 
1.31L B BE 
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2.42 C NE C 
2.26 D GCDA 
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1551 8- 1 120 
3500010000 
6500000030 




2.10 DBCC A A A E  2 
3.59 C DL E 
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1.08L BC AB 0 
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3.99L B F AB 
5.10 C KCEC 
6.70L C M 
1.67 C J E 
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15531 - 1744 
1.99 CC I AC 
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7.26L BBC AAD 2 
3.01 B B C D  AABC 6 
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2.73 EGD 
1.42 C I D E 
1.15L C AC 
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1.88 CE BC 
159577 M3 
sw LIB 
450000000E 159582 K5 9.34L E D 
2.35 D F C  
7.36L C C 
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7.40L B ACI 
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2.09 D KC 
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i 5531 - I 254 
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'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm. 10) High Source Density Region 
I 
251 
Right Ascension: 15h53m57*-16h00m35a Declination: -20"-- lo" 
Position (1950) 
h m  
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159600 KO 1 5544 - 1044 
1554-1748 26.1 1 353+26 
1554-1652 29.8 2 354+27 
15545-1022 35.2 3 359+31 
15546-1223 J6.1 42 358+30 I I i  
15546-1658 39.1 40 354+27 
15547-1506 427 12 355+28 
15548-1213 49.5 4 358+30 
15548-1640 50.8 9 354+27 
15548-1753 ! 51.8 I !  29 353126 3.20: B C  J HCC 8.26L B DH 2.38 C FMCA 7.54L C A 3.83: CE F E 
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1.75 D B 
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15555-1817 305  52 353+26 
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6.83L BE AC 
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1.77L C A G 
1.77L B I B F  
1.94 D HH B 
1.91 F F  
15558-1722 48.9 52 354+26 
15558-1812 50.0 21 353+26 
15558-1331 50.4 54 357+29 
15560-1859 2.0 23 353+25 
15560-1236 2.3 55 358+30 
15561-1643 9.8 32 354+27 
15561-1301 9.8 42 357+29 
15562-1255 14.0 60 358+29 
15562-1209 15.0 26 358+30 















15567 - 181 5 
15568 - 1036 
15569- 1855 
15570 - 1220 
15570- 1256 
15572 - 1428 
1.65L D D 
2.70 F H D 
2.18 D F D 
1.73 C C B 
2.06 C J A 
1.86 C NI  C 
1.82 F C  L C F C  
2.63 C GI C 
2.79 C F I D 
4.75 B D  I KBA 
32.3 38 0+31 
43.8 55 353+26 
49.5 26 360+31 
56.8 21 353+25 
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13.1 29 356+28 
15.8 43 360+31 
19.6 60 360+31 
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159625 F8 
26.0 14 357+28 
30.0 29 355+27 
31.0 4 355+27 
35.0 12 354+26 
37.4 32 358+30 
39.5 57 355+27 
41.2 32 356+27 
42.7 4 356+28 
45.3 48 360+31 
45.4 9 354+26 
1.58L F D 
6.26L B BE 
8.62L C B 
2.81: C D D F C  
2.75 EDCC AAAB 
9.23L C DF 
2.M CC E CB 
1.91 C KDI  C 
1.41L C L E  
5.76: CC DCC 
, . . . . - 
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15575- 1634 
15575- 1805 
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15580 - 1546 
1 5580 - 1833 
15581 - 1155 
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2.37 DC EDDB 
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7.36L B AEHC 
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2.56 E H D 
5.71 CD NEGB 
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6.10L D C 
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4.75 C N K K B  
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15584-1409 28.7 10 357+28 
15585-1824 35.3 18 353+25 
15585-1324 35.9 36 358+29 
15586-1258 41.5 33 358+29 
15587-1536 47.4 19 356+27 
15587-1125 47.8 8 359+30 
15588-1108 49.2 19 360+30 
15589-1714 565 22 354+26 
15590-1724 5.3 33 354+26 
15590-1829 5.8 23 354+25 
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15592- 1809 
lSSg7- 1109 
13.2 51 354+25 




7.02L B B C  AABH 
6.07L B C  AB 
1.89 CB CBB 
8.91L C E D  
7.06L E CL  
1.93 D MC 
2.45 D KED 
176 D M I 
286 C GB 











_. . . 
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49 1 39 357+28 
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1.61 E F C  
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17 V767 SCO 
I I 1  
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Right Ascension: 16h00m46s-16h07rn23s Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations Position (1950) I ml; Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) C 
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6.73L C C 
6.15L C CKI  
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2.15 D J F 
8.14L D C 
1.57L B D  AD 
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16065 - 181 7 
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16068 - 1851 
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I I 1  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 1 6h07m27a-1 6h 13m34s 
27.1 16 355+23 
36.1 26 355+24 
36.4 48 357+25 
43.2 39 O t 2 7  
47.1 25 355+23 
50.9 10 357+25 
51.5 41 355+23 
54.2 15 357+2C 
56.0 13 360+27 
59.8 2 357+25 
3.9 3 0+27 
106 31 359+27 
13.4 51 354+21 
22.8 16 356+24 
24.7 19 355+23 
33.9 48 355+24 
37.2 27 355+23 
37.7 42 355+23 
39.8 38 1+28 
42.0 29 357+25 
43.6 59 0+27 
46.8 10 1+28 
46.9 54 355+23 
50.8 19 2+28 
52.3 21 358+26 
53.0 24 359+26 
59.9 22 2+28 
2.9 50 355+23 
5.2 52 355+23 
5.4 29 355+23 
8.2 34 357+24 
15.7 40 356+23 
20.1 0 360+27 
29.3 58 354+22 
30.5 20 358+25 
32.0 11 357+24 
32.5 44 359+26 
34.8 21 359+26 
42.3 16 2+28 
48.7 15 2+28 
54.8 40 356+23 
2.0 45 354+22 
20.7 23 358+25 
25.4 19 359+26 
28.3 24 3 5 5 ~ 2 3  
28.4 38 3+28 
33.5 28 356+23 
33.8 10 358+25 
34.8 11 358+25 
36.8 35 356+24 
39.3 21 355+23 
47.8 36 359+26 
55.1 45 354+22 
56.3 49 355+23 
4.1 57 356+23 
4.5 42 1+27 
8.1 56 0+27 
12.0 58 356+24 
12.9 55 355+22 
16.0 30 355+23 
16.7 20 355+23 
17.8 20 2+28 
23.3 56 1+27 
24.3 52 357+24 
24.6 44 359+25 
27.7 43 355+23 
28.8 37 355+22 
32.6 20 356+23 
35.5 23 356+23 
37.5 39 359+25 
43.1 23 360+26 
45.6 34 356+23 
55.4 34 356+23 
57.0 1 358+25 
58.2 5 358+24 
1.2 13 356+23 
12.3 22 360+26 
16.6 59 1+27 
25.6 32 355+22 
26.2 55 357+23 
Declination: -2O"-- 10" 
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'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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LDN 1717 
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13.23L D GG 
17.73L C D 
4.27 D E E 
13.92L D GFB 
2.50 E MJ B 
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13.26L C DEE 
14.28L C BKK 
16155-ie2i 
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161 57 - 1952 22 LDN 1717 
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9.83: DE J HE 
3.01 C GKE 
9.14L D HEED 
1.77L B AE 
l6.22L C FC 
19.29L C DCI 
14.01L C E B  
5.99: BCCF AABE 
2.98L B F  AC 
161 58 - 1 831 
16158 - 1004 
161 58 - 191 3 
16159- 11 10 
16159- 1803 














161 66- 1943 
3.42 CC EKCC 
5.60: C D H I D D  
3.11 E EKC 
2.89L E B 
5.01 DD KCB 
3.56L C GDF 
6.83: C D  C F  
3.89 CC MI C F  
12.48L D C M  
11.43L CCC HAB 
41 
13 
161 66- 1456 
159851 K5 161 66- 1647 
16167- 1205 















2.92L C L B E  
12.20L CD AH1 
2.14L BCC AAB 
14.82L C AK H 
4.00 CE I I OD 
16.40L C E B  
2.72L C AD 
16.34L C C 
6.76 E D E C  
3.43 D L L B B  






13 159866 K2 
161 76- 1923 
161 76- 1207 
161 76- i u in  
3600010308 I 
3.84 E L I  HC 
3.39L D D 
5.37: DE F B  
2.28L B C  A A D  
2.33L D G E 
2.36 C L HE 
10.27 F F E B  
1.84: C C M E B B  
2.63 E B 
16.15L D GC 
.. . - . . .
161 76 - 1 133 




161 79- 1955 23 CED 129C 
161 79- 1005 
16179- 1718 










13.27L F GG 
6.68 DC GB 
3.14 E H G C  
6.68L D J HD 
21.98L D B I  J 
22.28L B AEEF 
2.51LD E M  
4.05 C DDI E 
4.87: C E L C F  
35.95L F CE 
16182- 1844 
161 83 - 1836 






16186-1953 41 161 87- 1953 
16187- 1732 
161 87- 1730 
16187 - 1553 
16188 - 1849 
16188- 1805 















4.75L F D 
4.74L C D 
3.58 DC OB 
11.81L BD ABHG 
23.03L C DGB 
3.79 F D  E F  
3.63 C G L D  
10.36: D E L E E  
2.35L D BK 
3.80 DC HCE 





'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 
255 
Right Ascension: 16h18m59s-16h25m17s 
Positron (1950) 
100 Frn I ;: , Corr , X  
Coef R 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 
Confusion s 
Flags' S 2 




















































































































































































































D M E 
C EG D 
BBD AAA 1 
B AD 
D E 



































C J C D B  
D CI GE 
CC BOD 
E DI D 
D K E 
OF MGFH 
D B H  
C CMJ 
D BNHl 













D K F C  
D M F C  













BC AAEE C 





E E  HD 
D F F  
















F E  F F  B 
CD J EA 
AE 
C B I  
C BJ 
4 5  





















18.8 21 1+24 
19.2 24 1+24 
23.8 49 2+24 
26.6 3 357+20 
34.7 45 359+22 
42.2 33 357+20 
43.2 38 357+20 
43.6 21 358+21 
58.6 34 3 5 7 ~ 2 0  









4 8 6 L B F D  
423L 
B AI F 
C NNGC 
C C 
OD J I  E C  
CC J E B  
D BC 
DC F D  













C C L 
C F E D  
CD H E E C  
CC DAA 
E KC 
E D  J HC 
C J F E  
CC J E E  












D D E C D  
C DJ I B 
D DC 
D F D  
D D C D F F  
C CK 


































BCC AAAD C 
C H F  
CC GHCA 
E B J J 
D J HDB 
D HGE 
D L J E B  
D D 
C L GF 
C GDJ 
16248-1912 51 9 
16249-1919 546 
16249-1539 586 
16250-1844 0 3  
16250-1132 2 4  
16250-1549 3 9  
16251-1915 8 5  
























D C E D  
C E F  
E L KC 
CD I K E D  
E J H D  
C HC 
DE DE 
c B L  
C C 
(Not Color Corrected) 

























a S Cmrds SMJSMN 0 






















































































































































































16189-1112 59.8 27 3+2E 
16191-1936 8 9  24 356121 
16192-1703 13.2 52 358+2; 
16193-1119 207 43 3+2E 




















































































































































6700000000 I 16194-1406 289 38 1+24 
16195-1918 304 36 356+21 
16197-1832 472 6 357+21 
16199-1304 588 51 2+2E 
16200-1832 ! ! I  3 6  57 357+21 16195-1918 I59886 K5 
16200 - 1927 














97801 001 10 
3600000200 
8701100118 
16202- 11 23 
16203- 1237 
16203 - 1441 













(1 620 - 126 
35-134 
35-134.5 




























































































16207- 141 6 
16207- 1246 
16208- 1 116 






















1621 1 - 1955 
1621 1 - 1638 
16212- 11 53 
1621 2 - 1940 
16213- 191 1 
16213- 1534 
1621 4- 1643 















1 6220 - 1922 
16221 - 1945 
16222- 1558 
































60.0 44 2+24 





















16232 - 181 6 
16234- 1644 


























































16235- 1 122 
16239 - I21 8 
16239- 1546 
16240- 1837 
16241 - 1820 
16241 - 11 56 
16241 -1007 
159918 B3P 
d996 OPH 16241 - 1530 
16241 -1053 
16244 - 1653 
16245- 1835 
16246-1012 
16246 - 171 7 

























'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conflrmed Sources PW) 
256 
Right Ascension: 16h25m198-16h30m08s 
(Not Color Conwxed) 
12 ~m 25 w ~m 100 ~m 
Declination: -zoo-- 10' 
V 1 
RUX Corr A Confusion R 
































































































































































































Name Type (") Mag 
9 8  38 359+21 
11 6 57 359+20 
117 8 3+23 
120 13 357+19 
164 21 0+21 
192  1 3+23 
238 38 358+19 
279 6 5+25 
288 29 360+21 
322  50 360+21 
323 31 4+24 
436  17 5+25 
439  44 5+24 
452  7 2+22 



















































42.9 59 2+22 
43.1 51 4+24 
48.6 26 4+23 
51.3 3 4+23 
55.1 27 358+19 
56.6 15 3+23 
3.3 47 6+24 
5.4 14 1+21 
8.1 5 358+19 





















19.6 25 359+21 
24.6 30 2+23 
25.7 56 5+25 
26.2 24 1+22 
31.0 45 4+25 
32.0 4 1+23 
33.3 55 357+19 
36.3 30 357+20 
36.5 33 4+25 
44.0 34 2+24 
50.8 39 357+20 
55.2 18 359+21 
1.1 31 4+24 
1.4 29 4+25 
2.8 39 0+22 
7.8 35 357+20 
10.0 31 358+20 
17.3 3 357+19 

























































































































































































































































































































































5 3  
.33L 
3 1  L 
































3 2  
.25L 












































5 9  
.WL 
3 3  
.69 






























































































































16261 - 1905 
16262 - 1947 
16263- 1512 
16263- 1731 





































































































11.74 F K F  C 
6.34 D FHE 
7.25L C C FC 
8.95L D D 
22.21L F F E 
25.74L F F 
20.82L C GJDE 
7.55 E D  K HE 
3.86 D L DE 


























C I E  
C FCB 
BE AB 
D B  
F CF 
B 81 
D F  





16266- 1 105 
LDN 1752 
Y s c o  
159942 K2 
16267- 1513 








9.05 E DO 
3.09 C I L C 
6.14 DE GEC 
3.50L B ACJ 
6.05 C FC 
15.82 DE I DC 
7.12L BD AB 
3.58L C D 
3.64L D 81 M 
2.94L C DK E 
159948 GO 
LDN 1752 
159950 K5 16271 - 1155 
16271-1634 
16271 -1742 








16274- 191 2 
2.87L C J EBA 
16.45 CC F E  
47.83L D EG 
11.14 CC FO 
3.53 cc I cc 
17.06L D AHC 
3.63L C B 
4.29 C F C 
2.31LB B D  




16274 - 1426 
























































3.26 D E 
8.39L D MDDE 
3.18L C G 
1.83L D B J  
6.18L D I F F  
7.32 C I I K E  
3.46 CC HEB 
6.47L D DE 
3.01L BC ABEF 













C E GH 
DE CC 

















16289- 151 5 
16290- 1927 
16290- 1618 
16291 - 1944 
16291 -1650 
2.73 C L LO 
6.49 CD I EB 
2.51L C CB 
14.22L F J FC 
6.09 DD CD 
2.38L C 81 
14.18 D LGB 
2.29L B AC 
2.68L F A 







16293 - 1852 9500000308 
16293- 1135 
16293- 1717 











3.57L C GE 
4.55 CC GC 
2.59 F 0 
2.78 C GFFC 
9.10 D E F C  
2.41 D ME 
9.55L C I AC 
2.31L BCD AAB 
8.251. CC AAKl  














3.46 C I I MO 
2.34L C DG 
2.361. B B 
3.26L C F H  
10.41L BD AB 
3.60 D GE 
2.86L D F F C  
5.10 C E H O  
24.87L C FKDC 





'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 am; 10) High Source Density Region. 
257 
Riaht Ascension: 16h30ml 1a-16h35m39s 
Flux Density 

















































































































a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(S) c') 1 b 
Associations 
(Not Color cometed) 
1M F V L nux  COIT A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
C 
T Name Type (") Mag 












E F C  
C B 
DD MJ F C  
C MCC 
C C F C  
C C I  B 





































































BC A A E G  0 
B B  AAEJ  0 
BE AD 2 
C D 
CCE A A A F  9 
C H E H  
CBC AAB 7 
DD L E C  








































C C B F A A  
B B C  A A A D  7 
CB A A D  3 
B ED 
B CE 
CD D EB 
BBDF AAAA 3 
C CKC 
E HB 














D F A  
C J D 
B AECJ 
C DI 
BE AB 0 
CC DED 






















D L E H  
BCC A B F F  2 
CC GI E B  
E CEG 
DF DB 
C HF C 
D HI MC 
E EHKG 
c CE 












E F  CCL 
C C F E  











































D E D  
D BCC 
D I E F  




C N DE 
D H F B  


















D F D D  E E D D  9 
B AF 




























BD ACL 3 
C BDND 
CD AB 0 
DD K B E B  









































BC AAB 3 
C F C  
E E 
CE L K D B  
D DE 
B D  AB 1 
BFCE BCDE 4 
D B 



































































































































































































































9 i  
9 i  






































































































































































































































































































16301-1753 11.2 5 
16302-1436 13.8 17 
16302-1910 14.2 16 



































































































































13 159974 K5 
13 159975K5 

























































































3 5  
.25L 
.27L 
3 1  L 
.41 L 
.29L 

















































16344-1114 29.1 29 
16345-1016 133.81 14 
16346-1053 41.2 53 
16348-1645 480 9 
16348-1654 528 37 
16348-1017 538 1: 
16349-1128 554 36 
16349-1059 i l  595 42 




























'Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
I 
258 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 






























































21 1+19 81 
5 4+22 83 
9 6+23 48 
43 2+20 50 
16 6+23 46 
19 7+23 28 
30 6+23 40 
51 360+18 71 
23 359+18 67 
22 7+23 41 
(Not Colw corrected) V L 
25 em 60 100 w mux Corr A Confusion R s 












39 7+23 42 
1 359+18 86 
39 2+20 45 
51 4+21 32 
58 7+23 61 
2 359+18 51 
24 6+23 65 
53 6+23 74 
29 359+18 83 





















10 1+19 52 
35 3+21 63 
11 7+23 75 
7 Of19 18 
31 4+22 33 
45 4+21 74 
19 6+23 63 
38 4+21 38 
11 359+18 63 
34 5+22 23 
59 1+19 28 
8 6+23 79 
11 2+20 54 
2 0+19 37 
37 359+18 62 
43 6+22 38 
55 5+22 45 
46 4+21 33 
8 6+23 88 











4 4+21 27 
41 1+19 49 
1 359+17 61 
43 4+21 38 
56 3+20 39 
21 l + 1 9  45 
18 359+18 85 
0 359+17 69 
45 6+23 80 





















30 360+18 42 
31 2+20 63 
16 6+22 33 
54 7+23 69 
52 0+18 58 
8 3+20 26 
12 3+20 39 
9 1+19 22 
4 4+21 28 
57 4+21 33 
1 359+17 17 
12 3+20 27 
8 359+18 23 
52 360+18 44 
30 359+18 30 
0 4+21 28 
31 359+18 23 
1 3+20 31 
10 359+17 20 











40 1+19 80 
49 360+18 30 
41 5+22 81 
2 4+21 87 
3 4+21 40 
22 2+20 53 
49 1+18 29 
53 1+18 28 
29 360+17 21 











6 2+19 38 
56 5+21 54 
49 359+17 38 
45 359+17 43 
13 3+20 28 
49 4+21 30 
12 6+22 59 
28 2+19 85 
6 7+23 71 











52 4+20 79 
58 1+18 54 
24 7+23 25 
59 2+19 75 
43 1+18 36 
23 359+17 22 
27 359+17 52 
1 l + 1 9  47 
25 3+20 31 
31 1+18 34 










































































































































4.46 C HFI  B 
3.17 C D 
2.11L C M D  
2.88L B C B F F  
4.51L C DHC 
5.47 D E F F  
3.89 D KC 
4.81L C C 
2.24L D CD 

























































































































16362 - 1 549 
16382 - 1326 
16362 - 1009 
16362- 1912 
16363 - 1044 















3.32 E F I  D 
5.70 C MB 
2.56 E G B 
5.28 C GB 
2.29L C B J  L 
10.89L D GE 
9.70 DC DGFE 
4.46 C B F G  
4.66 E F D 













































16366 - 1432 
16366 - 1033 




















































4.16 CD FDC 
12.17L D I CF 
2.53L C B H  
15.21L B B  AB 
3.04L B B  AA 
3.34L c B 
4.07 DD DFC 
3.18L C E 
3.30 D DGD 
2.54: BBCD AACC 
. . -- - . . . . 
16367 - 1309 
16367- 131 5 
16368 - 1 1 16 
16368 - 1326 
16368 - 1929 
16368 - 1233 




15.17L B F  AD 
2.81L C E B  
2.79 C L D  B 
5.91: CD HCDD 
19.11L B 81 F E  
2.98 C I BG 
2.81 D F  
4.21 C J A C 
2.54L C J A 
2.82L C F C  
. . -_ _  . . .. 
16369- 1551 








16371 - 11 12 
16372 - 1 120 
16372- 1331 
16373 - 1 705 
16373 - 1944 
16373 - 1324 
16373 - 1439 












15.08L B BG 
13.02L C K C 
4.95 B MC 
4.75 CC GEF 
5.78 D J B E C  
6.71L C E E B  
3.97 C D K D  
2.98L D E 
3.07L B C 

























16376- 1240 160034 K5 
16376-1842 
16376 - 1 533 
16377- 1142 
16377 - 1024 
16378- 1804 











8.60L B BKMG 
2.25 E DMC 
2.27L C J F E  
2.94L C CG 
5.46 D L J  DD 
6.261. C D 
3.61 B D BBEC 
2.93L C ED 
11.60L C CG 














16380 - 1324 
16380- 1336 
16381 - 1935 




16381 - 1341 
16382-1910 
16382 - 1 502 
16383-1952 
16383- 1144 


















10.75 B E  I HCD 
4.57 CB KHCB 
13.76L B F BGI B 
4.76 E K B 
13.76L C DB 
10.66L B D  AC 
17.261. C C BBCC 
4.60 D K EC 
2.26L BCC AAGD 




















































3.54L D CEN 
14.76L C MLDC 
2.82L C DGFC 
3.10 D MGC 
2.65L B C 
2.79 CC I HCB 
16.22L AB AA 
7.11 C L C F B  
10.73 EC G CB 













3 1  L 






14.93L B CE 
2.71L D LGF 
20.10L B A F H  
13.63: CF I DFE 
8.03: C C E B D D  
4.49 CC F C F B  
2.31 CC J DB 
3.67 C HC 
4.35L D CE 
11.41L C F B  
16391 -1500 
16391 - 1325 
16391 - 1136 




9701000018 16393 - 1408 16393 - 1755 
16394 - 1020 
16394-1655 
16394-1723 
16394 - 1941 
16394- 1947 
16394 - 1 700 
















933. C FHC 
3.67 D HB 
3.67 CD DDC 
3.97L B B F H  
8.18 CC B F C D  
12.76 DC EDD 
13.98L B BC 
3.50L B B E  K 
4.27 B HF B 












'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
259 
Right Ascension: 16h39m38s-16h43m58s 
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 








































































































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN tJ 0 






































































































16403 - 1821 
16403-1906 
16404 - 121 0 
16404- 1203 







16409 - 1851 
16409- 1403 
16409- I 1 53 
16410-1108 
16410-1917 
1641 1 - 1826 
1641 2 - 1353 
1641 3 - 1737 












16413- 11 15 
1641 4 - 1946 
16415-1124 
1641 5 - 1500 




















B B  AAC 





C I EDB 
1+18 





















































86001 001 08 
651 101 0008 












B A L I  
C HMED 
C G C 
DC GDC 
















16433 - 1 923 
16433 - 11 18 
1 M R A -  1447 
C E D  
B B 






B B F H  
CD DDB 
i6434 - 1930 
16435- 1747 












1 M R 6 -  1630 
CB KGEB 
C K F C B  
C F 
D C F I  D 
CD I F E D  
AB AAG 
D MJ B 
B F C 
C L EC 
C GB D 
i6436 - 1208 









16438- 1 133 
16439- 1353 
16439- 1920 
47.8 35 360+17 
52.7 20 4+20 
54.9 40 3+19 
56.6 59 7+22 
57.5 0 7+22 





































9.5 50 1+17 
10.8 29 0+17 
15.6 49 6+21 
19.5 22 6+21 
26.1 19 6+21 
28.6 50 359+16 
32.0 22 1+18 
32.0 44 0+17 
34.0 46 0+17 
34.6 8 6+21 
38.0 52 7+22 
40.3 16 6+21 
43.5 39 6+21 
44.3 27 360+16 




























































































































F C D  CCB 
B E H B  
D C K F D  
BC AC F 
D HB 
D E C C 















2 . 3 2 6  
4.61 
5.81 








F K F D  




E B B C E  
C F F C C  




















1.3 26 3+18 
2.8 19 7+21 
4.5 53 5+20 
6.9 30 4+19 
9.7 51 2+18 
10.1 21 4+20 
10.5 8 6+21 
10.5 15 1+17 
12.5 39 2+18 



























































CC L F E C  
D C 
C J I F 
B B  K CB 
C E E  
CBB BAA1 
E B B  GBA 
CDD BEF 
C J E  






















































D L CE 
AABD AAAA 
C CEC 

























































































































(Not Color comcted) 










































































































































































































15.42L B MCAE 
2.26 D N F D  
4.02 E I E l  D 
3.14L D F E  
9.09 CD FCE 
3.01 E GD 
3.62 CB J G C C  
10.21L C L G D D  
6.17 F E E D  
9.77L C HI C I  
4.59 A B B E  AAAA 
3.62 1 B B I  J B B  
3.07 B L H B 



































































# T  
S P  

















































































'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
260 
Right Ascension: 1 6h43m59'- 16h47m1 5' 
(Not Color Cometed) 
100 ~m 
Declination: -2O"-- 10" 
Associations 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 


































































































D L F F E  
BC CBB 
D J 
B F  BCI  
B B B  AAA 










F L F E  
N B  
HGF 
AA 
D B  
FDA 
J F D E  
E E  
B 








B K  
c c  
FGDB 
EHFC 
G L F B  
CCI  















C D DEGB 
B BGG 
B AB E 
C E GC 
B HFDB 
C HI HB 














E C  GBD 
CCB B A B l  
CB G F B  
ABC AACH 

























C C H B  
E N B B  
DE I CDE 
C M CE 
B B 
B BD J 
BB C AAAB 
F C  E J A  
B CA 





































D J ME 
D L F B  
D CI HC 
E M DD 
D I GAA 



















C M ED 




































B A H  
C AE 
C HGFB 
C J D B E  
C HGC 
B B D  L 






































ED AB F 
CC L D E C  
D GK 




# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
I (4 C') 1 b ('9 C') (7 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
SeP 
C') Mag Name Type 
LDN 0008 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 1  L 
2.11 
3.15 























































































































































































































































































































































































23 LDN 0191 
41 
41 
16451 - 1045 









13 160104 A0 16456-1449 37.8 22 
16457-1531 143.2(30 












16456- 1 147 
160107 K5 
LDN 0162 
16458-1241 52.8 36 







































































16466-1349 407  59 
16467-1232 h 4 1 3 7  








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources 6 1 )  at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
26 1 
Right Ascension: 16h47"21s-16h52m15s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20'-- 10" 

















































































































16487-1808 44.9 6 
16487-1516 47.1 47 
16488-1111 49.4 12 
16488-1724 52.5 1 










C J HC 











16498-1317 485 41 
16498-1603 148,71371 
DC J GGC 
B GFGD 
BC BDA 
B B B  AAA 
B BF 
BC BC 
B F  AC 
B EGC 
F D 
















































































































DD F I  B 
C NB 
B AE 
















































































































































































































































9 6 6  
99 
9 6 3  
97 
98 
9 6 3  
9 6 7  
9 6 3  
9 6 6  
9 6 7  
97 
97 
9 6 2  
0 0 2  
9 6 3  
9 6 4  
98 
99 
9 6 6  
9 6 3  







9 6 3  





9 6 4  
98 
9 6 4  
97 
9 6 4  
96 




9 6 2  
9 6 4  
98 
9 6 3  
96 
97 
9 6 3  
9 6 4  
98 
96 
9 6 4  
9 6 2  






























































3 1  L 

























2 7  
.25L 







































































D L J C 
DC J HDC 
C L D B  

































































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
BCC A A A H  
B F 
B HJDG 
C K CK 






































E D  KMEB 
C K I  C 
D E GC 
BBC AACK 
C BF 
C I E B  
C DHCF 












C D D 
E EC 
DC E F  
B CA 
C BD 
B B  AAF 
B ACL 
B D  ACF 





















































B B KH 
D F 
B DJ 
C B F  D 
B CFJ 
C E C GE 
C I BE 
CE MFC 
9501000108 



















C B D 
E EDMB 
E DDGC 










































































































































































'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
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Declination: -2O"-- l o o  
Flux Density 
























































































































































































































































mot Color corrected) 
25 urn 60 urn 100 urn 
V 
Flux Corr A 




12 pm Name Type *P (") Mag 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.71L B A L  N 
2.59L D DB 
6.96L B D  AC C 
3.19 C DB 
2.48: B D  BC 
5.67 F K I  KA 
2.58 E HC C 
3.84 C K I  B 
2.31 0 D B 
8.31L B A F  N 



































































































































160166 KO 2.23L B B HH 
4.65 D J I C 
2.01L B BC 
3.82 CD MGAA 
3.16 C N DD 
2.32 D L E  C 
1.46L B ACL 
7.08L A M  
7.17L BC AC 


















8.321. C E E  
12.18L CDC B A A E  
8.67L B F  A D  
5.98L BDE AAK 
7.13L B B D  A A D  
2.14L C C D  
5.79L BC AA 
2.45L D DK 
2.47 D I GG 




160175 K5 16537-1955 46.0 57 16538-1551 14851591 
16538-1741 53.1 35 
16536-1211 53.8 5 












3 5  
.45 
.58 
7.28L BC A B  
1.74L F B 
8.31: DE EGO 
3.25 CC DB 
2.05 D EC 
6.37 F J I I D 
7.47L B L B E  
2.1OL D D 
2.47L D B D  














16544-1604 27.2 48 
16544-1819 27.3 27 





3 7  
6.24 
.69 
33.65 CCF AAA 
7.10L CE A B L  
1.75L BC AB 
8.38L BDE AAC 
7.21L B A B  
5.08 CCC DAA 
1.65: C E A C  H 
1.85L C B D  
1.47L BC AAA 

















1.56L C CKC 
2.12L BC AB 
4.64 F F  DB 
1.73L B B 
8.87L BCC AAC 
2.07 C FC 
7.76L B DCG 
8.44L B ACLG 
2.01 C F C 

















9.65L B D  ADNl  
2.37 C CBB 
7.13L C B I  E 
2.22 D M F 
6.19L B D  A A M  
4.59 C GI C 
1.74L BE AAD 
2.52 C I C 
7.71L B D  A C  
8.47L C D CJ E F  
X1655 - 163 
V1163 OPH 



























6:5?L CC - AB ~ 
2.36L C D 
1.70L F BHH 
9.63L BC ABFI- 
1.89L C CF 
1.91L C AC I 
9.61L D C H  
1.74L BE AC 
2.28 D ENJC 
V1172 OPH 
V1176 160214 OPH K5 




16565 - 1 559 



























1.71L C ADG 
7.53L D DHH 
2.72 D KE 
2.69 F H L I  C 
11.82L B BH 1 
2.13L D GF 
6.65L B B L  
1.45L B E C BC 
1.63L B E  AB 


















2.02L C CH 
8.25L B B F  AAAC 
1.75L BC AA 
1.52L CD A D  E 
8.40L D A I  
1.27L BC AAFE 
7.57L F B F  
10.44L E DC 
8.61L C KC 
10.70L C C 
85OoOlMMf 
4MMoo1 OOC PR OPH 
V1207 OPH 
I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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Flux Density I Flags Associations 
1 C 
A 
# T  
12 pm Flux Corr A 

















































































































































































































































































I f  
32 
: 

























































































































































































































3 3  
.64 




































































































































3 2  
1.73 












1.39L B D  BC C 1 
2.61L C B 
1.68LBD AB 1 
8.96LCE B D  0 
4.57 CE KDA 
1.81L B AEI  
1.59L C B I  
1.95L B F  AC G 0 
3.52 C E D E  

































16585-1725 34.4 31 
16587-1552 47.1 24 
16588-1421 150,7123 
16588-1346 51.0 16 



























































































2.06 D D 
1.87L B D  AB 0 
3.88 D HGB 
2.03 D H 
1.32L BC AB 0 
2.19L C CC 
1.81L B CCK 
3.52 F CC I L A B  
4.26 C KED 
10.23L B BD 
16589-1848 55.2 49 
16589-1249 58.0 23 
16590-1200 1 3.7159 
16591-1654 8.4 6 
16593-1535 21.8 60 
.25L 









3.12 CC K K B B  
1.60L C EK 
6.39L CC ACF 1 
2.17 C F K E  
2.65 E F GC 
4.68 C MJD 
2.68 D J F  
3.10 C HB 
1.44LCD AA 7 
1.39L CF AB 0 
160239 KO 
X1700-162 
16598-1127 51.7 46 
17001-1532 11.3 42 
17001-1617 111.9159 
17662-1052 12.2 25 












1.56L E CJ 
2.71 C C J B 
1.86 D DB 
1.68LCC AAC 0 
2.83 D I B 
1.49L B D  B B  3 
1.73L C B F  G 
1.46L F BE 
2.82 C E B  










3 5  
2.49 
,371 
7.33L c c 
7.09L BC AAGK 2 
1.64L B BEDE 
8.43L C AE B 
1.81L B AH F 
7.27L C D 
2.1OL B B E  E 
2.37L C CH E 
7.27L BC ACL 1 
2.35 D CC 
95010oooO8 




















1.58L B B F  
5.64 CC E F B  
5.14 EE I DB 
1.81L C BG 
937L DD AA 9 
8.90L B BE 
1.83L C A G  
1.84 D L L C  
7.88LB B H L L  
1.53L B AC 




17022-1414 13.7 29 






















1.66 D I C 
2.24 C C L I  D 
2.19 D F C  
2.15L C F G  
1.60LDDD AAE 9 
7.59 c c 
2.99 E B 
1.48L C AE K 
2.59 E J C 























75.84 BBDE AAAA 1 
2.11 C E 
2.46 D F J B  
5.06LBCC AACG 0 
5.84L D AE H 
2.08 D B 
8.89L B AB 
2.64: CE H AB 
2.49 E CMC 












3 9  
,251 
-
3.63 C D F F C  
3.18 E J B 
1.17L CC AAJ  4 
6.15L BE AA 1 
6.04L BED AAA 9 
3.55L C I E B  
1.70 B D A C 
1.94L B BCJ 
2.36L C B 
2.75 C HB 
V856 OPH 
V850 OPH 
17035-1519 327 4C 
17035-1439 343 7 
17037-1704 432 59 
17036-1941 (3814 V1371 OPH 
'Confusron Flags 1) CIRRUSI. 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neghbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbnng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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25.5 4 i  
29.3 2( 
35.1 37 









































































































































































































































































































































# T  
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
( J m W  
V 
Flux Corr A Confusion 
Uncs Coef R Flags. 
L 
R I  
1 
I 2  pm 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 0  











































5 1  L 
3.76L 
.51 



















































































































































































































94W1 01008 TMSS -20346 
160289 KO 45001oooO8 
95000001 08 
13.03L B AJ L 
7.82L C CF 
7.10L CC BA 
12.15L B AB 
8.02L B AB 
6.51L C AD 
3.67 CDDD AAAB 
2.36 C B F C  
6.54L BD AB H 








2.18 D GFC 
2.14L C F C  
7.26L B AB 
6.93L BD ADHH 
7.11LB AB 
2.01 C DB 
7.00L C BA 
4.61 CC L CC 
7.89L B AG 





9421020008 VI449 OPH 
1.89L B A F K  
5.57 E E  KEC 
1.81 D C  
7.40L E B E  
4.18 F D  HC 
6.10 CD F E B  
3.15 BC E ABHE 
9.99L E M D 
2.01L D C 








1.58L CD B F  
2.56L C D 
2.78L C E A F E C  
3.06: CD D AD 
3.08L C B H K l  
8.61L C C L D  
6.29L B BHM 
3.02L C CC E 
3.60 C MFF 











B E  K 










































A E  
DM 
C 
E B  
DHI B 













41 506 OPH 





I G  
BC H 





















8.1OL C B I  I 
7.17L BC AA F 
2.71 C GB 
1.59L BD AB 
2.00L B AE K 
6.45L C DD 
1.61L B D  AAE 
6.78: DD E B  
1.97L DC AAL  
1.81LC B K  
rMss - 10357 
22 OPH 
160340 KO 17081-1634 187128 
17081-1249 1 8.8150 
17082-1722 17.9 13 
17083-1741 20.4 32 
17084-1909 24.7 56 















C K  HC 
D L J  B 
F DM 
C DF 
CD L D D D  
BE ACHJ 
DD E C  
C H J B  















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
Riaht Ascension: 1 7h08m488-17h13m13s 
Flux Density 











































































































































































































































C E  NI C B  
AA 1 
C C M  
C D H  
B C  A A L  1 
C B K 












B B E G  
B AA 
BF A B  D 9 
D B 
B F  BE C 
E C M  
C C D 
C C D 






































B D  A B  1 
C DE B D F B  
C L B 
B A H  
D C 
DD B C I  i 
CC AA C 
C C E D  



























F C  HECM 
B B C D  A A A A  1 
C F  
B B C D  A A A B  1 
C B J 
C BG 






















































B D D  A A C  3 
B B G  
C C J  
C D D  D 
C C D H L D  
CD AC 1 












B D  ABG C 
CE DB 
DC ABMH E 





C B C B  


















































C B I  
C CK F 
B C  AA L C 
C DG 
D A D  
C D D  
A B  C 
B D  B B  1 
C D  K E D  












C F  
BF 
LGFF 
C L C C  
BK 
B B D  ( 
NB 
B L D  










4 i  
2i 
f 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 rm 60 rm C A 
# T  
I 2  pm *P 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 2  
.50 



























































































































































2.04L B E  B F  C 
2.61 D L NB 
5.60L F CGK 
2.32L B B C  A A C  7 
4.35 DC HGD 
2.18 D D  E D B  
1.64LCBE A A A  7 
l.95L C B L  D 
1.95L C C 
2.13 D L F J A  
(1 709- 135 
1709-1306 I 5.9145 
17093-1633 21.6 2j 
17094-1231 240 1 
17094-1625 247 2E 
17094-1301 /l.jii 
3.00 D K H F E  
1.70LC E G  
2.03L D CF E 
3.02L C C J  
1.47L B D  A B M  0 
5.00 CC D F B  
8.84 B B C C  A A A A  1 
2.71: C F  E B C  
2.00L B B 




17099-1158 55.7 43 











































































3 1  L 
.37L 























































6 7 8 1 W 1 8  
2801010000 
56011ooOw 









9400000008 I 17131-1853 1 7.3111 
17132-1836 13.2 12 
17132-1207 13.2 4( 




'Conluslon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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2.4 i o  




(Not Color corrected) 























































































6 2  
.36 
2.51 
























3 1  









Name Type Sep (") Mag 
(Jansky) 











































































































































































































































































































































8.45L C MLC 
1.71L BCC A A B  
2.14: D D DGMD 
4.23L C D A J  
2.72 CD AB 
3.08 F H E 
2.76L D C 
2.85 C G F B  
7.29L B B G  




















































































































20.59 BCCD B A A A  
3.54L B B G  I 
4.97L B C MF 
2.68L C B 
7.31L B D  AE 
2.28 DC F GD 
2.25L DCD A A A C  
1.88L c c 
2.40 D B 




















































































2.46 DC I GGB 
2.51 C F I  D 
7.49L c c 
3.70 C D D  
1.8OL C D  AA 
2.14L B A K G  
8.23L B A G 
1.83L E E D M  
1.8OL DD AA 










dd 2.1OL C BDJ 
8.34L C B F  
2.48L BC AA 
1.91 D E F  
1.54L B ADH 
2.14L B D  A A F  
1.54L CCD AAA 
3.75 D D  E B  
11.99L E D  AA 












17151-1315 11.3 5 
17152-1319 12.8 42 
17152-1601 i15.01 5 
17153-1819 18.1 47 
17153-1746 20.4 34 
2.14 C I K E  
1.81L B AB J 
1.8OL B B K J H  
4.36 DD K K E B  
14.15L C CF K 
1.90L C C F I  
1.81L B CC 
2.15 BCCC A A B C  
2.67: D D  ECB 




















9401 1 oooO8 







17155-1247 32.2 49 






1.89L E F  AB 
1.55L B C  AB1 
14.47L B F  AA 
5.09L C N B D  
7.93 CD E DE 
1.2OL BC A A F  
2.57L B B E  
12.90L B D  B C L  
5.20 E CD 





















4.20 D D E 
3.08 F B C  D E A B  
3.12L C B 
1.91L C C F J  I 
2.55L C C N  I 
1.65L BC A A H  
1.94L C BK K 
6.70L B C  ACI J 
3.32 CC I F E  
2.50 C I B 
17161-1304 I 7.7149 
17161-1621 8 4  25 
17161 -1007 
17161-1521 I 
















2.70L B B C F G  
2.44LBBC A A A C  
1.54L B D  AB 
2.60L C J BB 
4.49 DD F E  
9.79L BC AA 
2.80 D GDJ E 
2.36L B D  AC 
3.58L C A F  
6.70L B C D  AAC 












2.28L C K F B  
2.03L BB AA 
1.71 C J C 
2.63 C F B  
18.95L D BHJ 
2.29L BCC AAC 
12.69L B E  AB 
18.95L C B 
1.66LBBD AAD 
2.63 C I CGC 
16 08516 
V7d2 OPH 1 





























9.55L D E M  
1.62L D B H  
3.32 D J C 
7.33L B BF 
2.47 C DO 
1.28L D B D L F  
2.39L CC AB 
1.8OL C B D  
1.69LC E K  








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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Right Ascension: 1 7h 1 P37'-1 7h21 "32' 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20'-- 10" 
Flags Position (1950) I 


















































































































































































































































































C E L  
B B H  F 
C J L B  
C E B 
C CA 
CE CC 
D J E C  













C C D F D D  
C D  E C  K 1 
AA 0 
B B E  F 
C BO 
BCF AAB 9 
DN 
B B MI 
CF C CGJ D 0 











C C M  
E C GC 
C CG 
C CHHC 









































CC AB 3 
BCC A A B D  1 
CCE A A A G  5 
















































DE B B  3 
B B F  
CF AC C 
D B H  
BBC A A A F  2 
AB E C 
E D  ADH 5 





CC AA 1 
E C 
1.60LBCC AAC E 
C I E D  
E I A 
C L L B  





































B D  AB E 
B BE 
c B 
D C F I  
BC AC C 
BE BDE 2 
OF ADHG 
CCD BAC . 
D B H  











C B L  
C D F B  
C B 
C CK 
BBCD DAAA i 
C AG 
C B E M  
BBC A A B  i 





















































C BE F 
D C H  L 
C D  CC 
C CGMD 
B AI  G 
D C D  















E D  AA 
B AC 
B C N  
c c 

















Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 
S P  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 4  



















































2 4  
3 9  
3 9  
,251 
3 7  



























































































































































17189-1637 56.1 10 
17190-1627 0.2 3 
17190-1915 2.9 40 
17190-1407 1 5 / 1 2  41960 OPH 9W SER 
AB SER 
17190-1453 I 5.3154 
17192-1305 12.8 59 























































V I  983 OPH 
LDN 0287 
17197-1829 45.2 8 
17197-1325 46.7 10 
17197-1656 47.6 27 
17198-1058 I 5 i . J i 5  
160507 K5 
V1995 OPH 
17199-1241 56.3 42 
17199-1744 I58 51 11 
17199-1456 59.0 28 
17200-1355 0.3 60 
17200-1805 1 10152 
17200-1939 3.2 46 
V1998 OPH 
V1997 OPH 2700101010 
66M)oooooo 
9600000108 











3 1  L 
.25L 





















97oowwoo I V2017 OPH 







5601000000 I 17209-1629 58.9 1 17211-1712 1 7.811i 
17211-1614 10.4 31 
17212-1041 12.4 2: 
8502000000 1 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Riaht Ascension: 17h21m326-17h24m178 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 Wm 60 Wm 100 Pm 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flags 
V 1 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 3  
.25L 
















































































































































































































































































































































SX SER 17239-1522 57.5 42 
17239-1639 58.8 10 
17240-1835 10.1/36 
17240-1950 0.8 58 
17240-1527 I 1.5/16 
17240-1422 3.9 49 
97oooOOOoO 
3701 1 1 oo00 
9681 100420 
17240- 1820 5.4 46 
17241-1903 I 7.6140 
17241-1655   1731 1 T3ll: 
17241-1240 11.3 12 
17242-1228 13.2 14 
17242-1548 17.1 43 
I 160553 F8 
160554 KO 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
Declination: -20'-- 10' 
17243-1308 
17243-1919 




17244 - 1559 

















































































































































































































































Position (1950) Associations Flux Density Flags 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
C 
A 
I T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) (") 1 b 
12 pm 
- 
S P  















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17243-1955 119.61 7 
17243-1052 19.7 11 
17243-1810 20.2 48 
.50 
.80 
5 5  





































































































































































































































































































2.99 D K B 
4.28L DC AB C 2 
6.05L EE AB 0 
4.59L B B C  AAA 0 
4.22 CF L C A  
9.62L C BJ C 
10.30L C 8 
2.14LC BC 
3.70: BD C A C  E 0 
3.63L c c 









































3.87L BBC AAA 1 
3.49L C BD L 
2.14L E C I 
3.66 DE F EC 
3.94 F F F D C  
4.53 C KGB 
3.11L BC AAL  3 
4.06L BCC AAB 9 
4.05L DD ABF 4 























'Confuwon Flags: 1) ClRRUSl; 2) CIRRUSZ; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
270 
Declination: -20"-- lo" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 17h27m349-17h30m17s 



































































































































































































































































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) 






















































3 9  
,411 




















































S P  















































































































































































































































































































3621 1001 00 
6.80L BDC BCDE 1 
2.53L B AB 
4.79L DC AB E 
12.50L C BE 
4.50L BD AB 4 
3.09L C BM 
4.76L F D ACBD 
2.1OL C BE 
2.42L E C 








































































































































































2.47L C AE 
3.19 C DB 
3.48L D B 
6.76L C GH F 
3.33 D GFB 
7.30L E D 
5.08L C BE 
1.98L BBC A A A  1 
2.86L D F H  I 







5.08L B D BEDE 
5.28 CD CAA 
4.81L E D  BB C 
8.34L BBC AABE C 
2.30L F F  AAI E 
2.74L D BE L 
2.13L BC A A  C 
2.74L D B B  L 
2.79L DD AB E C 





A M 1  1 O O W O  
4.10LD B I  
2.57L B BD 
4.69 CC NDC 
5.76L C B F C  
4.18L C B F  
4.671. CF BC E 
11.18L D ED 
13.50L C CI  
3.29L BC BCH 3 























































9A 2.99L C DE 
11.18 CD LCB 
2.89L DD BC 1 
23.21L BCF A A A  E 
8.14L C CF B 
3.08L CC AB1 I 
5.04L B BAl 
2.88L D DE 
2.35L C D B 




BD SER 2.38L C BD 
2.08 C H A 
6.22L F CG 
2.37L C B 
26.35L CD AB C 
2.21L DD A A  E 
2.49L BF BD C 
5.79L C BC 
3.62L CF ABH E 
5.80L BF A A  E 

















2.96 D C 
4.51L CC A A  7 
5.12L BDC AAAD 9 
10.61 C GJ L D  
1.89 C D 
5.10L CD A B  f 
3.28L C DCE 
12.47 EC I D J E  
2.15L BD AB C 

















5.48L B F E  AAB E 
3.84 D C 
4.12L BCF A A A  I 
2.721. C DI 
1.76L B BC 
2.00LBD AB i 
7.54L B BC 
6.84L D D 
2.75L BC AAF C 























8.14: C D  F EB 
2.66L C E 
5.86L E B H  D 
2.68 CC A A  
3.61L BCD AABC I 
5.71L C B 
5.05L B BH 
22.59L C AF 
4.31 DC E D  
2.72L B AK I 
LDN 0225 



























4.40L B F  AAH 5 
2.27L C C 
4.37L B C B B 
2.84L C C 
8.06L C CHF 
3.39L B BCM 
12.81L BC AAE 1 
1.87L C J D 
9.03 CD F K E F  











Declination: -20'-- lo" 
Flux Density 





















































































































































































































































Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
I T  
12 urn %P 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.11L CBC AAA 
3.01LC BK 
4.36L C BG 
3.09L F E  BC 
2.24L C F  B C  L 
3.48L B ADFI- 
5.24 D F FC 
3.86LBEF AAB 
5.02L C D D  C 












































































































14.52L CCC AAB 
3.31L BE AD 
2.16L E D  ABJ 
3.29L B AJ I 
2.13L C D N  
3.81 D F  
3.83L BC A B L  
1.WL BC AA 
3.78L BE AB 












9 6 0 1 0 1 m  
3.73L B A E N  
10.75L B C  ABN 
3.40L C F B E  
3.05 D BE 
11.21L BD AB 
4.76L C B 
21.43L D AK 
3.98L C DKBE 
2.02L BC AAKK 
4.53L E BD 
3.08LBE AB C 
3.68L C CE 
2.47L BCE AAC 
3.ML C F F 
3.34L BBF AAA 
3.41L F CL 
16.58L D AG 
12.35L C D  ACE 
3.74 C DFE 
2.641. C B 
09153 
091 54 
l-r SER 17309-1520 55.3 17 
17309-1850 56.1 49 
17309-16311 I J 3 8  
RAFGL 5353 6700000000 
17311-1553 1 9.3154 
17312-1220 12.9 53 
17312-1423 16.2 27 































3.65L C BM 
2.47L BD AB 
9.43L CCE AAFF 
3.52L C I C 
3.71L F B D  I 
3.76L DE BE1 
3.39L BBC AAAC 
3.95L DE AC J 
3.74L E CK 
3.63L D C H  
TU SER 17313-1308 18.0 41 




3.16L BD AAD 
3.35L B AD 
3.37L C DG 
3.93L B F  AB 
2.62L C D D  
4.90L D CC 
3.08L DD AB 
2.14L C CL 
3.23L C BC 
3.39 D EC 
96001 o o m  
3600000000 
9602000008 
17317-1713 43.0 10 
17317-1438 45.8 34 
17318-1918 50.4 42 
17318-1031 148.2111 
2.75L C AI C 
12.36L DE AE 
2.58 1 D DC 
4.43L C D  AB 
3.24 D ECC 
2.84L B BCI 
14.12L B C D  AACF 
6.23 1 DD CDBF 
9.92: CD DE 
4.81 I e 
17318-1327 523 15 
17318-1054 15316144 
17319-1956 54.1 40 
17319-1417 56.7 24 
17319-1940 58.4 51 












3 6  
.46 
1.71 
2.97: CE E AC 
4.81L C B C J F  
3.72L D BMEC 
2.37L BD ADK 
2.97L B D  BE 
3.42L C E 
2.15L D C F  L 
3.70L F C E H  
3.30L C C F  
9.93L BE AD 
160655 K5 






















2.32L B AE 
3.08: C C E F C C  
3.77L C Ae 
3.75L D CMFC 
16.61L B F  ABKF 
4.26L B F  AA C 
2.98L D D 
5.99: CE GE 
2.1OL B B 
4.14L B F F  AAB 
11.75L BE ABKF 
588-PN 8 PI 11 











17323-1415 22.9 41 
17324-1340 25.0 48 
17324-1918 26.7 53 
17324- 1430 
17324- 1218 




















2.77L C E E  
2.89L CE AC 
3.79L D CK 
2.59L B BF 
1.81L BC AA C 
3.83L BCD AACF 
4.07 C GO1 C 





. I .  
9+ 8 
10+ 9 
7+ 7 4.88 1 -  C / C  HE 
'Confuston Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) COnfUston Processing. 4) Neighbonng Houm Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
272 
Declination: -20"-- 10' Right Ascension: 17h32m40.-17h35m00. 
Position (1950) Associations Flux Densitv %RS 
V L 
25 pm 60 um 100 pm 1 nux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 
mot color cornetal) 
S P  



























































































7+ 6 i o +  9 
i o +  8 
8+ 7 
8+ 7 











8 i  7 



























































































































4 6 6  
5 6 7  








































































































































































2.79L DF CB 0 
3.09LCF ABC 9 
2.75L C D G 
11.75L BBE AAF 0 
2.50L B D  AB 0 
3.31 C E F C  
2.46L C CH 
4.19L CF AAE 9 
6.39 B B C D  AAAC 1 
2.18L B D  AC H 0 
17326-1742 40.4 35 
17326-1510 40.7 3 
17327-1213 42.7 38 
17327-1417 42.7 37 
17327-1556 44.9 17 
17327-1706 45.6 22 
17327-1104 46.9 19 
17327-1937 47.0 38 
17327-1414 47.1 17 















































































































































































































































4.84LBFD AAC 9 
3.92L E D  AB 0 
4.28L E F  CC K 9 
11.33L BF AC K 0 
3.64 C B K B  
2.68L BC AA 3 
3.20L B BG 
3.81L BC AA 3 
4.47L CC B C F  I 
3.25L B AE 
17328-1940 48.3 54 
17328-1849 49.4 48 
17328-1908 52.0 50 
17328-1436 53.2 46 
17329-1402 55.8 0 
17329-1614 56.3 40 
17329-1547 56.5 59 
17329-1831 57.8 37 
17329-1901 58.2 12 
17329-1531 58.9 10 
17330-1132 1.7 53 
17330-1017 3.7 28 
17330-1035 4.7 49 
17330-1337 5.5 55 
17331-1618 10.0 54 
17331-1033 10.6 40 
17331-1958 11.8 35 
17332-1920 12.2 5 
17332 - 1507 15.4 23 
17332-1554 15.8 37 
17333-1632 18.2 49 
11333-1349 19.2 33 
17333-1954 20.2 14 
17333-1731 21.0 10 
17333-1721 21.4 44 
17333-1604 22.0 47 
17333-1034 22.8 9 
17333-1907 23.0 52 
17333-1128 23.6 27 
17334-1258 26.9 26 
17334-1612 27.4 51 
17334-1527 29.8 18 
17335-1352 30.9 23 
17335-1210 31.7 60 
17335-1704 31.9 38 
17336-1238 37.1 54 
17336-1919 38.4 18 
17336-1734 40.4 29 
17337-1753 45.0 56 
17337-1903 46.5 44 
17338-1204 49.7 53 
17338-1951 53.3 56 
17339-1538 54.2 55 
17339-1606 54.8 33 
17339-1758 56.1 18 
17339-1833 56.7 55 
17339-1524 57.1 50 
17340-1203 0.9 25 
11340-1746 1.2 23 










2.15L B D  ACG 2 
2.04L D B G 
6.09 C J E 
2.87L C K J  BC 
6.95 BBCC AAAA 2 
2.55L C CHJ E 
25.02L F AD 
5.64L B B 
2.981. DC A B  1 
3.86L F BC 
RAFGL 5359 
39210 
4835 OPH 6800oo0000 
7400100008 
74001 1 oo08 
2.16L B D  AA 5 
8.98L B F  B E  G 0 
20.35L C C K 
21.80L C GD 
14.44L BCE AAB 9 
2.85 C E C 
5.48 D J C 
3.18LC B D  
3.24L C D 
2.72L D B B  
9501000008 
9500000008 I 
3.60 C I B 
2.32L B F  A B  6 
4.24 D MDD 
5.10 DC L E E B  
17.15L B B 
2.86L B B 
13.53L F E L 
15.64L C B 
2.441. B A L  









. . . . . .. 







A M 1  2002W 
4.23 CC E B  
7.63L C F 
2.45L B AD 
2.87L CF BDL 3 
3.40 DC J H E D  
3.05L B BGJ 
2.42L B E F  AACl  9 
2.37L B E  AC 0 
5.26 E DC 













2.39L D B F  L 
16.71L C BC 
10.26L BE ACDE 0 
4.67 CC NDDE 
2.44L F EM G 
3.74 E€ C A B L D  7 
18.83L BC A B D  0 
5.16L C CF 
6.23 C L E F D  











17340-1009 2.3 53 
17340-1700 3.3 14 
17340-1651 4.5 21 
17340-1321 5.3 5 
17341-1129 8.3 0 
17341-1757 8.4 6 
17341-1907 8.4 37 
17341-1842 9.5 60 
17341-1604 9.7 40 































2.88L F F  AB 9 
15.641. C B E  
17.78L C CDC 
7.12 F C  F B  
3.49 D D H 
l.99L B F  AD 0 
4.21 C HKCB 
2.53L BD AA 1 
4.11L CC F A A  
2 . 4 2 ~  BD BC F a 
17342-1550 12.4 19 
17342-1851 13.5 33 
17342-1714 14.3 5 
17342-1946 16.4 50 
17342-1424 17.9 41 
17343-1213 21.0 36 
17343-1354 23.7 55 
17344-1248 25.0 35 
17344-1844 25.5 56 
17344-1209 28.0 41 
9500000000 
060011oooO 
588-PN 11 PI 
RAFGL 1990s 
3.13LC AE 
2.851. B B C  AAA 1 
25.18L D D  ABE 2 
22.72L CE AD 0 
4.06L CF C B J  E 
3.78L B CE 
6.41L C EDH 
3.04LBD ABE C 
2.8OL D C I  








160703 K2 17347-1818 45.2 55 17347-1547 45.2 55 
17347-1913 146.j  19 
2600100000 
7401 01 ooO8 
4601000000 1 
17347-1352 1471126 
17347-17& 47.1 24 
17348-1946 53.6 31 
17349-1642 55.4 42 
17349-1426 58.7 51 
17349-1650 59.6 13 
17350-1709 0.2 5 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-91 Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Si) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) Hiih Source bnsity Region 
273 
~ 











Declination: -20'-- 10" 
Associations 
E BK 




B C  A A H  
C B F E E  
C I MF 
B A E  






































































































































































Flux Density I Flags 
B C  AA 
F D  GI FC 
CBCE DAAA 
CC A A F  
E BF F 
C D  A B  
F C  I E 













B B E  A A B  
B A J  
B B C  E 
E B F  
C B D  
B B 
B B J  
C D E 
C ME 









C -  B D  
B D  A A I  
B D C  A A B  
D B C  
B D F  A A A  
B BGD 
C CE 












B E  
E C  A B  
D E L (  
B D  A B F  
C B 
DC G E[ 
CC A B  I 
C B C  B A A  





















C E CG ( 
F C  CE 
C B A  
C BGI 
B C  AAEC 
C BE1 
B B N  ( 
DC GE 
B F  AC 
F D 
C ACG 
B F  BGI  ( 
C CHFE 
CCD BAE 




C E H 











E HJ ( 
B B 
CBC A A B  
B E  ABG 
c B 
CD B B  
EF  AC 














CCC B B B f  
D C L  
BCK 
C D G 
c c 
C CE I 
CC F f  
CDC A A B  
































CD A B  
F F F  ( 
C ADE 
D F D( 
B E  D A C H I  
B C C  A A A l  
CCD G A A l  
CD DBB 






! T  
I 2  pm Sep 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 3  
1.29 
























































3 8  
.44 










































































































































5 6  

























































































17351 - 11 26 
17351 - 1956 
17351 - 191 5 
I60707 K5 
I88-PN 12 PI 







1 7353 - la33 
17353 - 1 753 
17353 - 1053 160708 KO 
0500000000 
4400100008 










17357 - 1830 
1 7857 - 1704 
(1735- 141 


























588-PN 14 PI 
160718 KO 17361 - 1051 
17361 - 1127 
17361 - 1706 
17362- 11 17 
17362- 1924 
1500000100 






































17365 - 1724 




1 7365 - 1842 
17365 - 1936 
17365- 1718 

















17368 - 161 0 
17368-1504 




2540001 01 8 
1601000000 
6600000210 
i 7369- 1957 
17369-1945 
17369 - 1304 
17370-1413 
7+ I 
13+ .  
12+ ! 
7+ I 
'Confusron Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
I 274 
Declination: -20'-- 10" Right Ascension: 17h37m00.-17h38m5: 
Position (19%) Flux Density I Flags Associations 
V 1 
Flux Corr A Confusion R I 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S : 
C 
A 
Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(9 C') 1 b C') C') CI 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17371-1745 1 9,915! 
17371-1937 10.8 I 
17371-1241 11.5 5$ 
17372-1807 12.2 5: 
17372-1855 13.0 3; 
17372-1721 14.5 < 
17372-1852 15.6 ' 
17372-1348 15.8 31 
17373-1611 19.7 25 
17373-1302 20.2 31 
17373-1924 20.9 2' 
17373-1916 23.4 3: 
17374-1928 25.5 2: 





























17374-1803 26.4 4( 
17374-1740 26.8 41 
17374-1633 28.0 2: 
17374-1757 28.8 5( 
17374-1954 29.2 14 
17374-1853 29.4 57 
17375-1959 30.8 5E 
17375-1211 31.3 1 
17375-1948 31.5 5E 
17375-1957 32.8 4E 
4.32L BF A A D  
4.12 D EDB 
16.27L C BJ 
4.21L CD AB 
5.03L CE BCF 
14.78L C B H  J 
5.37L E B E  
3.02L BD AB 
23.43L DC AA 
5.35L DC A C F F  
2.54L BC AA 
19.61L C B F  I 
28.43L C CD 
3.01L C 81 
3.57L c B 
21.20L D D 
17.39L ED BDG 
5.58L E B B  G 
4.16 D J H C A  











17376-1431 39.2 2 
17376-1944 39.8 24 
17376-1802 40.0 33 
17376-1023 40.1 47 
17376-1614 41.1 49 
17377-1835 43.4 26 
17377-1703 44.2 50 
17377-1910 45.8 39 
17378-1452 48.1 35 
17378-1841 48.8 58 
17378-1549 49.2 3 
17378-1446 49.3 6 
17378-1648 52.6 25 
17379-1524 54.2 25 
17379-1619 57.2 33 








1402001 11 F 
3401300118 
5400000008 
17380-1926 0.1 34 
17380-1239 0.6 53 
17380-1910 3.6 37 
17380-1937 1 3 ,422 
17380-1541 4.0 31 
17380-1959 4.6 31 
17381-1616 7.0 45 
17381-1745 9.1 26 
17381-1508 9.2 45 
17381-1928 11.1 38 
17381-1038 11.4 1 
17382-1316 12.2 1 
17382-1057 12.8 9 
17382-1333 13.8 56 
17382-1704 14.2 33 
17382-1623 16.3 20 
17382-1233 16.9 41 
17383-1638 18.6 14 
17383-1755 18.6 57 
17383-1927 18.8 58 
17383-1816 21.9 55 
17383-1228 22.4 19 
17384-1804 24.3 30 
17384-1811 25.8 45 
4.65L C BCH 
4.68LIBD l A C l  
60747 A2 
)T-164 17386-1118 36.3 19 
17386-1853 37.5 16 
17386-1623 37.6 6 
17386-1932 39.7 46 
17386-1827 40.5 4 
17386-1728 41.3 36 
17386-1750 41.5 34 
17387-1910 43.2 47 
17387-1737 44.0 52 
17387-1614 44.5 23 
17387-1038 46.2 37 
17388-1645 51.3 21 
17388-1657 51.7 17 







'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 
t 
I 
', 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) Hgh Source Density Region. 
275 
- 
Right Ascension: 17h38m53s-17h40m47B 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20'-- 10' 




































































































































































































































i T  
(Not Color Corrected) 
IM pm 
V L 
Flu Corr A Confusion R S 
U n a  Coef R Flags' S 2 
12 pm S P  








































































































































































































































































































































i z +  e 
9+ E 







3 5  


































3 1  
S O  
.59 
3.45 
3 1  

























3 5  
1.38 

























5 7  
.28L 



























































































































































'K 10+ 7.1 
160759 K5 
160766 K5 
17392-1418 15.2 29 
17393-1643 il8.2(58 












17397-1317 42.7 22 











































































17399-1319 58.5 38 
17400-1251 0.2 59 





20.62L DD CB 0 
4.29 D I E F F  
5.06L CE CD 0 
2.39 C DK D 
16.37L ECF AAA 9 
5.32L DF AC 3 
15.12L C B D  
3.27 C G C 































17401-1329 ~ 9.7115 
17401-1014 11.5 54 
17402-1321 13.2 56 CY SER 
LDN 0290 
17403- 1022 119.91 44 
17403-1107 20.3 10 
17403-1712 20.9 17 
17403-1458 21.3 55 160775 G5 
17403-1822 21.7 44 
17403-1707 21.9 2 






271 131 1100 
2601211000 
4600200000 
17405-18ii 31.8 48 
17405-1737 33.7 12 
17405-1847 34.0 5f 
17405-1850 34.1 3E 
17405-1809 34.2 2 
17405-1154 34.8 51 3561001200 
2401010008 
4403140006 
17406-1656 36.9 12 
17406-1730 37.9 4f K1740-175 
160777 K5 
17406-1806 '38.3 2c 
17406-1813 36.3 1 
17406-1455 38.6 51 
17406-1726 39.3 5C 













17407-1958 430 45 
i 7 m -  1712 43 21 4: 
_ _  _... 
3410103008 
3601000000 
6601 1 10000 
. . . - . . . . -
17407- 1913 45.71 41 
17407-1004 47.1 5€ 
17407-1919 47.3 5: 
I
'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) COnfUSiOn Processing. 4) Netghbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Declination: - 20'-- 10" 
E J C 
D C 
D C J G  
CC A B  




























































































































B D  AB 
B BF 
BC AA 
B F  AA 
B D  AC 
CBC AAB 
C B J  
B F D  B A G  
c B 
C ECI  C 





































C B D  
BDD AACE 
BC AAJ  












BC B B  
C J GE 
B BHBC 
C BK 
B E  A A D  
B E  ACM 

















































E D  HF 
D HC 
DB J I E 
F B J  



















































B A B  
C C BDMG 
BBCC AAAA 













CC A B  
D BD 
BCC BBD 
C B D  
D B K  
CC A C L  
C BD 
DC AA 

































































































C K CF 








d T  
(Not color corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flux Corr 
Uncs Coef 
V L 
A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 7408 - 1955 
1 7408 - 1405 
17409-1634 
17409 - 1043 
17409-1445 




1741 1 - 191 1 
1741 1 - 1849 
17411~1514 . . . . . , - , . 
1741 1-1751 




1741 2 - 1954 
17412- 1153 
17412- 1215 






1741 3 - 1724 





1741 4 - 1307 
17414-1501 
17414 - 1632 
17414- 1211 
1741 5- 1228 












































3 3  
.68 
.87 















































TMSS - 10377 











1741 7 - 1645 




1741 7- 1630 
1741 7- 1726 
17417- 1639 
1741 7 - 1854 LDN 0258 
LDN 0246 




























1741 9 - 1924 
1741 9- 1507 
17419- 1524 
LDN 0246 
1741 9- 1212 
1741 9- 1754 
1741 9- 1735 








. . . . - . . -. 
1741 9- 1838 
17420- 1409 
17420- 1648 
17420 - 1821 
1 7420 - 1926 LDN 0246 
17420-1558 
17420- 1317 










1 7422 - 1920 
1 7422- 1923 
1 7422 - 1925 
17423 - 171 8 
LDN 0246 
LDN 0246 
HEN1475 17423- 1755 
1 7423 - 1306 
1 7423 - 1 534 
1 7423 - 1842 






17423 - 1846 
17423 - 1 740 
Tonfusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 














































































































































































































17440-1616 1 0.3 
17440-1540 0.8 
17440-1404 1.8 

































I Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMISMN 8 
(9 C') 1 b 











































































































































































































































































































































































l o+  6 




















































































































































































































































































5.87L C AB 
5.72 BCCD A A A B  9 
5.38L B D  AA 0 
7.23L F B 
5.55 CC F DC 
6.05L B A B B C  
8.30L D B E  
17.46L C A E K G  
3.56L C B E  





17426-1848 37.0 17 
17426-1352 37.1 27 
17426-1345 I 3 7 . 5 / ~  
4.48L B BB 
3.88LDE AA 9 
5.69 C BC 
4.32L B B E N  
3.33L c c 
4.82L C BE 
4.11L BC AC 0 
7.26 C H I  A 
4.07L CE B B  0 
8.53L c B 


























5.28L D CE 
5.34L F D CMGA 
6.77 DC DGD 
4.98 C E l  F 
3.82L B D  AB1 0 
4.20LCD AB 8 
3.20L BC ABGC 1 
4.03L BCD A A B  0 
4.13L B E D  AAA 9 




















17429-1911 154.81 2 
4.43L D G 
15.36L BC AA 0 
6.44L E F F  H 
6.70L E CHE 
4.46L CC A A E C  0 
4.77L B F D  B F G  1 
6.70L C KBCB 
5.02 C HHC 
4.59L CE AD 0 
4.51L EE ACE 1 
17431-1615 11.1 1 
17431-1553 11.4 17 
17431-1347 11.9 24 
17432-1952 12.7 19 








7.62L E E 
8.94L B F  AAA 9 
4.99L C DKB 
4.76L CF B B I  0 
5.75L CC AA K 0 
4.70L C CC 
3.62L B AHEK 
18.94L F B F  
5.78L D B G  
4.69L B B D  A A A E  C 























































19.00L D DG 
8.16L D C H  
7.60: CE J J C C  
6.19 C GD 
15.72L F BC 
19.13L D A E L  
4.51L BC A A J  S 
6.32L C AE 
3.47L B C  AB1 C 




6.64: DD HGFC 
3.91L C KCB 
6.03L D M F B  
7.50L B F  AAG 9 
8.30L D B 
4.44L B D  AB 1 
8.17L CF A B F  0 
4.48L B D  A B L D  0 
4.19L B B C  AAA 9 
7.11L B C D  A A B  S 
6.05L C GC 
4.72L D D 
6.85: BBDC AABB E 
7.24L DE B F K H  0 
3.21L BC ABAE 2 
18.11L B B B F  
11.18 c L c 
10.51L C C 
20.30L B B E N  
10.65L C C 
LDN 0352 
































17437-1451 45.2 27 
17437-1417 45.4 35 
17437- 1201 146.1 1 56 
17437-1748 46.3 16 
7.63L CC AAC 8 
5.36 D HG 
5.41 E D D I B 
3.39: CC J DB 
4.60 C NDDD 
3.48L B D  ADC 
2.34L B B  AAG 1 
2.49 C C 
3.73: B F A F  F 
8.70L C BC 
09664- 
3.72L B D  AD C 
4.60L CC EAA 
4.87L B AG G 
16.38L BF AAE E 
3.89L B BC I 
3.85 DD KKGF 
4.08L EE B B  
3.95L C BF 
3.59 D F G 
20.94L C B 
PK 11 + 6.1 
X1744- 140 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confuslon Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed surces pw) 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
V 
Flux Con A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 









a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 
6)  C') 1 b C') C') 0 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm S P  





































































































































































































































































































































































l o +  6 
13+ 7 
































l o +  6 
14+ 8 
8+ 4 








l o+  6 
I O +  6 
l o +  6 

































































































































































































































































































































































1 7443 - 1923 
17443 - 1905 
17443- 1657 
17443-1946 
3.68L BC BA 
10.62L B CC 
10.37L C B L  
5.87L c cc 
12.04L C C 
6.03L BE B D  
3.06L BE BG 
9.06L D BCKK 
5.34L E CC 
18.70L CC BA 
17443-1821 
17443- 11 13 
1 7443 - 1853 
1 7443 - 1659 




4.75L BC AAK 
5.44L B E D  AADF 
5.34L c C N  
18.04L CBC AAC 
5.88L E AE 
7.61L CD AAEH 
8.03L B B D 
5.92L B AC 
6.93L D B 
4.02L BC AAD 
17444- 1449 
17444- 1818 
1 7444 - 1858 
17444-1842 
17444- 181 1 
17444- 1757 
17444 - 1536 
1 7445 - 1 520 
17445-1 155 




5.58L c B L  
6.16 DC F EC 
3.63L BBC AAB 
3.28L CC AB1 
4.47L B AB 
6.26L DE AC 
4.74 C HE 
5.26L F BDI  F 
7.93L C CG 
4.48L BBC AAAJ 
. . . . - . .-_ 







17446- 141 5 
17446 - 1 726 
17446- 1606 






i 7 d m - i 7 n s  
5.43 C L DE 
4.08L B D  AA F 
5.36L B BMK 
13.81L F D  AB I 
5.51L B AD 
5.76L C BE 
7.04L F C 
6.69L C F  AA 
6.49L BC AAC 





3.25L F E  BC 
4.76L C B F  
4.30L C BC 
3.08L B B F  C 
9.09L B D  AAD 
10.07 CC MCC 
12.42L C HDC 
11.08LC B 
17.55L B B F  
7.21LD E F  
. . . . - . . - - 







26000001 10 1 
17450 - 1424 
17450- 1716 
17450- 1430 
17451 - 1325 
17451 -1550 






3.19L C D  B F M  
5.71 C J L C  
6.48L D F  AC 
7.67L C D  ABN 
10.35 CC J B E  
8.07L CC BC 
7.80L DC AA 
2.85L C D ADD 















9.83L D BJ  
3.94L F D  BG 
3.35L B AF 
10.36L C BGF 
9.02L CD BB 
5.99 D L E  
6.91L B F  BC 
3.35L BD CC 
6.751. F E D  AAB 





















































5.14L BBC AAA 
6.03L BC AB 
9.50L D DE 
8.59L BC AA 
6.29L C BE 
6.87L C B H  
5.88L C BM 
2.75L CF AAE 
6.36L C C H 








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Eaended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Declination: -20"-- lo" 
44.8 31 14+ 8 
45.9 34 14+ 8 
46.7 54 9+ 5 
48.8 27 17+ 9 
49.7 9 16+ 9 
50.7 28 16+ 9 

















































































































































































11.8 54 9+ 4 
12.8 55 12+ 6 
13.6 3 9 + 4  
15.8 30 9+ 4 
16.4 14 15+ 8 
17.0 22 15+ 8 
20.0 46 9+ 4 
20.7 26 15+ 8 
21.7 12 11+ 5 
23.4 7 1 6 + 8  
Position (1950) Associations 
mot color comcted) 
25 urn 60 urn C A 
f T  
100 urn V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Caf R Flags. S 2 
12 prn 






































































































































































































































I O  
8 






I O  12 
I 1  




















































































































































































































5 1  
.47L 
.57L 























































































































17456-1910 39.0 51 9+ 4 
17456-1239 40.3 38 14+ 8 
17456-1804 41.3 2 10+ 5 
17456-1545 41.7 38 12+ 6 




7 9600000001 I BMxxXx)llLII 
17459- 191 2 
17459- 1558 
17459- 1754 









17461 - 1629 
17462 - 1 735 
I7462 - 1 E49 
17462- 151 1 



























I O +  5 
8+ 4 
11+ 6 

















































1.62 ON 0264 

































































. . . _ _  . . - . 




o (  .DN 0264 
17465- 1840 











1 7467 - 1355 
17467- 1909 
17487-1536 
11.74L D CCG 
20.43L F D A F E D  
21.51L F D B 
6.38L F F  B B  
4.57L F F  AAE 
6.66LED BCK 
3.94L F GECJ 
5.13L E DI 






. . . -. . - - . 
17467 - 1838 











17468 - 1 929 
17468- 1712 
17469- 1220 
17469 - 1745 
17469- 1553 
3.86LDDD AAA 
6.61L C CLHE 
4.52L CF CE 
5.79L B A B  
6.80 O D  C BBHF 
9.95L E AF 
7 . m c  c 
4.57L CE A A J l  
6.65L BC AA D 

























7.68L C B 
6.98L C C I  
20.62L C E B  
7.83L CE B B  
22.6OL E CE 
8.71L F AE 
5.54LCE B O  H 
4.97L OF AB 
5.71L D OK 
6.77L F A B 0  
5401100308 







17470-1900 2.4 5 9 + 4  
17470-151n 1 311431 12+ 6 
7.37L F B 
6.47 CF KNBB 
13.85L C DM G 
10.04L C AD 
3.89L D BE 
3.95L BC AAE 
6.97L BCC AAA 
3.92L c C I  G 
6 .06LFFE AAB 




5601000000 .DN 0367 
'Confuwn Flags: 1) ClRRUSl: 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PW8Sing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources IPH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources pw). 
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(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansk y) 
25 w 60 wm 100 pm V L FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 












CD AAH C 




















































F F  AAF 9 
C AJMH 
CCD CAAD 
CF AB C 
DD AB E 9 
C BF 
C CC 
CE BB M 0 
AB 0 
















B F D  AAEF 9 
D C J 
C BEK 
BC AADG 0 























C C CD 
CD A A  5 
BE BD 2 
BC B B  0 
D BC 
F F  A A J E  9 
C C 
C F C  
C J D 



































DC H E F  
CC A A  5 
E CHE 
C E 
F F  A A  B 
E C C B F F  3 
BD BDH 1 
CCCF CBAA 0 
DF AB 0 
D G B 
D AC 
CC AB 2 
C J B 
BD AE 0 
CC DB 








































DD ABHD 0 
C CG 
C B KM 
B AC 
E F D  AAD Q 
B F  A D  0 
CE F A A  E 0 
DE BC 0 
C BN 



















































C F G  
c c I 
c CI 
BDC AACG 9 
BBC A A A  8 
E BCCC 
D J F E  
C BCF 












BD A A  G 0 
E E  BB 7 
A 
BB 
DD AAH 9 
F D 
C L E  
C B J  
F E  AD G 5 












BCC A A A  0 
F C F E H  
BC AAE 0 
C MI G 
D GD 
CBC A A A  0 
DBC AAAC 1 
C B 
C BE 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































589-PN 11 PI 
LDN 0305 
9601 1001 10 
2700100000 
3702000000 
1701 1 00000 
1701000200 
1700000000 LDN 0312 
3.55 
.79 



















17477-1432 46.2 38 
17478-1918 50.6 56 
17478-1551 51.0 22 
17478-1731 I53.oI i i  
LDN 0312 
17479- 1455 
589-PN 12 PI 17480-1846 0.5 1 
17480-1221 0.8 24 


























































17480-1950 I 11156 
17480-1458 
17481-1843 7.0 30 
17481-1443 8.4 8 













95001 10138 17481-1418 












i74e3-1834 21.6 30 
17483- 1801 12.41 25 
17483-1756 22.4 54 













































17487-1508 146.91 54 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
28 
Declination: -20"-- 10' 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 17h48m51s-17h50"13* 































































9 0 3  
91 
9 0 2  
91 




9 0 3  




9 0 3  












9 0 3  
9 0 2  
91 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
91 
91 
9 0 3  
91 






































































































































F D  DDD 
CK 
E C  AAC 
F BC F 
DE BC 
C E C  
B D  AA 
C BG 
B D  AC 














































































CC K J F C  
C AD 














E D L I  I 
C E D  CEGC 
D C 






















































D J N D  
C AC 
C J J D B  
D D 

























































































































S P  































I O +  5 
15+ 8 







































































l o +  4 
10+ 4 
14+ E 




I O +  4 







9+  : 






































































































































































































































































































3 1  1 
.54: 



















































































































5.52L C C 
6.61L CC MAA 
4.92L B D  BA 
10.36L C CGN 
13.38L C D  BDBG 
10.30L DC AB 
5.58 CE DDC 
(1748-145 
17491-1449 









16.56 DC MJ DC 
3.871. CD BDL 
10.80L E F  AB 
8.28L BC AA 
24.10L C NB 
17.40L B BE 
7.40L CD AB 
8.54L C F A  
30.85L C CDF 
19.22L CCD AAD 
17493-1751 23.1 60 
17493-1440 23.6 17 





160880 KO 3400100008 
5700100000 
17495-1844 33.7 39 
17495-1708 6.91L C GE 
5.87L BC AA 
7.16 D E l B  
15.57L C C E H  
6.94L CDD ABGJ 
18.89L B AC 
5.31L BD AA 
5.76L D BC 
12.86L DC ABEC 




86810001 50 I 4M)1200000 I 
9680000108 
7700300000 
17498-1631 48.5 38 
17496-1826 49.2 22 
17498-1756 50.7 32 
17498- 1503 150.1 1 I E 4701000000 7603112110 LDN 0279 
17498-1934 51.9 44 
17498- 1427 153.61 3E 
17498-1411 538 E 
17469-1801 ( 5 6 0 ( 5 7  
17499-1840 565 21 







11.75~1 CBC I A A A I 
LDN 0279 
1 7781000000 I 17501-1510 107 3 
17502-1257 128 I d  
17502-1516 )(3613i 
17502-1316 137 5: 
6602100100 
0 7700310000 
0 7601000100 TMSS -10383 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1; 
282 
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
ORIc,fNlr,L PA..?? TC 
4F ps::,);L ;::.!.,.:-.;..? h* 
Right Ascension: 1 7h50m 13*-1 7h51m36s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 ~m 
Declination: -20°-- 10" 
V L 
 lux COR A Confusion R s 





























































































































































































































Y T  
I2 pm 25 pm 60 pm 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 9  
1.12 
51 
5 2  
.87 
2 8  
.46 


















































































































. 6 4 L  
1.13L 





















































































7700210000 I UX SER 5.44L BBC A A A  
8.33L c c 
6.59L DE DO 
5.89L CF AC 
5.06L CD AB 
5.09L B AE 
13.551. CE ABEC 
13.12L C A 
8.58 DC FCHC 
13.64L BC A A  
8.65L BBC A A A  
11.18L F E 
8.06L B C 
25.33L BE AB 
11.40L CF A A  C 
24.86L BF BCMF 
11.15L BCF A A A  
13.10L C I I DE 
10.54L B AG 
7.16 C GI C 
6.13L C BE C 
9.56L F C  AAB 
9.99L F E E  A A A  
7.96LDC A A K  
9.75 CD NCE 
15.64 CC FGDC 
13.33L CC ABC 
14.70L C A HF 
13.83 BBEE AADK 
25.57L BC AAF 
5.54L DD A A  
7.99L C BE 
4.97L C B M  
18.75L F BH 
14.32L F F  A A I  
5.21L D CC 
8.91L EF A A  
12.2OL DD CC 
25.93L DD AADC 
4.89L BBC A A A  
12.48L CCD ABDE 
6.33L C L D 
6.11L BD B B  
22.64L C BMJ 
24.26L F E D  
9.64L C B B  
7.11L DF B B  
6.36L C HJ 
7.94L F DG I- 










17504-1519 29.4 50 
17505-1623 30.2 25 
17505-1628 30.9 27 
17505-1552 30.9 54 
















17505-1636 35.5 32 
17506-1723 37.2 23 
17506-1216 37.6 60 




























4.43L CE A A  
12.80L OF A A  
5.95L B AB 
7.46L C B 
6.27L C I B 
12.89L D DGE 
20.55L F C  A A  
16.49: DC C AAFC 
21.87 C HDGC 
12.71L BF A A  K 
.DN 0345 
5.28L DD BD 
11.27L C H EC 
12.72L C AF 
11.14L C E J B  
30.06L C CK 
5.99L AF 
20.56L EC AADE 
24.54L C A I  F F  
8.90: C F E F B  
5.71L BE AB 
17510-1712 5.1 58 
17510-1724 5.6 12 
17511-1651 6.7 18 













6700 101 000 
. . - . . . . . . 
17511-1304 6.0 44 
17511-1437 I 8:91,, 
1751 1 - 1406 
17511-1453 I El!: 






















18.23L CD AB 
5.14L C DE 
8.81L C D CDDE 
24.36L C AE 
4.74L BD AB 
11.68L CD BC 
9.42 C C 
5.21L D CI  G 
10.50 EC F DB 
11.44L CD BC 
-DN 0345 














7.18 D GF 
5.06L BD AB 
12.63L E I CE 
9.24 C D E 
4.87L CD AB 
7.25 DC CC 
4.83L BCF AAB 
11.49L C AD E 
6.67L BCC AAC 












23.25L CC BB 
26.93L C CI  
12.72L C CD 
16.70L C EHH 
11.39L CD BB 
12.82L D F 
7.74L C KDF 
15.73L C AC 
12.04L D FE 












'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 gm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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~~ 
Right Ascension: 17h51m38s-17h52m53s 
Flux Density 











































































































































17528-1406 ~ 4 8 6  45 
C 
A 





















(Not Color Corrected) L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 
6)  ('9 I b ('7 ('7 (7 
I2 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 

































































































4 i  
3: 
56 
3 i  
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 4 1  6 
10+ 4 
I O +  4 


















































1 S O  
.36L 
.31L 


















































































































































































XI751 - 182 
3.91 





S O  
.79L 
3 1  
.76 
d f i o i n o i m  4.M)LBC AAB 
5.26L C DCL 
12.01L BC ABE 
30.10L BC AB 
10.38L CC B A E  
28.28L BB AA 
8.32L C B D  
12.41: D D  C DO 
5.14L C OJ J 
13.71L D B B  
8.51L BCE AAA 
28.25L DD AAH 
13.80 DC J FO 
38.83L C B 
19.49L CD AC 
5.45L C CF 
27.87L C B 
18.17L CD ADME 
17.02L F BB 

















17520-1740 3.5 31 
17520-1403 3.8 9 
17520-1925 4.2 21 
17521-1807 7.3 11 







































































17524-1928 29.4 51 
17524-1734 29.6 29 
17525-1814 (30.51 53 LDN 0285 







5 2  
.48 
.49 




17525-1904 31.0 55 
17525-1443 31.1 53 
17525-1833 32.9 23 















5 7  
.42 



















X1752 - 168 
36001 OOOOC 
~~onnnninr  . . . . . . . 





'Contusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conflrmed Sources Pw) 
I 284 











Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associat ions 
53.4 56 17+ 7 
53.7 20 13+ 5 
54.2 35 17+ 7 
54.7 57 10+ 3 
55.8 38 12+ 4 
56.1 27 9+ 3 
56.5 5 17+ 7 
56.5 30 11 + 4 
59.0 22 12- t  4 






















I Flux Density I Flags 
0.1 59 17+ 7 
0.7 30 11+ 4 
1.0 25 15+ 6 
1.7 43 17+ 7 
2.6 4 9+ 3 
3.5 33 13+ 5 
3.8 21 12+ 4 
4.6 30 13+ 5 
6.5 22 11+ 3 
6.5 47 10+ 3 
7.3 4 17+ 7 
10.2 3 15+ 6 
10.4 31 10+ 3 
11.5 24 12+ 4 
12.8 11 11+ 4 
13.5 48 9+ 3 
13.5 5 12+ 4 
13.9 11 14+ 6 
9.2 47 9+ 3 











14 14+ 5 
21 15+ 6 
5 15+ 6 
38 9+ 3 
22 12+ 4 
28 14+ 6 
22 15+ 6 
5 11+ 4 
10 12+ 4 









































































37.0 34 12+ 4 
37.4 21 10+ 3 
38.0 14 12+ 4 
38.1 36 13+ 5 
38.1 13 16+ 6 
38.3 44 11+ 4 
38.4 2 11+ 4 
38.5 40 9+ 2 
39.1 55 17+ 7 
39.9 56 9+ 3 
40.0 30 I O +  3 








a 6 Coords SMJ SMN B 
6)  C')  I b C' )  ('7 (7 
Sep 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 3  
3.45 
6.29 
















































S O  










5.08 D E K G  
27.08L BBC AAA 
4.16L C AB 
17.95L D AD 
8.30L CD AA 
19.42L EC AAC 
5.23L C C D F  
14.07L B AH 
8.60L CC AA 











































































































PK 9+ 2.1 
8700100000 
~6oi200oni  
4.46L B AD 
15.78L CC AAD 
24.43L E CI F 
12.06L CF ABD 
29.01L DCD AAB 
13.51L F C D  AAA 




















~ 7 0 i n o o i i o  
3.78L B B I  
17.71L DB AA 
13.61L DD AED 
31.21L B B B 
15.43L F E  AA 
10.09L C DED 
12.74L BD AB1 
17.21L F F  AA 
10.87L F CB 







17532- 131 1 
17532 - 1252 
17532-1933 










17533 - 1653 
17533- 1500 
17533 - 181 4 
17533- 1400 






















20.11: D D F F O  
6.19L CCC AAA 
22.16L BBC AAB 
18.64L CF B B  
11.71L B BF 
6.50L D CD 
6.65L CC AB 
12.02L C AC 
11.52L B B M  
































17001 01 000 
5600000000 
11.27L BB AA 
5.06L C BC 
11.91L E B 
16.33L DE AB C 
10.39L BC AB 
12.04: F C  F C  
11.51L CD AB 
37.61L DD AB 
4.98L C L F D B  
34.35L F J HD 










361 031 0000 
4700000001 
0601100000 
25.33L BC BA 
11.41L C DG 
12.70L DF BCC 
13.97L E AD 
8.61 C D F F E  
35.25L DE AB H 
8.56L BC AB 
9.04L BCD AADE 
42.00L BC AAJ 0 











OCL 0030 17535-1904 









14.241. F C  AA 
32.62L BC AA 
9.69L E C 
6.42: DD L D F  
47.12L C C F 
41.81L CE 
4.77L D F D  BBFG 
7.99L BD AB 
18.43 CDC DBBB 
20.76L BC AAEE 
D600000000 
46031 0001 1 
2601200001 
12.12L E E 
13.74L BC AA 
45.21L B BKE 
23.52L B D  AC 
14.24L C BCI 
13.03L BC AB 
27.861. CC AB 
4.89L B AE 
25.81L CC AA 









OCL 0030 22.33L E G GC 
4.83L c 81 
47.31L C C 
8.14 CD J E l  B 
27.41L D CC 
42.17L B BD 
12.471. DC AA 
12.43 E EA 
11.2OL D M EC 




17537 - 1500 
17537 - 1710 



































51.85L C B 
12.60L B BD 
24.01L D B B  
5.03L BF AA 
7.31 C HC 
6.56L C BJ 
35.75L BE AB 
26.18L BF AB1 
9.11L BD BC 
6.95L D B F  
160924 KO 17538-1155 151 41 1 I 16+ 6 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region, 
285 
Right Ascension: 17h53m54s-17h55m01s 
Flux Density 



















































































































































EC AAI  
F BE 
E C 
F E  B B  























D L F E  
B B B  AAAJ  
CD B B  
BBC AAA 
E B HE 
CE AD 
E B  GBB 












C B EE 
F BD 
CC AA b 
C CEMl 
C C 
B B  AA 
F E  BAFE 
F D 


























B E  AB 
CD BC 
B F  AAE 
B E  BC 
C H DC 
C L I  E L  
CC BAA 
D BJ 
F E  AAA 
BBC AADC 
B D  AD 




































CD B A l  
F D  AA 
B B  AA 
B B  AA 
BF AC 
EC AA 



































C BG J 
C C I 
B B F  










































C B F  
BCJC 

































B C BDDE 
B E  AA H 








# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN tJ 
(5) ('7 I b C') C') C 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
pm I ~ u x  Corr A Confusion k s 
Uncs Chef R Flags* S 2 
Sep 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I O +  3 
16+ 6 
10+ 3 


















I O +  3 
I O +  3 
18+ 7 
11+ 3 















































































































































































































































































17540-1624 3.1 47 
17540-1746 1 3.5147 
17540-1151 4.1 4 
W SGR 
17541-1710 10.9 52 
17541-1545 11.0 39 
17541-1806 11.1 24 
17541-1422 111.453 
589-PN 23 PI 
34.65LICD IAC 
17542-1603 114.61 1 
17542-1638 169 4 
17542-1822 177 6 
17543-1353 180 40 




























































17546-1130 38.9 11 
17546-1825 39.4 36 
17546-1537 39.7 46 
















































'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 17h55m01s-17h56m10s 














































































































































































































































































































































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 
6 )  ('7 I b C') C') C) /H N (Not Color Corrected) 25 pm 60 pm (Jansky) C A f T  12 pm - 
,301 
3 7  
3.25 
.95 
3 4  
























2 9  
.96 

















5 1  
3 9  
.67 







































































































l o +  3 
13+ 4 
11+ 3 










































































































































































































































































































































































































17550-1112 2.8 7 










































































































17550-1753 3.5 16 
17550-1311 1 3.6111 ~~~ 10.63L C B 2600000000 
5.89L C CM 5501100000 
6.41: DCCE A A A E  0 4640300118 
9603000000 8.88L D CE 
8.50L C CJ K 8700101210 






17550-1046 38 53 
17550-1255 4 2  23 
17550-1401 4 2  21 
17550-1440 5 1 3 1  
17550-1926 6 0  E 











AA E 8 
AB 4 
ABM 1 
AA I 4 








6.91L BF AA 9 
76.26L CD AB 7 
9.70 F C  E F  
94.94L DD BAB 0 
24.06L BCD AAAF 9 
21.77L EE AB 9 
5.72L BEC AAA 9 
15.40L CF B D  8 
23.93L CC AB 1 
5.70L C CM 
7.03L B D  ADF 0 
7.04L B BCD 
7.74L c B B  
7.33 CCC BAA 
85.73L F D  AAC 9 
10.18L B D  AB 0 
15.34L CC AA 4 
26.19L DF BC D 9 
24.78L BCE AAB 0 
6.43L C 81 
9700102100 
7600100000 
2600200110 .DN 0363 
.DN 0293 
6740000018 






53.72L E C D  
12.12L B BGG 
18.48L F GA 
35.12L B B  AAC 1 
8.55L BCC AAB 0 
10.92L BC AAE 0 
7.68L CC HCB 
5.47L E B I  
8.55L D BG 










B F  











17556-1859 404 51 
17556-1626 140:7144 
17556-1569 40.8 3 
17557-1745 42.7 12 
17557-1545 114.61 8 I 1400100008 
60951 K2 1400000008 
5701 21 321 1 








46.30L B B E  
20.12L CC AA E 3 
22.83L F B F D l  
33.83L E BE 
80.55L B D  AB 0 
10.53L C DF 
40.00L BC ACD 0 
33.03 CC E E I  A 
45.20L CC AB 0 
24.11L F F F  AAA 9 
17557-1814 46.1 56 
17557-1349 47.2 60 
17557-1216 I47.8/55 
17557-1904 47.8 31 
17558-1913 50.4 18 





















B D  
AAE 1 





















9.89L C B F  
21.92L EE AB 0 
31.24L C B I  
16.77L C B D 
14.76L C C 
6.48L C BCG 
28.9OL DC AB 5 
14.07L CE AA 9 
40.08 C K B  C 
12.07L B A C J H  
29.35L CC AB 
14.59L CBD BAA 
32.21L EC AA 
37.05L BC AA 
2017L F B 
27.50L F C  AAD 
19.58L F BD 
19.83L CD B B  
18.61L EC AA 


















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region. 
287 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
'00 pm 
Right Ascension: 1 7h56m 1tP-1 7h57ml 8'
Position (1950) 
V L 
n u x  Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 1 
Hun Density I Flags 





9 0 3  
89 






9 0 2  
89 










9 0 3  
89 
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  
89 
89 











9 0 3  











9 0 3  
9 0 3  
90 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 












9 0 2  
89 
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 2  
89 
89 
9 0 3  
89 

















































































F E  BCH 0 
F D  BCL 3 
F C 
BBC AADF 5 
C B F  
F D  AAA 9 
B E E  AAA 9 
CD BDI 0 
C DF 































































C D B J H  
D BF 
C ACL 
B F  B B G  6 
B BCKE 
B B J 
c BC 
B A F 











D B EC 
D C 
DD AAI  C 9 
cc B B  0 
E D  BA 7 
C BCCD 
c B B L  













CC E B  
C CI  MC 
CC AA 1 
BD AB 0 
D DB 
BD AB 3 
C B L  
CD B B  G 4 
BCD AAA 9 































D E I 
BC AA 9 
BC AA L 1 
B AC F 
BF B D  0 
C CI  HH 
B E  AB 0 
C DB 
F F  AAI  9 

















































































F E D  AAC 9 
CF B B  0 
F D  B B  2 
D DE 
CF AB 9 
C DE B B F B  
BCC AAB 9 
C B B  
D E B C F A  
BCF AAAJ  9 
F D  ABGB 0 
C B F J  
D D 
BE AAC 9 
DD BBG 4 
CD AB 5 
c BC 
C BHJ 
BE AA 4 











CE ABEE 0 
C AF 
C CF 
BCC AACC 3 
E CD 
B AAE 















DC ABM 2 
E D 
EEC AAA 9 
E F  AB 9 
FDC AAA 9 
DD B B  8 
D DL 
A B D  0 













































D BI  
BBC AAA 2 
B B 
D BC 
DE ABG 9 
CE AB 3 
DD B B  0 
D DD 






















12 prn *P 































































































































































































































































































































































17561-1949 10.6 1; 



























9 1  




































































































































































































538 17562-1133 13.1 1: 

































































































0701 121 100 
2700100000 
65021 lOOOF 
8501 1 20008 
4601320000 
7501100018 























55031 001 08 
5681110118 
-DN 0320 
160967 KO 5 
168 LDN 0341 
LDN 0320 
17569-1945 56.8 9 
17569-1058 56.9 1 
17569-1614 58.0 31 









17570-1846 2.1 58 
17570-1238 2.3 29 




589- PN 25 PI 
19956 




360301 01 00 
4602100101 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
~ 288 









9 0 :  
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 






















9 0 2  
89 
89 

































9 0 3  

















9 0 3  
89 






9 0 3  - 




























































































































F F  AA 
F F  AAL 
CC EDG 
E BD 
























































B C E  
C BE 
C C F  
D F  BE 
DC F A A  
E BC 




































































C D BBC, 
D B F L  
C AC 












C C E F l  
D B F  
F E  AB I 
B CG 
CC AB 
E F  A C  
CC AB 
F C  AA 

















F C  AA 
DE BB 
CC AA 














C F  AD 
B C  AA 
D D 
B BCI I 
B BC 








































(Not Color Corrected) 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8.55L E C C  AAB 
6.36L B E D  AAA 
63.09L C C 
98.59L BE AAF 
61.94L C F  AA 
108.29L DD GBB 
7.60LBEC AAA 
596.05: B C  E BAG 
20.27L F D  AB 
33.16L CC AA 
160978 G5 
X1757- 188 53C414333F 
2600300000 
5700200101 
1 60980 K5 
160981 KO 






17576-1902 37.8 7 
17576-1608 37.9 41 
17576-1031 138.01 16 
17576-1228 39.0 11 
17578-1143 140.7122 




































































17581-1735 11.0 45 
17581-1744 11.4 20 
17582-1624 112.31 10 
LDN 0289 
2516 ' 3 .2  
PK 14+ 4.1 









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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~ 



















































































































































































































Flux Density I Flags 
22 16+ 5 
7 17+ 6 
13 12+ 3 
46 14+ 4 
37 12+ 3 
10 10+ 2 
49 10+ 2 
1 12+ 3 
33 14+ 4 












55.7 41 15+ 4 
55.8 58 10+ 1 
55.9 46 11+ 2 
56.4 29 15+ 5 
58.7 27 18+ 6 
0.4 18 13+ 3 
0.6 43 12+ 3 
0.6 19 11+ 2 
2.3 23 15+ 4 








8 3  27 13+ 3 
8 4  60 13+ 4 
9 0  44 14+ 4 
9 0  34 14+ 4 
9 0  16 13+ 3 
9 6  17 15+ 5 



































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 0 











































































































































































































































































17585 - 1 131 
17585-1657 
1 7585 - 1452 
17585- 171 7 
17585- 1902 













































































6 4  
2.40 
1.76 
3 1 1  































































































































































































































5.18L B C 
71.65L CE CC 
71.34L B B  A A D  
9.48L B B F  A A C D  
26.47L D B F  
15.96 DC H J D  
77.05L C F E  
25.00L CF BB 
17.27L F F  ABE 
27.00L BC AA 
MSS -10390 
1758-1636 41.8 42 12+ 3 
17587-1857 44.2 19 I O +  2 
17587-1744 44.8 23 12+ 3 
17587-1918 449 52 10+ 2 I i l  DN 0286 
61002 KO 13.21L C C 
14.95L C AD 
22.63L C B 
60.04L DC AA 
38.77L CE B B  
16.60L F F  AA 
7.53L B D  AB 
14.11L F F  B A F  
14.85 D F D 
62.93L BC AAD 
17588-1958 151 8131 I 10+ 1 
17588-1740 523 24 12+ 3 
17588-1212 526 48 16+ 5 
17588-1518 534 60 14+ 4 
17588-1254 534 47 16+ 5 
17589-1643 i 553 l l  37 12+ 3 DN 031 9 
842 
'518 
14.98L D D  AB 
47.58L D D  BCG 
28.55L C B B  
9.53L BC AC 
5.68L B D  AC 
78.99L E B E  
17.91L D BE 
20.59L CE AB 
58.65L B F  AC D 
6.55L B BC 
I4601OW100 
fi70200DlOO I 6.28L C D CE 7.88L C CF 
48.99L B D  AC 
8.84LCD ADM 
24.40L EC AA 
27.43L CD AC L 
67.01L B BE 
64.70L BC AB 
19.22L C DH 
66.04L DE AA 
17591-1852 6.8 25 
17591-1423 1 80131 I :I: I61009 K2 
16.36L BC AABK 
15.29L BC AC J 
9.89L BCD AAD 
32.63L D FHGE 
32.17L CC AAM 
26.58L F B D D  
15.45L BC AA E 
16.96L B B G  
18.1OL C B H  
12.85L C B C F  
17591-1929 10.1 60 10+ 2 
17591-1716 ~ 1 0 8 ~ 1 9 ~  12+ 3 
3601210204 I m0200100 1 
17592-1249 14.6 26 16+ 5 
17592-1636 15.4 59 13+ 3 
17592-1415 I 15.6 I /  32 15+ 4 10.30L BC AA 113.50L C D 63.48L BD AC 
82.38L EE B B  
10.12L B B 
65.28L C CJ 
36.14L CF A A F  
6.33L CCC A A B  
62.93L DD AA 
82.55L F F  AC 
.ON 0286 
17593-1212 19.9 26 
17593-1730 120.51261 i: 9.70L B F  A A E F  21.87L DD AB 
11.77L B D  AA 
16.27L B F  BD G 
11.02 DEDC A A J C  
27.67L CC AAH 
19.50: CE GD 
62.87L C B 
12.58L B B  AAC 











17594-1910 125.31371 10+ 2 
1 7594 - 1 707 
17594-1634 
17594 - 1336 









I O +  2 
17+ 5 
16.77L CC AA 
65.58L C BE 
15.39L C C N  
17.94 E D  DHDA 
24.56L DC BB 
63.03L F E  A A I  
49.92L D B 
18.14L F DH 
52.12L D A D  











(1759-177 1 7594 - 1746 
17594 - 1 938 
17994 - 1852 
17g94- 1345 
17595 - 1 902 
17595- 1 132 
(1 759 - 177 
rMss - 10392 
25.17L DC BC 
88.071. BC AA 
177.29: BECE AADB 
20.34L CD ABG 
14.46: CD CDB 
74.57L c c 
12.25L BC AAC 
10.00L BC AAF 
27.84: CDFD BCGD 
92.39L C B D  
161017 M3 
I 4501 100008 I 
'Confusaon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI; 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW). 
290 
Right Ascension: 17h59m36s-18h00m45s Declination: - 20"-- 10" 
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags Associations 
Name (Not Color Corrected) 
25 pin 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
V L 
A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
# T  
I2 pm a 6  
h m .  0 8  
1 7596 - 1438 
17596 - 1 546 





17596 - 1944 
17596- 1315 
17596- 1758 
1 7597 - 1936 
17597- 1515 
1 7597 - 1922 
17SQ7- lfi17 
Flux Corr 

































































































































































































































































































































9 0 2  




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































69.08L C F  AB 
17.97L BC AA 
13.87L B B L  k 
21.18L C F  AD 
39.85L CE AB 
77.16L C AB 
48.60L E J A  
54.48L F F  AAB 
17.24 C L F H (  












































































78.77L CD AB 
21.01L DC AB E 
71.66L C AAF 
79.98L BC AA 
38.15L D C J 
61.60L DCD AAA 
51.11L D BE 
85.65L E F  AAAE 
56.73L BC AB 
25.74L C BE 










17598- 191 5 
17598 - 1904 
17598- 1836 
17598 - 1204 
17599- 1541 
17599- 1147 
71.42L BC AA C 
66.49L E D  AA 
91.30L B AD 
8.72L E E D  
15.12L C D  AB 
8.37L BC ABH 
21.42L CC AB1 ( 
45.69L C D  AA 
15.41L F D  BCE 













18000 - 1629 
18000-1725 
8.99L CE ABF 
33.46L CCC ABEC 
26.74L CC AAE 
25.97L CE AA 
82.76L CD AA L 
26.81L C D  BB 
7.33L D BE 
96.87L c C M  
48.85L C E  AB 
15.77L D I DB 
.DN 0384 18000-1045 
18000-1647 
18000 - 1906 












18001 - 1021 
94.04L CD AC 
41.95L F F  AA 
6.98L CD AC 
13.79L BC AB J 
13.01L C E D  
78.41L DD AD C 
51.12L E E  AAA 
37.141. CC AA 
28.73L F CD 
14.35L F B B  
18001-1316 











18001 - 181 9 
18002 - 1243 
18002 - 1608 
18002 - 1509 
18002 - 131 0 
18002- 1850 
18002 - 1235 








18003 - 1 925 
lEW4- 1440 
42.32L C D  AA 
11.96L F BC 
85.62L BD BC E 
13.531. BC AA 
12.88L CD B B  
60.23L CD BBFF 
11.71L C BE 
27.89L D CI 
72.01L D BB 




21.19 CD DI  C 
8.52L CC ACF 
24.56L F F  AB 
56.35L BE AAE 
15.86L CD B B  C 
82.9OL C AB 
78.41L C B D  
13.74L C D C 
14.20L CE B B  E 


















14.26L E C 
15.97L B AD 
56.56L D BE 
35.53L F AAE 
89.68L D F H 
33.21L D BC 
27.35L C BB 
68.24L E D  AA 
61.94L D AFJ  
80.36L F E  BC 
18005- 1821 
18005- 1609 














74.93L c c 
70.63L BC AA 
26.56L CC AB 
52.60L B F  AA 
100.31L E D  ACC 
32.92L CC AB1 
9.14L C F  ACEE 
96.04L B F  AA 
29.41L CC AB F 




















99.49L c B 
29.46L CBC AAA 
64.07L C D  AA 
4.11LD CD 
105.02L BC AAD 
85.46L DE AAF 
49.37L CBC AAA 






1 io07 - 1947 
18007 - 1841 
18007- 131 5 
2, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Eaended Sources (Sl) a1 
29 1 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Densify 
Right Ascension: 1~3~00"45*- 1 ahO1 "4: 
Position (1950) Rags 
Galactic Uncertainty 







18007-1847 456 22 
18007-1456 46.7 28 
18007-1833 46.9 1 



























18008-1137 53.7 37 
18009-1435 55.6 13 
18009-1830 /55.5/50 
E DE 
F C  AA 








F F B E 
D BC 








18009-1539 55.8 23 














































l6&9-1621 563 49 
18009-1051 575 34 
18009- 1442 158 120 


























































C A HK 
DC AAI 













l e +  6 
12+ 2 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































DD AAI C 































































































































































































3 9  
5.99 


















(Not Color Corrected) 
































































































































































































































































































1601 0001 00 
5700210100 
~4oonoooo8 














3601 2001 01 
2700100101 
8600000000 

























































































'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processlng, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbormg Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
292 
Right Ascension: 18h01rn42s-18h02m39s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 




















































































































































































































CDC BE(  
D LHKE 
B C 











































B B B  AAB 
D EHF 
CE AC 
BC AA I 
EE BBE 

















F F  AA 
BC AAC 
F E C  AAD 



























































































B D  AB 
D D  BD 

































































































































D D  AAEE 
D B 
C CD 
F D  AA 
E D  AAHb 
















C B D  
C F  AB 
DCD AAA 
E B F  
CE AB 














F C  AA 
CC AA 
D F  ABG 
C B C  
CE ABG 
CC AA 
C I F 
C B F  
C CC 
E F  A D E I  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 C 











A Confusion R 











5 4  
1.29 
5.46 




























































5 8  

























6 2  
.51 
.95 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1801 -153 18017-1518 42.5 5( 
18017-1022 42.8 4t 
18017-1336 43.1 17 
































































































































75021 11 728 












18018-1539 504 58 
18018-1800 51 0 48 
18018-1411 15261i4 
18018-1849 538 7 
18019-1542 55.2 37 61044 M3 
.DN 0281 
.DN 0368 
890-PN 1 PI 
B F  E 
AAD 
CEGF 




B C  
AAAF 
BBNE 



























































p S L  012+02/1 
,c 010+00.9 
lRSL 012+02/1 
18025-1606 34.2 35 
18025-1922 34.8 11 
18025-1241 I35.0I25 
DN 0368 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
293 
Declination: -20’-- lo” 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h02m40”-18h03m31s 
























































































































































































































F C  A A J B  
BC AA 
CD AB F 
C DJ 
F F  AAB 
DF AA 
CE ABNl  
E D  AA 
CD AA 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 

















E €  AC 
DC AA 


















B C  AAE 
BC AA 
B D BDEC 












D B F I  
C AD 





DE B A G  
C D L E  
C 
A 
Y T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
(Not Color comctld) 
12 pm 25 um M um a 6  



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18027 - 1353 
LON 0368 






















1 701 200003 
6621310128 




















































































































18029 - 191 8 
18029 - 1600 
18029- 1206 






18030 - 1027 
18030- 1358 






18030 - 1432 
18031-1503 
18031-1628 









i i i o i i  -1758 
18031-1718 
18031 -1241 
18031 -151 1 
18031 -1734 
18031 - 1320 
18032-1323 
18032 - 181 7 
18032- 1854 
i 8 o i i  - 1644 
18032 - 1826 
18032-1601 
18032-1729 
18032 - 1749 










18033 - 181 5 
18033-1501 
18033 - 1551 
18033 - 1834 
18033 - 1 124 
18033 - 1353 
4700010000 
6701312320 
164122454F S46 18033 - 141 2 
18033 - 1 109 
1 8033 - 1606 
18033- 1955 
18033 - 1335 
18033 - 1926 
18034 - 1722 
18034- 1523 
18034 -1359 
18034 - 1258 
18034 - 1227 
16034- 1347 
18034 - 1438 
18034 - 1641 
18034 - 1 101 






i i i i 4 -  1441 
18034- 1006 
18034 - 131 4 
18034 - 1858 




18035 - 1 738 
18035 - 11 38 
18035 - 1753 
18035- 1427 
I
‘Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI, 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
294 
Right Ascension: 18h03m33*-18h04m28s Declination: -20'-- 10" 












































































































































































V mot Color corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a s coords SMJSMN e 
6 )  C') 1 b C') ('7 CI 
25 pm 60 pm 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































46.97L BC AAFJ 
48.63L CE AB 
88.12L F F  AA 
410.72L E D  BAK 
15.31L DE AB 
24.63 F E  DP 
160.86 CBDF AAAC 
17.76L C CE 
13.08L EC AAL 
21.52L C BC 
406.62L F C D  CAA 
40.01L C AD F 
23.15L D MDEC 
17.84L CF AB1 K 
27.82L C E 
448.22L C ABE 
112.831. C ADF 
41.671. DC AA 
28.95L CC AEEE 
57.34L CF AB 
44.57L F F  AB 
17.54L BD BB 
19.47L BC AB 
23.04L F F  AB 
86.59 CD D CBGB 
26.62L E BE 0 
21.73L CC A 6  
21.91L C HGC 
175.28L CE AALH 
76.49L C BBJ 
19.51L C CA 
20.94i BD AA 
23.76L E BC 
19.06L B B E  
20.35L BD AA 
303.20L F F  AA 
23.09L F D C  AAA 
54.64L E D  AAA 
419.19L F BA H 
56.06L F F  AAC 
59.53L D AC 
52.96L F AADl 
82.89L DE ACL 
16.88L F C L 
293.52L D A 
27.60L D B 
21.39L B D  AAC 
18.01L DC AC 
261.87L CCD AAB 
33.72L CC AB 
24.06L DD AC 
97.80L F B 
18.46L C E H 
19.12L C D  CBI 
20.72L BD AA 
47.40L CE AB 
20.45L B A E  N 
11.28L BC AA 
68.22L D AD C 
69.25 DDCC CCEB 
15.591. BC BC 
23.33L BCC AAC 
97.151. D E H C D  
24.87L B C  AA 
11.92L C A F  
77.89L D A B  F 
50.30L CC AAGB 
15.32L B AE 
101.36L D CKE 
37.47 CDCC E E F B  
3; <1803- 179 





18038-1712 39.6 4( 






















18037-1206 47.8 3E 
18038-1504 48.5 41 
18038-1241 148.21 IE 
3702201313 
6622233413 
55001 001 OF 
95011 10000 61080 K5 13 














3 97.97L BC AA 
23.58L CC AB 
77.31L E C  AAF 
65.58L C A F G  
47.751. C A L  
59.42L C ABJ 
23.88: D F  E AC B 
22.19L DD AA 
340.23L E BB 
50.43L E D  AA 
257.06L C C  AA 
15.89L BE AAE 
26.55 F D  E A A F C  
24.58L C C D 
61.04L B B  AA 
59.70L CC AA 
233.79 E FJ B 
27.79L D GEHF 
20.45L C B 




(1804- 114 18043-1127 20.2 39 
18043-1429 21.4 2 
18043-1330 (21.3117 
18043-1705 22.4 6 




















48.44L CDC ABGD 
12.86L D J B 
76.89L D F  B B F D  
75.93L E E  ABHH 
14.86L CC AA 
14.72L D F  AAB 
17.93L F D  ABJ 
28.28L D CG 
11.54L C F  BDME 
233.88L E E  AA 
I I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
295 
~ 
Right Ascension: 18h04m29-18h05m26~ 
Position (1950) Flux Dcnsity 












D B J  
F D D  AAA 
E F F B B 
D AD 
F C  AAC 
CD AA 
D F AB E 
D AB 
BC AA 
C A I  K 




























D F K  C 





































































































































































































































8 8 3  
89 
89 
8 8 3  
89 





































































































C F F J C  
F E E F  BAEE 
D H E D  
CC AA 




















CD AA J 
DE CBCE 
D AA F 
CC AB1 
C CMG 











F C  AA 
E CC 


















C C D 
C BEC 
F F  AAHJ 
CD AB 
D D I  C 
D B 














31.95L C AC 1 
88.43L F D 
131.35L C A I C 
84.48L F F  BCE 
52.00 DC E l  KC 
220.75 E DCEC 
127.54L D DGH 
30.72L BC AA 
12.19L CD AA C 






















A Confusion R S 
R Flags. S 2 
12 pm 
































































































































































































































































































18044-1559 29.1 i 

































































































































11 PK 15+ 3.1 
32 X1804-169 
23 LDN0303 
23 LDN 0303 
13 161093KO 
18045-1308 307 4: 





































































































3.00~ I 2700200001 27002M)ol 
3601000100 
970101000F 

































-~~ ~ ~ . . .  
4601333323 
9500200108 













































































































460021 11 1 F 
2700000100 
050001 1001 
0501 001 001 













































































18052-1512 17.4 E 
18052-1943 175 31 
l E O 5 5 - l E ~  1176 2C 
18053-1539 180 4C 
18053-1344 1195 5€ 

































*Conb%on Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
I 296 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































B F  AA 
EC AA 




















E E  AAF 




























F C  AAF 
E E D  AAAE 
F B I  
CBDC CBAP 
CD A B  
DD AB 
CF E BDEC 
E F  B B  C 
CC AAFC 



































DC F B D  
C B I 











C BH ( 
B D  BC 




CC B A F [  
B AB 

















(Not Color Corrected) 























a 6  






18055 - 1002 
18055-1354 
18055 - 1908 
18055- 1833 
18055- 1433 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18056 - 1640 
18056 - 1952 
18056- 1150 
18056- 1958 














































































18057 - 1231 
18057-1735 
18057 - 1823 
18057 - 131 7 
18057- 121 9 
18057- 161 7 I 1703112223) 
0 2701301213 
18057- 1840 





18057- 1 136 





18058 - 1605 
18058 - 1 929 






18059 - 1548 
18059 - 1457 
18059 - 1346 
18059- 1737 











43.88LIC l B C  18060- 1528 
18060 - 1830 
18060- 1634 
18060 - 1403 X1806- 124 1 8060 - 1223 
18060- 1857 
1 8 M -  1816 G 11.910 
10.586 . -. . . . .. 18060- 1947 
18060- 1755 
18061 - 1658 
18061-1017 
18061-1312 
18061 - 1407 
18061-1851 
iiEi - 1907 
18061 - 1920 
18061 -1927 
18061 -1337 





I 1601100101 I 18061-1615 
1io61-1308 
18061 - 1743 
18062- 1824 
18062 - 1524 
18062- 1842 
18062- 1958 
18062 - 1101 
18062- 11 48 
18062- 1636 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 
























































F D  AAC 












E E  AA 















26 12+ 1 
3 11- 0 
9 11- 0 
44 12+ 1 
48 15+ 2 
23 1 3 1  1 
10 18+ 4 
25 19+ 5 
35 17+ 4 















































































































































































































































CD AA D 






















CDD A B A E  
F F  AB 
C AD 
CDF AACF 










CF AA F 
F F C  BEDF 
C C J 













53 11- 0 
43 13+ 1 
39 18+ 4 
3 12+ 0 
47 11- 0 
5 12+ 1 
29 18+ 4 
11 15+ 2 
21 16+ 3 











12 11+ 0 
48 13+ 1 
14 15+ 2 
40 13+ 1 
19 11+ 0 
50 14+ 2 
2 19+ 4 
55 11+ 0 
13 17+ 3 











































D A I 
B C E D  AAAC 
CC ABL 
C D 




D F B F C D  































F F  ABD 
CD AB 
B B  AAA 
DF AAB 
C A 
BD AB1 D 
E DBB 




















































532 58 11+ 0 
533 42 16+ 3 
536 51 11- 0 
537 43 14+ 2 
537 53 11+ 0 
537 39 13+ 1 
548 19 11+ 0 
548 47 11- 0 
551 58 11- 0 
570 35 12+ 1 
574 56 12+ 0 
577 8 18+ 4 
582 3 14+ 1 
582 24 16+ 3 
591 16 18+ 4 















F D  AAGE 
BD A B K E  
F F  AA 
E CEGE 

































FE B B  
DF AB 
D E B  
C BFLW 
E GBB 
F C  AA 
EF  AB 
F D D D  BAAB 




































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18063 - 1601 
18063- 1644 
18063 - 1741 
18063 - 1940 
165970 
:c 010+00.0 




18063 - 1828 
18063 - 1454 
18063-1723 rMss -20436 
18063 - 1150 
18063 - 101 5 





18064 - 1256 
18064- 1438 
18064 - 1133 
1 8064 - 1508 
1 8064 - 1848 
18064- 1232 













18064-1051 29.7 14 18+ 4 
18065-1537 30.2 13 14+ 2 
18065-1422 30.8 17 15+ 3 
18065-1931 31.0 3 11+ 0 






18065-1612 131 41291 14+ 2 





18066 - 181 2 






















18066 - 1 505 
18066- 1407 
18066 - 1 755 
18066- 1855 
18066- 1722 
1 8066 - 1445 
18066 - 171 8 
18066 - 1853 
18066 - 1531 
18066 - 1025 
18067- 1921 
18067- 1306 
18067 - 1 258 
16111869 
10.966 
1 8067 - 1749 
18067 - 1927 
18067- 1128 



















































I 1 450120000F 
18070 - 1 500 























161128 S4C 18070 - 1533 




18070 - 1819 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Nelghboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
298 
Riaht Ascension: 18h07m03s-18h07m43~ 
Flux Density 


















a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) ('7 I b C') C') C 
56 15+ 2 
54 18+ 4 
14 1 1 - C  
51 13+ 1 
38 13+ 1 
8 15+ 2 
42 17+ 3 
17 11- C 
44 16+ 3 
11 16+ 3 
30 13+ 1 
13 13+ 1 
10 14+ 1 
15 19+ 4 


























































25 15+ 2 
1 18+ 4 
47 12+ 0 
5 11 - 0 
52 15+ 2 
32 17+ 3 
7 11 - 0 
4 13+ 1 
6 16+ 2 
7 i 3 +  1 
6 4  
6 5  
6 5  
6 5  
6 6  
6 7  
7 0  
7 2  
7 6  
8 0  
10 13+ 1 
19 13+ 1 
38 i s +  2 
47 12+ 0 
43 i e +  4 
33 11- 0 
49 11- 0 
2 1 9 + 4  
42 14+ 2 











17 14+ 1 
20 14+ 2 
20 14+ 2 
10 18+ 4 
42 14+ 2 
45 17+ 3 
36 19+ 4 
60 15+ 2 
44 16+ 3 








0701 12241 1 




















1 1 1 - 0  
57 14+ 2 
4 18+ 4 
0 1 1 - 0  
40 11+ 0 
46 13+ 1 











59 19+ 4 
13 15+ 2 
8 12+ 0 
33 16+ 3 
35 13+ 1 
20 16+ 3 
40 11- 0 
27 15+ 2 
57 13+ 1 











40 12+ 0 
4 13+ 1 
9 1 1 - 0  
45 11+ 0 
22 11- 0 
30 11- 0 
14 14+ 1 
32 17+ 3 
17 1 2 + 0  
53 14+ 2 
V L 
A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
# T  
Name 
25 pm 60 pm 100 prn Flux Corr 
Uncs Coef 
a 6  



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3151 1 12+ 1 
18070-1451 
18070- 1108 










4~)1011110 I18071 - 1338 
1 ~ 0 7 1 -  1258 . . . . . . _ _  
18071 - 1659 
18071 - 1727 
18071 -1002 
it3071 - 1621 
18072- 1925 






































. - - - . - - 
18072 - 1203 
18072- 1 121 
18072- 1554 
18072- 1209 
18072 - 1954 

















18073- 1 1 10 
18073-1034 
18073 - 1438 
18073- 1717 







18073 - 1057 
18073 - 1839 
18073- 191 7 
18073 - 1446 
18073-1252 



































18074 - 1 933 




. -. . . . . .. 
18074 - 1005 
18074 - 1 543 


















18075 - 1522 
18075 - 1342 
0.617 
0299 
18075 - 1 956 
18075-1942 
18075 - 1 532 
18075- 1105 
18075 - 1949 
18075 - 1858 
18075- 1715 
18076- 1813 
18076- 1 1 16 
ieo76-1501 
18076-15oe 
6.9 19 15+ 2 
7.5 38 15+ 2 








18076 - 131 9 









































18077- 121 9 
18077- 1857 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
299 




Right Ascension: 18h07m44'-18h08m34s 






Confusion R S 
Rags* S 2 
C 
































































































































































































































































































































































345.80L c B C  
146.24L B C  AA C 
65.00L D B B  
34.62L F C  F D C  
430.03L C D B B B  
42.21L D AB1 
582.97 C C F D  A A E C  
30.97L C B M  E 
34.73L B F  AA 





















18077-1842 44.0 30 1 2 + 0  
18077-1356 45.4 17 16+ 2 
18077-1528 45.9 5 15+ 2 
18077-1350 47.5 54 16+ 3 
18077-1839 47.9 30 12+ 0 
18078-1524 49.7 54 15+ 2 
18078-1735 50.8 50 13+ 1 
18078-1353 51.2 0 16+ 2 
18078-1928 51.3 23 11- 0 
18078-1137 51.0 17 18+ 4 
1700432001 
18078- 1323 






























8 8 3  
8 8 3  
88 3 ,  
89 3 
88 2 
89 3 '  
89 3 
89 2 '  
8 8 3  
















8 8 3  
89 3 
88 2 
32.26L C BB 
386.66LFD A A F  
94.21L CF A B F C  
89.43L CE AA 
56.31L DC AB 
176.10: D F D  A B E D  
508.92L D BB I 
460.95L CD AA D 
2380.38 C B E F  A A A A  
239.98L D D 
105.23L B B 
89.73L CC A B C  
41.85L CC AA 
76.42L B A B  
430.53L CCE A A A  
381.82L B AA 
84.66L CC AA 
83.79: D D CGGE 
39.94L E F  B A E  
82.53L E D  E D E F  
426.92L D BB 
98.57L B D  B B  
474.54 C D F  J E D C  
169.57L F C 
518.24L D C 
101.78L D B I  
39.92L C C E G l  
38.01L CE AA 
509.32L CE B C  











5601 11 1101 
m2002101 
770221 130F 

























860201 11 18 
361400200F 
18079- 1212 


































































18079-1843 59.6 51 12+ 0 
18080-1156 0.5 24 18+ 3 
18080-1804 0.6 22 12+ 0 
18080-1429 0.8 56 15+ 2 
18080-1834 0.9 31 12+ 0 
18080-1634 1.3 55 14+ 1 
18080-1300 1.8 7 17+ 3 
18080-1340 4.1 34 16+ 3 
18080-1950 4.6 22 1 1 - 0  

































































































B B C  
A B F  
A B  
A A I  C 
B A B F  
AA 
A B H  
H B G  
F F C  

















6.61 28 16061 -1624 
18081 - 1609 
18081 - 1936 
18081-1740 





































































































8 f  
88 
BE 
8 f  
85 
8 f  

















18081 - 11 25 
18081 - 1435 
18081 - 1507 
18081-1536 
18081 -1820 
18081 - 1451 
18081 - 1944 
18081 - 1822 
18081 -1229 










48.95L c B C  
378.00L E E  A B  
173.52L F F  A A F  
447.90L D D  AA 
374.89L D F  AA 
52.45: D D  FGGE 
305.30: DE E B B J  C 
403.25L D F  B C D  
91.46L CC ABKE 






























42.24L B E  
182.25L C D  
61.84L C 
62.61L D D  









B A  
AA 















18081-1335 11.8 7 16+ 3 
18081-1408 11.6 43 16+ 2 
18081-1553 11.8 43 14+ 1 
18082-1555 13.2 55 14+ 1 
18082-1613 13.2 48 14+ 1 
18082-1854 13.7 30 12- 0 
18082-1534 14.9 26 15+ 2 
18082-1204 15.2 57 18+ 3 
18082-1826 15.3 55 12+ 0 




























268.76L F F  


















9601000110 16663-1116 23.0 56 18+ 4 
18083-1029 23.0 6 1 9 + 4  
18083-1351 23.1 44 16+ 2 
18083-1856 23.6 59 12- 0 
18084-1516 24.9 42 15+ 2 
18084-1904 24.9 30 11- 0 
18084-loo0 25.4 11 1 9 + 4  
18084-1022 25.5 24 19+ 4 
18084-1641 25.7 19 14+ 1 
18084-1522 25.8 59 15+ 2 
18084-1946 26.3 37 11- 0 
18084-1601 27.1 27 14+ 1 
18084-1235 29.1 30 17+ 3 
18084-1737 29.2 21 13+ 1 
18085-1714 30.3 3 13+ 1 
A A F h  








































8 X1808- 172 
LDN 0333 
I 



































25.29L C D 
282.61L CC A A G  
59.21L C AC 
92.58L F C  B A A [  
278.87: DF D BCH( 
21.16L B C  AA 
43.33 CD H F F [  
23.20L B B  A A B  
407.67L F F  B D L  











18085 - 1036 
18085 - 1 209 
18085- 1049 
18085 - 1741 
18085- 1559 
1 I 
'Confuuon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
~ 300 











Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 









B D AAB 































23 11- 0 
22 11- 0 
23 11- 0 
39 11- 0 
58 18+ 3 
4 14+ 1 
23 12- 0 
13 12- 0 
49 17+ 3 










2 5 . m ~  




F E  AA 















1 1 - 0  
27 16+ 2 
6 18+ 4 
56 17+ 3 
55 12+ 0 
10 16+ 2 
53 12+ 0 
38 14+ 1 
5 14+ 1 











40 14+ 1 
47 13+ 1 
38 16+ 2 
2 14+ 1 
20 18+ 4 
40 15+ 2 
47 13+ 0 
4 13+ 1 
46 16+ 2 












F F  AA 
C ANJ 
EC AA 
B B F L  















CEE A A F B  
ED BA H 
F F  AA 




F F  AA 
CC AB 











4 1 1 - 1  
42 17+ 3 
9 15+ 2 
28 11- 1 
51 15+ 2 
39 14+ 1 
50 11- 0 
18 12+ 0 
9 16+ 2 











313 i 8 +  3 
35 16+ 2 
3 1 1 - 1  
19 15+ 1 
43 15+ 2 
1 16+ 2 
37 12- 0 
57 12+ 0 
16 12+ 0 











E B F  
F D  A A F E  
E D  A A H  
C DD E B H E  
F D  AA 
BD AAK 
E AB 
BD A A H  
CC B B L  



















E F B H D  

















14 12- 0 
22 18+ 3 
14 13+ 0 
6 12- 0 
4 19+ 4 
35 15+ 2 
4 15+ 1 















24 16+ 2 
52 13+ 0 
19 1 7 + 3  
34 15+ 2 
0 12- 0 
44 13+ 0 
50 19+ 4 
17 18+ 3 
3 11-1 
48 15+ 2 
48 14+ 1 
10 18+ 3 
49 18+ 3 







BC A A  I 

















D C E B F B  
D AB 
C D C 
CE AC 
F F  AB 










































50 1 8 i  3 
14 15+ 1 
50 13+ 1 
37 15+ 2 
28 14+ 1 











CE AB K 
CC AA 
C F E C I  
D AC 




C AA F 











35 12- 0 
11 12+ 0 
16 16+ 2 
15 12- 0 
19 13+ 1 
39 18+ 3 
23 12+ 0 
29 12- 0 
49 12+ 0 












E C F 
B D  AB 
C A 
D F B  
DD AA 













(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 




















Name Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) C ' )  1 b C ' )  (") (7 
V L 
Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Name Type *P (") Mag a 6  


































































































































































































































































































































































18085 - 1933 





































































































































































































































































































































































18086 - 1608 
18086- 1645 
0 3610111201 I 570232331 1 
18086- 1540 
18086 - 1712 
18087- 1429 
18087-1619 
18087- 11 19 
18087 - 1440 
18087- 1755 
18087 - 1709 





18087 - 1955 













. - - _ _  . - . . 
18088- 1922 
18088 - 1809 
18088-1341 
18088 - 1357 20.65L 
18088 - 1202 































































X1808 - 155 . . . -. . 
18088 - 1509 
18088 - 1 348 
18088 - 1839 
18088- 1818 





4.21131 13+ 0 








18090 - 1459 
18090- 1853 







7919LI C I F F  
X1809- 121 
- 10405 
18090 - 1646 
18090- 11 55 
18090- 1134 
180W- 1549 . - -. . . .  
18090-1212 
18090 - 1540 
leOg0 - 1701 
18090- 1458 




18091 - 1905 
18091-1815 . . . . . . .. . 
18091 -1426 
18091 - 1901 
18091 - 1656 
18091 - 1129 
18091 -1823 











18092-1012 cc 01 1 +00.2 
540 
18092 - 1829 
18092- 1126 
18092 - 1340 





I5701212420 16+ 2 






'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Swrce Density Region. 
301 
Right Ascension: 1 ah0grnl 6"-1 ahl P 0 4 *  
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
































BC AA 1 
F F  BK 0 
DC AA 5 
E KHDB 
DF CDE 0 
F F  BBE 
DDFF A B A B  0 
DC AAE 9 
















































































































































































































































































F F  
D 
BC 











F K B  
AA 
AAB 



















F DD F C D H  
D B D 




F E  AA 






























































A A D  
























F F  
DEEC 
D F F  
E F  












































CCD B B B C  
F E  AAJ  G 
CF AB 
B A 






































(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coorda SMJSMN 0 
(9 C') 1 b C') ('7 0 
V L 
Uncs Coef R Rags' S 2 
25 pm 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
se 



































































































































































































































































18092 - 161 4 
































































































































































































































































































































3 0  










































i D  012.0-00.1 
18093 - 1 738 
18094- 1857 
18094 - 1840 




18094 - 1639 
1 8094 - 1553 
18094 - 1335 
I0353 18094 - 1 505 
18094-1625 
18094- 1212 
18094- 191 5 
18094 - 1823 
18094 - 1550 
18094 - 1 747 
18094 - 1 136 
18095 - 1806 
18095 - 1 305 
18095 - 1 546 
18095- 1140 
18095 - 1339 
18095- 181 3 
18095 - 1 527 
18095 - 1832 
18095- 1130 
30 



































77021 101 1F 
18096 - 1441 






18097 - 1323 
18097- 1413 
18097 - 1835 
18097 - 1422 
18097- 1846 
18097 - 1709 
18097- 1604 
18097 - 1943 
18097 - 1825A 
18097 - 1948 
18097 - 1901 
18098 - 1749 
18098- 1058 
18098 - 1725 
18098- 1814 
























18098 - 1625 
18098-1637 








































9601 10031 F 
18098- 1144 
18098 - 1906 
1 8098 - 1225 
18098- 151 1 
18098 - 1 759 
1 8099- 1804 
18099 - 161 8 
18099 - 1 758 
18099 - 1149 
18099 - 171 7 
18099- 1849 
1 8099 - 1841 
18099 - 1601 
18099 - 1449 
18099 - 1452 











0 860040150F 1 460034340F I 18099 - 171 4 18099 - 181 0 18099 - 181 1 18100 - 1907 
181 00 - 1250 
181 00 - 1639 
181 00 - 1346 
18100- 1704 
18100-1819 
181 00 - 1323 
- 
302 
Right Ascension: 18"l Om04"- 18" 1 Om45* Declination: -20'-- 10' 































































































































































































































15 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1 809- 143 
2.079 
(1810- 153 
18100-1838 5 7  21 
18100-1915 5 7  11 
18101-1520 6 3  55 
18101-1100 6 6  4E 
18101-1018 7 7  36 
18101-1455 8 3  22 
18101-1357 9 0  24 


















217.65L D 81 
214.01L DE BB 
55.05L CD A B  
211.82L CE AB 
347.69L CD AA 
367.01L CE AA 
283.58L ED AA 
69.40L C AB 
396.93L DE AACD 
189.44L CF A C F B  
277.44L CF BB 
396.52L D BB 
407.91L F F  AAHC 
411.28L D B C  
68.31L C AB G 
396.93L BDD AADH 
281.61L C A 
379.02L CE AB 
104.39 DDF GBCD 
314.00L CDE AAB 
18101-1922 11.9 17 
18102-1550 12.3 50 
18102-1746 12.4 34 
















18102-1821 16.1 1 
18102-1708 16.2 1 
18102-1925 116.61 4 
18102-1946 16.6 8 
18102-1800 16.7 26 
18102-1856 17.1 5 
18102-1843 17.1 44 











































































18103-1153 21.3 7 
18103-1559 123.2119 












0 650260210F 2.597 








. ~ ~ ~ -  ACE 
396.93 F CEHB 
239.02L D GBBB 
103.09L E BG 
375.00L F C A D  
259.62L CF A C F D  











19+ 3 42 
14+ 1 















































































































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
303 





Declination: -20"-- lo" 
32 13- 0 38 
3 13+ 0 33 
51 16+ 2 43 





D F F  DABB 
C D E B J D 
D A A H  

























































































49 15+ 1 
46 15+ 1 
54 1 3 + 0  
11 16+ 2 
28 12- 1 
59 14+ 1 
29 11- 1 
42 16+ 1 
23 14+ 0 

















19.3 21 19+ 3 
19.5 19 17+ 2 
19.5 33 11- 1 
20.5 33 15+ 1 
21.0 47 17+ 2 
21.6 50 13+ 0 
23.3 13 14+ 0 
23.6 1 11- 1 
23.7 56 15+ 1 
24.4 44 15+ 1 
26.3 7 15+ 1 
27.3 29 13- 0 
27.4 59 12- 0 
28.1 9 17+ 2 
28.1 33 12- 0 
28.3 3 16+ 1 
Position (19%) I Flux Density I Flags I Associations 
Se 














































































































18107-1420 46.6 12 
18107-1930 47.1 40 








































































































































































































. -. 13+ 0 
18108-13iE 480 55 16+ 2 
18108-1822 480 55 12- 0 
18108-1905 48.4 27 12- 1 
18108-1710 48.8 21 13+ 0 
18108-1821 488 51 12- 0 





















































































































































































































211.59L F E  AA 
360.24L C B B  
74.75L cc A A  
2877.82L C CL  B F  
78.54L DD B B  
407.11L F BA 
109.91L D CD E 
437.45L F F  AA 
60.49L F E  AA 








181 09 - 1650 
18109- 1524 
18109-1024 
181 10 - 1909 































181 1 1 - 1642 
181 11 - i 746 . - . . . . . . -
181 1 1 - 1726 
18111 -1401 
18111 -1645 
1811 1 - 1 M A  . - . . . , - .- 
181 1 1 - 1648 
181 11 - 1235 
181 11 - 1729 
181 1 1 - 1343 
18111-1137 
181 11 - 1039 
G 13.200 
G 12.813 
181 11 -1856 
181 11 - 1537 
181 11 - 1409 





















A d  7 
. - . . - . - - . 
18112-1320 
181 12- 1120 
181 12- 1244 
18112-1844 
181 12- 1323 
18112-1912 




































181 12- 1505 
181 12- 17x1 




























































181 12- 1445 

















18114-1100 29.9 32 19+ 3 
18114-1916 29.9 22 12- 1 
18115-1701 31.5 51 14+ 0 
18115-1532 31.8 2 15+ 1 
18115-1744 i 31.9 i i  1 13- 0 
I I I  
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUSP; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbring Weeks Confirm& sources pw), 
304 
Declination: -20'-- 10' 
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 P 25 ~m 60 ~m 100 pm 
(Jansky) 
Right Ascension: 1 Ehl 1 "3P-1 Ehl 2" 18' 
Position (1950) 
V L 
n u x  Corr A Confusion R E 















































CD A A E l  





E DB ( 






























































































F F  AA 
F F  AA 
F F  A B  
F E E  AAB 
E D  FEBK 
E F D B  











F F  A A E E  
D E CCDE 
B E  AD 
B D  AA 
c B E 
DC AA 
B F  AA 
F E  AA 

















E J A A  
F F  AAGC 





Flux Density I Flags Associations 
C 
A 
# T Name Type 
Galactic Uncerlainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2701 11 1103 
960135200F 
0701302113 




























i e i i i - i i i s  14x61 29 
18117-1724 44.7 29 
18117-1842 45.4 60 
18117-1625 45.5 35 









































18122-1725 113.1 123 
18122-1300 13.5 52 
18122-1458 14.2 22 
18122-1818 14.2 30 
18122-1745 115.832 
6 8 8  
7 88 
8 88 
(1 81 2- 178 
iw-sc 9 oc 
4.01 9 









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
305 
Riaht Ascension: 1 Eh 12" 1 F-1 8h 1 3m05s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density Flags Associations 
408.81L D 
463.23: F D D D  
94.35L E 















B B  B 
A A H  
C 
A 










































8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
88 




















F F  AA 
EC AA 
BBC A A A B  
BE AAE 








F F  AA K 
BCD AAA 
F E  DCG 





1017.06L F F  
377.77L D 
B B  
BA 
A I 








































188.25L B E  
401.78L C 
207.10L D 
B B D  
A A D  
AAB 
CH 
































































































































































































Corr A Confusion R S 
U n a  Coef R Rags* S 2 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 950061310F I 960134210~ I 41 
ON 0357 
I 
255.36L CC IAA 
361.85L C IBA 
548.50L F F  AA 
284.37L F D  DCG 
322.46L F F  AA C 
69.91 C F F G C  
292.33L EE AB 
271.71L CDE CCDB 
427.81L D ACEG 

































5831L CF AA G 
22515L CE AAC 
281 15L E BDD 
80962 CCDF DBBB 
37434L D B B I  
21542 DDEE E B B 0  
32549L F IABG 
22675L CD AA 
361 09L F F  AA 
































275.21L DO CBB 
368.58L D BJ 
197.54L D C 
235.46L E CADJ 
343.90L D F C B  
407.26L F F A AD 
118.49: E F  EAE 
227.15L F E E  AAB 
1017.06 FDF AAAA 





le lZ8-  11 14 150.01 20 
12- 1 
1 4 + 0  30 










































244.92L DD AAC 
272.19L BO AAME 
184.41L FCE BBBB 
428.99L CE B B E l  
348.16L D BA 
268.12L B A B J  
269.57L CC AA G 
(1812- 152 
356.48L F F A AH 
342.45LlCC 
~ B A  












:I; 88 3 280.88L BC 622.60L F 1": 
391.94L CD AB 
799.281. E F BB E 
193.461. DE AA 
311.12L BC AA 
276.84L ED AAC 
342.90L F E AB F 
472.24L DE BBF 

















38787LlDC AAJ  
27285LlCCn BAA 
34390 ( B C  E l A A  A 
47806LiDF AA 
36981 DEFF BCBC 
34650L D BAC 
30317L C GLCD 
45014L EDD CBE 
301 70L CF AB 




(181 2- 175 18130-1731 0.9 21 
18130-1736 0.9 6( 
18130-1654 1 1.613; 
18130-1536 2.4 5! 
1 3 - 0  ..
18+ 2 33 
15+ 1 19 
17+ 2 34 
16+ 1 25 
.DN 0357 
(1813-164 





18130-1626 I 2.814: 
18130-1424 3.2 5C 
18130-1245 3.8 25 
18130-1520 4.2 41 
18130- 1333 
18130-1418 1 z.4; 1.12 
'hnfuslon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2: 3) Confusion Processing: 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH): 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
306 
Position (1950) Flux Density Nags 
V k S /  A C 




Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 
h m. D 8 6 )  c') 1 b c') (") (? N 
Name 
(Jansk y) 
(Not color corrected) 
I I 























8 8 2  
87 



















































































































































































181 32- 1744 







1 8 + 2  
1 5 + 0  












18133 - 1626 
181 33 - 1024 
181 33 - 1758 
18134- 1847 




181 34- 191 6 













181 34- 1559 













1 9 + 3  
18+ 2 

























l 5 + 0  
1 4 - 0  
13- 1 
17+ 1 
1 3 - 0  
15+ 1 
18+ 2 
1 5 + 0  











1 4 - 0  
13- 1 
12- 1 


































181 35- 1630 
88 
88 








































8 8 3  
87 
88 
8 8 3  








































































. - . -. . .. . 





























181 36 - 1228 
18136-1031 

























le1 37- 1429 
181 37 - 1925 
18137- 1 152 
18137- 1756 
18137-1605 








































46.2 1 18137- 1539 
l 6 + l  
14- 0 
14- 0 
1 4 - 0  

















1 7 + 2  
1 2 - 1  
17+ 1 











1 5 + 0  




1 4 - 0  





























1 e + 2  
13- 1 
1 5 + 0  
1 5 + 0  























































































































































































































































































































































































































509.45L F E  AA 
357.68L BC A A H  
355.94L BC AACB 
364.34L D C 
429.10L BCD A A A B  
522.54L E F  A A  
343.34L CE AA 
309.52L F F  CADD 
282.60L CC AA 
123.62L DE CE E 
356.71L DF B E G  
426.31L D J F C D  
322.59L CBE AAA 
349.80 F C D D  B A B A  
257.55L F F  AA 
511.66L CD AA 
312.96L CD BC 
366.51L ED AAI  B 
291.21L DDF DAAC 
538.96L B B 
358.31L E CHCC 
'462.58L C B E J  
343.271. CE AA 
347.88L CF AB 
219.71L C B J J  
433.97L E CCB 
275.75L BC AAB 
438.24L F C  B E  
466.96L F F  AA 














































































4 964057743F 1 3600200000 1 460221110F 
3602100110 




































































































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
307 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations Position (19%) Flux Density 








































F D  AAF 

























































































































































































2 5  
2 9  
831 
3 7  
3 8  
6 3  
6 5  
6 9  
5 0 6 0  
31 11- 2 
26 12- 1 
36 16+ 1 
20 14- 0 
56 13- 1 
4 1 4 - 0  
32 15+ 0 
8 1 5 + 0  


































B B F F  CBAA 
CF FCC 
F F E  AACG 
B E  AA 
DC ECE 
DD CBI  
BCE AAC 
C A A E B  





















6 17+ 2 
34 18+ 2 
31 15+ 0 
13 14- 0 
11 14- 0 
42 14- 1 














11 16+ 1 
10 17+ 1 
38 16+ 1 
48 16+ 1 
31 19+ 2 
2 18+ 2 
3 19+ 2 
47 15+ 0 
4 20+ 3 
59 19+ 2 
38 12- 2 
20 12- 1 








-2 12- 1 
21 19+ 2 
42 15+ 0 
29 14- 0 
42 15+ 0 
44 19+ 3 












DE AA B 





D E A AC 
DC AA 




























DE E ACCC 
D BACA 
F D CCB 
D C 
C ACNF 
F A k 
CE B B  


























35 17+ 1 
26 14- 0 
3 19+ 2 
36 13- 1 
23 14- 0 
40 12- 1 
6 18+ 2 
11 15- 0 
54 19+ 2 
23 14- 1 









- - - - - - 
D CGBK 
F F  AA 
CCEC BAAA 
EE DA 
D E C B B  
CD AAHF 
CD EBC 







Y T  
100 pm V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
U n n  Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm *P 
Name Type (") Mag a 6  h m .  0 ,  
181 37 - 161 2 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 ~2700100100 9600111 0F 
1 8138- 1029 







181 38 - 1954 
18138- 1850 
18138-1510 





181 39 - 1431 
18139-1816 















1 e1 39- 1 e42 
181 39- 1839 
18139- 1937 
18139-1315 
181 39 - 1208 
18139- 1206 
JG 150 18139- 1952 





181 39 - 1321 
18140-1017 
181 40 - 1738 
18140- 1537 
181 40 - 1220 
18140-1304 
18140-1213 






































18142- 11 15 
18142- 1600 
181 42 - 1655 
181 42 - 1606 2 960333200F 
9 3700110000 
770031000F 
181 42 - 1045 
181 42 - 1930 
18143-1717 . - . . - . . . . 
18142- 1831 
18142- 1527 
181 42 - 1848 
18143-1500 
181 43 - 1827 
181 43 - 1608 
181 43 - 1203 
18143- 1535 
18143- 1549 






181 43 - 1329 
18144-1731 




181 44 - 1352 
181 44 - 1835 
18144 - 1432 
181 44 - 1048 
181 44 - 1249 
18144 - 1755 
18144 - 1335 








35.38LI 417.06LID ID F I 1860211221F 

















, - . . . . . . . 
181 44 - 1735 
18144- 1700 
18144-1913 
16144- 11 57 
18144-1614 
181 44 - 1 135 
18144- 1723 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfUSiOn PrWeSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
308 
Right Ascension: 1 ahl 4m30-1 ahl 5" los 
mot Color Corrected) 
12pm 




































Cwrds SMJSMN 8 
1 b (''1 C') 0 
F F  AA 
CBEF BCDO 
F E  AB 
CDE CABJ  
D E DBDC 
D C 
ED A A D  
CF B C D  
CCD AADC 











CCDE A A A B  
DCE F D B  
F AAJ  I 
E DDCB 
CC AA E 
C BC 


























































B F  AAGF 
C BDH 
C AA D 
F E  AA 
DDF EEB 
















E B B  

























































A A D  




































































E L 0 0 5 5  











13- 1 46 7 
18f 2 1 25 7 
13- 1 35 6 
15+ 0 30 7 
19+ 2 48 3 
17+ 1 43 8 
l 6 + 0  43 7 
;i33; 1 41 7 2 I 8













# T  
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 1  88 
7 67 





590-'N 16 St . - . . . . - . . 
18147-1331 43.1 27 
18147-1354 43.3 36 
18147-1542 I 4 J  9 
X1814-148 7 86 
7 66 
8 88 
7 1 67 
7 1  88 








































LDN 031 5 
F E C F E E  
CE ABG 
DD AA 







7 1  68 




























18149-1323 56.4 51 
18149-1701 156.51 7 
18149-1812 57.9 35 
18149-1750 581 57 
18149-1606 582 17 
3 
2 













C A  
EC AA 
DC AAH 
F F  AA 
CF AB 
F D  B B  
F CB 
E FHGB 
18150-1415 0.5 55 
18150-1239 0.8 13 
18150-1241 1.5 27 








20 G 13.839 
19+ 2 54 
14- 1 23 
18+ 1 29 
16+ 1 22 
12- 2 33 
14- 0 53 
14- 1 38 
14- 0 60 
17+ 1 25 











6 88 3 
13 88 2 
7 87 3 
6 i  88 3 ,  
10.23L 172.20L DE AA 3 850110100F 
890.64 1890.90 BBEE B A B A  0 94C245521F' 
27.72L 467.58L CE 1 AB 1 1 ~ 750121010F~ 
51.07 222.64L DDD BAA 670213410F 
._.-E_. C9C-a PC"C nnnn - f C , E I C I ? I C  
352.41L 440.32L C E D 
44.17: 150.21 CDC B B F B  
12.49L 369.60L F E  AAD 9 
54.41L 466.52L CC 






18151-1504 1 9.8156 
18151-1415 10.6 38 
18151-1113 10.7 46 
18151-1015 10.7 18 
- 
lours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) 
309 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h15m11s-18h15m4~ 












































































































(Not Color Corrcsted) 
25 um 60 um 100 pm 
Associations 
V L 
n u x  Corr A Confusion R s 








































































C F AAAE 
BB AAD 
CE AB 
E A B  
F F  AA 
D AB 
CC F ABGE 













DE B B  
F F  AADC 
D GC 
C D BAFE 
D MB 
D CGC 
D F C 
CCED DBBE 

























F F  AA 
F D  AAHE 
DD CAEE 
F F  AA 
DC AA 
DC B B  
E D  AA 
CD AA 











































B D  AB 
F D  A A M  
C ADD 
E AB 















E E  AA 
D AA 
CF AAB 
C F BBEC 
BC AA 
D E C D  
CC B A l  J 




























BC A A D  
DDF AABE 




























D B J  E 
CE AAH 
D AC 
ED AA h 
C D CDBE 
DEF FCCE 
DD ABG 




















42.8 19 17+ 1 
42.9 45 14- 1 
44.3 48 16+ 1 
44.5 35 20+ 3 
44.5 48 14- 1 
44.6 43 15- 0 







F F  BDE 
CC AA 
D F C B 
CE B B G  
BC AB C 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18151-1551 11.4 13 
18152-1410 12.7 35 
18152-1944 12.7 16 


































































































































































































































9 ' 87 




























































































































RAFGL 21 15 
18156-1624 3 . 9  22 
18156-1419 '37.2 46 
18156-1750 37.3 55 
18156-1939 38.1 28 
18156-1125 3811 0 
18156-1343 38.6 37 










iM)O221i 1 F 
96013342OF 
87023oooOF 
18156-1736 39.0 10 
18156-1606 39.1 36 







































181 57 - 1936 
18157- 1808 
181 57- 1 134 
18157- 1121 
181 57 - 1021 
181 57 - 1222 


































TMSS -20462 25.66L 11.91L~ 271.49L 89 57LIDD C / *A  AC 
25.40L 322.60L DD AB 13- 1 
I
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
31 0 
Ria ht Ascension: 1 8hl 5"48"-1 Eh 16"27' 
(Not Color Correzted) 
(Jansky) 
2s w 60 P 100 ~m 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 
V L 
F I ~ X  Corr A Confusion R s 

























































































































































































































































0 13- 1 
38 12- 2 
481 12 -2  
391 15- 1 
15 14- 1 
29 12- 2 
601 19+ 2 
8 19+ 2 
30'  12 -2  




































a S Coords SMJSMN tJ 
6) C ' )  1 b 0 C ' )  





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































X L  0036 
I E  SER 
484.52L C AA 
246.14L F DAFG 
440.27L E DKC 
429.12L F D  EC 
340.03L D B 
160.91L DE CC 
112.12: E F AAFC 
709.08 CCDD AAAP 
B B E 
458.86L DF B A L  





3 9  
X L  0056 
18158-1723 53.6 25 
18159- 1736 I54 71 30 
18159-1550 54.9 70 
18159-1346 55.0 9 
18159-1407 155.41 31 
359.25L DD F C  
291.71L C E BCB 
77.121. B AB 
709.08L DF B B I  
131.59L D AB 
302.01L F F  AAD 
640.45L DE AB 
319.61L CC AA F 
2819.42 C F F  CACP 
282.57L F E  AA 
WRSL 013-0111 
10577 5601 321 34F 
440234320F 
761110120F 
406.88L E D  AA 
230.65L CC AA 
217.42L F ABF 
478.58L E AC 
188.60L F F  AAAH 
55.45L c BBB 
159.77 C E CDEE 
310.73L D CBC 
451.03L F AF 
133.631. D D BECC 
349 
10579 
2685.15L E F  IFCBE 
627.93L E I C 
1194.58L DE AA 
520.57: F E F  J BDE 
2819.42L C CACP 
64.52: CF E B B  F 
456.81L B A B G  
293.28L B C  AA [: 
287.11L D A 





668031 331 F 
560744403F 















269.27L BD AA 5 
329.31L CF AB F 2 
380.33L BBD AADG 3 
481.92L D B 
339.79L C AE 
342.17L CF ACF 0 
369.56: D F DCGB 1 
2685.15L CED B B B  0 
2685.15L EED DDCF 3 
103.29L DE ABG 0 
151.83L F E  AC 0 
312.23L D A HI 
353.54L E K F B  
215.14L E CB I 
393.33L D BHH 
255.07L D AB 6 
2819.42L F DG 
416.92~ CD A B N  a 
65.99L D C E F G  





18161-1642 1 8.7118 
18161-1634 10.5 56 
18161-1626 10.8 31 









9601 23661 F 
161322 M1 
MRSL 013-0111 
18162-1422 1 1 3 ~  51 








305.34L F E  AACK 9 
279.83~ DD CB B a 
1180.05~ E E  A B  J a 
105.58: CBDD A A B D  a 
401.10L D CCI C 
547.75L D J C 
145.61: CFDF BCDC 1 
610.65L EE DBE C 
144.50L D B 
283.27L D B 
81.48: EC F AA E 7 
340.08L F CF 
67.45L BC AA 3 
549.52L C AB 
261.59~ BC A A  e 
970232461 F 
850144210F 



















7601 101 1OF 
6501 21 21 OF 
18163-1816 
181 63 - 1924 
18163- 1934 
18164-1631 
1 81 64- 1645 
181 64 - 1904 
181 64- 1 123 
18164-1131 





37 ! 7 
40.53 
203.42LIF E A L H C l  -.. _ _  
180.99L CD AB 
2943.87L EF  B B F A  
1614.11: 79 9L~DE BCEE 
BABE  I C  1 




196.76 247 11L 1 F E B B k F i  
269.08LlFF AB < 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources 6 1 )  at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
31 1 










































































































































































































































































































































































F D I I C  
BA 
AC 




































84939 D DF F F F D  0 460044332F 
23913 DDDF CBBC 9 97D146430F 
84939L D C 460263432F 
25683L C B B  450000000F 
67492L CD AAG 2 953322240F 
39673L CE ABF 0 562411100F 
24938L CFF 


































DF AB 0 
BCD AADC 0 
DCE ECAB 
F E  AAGE 8 
E D AEB 
C F C F E  
D BC 
E MBCJ 


















B B D 
DD 
F F  
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags I Associations 
Name 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(9 (") 1 b C') ("1 0 
I C  
A 













































































































































































































































































































































































































. . ... . - . -
18164 - 1725 
181 64 - 1246 
181 64 - 1340 
18165- 1741 
181 65 - 1945 
18165- 1855 
18165-1747 
181 65 - 1709 
18165 - 1225 
181 65 - 1257 
18166-1142 
18166-1900 
18166 - 11 28 
18166-1103 

























































































FCEF B C B B  7 
CE AAG 9 
C BE 
F F  F AA E 9 
CC AB 0 
D F F  CCED 1 
D 
DC :;:E 8 
CE I J A B B  
18167-1614 
181 67 - 1820 
181 67- 1848 
181 67 - 1530 
















181 67 - 1730 
1 A I  67 - 1 ADO 
MRSL 013-0111 
MRSL013-01/1 

























































. - . -. . . - - 
181 68 - 1235 
18168- 1444 
18168- 1406 




































































































































181 68 - 1044 
18168-1154 
























































































































































50.46L 57292L DE AAJ  E 5 960223431F 
187.26: 417.17 DCDE A A A B  0 96C223431F 
1734. 18919LI EF  1 BED1 /870154443~ 1 a1 MI - 1322 18168-1504 
18168- 1700 
181 68 - 1458 
18168-1057 
18168-1915 
181 68 - 1807 
X1816-150 
OCL 0040 













181 69 - 1907 
181 69 - 1432 
18169- 1146 






161342 K 2  































181 70- 1858 
10170- 1527 
181 70 - 1205 




















. . . . . . . 
18171-1958 
1 61 71 - 1 346 
18171 -1019 
18171 -1853 














B B  
ACK 












181 71 - 1757 
18171 -1446 








181 71 - 1603 
181 71 - 11 50 
18171-1759 
I , 'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
31 2 








































































































































































D I BMC 















B E  BCH 
CD AA 
CD AC D 
C F D F  E B C B  
DD A A H  
B ABC 
D D 





































EC AA F 
DC I F C B  
DCC A A D  





























































D B D  D 
CC DAA 
CC AA C 
DCFF AADF 
CE ABF 
DD A B B  
CC AAC 
D K B  
D CDHC 



































































E B F 































CD E ABEC 
BC AA 
E B C  
BC BA 



















~ 1 O O O O F  

























DF B A B  
D D BDD 
CC A B L C  
E D  AB 
CC ACBB,  
CO AA ; 





















































F E  
BC 



















C B C  1 
BCE AAE ' 
E B 
CE D C C F B '  
CE ABE 
C B B  
DD A B K E  ~ 
B B  AA L 










































(Not Color Corrected) I ., Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN e 
(s) C') I b C') C') 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
L. 
R u n  Corr A Confusion R S 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18173-1100 20.2 30 




18174-1148 27.8 14 
18174-1300 28.1 23 












































































18176-1848 40.4 33 
18176-1214 40.5 27 

















































, - . . . . - . . , . , . . 
18177-1641 45.7 20 
18177-1131 48.3 19 
18177-1746 47.1 0 
18177-1251 47.3 56 
18177-1921 47.5 59 
MRSL 016-0011 18178-1511 148.9/12 
18178-1734 49.6 25 
18178-1127 50.8 43 
18178-1737 51.1 56 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
31 3 
Riaht Ascension: 18h17%1s-18h18m3CP 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
I2 ~m 25 ~m 60 ~m 100 w 
(Jansky) 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
nags  
V L 
n u n  a i r  A anfusion R s 










































































































































































































































































































F D  AAB 
CD AB 
E DHFC 



























B B N  1 
~ A A A B  1 1 
232.41L 1560.87L D 'IDAFE 
216.57 I 830.62 FCDF1DCCB 
19.95L; 260.23L F D  AAD 
20.72L 427.88L C BEE 
19.691. 124.27: CF E AAGE 
224.27 683.88 CDD AAA 
23.70L 1603.96L BE CB C 
24.59L 331.801. F F  AA 
22.21L 254.35L DD AAG 






































































A B F A  0 
A A J C  9 









































































































294.40L CD AAHJ C 
128.9OL D E ADDC 
340.41L DE ABBF 1 
127.80L CD B B  4 
1070.57L CCD AAAA 1 
115.87 E B 
378.23L CE AB 0 
294.80L D C F 
63.40L F F  AAK 8 































F C  
E 
BC 
B B C 


































































































































































































































































































































































181 78 - 1 128 
18178- 1126 
181 78 - 1808 
18178-1400 
181 78- 1546 































B A l  
CGB 







161 79- 1249 



































































































































6 18179- 1254 
18179- 1503 
18179-1610 
181 79- 1134 
161 79- 1642 
18179- 11 53 
181 80 - 1531 
18180- 1527 





181 80 - 1625 
18180- 1555 
18180-1416 
181 80 - 1451 
18180- 1342 








18181 - 1206 











































23 MRSL 016-0011 
1 EFSER 
7 71 13 
13 18136883 
22 s'5 
2709L 5347L C 
2255L 26927L CD 
1742L 21575L DC 








A F B  





18181 - 1936 
18181-1540 
18181 -1812 




18181 - 151 7 
18182- 11 57 
16182- 1447 
18182- 1544 
16182 - 1707 
18182 - 1504 
181 82 - 1521 








181 83 - 1203 
181 83 - 1408 
181 83 - 1653 
18183- 1348 
181 83 - 1628 
18183 - 1810 
18183- 1532 
18183- 1805 


















































































































































181 84 - 1931 
181 84 - 1839 
181 84 - 1234 



















181 84 - 1449 
181 84 - 1546 
181 84 - 1205 
181 84 - 1853 
181 84 - 1025 
18184 - 1222 
18184-1717 
181 84 - 1200 
18194- 1302 
181 84 - 1000 
181 84 - 1 01 3 
181 84 - 1835 
18184- 131 7 
18184- 1330 
181 84 - 1644 

















'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUSP, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
31 4 
Right Ascension: 18h18m31s-18h19m1W 
Flux Density 



























































































































































DC AB F 
E AA 
F F  AA 
E GCG 
CF AC 
D B B D D  
ECE A A A H  
BCE A A F C  
D D I ECC 
D E H A H  
DD A A F l  
CD DDB 
D CEHB 
F F  AB 
C F D  ECC 
DC A A K F  
C B F  




D A B E G  
CD B B  




CD ACHl  
BC AB I 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 











(Not Color Corrected) 






BBEE A A F E  
CDF CAC 
CC A A J  
E BCB 
DD BB 



































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 









































































































CF A B  
CD A B  G 
CDF A A B  
ECE H E A D  
C B H 















a 6  













CF AB D 
CC AAA 
CD AB 



































































































































































































































































































DF A B G  
DE AB 
C A B F F  
CD AAC 
CCE AAC 
FE A A H  
CD A A B H  
B E  AAF 
BC AACF 































































































































































E D  AA 
2 540112110F 
250100OOOF 















D E BBC 
DED CCCD 
F D  HBAG 
CD AA L 


















F E  H EC 
CE BA 
BC AA 


















































































































































4501 21 01 OC 
MI 11 1 R S l F  
LDN 0314 



















181 86 - 1045 
18186-1501 
181 86 - 1924 
181 86 - 141 0 
181 86 - 1003 
18186 - 131 0 
18187-1936 






















181 88 - 1631 
181 88 - 1204 
181 88 - 1600 
18188- 1207 





18188-1614 V1973 SGR 








181 89 - 1548 




181 89 - 1 746 
18189-1826 
181 89- 1931 
181 89 - 1 148 
18189- 1742 
18189- 1834 
181 89- 1456 
181 90- 1556 
18190-1517 














































131.76LIF I A B J  040310MMF 
760433333F 




0 I 670230100F 
~ 9604000001 































181 91 - 1536 






















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
31 5 
Right Ascension: 18h19ml 1s-18h19m46s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 







































































































































































11.1 48 14- 2 
11.1 47 1 4 - 2  
12.1 8 19+ 1 
12.2 46 20+ 2 
12.2 15 17+ 0 
12.2 50 13- 2 
13.1 38 16- 0 
13.1 39 13- 2 
13.4 59 19+ 1 









































14.5 33 14- 2 
14.6 16 14- 2 
15.1 43 16- 1 
15.1 34 17- 0 
15.3 11 15- 1 
15.3 3 14- 2 
16.1 49 13- 2 
16.2 48 19+ 1 
16.2 58 16- 0 
17.1 32 13- 2 
17.9 52 15- 1 
16.0 23 19+ 1 
18.0 34 13- 2 
18.8 21 19+ 1 
18.9 32 17+ 0 
18.9 26 17- 0 
19.3 57 16- 1 
19.7 55 19+ 1 
20.2 24 20+ 1 











53 16- 1 
20 17- 0 
53 18+ 1 
33 19+ 1 
35 16- 1 
55 14- 2 
55 18+ 0 
2 17- 0 
14 19+ 1 








C B J  2701201207 
DEE ACEG 3 860228460F 
E BCD 860054161F 
DCE CBAJ  0 824333421F 
EDE A A E E  9 961320220F 
DF AA 0 4701300017 




























5 1  
E 9  
3 




1 5  
8 1  
3 1  









297 17 17- 0 
301 30 21+ 2 
304 33 17+ 0 
306 36 17- 0 
309 10 15- 1 
31 5 58 15- 1 
31 6 29 17- 0 





















A A J  9 
AAHA 9 
BA 




A A B E  0 
AA 9 







32.2 47 14- 2 
32.7 10 13- 2 
34.0 36 14- 2 
34.0 5 17- 0 
35.3 6 14- 2 

















37.3 45 18+ 0 
37.3 26 16- 1 
37.4 47 14- 2 
37.7 28 18+ 0 
38.0 10 15- 2 
38.2 40 17- 0 
39.2 10 l 8 +  0 
39.2 26 15- 1 
39.6 31 14- 2 
40.5 43 16+ 1 
40.8 34 16- 1 
40.6 22 13- 2 
41.4 48 19+ 1 
42.1 32 18+ 0 
42.7 39 15- 1 
42.9 16 20+ 1 
133.75: F EF  










A A F C  9 
AA F 0 
AB 
B A B G  





























































D BAA 4 
BC ' A A K  0 
C AB1 
ED AA 8 
CD AC 1 
3 1  
1 






















(Not Color comctld) 































































































































































































































































































67.04L F E  







































































AA H 9 
AB 1 
AB 2 
B C F D  1 
AAF 9 


























47.45 E J B 
326.81L E BDDF 
216.40L E B B 
126.06L F F  BBEK 0 
224.85L BC ABJ  G 8 
269.27L E CE 
427.65L CDE B A A D  0 
161.59L BC A A H  1 
49.84L D E CI  DN 





























18193 - 1506 
181 93- 1418 
161389 
. . . . . -
18193-1251 
181 93 - 1230 
18193- 1533 
181 93 - 1723 
161 93 - 1335 
























































E C  





B B D  
A A I  











































































276.741. F F  AC 0 
251.45L F E  AAGG 8 
103.19L F D D  AAA 9 
101.11L E D F 
5696.02 BBEE AAAA 0 




25781L BC AA 0 650210100F 
30843L CF ABHJ 0 760223232F 
21600L EF  AA 9 970146334F - -  I 
K1819- 179 
LDN 0359 
RAFGL 5227s 18197-1925 
181 97- 1710 
181 97- 1840 












11708L BCD AAA 0. 140010100F 
33492L F F  1:; 19  760130010F 
221 46L C ~ ~ O ~ ~ O O O O F  
I 3  

























~ 8 : i  4.11L 
1274 2585L 27705L DD 
1151 14951 23773 DCECiCBBA 0 
67111 2246 331 I9L l  F A A D  1 ' 1  560040020F 970256442F 
970233660F 
I 'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
31 6 

































































23 17- 0 
49 16- 1 
36 18+ 0 
59 19+ 1 
40 18+ 0 
41 20+ 2 
40 16- 1 
10 15- 1 
39 13- 3 











FDE A A B E  
D BBC 
CDC AAB 
F F  AA 
E E  BBAB 
CC CA 
F AA 
C B E 
CD AA 




































































17 19+ 1 
33 14- 2 
41 19+ 1 
2 18+ 0 
43 18+ 0 





















9 17- 0 
52 18+ 0 
52 16- 1 
54 21+ 2 
24 15- 2 
48 16- 1 
40 17- 0 
24 15- 2 
35 20+ 2 
46 14- 2 
42 13- 3 
6 14- 2 
6 14- 2 
54 13- 3 
24 18+ 0 
22 13- 3 
31 19+ 1 
22 16- 1 
8 19+ 1 











DEE B B C B  




DD BACJ  
CD A A I  
DF B B H  




















































































Y T  
Name 
a 8  
h m .  0 ,  
V L Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) C') I b 0 C') 0 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm Sep 
Name Type ('7 Mag 
 lux Corr A Confusion R s 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































181 98- 1059 







LDN 0380 I 650232031 F 
181 99 - 1520 
18199- 1144 
181 99 - 1452 
4.4 71171 2  16- i 9 +  1 
6.2 14 16- 1 




181 99- 1603 
181 99 - 1434 
18199-1014 
18199-1442 
181 99- 1527 
18200-1311 




6.8'11 16- 1 
831 7 17- 0 






8.5'149 15- i 
9.6 43 21+ 2 








































































LDN 0376 23 














. _ _  - - . -. 
18200 - 1623 















18200 - 1634 
18200 - 1348 
18200 - 1337 
18200-1230 
1 8200 - 1 709 
18200- 11 54 




18201 - 1323 
18201 - 1522 
18201 - 1001 
18201 -1650 
144711 ICT: l A A F n  
LDN 0359 
17.446 
85.021. E ICA 
67.70~ 1 F 




























































































































18201 - 1245 
18201 -1922 







18201 - 1510 
18201 - 1821 
18201-1227 
18201-1330 
1.5 54 16- 1 
1.7 46 19+ 1 
1.8 17 18+ 0 
1.61 13- 
18202- 1307 
18202 - 1954 
18202-1 145 . _ _  . - . . . . 
18202 - 1226 


















3 ai 3 
18203-1844 147.63L DE ABHG 
230.54L~ DC ' AA 
287.06L D BC 
303.26L BC AA 
384.86L CC AAAC 
262.82: CDE DAAC 
123.15L CD AA E 
210.51L D B B  
128.87L DE ABBC 
























18204 - 1 729 
'Confusion Flags: 8)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region. 
31 7 
Riaht Ascension: 1 Eh20m24'- 1 Eh21 m05a Declination: -20"-- lo" 
Flux Density Associations 
18204-1905 24.5 30 
18204-1351 25.1 9 
18204-1149 25.4 37 
18204-1308 25.4 36 
1820&1402 25.9 49 
18204-1344 27.4 24 
18204-1353 27.7 3 
18204-1408 29.2 11 
18204-1550 29.3 22 
18204-1411 29.9 59 
18205-1822 30.5 29 
18205-1746 30.6 3 
18205-1932 30.8 10 
18205-1526 30.8 5 
18205-1714 31.1 10 
18205-1503 31.5 48 
18205-1316 32.1 38 
18205-1533 32.3 23 
18205-1046 32.5 49 
18205-1127 33.0 38 
18205-1212 33.3 57 
18205-1034 33.5 2 
18205-1242 33.8 30 
18205-1017 34.5 45 
18205-1916 34.7 23 
18205-1300 34.9 34 
18206-1410 36.0 37 
18206-1616 36.0 39 
18206-1431 36.2 21 
18206-1619 36.4 20 
18206-1227 36.5 27 
18206-1509 37.6 11 
18206-1522 37.6 25 
i8206-i329 137.01 5 
18206-1051 39.8 26 
18206-1313 39.9 27 
18206-1122 40.9 33 
18206-1333 41.1 9 
18206-1455 41.1 19 
18207-1029 42.2 0 
18207-1804 42.3 57 
18207-1441 42.4 24 
18207-1311 42.5 1 
18207-1516 143.51 6 
18207-1251 43.7 25 
18207-1956 43.7 2 
18207-1927 44.1 11 
18207-1351 44.4 48 
18207-1434 44.4 40 
18207-1221 44.6 42 
18208-1041 48.8 57 
18208-1209 149.51 55 
18%8-1722 499 45 
18208-1306 l5001 1 
18208 - 1348 50 0 48 
18208-1330 151.6'31 
18208-1856 51.8 59 
18208-1412 52.0 51 
18208-1542 52.9 19 
18508-1341 529 55 
18208-1205 531 3 
18209-1022 541 2 
18209-1144 544 29 
18209-1446 550 15 
18209-1458 1556110 
18209-1120 56.4 39 
18209-1504 56.6 12 
18209-1259 57.0 34 
18209-1336 57.1 41 
18209-1054 57.5 39 
18209-1235 57.6 2 
18209-1044 59.6 24 
18210-1238 0.1 40 
18210-1311 0.6 42 
18210-1941 0.6 37 
18210-1313 0.9 50 
18210-1920 1.1 56 
18210-1716 1 1.6147 
18210-1630 2.2 30 
18210-1148 2.4 33 
1~?10-1114 I 2.8141 
18210-1344 2 9  41 
18210-1206 36 54 
18210-1334 4 5  11 









































































































































































































































































































































































(Not color cwreeted) 























































































































































































































































































































































122.90L CD AB 
301.18L OD BC 
296.32L OD AA 
213.44~1 E I B A  
199.40LBD AA 
255.83L BBD AAA 
311.98L D C H 
193.53L BC AA 
315.33L DF BAB 
234.28L EEE BABC 
177.96L D BC 
235.45L OD AA 
28.92 DE F C  
247.47L DO B A E  
87.81L F B B C B  
406.14L C E AADC 
254.01L CCD AAA 
46.68: DE F A A F D  
62.14L OD AA D 
277.94L CE AA E 
76.94L B D  AACE 
75.58L C A D 
69.42L BC AADG 
69.49L C BC 
45.64L C J D D  
375.501. F E  AA 
89.44: D E AA D 
352.87L DE ABCF 
202.94L DF CA 
356.49L CC AA 
70.08L CE AAF 
242.81L F D  AAB 
184.13L F GC 
78.48: E F  D BC 
84.69: D E F  CBBC 
236.51L E C D  DBBD 
71.81L CE AA 
71.57L D BC 
60.45L CD AA 
196.96L BCE AADE 
382.36L DO A A  
256.13L C F  BBD 
355.57L CD AA 
289.69L DE BC 
218.58L F B F  
48.25L F B  AAB 
246.23L F AA 
135.73: CF D AADE 
734.37L CE B B B A  
329.31L C D BDD 
259.82L COD AAC 
40.00L E BO 
107.05L C OD 
213.44 ODE AAC 
199.22L C AEL 
57.57L F F  AA 
53.21L DO AA 
94.59L F I D 
287.19L E D  B A H  
274.22L D AD 
414.69L D AE 
100.55L F F  AB C 
230.58L E ADCC 
276.08L BC AA 
327.47L F BO 
51.21L EC AA 
74.56L CD ABGl 
92.501. CE A A F E  
734.37L E EDEB 
215.56L DE B B  
236.00L F F  AA 
125.40L C B 
219.89L F F  AAH 
206.50L F F F  AAA 
220.78L F F C  AAA 
86.28L F D  CCA 
41.26L CC E B E D  
189.99 F E  L F C C  
202.07L F F  B B  
206.69L BC AAE 
442.01L CE AA 
156.06L E A C J F  
343.74L F HB 
171.58L CF B B B C  
470.09L D BBDE 
393.03 DFC ECCC 
64.03L CC AB I 
74.61L E F  AB 
734.37L D CI  
117.29L F F  AD 
361.57 DDEF BBDC 
172.43L B B  AAE 
247.12L B AA 
249.48L D E C C 
498.51L F F  AAC 
397.41L CC AA 
218.62L E CBE 
63.25L CF AA 
117.57 ED F B A B C  
217.14L OD AAHl  
7501 1001 1 F 
8 I 940313030F m i i o i 3 2 8 /  
9 560240010F 
960144110F 
2 I 768141554~ I







































X T  
*P 































H Z  
2c 
581 




















'Confuson Flags 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Conflrrned Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
31 8 
Ria ht Ascension: 1 8h2 1 m05s-1 8h2 lm40* 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 Pm 60 Pm 100 Pm 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 










































































































































385.56L CC AA 
225.91L F F  AAE 
189.1OL F F  AA 
323.10L C AF 
208.4ZL E BDG 
137.38L CC AB 
288.63L DD AB1 
131.88L F E  DCA 
493.85L F F F  ABBC 






















































































































































































CC A A J  G 
F D  IAADC 
DD AA 
C AB 


































7 l 8 7  









































































































Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
































































































































































































































































































































































































B D  













17.51 L X1821- 140 
LDN 0351 19.45 
4.20L I 
18212-1746 12.0 44 
18212-1034 12.1 7 
18212-1338A 12.1 49 
18212-1806 /I2.410 






































1821 1 - 1338 
18212-1941 13.2 23 
18212-1705 13.3 22 
18212-1442 14.1 35 
18212-1320 15.2 55 
18212- i o1  1 114.4 ~ 39 
18212-13386 15.2 9 
18212-1715 15.3 31 
18212-1438 15.5 25 





























370134320F , 930230030F 
1450200020F 










































































LDN 0415 57.87L c 
238.28L CE 
















































































1821 5- 1428 8 
34 8 
1 .89 














18215-1947 31.1 47 
18215-1304 31.5 5 
1821 5- 1726 I31 .J 60 







































































LDN 0415 18215-1038 324 13 






























10?15- 161 i 133 51 49 
18215-1354 339 4 
18215-1157 340 51 





18215-1732 34.9 38 
























































LDN 041 5 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
31 9 



















8 8 2  



























































































































































































































































































































CD AB G 1 
C E 
ED AA C 
CD AA i 
C EC E 
CC AA C 
DD AA 5 
CF AEI  D 7 
D ADG 











D F E E  
C EEK 
CDF DAAA 
F F E E F C  
DE AAG 6 
C B E  C 
DDF A E F G  3 
D DD 
c c 











DC CABJ  C 
CC AA C 
C EAF 
D BEG 
CE EAC 2 
F F  AA 9 
CC AA E 
ED AB 0 












F E N 
BDDF A A E E  0 
EE EC 
C F E  CDEC 0 
CF D A D D 6  0 
D C 
DE AB 1 
CC E AECD 9 
EE AAF 9 
D AC 










DE AEGG a 
CF EA N E 
C ECHD 
FDE E A 6  0 
C ECK 
C ECK 
F F  AA H 9 
D ED 
EC A A F B  1 















F F  
E 
DF 
























































































































F E  DAC 
C AFK 
CC AA 0 
AAD 5 
CD E CCEE 3 
DF B E  G 5 
EC 1AA 4 























Position (19M) I Flux Density I Flags Associations 
Name 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 C 































100 pm V L Flux Corr A Confusion R 





































12 pm Sep 
Name Type (") Mag 
a 6  

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1821 7- 1002 
1821 7- 1826 
18217- 11 15 
1821 7 - 1706 
1821 7- 1335 
1821 7- 1247 
18217- 1751 
1821 7 - 1252 
18217-1316 
18217- 1123 
1821 8 - 1534 
1821 8 - 1340 
18218- 1549 
18218-1916 
1821 8 - 1 5 X  
18218- 1206 
1821 8 - 1532 
1821 8 - 1209 
1821 8 - 1503 
11131 R- i 447 
18.456 
N SCl 
. _ _  . - . . . .
18218 - 1030 
18218- 101 1 
1821 8 - 1928 
18218- 1249 
1821 8 - 1 135 
.DN 0415 
18218- 1956 
1821 8 - 1342 
1821 8 - 1428 
18218- 1230 
18218- 1 m  









1821 9- 1109 








































A E D  
EG J 
















































le520 - 1408 
18220 - 1724 
18220- 1241 






18220 - 1935 
18220- 1834 




18220 - 1828 
18220- 1444 
18220-1447 





































18221 - 11 14 
18221 -1055 
(1822-116 















18221 - 1225 
18221-1818 







18221 - 1842 
18222 - 1 203 
18222 - 1612 
18222 - 101 6 
















18222 - 1 709 
18222 - 1333 
18222 - 1432 
18222 - 1321 
18222 - 1029 
18222 - 1200 
18222 - 1 249 
18222- 11 56 
18222 - 1 544A 
18222 - 1 638 
8494 12L D 
5035L CF 
33387L D 
109481L F C  
242 98L CD 
19802L EC 
16589L ECD HRSL 015-0111 
J. 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
320 











Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 
BC 
B J  D 
GB 
BA 



















































































F E  AB 




























































































































































































BCE A A D  
C ACC 
BC F CCDE 
D A A H  











































E E  ' A A  






C I B 















































C E AEKA 
CD AA 
DD AAJ  
BBDE AAAA 
EC BGFC 
F C  AA 
D AD 
D 
E F  
C 
A 
# T  
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN e 
(s) C ' )  I b C') C ' )  0 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18223 - 1424 
X1822- 164 
18.657 
152.20L CE BEEF 
207.39L F CB C 
1094.81 BBDE BAAA 
130.12L EE CBI  
141.61L CE ABB 
157.41L D B 
224.36L F F  AB J 
139.53L DD AB 
253.01L BCE AAB 








98.26: D D BB C 
106.70 E HGB 
1505.53: BCFE EBBB 
77.56L CE ABHJ 
1094.81L C AB 
62.93L DE AAE 
252.83L DF BC 
134.44 DC F E E A  
168.83L E B 
178.12L C A HD 
S50 
LDN 041 5 
161457 BO 
X1822-140 
i m . 1 ~ ~  a u  A A  Y uwdiuidir 
1040.00 BC F ECBB 0 153234450F 
119.70L BC AA 1 350040120F 
534.28L C AD B 350312432F 











18225-1152 305 56 
18225-1440 130:6137 
18225-1927 31.1 13 
18225-1043 31.8 13 
18225 - 1401 132.51 36 




































18227-1736 44.6 56 
18227-1218 45.0 14 
18227-1635 45.8 35 
18227-1206 462 54 
18227-1347 146h 50 3AFGL 5234s 
18.954 
S50 
18228-1034 48.5 10 
18228-1159 48.5 21 
18228-1933 I49.0/43 









18.305 5 242144553F I 170134230F I 
'Confusion Flags: 61-9) lours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
321 











DeClinatiDn: -20"-- 10" 
Associations 




CD E AADC 
CC AADN 
CE BC J 
CCEF A A A F  



















































































B B A B  
ABD 
CBGl 


























































































































52 20+ 1 
50 20+ 0 
8 19- 0 
23 16- 2 
4 21 + 1 
21 14- 3 
42 19- 0 
18 20+ 0 
0 .4 !45~  14- 3 
0 4  9 ,  20+ 1 
10.9 56 20+ 0 
'11.410 1 9 - 0  
11.8 4 18- 1 
11.8 15 20+ I 
11.8 18 18- 0 
12.4 59 20+ 0 
12.5 55 20+ 0 
13.3 33 17- 1 
14.1 34 17- 1 
14.2 33 18- 1 
14.2 36 13- 3 
14.5 34 20+ 1 
14.5 47 19- 0 
14.6 39 15- 2 
14.9 58 16- 2 
15.2 22 19+ 0 
15.5 52 13- 3 






































































A B H  
































































































B E  
CBC 
















































19.2 17 15- 2 
19.7 6 20+ 1 
20.0 57 18- 1 
21.2 7 16- 2 
21.6 23 19- 0 
21.9 20 15- 2 
22.0 45 15- 2 
23.0 44 19+ 0 
231 22 15- 2 
231 11 15- 2 
23.3 54 17- 1 
23.4 46 14- 3 






























































73L 21 42L 31300L D 
79L 1024L 13730L D 
40L 423L 47811. C 
























# T Name Type 
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 



























































































































































































































































































































































































22 I 550 
41 
18230-1427 0 4  53 
18230-1257 0 5  32 
18230-1533 0 7  56 
18230-1716 0 7  21 
18230-1242 2 8  0 
18230-1248 2 9  2 























































































18230 - 1707 
23 LDN0406 
39 GD 018.7-00.3 
23 LDN0420 
18231-1236 
18231 - 1139 









18231 - 1638 
20+ 1 








0 0  28 
02 46 










































18231 - 1738 
18231-1057 
18231 - 1132 














1 940020030F 1 
18232- 1414 
18232- 1451 
18232 - 1342 
18232- 1848 









0 , 87246631 1 F 1 LMH 25 
161464 KO 
G 19.488 ' ,  
57C365630F 
18232- 1013 
18232 - 1449 
18232- 1809 
18232 - 1003 
18232 - 11 34 


















18233 - 1 700 118.81 41 
9 640220110F 
9 I 260132000F I 
2 270201000F 
















i.19- 2 0 3 6 ~  













2867.72L 2::::; F F  D 
l$::E 
381.34L F C  AAC 
LDN 0406 
5.46L 17.96L 
2.49 , 10.13L 21+ 1 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
I 322 
Riaht Ascension: 18h23m33s-18h24rn06s 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
2s Prn 60 Prn la, Prn 
Position (1950) I 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 






























































































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 8 Coords SMJSMN B 0 



















































DE B E  













CE B E  
CC AA 
F F  AACC 
E CF 
F C  AAE 
CDD J A A P  
DDE AADE 
CC AA 
F F  AA 
CD AB J 
C F E  D CE 
E D  EFEE 
F D  ABGK 
CF :AB 






F F  AA 
C AE 
CC AB 
CC B B  
CEC ABBC 
D B D  
ABGE 
B B  AAD 

































307.30: C F 
6783.75: BCDD 
91.22L CC 
161.81: E E 


















18236-1422 41 4 20 
18237-1513 421  19 

























































18237-1410 44.1 49 


















18237-1614 44.9 5 
18237-1301 45.1 34 
18237-1153 145.1) 4 
940100200F 
951030000F 







































18238-1544 49.3 5 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 0  
2.15 


















































































































































































































































































































































































50 7 32 
51 0 40 
51 0 22 
51 7 26 











































































































































Name Type Sep C ' ) Mag 
18.832 


































'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
323 
Right Ascension: 18h24m06s-18h24m45s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20"-- lo" 
Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coordr SMJ SMN 0 l 2  Pm 25 Pm 60 Pm IOo Pm 
6)  C') I b ("1 (") (7 
V L 
Uncs C w f  R Flags' S 2 





























C B D  







D B D  
D F F C  
18241-1741 i 9.0 
18241-1924 9.1 















280.46L F F  
204.42L B D  
270.89L CD 
62.85: CCEE 
2605.01: CC F 
E D F  













































20 G 18.925 
23 LDN0399 








14211L F F  AA L 
17369L D 81 
9861L B D  BCG 
18872L DE IAB 
29273L E F  AA 
21351L CE AA 
3950L D B 
17306L CC 
12671L CE 















337.55L E D  
237.95L D F E  
69.08L D 








































36 14- 3 
40 20+ 0 
27 20- 0 
37 14- 3 
25l  20+ 0 
3 4 '  16- 2 
18 21+ 0 
19 13- 4 
21 20+ 0 





















402L 12340L D 
1303L 14479L CC 
368OLi 449861. E 
5745L 17460L C 
1882L 17410L D 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































18241-1628 7.9 4 
18241-1403 8.7 4 











LDN 0399 18241-1221 104'  9 
18241 - 1136 10 5 '  25 
18241 - 1320 I10 9l45 
























































































18242-1334 112.1 1 
18242-1154 12.5 20 

























EE ~ BC 
DF BBAC 
C I D i H  

































































































A B B  
AAEH 
CF 
B D  
B B B B  



































































































240871. CD AAL 
54991. E D 
347841. C BHJ 
12726 CEE CAAA 
5385L E F C  
12741L CCD D A B €  
274 17L E E E  A A B F  
9550L B A F  
27348L C A A H  










0 1 770124334F 
9 ,  751101101F 
18243-1048 121.5 2 
18243-1824 22.1 21 
18243-1329 22.3 30 
























































18245-1620 130.6 34 
183245-1159 131 1140 
18245-1201 131 5 34 
18245-1423 321 31 
18245-1319 324 28 
18245-1420 32.5 37 
18245-1258 33.0 29 































































*anfusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
324 
Riaht Ascension: 18h24m458-18h25m22n 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 






























































































































32 17- 2 
30 16- 2 
54 19- 0 
16 18- 1 
24 21+ 1 











25 21+ 0 
49 21+ 0 
35 20- 0 
45 14- 3 
16 13- 4 
21 17- 2 
10 20- 0 
51 13- 4 
31 20- 0 











58 20+ 0 
45 19- 1 
50 19- 0 
38 21+ 0 
55 15- 3 
45 16- 2 
5 14- 3 
25 13- 4 
8 17- 2 





















59 15- 3 
30 17- 2 
60 19- 0 
35 16- 2 
4 14- 3 
39 20- 0 
26 21+ 0 
54 17- 2 
34 13- 4 
37 16- 2 
50 21+ 0 
20 19- 1 
52 18- 2 
41 16- 2 
38 17- 2 
1 20- 0 
4 19- 1 
14 20- 0 
36 18- 1 












Y T  
Name (Not Color Corrected) I Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN e o 12 pm 






















































































































































































































18248 - 1432 
18248 - 1325 




















































































































































































































175.22L CD AA 2 
214.17L CE ACGB 1 
256.66L BCF A A A D  1 
181.57L D BD 
352.72L F E  AA 9 
102.79L D A E F H  
106.65L D J C A  
129.38 DDE B D D  
256.92 E BBB 
















196.25L DF BB H 0 
420.38L CC AAD 0 
7093.40 CCCD AAAA 3 
149.28L B A B  
85.451. C EH 
275.751. F AA 9 
644.56L E B 
7093.40L D A 
62.76L C BC 
11.14L D B D F D  
19.608 LDN 0350 




18248 - 1930 
18248 - 1203 
18248 - 1952 
18248 - 1106 
18248 - 1303 
18249 - 1220 
18249-1045 
18249- 1649 















81.95L B F  
78.81L D 





IF AADB 6 












16549 - 18% 
18249 - 1958 
18249- 1439 
18249-1533 
18249 - 1857 
18249- 1519 
18249- 1 1 16 
18249 - 1246 












69.28L BC AAB 6 
241.55L F E  AB 0 
369.62L C AAB 
205.99L EE AA 
16.36: CC F B B  E 1 
54.50L C B F F  
298.68L DE ACF 
106.53L C AB1 
174.66L F D  AAD 9 
299.10L E E  BDCF 
MSH 18-109 
. _ _  . - . _ _  . 
18249 - 1 506 
18249- 1414 
18249 - 1639 
18249- 1104 20.432 
RICH 20 
B E  ' 260010010C 
B A D  0 940142000F 
AB 0 660121330F 
AAB 5 850130020F 
A A D  0 952021020C 
AA 1 860244311F 
BA 9 960033441F 
BDC 960232010F 
C 9502001 208 
A B  ~ 01 850122001F 
18249 - 1723 
18249 - 1446 









107.63L B B  
266.56L BC 
321.57L F E  


































































18250 - 1043 
18250- 1500 
18250- 1916 







18250 - 1035 
18250 - 1238 
18250 - 1534 
18250- 1606 
18250-1450 
18251 - 1138 
18251-1254 











AAI  E 
B B  










347.49L F F  
223.34L F F  
155.54L BC 
19.050 











850030100F 1 AKSGR 
228.71LlC CE 
85.72L'BC ABE 
721.94L CDD BACB 
324.96L CC AAD 
229.23L DF CD 
160.46L DF BBJ 
200.00L C J F D F  
189.21L BC AAF 
283.21L CE AB 























































7 6  
18251 -1558 
18251-1808 

































18252 - 1603 










. _.- . . -. 
18252- 1305 
18252 - 1229 


































18252 - 1235 
18252- 1031 
18253-1020 

































205.95L E F  
261.72L CC 
167.43L C 
A A  
/ B E D  
14 87 
5 87 
D 660030130F 154.84L 
115.89L BE A A D  9 130210000C 
120.19L B 9402101 20C ,.,.,. 50.65J5.i E", 1;:: A A O I l  - 1  660210110c " - 7 n l O . l " ' l c  18253 - 1334 18253 - 1742 18253- 1818 18253- 1719 LDN 0350 
18253 - 1058 
18253- 1838 
iei53- 1203 
18253- 161 5 
18253- 1403 
18253- 1414 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) HQh Source Density Region. 
325 





Declination: -20"-- 10' 
Flux Densitv Associations 
721.94L ECF AAAA 
163.86L CC AA P 







F E  AA 
E F C  
0 
9 














F F  AC 
B E  AA 
CF CC 
F D  AA 
D CGCF 
B D  E AAGC 
D 81 K 
E 0 C 

































102.31: C E 
















































































12 urn *P 
























































































































































































































































































18253-171 1 123.91 59 
18254-1859 24.6 54 
18254-1427 24.8 53 
18254-1217 25.1 53 
18254-1200 25.5 38 
182%- 1227 125.71 38 
16254-1218 26.3 50 
18254-1623 126.4 10 
18254-1734 26.51 15 




























































































































































































55 9 864660430F 
































































































































































































770243341F I i ~ n i i o i i o c  LDN 0350 68 
18255-1531 135.31 9 
18256-1825 36.0 44 
16256-1247 36.4 10 
166.85LlCC A A D  1 
91.92L B B  A A F G  1 
319.99L B AA L 0 
127.12L D E 
51.70L C 81 D 
42.44L BBC A A A E  0 
LDN 0343 139 







































































































B B D  AAAC 
CD AA 
DE D CAHF 
ED E B  
DE CB 
ECD AAA 
F F  AA 



















382.10L E €  








v u  
I A i B  8 
0 
A 
E D  
BBE 
AC 



























122.60L F F  
287.23L CC 











B A G  
X1825- 168 
X1825- I02  
70 
18258-1446 152.9146 
18258-1219 53.7 3 
16258-1031 154.01 6 
18258-1803 53.7 2 


















21836L E E  






X1825 - 189 
3 930020100C 
/ g E G  I I 960300042f 572 94 
'Confuwn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
326 
Riaht Ascension: 18h25m58s-18h26m39a 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 













































B B C  
F E  AAG 
















59.6 34 21+ 0 
1.7 32 18- 1 
1.9 49 14- 4 
2.6 15 20- 0 
3.0 21 17- 2 
3.3 30 19- 1 
3.4 56 19- 1 
3.8 23 20- 0 
5.0 38 19- 1 
5.3 46 17- 2 
5.4 8 21+ 0 
6.3 35 20- 0 
6.7 21 20- 1 
6.9 7 2 1 + 0  




















































































































































F E  AA 
E E  AAGF 
C AD 
DD ABJ  
F D  DCA 
DF AA 
DE D BBCE 
BC AAC 



















































10.0 56 16- 2 
11.1 8 16- 2 
11.4 3 15-3  
12.0 13 21+ 0 
12.2 30 20- 0 
12.2 54 16- 2 
13.4 35 17- 2 
13.6 4 19- 1 
13.7 35 19- 1 











CD A A M  
CD ACN 
D B 

















22 15- 3 
30 19- 1 
40 20- 0 
44 18- 1 
53 18- 1 
21 15- 3 
38 14- 4 
31 19- 1 
30 20- 0 












D BC C 
B B  AAF 
DD AAF 
CC A A F  

















F F E  AAC 
E D  BBL  
C CAH 
CDF ACEC 

















D E G 
D EC 
CDF C A A A  
F E  AA 










25.4 15 13- 4 
26.0 43 16- 2 
26.6 27 20- 1 
27.0 44 19- 1 
27.0 19 20- 0 
27.3 7 15- 3 































C F A C  
BBC AAAE 




















B E E  AAP 
CBC AAF 
E C  AC I 
CE ABG 
CE AD 
CE A B F L  
F O  AACC 
CD E AAJC 
CC AA 
















34.5 31 13- 4 
35.9 15 20- 0 
36.0 2 20- 0 
36.3 3 20-0 
36.6 31 18- 2 
36.7 9 19- 1 
37.0 11 20- 0 
38.6 29 16- 2 
38.7 2 18- 1 
38.9 14 19- 1 
38.9 12 17- 2 
39.3 45 21- 0 
39.4 58 14- 4 
39.6 34 19- 1 















D F DEEC 
B F  BC 
BC AA 




# T  
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm *P 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18261 - 1746 





















































































18263- 11 16 



























36031 11 15F 









18263-1109 21.9 2 21- 0 




2 G 20.749 
PK 16- 2.1 18264- 1509 
18264- 1700 
18264- 141 3 
18264- 1041 
18264- 1437 
18265 - 1336 






























































































































18265-1526 32.8 59 17- 2 
18265-1517 32.9 51 17- 2 
18265-1908 33.5 53 13- 4 
16265-1811 33.9 11 14- 4 













960121220F , 9701110208 TX SCT LDN 0374 G 18.976 77 152 117 
- 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Ewtended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
327 
Rioht Ascension: 18h26m40.-18h27m21s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 












F F F  AAA 9 
C BB 
D HI  F 
CC AAK 9 
D L D  
CCD AAB 4 
C B I 
EE AA 9 
C AAB 5 











341.62L E D  AA 9 650110000F 
74.66L B F  BA 9 9510220208 
167.34 E D  F B C  960102235F 
243.21L E BAB 760321330F 
9.48: DE GE 9700000208 
127.61L D CCC 960123120F 
317.77L E F C G  950133314F 
100.62L C B E  940020020F 
27.23 EE F H E C  650101132C 
61.06L B B M  G 6501210106 
315.ML CD 
309.47L 1 E C 
207.89L CE 
290.66L EDC 





























65011003OC~29 96 42323F 
6502310006 
0400222106 1 
18268-1734 488 26 15- 3 
18268-1443 490 11 17- 2 
18268-1006 493 54 21+ 0 
18268-1656 I495 26 15- 3 
18268-1844 504 26 14 -4  









6 ~ a7 3 









187.71 BC E 
176.94: CCDE 
A F J  650030012F 
B A B  360421533F 
AA 9 950320100F 
B F  94001 00008 
AAKK 9 971133456F 
B A A A  0 8601122OOF 
AA 2 940022122F 
CGCC 950010030F 
AAHB 2 974133353F 


















































































































































19.59 D H DB 
47.05L BD AB 
398.85L C ABH 
93.59L B BC F 
225.91L C BC 
































































































































































































































































































18267-1057 420 57 21- 0 
18267-1754 425 9 15- 3 
18267-1035 438 47 21+ 0 
18267-1406 ~ 4 ~ 0 ~ ~ 5 ~  18- 2 
18267-1349 43.9 35 18- 2 
18267-1906 44.2 7 1 4 - 4  
18267-1214 45.6 51 20- 1 
18267-1328 45.6 25 19- 1 
18267-1929 46.2 30 13- 4 
18267-1542 46.5 27 17- 2 
18267-1148 46.6 18 20- 1 
18267-1627 46.7 26 16- 3 
18267-1817 146.8 45 14- 4 














8 6 3  
86 3 
8 6 3  
87 2 
87 2 

















































































































































18268-1413 509 53 18- 2 
18268-1042 510 14 21- 0 
18268-1249 I51 2 28 19- 1 
5 87 3 
6 86 3 
5 86 3 
20.972 
RAFGL 52438 
X1826- 104 I 
285.78L CD 
146.72L D 
311.30L F F F  











































5 1  87 3 
7 87 3 
6 8 6 3  
5 87 3 
7 87 2 
6 8 6 2  
6 87 3 
6 8 6 3  







18269- 1435 224.60LBCE AAA 4 5 5 0 0 1 ~ F  
340.56L D AF 950263113F 
172.63L E GEB ~ ~ D l l l l i 3 0 ~ 1  
279.22L DE AA '460241312F 




18270 - 1245 
18270-1524 
5 86 3 
5 '  87 3 
6 8 6 3  
12 87 3 
6 87 3 
9 87 3 
5 8 6 3  
6 87 3 
6 87 3 
5~ 87 3 
347.88L BC AAC ' 7 951144331F 
327.33L CD AA G 5 950120100F 
138.62L C B C  960042340F 
411.92 C D CCHA 968517433F 
75.15L C E K F A  7501000208 
LDN 0402 
MRSL 016-0211 
591 -PN 4 PI 
18270- 1056 
18270- 1856 
18271 -1358 22873L F D  AB 6 450023400F 
5483L C C B B G  9401100408 
22656L CE AA 9 760136343F 
15919L CC AA 2 650210000F 
22028L DE AAM 19  450110001F 
. ._. . . - - - 
18271 -1942 
18271-1026 
18271 - 1458 
18271 - 141 2 




18271 - I 1  48 
18371-1014 
6 87 3 
5 86 3 
17 87 2 
5 87 3 
5 86 3 
5 8 6 3  
5 1  86 3 
6 8 6 3  
5 87 3 







c IB  
CCE CCBA 
D i H  B 
F E  AAA 
BBE IAABF 















. _ _  . . . . . 
18271-1605 
18271-1213 
18271 - 1 129 
18271 -1803 
-2984L E IF1 BGI 970211110F/ 
lla9.03L F F  AA 9 940123353F' 
64.49L BC AA 9 340000000C 
271.22L C AAL  
18271 - 1954 
18271 - 1540 
18271-1210 
22 87 2 
7 87 2 
6 86 3 
5 87 3 
9.27L F 
244.65L D BDN 950232111F 
143.36L DE AADE 0 970110133F 
LDN 0374 
19.708 . _ _  . . . - . . 
18271-1659 
18272 - 1343 
18272- 1849 




99.56L C AG 0 950010000F1 
222.50L DF CBHB 1 850110020F 



























23919L CE AB 3 961364212F 
18960L BDD AAA 1 960043232F 
11768L CF CD 1 950040120Fl 














16- 3 31 
m - I  17 
18272- 1643 
18272- 121 7 








16- 3 23 
22+ 0 19 
14- 4 28 
14- 4 44 
19- 1 40 







161540 KO 18272- 1845 
18272 - 1318 
18%'- 1755 
18272 - 1039 




















AB G 0 













18273 - 1713 
18273- 11 12 




21- 0 1 2 9 '  6 871 21 
2 1 - 0  35 5 86 3 
13- 4 21 1 5 87 3 
19- 1 ~ 461 6 86131 
16- 3 75 6 87 3 
51606L D 950010030F 
22465L C l i E  H 94032211OFl 
'Confuuon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
328 
Riaht Ascension: 18h27m21s-18h28m02~ 
Flux Density 
Riot Color Corrsted) 
12 w 25 ~m 60 ~m 100 ~m 
(Jansky) 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations Flags 
V L 
F ~ U X  ~ o r r  A Confusion R s 






































































h m. D 
C 
A 
t T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(I) c') I b C') (") c) 
%P 
















































F F  E BCCE 
E D  DE 
E D 

















F F  
DC 












281.98L E B L  F 
35.66 E EDC 
464.55L D C B H  
246.37L F D  AB 
40.57L D BC 
38.63 B B D D  AAAE 
165.40L E B E B  
53.64L'C DDG 
238.75L D AAGE 



















E E  AAB 
D M EC 
CF AD 
C F AB J C 
C A A I  G 
F B C  
C E A A I  C 
D CJC 
D E , A  FE 
CC AAL  
1.8OL 9.11 1 179.46L F BD 
1.46 18.30L 172.441. CD AA 
7.55 7.22 235.27L F D E  AAB 
.75L 1.17L 9.25 D I GGC 
46.67 464.19L 808.81: C E AABE 
2.03L 24.58L 198.06L C BD 
3.67L 16.11L 190.54L F B 




















































































































BD AC C 
F F  AA 
D BHBC 
C C J  
C B 
DE ABJ  1 
CDEF BCCE 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B J  
























16 (1827- 108 
18274-1359 274 24 
18274-1219 127:5145 
18274-1158 27.7 58 
18274-1521 1~7.8149 
16274-1449 27.8 9 
18274-1743 28.5 16 
(1 827- 147 
.DN 0356 
950131220F 
I ~54o ioo i4oF I  05 
97 
18274-1454 28.7 49 
18274-1705 28.7 23 













A A I  
ABC 
AAB 
B B I  
AA 
AA 
A A D  







B B  F 
AAA 
B F  
AD 
AB 















591 -PN 5 PI 
89 
55 1 74001 10228 
3 ' 951200000F 
560010000F 













































































































18278-1009 49.6 19 
18278-1902 50.2 44 
















































































18279-1240 58.6 19 
18279-1352 59.4 4 
18279-1105 (59.41 5 
42 6 








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
329 





53 19- 2 
36 19- 2 
43 17- 2 












9501 131 1OF 
87 
86 
8 6 3  
87 
8 6 3  
87 




























46 19- 2 
28 21- 0 
7 20- 1 
41 18- 2 
22 19- 1 
50 21- 0 
8 15- 4 









26 22- 0 
13 13- 5 
51 21- 0 
42 17- 3 
1 13- 4 
10 15- 3 
2 20- 1 
34 16- 3 
1043.68: C F D  

























F F  E BBDC 
CD B B  D 
D AC 






































4 4  
4 8  
5 0  
5 5  
5 8  
6 2  
7 1  
7 1  
7 8  
8 3  
8 7  
9 7  
0 8  
1 6  
1 9  
1 9  
2 2  
2 7  
16 1 
170 
38 21- 1 
15 19- 1 
54 21- 1 
24 14- 4 
38 19- 1 
8 1 7 - 3  
2 22-0 
50 14- 4 
50 20- 1 
33 18- 2 
8 2 1 - 1  
29 19- 1 


















D B M  
ED AB 
C I B 




F F  AA E 
147.99L CE BBGJ 
387.98L CE 
306.74L CC 

















































































































































B F D  AAB 
DE BCCC 




T Name Type 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 






















































































































































































18280 - 1236 



























































































































































































































































































137.23: F E F  E B C B  
161.07L BC AAJ  E 
160.68L D AAK 
333.53L AA D 
144.32L F F  AA 
2.2 22 17- 3 
2.2 7 19- 1 
3.3 46 20- 1 
3.9 31 21- 0 
4.5 4 21- 0 
4.9 51 18- 2 
5.6 32 19- 1 
5.8 33 21- 0 
6.8 26 13- 5 
7.0 11 20- 1 
23 VDB.66N 124 





18281 - 1953 
18281 - 1132 
18281 - 1135 
18281-1745 
18281-1102 






18282 - 1552 
18282 - 1739 
18282 - 1323 





18282 - 1804 
18282 - 1 747 
18282-1 117 
303.43L ',,l:D DE 
1;LG BB 
293.97L CD AAB 
32 X1828-131 14 
1414 
2700 
88.85L CC AA 
160.90L CE AB1 
177.77L D O  BAB 
110.33L D E CEB 
162.85L DO 1 AB 
92.31L DE AAD 
199.16L C BAGJ 
93.25L B D  AB 
9.13: D E K F B  
182.15L C D  AA 
23 VDB.66N 124 
23 VDB.66N 124 
5.9) 8 )  21- 1 
21.385 
4ffiO20.3-00.8 
8.9 42 15- 4 








18283 - 1 143 
18283- 1939 
18283-1846 
18283- 101 1 
18283 - 1 303 
18283 - 1741 
18283 - 1830 
18283 - 1856 
18284-1120 
18284- 1257 
18284- 11 18 
18284- 1904 
18284 - 1 246 
18284 - 1 539 
18284 - 1004 
18284 - 1901 
18284- 1 148 
18284- 1412 
18284- 1107 
18284 - 1 259 
18285- 1916 
0.9 54 20- 1 
1.2 15 20- 1 
1.11381 1 8 - 2  
9 970010031F 
4 I d60103WOF 132 
4 
1.6 38 13- 5 


























































2.7 6 22- 0 
3.1 .zlIII 58 19- 5 4 2
3.3 57 14- 4 















161557 KO 70 14 
I61 
17 








































































































































































18287 - 11 23 
IR787- 1157 
1 z e 7 -  1745 
18287- 1743 
I 18287 - 1 120 





I 18287- 1814 18987-1447 CED 163 
CEO 163 
18287 - 1 132 
18287 - 1642 
18287- 1847 




'Conluwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Conluslon Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbnng Weeks Confirmed ~ources pw) 
330 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 

























A A J F  




















21 18- 2 
2 15- 3 
27 17- 3 
22 22- 0 
36 16- 3 
1 17- 3 
17 2 1 - 1  























B I  F B  
AACB 0 
AA 9 
A E G  
ABEF 3 
AAK 1 
AB1 K 0 
B D  
B 








38 17- 3 41 
30 22- 0 18 
36 20- 1 35 
23 16- 3 23 
42 17- 3 31 
24 22- 0 37 











B E  AAE 0 460134332F 
OF AC 0 850010000F 
CD AA J 0 ,  760033022F 
D BCGG 960312343F 
D B L  550121300F 
E E CEHD 970100120F 
F F  AA 9 550011000F 
E F A  478110021F 
CC AAK 9 960220000F 












34 17- 3 22 
9 19- 2 53 
22 17- 3 28 
2 20- 1 30 
39 18- 2 26 
2 19- 1 29 
57 19- 2 22 
17 19- 2 14 
2 16- 3 34 





































































































































































35 20- 1 31 
25 18- 2 21 
22 13- 5 49 
31 18- 2 49 
26 19- 2 45 
46 17- 3 40 
54 18- 2 33 
38 18- 2 52 
1 19- 2 74 





















F F  
E F  
D 
CF 
F E  
E 








17 -3  





























F E  A A H  
D CEI  
D B F  
E CC 
E BC 











4 22- 0 45 
25 22- 0 25 
54 17- 3 33 
26 19- 2 65 
20 16- 4 32 
59 14- 4 ' 41 
13 14- 5 ' 38 
39 19- 2 59 
1 20- 1 42 











F F  B C  
DD A A I  
D DE CCEC 
D AC 
D D HD 
CC AA 
BE AA H 













E E  BC 
















V . 8  
!2.9 
!3.0 
12 21- 1 80 
39 20- 1 12 
41 14- 5 31 
18 21- 1 23 
14 16- 3 23 
38 21- 1 15 
52 15- 4 33 
27 15- 4 36 
20 17- 3 31 











531 21- 1 
521 21- 1 
37 18- 3 
16 18- 3 
43 15- 4 
56 21- 1 
32 19- 2 
27 20- 2 
451 14- 5 















C B H  
F D  AA 
C BB 
B AB 












9 17- 3 
24l 20- 1 
49:  13- 5 
201 21- 1 
30: 22- 0 
42 '  19- 2 
46 '  21- 1 
22 '  13- 5 
54 l  18- 3 38 











F F  AA 
F E E  AAB 
F F  AAD 
BC AA 





B D  AAK 
Associations 
Name Galactic Uncertainty I:! I (Not Color Ciurected) 
a S Cwrds SMJSMN 0 0 l 2  pm 25 60 






Flux Corr A Confusim R 









































































































































































































































18288 - 1222 
18288 - 1726 
18288- 1435 





18288- 11 16 






18289- 101 1 
18289-1842 
18289 - 1559 
18289- 1712 
18289- 1932 
18.5 43 20 1 
18-6\53 1 15- 4 37 25 
29 
I 6  











































































































































































































































57.81 21 17- 3 1 48 
57.9 52 15- 4 56 
58.2 7 13- 5 21 





























18291 - 1340 
18291 - 1125 
18291-1700 













A B E F  




A A H  
AD 
ADG 




18291 - 1826 
18291 -1506 
18291 - 1036 
18291-1309 
9.5 59 78- 2 20 
9.6 81191 20 1 7 - 3 1  4- 4 34 15
10.3 42 21- 1 67 
10.3 4 19- 2 52 
660342440F 
840310010F 


















































18291 - 1405 






18292 - 1755 
18292-1024 
18292 - 1637 















18292 - 1909 
113293- 11 12 
I 
161 576 K2 
18293 - 1625 























18293- 11 16 
18294- 1103 





18294-1236 161 582 KO 






I R295- 1347 
LDN 0435 
-114667 i SZGS- 1 i 19 
18295- 1929 
18295- 1439 
18295 - 1259 
'Confusion Flags 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
33 1 
Riaht Ascension: 18h29"348-18h30"27a 
Flux Density 













































































































































3.4 9 20- 2 
3.9 34 22- 1 
4.6 8 14- 5 
4.8 2 21- 1 
4.9 45 13- 5 
5.0 2 17- 3 
C 
A 












































F F  AAD 
E KC 
CD BAAE 
(Not Color Comcted) 
I2 pm *P 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































86.24L D BD 
51.72L F D 
81.00L E CB 
220.99L DF AB 
321.21L ED AB N 
42.00L CF BC 
64.69L C BB 
284.36L C BCB 
159.08L D BD 
42.69L BD AC D 

















18296-1913 37.5 4 
1829-1253 37.7 25 
18296-1021 38.1 43 
18296-1835 39.3 44 I I /  
42.36L C ECE 
99.24L E C F 
43.69L D B K 
130.12L B E  A A F F  
135.81L C B I  D 
565.68L D AC 
467.04L CC AAA 
182.57L F E E  BAC 
212.69L CD B B  
116.16L BD AA 
18297-1559 42.8 23 
18297-1507 I42.9I391 
K1829- 127 
87.47L BC AA 
321.24L CCF CCBC 
50.54: DF F BBEE 
224.39L D BE 
143.18: EEF DBBE 
117.90L BC AAE 
478.92L DE BALG 
10.24: CE F AA E 
104.92L F F  AA 











459.60L F F  
79.45L DE 
455.12L BC 
170.341. F F 
38.22L D 
B D  
AB F 
A B  
BEH 
AA 
B A G  













970415213F 18299-1541 155.41 41 
18299-1623 55.6 40 16- 3 
18299-1008 55.7 22 22- 0 
18299-1705 I 56.4 I I  5 1 6 - 4  0 '  960112011F 960221330F 8501 1001 1 F 
650110010F 






103.86L CE AB 
320.58L CD DBCF 
86.92L CCE AAAC 
118.87L CE AA 
156.85L CC AB 
183.40L C BC 
65.23L D C 
84.46L D CE 
100.44L D C L K  






































18299-1451 56.4 23 18- 3 
18299-1401 156.51 11 18- 2 
18299-1311 56.8 36 19- 2 































67.13L F D  AA 
75.59L DE B D  
161.34L'E ACJ 




48.96k 439.01LlEF 2.75L BC IBCD AA 
4.41 1 13552Ll E C B 
W O O 3  SGR 
95014101RF I 18300-1110 5.1 43 21- 1 







174.93: CC F 






























18302 - 1346 
18302-1641 
18302-1056 
18302 - 1052 
18302- 1513 
18302- 1602 
18302- 11 13 
18302- 1200 
12.5 34 19- 2 
13.1 39 21- 1 
114.j55I 13.9 39 19- 6 2 4
120.48L CE AA 
488.83L DF AAC 
106.70L D AA 
80.09L F E  AA 
385.19L CE AB 
122.71 BCEE AAAE 
152.79LID B 
119.09L DC AAF 
406.61L CD AB 
347.40L F D  AAB 






18302 - 1327 


































































34.51 L E D  
104.79L BC 
409.19L CD 
i eio3 - 1 902 
18303- 1352 













18304 - 1022 
18304- 1325 
18304-1818 
18304 - 1331 
18304- 1604 






14 591-PN 7 PI 
13 161597K2 
13 161598G5 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCeSSing; 41 Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed sources pw). 
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Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 1 8h30m28a-1 8h3 im 16' 
Flags Associations 





















8 6 3  
86 
87 
8 6 3  
86 
86 
















8 6 3  









































8 6 3  






















































































































































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 
(s) ('7 I b ("1 C') 0 I N - -  
CF ABG 
F F  BC 
E EEDP 






C E BCFC 
F D  B B  
E HC 
CD A A H  
C AK 
CC AAG 
EF F AAGC 
CE ABG 
CD AA 




CE E ABFC 
ECD AAA 
C B E  
F E  AA 
D D I 
F D BDFC 
BC AA C 
C CC 
F F  AA 
ED AC 
CE ACG 
C A A J  
CC ABL  
F F E  AAA 
F F E  AAFE 
BC AAGC 
B BE C 
B C  AA 
C F D  AADP 
CD ABGl 
D AB J 
BC AAC 
D D  E AAGE 
CE A B  
C C F F  CABC 
DD AB1 C 
DF BC 








































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 






























































































































































A A D  

























































E AB C 
D D F 
E HFC 




Name Type Sep (") Mag a 6  
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































X L  0066 
X L  0066 
18305-1654 
1830s- 1 S M  . . -. . -.
18305 - 1003 
18305-1225 
18305 - 1408 
18305 - 1520 
18305- 1101 
18305 - 1628 
18305 - 131 6 
18305-1022 
18305 - 1025 











. _ _  - - . . .. 
18305- 1208 
18306- 1328 
18306- 1 136 
18306-1121 
18306- 1549 
18306 - 1009 
18306- 1241 












(1 830 - 127 
'K21- 1.1 
. _ _  -. . . -.
18307 - 1 143 
18307 - 1453 
18307 - 1 522 
18307-1559 
18307 - 1926 
18307- 1159 
18307-1244 











(1 830- 127 
X L  0066 ieioi - 1023 
18308-1218 
18308- 1324 
18308 - 1 923 
18308- 1931 
18308- 1259 

































































































18309- 131 8 
18309- 1451 
18309-1052 
18309 - 1758 
18309 - 1227 
18309- 1628 
1831 0- 1604 
18310- 1028 
18310 - 1031 
X L  0066 







1 CWO- 1625 
18310-1412 
18310- 1940 
1831 0- 11 03 

























B B H  
MG B 
B B  F 
AAHC 
B F  
GAB 















1831 1 - 1351 
1831 1 - 1948 
1831 1-1454 
1831 1 - 1247 
1831 1-1535 
PK 17- 2.1 
1831 1-1447 
1831 1 - 1734 
1831 1 - 1232 
1831 1 - 1429 
1831 1 - 1545 





18312 - 1209 
18312- 1632 
18312-1709 
1831 2- 11 56 
18312- 1346 
1831 2 - 11 45 
























































950131000C 1 ... 
9701?30000F 
940311221C 




'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Eaended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
333 



















Declination: -20'-- lo' 
21.0 38 15- 4 
21.2 30 17- 3 
21.3 1 19- 2 
21.6 11 16- 4 
21.7 29 18- 3 
22.4 53 19- 2 
22.4 55 18- 3 
22.8 5 20- 2 
23.1 21 22- 1 
24.6 4 1 7 - 4  
25.9 37 18- 3 
26.1 17 19- 2 
26.3 36 19- 2 
26.9 56 16- 4 
27.7 18 13- 5 
27.9 56 21- 1 











1831 2 - 1227 
18312-1244 
1 M 9 -  1744 






. _ _  . - . . . . 
18313- 1756 
18313-1148 































. _ _  . . . -. .
1831 4 - 1803 









B AE F 
C C I 
C B N  
E F  AA 
F D F  AAA 
C B 
18315- 1049 
1831 5 - 1954 
18315-1535 
1831 6 - 1036 
18316- 1845 
18316-1110 
1831 6- 1751 
18316-1010 
18316-1117 
1831 6- 1326 
18316-1218 
18317- 1436 











14 20- 2 
14 15- 4 
26 16- 4 
56 19- 3 
16 21- 1 
21 18- 3 
25 21- 2 
18 21- 1 
1 13- 5 



















C E ABB 







1831 9- 1534 







































28 22- 1 
5 14- 5 
26 21- 1 
35 15- 4 
4 22- 1 
27 21- 1 
21 19- 2 
11 20- 2 
32 18- 3 
22 20- 2 
18320 - 1937 














18321 - 1355 
DE AC 
B BCHI  




D N I  
C AB ( 
C ACF 
D B N  
18321-1401 
18321 - 1528 


























































































































































































































43.0 47 17- 4 
43.1 58 21- 2 
43.4 50 21- 2 
44.5 13 14- 5 
44.6 50 16- 4 
45.2 35 13- 5 
45.6 54 21- 2 
47.0 59 16- 4 
47.9 0 18- 3 
48.5 47 20- 2 
48.6 59 21- 1 
48.9 49 16- 4 
49.0 11 14- 5 
49.6 58 16- 4 
49.7 32 15- 5 
49.9 59 21- 2 
50.4 51 22- 1 
50.8 43 20- 2 
51.4 5 14- 5 

















































































































Flux Density Flags 
C F AB I 
DD AB 
CC AA f 
B B 
F B A B  
E D  ACG 












































































































































































































34001 001 08 
























B F  BA 
D CK 
D BC 
E B I  
E F  AA 







































































































B D  AAG 
F AD 












































































































































































72.42L CE AB 
45.42L CCC AAC 
180.82L c B B  
132.54L C DDC 
80.28L E A 
164.07L BC AB1 
78.72L BD AAHJ 
76.33L DD B B  
468.10L D B B  
304.36L F D  AA 
DD AAE. 
C AD 
D I B 
BBC AAA 
C CGD 
E AACI  
D EGJ ( 
CD AB 
D E EGG( 







1.7 9 15- 4 
1.8 51 22- 1 
2.6 46 20- 2 
4.1 48 18- 3 
4.2 32 18- 3 


























54 14- 5 
4 17- 4 
44 21- 1 
37 19- 3 
50 20- 2 
31 19- 3 
16 19- 3 
52 17- 3 
7 15- 4 













BE A B K I  





































# T  
S P  



















































































'Conluwn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
334 
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 


































































































































I Flux Density I Flags 
49.7 56 20- 2 
49.7 39 19- 3 
50.0 45 22- 1 
50.7 50 20- 2 
51.1 20 22- 1 
51 2 22 16- 4 





















Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
6) C ' )  1 b C ' )  (") 
*P 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































51.93L C CE 
225.58L F E  ABF 
34.67L CD A B L  
79.59L CCE AAAC 
89.93L E E  B B  
22.36L C C B HD 
118.59L F B B  E 
148.90L F HCG 
40.00L BE A A  









































































































































































































18321 - 1 I20  



























18322- 11 35 
18322-1921 
18322- 101 7 
18322- 1359 
18322-1036 
18322 - 1954 
25.07 F GB 
38.93L DE B B  F 
334.38L BC A A  
113.83L C CC 
96.16L D C A 
34.85L C AH 
260.00L B AB 
15.42 BBDE AAAE 
28.54: DD EDBC 




18322 - 1345 
18323-1255 
18323 - 1 704 
18323- 1 133 
18323 - 1538 
18323- 1841 
18323 - 1624 
83.94L D BG D 
58.80L BC A A F F  
56.24L C HB 
54.77L F F  A A K  
59.06L CD AB1 B 
90.31L B F D  AAD 
59.78L C CF 
27.54 C HI  GB 
18.09L D E D 






18323 - 1833 . . . _. .. .-
18324-1058 
18324- 1837 




32.77L C DK 
39.501. BCD AAB 
129.52L D D 
60.75L c BC 
144.20L DE A A  
311.20L BE BB 
55.81L CC A A  
138.61L C CD 
144.15L C B H  H 




18325- 1105 . - ._ . . . . . 
18325- 1613 
18325 - 1243 
18325- 1347 
18325- 151 1 
18325- 11 38 
18325 - 1 734 






18326- 11 18 





71.39L DE AAD 
281.70L EDD AAC 
58.44L F DJ B 
50.18L C BK 
3.52 F M C 
272.34L BC A A  K 
83.93L BD AB 
22.20 D KEB 
64.88L DC A A  













211.11L C ABKK 
72.92L E C EA 
130.70L BC AAC 
46.53L B AE 
34.66L CE BC 
146.07L C B 
179.10L C BCC 
249.47L BC A A  
238.62L BC A A  
467.82L BC A A  






.DN 0390 18327-1439 472 14 18- 3 
18327-1151 147:61421 21- 2 
114.80L CD ADDD 
327.59L C BC 
71.96L CF A A  
375.23L DE AABF 
92.51L CF BEJ C 
122.07L BC AB G 
48.95L C B J 
270.96L C BD 
129.84L BF ABD 
75.39L CDE ABC 
l83%1525 48.5 23 17- 4 
18328-1108 48.6 52 21- 2 
18328-1518 48.6 8 18- 3 
18328-1415 I 49.2 1 - 1 -  5 19- 3 
1&328-1816 (49.31551 15- 5 
100.36L BC AB 
480.82L CE AAFB 
57.77L B BD 
110.84L BF BC 
32.08L F BC 
30.97L F D  AAC 
32.39L D BB 
35.82L CCE AAAD 
47.611. CD A A  
147.07L BE AD 
Ii328-1940 151.71 71 14- 6 
i91 -PN 8 PI 
18329-1541 54.8 4 1 7 - 4  
18329-1825 54.8 38 15- 5 
18329-1341 I 55.2 I I  30 19- 3 31.32 DDE DCDB 41.21L F F  A A  122.16L BD AB 
193.15L B BAED 
625.26L F B B  
46.39L C EEC 
116.87L B E D  AAB 
124.70L BB A A  
17.03 D L G B  
44.65L D G C 
18329- 1221 
18329 - 1036 
18329- 1752 
18329 - 1257 
18329- 1248 







19- 3 18329- 1346 
18329-1506 
18329- 11 02 
18329- 1128 











98.83L BC A A  
390.36L F E  AAI H 
19.55 CD D BBI  B 
424.61L CE A A  
133.84L C E 
91.38L CE AC 
67.32L CE AB 
137.38L D C 
63.61L C C 
65.84L C E  A A  
.DN 0390 18329- 1428 
lU329- 1519 
18329 - 1 546 
18329- 1419 
18329 - 1807 
18329 - 1552 
I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) Hgh Source Density Region 
335 









































































































































































































Flux Density I 
8 6 4  
8 6 3  
8 6 4  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
8 6 4  
87 
8 6 2  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  





8 6 4  
8 6 3  
87 
8 6 3  
87 
8 6 4  
8 6 3  
87 
86 
8 6 3  
8 6 4  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
87 






8 6 3  
06 
8 6 3  
86 
86 
8 6 2  
86 
86 
8 6 3  


















8 6 3  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
86 
86 
8 6 2  
8 6 3  
86 
87 
8 6 3  
8 6 2  
86 
8 6 3  
8 6 4  
8 6 2  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  
86 
8 6 3  
86 
86 
8 6 3  
72 
86 
8 6 2  
8 6 2  
8 6 3  
8 6 3  





























































CD AB E 
D K GE 
B B F  
CF ABJE 
E D  CB 
E BC 
8.44L 83.09Ll C 
5.53L 22.59 D 
27.36L 303.61L CC 
4.02L 52.01L B D  
BC 


































E A C  
F D  AA 
EBC AAA 
F E J  J 
B F  B B L  
CD AB 








































E C  


















C -  CM 




E I CC 
E F  AA F 
BED AAA 
B D ACCC 
CDD AAA 
CD AB 








Confusion R S 




I T Name Type (") Mag 
12 pm a 6  


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































191.27L CEE ABCC 
64.79L C B D  
97.09L CF AB 
29.62L E A F  
68.80LCC AAG 
137.53L B D  BC 
12.79 D J EB 
294.54L D 81 
55.31L C F B 













18330- 11 39 
18330-1715 




17.00: E F D  I CCP 
130.761. C F  BB 
38.39L C CE 
698.46L CD B B  
66.24LiFE AA I 
119.56L B BC 
364.40L CCE AAE 
166.72L D BE 
14.17 D KGE 












18331 - 1550 














. . -- . . . 
18331-1431 
18331-1234 
18331 - 1447 
.DN 0390 
61646 K5 
'K 16- 4.1 
18331 - 1305 
18331 - 1202 
18332- 1459 
18332- 1019 
18332 - 1 702 
18332- 1344 
18332- 1229 









18333 - 1358 
18334- 1054 
18334 - 1055 
18334 - 1742 
10.96L 133.09L B AE 
19.88 1.12L~ 196.66L 44 79 ID BE ( C  F A A  
32.69L 347.04L CD AB 











1385L 81111 11774L 9126 IDD  IAA  BF 
1235L 33735L CE AA 
1626L 18017L C B B  C 
2846L 31261L E F  AA 
04002001oc 
9401 m 8  1 
75111WOOC 
18334 - 1242 









B D D  
AAJ  
B J  
B F B  
B D  
A A H  
BH 


































. -. - - . - - . 
18336- 1026 























18336- 161 3 



















18338 - 1 102 
18338-1015 
























































183A0- 11 40 
'Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-P; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed surces pw), 
336 
Riaht Ascension: 18h34m03s-18h35m08' 
Flux Density 






































































































B B C  
C A F  
C B 
C AD G 
C CD E 
B B G  
E C  AA 
F D  AC 
D CF CEDC 











C A D H  
C CFHF 
D E C  A A B  
CC A B F  
B C D  ACCH 
C D  D E B  
F F  A A B  
DC BBB 
E GC 












CDE A A C  
B C  AA 
C E A  
DF AA 
CC A A I  0 
C B F  
E D D  A A B  
C DKED 











C A C  
E F 
B E C  B B C  
C BB 
B C C  A A B  
E E HC 
B C  AA G 
C D  E DCFO 
D B 
DC A A F  












C E  AA 
B B G  
BDE ACC 
C F 81 KC 
BD AC 
D FMB 
C D  AA J 
F F  C E H  











C B G  
F F  AA 
DE B C  
E D  B C  
C 81 
F F F  A A A  














DE BD 0 
DF BD 
F F  AA 
CC AA 
C C 
FF A A  
F F  A A D  
B C D  A A A  
C C H  











C B E  
C A C  
C D  ACG 
C DJ 
B C  A A H  
D B B  I 
F CC F 













F F  C B  
D B F L  
DF AA 
C E  AADC 
BD AC 
B B G  
CD MDDB 
D HFDC 












C J I  E 
BKFG 
F F D  A A B h  
D A D  
F BDE 
F F  AA 
CD A C  
D DG 
F C 






















I T  
V L 
Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) ('7 1 b ('7 C') 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
S P  







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. - . . . . -
18340- 1850 
18340-1318 
18341 - 1152 
18341-1619 



























18342- 1 1 13 
18342- 1007 
18342- 1045 
)K 14- 5.2 
171754 










18342- 121 9 
18343- 1002 
18343- 1844 
8 440122110F I AAOl2OOOOF 
18343- 1 154 
18343-1826 
18343 - 1834 
18344- 1531 
18344- 1427 
18344 - 1043 
18344- 1538 
18344 - 1748 
18344- 1221 
1834.- 1526 
18344- 141 7 
18344- 1437 
18344- 1928 
1 8345- 1710 
68012OOOOF 
7 I 6400203228 
. _ _  . - . . . - 
18345- 1041 
18345- 1203 








18345 - 1052 
18345-1621 
183A5- 1244 . . - . . - . .
18346- 1223 
18346- 181 7 
18346- 1006 





















0 750021030F 1 9401 m o c  18347 - 1100 18347- 1317 
18348- 1509 
18348-1513 
18348 - 1307 
18348 - 1147 
18348-1210 








18349 - 1938 
18349- 1501 
18349- 1139 
18349 - 1607 
18349- 1805 
1835.0- 1828 
)K 16- 4.2 
161679 KO 
161680 K5 
I 2 . 1 l n l  . . . . . ._ . 














'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources 6 1 )  at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
337 
Declination: -20"-- lo" 
Name 
6 
h rn. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN !3 


































































































































































































































































(Not Color Co&) 
25 urn 60 urn 100 urn 
(J-W 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Cocf R Flags. S 2 
C 
A 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E B B  C 
D HEI- 
F F  AAB 
CC AA 
C CI  
CD AA 
EFE AAA 





18352-1613 13.4 36 
18352-1857 16.1 32 
18352- 11 11 116.21 59 
F C H  
C C I E  
F I E l C  







18352-1914 116.71 7 
RAFGL 2209s 8.19L 85.891 
4.70L I 61.531 
2365L 253931 
3.17L 30 121 
616L 78681 





18353-1327 21.4 45 
18353-1305 22.0 29 












D A L  
E B  
BC AA 
E GCFB 
EF AA C 
EC AA 
B B  
C A F  
X1835- 134 
LDN 0401 




















BBC A A D  
CE AA 
F F  AA 
BC A A J  
F E  AA 
D C  
2 D  AA 
C J  G 
i C  AB 






















CD B B N  
E B  
F F  AB 
D GB 
E C  
D J E  
18355-1321 33.8 3 
18355-1921 34.0 3 
18355-1614 L o I  2 




C / C F  
BC E ' A A C C  
B C I C E B F  
C BE 
DD CBE 
BD DF  AB B E  
CD A A J E  
F F  ! A A J  
BB J A A J  TMSS - 10444 
TMSS - 10445 
18357-1503 45.4 30 
18357-1737 45.5 57 
18357-1144 (46.733 
C ' A C  
E CB 
F E  AA 
DE B B  
CF ABHk 
c B I  
DC I A B E E  

















116.091 F F  
36.141 C 
99.48L CD 
126.47L F E 
3.30L I E 
HMCC 
A D  
I EE 





















17.41L B BE 
33.58L EE AB 
58.03L C A 
86.36L CC AAC 
30.74L BDC ABFC 
256.41L CE ABHC 
79.59L B B  AAF 
6.39 C HJ C 
36.97L E D CBCC 


























18360-1727 3.9 27 












18361-1642 7.1 4: 
18361 - 1805 
18361-1037 1 i . i l 3 t  
18361 -1606 E 
6.55L D CD 
35.07L CF BC 
235.15L CF AB E 
62.05L E HHB 
12.83L C DC 
5.94L B AF 
148.03L F F D  AAA 
30.05L CD AA 
16.13L E K I  D 
52.79L BCC AAB 
I630130020C 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
338 
Right Ascension: 18h36ml 1s-18h37m14a 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 ~m 
Declination: -zoo-- 10' 
Flags 
V L 
 lux Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
















8 6 3  









8 6 2  






8 6 2  


























8 6 3  
85 
8 6 3  







































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 C 

































































































































18364-1738 28.9 1 
18364-1756 28.9 16 












B D  AA Z 
B D  AA C 
D MD 
C D AEGC 
BD AA C 4 
D B E  
CD J ED 
DE B F I  C 
D CDD 
D L F B  
5400101008 
451 101 1 OOF 
36000001OC 
5402000308 
18368-1679 51.2 49 
18368-1104 51.5 47 
18368-1045 152.7156 
t i  












18369-1012 58.9 51 
18369-1122 59.4 4 
18369-1431 59.6 53 
18370-1641 I 0.830 
D FDC 
DC E E J  B 
CF AA E 
DD ABE I 
CC AA E 
C KCC 
B AE 
CD AB E 
BC ACKE C 




























































































































































































































E D  FDDA 
CC BA C 
DD I F B  
BC BB 5 
DD CDB 
C E E  
C CF 
F B 
E E B B D B  C 







































































































4 . 6 4 ~ ~ ~  










BC A B  a 
D H 
B F  AB 2 
C B G 
C BB 0 
BD D A A G  



































































































































































































































E D F 
DE AA 9 
DD KCDB 
BCC AAB 1 
BD A B  0 
C B 
D BH 
CE AA 7 
C C M  






























































































































































CE B D  8 
F BAHK 9 
C BC 
DC CB 




D B E  
F E E  AAB 9 
BE AA 9 
BD AA D 6 
CD B B  9 
BD AA 0 
B AC 
BE A E H  0 
BD ABG 1 
BC ABE 0 
D B E C B  











CC A A J E  8 
C B N  
CC AAG 3 
F F  B D  4 
BC A A D  0 
BC A A E D  0 
CCF A A D D  1 
C ME 
D HMB 
















F B B F M  9 
BC AAL  6 
C B 
CF AB 0 
B B  AAG 3 
BC AA 4 
B D  AA 0 
D N HD 
E F D  B F E B  






























9701 001 20C 
8600200200 
9301200228 


































D B D  
DE HD 
DEE B B D D  0 
D B 
C BDF 
E B K 

































































































































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
339 
Right Ascension: 1 8h3P1 5'-1 8h38m 15' 
Position (1992) Flux Density 










































B D  AAB 
B D  ABCE 
B E  AA 
D H D 
C D 




D CI  
D BC 
CD B B  
E A 
EE B B F  
C EHGD 
C GDB 
C A E F O  
D BC 
C A 
E B M  
BDC AAA 
C J F 
F F  ABG 
B D  AA 
B B D  
BEDD AABE 
BC E AB1 D 
C BDM 
E M F L C  
CF A B F G  
C CE I 
B B C  
C D F E  
D E D  
B D  AB 
CCD AAC 
CCD AAA 
F D  B B  
D L C 

































D B H  

















D D D L E C  
B ACJ 
CF A A B  

















E F  BCFD 
B ACM 
D CF 
B B  AA 
D D J B A  
B E C  AADE 
C CM 
DF B D  
F F  AAL B 












BC E AAFC 
B AI  MI 
BC AA 
C C 
C D  B A F  
F B J  













C B MC 
BC AA 
OD A A I  
E F C 
CC ABHC 
CDD AAA 








25 pm 60 pm QP 














18373 - 1344 
18373 - 1 124 
18373- 1651 
18373 - 1 705 
18373 - 1845 
18373- 101 4 
18373 - 1852 



































































































































































































































































































































'0633 21 -3  
'09 23 1 5 - 6  
'10 22 18- 5 
'1 1 17 19- 4 
'1 7 36 22- 3 
'20 35 17- 5 
'20 5 16- 5 
'24 25 1 5 - 6  
2 8  50 23-2 


































I 5401oooMx: 1 
9 9301200208 
8 6 2  
86 3 










3 5  54 1 5 - 6  
3 9  15 16- 6 
4 3  21 23- 2 
4 6  19 21- 3 
4 8 ~ 4 4  16- 6 




'79l 4 2 1 - 3  
'85 38 22- 3 













































































































































'89131 20- 3 
161709 K2 
K1837- 125 
18375 - 101 0 
18375 - 1042 
18375- 11 26 
18375-1633 









18377 - 1636 
18377-1355 
18377 - 1006 
18377- 11 24 
18377-1624 
18377 - 1953 
18378 - 1 146 
18378 - 131 1 
18378 - 1430 
18378 - 1038 
18378- 181 5 
18378- 1820 
18378 - 1404 
18378- 1045 
18378-1945 
18378 - 1 209 
18379- 161 7 
18379-1707 
18379- 1323 
18379 - 1204 
117274 - in47 
3.5 19 23- 2 
4.0 38 22- 2 
4.2 40 22- 3 
4.7 31 17- 5 
5.1 9 17- 5 
5.3 27 19- 4 
8.4 35 16- 6 
9.9 1 15- 6 
0.2 29 16- 6 
2.3 6 20- 3 
2.4 6 17- 5 
4.3 26 17- 5 
5.2 1 20- 3 
5.4 45 17- 5 
5.5 38 19- 4 
6.0 34 23- 2 
6.1 28 22- 3 
7.1 35 17- 5 
7.9 47 14- 7 
8.0 10 21- 3 
8.2 58 20- 4 
8.8 43 19- 4 
9.7 34 22- 2 
0.3 57 15- 6 
0.7 20 15- 6 
1.3 5 19- 4 
1.6 27 22- 2 
2.9 55 14- 7 
3.3 48 21- 3 
4.7 24 17- 5 
4.7 30 17- 5 
4.9 0 20- 4 
5.0 42 21- 3 
11 
22 

















































































1 950140~x)(: 1 '6.8 14 22- 3 '7.140 1 7 - 5  
88.6 13 16- 6 
88.7 19 21- 3 
89.6 16 22- 3 
1.7 18 21- 3 
1.7 1 16- 5 
2.1 34 23- 2 
2.2 35 18- 4 
2.6 28 15- 6 





1 8380 - 1200 
540120010F 
91 94011011n8~ 
9701 100060 18380- 1713 








2.81141 6 50 17- 5 
2.9 6 17- 5 
4.4 15 16- 6 

















. _ _ _  . . . .. 
18381-1611 
18381 -1805 
18381 - 1528 
18381-1100 














'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCeSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
340 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Position (19%) Flux Density Flags Associations 






















H (Not Color Corrected) C 
I 
a 8 
h rn. o 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 l 2  prn 
(s) ('7 I b C') 
15.7 17 20- 4 
17.6 55 19- 4 
17.8 49 19- 4 
19.1 1 20- 4 
20.1 53 17- 5 
20.3 35 20- 4 
20.5 56 20- 4 
20.9 44 20- 4 
20.9 50 18- 5 
21.1 37 22- 3 
23.3 34 18- 5 
25.3 53 20- 4 
25.6 23 17- 6 
27.9 34 15- 6 
29.1 46 16- 6 
30.8 1 18- 5 
30.8 44 15- 7 
31.1 19 19- 4 
32.0 13 21- 3 
32.5 14 19- 4 
33.2 41 17- 5 
33.5 31 16- 6 
35.0 5 22- 3 
35.4 24 21- 3 
36.7 47 22- 3 
36.9 23 21- 3 
37.6 20 20- 4 
37.8 23 15- 6 
39.2 10 19- 4 
40.0 46 20- 4 
40.7 46 23- 3 
40.7 32 19- 4 
41.0 30 23- 2 
41.2 4 21- 3 





27 18- 5 
48 20- 4 
16 19- 4 
55 20- 4 
46.7 20 
48.2 60 











57.1 5 4 '  





























45 7 86 




57 15 86 
69 17 86 






















































57 '  20- 4 
49 '  23- 3 
51 17- 6 
57 21- 4 
15 21 - 4 
37 17- 5 
15- 6 
40 21- 3 
59 18- 5 
571 21- 4 
25 urn 60 urn Name Type S P  (") Mag 


































































18382 - 1448 
18382- 1350 








18384 - 1344 






18385 - 1234 























































5 2  































5 8  
.27 
.72 








6 7  
.96 
1.01 





























































































































89.91L B E A J F D  
55.79L C F F D  
47.14L CC AB 
10.22 B F E D  BDDB 
8.47L E C 
27.14L DF BD 
69.78L C CF 
67.64L E F  AB 
32.82L CE ABDJ 
95.38L D BE 













PK 17- 4.1 
161724 M 2  
29.20L CC EBA 
29.92L C B I  L 
4.22L BC AA 
25.27L C CM 
44.42L BCD AAC 
45.90L B AC 
53.17L ED B B  
25.49L D EHG 
8.19: DF EC 





























26.91L C BBMK 
22.8OL CC DAD 
88.57L CE BE 
11.00 D K D  
39.08L D DC 
67.47L C A 
7.65 D F MB 
13.89L B B D  G 
61.65L BD AAE 

























161728 K2 18386- 1026 










16.05 E E CGDC 
50.69L DEE AAB 
10.18: E D C C B  
79.01L E BE 
68.07L EC CA 
12.45 CD EC 
19.17 B F  D A B J D  
51.70L CC AA 
45.90L BD AB 



















38 14 X1838- 152 
LDN 0409 18387-1320 
18387 - 1432 
18387- 131 1 
























161730 F5 16388 - 1436 
18388-1217 
18388 - 1845 







18389- 1 109 
18389- 1 126 
18389 - 1333 
18389 - 1438 
18389-1536 
18389-1322 
18389 - 1205 
18389-1243 
18390 - 1008 
18390 - 1409 
18390- 1323 
18390- I 1  16 
18390 - 1023 
18391-1232 
18391-1036 
ia3on- i 356 














60 71  85 3 






1.61 6 9400100008 I 
59.3 48 21- 4 
1.9 42 23- 2 











M O l M ) o ( :  
9 540120100F 
2 840020000C 





































59.75L c c I 
106.71L F F  AAC 
38.49L BC AB M 
48.60L B B 
7.84 B D CHHB 
77.76L D B E  
36.67L D B 
4.01L C C C 
27.80L F EG F 
99.81L c AC 








































18392 - 1350 
18392 - 1 532 
18392 - 1 924 
16392- 11 53 






























S72Ll c I cc 9501100418 I 8400230108 43 15 86 30 15 86 
37 5 85 

























1 8392- 1542 
18392- 1134 
18392- 11 10 
80 24 86 
S4 8 86 - .  
38 7 86 
52 6 85 
43 6 85 
60 7 85 37.31LIB IAE 18392-1404 
18393-1258 X1839- 129 68 10 85 
27 5 85 





















C G 950103112C 
39.27L C BG I 6400200018 
14.68L C DD 4501000008 
53.17L C C E H  8400230108 
29.91L CF AB 3 7500100008 
52.65LlFD AB D 8 540150000(: 
. -. . . -.  
18393- 1020 








16393 - 1635 
lI(R94 - 1844 . _ _  - . . - . . 
18394- 11 52 
18394- 1514 
18394 - 1236 
~~ 
39 6 86 
38 1 6 85 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
341 
Riaht Ascension: 18h39m27s-18h40m40. 
Flux Density 
(Not Color cwrreted) 
25 ~m 60 ~m P 
Declination: -20"-- lo" 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
U n a  Coef R Flags. S 2 













C BC C 
BCE AAA 
BEC AAB 
c B I 
CD ABDE 
c B 













E F  BCE 
AC 
CD AA 
D E F C  





















E J C 
CC AA 
C F BG C 


















D F B F I  C 
B B F  AAB 
D GP 
C C 
15- 5 28 
21- 4 73 
21- 4 28 
10 86 3 
23 86 f 
6 86. 
9 85 3 
6 85 ? 
9 85 














cc B B  
BC ABE 
B B C  
C BC 
B A G  
































































































C B B  
D C 
C F CFLE 
CD AB 
CE ABG 
F E  AAH 
C E BDC 
BF ADDE 
BC A A M  
DC AA 










































B F  
BB F AADC 
C DEDC 
C BGC 
F E E  AAA 













B B  AAC 
B C  AB 
E ABF 
E D FC 
BC AA C 
E DD 
B B  AACC 
































C DI E 
CF A A F (  
CD BB 


















C T  
12 urn 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18395- lo01 131.41 33 
18395-1249 326 25 
18395-1239 326 31 





18395-1700 33.6 16 
18395-1441 33.9 43 
18395-1418 34.0 12 
18395-1212 34.9 17 
18396-1419 36.9 31 
18396-1103 37.7 60 
18396-1636 38.0 43 
18396-1647 38.1 23 
18396-1242 38.8 14 
18396-1037 41.3 1 
18396-1606 41.7 40 
18397-1740 42.2 3 
18397-1232 43.4 39 
18397-1224 46.2 30 
18397-1106 47.1 20 
18397-1308 47.1 13 
16397-1146 47.5 55 
18397-1309 47.5 35 
18397-1855 47.9 42 
18398-1035 46.8 45 
18398-1155 49.4 0 













































































18399-1719 56.1 52 
18399-1850 156.6129 
18399-1920 57.3 6 



































































































108.03L 41 39 IBC F F  IAB  A 










18404-1032 28.6 12 
18404-1903 28.9 25 
18404-1523 29.7 46 
18404-1033 129.01 IE 
9400200108 
14201 I 300F 1 
4.90 I F  DDID DC 95001201 10 1 
2701000108 








I 1 1  
*Confusion Flags. 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUSP; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Nelghboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
342 
Right Ascension: 18h40rn41s-18h41m44a 
Position (1950) Flux Density 

































































































































































































7 85 3 
7 85 3 
6 85 3 
6 ,  85 3 
5 85 3 
7 ,  85 3 
6 86 3 
6 85 3 

































































































D D J 1400101008 
E B I  4401 100208 
F E  AB 7 2402101108 
D BC 3600100008 
BC AAGE 0 8500100218 























3567L C D  
1385L CF 
4838L B 















B B  




f T  
V L 
25 prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
100 prn Name Type Sep (") Mag a 8  
h m .  e t  
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 

























































































































































18407 - 1 123 
















































































































6 2  
1.13 
1.55 





































































































































































A B  
L I  DB 
AB 







. - . -. . . , -
18407-1400 
18407-1341 









18408 - 1 347 
18408 - 1037 






















18408 - 151 9 
18409 - 1 101 
18409- 1305 
18409- 101 2 
18409 - 1 225 
18409- 1713 







18409 - 1457 
18409- 1545 
18409- 1047 
























































































591 -PN 15 PI 
Y1841-114 
18410- 1958 
1841 0- 1402 
1841 0 - 1 128 
1841 0 - 1359 
1841 0- 1759 
18410-1735 
1841 1 - 1952 
18411-1147 
1841 1 - 1702 
1841 1 - 1314 
18411-1849 
18411-1232 
1841 1 - 11 17 






51.17L CD AE 0 '  4500110008 
20.9OL C D I  G 8400000008 
43.87L BD AB 0 950000000C 
. - . . . . . - - 
18411-1457 
1841 2- 1513 
1841 2- 1822 
1841 2- 1745 
1841 2- 1843 
1841 2- 1334 
18412- 1007 



























































































18413- 1 124 
18413- 101 6 
1 R I i I -  1 A I ?  
1 i414- 1959 
18414- 1238 
18414- 1343 






1841 5- 1352 
1841 5- 1945 
1841 5- 1912 
1841 5- 1334 
1841 5- 1032 
1841 5- 1047 
1841 5- 1135 
18415-1255 




18416- 181 7 
18416- 1232 





1841 6- 1424 
1841 6- 1035 
18416-1400 
18417- 151 9 
18417- 1355 
1841 7- 1056 
3 8 '  7 851 3 
26 ! 6 85 '  3 
26 6 85 3 















81 9 86 2 
83 10 85 3 
26 6 86 3 
63 6 86 3 
77 6 u5 R 
.54 
.38 






20.28L D ! B E  L 
40.80L CC iAA  
54.66L CC AA 
-- 
20 5 i s  3 
41 6 85 3 
25 1 6 85 3 
30 5 85 3 
23 ' 6 85 3 
52 8 85 3 
44 8 85 2 
9 68 3 g: 6 86 3 
55 7 85 3 











53.21L CE AA 
46.16L DC AA J 
40.40L BC AA 
W SCT 3 56.41L BC AA 
36.67L C C 
3 
8500000008 
7401300008 I . . ~  ~ ~ 52.09L E C 
61.35L C BC 
3.44L B BL  
39.04L B BF 
37.52L BC AB 

























26 6 86 3 
21 6 85 3 
59 16 86 2 
39 7 85 2 
64 9 85 3 
66 7 85 3 
46 6 85 3 
38 6 85 3 
34 13 85 3 25.56L C GMFF 
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Wended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25. 60. 100 ptn; 10) High Source Density Region. 
343 
Riaht Ascension: 18h41m45'-18h43m02' 
Flux Density 
(Not color corrected) 
100 
Declination: -20'-- lo" 
Associations Flags 
V L 
, nux  Corr A Confusion R 











































































































































BE B E K  
D FGB 




DE G DC 
BCD AAHD 
















C F  AA 
D BC 




























B B I  
C HBF 
CC AD 
E B D 
E B 
C GHGB 
B B  AA F 




































C D  BCI  
C D  AB1 G 
F D B F E B  
DD AB 
B F  AANG 
DD FKDC 
C CB 
DD B B F  

















6 8 5 6 L C E  
E C  A A  
C E  AA 
C F  BEJ 
AA 
B E  A C  
IAA C 
CD I C E  
B B F  















































E D  BD 
E E C  AAA 

















C B DE 





B F  AC 
C C M 
F BD 

















CC AA H 
D C 
F CB 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 3  







































































































































































18420-1302 4.3 3 
18420-1642 4.4 59 
18421-1014 6.8 13 
lRAP1-1449 I 7 j  A . - ._ . . . . . 
18421 -1 11 7 
9781 100208 






18424-1146 27.6 29 
18424-1640 27.6 0 
18424-1143 27.7 30 
18424-1244 L 7 . J  2 
18424-1802 28.6 52 






















































(1842- 124 8 550111043C 
9500100008 
7500000000 
















1 ~7501101008 9 100oooO6 
0 7501G6032C 
9500 1 1 0008 
65002002OC 
9 550110000C 
18429-1918 155.0 4 
18429-1411 l56.1 3C 









458020055f L9 450200000f 11.35 .77 .53 64.88 1.29 6.25 .77 .69 ,251 2.28 3AFGL 5288s 161802 KO 1WO-1636 0.9 52 18430-1102 2.614E 
'Confuson Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusron Processing. 41 Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
344 
Right Ascension: 18h43m03s-18h44m338 Declination: -2O"-- 10" 
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 




O T  
V L 
Con A Confusion R S 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































X1843- 100 940041 0208 I 48.49L c B 
44.951. BC AAF 9 
23.43L D E 
41.32L C C 
23.321. F ADF 
4.13 E C 
19.47L CC AA 9 
21.90L C C H 
22.46L DC AA 7 
4.65L C AD 








94001 00008 I 
161808 K2 46.48~ BF A E  a 
7.43 C CD B F F D  
59.01L F F 
13.94L C DG 
27.67L E F  AA 9 
26.16L F F C 
27.231. C B D  
2672L C DKN 
6.96 DD HDC 
8.05L C E BGED 
57.01L C C J E G  
4.89 D E l  C 
4.33L D J E L  
6.08: E E B GC 
23.40L BC AA 2 
14.59L ED AA E 
38.61L B BNE 
40.09L BD AB1 5 
29.38L BC AB 0 
28.99L B B E  9600100008 I 
SN SCT 
SO SCT 
28.03L C C 
16.671. B C  AA 0 
16.19L CE CC 0 
4.58 E GA 
7.04 DE I B 
10.63 F F  K L C  
36.43L BC AA 0 
37.92L B BD 
38.65L B CA 
13.95L E B B L C  
18436-1034 37.1 6 
18436-1010 37.4 51 
18436-1104 38.7 10 
18436-1901 138.j 54 
18436-1516 39.4 29 
18436-1727 40.3 30 
18437-1021 142.432 
18437-1235 42.5 50 
26.16L C B D  
52.62L ED AB 0 
33.17L C E J  
7.18L DF ABDD 0 
37.79L B BFMD 
13.55L CF IAACB 9 
35.901. C 
13.50L BD AC 0 
15.40L C 
4.51 D HJ  C 
j E  F 
18437-1242 42.8 53 
18437-1137 43.2 38 
18437-1922 43.9 25 
18437-1215 45.8 44 
18437-1924 46.0 50 
18437-1354 46.5 41 
18437-1531 46.6 9 
18438-1541 49.3 53 
18438-1939 49.7 45 
18438-1658 50.7 4 
18438-1122 51.1 3 
18438-1908 51.3 2 
18438-1322 51.4 13 
18438-1514 52.0 6 
18438-1631 52.0 1 
18438-1634 53.1 18 
750211011C 
9500100008 1 
2179L B D  BD 0 
1326L D E HF 
1323L CF BD H 0 
1685L C BC 
3459L D C 
1127L CF BE 0 
2265L C iBB 
2500LF  B H  
9 1 3 L F D E  ,BDDC 0 
1957L BC AA 1 
'40 SGR 
8401 100008 1 
7410212328 I 
29.99L BC ' A B  1 
2560LB BB 
55.03L B AB 
1161L C C 
33.43L D BB 
24.72L B B F  
51.94L DC AB 4 
7 6 6 L B C  AA F 0 
18.57L C B E G  
7.12 D , F C  
161819 KO 
161817 F5 
18439-1119 59.4 8 
18440-1455 0.0 9 
18440-1022 0.1 42 
18440-1554 0.6 2 
18440-1650 1 1.442 
18440-1236 2.4 38 
18440-1200 4.2 21 
18440-1304 I 5 . i  8 28.11~ cc ' A A  9 27.60~ B B  ~ A A F  7 31.57L D C 
6.00 DCI F J  C 
24.41L C 1 EG 
3.86L C CD 
3.14L BC IAA 0 
4.11L D 1 DC 
31.80L BBD IAAA 0 
20.02L B IDEHH 
I 
18441-1757 9.4 48 
18441-1348 10.3 33 
18441-1809 10.4 22 
18441-1746 11.0 56 
18442-1841 14.4 41 
18442-1144 16.4 31 
18442-1723 16.6 24 
18443-1231 22.9 20 





2935L CD IBCG 
5324L D CD I 1 
1375L C BDC 
500L C B B  H 


















18444-1407 29.8 28 
18445-1324 33.1 4 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
345 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 












C C E  
D F  A A F  
DC C A B H E  
B F D  A E E  
































































C J A F  
D J DGD 
C F  AA 
E B D  D 
CC I E B  
CC E B  
B B C  A A B  
CC A A H J  
C KGA 











B B D  
DE J G C  
CC AA F 
B CG 
DD E E D C  
C J F C  
B F  A A H  
C C I  KG 
B E  A D  
























C B F  
C F E H H  
BC AAGL 
B C D  A A A F  
D B 
CD A B G  
B F  A A D  
D F E 
























B F C  A A A  
C C B  
B C  ABHC 
C A E  
B F  AC 
CC AA 
C C 




















































D J C 
B B C  AABG 
C B 
D DJ B 
B E  A A J  
B B C  A A C E  
C J E F  
C B E N  
B B C  










BC A B  L 
CDD A B F  
F C  A B  
C HE 
































40.3 13 17- 7 32 
40.3 1 16- 8 77 
40.5 16 20- 6 41 
42.7 47 18- 7 52 
42.9 12 16- 8 40 
43.5, 9 18- 7 50 
44.5 46 17- 7 84 
44.9 53 20- 6 37 
44.9 47 15- 8 52 











F B E  
F B 
D D 
B A F  
BC A B G  
E D  F B  
D E F C  
BC AA 
B BE 











C EC F 
B CI  
B AC 





B D  AB1 H 











D B H  
E GC 
B E C  AAAH 
B E E  A A D  
CC D BC 
B BBG 
C C 0 
C B G 
D C D 
D M E C  
Right Ascension: 18h44m33s-18h46mOt 
Position (1950) Associations !I (Not color corrected) 















100 pm V 1 Flux Con A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
6) C') 1 b C') C') 0 
SeP 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































351 01 00400 






















































-MSS - 10463 
61844 G5 
45 8 
7 31.43LlE 5 58  B I B G  D J 

















































7~ 85 52 
9600100238 1 
I9700300000 
32 7 85 
46 7 85 
49 8 85 
51 11 85 
66 12 85 
78 13 85 
53 6 85 
42 6 85 
62 ' 6 85 
24 12 85 
61848 A0 
18458-1246 150.31301 21- 5 
(1845-193 













43 I 7 I 85 
18460 - 1301 
18460-1656 
18460- 1207 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
346 














































































































































































































































































































(Not Color Corrected) 




Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 




































































































































































































































































































































































































5 7  
.47 
38 






























































































































































































































































































































































18466-1825 38.0 29 
18466-1525 39.7 19 
18466-1614 L o . i I i 7  
















0 3600100000 iM SCT 
\G SCT 









































1 I9501000008 0 6 5 0 ~ o o e  
5601000208 
66001 001 08 




h m. , 
Declination: -20'-- 10" 
Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 





162 31 24- 5 
166129 22- 6 
176 50 23- 5 
195 33 18- 7 
18483-1547 200 37 
18483-1828 121 7 31 
18483-1927 226 23 
18484-1055 251 30 
18484-1214 265 14 
18484-1644 281 34 
18485-1655 302 47 
18485-1543 311 7 
18485-1949 31 1 7 
18485-1436 31 4 26 
18485-1208 326 4 
18485-1258 328 17 
18486-1501 364 6 
18486-1223 364 11 
18486-1241 373 3 
18486-1420 381 41 
18486-1604 393 49 
18486-1351 396 14 
18486-1054 402 50 
18486-1314 41 5 16 
18487-1637 427 2 


































































10 19- 7 
4 23- 5 
38 18- 7 
11 17- 8 
9 24- 5 
58 23- 5 




























571 40 23- 5 
573 17 23- 5 
579 32 17- 8 
585 29 17- 8 
587 8 21- 6 
0 1  58 23- 5 
3 2  1 2 1 - 6  
8 2  26 18- 7 
92 31 18- 8 
9 3  33 23- 5 
135 11 20- 7 
138 28 21- 6 



















B E  
KCD 
1 23 

































E I C 
BC 
AAAF 





































Flux Density Flags 
(Not color comcted) H 
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5.21L F F D  AAA 
20.42L C BL  
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5.06: BDCF A A B F  
3.77 D MK 
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13 ' 161910 K7 
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E I G  
15.25L DC AA 
19.55L B B  AAG 
9.56 HD 
9 7500100018 
46801 001 08 
9 5501001008 










1 I 11 PK21-5.1 
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1 9 6 4 L E  B 
2082L B D  AC 
604L D EE 
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1869L B BDH 
2038L CC AA 
1004L E J H G F  
2 6 6 3 ~  c I F E  
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18488- 1807 
18488 - 1 1 14 








2.29L c IC L 
24.79L DF ABJ  
5.12 DC LDHB 
7.13L C CBC 
37.52L C C BEDC 
28.89L EED AACF 
5.08L C B B  
5.59L E B J 
2.39 C E CC 
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259L C C 
2552L F F 
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9 I 6714214200 I 
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'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Right Ascension: 18h49m50s-18h51m51s 
Position (1950) 
(Not color corrected) 
12 w 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
Declination: -20"-- 10" 
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18508 - 1834 
18508-1020 






18508 - 1839 
18508-1423 




1851 0 - 1234 
18510-1812 
1851 0 - 1242 
18510- 1943 
18510- 1222 
1851 1 - 1149 




18512- 11 13 
1851 3 - 1800 
18S13- 1314 
4.41L C DE 
2.56L E D  AA 
19.02L C KDF 
14.67L C BGH 
3.31L CC B D  
2.71L C D 
11.61L EE AB 
29.11L CC AA 
14.29L BC AB 
13.35L CC AA 
14.89L C B H  
14.29L CF A A D  
15.78L C BC 
4.76L F CC D 
2.62L B A B M  
4.20 D E B 
3.49 DC CB 
6.28L C C L I  F 
4.42L CF A A I  








1851 5- 1009 
1851 5 - 1056 
'K 24- 5.1 
18515- 1202 
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18515- 1655 
18515- 1159 











1851 7- 1102 









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region 
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C G GE 
C E EL 
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294 57 19- 9 99 20 86 
297 44 21- 8 1 26 6 84 
31 6 46 20- 8 30 6 84 
31 9 6 20- 8 47 6 84 
336 591 20- 8 68 6 84 
345 51 24- 6 35 18 8: 
365 48 19- 8 33 6 84 
367 22 23- 6 1 23 5 8: 
371 6 21- 7 77 30 84 
394 1 18- 9 30 7 84 
(Not color corrected) 
(Jansky) 
I2 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
C 
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U T  
L 
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Flags' s 2 
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lii521-161i 7.9 50 
18521 -1601 10 1 33 
18521-1659 10.6 40 
18521-1346 10.7 59 
18521-1631 11.0 53 
18521-1709 11.3 51 































18522-1722 12.2 14 
18522-1332 14.3 38 
18522-1841 16.4 49 
18522-1920 16.5 25 
18523-1146 21.5 27 
18523-1009 21.7 6 
18523-1933 22.1 11 
18524-1247 24.4 60 
18524-1724 24.5 3 


























18526- 11 14 
18526-1057 
18526 - 1626 
18526-1953 


























18527-1435 44.5 29 20- 7 
18527-1110 47.5 41 23- 6 
18528-1701 48.2 27 18- 9 
18528-1534 49.6 19 20- 8 
18528-1645 49.7 1 18- 8 
18528-1621 51.7 34 19- 8 
18528-1324 52.3 12 21- 7 
18529-1419 56.6 19 21- 7 
18529-1758 57.8 37 17- 9 


































7 A  
18529-1338 58.1 44 
18530-1806 2.1 18 
18530-1743 2.6 40 
18530-1908 4.1 33 
18530-1026 4.6 21 
18531-1422 6.7 5 
18531-1712 6.9 23 
18531-1535 7.0 52 
18531-1145 8.2 12 
18531-1130 8.7 24 
18531-1105 8.8 14 
18531-1638 10.8 15 
18532-1101 12.0 38 
18532-1030 13.9 1 
18532-1430 14.4 57 
18532-1727 15.0 26 
18532-1700 15.4 52 
18532-1248 i16.5 15 
18533-1846 18.2 33 
18533-1848 18.8 43 










53 13 85 
37 21 85 
56 7 84 
28 6 84 
35 9 83 
87 8 85 
31 6 84 
37 11 83 
25 15 84 
64 19 84 
73 13 84 
49 7 84 
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1 8534 - 1305 
18534 - 131 5 
185%- 1733 
18534 - 11 59 









I 'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3)  Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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27.9 22 23- 7 
31.2 59 19- 8 
35.1 27 16-10 
35.6 60 21- 8 
35.9 22 24- 6 
38.4 6 19- 9 
39.1 39 23- 7 
40.5 37 24- 6 
41.6 13 22- 7 











51 19- 9 25 
43 20- 8 82 
14 20- 8 32 
26 19- 9 
40 22- 7 
49 18- 9 
34 16-10 
52 24- 6 






























































26.3 43 19- 9 
30.6 60 19- 9 
31.9 60 21- 8 
32.9 44 16-10 
33.7 29 19- 9 
33.9 53 19- 9 
37.1 38 18- 9 
37.6 47 20- 8 
38.4 54 24- 7 
40.1 22 18- 9 
41.8 54 21- 8 
42.9 9 17-10 
45.4 15 17-10 
46.3 56 23- 7 
47.4 44 22- 7 
48.3 12 21- 8 
50.4 31 24- 7 
53.8 36 22- 8 
58.1 54 22- 8 











4.0 25 21- 8 
6.7 20 25- 6 
7.1 58 17-10 
7.5 50 16-10 
8.6 31 17-10 
11.6 36 18- 9 
11.8 60 16-10 
14.2 58 20- 9 
14.9 1 20- 9 
15.6 7 21- 8 
Position (1950) I I  Flux Density I Flags 
I 
(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
# T  
V L 
Flux COII A Confusion R 
Uncs Cocf R Flags' S 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
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.25L 
.26L 
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18539 - 191 6 














5.03 F C D  DBEE 
6.87 DCC E A /  
12.66L B D  AA I 
3.82 DC LCE 
13.961. E B H  
13.99L BC ABD( 
4.46 D L K(  
11.65L C B 
3.70L C B D  
2.75L CD AB 




I5700100018 .DN 0458 
JX SCT 
4.64 C F F (  
13.05L E D  B B  
2.761. B D  AC 
18.26L C CCM 
5.49 CC MKEE 
13.73L B B J  F 
12.03L D AE 
3.62L C DHE 
2.15 D GI E 
3.74: CE DAE 
18542-1351 15.2 45 21- 7 













IU--191 14.82L C CDI 
10.41L BC AB 
2.96 E ( 
3.32L C BCK 
3.88: B D CHGE 
E 
10.79L C C 
11042 SGR 
1344 SCT 
18547 - 1636 
18547- 1514 
18547-1536 
18548- 161 5 
18548- 131 7 
18548 - 1736 
18548- 1946 
18548- 11 17 
18549- 1456 
18549- 181 4 
18549-1653 
18549 - 131 4 
18549-1609 
9.04L CBC A A E  
5.05L F C 
15.87L C CCI  
13.68L C A E H  
3.76L B A D  
4.82 CC H G E l  
1l.lOL B B F  E 
17.97L D B E  
2.60L CD AB 





















































3 i  4.86 D D  E(  2.68L C C 
4.39 E D  GFH( 
13.52L C F C [  
10.99L B B F  
3.29 D I J F I  
15.43L F CF 
15.52L BC AA 
4.11L D D E E(  


































































































































































































. -. . . . ... 
18549-1626 
18550- 1729 
18550 - 1401 
18550-1214 
18550- 121 1 
18550-1438 
18551 -1744 















18551-1911 12.00L B 
3.32L C / i D G  
3.621. C B J  
3.62L E CJ 
5.64 CC J DFE 
9.82L CC A A E  
3.56L C C 
14.13L B B 
12.05L F E B  
3.51L F CB 
18551-1?!41 
18551 -1505 
18551 - 1231 
18552-1557 
18553 - 1 900 
18553- 131 8 
18553 - 1034 
18553-1045 












11.41L C B I  
2.32L C BHHl  
3.39 C H E (  
8.05L CC AA 
2.22L D D  A A M  
5.64L C E B F I  














3.74L C BE 
10.21L C D E 
8.60L C C J  K 
14.30L D D 
3.15L BC AA 
4.43L C CH 
2.95L B D  AB I 
2.75L BBC AAC 
14.14L B B 















3.02 CC MDI 
21.09L C B I 
3.47 D I DI 
9.45L BE AB 
3.46 E G F I  
3.39 E L I 
3.00 DD F j  
3.99L F D I 
3.34L C F E I  
5.37L C H HI 
42081 SGR 
(1856- 190 
I I I  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 2, 25, 60, 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 18h56m16s-18h58m28s 
Flux DenSltY 
! (Not Color Corrected) 
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9.3 8 16-11 
10.1 14 17-11 
16.8 51 20- 9 
17.1 5 21- 9 
17.7 20 24- 7 
19.5 40 24- 7 
19.6 0 17-10 
21.2 48 17-11 
21.7 5 22- 8 
22.1 60 24- 7 
Position (1950) Associations 
C 
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2.59L C B K  
7.45 F E  FC 
2.63L D BCE 
2.59L B B B  A A B  
13.59L B B  AAE 
3.50 C FC 
17.66L DD A A F  
3.36L C BDL 
8.95L BBC A A B F  
7.991. C B F  J 
















































































162050 6 5  28.7 13 17-10 
31.3 40 21- 8 
31.8 23 20- 9 
33.8 30 17-10 
35.2 42 21- 8 
35.7 45 22- 8 
36.9 32 23- 7 
38.7 49 16-10 
39.3 6 25- 6 
'41.7 10 25- 6 
I 
9.38L B D AD1 
6.11 E D  F E  
3.23 C J L B  
3.79 D B 
3.11L C D  BC L 
3.13L C B 
9.87L C D AD1 E 
5.60 CD J F B  
15.19L D C 
16.38L BC AA 























3.09: BDDD BDBE 
3.70 D D  D F F C  
2.78L CC A B  
6.41 E C  DCB 
8.81L B D  AB 
13.92L E BC 
13.62L D EB 
4.90: DD L B E  
11.75L C B F F  
1.87L BBC AAAG 
W2084 SGR 
162061 K5 






















3.25L BE A B J  
2.50LDC AAC 
6.55L B I EDD 
3.60L C A H 
5.36 C J K B  
2.31L B E  AF 
12.23L E D  AA 
4.50 D E HD 




18571 - 1137 9 1 9401200108 I . . . . . . . .. 
18571-1810 
18571 - 1807 
18571 - 1549 
esoii00206 
162U67 M2 
3.01LiCF BC F 
2.36 F L DE 
4.01 CC LCC 
4.69 F I D 
1.73L CF BC E 
2.94L C BH 
2.18L BC A B 1  
3.00L B BCDF 
22.19L' C E 
11.30L D 81 
18572-1248 
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18573- 1220 

























































14.47L B AC 
2.08L B BE 
15.05L BF BDGC 
8.79L C E L  
13.49L D E F H  
12.31L D B K F D  
3.16L CC AC J 
4.82 CC G E B  
3.44: C E F  B A B  
18580-1623 I 1.61391 19- 9 
l6&%-1052 2.0 58 24- 7 
18580-1329 2.1 54 22- 8 
18580-1755 4.9 53 16-10 





















592-PN 7 PI 
8.08L B CJ H 
8.88L B D BI  CC 
2.11L BC AB 
2.11L E BF L 
12.40L BCE A A A F  














X1858- 11 5 
X1858- 100 18583 - 1003 
18583- 1407 










7.09 BDCC ABCD 
3.45 I B F  C BBGC 
2.12 D K D 
12.93LlC E 
8.94L c c 
1.53L BC A B L H  
3.02L B BHHB 
8.09L BC AA 
12.97L B B  AAF 











'42095 SGR 84 
'Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed surces pw). 
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Flux Density 
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C F F D  
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B D  AA E 
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B C  A A M  
C DK 
C E B M  
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CC A B  0 
B E  A E L E  0 
B D  A B  3 
c BB 
DC J D B  
C A F  
B B D  











C E D  
DD A B  4 
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B E  A B C  9 
E E  B D  C 
E C  J C B  
C F  B B E  8 
D B 
E E  AA 1 
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D D 
c C I  
B B C  A A B D  C 
B C  A B  C 
DC A A M  7 
B D  A B F F  C 
C E DMKB 












B C  A A C  
B B D M  
B D  A D M  
C B 
B C  A B  
BC A B  
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V 
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L 
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Flags' S 2 
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CO SGR 
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'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 
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19020-1015 3.3 29 
19021 - 101 7 
19021-1606 1 7.6110 
19021-1203 11.0 18 
19022-1522 14.6 35 
19022-1646 14.6 28 






'42106 SGR 19025-1642 34.6 26 
19026-1820 36.2 26 
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19031-1331 I 9.4149 


























































19037-1232 42.1 49 
19007-1837 142 51 30 
19037-1331 43.2 46 
19037-1122 45.9 55 
19038-1135 151.7153 
19038-1340 52.2 47 
19038-1533 52.8 4 
19039-1812 I~g.S128 















I 1 I 
CIRRUSP; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources 
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1.66L B AB 
2.47 D D 
2.83: F D K B D C  
2.49L B B 
1.94L C BBF 
1.25L C E 
1.OOL B AC 
1.56L B D  B B  
1.94L D AE 




1 9052 - 1950 
1 9053 - 1922 
19053 - 1257 
13 162229 83 







19056 - 131 3 
19056- 1039 
19057-1035 
1.41L C E G  J 
2.55 D E 
1.69L B AGMC 
1.71L B B 
3.05 C I E 
1.99LB B F  
1.39L BC ABMF 
1.70L D BB 
1.30L C BK 
1.31L B BC E 





19058 - 1902 
19059 - 1057 




1.59L B D  AB 
1.13L BF AC 
1.64L BD BBMN 
1.09L BCD AAA 
1.40L BBC AAAF 
1.64L BC AA F 
1.24: BE C AEDE 
2.35L C AD 
1.18L C C H 
1.42 BBBC AAAB 
4 
1 





19061-1226 11.1 11 
19062-1241 17.4 48 
19062-1901 17.7 15 
19063-1027 19.8 11 
19064-1819 25.3 27 






1601 000000 TMSS -20541 4 
1.46L C AB 
1.41L B C  ASK 
1.51L B AG 
1.97 C BGB 
1.36L C AE F 
1.45L D C E E  
1.99L BC AA 
7.79L B D  ABF 
2.34 D D 
1.72L D B 
19065-1319 33.8 5 23-10 
19065-1332 34.9 18 23-10 









19067-1621 46.6 28 20 11 
19068-1953 49.6 11 1 17-13 
19068-1050 50.6 4 '  25- 9 
19068-1649 52.6 17 20-12 
19069-1800 56.1 46 19-12 
19069-1401 57.9 31 22-10 
19069-1408 58.1 14 22-10 
19069-1219 58.5 14 24-10 
19070-1351 2.2 48 23-10 





2.64 D F D 
1.86L C AB I 
1.97L E B H  
1.44L C C F  G 
4.50 CC BAA 
1.70L B BE 
1.51L CC AA 
2.44L D C F M  
2.13 C L E J D  
3.23 C HGC 
14 
32 





19071 - 1135 






19073- 11 55 
19073- 1003 






















2.61 E K B  
1.27L BD AE I 
1.54L BD ABKD 
1.32L BC AAJ 
1.89L F F C  
7.57L B B 
2.04L BC AAC 
8.35L C D 
2.45L D D  AC 






















1.75L C E M  
1.30L BD ABLJ 
2.29L c BE 
1.46L B AE 
1.39L B F D  AAB 
1.91L E BD 
1.53 C J B 
1.86 C F D  
1.36L C D 
2.01L c B 
13 162270 M1 19074-1622 
19075 - 1027 
19075 - 1 524 












19078- 101 8 
3.35 BC D AAHC 
1.22L CC AAJ 
1.06L BC ABM 
1.48L CE B F  I 
2.31L B B F  N 
1.35L C BHM 
1.36LC B I  
1.30L BBB AAB 
2.45L F F 
2.49 C D I D 
19079-1102 54.3 43 25- 9 
19079-1942 55.5 28 17-13 
19079-1635 56.5 19 20-12 
19079-1239 56.5 45 24-10 
19079-1010 56.6 23 26- 9 
19079-1619 57.8 40 20-12 
19079-1708 59.8 18 20-12 
19080-1509 0.5 41 22-11 
19080-1054 3.2 57 25- 9 
19080-1612 3.2 44 21-11 
13 
13 
162277 M I  








19082 - 1600 
19082-1605 
19082 - 1806 
19082- 1147 










19083 - 1256 
19083 - 1537 




















2 9  










I I 1  
'Confusion Flags; 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region 
355 


















Associations Position (1950) Flux Density nags 
Riot Color Corrdai) I 
_____ 
C 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































19086-1424 40.5 49 22-11 
19086-1006 41.8 34 26- 9 
1-7-1940 47.3 46 17-13 
19086-1715 50.3 8 20-12 
1908-1912 51.2 50 18-13 
1908-1718 52.6 26 20-12 
19089-1603 54.1 12 21-12 
19089-1327 54.2 49 23-10 
19089-1610 55.8 30 21-12 
19089-1132 55.8 54 25-10 
1.45L B CDJ 
3.63L D E 
1.37L B F  AD J 1 
1.93L C C B  
1.00L B A C L  
1.43: B E  I DC 
1.63 D K H  D 
2.32 C NC 
1.76L C C D H  



























































































































1.87L B D  AC 2 
1.55L B B F  
1.26L c c 
l.lOL D A 
1.22L C F  AB 9 
1.40L B BC 
1.46L B AC 
7.26L F D  B C  9 
1.85L B AGI F 
2.07 E M F 
i w m - 1 4 4 0  
19091 - 11 16 
19091 -1303 










































































1 V2121 SGR 
4 TMSS -10491 
1.15L B F  AAC 9 
3.14 BCCD A A C D  4 
1.81L B C  AA F 0 
1.76L C HA 
1.32L B D  ACI 3 
1.15L B B G  
2.67L D F GE 
1.05L B C  A B K  4 
1.55L B B C  A A E  1 
2.48 B C C B  ABCC 1 
1 V2122SGR 
1 ' €E SGR 
13 162305 M2 
19093-1834 21.0 37 19-13 
19093-1054 121.31 11 I 26- 9 
19093-1429 21 4 20 22-11 
19093-1239 223 54 24-10 
19093-1622 226 51 21-12 
19094-1651 278 5 20-12 
19094-1738 286 57 19-12 
19094-1540 292 54 21-12 
19095-1820 31 2 60 19-13 
19095-1822 353 47 19-13 
3601 ooo000 
96oooooooo 











1.56L C AGD 
1.07L C C J 
1.39L E CC L 
1.82L C C E 
2.10 C D M  B 
6.70L C D 
1.93 CE F D C  
2.1OL B D C  A A C D  9 
1.98L CC AAK 0 
2.15 D CHGB 
19096-1139 40.3 38 25-10 
19097-1449 42.0 28 22-11 
19097-1149 44.1 1 25-10 
19098-1019 48.4 50 26- 9 
19098-1249 I l l  48.9 5 24-10 36001 00000 3680001108 4601 100000 9602OO0110 
4501000000 .41 L 1.35L C H B  
1.69 D MJ D 
1.58 B B E D A A A H  9 
8.17L C F 
2.95 C F 
1.50L E CK 
2.57L F DC I 
1.22L c c 
1.46L B A D  
1.17L BC AA K 1 
49.9 11 18-13 
50.2 15 24-10 
53.1 2 22-11 
56.4 11 25-10 
57.8 28 28- 9 
1.6 54 17-13 
2.5 42 22-11 
3.8 47 21-12 
4.5 10 22-11 










































2.36L B D  AA 9 
2.82 DC ECC 
1.28L C C J  J 
2.38 C H E 
1.92L B B B  
1.34 E I J J B 
1.39 CC GEAB 
2.OOL B B C  A A A  0 
2.89 C E H D  
1.37L C E D M  
5.6 41 26- 9 
7.4 47 18-13 
16.9 14 23-11 
19.0 3 24-10 
21.1 15 26-10 
22.0 8 21-12 
23.1 59 22-11 
25.7 57 26-10 
26.4 49 21-12 
27.6 1 22-11 
191 03 - 1530 
19103- 1444 
19104- 1047 
191 04 - 1609 
19104- 1458 
TMSS - 10492 
162326 KO 19104- 1222 
19104- 1708 
191 04 - 1653 












1.64LBC AAGE 0 
1.15L C E B E  
1.24L D B B  
1.69 C J L G  
1.36L C C H  
1.1OL B D  BB 2 
1.62L B D  BC 1 
1.24L B C C  A A B D  6 
1.9OL E D  BB 0 
2.68L D C I  E L  
27.8 7 24-10 
29.6 0 20-12 
29.9 9 20-12 
34.3 29 26-10 
35.7 8 23-11 
36.9 50 19-13 19106- 1751 
TMSS -20545 
UZ AQL 







191 10- 1349 
191 10- 1135 
































2.21L B C J  L E  
1.13L B B H  
3.29 C E B  E H E B  
1.00LBC A A F  1 
1.15L E D  AC 2 
1.00L B B C  A A B  1 
1.32L C B D  
1.78L C CG 
1.76 D K G 






























1.57 B C  C A A J  E 2 
1.09L BC A B M  0 
1.41L C B D  
1.42L B B L  B 
1.82L B E  A B  0 
1.27L B D  A D  0 
1.09L B B C  L 
2.57 C E B H E  
1.801 B E  AC 0 











191 11 -1558 
19111-1120 
191 11 - 1436 
19111-1117 
191 11 - 1407 






















167 C GHD 
13OL CD ADL 1 2  
151L B E  A E  N 1 
171 D J M  C 
lOOL CE A A D  9 
232L C GF 
2 6 4 L C  B H  C 
l O l L  BB A A F  0 
111L B B I  






23 82 3 
9 82 3 
6 82 3 
22 82 2 
7 83 3 
22 82 2 
10 64 4 
7 83 3 
7 83 3 
















19114-1046 1283 50' 26-10 
19114-1022 289 28 26-10 
19116-1853 378 56 18-13 
19116-1952 394 15 18-14 
19117-1900 452 50 18-13 
'ConfusKH1 Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUSP; 3) Confusion Processlng; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH): 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed surces pw). 
356 
Right Ascension: lshl 1m46s-19h15m51s 
40.6 13 
42.9 55 




































































































































































































12 pm Sep 













































































































































































































































6 2  
6 9  
.461 
















































































































1.67L B F  BCJ 
1.34 D E E 
1.19L B C  AA 
1.24L B C G  
1.78L B C  AAJC 
2.59 C F C C  
1.94L B A H  
2.05L C B 
1.59L B B D  




























































































2.05 F B  C GE 
2.13 CB HNCA 
1.45L B A B K  
1.83L D D 
1.31L B B D  C 
1.05L C C  AB G 
1.38L C E 
2.03 D F E C  
1.68 C DLC 
















19129-1836 55.9 7 
19129-1040 56.1 55 
19129-1622 56.4 6 
19130-1155 I 4,458 
19132-1655 14.1 31 
2.10 C HMC 
1.56L C B C  
1.40L B B 
1.66L B C G  
1.17L BF AD 
3.36 C C  HAE 
1.28L F D F  I- 
2.85 ~ B B C D  AAAE 
1.84 D F I F  
1 . 6 6 ~ 1 ~ ~  , A E  I- 
19132-1404 15.9 26 
19132-1501 17.4 21 
19133-1248 20.2 25 
19133-1703 21.0 40 
19134-1812 I '  27.1 47 r SGR 
1.29L B B I  K I  
1.39L C D  B B  F 
1.42L D B 


















191 36- 1629 
19137- 1659 
19137- 1923 
191 37 - 1 005 









6 82 3 
9 82 2 
8 82 3 
9 69 4 
7 82 3 
10 68 3 
1.23L B A H  
1.05L B B G  
1.67 BBBC AAAE 
1.83L C B G  I 
1.12L BCB AAB 
1.72L C BA 
1.39L D BI  
1.39L B F  BE 
1.15L B B G  








































































































































































19140-1339 3.9 55 
19140-1741 4.0 47 
19141-1752 7.4 8 
19141-1142 1 9.4 8 19141-1705 11.7 32 1.41 D C  1.03L BD AA I 1.74 D H E 1.31L C B C  1.34L B ABH 
1.35L C D F  
1.20L B E  AC 
1.09L CCC AAA 
1.68L B BJ 















1.00L B A 
1.37L F A 
1.57 F F 
6.38L F I K 
2.10L C C  ABGE 
1.87L C E 
1.13L B C  ABJ 
1.OOL B B  A A D  
1.57L E A 


































19148-1734 50.7 11 
19149-1435 56.0 22 
19150-1244 0.0 17 
















1.07L CC AB 
4.48L BCB AAAh 
1.89 C MI NC 
1.30L C D  AEM 
2.03 D M C 
1.38L B F  AB 
1.34L C D  BB F 
2.38 C BF 
1.16L B BE 
2.OOL C L E  
19150-1044 3.0 21 
19150-1239 3.2 44 















1.06L B C  A A F I  
1.40L C BFHk 
1.44 C J E 
1.37L C BHKC 
1.55L C BD 
1.60L C B 
1.29L B B C  
1.32L C F B I  
1.72L D C 
1.07L B B N  
19154-1833 268 11 
10154-1220 12701 4 
i 9 iS4 - i i 38  29.2 31 
19155-1614 32.0 45 
19155-111 1 1 . 3 1  51 
19155-1209 33.0 48 


















5.35L C B F  
1.29L C E 
1.53L BD ACFb 
1.21L B C  AAG 
4.26 BBDE A A A l  
1.56L E C 
1.59L C CL 
1.07L DED AAFd 
6.51L B D  B C  









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hwrs Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
357 
Declination: -20'-- 10" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 19h15m54'-19h20m51s 








































































































































































































~ . Z O L C B  
1.78 C 
A A L  e 
F E F E  
1.87L C C 
1.17L B B L  J 
3.90L B AF 
1.41L F DJ 
1.26 C B L D  
2.73 C GGC 
1.34L F CE F 
1.27 EC F B B  
1.41LD BE 













1.2OL BBC AAA 
1.01L BB AAE 
1.17L BD BBGE 
1.23L B E  AA 
1.07L B D  AB 
1.35L B C  AA 
1.17L BBC A A B l  
3.02 C I BDC 
1.34L B AE 
































K B  
AE 
B D  
B L 
DHHH 
B F  I 
ABJ  
B F  
BB 











































































A B L N  a 
AAF 8 
B H 
















1 . 3 4 ~  
DE B F  H 5 
C CG 
BC AA H 1 
D BF 
BF AC J C 
c B I  
DF DB 
AA C 
BC BA 1 












B A K 
CD DB 
C B J  L 
D DH 
B D  AB f 
C BK H 
B B N 
BC AA C 
BBC AABH 2 
Associations 
(Not color corrected) 




A S P  
T Name Type (") Mag 










































19159-1654 54.3 7 
19159-1245 56.5 I 
19159-1312 59.5 1f 
19159-1945 59.6 12 
19160-1147 0.6 41 
19160-1349 4.5 41 
19160-1150 5.4 24 
19160-1606 5.7 4E 
19161-1035 8.8 4 i  














































































































































































































































































































3 2  





















3 4  
36 
.46 





















































































































































1.11 C J HD 
1.09L C AD 
1.56L c B 
1.44L B AE 
2.42 F C 
4.43L C B H  F 
1.66L E BHL 
1.05: E E D I  C 
2.00L C E GC 







19161-1954 10.7 42 
19161-1604 10.9 3C 
76 
1.37L C C 
1.90 DC F DB 
6.28 BBCC AACB C 
1.15L B BC 








































































































19176-1039 38.4 18 
191 76- 1708 iy1s/ 20 
19177-1208 45.5 34 









19178-1136 52.6 27 
19178-1023 53.0 35 

























































5 6 76 8 2 ~ 3  4 
8 81 3 
8 82 3 
10 82 3 
5 81 3 
7 82 3 
6~ 
82 3 
13 82 2 









191 95- 1423 







2 8  
.70 
.79 






















191 97 - 1644 





























191 98 - 1022 
191 98 - 1408 
19199-1718 
146 41 41 27-12 















19200 - 1445 
19200- 1101 
19201 -1007 
19201 - 1904 
19202- 141 9 
1 9204 - 1048 
1.9 13 19-15 
















1 9 % -  1523 
1 9205 - 1036 










1.22 1600000000 I 19208- 11 13 


















































































































































































































































































C D  




















































































































































E (  
CF 
V L 
Corr A Confusion R S 
Coef R Flags' S 2 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































1921 1 - 1336 



















































































































































































































































B I  
c 
BD 






























I E  
C E  
B 






E L  F 
AH I 
B MGC 

















B L  
C 
DJ 
A E  
CE 
AI 
I C  
BC 
AAB 
B B  
ALKC 
AB 
K E  
BBG 
I DI  F 
DE  C 
AAI 
BK 
A A A I  
BD 
I I C  
CD 
B H  
AB 


























































19219- 1326 . . - . . . _-. 
1921 9- 1259 
1921 9- 1822 
19220- 181 5 
19220-1507 

















1 9227 - 1308 
19227-1324 
19230- 1124 
19230- 11 19 
19230- 1451 
75 
49 I 7 
40 7 
























































































































































































































































































































162620 M I  
DI AQL 
ES SGR 















19242 - 1456 
19243 - 1442 
19243 - 1423 
19243 - 1630 
19246- 101 5 
19247- 151 1 
19247- 1918 
19247- 131 5 
19247 - 1722 
19247 - 1 956 
19248 - 1825 
19250 - 1249 
19251 -1926 
19251 - 1827 





















19257 - 1529 
19258- 141 5 
19258 - 1 949 
19258 - 1027 
19259- 1614 
9600000000 
4601 0001 00 








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
359 
Right Ascension: 1gh25"59-19h31m56s 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
6 Coords SMJSMN 0 C 
h rn. 0 , (5) (") ("1 (") 0 h 











CE AB E 
D DE 
F CI  
C B 
D D 











B F  AB 
B E  
BC B B  
C BDJ 
B BD 
B B F  








































8 0 3  
81 

























8 0 3  
8 0 3  
8 0 3  
81 
81 
8 0 2  









8 0 2  





































































































46.5 47 21-17 
1.1 41 26-14 
3.9 15 28-13 
8.6 10 24-15 
11.5 40 22-16 
16.0 18 28-14 
16.3 4 24-15 
19.6 39 26-15 
22.4 54 27-14 
23.4 21 26-14 
152L BC 




100L B D  
ACF 
A B  E 
A A B E  
AB 
A B  
B  I 























B G J H  
BD 







36.5 59 27-15 
373 38 28-14 
38.8 55 20-18 
44.5 1 28-14 
44.8 16 28-14 








475 10 24-16 
48.5 23 28-14 
53.1 59 26-15 
57.0 13 26-15 
57.0 45 20-18 
57.7 9 23-16 








B B F H l  
F C G 















CC L F A B  
D J B 
C B 
C I J D 





































19314-1538 29.5 49 
19316-1126 36.3 24 
19316-1505 363 24 





(Not Color cometall 
25 urn 60 prn 
(Jarsky) 
103 pm C k S l  A S P  
V 
Flux Con A Confusion 



































































































































































2 6  
.57 






















































































































































































































9 I 2 B w m w w l  3601000210 59.0 17 22-16 10.0 9 28-13 
10.2 16 21-16 
12.9 34 19-17 
16.1 2 19-17 
18.1 6 26-14 
19.3 27 27-13 
22.4 7 22-16 
22.7 40 24-15 
23.0 37 19-17 






0 0501000000 I 55000000001  
19267-1822 427 24 20 16 










































































13 162671 K5 
13 162672 M4 
1.00L BBC A A A B  
1.00L BD AB 
1.48L D ~ C E  
1.46L CD AB 
1.53 C GGC 
1.52 E C 
1.40 C N C 
1.00L CDD , A A E  
1.32 E F 















































4 I TMSS -20565 
13 162690 KO 
19273-1106 20.8 42 27-14 
19273-1424 123.21 24 I 24-15 . . . -. . . . ..
1.05L C IB 
1.13L C BD 
2.61 C K L J  D 
1.04L B AC I 
1.06L BCF A A A D  
1.79L B AC 
1.12 C E D 
1.57 C L C 
1.78L C D C 
1.53L C CH 






































19284-1137 25.9 44 
19285-1046 33.1 47 
19286-1405 37.4 4 











































































































13OL C B L  G 
128L BE AB 
254 
l 0 0 L  c 




19300-1830 0.0 29 21-17 
19300-1809 4.6 33 21-17 
19301-1429 7.5 58 24-16 
19302-1936 I 13.8 l l  7 20-18 
162748 M2 19304-1643 27.9 8 22-17 
19304-1438 29.3 31 24-16 







19310 - 1933 
1931 1 - 1236 
19312- 1207 
1931 2 - 1 116 













57 1 11 




1.71 m 1 0 0 2 2 0  
162786 K2 19317-1214 l44.8139/ 27-15 1.LIL U t  A U J  U DDcMllUUW UlLID CG ~ ~ 6700000OOO ~ 
C M GE 9500000030 
C L K E C  7500000400 
1.36 C M D 3501000000 
1.44 F L M C 5600000320 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
360 
Position (1950) Flux Density Associations Flags 
1.84L B 
1.OOL B F  
.96: C D 
2.04 D 
1.00L B D  
1.96 C 
1.26L B C  
1.02L C 
1.81: C E  
1.14L C 
ADJ 
A A F l  
ACCF 
H 
A B  
G F 
A B C  
C I  N 
L E C B  
B H  
1.80 C 
2.05 B C  E 
1.90 C 
1.45L C D  
1.39 D 
1.87L C 
1.04: C D  




A D  E 
K B 
A D H  
E H 
B F 
B D  

































B A D  
B E  ACK 
C B 
E I J D 
B D  A D  
CC AA J 
B BD 
B O  B F  













6 0 3  






























































C B D  
C L D 
B E  A B  J 
C B C  
B F  A F  
B D  A B  H 
C D H 
E B 
B C  A B  





















B C  A B D L  
B C  AACK 
B E  A C  
B F  AA 
C C  J C B  
C I I EB 
C J B 
B D  C B J  
F E  BB 
C B G  
B C  AA 
DC A A I  
C CGNH 
E NFGC 
F J E 
B B E  G 
B B F  AAGK 
C D  A C  
C N G  C 






























































3.9 58 25-17 
3.9 43 23-18 
7.1 37 29-15 
12.4 2 29-15 
24.9 19 25-17 












B C  D A A J G  
C E €  
DE L I  C 
C DE 
F EJ H 
C DHGL 
DC GED 
B D  AC G 





























8 0 2  
81 
8 0 3  






















8 0 3  
8 0 3  




























































D D  H B C  
B B C  
B C  A B  
B B D D  A A A A  
D F D 
C B K  
C F  AA G 
C DC 
B A D  











C E GI 
A B  L 
D F K B  
C J F C  
C BGI 
E B 
B B C  
C C N  
B A B M  











29.6 9 26-17 
32.3 15 20-19 
39.9 57 26-16 
40.9 15 27-16 
42.5 54 29-15 
46.7 29 28-16 
51.6 33 22-18 
3.0 13 28-16 
3.1 47 26-17 










C J F A H  
B C  A A L  
C B F 
B B 
B B D  
B A D  L 
B C  A B  
D B 
B D  D A B F C  






















100 fim nux Corr A confusion 
Uncs Cocf R Flags^  5 2 # T 
25 urn 60 um 

































~ 81 2 



























































































































































































































































































































































3 1  











































































































































19322- 141 9 
19323-1101 
19323 - 1040 
19324 - 1953 
19325- 1821 
19325-1410 
19325 - 1 758 
19326- 1202 

























. . . -. . . . . 
19327-1221 






































































19341 - 1244 






















19344 - 1533 
19345- 1049 
19345 - 1305 
19345-1501 
19347 - 1354 















19350-1404 0.9 11 25-16 





















19354-1235 12911 31 27-16 
19355-1725 301  1 22-18 
19355-1205 34.1 6 27-16 
19356-1159 40.4 52 27-16 
19357-1035 I /  46.5 58 I 29-15 X1935- 105 
V339 AQL 19358-1004 50.9 1 29-15 
19359-1610 155.41231 23-18 
19360- 1900 
19360- 1431 
19361 - 1152 
19361 - 1658 
19361 -1343 





























































8 19373- 1202 
19373 - 1429 
19373- 1604 
19373 - 1800 
162873 G5 













'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
361 




























































C K D  E 














K C  
HEHC 
E l  C 
162895 M3 
162896 KO 




































B A  
c c  












c c  
BF 
C D 
C I  
B G J l  




J L L E  
KEHE 
E C I  H 
C F  M 
A A A A  0 


















































39.3 9 27-17 
42.0 28 25-18 
42.5 32 30-16 
42.8 23 25-18 
44.9 55 29-17 
47.7 36 29-17 
49.1 24 26-18 
49.2 31 23-19 
50.1 8 26-18 
51.6 24 28-17 
E N D  







C H F  















L A B  
CHJ 










































c c  
C 




















L J D  
HBE 
L C C  
GMC 
HKB 
L B C  
AAKM E 
G C  
AAC 4 
F C  
AA C 
AAC 1 
B F  
B L  








6 4  51 24-19 
7 6  59 28-18 
7 6  6 27-18 
134 47 26-18 
195 15 28-17 
209 30 28-18 

















(Not Color Corrected) 
I 2  pm 25 pm 60 pm Im pm 
v 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
nags* S 2 
C 
A 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































19397-1403 45.5 9 26-18 
19398-1107 53.6 14 29 16 
19399-1026 55.2 34 29-16 








































































































































































19410 - 1751 




i 9 4 i i - i i i 6  
1941 2 - 1736 
1941 3 - 1442 
1941 3 - 1 147 
1941 3 - 1 000 
15oOOOoooO 
361 1 0 ~ 0  
6402001008 

























































































1941 9- 1459 
V362 SGR 




19420 - 1304 
19420 - 1408 






































6 1  
.48 
19420-1450 
M - 02 - 50-004 









19421 - 1041 
19421 -1030 





























19422-1505 13.3 7 
19422- 1624 115.8 1 39 
19422-1450 16.1 41 
19423-1834 21.7 56 
19423-1250 22.5 53 





C M  
B 
J D  
B 

















19426-1822 37.4 38 22-20 
19427-1209 46.7 10 28-17 




19434 - 1823 
19434-1953 
19435 - 1203 
19435- 1816 
19436-1016 
19436 - 161 9 
19436- 1551 
19436 - 1900 
19437 - 1104 
27-18 
22 - 20 
21 -21 
28-18 









162968 M2 270000000C 
970000100C 
15000 1 OOOC 
360000000C DY AQL 
'Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
362 
Right Ascension: 19h43m45s-19h49m55a Declination: -20"-- 10" 
Associations Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
H I  (Not Color Corrected) 1 C 
A 
# T  
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 

































19438 - 1347 
19438 - 1008 
19439- 1340 
19441 -1216 
19442- 171 2 
19442- 1005 
19445- 1441 




























































































































































































1.53L B B D  
2.48 C K C 
1.71 D E 
1.80 DC L B B  
5.65L B C  A A J  
1.00LBBC A A B  
1.67 D J G G 
5.32L C C I  J F 
2.62 CC J I BA 


































2 5 :  

























































































































































































































































































































1.95 C MDI 0 
1.00L B B D  I 
1.56L B F  
1.00L BCC AACG 
5.60L B B C  A A B  
3.00 D C 
1.97 D E l  C 
1.52L B AG 
2.97 D N A 
3.32 DE F C  
19450-1219 2.5 3 28-18 
19450-1342 3.1 45 27-19 
19450-1152 5.2 52 29-18 
19452-1032 14.5 13 30-17 
19452-1534 15.1 5 25-19 
19453-1510 19.0 53 25-19 
960Oooo108 
9601000328 
2.65 C H HO 
1.51L C B J  F 
1.58L D C G  
1.06L C D N  
1.60 D CA 
1.1OL C C J  F 
1.26 D J E 
1.42L B C  A A I  G 
1.45L B B 
1.36: C D  DCB 
19456-1151 14071 01 29-18 
19456-1750 4i.5 21 23-20 
19456-1235 41.8 37 28-18 
19457-1617 42.5 24 24-20 
19457-1540 42.8 21 25-19 





19459 - 1544 
19459-1346 




19461 - 1512 
19461 - 1541 
19462-1037 




19464 - 1805 
19465 - 1247 























































































































2.13 C GC 
1.OOL CD ACD 
6.02L C B E F C  
1.06L DC A A I  
2.69 D F F 
1.85L C C 
1.36L C B F K  
1.36L C E  B C  
4.34L B C  AA 







































































5.41L C C I  F 
2.11 D L E C  
5.82 D F  EDAA 
1.11L B D  A B F  
1.09L C A H  
1.24L C B E  
1.22L DC GBBG 
1.OOL CD I B D  hr 
1.25L C A C F  



















19466-1105 37.6 37 29-18 
19466-1314 40.1 7 27-19 
19468-1421 l48.9 1 26-19 
19468-1106 52.1 22 29-18 
19469-1929 154.2 19 21-21 
19470-1411 II 5.1 15 27-19 
M -02-50- 008 2.68 CC KGAA 
1.36L C C 
2.13 C B B 
1.12L B C  A B  
1.OOL E E K 
2.36 C KMBB 
.99: C D  B BC 
1.47L C C 
2.20 C F B  
























19482 - 1 536 
30-18 




24 - 20 
30-18 
30-18 
25 - 20 
29-18 
1.08L B D  B C  
1.OOL CD A A B  
1.44 E E H O  
1.93 C DC 
1.76 C GNB 
1.03L C E G 
1.26 F E 
1.14L B A L 
1.40L BE A B K F  













163040 KO 6.05L C B 
1.50L C DNM 
5.29L F C C 
1.07L C A F  hr 
1.OOL B C  A B  
1.24 C E J  C 
1.07L B B E  
1.24L C B I  
1.2OL B B D  
2.15L B C  AA F 
19484-1517 25.2 30 26-20 
19485-1103 30.1 23 30-18 
19486-1206 36.2 24 29-19 
19486-1559 38.1 54 25-20 
19486-1920 41.2 25 22-22 
19487-1543 46.7 18 25-20 
19488-1245 48.2 0 28-19 
19488-1830 49.7 57 23-21 
19488-1312 50.5 12 28-19 


















































2601 100000 163055 K2 
19AW- 1 Idfi 29-19 
24-21 
29-18 
25 - 20 
22 - 22 















5.361. B A B  
1.14L B D  A D F  
6.56L C B 
3.02 D GEC 
1.00L B F  A D  
5.20L B C B  F 
5.87L B F  A B  
1.42L B E  AC 
3.89 F D  KEC 
1.23L B D  A D  
. - . - - . . . - 
19491 -1653 
19491 - 1126 
19492-1541 
19492-1910 
1 9493 - 1456 


































19497 - 1930 
19497-1725 





1.26L D B F 
1.00LCF A B N  
1.42L D C J D  
l.lOL B D  A D  
1.06L C B G  F 
1.27L D C 
1.50 CC NGBB 
2.31 F I EC 
2.51 CC DAB 

























, 1  
595- G 1 Sa 1 
L 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
363 
Riaht Ascension: 19h49m578-19h58m428 
Flux Density 



















































































































































D E L F  
D B 
BCC AABM 











D K E B  
DC K CA 
D E DG 
C I F F  
CC GDAA 
C G F 





























B D C I A D  N 





E J D 

























E G E 
C A H 






































































B F  












79 31 78 2 
7913 






CF AC E 
BBCB AAAA 
C D DHNC 
CD J D B B  
D CB 
BF AB 
Associations Posltion (1950) 
C 
A 
C T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
12 pm QP 


































19499-1048 57.0 48 
19499-1542 59.6 35 
19500-1709 1.5 38 
19500-1226 3.0 2 
19502-1147 13.8 3€ 
19503-1224 16.9 45 
19503-1509 20.6 4E 
19504-1140 25.3 45 
19505-1251 32.7 l E  
1950-1137 37.4 47 
1950-1020 41.1 2 
19507-1224 43.3 3f 
19507-1238 47.0 44 
19508-1753 53.7 4 
19506-1210 53.6 44 
19509-1646 56.3 3E 
19509-1925 56.4 27 
19511-1738 7.6 31 
















































































































































































































































































































































22 - 23 
23-22 
25-22 























23 - 23 
26 - 22 
25-22 
26-22 







25 - 22 
26-22 
23 - 2: 
32-2C 
25-22 
27 - 2: 





24 - 2: 
26-22 
23 - 24 
30-21 
26 - 2: 
27 - 2: 
















































































































































































































2.46 C F F 
1.67 D MB 
16.16 BBDC AAAA 
2.38 C E B  
1.47L D B J  L 
2.44 D MFC 
1.37L B AC N 
1.17L CC AA J 
2.96 C G E 












6 5  
31L 
.57L 
1.42 C G B 
3.36 C E E D  
1.53L C C 
1.84 C I F 
3.30 C L DE 
1.49L C B L  
1.00L F HGJ 
1.00LDC ABM 
4.95L D D 














1.36 C GD 
1.00L BD AC 
6.01LD B D  
1.66 D F E 
17.20 CCCC BAAA 
3.00 cc L B B  
3.46L C B B H l  
1.31L BC AAJ 
1.17L B BBMK 




N6836 19518-1249 53.1 14 
19516-1548 53.3 51 
19520-1310 1 5.il52 
19521-1648 6.3 42 
19522-1253 14.7 40 
560001oooO 
4500100100 
19523- 11 13 120.0( 46 

















19532-1001 117.51 6 
19533 - 1541 11 8.61 26 
19534-1934 25.3 1 















19539-1510 57.7 26 
19540-1829 1 5.7146 
19541-1341 10.3 15 















19550-1426 4.0 49 
19551-1537 1 7.7136 
19551-1625 6.1 30 
































i9562-14io li3.3 1: 
19562- 1403 
19565-1339 33.2 43 
19566-1327 



































































I 1 I I 
'Confuuon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confuscon Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
364 
Right Ascension: 19h58m45s-20h09m5( 
Position (1950) Flux Density 




















































































































































45.4 25 26-22 
51.9 59 30-21 
52.7 16 32-20 
59.2 41 29-22 
2.1 44 29-21 
40.1 35 28-22 
41.4 29 30-21 
43.3 52 26-23 
46.3 13 32-20 
51.9 43 31-20 
53.1 15 25-23 
4.8 22 32-20 
10.5 15 25-23 
12.8 24 25-23 
26.5 8 27-23 
30.6 17 30-21 
39.7 51 30-21 
45.2 33 29-22 
55.7 33 30-21 
3.7 3 27-23 
6.5 34 25-24 
25.1 25 23-24 
26.1 19 32-21 
34.5 38 25-24 
37.4 41 30-22 
41.6 21 32-21 
42.4 16 26-23 
42.7 7 28-22 
46.0 24 31-21 
49.5 25 27-23 
1.1 36 32-21 
4.4 50 24-24 
5.8 15 28-23 
19.9 31 31-22 
30.5 24 29-22 
30.6 10 32-21 
31.8 51 25-24 
32.1 57 26-24 
33.5 2 29-22 







































54.7 55 27-23 
59.1 3 29-22 
9.0 56 24-25 
15.9 35 32-21 
16.2 15 22-25 
26.2 50 28-23 
34.3 21 32-21 
37.6 14 24-25 
42.1 47 27-24 








































C ' C  ' 
C D D 
B AEG 
B B E  L 
A B M  
C F D D  
C AF 
C L B  
BC A B  



















41.7 49 27-24 
46.5 2 28-23 
55.9 40 32-22 
6.4 19 31-22 
12.8 4 28-23 
14.6 19 29-23 
22.9 20 28-24 
41.2 39 28-24 
42.4 20 28-23 


















































13 ,  








B A E 
C BC 
C BJ  












FIUX ~ o r r  A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 
@lot Color Corrected) 
25 um 60 Irm 100 pm 
C 
A k P  
# T Name Type (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
(s) C') 1 b (''1 ('7 C 
12 pm 
























































































































































































































































































































































































2 9  
,291 
1.20 











































.84 C NDE 
1.61 B H C 
3.01 CD GEBA 
1.12L B BHK 
2.96 D J C 
1.23L C CH 
1.55L C D 
1.71 C EG F 
2.12 cc ccc 
7.03L B BH 
3580000010 
1300000100 

































































































1.00L BC AB1 5 
1.49 CC HBB 
1.OOL C CE 
1.15L C C 
1.33L C B G  
1.93L D CB 
1.12L B BI  
2.39 E GI B 
1.00L C DCC 









3 9  
.25L 
1.99 B D  DBB 
1.24 E E  F B B  
1.72 C J F A  
1.08L B B D  
1.79 C MG C 
1.08L C BG 
1.32 CF CB 
1.00LBC AA 4 
1.07L D C 
1.30 D F D 
36 
.33 


















3.14: C F DI C 
1.23LIC 
IC G 1.03L E ENL 
3.34 C C ,  B B  
1.OOL F C L 
1.57 C E 
1.11L B B F J G  
1.16L C D 
2.30 1 CC A B  

































I n  77 
20039- 1009 



















2.62 C F H B  8581000310 
1.39 C I D , 7600000210 










































































20073 - 1041 
20075-1351 
AD 0 
C I  GI 
HB 
B D I  
AACH 1 






6 ,  77 
10 78 
10 I 77 





2 1  1: 





460onnoi 00 ~ 47 
















1.16 D G HC 
1.OOL C E 
1.00L BC AB 
1.38 CC GCB 
1.32L F D 
1.00L B B M 
1.62 CE GBC 
13 1 163328 KO 
22 13 !  163335 
13 ~ 163336 M2 
13 1 163337 F5 I 
20094-1121 
20095- 1128 
20095 - 1740 
20096-1313 
20096-1246 
20098 - 1846 
1 
0500000000 
'Confusion Flags: 61-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region, 
365 
Right Ascension: 2oh09"59-2CP24m1ff 
Flux Density 





















































































































































































201 98 - 1232 50 4 
20198-1541 529 
20199-1611 ,561 












































Olot Color Cornfled) 
100 pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
%P 














































































































































































































































































































































































































24 - 28 
31 -25 




29 - 26 
33-24 
24 - 28 




30 - 26 

































32 - 26 
28 - 27 
30 - 27 
33 - 26 
33 - 26 
27 - 28 
33 - 26 
26 - 28 
26 - 29 
25 - 29 
26-29 
29 - 28 




30 - 28 
33 - 26 
31 -27 
31 -27 

























































































3 4  
.25L 































































































































































































































163349 KO 1.00L B A I  
1.37 DC DE 
1.78 CC DAB 
1.00L B BE 
1.42L C H D 
1.OOL BE AC 
1.OOLBBC AAC 
1.16L C BHMK 
1.00 C FG 








































1.00L BC AA 
1.11L C B F  I- 
1.00LBD AB J 
1.OOL C BF 
1.00L c CL  
1.OOL B F  AC 
1.OOL B D  AB 
1.00LCE ACK 
2.21 CC HBA 











20123-1700 22.9 16 
20127-1431 47.1 20 
20128-1346 52.3 33 






20134-1131 28.0 54 
20137-1833 44.0 44 
20139-1817 54.1 27 











1.05L CD AC 
1.00LBC AAFK 
2.78 CC DAA 
1.WL B 81 
1.05L BC AAKk  
4.22 CD G BA 
1.08 C E E 
1.00LBC A A D  
1.00L c CI  
1.00L B A F M  
k A G i  5487s 




20139-1333 590 53 







20149- 1954 159.31 30 
20152-1242 16.6 8 





1.29L D H DD 
1.00L BCF AAD 0 
1.00LBD A E M  0 
1.00LBD A B  0 
1.00L C A F M  
1.17L B B D  A A A E  3 
1.00L c B 
1.12L C CH 
1.00L BC AAI  G 1 
1.00L AH G 
163427 G5 
163428 KO 
20158-1226 50.9 53 
20160-1937 1 1.1122 



































1.47L C I DC 
1.OOL c B 
1.00L C BK I 
1.06L c c 
2.86 CC I AA 
1.00L B AC I 
1.00L C D H 
1.05 E E D 
1.27L E B M  









M -02- 52- 001 
13021 
163484 KO 





1.00L BCC AACK 0 
4.44 CD HCAA 
2.42 CD I AC 
1.00L OC ABGC 3 
1.00L B AF 
1.00L E CF G 
4.93 CC DCAA 
1.00L B F  AC 0 
1.00L B AE 








1.76:l CD F B B  
1.00L C CJ 
2.19 CC L K A B  
1.83 C D E E J B  





















128 c L c 
lOOL B BG E 
1 0 0 L D  C L 
104L E BDB 

























I.WL'BD A E  E o 
1.79 CC CBA 
1.00L C AC 
1.OOL CC AA 0 
1.30L F H 
1.38L C EC 
1.36L F BE L 
1.00LCD AC 1 
1.70 C I HHC 
1.28L c c 
163535 M1 





















596- G 37 Sb 
163564 K2 
3.72 CE KFAP 
1.52 C FE 
1.OOL B ADH 
1.27L F DJ 
1.03L C B K J  
3.23 BBCC AAAP 
1.OOL C AKE 
1.00L BF AB 
3.78 CC I AP 













- I I I 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
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20285-1718 30.2 27 
20289-1203 56.4 22 
20294-1149 28.0 60 


















20313-1353 23.6 44 
20314-1919 126.5131 





















20407-1012 43.9 45 

























34 - 26 
26-29 
29-28 
33 - 27 
29-28 
27 - 29 
27-29 
27 - 29 




28 - 29 









28 - 29 
28 - 30 
33-28 
29 - 29 
34 - 28 
35 - 27 




34 - 28 
30 - 29 























33 - 29 
30-31 
35 - 29 
33 - 30 
35-29 
26 - 32 
31 -31 
36 - 29 
28-32 
32-30 
29 - 32 
30-31 
36 - 29 
29 - 32 
33 - 30 





37 - 29 
37 - 29 
34 - 30 










37 - 3c 
32 - 32 
34-31 
33 - 32 
33-31 
27 - 34 



























































































































































































































(Not color corrected) 
(Jansk y) 























































































3 8  











3 7  









































































































































































































1.00L B AI  M 
2.64 CC DAB 
.91: CD EBE 
1.28L C B L 
4.19 CC I AA 
1.00LBD AC 0 
5.18 ECC CAA 
1.OOL C F L  M 
1.OOL B B K 
1.76 DC J B B  
1.00L C B J  
2.08 CC AB 
1.00L C D 
1.OOL B AE 
1.78 CC F B B  
1.17L C BK 
1.00LBC AB 1 
1.04L C B 
1.14L C B E  L 
1.07L F DCE 
1.16L B B F  F 
1.OOL D J C 
1.99 CC DGBB 
1.OOL B BLK 
.91: CF J C C  
.98 C GFB 
1.OOL B AC 
1.79L C F N  K 
7.37 CCC HBAA 









1.OOL B E  
1.00L BC 
BK 




C A B  
BC 0 
AAJ  0 
I CAC 
ABI  a 
1.00L c c 
1.OOL B AF J 
1.OOL B AB 
1.11L B AD E 
1.50L C CE L 
1.00L D CG 
1.15L C -  I OC, 
' 
1 .00~  BC ACE a 
1.OOL B AB 
2.27 D G D 
1.OOL C B 
2.31 OD F D  
1.OOL B AKG 
1.16L C D I 
1.OOL C B J  
1.00~ B B C  A A A  a 
1 . m ~ ~  A B  a 
1.15L C BC 
1.00LBD AD C 
1.OOL B B L H  
1.00L B AB 
1.OOL B CD 
2.09 CC I BA 
1.99 DC DB 
1.OOL CC ABJ  C 
1.32 CC DDD 
1.OOL B C 
3.75 FCC L B A B  
1.00L C B B  
1.00L B B 
1.00L C NCE 
1.00LC BDGH 
1.00L C AC 
2.50L C DL K 
1.43 CCCD CAAC 1 
5.29 DC CAA 
1.22 D E 
1.OOL BC AA H C 
1.OOL CC A A H  E 
1.47 DC I GEA 
1.00L F E K 
1.42 CC J A C  
1.00L B A N  
1.OOL D I B 
3.72 CC N J A A l  
1.OOL D D 


































































































































































S P  
Name Type (") Mag 
163591 KO 








H -02 - 52-006 
163630 K5 
596- G 49 .. 
163638 KO 
5 9 6 -  G 50 SB 
163643 G5 
163645 GO 






U -02- 52-01 4 
163675 M I  

























597- G 28 Sc 
X2040- 102 
































































































































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
367 





























































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 
C 
A *P 







































































































































































































































































































































































































3 7  














3 4  


















































































































































































































































































1.00L C EBK 
1.00L D B D  
1.00L D E 
1.00L BC AB 1 
1.39 C K B  
1.00L C E 
1.18L D BM 
2.10 CC GI BC 
1.28L C B J  




















1.00L BC AB 0 
1.60 C J B 
1.00L C B 
1.00L B B E  
1.25L C AE 
1.09L E C 
1.00L BF AB 3 
1.00L B BH 
1.28L C DB 








20487- 11 17 
20488-1356 
20492 - 1 137 
20492-1631 
20496-1943 










2.47 DC I AB 
1.00L F B H  J 
1.12L BBC AAAF C 
1.00L C G 
1.13L B AD D 
1.06L C C J  F 
1.00L c c L 
1.00L B AB 
1.49L C CK 













1.00L C B 
1.00L B B H  K 
1.00L c BC 
1.37 DC DD 
2.72 CC HAB 
1.00LBD AA C 
1.00L C AF 
1.24L C NGE 
1.00L C E I 
1 . 0 0 ~ ~ ~  A B  a 12 
20 
2051?-1906 46.5 41 28-35 
20519-1806 1 G i l 5 7 1  29-35 
20519-1748 59.9 7 30-35 
20527-1908 47.0 17 28-36 




20532 - 1529 
20532 - 1913 
20533 - 1726 





1.24L C C 
1.16L F B N 
1.05L C CG 
1.ML C M DD 
1.97 CC F B C  
1.05L C I DE 
1.37L C L C A B  
1.34 D B 
1.11: CC AB 







































































13.5 46 32-34 
15.1 29 28-36 
20.5 10 30-35 
58.8 43 29-36 
0.9 54 31-35 




20541 - 1147 
20543-1354 







20545 - 1709 
20545- 1654 
20547 - 1755 
20550- 1808 








34 - 34 
38-33 
39-33 
1.00LBD AB E 
1.12L E BDNK 
1.00LBC AAF 2 
1.73 C J B B  
1.00L C E 
1.00L c CL  
1.26L C BGI L 
1.78 DF J E C D  
1.00LBBC AAC 4 







13 164011 M3 










1.18L C L E J  
1.00L B C 
1.00L BC A A E H  3 
3.80 DCC NCAA 
3.10 CC HCAA 
1.42 CD DD 
1.72 CC CB 
1.87 CC E A B  
1.00L C B 




20571-1640 9.1 39 32-36 
20572-1449 117.31461 34-35 
25 
I55 
2.15L/ D G F F  
2.60 CC L E A B  
1.00L BC ABN 
1.00L B BE 
2.08 C E l  B 
1.00L B B I  E 
100L F CK 
1.11LE ' E  
1.56L B I B B  L 
1 . 0 0 ~  BD / A E  
13 164061 KO 




















2400000000 1 :::: 1.59 
1.00L BBC A A B l  1 
1.00L B AKL 
1.05L C CDH 
1.56 D F 
1.00L C B M  
1.00L c c 
1.89 1 CC CAB 











































1.00L C 81 
48.06 B B D D  AAAA 
1.41 CC L B C  
1.00L B BG E 
4.32 CC FHAA 
4.06LBD ABCH 
1.00L B A 
1.91 BC KCBB 
21021-1444 111.31421 34-36 
i 
I2.57 I D I  I DI  I I 1  
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hwrs Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
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(Not Color Corrected) 
12 ~m 25 P 60 pm I* pm 
(Jansky) 
V L 
F I " ~  Corr A Confusion R 

















































































































































































































































D E B  
C B J G  
B AE 
C CH 
BBCC AAAA ~ 
B B 
c B 
 B AC I 











E J H M B  
CC HBC 
D K D 
C C 
C CG 
E M DB 
D D C 
C AD 


























B E  AF 1 
BC AB I 
D B  




C L F B  
c c 












D B F C  
D FGB 
AD L I 










































F B D  
CC I EAA 
CC EDAA 
C DB I 
D L E  
DD BC 


























C B L  






D F M 
B AC 
1.00LBBC AAB 1 














































C D D 
C AE 
C AD G 
D ML H 
D E  
C C B 
D E 
F GF E 
F H F F F  













F M J E F  




F L C  
CD DB 

























































C F D 
B C 
C C 
B A G  D 
A A F D  ! 
BC AA I 
C B 
C K F 













































F J D 
D DG 
DCC E C A D  
C CEF 
B B G 
B B F  
A K F G  
E C 
I I I I 
Right Ascension: 21h04m05s-21h24m14s Declination: -2O"-- 10" 
Associations Flux Density I Flags Position (1950) I 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 0 





















































































































































































































































































































38 - 36 
40-35 
33-38 
33 - 38 
38-36 







40 - 36 



























37 - 38 
37-38 
34 - 39 
41 -37 
41 -37 








38 - 39 
38-39 
31 -41 
33 - 40 




36 - 40 
37-39 





















































































































0501010000 164145 KO 
164146 K5 




























































3 6  





















































































































































21066-1649 38.3 6 





2106-1419 49.7 14 
2106-1134 52.6 32 
21069-1032 54.1 1 
21069-1622 59.8 56 












164196 K2 21080-1155 I 54160 
21081-1241 6.6iG 
21082-1003 16.6 19 
21082-1244 16.8 13 
21083-1132 23.8 20 
21084-1020 29.2 1 
150011ooW~ 




598- IG 30 F 
































































21183-1706 18.5 23 
21187-1522 44.7 5 


















164395 K2 6 72 :  3 I 
369 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
Flux Density Flags 
Name 
a 6 
h m, , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 








DC F B C  
DC GEC 
CD CB 
CC L B A  











B D  AC C 
CC B B  
C GH F 
CCC AADJ 3 
B AJ  









































B D  AA C 
OD AC 
C K D  
F B A A €  
B ACH 
B CK H 
DO F D E  





























































































B C  AB C 
B CGI C 
CD BC 
C K CC 
D CFMJ 
OD EDCC 
B B C  
B ADHH 






















BC AA C 
c B B  
B A K  
C B D  H 
C E 
BC ABHG C 
B AC 
C B H  
BE AE C 
B A 
D BF 
B D  ACH C 
DD CDD 




C L K F E  
AEHG 5 




























D I I 
B C  A B K J  C 
C D  E B C  
C E F  
c c 
AD 
E J KC 
C DME 











C AJ L 
B F  AC 3 
C D 
F L  
C D 
C B E  
C CG D 
BC AA M 3 
CC H CB 
B A F  H 











C N C 
C C G 
C G F 
C HJ D 
D B B 
C CD F 
B D  ACI C 
C J F J B  










































D I E 
D G  
E CE 
CD AB 6 
B c 

















Declination: -20"-- lo' 
Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 




100 wn V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 























































































































































































































































































































































7 i  




































































21242-1012 17.8 3E 
21251-1501 1 6.31% 
21253-1554 19.3 2i 
21253-1208 22.4 53 
21254-1644 27.3 31 
42-39 
37-41 
38 - 42 
40 - 40 




33 - 43 
41 -4C 
38-41 




36 - 42 
43-40 
42 - 40 

















38 - 43 







38 - 44 
44-42 
43 - 42 
39 - 43 
39 - 43 
44-42 




33 - 46 
40-44 
33-46 
36 - 45 
40 - 44 
44 - 43 
35-45 
44 - 42 
44-43 
33 - 46 
35-46 











42 - 44 
35 - 47 




38 - 46 
43 - 45 
38 - 46 
40 - 46 
39-48 










































































































































































































































































































































0401000000 I 21281-1953 1 7.611s 
21264-1359 284 2': 
21285-1555 326 2E 
21287-1142 451 2E 
21266-1811 1365111 
21269-1414 55.9 4E 
21277-1926 46.8 2C 
21278-1344 49.9 2C 

































164525 M l  
164529 K5 




























































X2141- 11 1 
164614 K5 
21414-1106 27.0 6 











21442-1621 l l7.2l31 
21446-1917 36.5 5 
21445-1747 35.3 e 
0500000000 
05M)OOOOOO 




21447-1659 44.6 37 
21451-1552 I 9.8132 
21453-1222 23.0 3f 













21464-1539 250 41 
21465-1505 30.1 24 
21474-1704 27.5 47 
















'Confuoon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW) 
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D B F  
c B 














































F DD MEAA 
F C 
BCD AAE 0 
CC F A C  
C DBG 
CD GCB 
C J I  DI 
AA 0 


























CC I DBB 
D D 
C CH I 
C CK 































































































Position (1950) Flux Density I Flags 
L 
Confusion 






























































































































































































































































































































37 - 47 




42 - 46 





















40 - 48 
43-47 





43 - 48 








40 - 49 









42 - 49 
48-47 
41 -50 

















44 - 50 





36 - 53 






40 - 52 
42-52 
42-52 





































































































































































































































































































































1.OOL B A I  G 
1.25L E F M  
.El: CD F B C  
2.48 CD M B B  
1.93 E K F 
1.99 D D 
1.47L D I CE 
1.OOL B A 
1.79 F F K I  C 












1.29: E D  I CC 
1.36 E E MD B 
1.05L BC AAGE 0 
1.14L C I B 
1.OOL BC AB F 3 
1.OOLC BE 
2.59 BBCC AAAA 0 
1.00L C CJ M 
1.00L C ABE 
1.57 B B  MJAB 
1.OOL C CH 
2.21 CC J A B  
1.06 CD BCC 
1.00L C B F  
1.13L C C 
1:OOL BC AAG 0 
1.OOL F C K 
1.19L E I D 
1.00L c c L 




21561-1522 1 6.51 7 
21561-1326 10.0 19 
21562-1223 16.2 54 
21563-1523 22.7 8 









CC I L A B  
1.52 CD EB 
3.52 CC HAA 
1.OOL D C 
1.12L B CCG 
1.02LlB 81 F 













21589-1928 56.2 20 
21591-1538 1 9.9121 
21594-1808 28.2 35 




1.00L C A 
1.00L BC ABJ  0 
1.00L B A 
1.00LBC AB 4 
4.86 CC E C B A  
1.00LC BE H 
1.14L C E 
1.00L C AD 
1.00L C CG 





















1.47 CC MCB 
1.00L D C H 
1.OOL B ADJ 
1.OOL C AC 
2.70L D DN 
1.17L C B 
1.OOL C ACNM 
1.71: E F  KBC 
1.OOL BCC AAE 0 

































22066-1136 37.8 45 
22070-1408 1 2.6/18 










7 0 ' 2  
69 2 
69 2 


























'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Ewtended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
371 
Right Ascension: 22h14m44s-22h54m28s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -20'-- 10' 
Flags Position (19%) I 




















































































22387-1229 46.3 34 
22391-1209 11.2 1 
22392-1620 I 1  15.3 54 
22399-1934 59.0 49 
22404-1021 25.5 44 
22406-1837 39.4 53 
22408-1832 49.3 8 
22408-1050 52.6 25 
22409-1905 54.3 33 
22416-1452 36.9 35 
22417-1456 42.1 20 
22428-1550 48.2 50 
22447-1750 47.9 35 
22448-1952 52.1 36 
22449-1956 59.5 32 
22452-1757 15.9 37 
22453-1744 23.0 24 
22462-1715 14.8 30 
22469-1932 55.6 24 
22469-1351 56.8 26 
22486-1601 37.8 10 
22491-1808 9.5 19 
22509-1641 54.6 33 
22514-1926 25.1 32 




























Y T  
12 p m  100 pm 
L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 3  




































































































































1.18L D C L 
1.ML D D G 
2.33 CC F B B  
1.02L D BK 
1.00L B ADH 
1.00L BE A B K  
1.00L C KCD 
2.29 CD B B  
1.00L C CE 




SS AOR I 
1 M-03 -57- 002 165010 K5 
602- G 8 Sb 
0500000000 
0200000000 
1.00L B D  AB 
1.00LBBC AABG 
1.22L C F AC 
1.87 CC L I  B B  
1.00L C AE 
1.02L D C M  
4.20 CD I AB 
1.02: C DD A J  GC 
1.00L B D  A C  
1.00L C ACN 
1.00L C B J  
1.00L BC AB 
1:: .00L 25 B P E i H . 8 8  DC  BE J HC DB
69 ' 2 
6 9 )  3 
2 
2 
se 1 ; 
1 
165025 KO 
M -03 - 57 -006 











































































22214-1027 28.9 6 52-51 
22217-1346 46.8 60 47-53 
22218-1124 51.4 42 51-52 
22218-1750 51.6 49 41-55 





























































































































22220-1942 1.2 3 38-56 
22220-1356 3.3 13 47-53 
22220-1312 3.6 43 48-53 
22226-1831 36.4 15 40-55 
22229-1012 55.4 14,  52-52 
M -02- 57-002 
165053 KO 








43 - 55 
51 -53 
50 - 53 
44-55 
44 - 56 
42-56 
52 - 53 
47 - 55 
47 - 55 
47 - 55 
40 - 57 
46 - 55 
53-53 
53 - 54 
43 - 57 
43 - 57 
44 - 56 
2.79 C C '  BA 
1.45L C D F 
1.00L B BM 
1.00L C AB 
1.07L CF AD 
1.37L C B D 
1.80 CF J F B A  
1.00L C B 
2.86 CC KAA 





165080 M 2  
165094 KO 
165129 G5 
602- G 23 Sb 0300000000 
0301000000 










2.05 D EA 
1.2OL c 
1.42 CCIB B C ~  
1.05L CD BC 
1.00L C 81 
1.00L C A K 
1.57 CD E A C ~  
l. lOL C E E  








40 - 58 
46-56 
50-55 
43 - 57 
47 - 56 
43 - 57 
41 -58 
43 - 57 








45 - 58 
49-56 





A A A l  0 
DAA 





602- G 28 Sb 
7.03: C D  
1.23 CD 
1.18L c 





1.00L B D  
1.00L,BD 
1.23L BC 




















































165184 M4 AAHJ 0 
GCG 
DDF 
B K F  
BC 
M-02-57 165198 KO -023 
165197 K2 
165201 M2 A B  M 0 
C D  
F B C  
AAAB 0 
B 
165212 22359- 1417 


































F J  
F A C  
AC 
M D  
DBC 





























1.74 ECC F E B B  
1.58 C L H B C  
1.OOL c CL 
1.00L,BC AAC 0 
1.00L D B G  
1.42L B D  A D  L 0 
1.00LBC AA 0 
1.00L B ADJ 
1.00L BC A B J  0 













8 6 8  
1.OOL D KCI 
1.17: C C D F C C  
1.09L B AE G 
3.66 CDC F B A A  
1.OOL BCC AAA 0 
1 4 165313 K5 M -03-58-007 165321 K5 0500000000 1f 138 DD CE 1 0400000000 1 4.64 ODD B A n  010~00000  1.93 DE L DAC 1 0300000000 1.44L B E  AB D 0 0300000200 
1.30L F B 1 0300000000 165365 K5 165399 KO --
'Confuwn Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
372 
Declination: - 20"-- 10' 
Associations 
C 
T Name Type (") Mag 
A *P 
Flux Density 











































































































































a Galactic Uncertainty 
Coords SMJSMN 0 
F CG I 




B D  AB 
C B I  K 
B AC 
C G I E 
DC I AA 






Confusion R B 























c B I  
BBDC AAAB 
CD AC 
F D D  GCAA 
BCC AABL 
D I E l  
BC AAB 
CD G BB 
CD MBO 

















605- G 7 Sb 
M-02-59-016 
165694 K5 




























B D  ABG 
B D  AB 
C B 
C L C E  
AAE 
D I D 
CC CC 
























































C J C B F  
BC AA 
C B E 
E L H C  
E H  
BD AB 
CD BE 
C B F  






























c B I  
CC M BC 

















C E N 
BC A A L E  
C B L  E 















































B B D D  AAAA 
c CC 































D BD J 
F AE C 
B F  AB 
C C I 
















































































































































































































63 - 63 



























53 - 70 
69-66 
53 - 70 
55 - 70 
65-68 
63-69 





63 - 69 
61 -69 
70-67 
68 - 68 
64-69 
62 - 70 
69-68 
67 - 69 
71 -68 
73 - 67 
64-70 
59 - 72 
59-71 
64 - 70 
65 - 70 
66-70 






59 - 73 
63 - 72 
68-71 




59 - 73 
58 - 74 
66 - 72 
68 - 72 




74 - 70 
72-71 
62 - 73 
74 - 70 




78 - 70 
63 - 74 
82 - 68 
69-73 
77-71 
68 - 74 
77 - 72 
73 - 73 
73-73 
66-75 
63 - 76 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































23200-1518 2.5 51 
23201-1105 19 .~129  




























































































































































































13 165880 KO 
13 165889 KO 
.3OL 








5 4  
23476-1015 40.3 10 
23478-1451 52.4 26 
23479-1323 155.7/23 





























23501-1639 I 6.9113 
53501-1533 19,1138 
23502-1217 13.4 42 
23508-1832 54.0 37 














Right Ascension: 00h00m23s,00h42rnlt 
Position (1950) Flags Associations 
C 
A S P  
F T Name Type (") Mag 
(Not color comrtrd) 
25 urn 60 urn 100 prn V nux A 











































































472- G20Sc  






473- G 1 Sd 
473- G 2 S a  



























473- G 6 . .  
0011368 
166172KO 































































































473- G27S.  
166362KO 
540- G 1 Sc 
410- G 19 Sc 




474- G 4 S a  
411- G 1 SB 
540- G 6 S B  
474- G 5 S. 
166418KO 









































474- G 14s .  
166503 G5 
474- G 15Sa 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cmrds SMJSMN 9 



















































































































































































































































































































































20 - 80 




































































356 - 86 
98-62 
87-64 






77 - 86 
68-87 
101 -82 
28 - 87 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.00L c 81 
1.00L C AC 
1.00L F C 
2.08: DD AB 
2.59 DD K AB 
1.91L D MBH 
2.08 DC K F C A  
1.58L C H BC 
1.00: BBDF A A A F  0 













































































































1 SY SCL 
13 166074MO 
I D J L B C  A B M  0 
1.00L C B H  
3.71 CD L H A B  
1.30 CC F K B B  
1.00L E D 
1.00LBC AA 0 
1.08L BCC A A A E  0 
1.00L C AE 
1.13L C B 

















1.00L C B F  
1.00L C F B D  
1.24L C G C 
1.00LBC A A F K  0 
1.00LBC AA 0 
1.20: F D C D E  
1.OOL C AF 
2.87 D F B  
1.78 CC ECB 
1.02L C K L I  F 
13 166130K2 
13 166131 K5 
2.26 E C  HAB 
l. lOL c cc 
1.00L C B F  
4.66 DCC KDAA 
1.07L D AF 
1.00L D B 
1.OOL BD AANH 0 
1.00L B F  AB 0 
4.76 B F D D  AAAA 0 




00198-2432 53.6 45 
00201 -2424 1 7.1 I14 1.00L E AE 3.03 DC MAB 
99: C F  H F H  
1.14L B AD 
1.00L C E 
1.06: CC L B D  
1.66LDF B F  H 7 
1.00L F BG 
1.21: CD J CD 






1.00L C BE 
1.00L C BO 
1.07L C AE K 
1.40 CD F B C  
1.00L c BC 
1.21L C CD 
1.97 DD CBB 
1.00L F E D  
5.71 CDD BAA 
1.34L C C I 
0300oooMM 
01w000000 
14 473- G 2 5 S b  
13 166344 KO 
14 473- G 26s. 
1.64 C ME1 B 
1.44L C AC 
4.83 DD CAA 
1.52: EC HGDC 
4.40 DD L F A A  
1.01L BD ABF 0 
8.08 CDCC CBAA 0 
17.85 DDD C A A A  
1.80 CD MBB 
2.07 CF AB 
1100000000 
030wO1 OMl  
1.00LBC AAH 0 
3.17 EDC KBAA 
1.61 CC F C B  
1.92 CC B B  
2.47 CC D E B  
1.08 D GKB 
1.14L CD AD 0 
1.40 DC F B  
1.82L B A B  J 
19.62 CCCD B A A A  0 
1200000000 
1100000000 
00348-2251 51.1 3 
00348-2502 51.1 28 
00354-2911 27.7 46 




1 2 m m  
00356-2753 38.8 46 
00358-2551 50.1 28 
00358-2907 53.1 45 
00360-2432 ! 5.7!57 1.16L F B N 1.27 cc BC .92 E CD 3.27 CD F B B  
1.04L CD AB G 0 
1.00L C C H 
2.36 CC KCBA 
1.40 DC J B D  
1.00L B AH 
1 .00~  c B E M  
00363-2523 119.81 3 
00386-2737 
00390 - 2034 
00391 -2528 





0041 9- 2521 




1.00L c B 
1.00LCD BC 0 
1.00LBF AB 0 
2.56 CC CBA 
1.00L C B N  
16.99 DCD F A A A  
.82: DF J EE 
1.05 CC ECE 
1.40 CC KEDB 
1.OOL C BBJ 
1597 71 92-86 
010001 l0OC 
0 9 0 ~ 1 O c  
14 4 1 1 - G g S b  
14 474- G 21 5b  
13 166528 A5 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH): 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
374 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) Y C 
3 I2 pm 25 am 60 wm 100 pm 
v 
Right Ascension: 00h42m21s-01h27m2i 
Position (1950) Flags 
V 
n u x  A 












































540- G 22Sd 
474- G 26 S. 
474- G29Sc  
540- G23S.  




474- G 34Sb 
411- G 24 Sb 
166647KO 
166646KO 

















541- G 15 S. 
412- G 4Sb  
166789KO 
166799G5 










B D  
DC 
C F  
E 



















32.3 55 115-83 
39.6 50 114-84 
40.9 33 94-88 
41.1 28 103-87 
5.2 45 97-88 






























































DD AD E 
D E FC 
E C L J A A  
F F 
B BF H 
F C  CC 
C B G 
C I AA 

















CD B E  
DCC J B A A  
CC KAA 




















































C B I  N 





c B k 
B D  AB 












C A J  hr 
D B 
CD J DC 
BE 
CD CBC 
CD I DAA 
D DK 
C EM 











30.9 24 208-85 
44.1 34 208-85 
31.8 42 180-83 
12.3 29 196-84 
23.6 21 229-84 
29.4 26 185-83 
4.5 8 166-81 
22.0 24 187-83 
23.5 2 175-82 











DD J A B  
D BC 
































































D K  E 
BE AB 
F FCB 
C B N 
















































CCIBHAE  L B
E D  
C K J I  C 
c , Bi- 
D J I 
C L L B  






















































A T Name Type S P  (") Mag 
L 
Confusion R S 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































00423-2839 21.9 53 352-88 
00433-2827 19.0 8 353-88 
00437-2247 42.5 48 108-85 




























































































































0051 2 -271 9 
00513-2849 
00514-2904 




















c IAo .- 
0300000000 












0 4 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~  I 
00581-2601 
00582 -2021 
00589 -221 4 
01 003 -2238 
01 006 - 2344 
01007-2722 
01009- 2947 
01 009- 2808 
01013-2801 






























040001 OOM) 1 
0300wwOO 
01076-2627 387 42 201 86 
01076-2348 139.1123 1174-84 
0401000000 I 






































13 166967 K2 
14 476-lG3.. 






01 236 -2003 
01236-2101 
01 236 -2303 
01 239- 2008 
01 241 - 2329 
01242-2029 
01 246- 2045 
01 250-2235 
01252-21 54 
01 256 -221 7 
01256-2722 
01260-2556 
01 267 - 21 57 







































74WwO120 1200000010 I 125 F E C 
l 0 0 L  BD ABM 
1 0 I L I C F  AD 
175L F MCB 
lOOL C B M  J 
1 OOL C DE 
lOOL D B H  
IOOL C CDM 
lOOL C B F  















13 167086 A0 
13 167087KO 
L
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
375 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Position (1950) 
n 
Galactic Uncenainty C 
LI 6 a 6 Coords SMISMN 0 0 
h m. a I (s) ('7 1 b ('7 C') (7 N 
Nunc 
Flux Density f igs 
V L (Not cdor comaad) 
l2 Pm 2s Pm Pm Im P Flux Corr A Confusion R S 









# T Name Type 8 Mag 
167093 KO 
476- G 1 5 9  
476- G 16 Sb 




































































B D  ACG 
CC I AA 
CCDD B A B A  
B C  AAG 
BD AB 
D ME 











476- G 25 Sb 






2 i  










57.7 42 194-79 
29.6 41 187-78 
30.1 45 188-78 
31.3 2 195-78 
40.2 54 224-79 
42.2 13 221-79 
51.3 16 192-78 
54.2 25 2 2 - 7 9  








E C  J C B  
CD LGCA 
































413- G 16 Sb 
413- G 18% 
543- G 11 N 
















A A N  
E 
AB 
A G  















6 3 2  





6 6 3  
63 














6 3 3  































































































D I C I  
CD CE 
CF J L D B  
CC K CC 
D C F  D F A B  
F AE 
CC D F A A  
C BB 
CC J DB 




543- G 15 S. 
543-16 16Qu 01457-2154 42.7 33 
01458-2828 151.51 57 









477- G 8 S c  
414-lG4.. 












CD L B C  
C F C  
CC J BC 
C E J F B C  
C GFB 
D BE 
F DG F 
BC AB 





543- G 1 9 s  
M-04-05-014 
167374 K5 




























DC K A B  
CC F A B  
c CL  
B CK N 
CC BB 
D CE 
C B K 







477- G 15 Sb 
167404 KO 












c CI  I 
C BE J 
BC AAI  
D F  BB 
E C D  BAA 

















477- G 18Sc 























































B D  AB 
F B D  
















BC AB N 
C B 
DC CA 
C I DL 
D C 
EC EBC 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































01 427 - 2606 
01432-2638 
26.0 28 199-77 
39.3 40 224-78 
46.4 19 210-78 
12.8 56 213-78 
18.7 7 206-78 
























































































14 414- G 5Sb  
14 414-IG6.. 
13 167334 KO 
01479-2300 60.0'58 198 76 












141 477- G 13 Sa 
-~~~ 
01530-2610 
01 532 -2654 































01 584 - 2439 
22.0 30 218-76 





02000 - 2805 
02005-2407 















02058 - 2928 
02067 -231 3 
02069-2339 



















478- G 2 SO 
478-IG 3 Do 
167564 KO 
167589 K2 
478- G 6 Sc 
167600 K2 
12 
3 01 oooooooo 
0400000000 7 
- 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
376 























6 8 2  
69 








6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
69 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
67 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
68 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
5 4 2  
6 8 2  
69 
6 8 2  
5 4 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
69 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
68 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  














































































































C B F  
CE BD 





BD A B  
B F  A F  
DCC NCAA 
CDED F E B A  
D D L B D  
B AE 
CE L D D  
DD CB 
CC BD 
F C C D  E D A A  
C NAC 
BE A B  
D D D  BAA 
CC F BA 
C B 
B F  ABME 
C K CE 
CC BB 
CC B B  
BD AC 
BBCC A A A A  






























31.0 33 209-70 
28.3 58 219-70 
54.1 38 196-68 
34.2 6 201-68 
42.5 26 201-68 
49.2 24 220-70 
51.2 53 200-68 
58.0 56 204-69 
15.4 40 209-69 
42.9 15 201-68 
46.7 35 202-68 
51.2 47 226-70 
9.1 22 218-70 
43.1 28 216-69 
5.2 26 215-69 






























































































































D D  E C  
A A F J  
AAG 
C L D 
B A J I  
B B G  
D C 
BB A B  E 






















































































































Associations Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
C 
A 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































02081 - 2209 
02084 - 2827 






















































































2 8  
1.04 
.55 
2 8  
.37L 
































































































































































544- G 19 SO 
167621 KO 
RAFGL 41685 




021 02 - 2242 
021 03-2633 
1200000000 
0300000000 I 478- G 13 Sc 167634 G5 
167637 GO 
167641 G5 




021 25- 2026 
02129-2823 
















415-10 14 S 
RY CET 




415-IG 18 Mu 
167722 0 5  0400000000 
0500100100 I 545- G 7 lr 
545- G 8 Sa 
167731 G5 
06001 00 1 00 
0300020000 I 
M -04 -06-033 
187734 K5 
167736 F5 
545- G 10 Sb 








02227-2001 44.8 57 199-67 
02228-2500 49.5 53 212-69 


















545- G 14 .. 
478- G 28 SB 
167777 M3 
479- G 2 SB 











02282 - 2246 
02292 - 2309 












02345 - 2020 
02347-2525 
02349 - 2003 
02349-2912 
02351-2711 
545- G 2 2 S  
167821 K5 
R FOR 








479- G 12 .. 
167860 K2 
.44 
2 9  
.251 


























































































546-IG 7 Do 
167977 M5 












'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hwrs Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 prn; 10) High Source Oensity Region 
377 
Riaht Ascension: 02h41m24s-03h09%7s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -30"--20" 











































































































Plot Color Corrected) 
(Jmsky) 
25 Pm Pm loo Pm 
Position (1954) 
Galactic Uncertainty V 
Flux Con A 

































1 . 4 8 ~  c ~ D K  
1.21L D F B G  
1.00L B BG 
1.17 CF J I  DB 
1.66 DC L EC 
1.61 DD J B C  
1.00L E L F  
1.00L BC AAI  
1.00LBC AC 




















25.0 2 214-64 
29.8 51 204-62 
29.9 11 220-64 
3.8 51 208-63 
30.1 8 205-62 
37.2 1 214-63 
44.2 18 222-64 
46.0 33 207-62 
58.3 3 219-63 
9.0 19 222-64 
24.9 36 222-63 
50.1 37 216-63 
2.9 39 209-62 
20.7 45 210-62 
30.7 54 212-62 
32.5 49 216-62 











































































































































02594-2817 ' 288  
02596-2523 406 






































































141 B B  
lOOL BBC 
88 1 BC 
11OL D 
1999 F D  
113 DD 
171 CD 

































































Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
C 
A 








































































































































































































































































































































































































i o  
-
02414-2539 24.6 44 216-65 
02415-2619 31.1 51 217-65 
02415-2913 32.1 8 224-65 
02416-2752 38.0 1 221-65 
02418-2623 I 48.7 I 1  57 217-65 .97 .25L .71L .26L .44L 
.40 



















































































































































02419-2014 54.4 29 204-63 
02421-2503 6.7 51 214-65 
02422-2925 13.4 2 224-65 
02423-2410 23.1 37 212-64 











416- G 16 Sb 
168034 KO 
479- G 37 Sa 
479- G 39 Sb 
02445-2533 300 34 216 64 
















479- G 40 Sb 
479- G 42 S. 
168060 G5 
168066 G5 
546- G 25 Sb 
416- G 24 E 
168080 K5 





















































































































































































































1.00L BC AA F I O  
1.37 CB HDC 
5.27 CC E F A A  
1.00L BE AEML 0 
1.31: CC CB 
1.00L F AL  
1.00LBD AB 0 
1.00LBC AB 0 
1.44 CC HBG 
1.23 DD H CB 
168094 KO 
480- G 5 SO 




168125 M I  





1.31 C C  HCC 
1.OOL BC A A D  0 
1.OOL C HDG 
1.00L BD ADL 0 
1.OOLC B F  
1.11 0 I C  
1.OOL BE AD 0 
1.62 CC KBE 
1.00L B F  AF 











480- G 13 N 
168148 MO 
480- G 16 S. 
1681 50 KO 
168149 KO 
417- G 3 Sc 
168154 MO 











1.OOL B AC 
1.00L c c 
1.OOL D BH L 
1.OOL B B N  
1.OOL BC AA 
1.OOL BC AB J 
1.OOL C D 
1.OOL F CG 
1.OOL BC AAJ  





M -04 -08-009 
168209 F2 
168220 MO 














133L D BL  
lOOL BD A E M  
102L C CJ 
175 B B  I L E A  
l 0 0 L  B D  I A B I  I 
2362 CBCC DAAA 
1 OOL D CD 
lOOL CD AC 
112 CD LBG 




480- G 23 Sc 
168252 K5 
RU FOR 
03001-2349 10.7 12 214-60 
03003-2303 23.7 43 212 60 
03005-2243 131 31561211-60 
03010-2711 1.3 37 1220-61 
03010-2024 5.6 58 207-59 
0j0212753 111.11 91222-61 
168265 MB 































03033 - 2800 





168315 K5 0500000000 I o 2 m o o o  I ~ ~ ~ i g  
0 0300000000 
M -05 - 08 - 01 9 
480- G 33 SB 03059-2309 
03060-2451 
03062-2314 




480- G 35 S p  
480 - IG 36 DO 
168329 M3 
168335 K5 
547- G 14 SC 
M-04-08-034 
















03086 - 2257 
03087 - 2937 
03088-2827 
03090 - 2352 
03095-2506 
























- 1 1 1  
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 
3 78 
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
Right Ascension: 03h09m57s-03h35m19' 
I 
Declination: -30"--20' 














































































































































































































































































































































































































M-04 -08 -043 
481 - G 8 SO 
481 -IG 12 DO 
168384 KO 
168385 KO 
4 8 1 - G l 3 S c  
168397 G5 
168411 KO 
4 8 1 - G l 5 S O  
168424 K2 
03099-2335 
031 00 -2523 
031 00- 2529 




031 15- 2959 
03125-2245 
03131-2831 
57.8 3 214-58 
2.6 37 218-58 
3.0 26 218-58 
19.1 17 221-59 
44.7 46 208-57 
45.9 34 224-59 
22.0 29 219-58 
32.6 24 226-59 
30.2 58 213-57 
7.0 45 224-58 
.97: CD I BB 
1.00L C BG 
3.05 CC GAA 
1.OOL C E B I  
1.OOL B D  AC G 
1.1OL C C H 
10.61 ECC FCBA 
1.OOL BC A B K  
1.01: DC CC 

















































































































































































































































































































031 50 -2342 
03153-2739 
1.32 CC GBC 
1.OOL 0 B D  
1.00L CE AD 
2.17L D B E  K 
1.89 CC F B B  
1.OOL BC AB 
1.07L C I CH 
2.20 CC CAB 
1.00L D B 
4.33 CC E E A A  
21.6 38 213-57 
45.0 44 221-58 
10.3 14 222-58 
22.4 17 220-58 
52.2 56 214-57 
5.3 12 215-57 
19.1 15 222-58 
37.3 22 226-58 
54.9 43 225-58 
7.7 28 222-58 
168430 K2 
4 8 l - G 1 7 S (  









418- G 1 Sc 
168452 KO 
4 8 1 - G l 8 S d  
03161-2241 
031 63 - 2600 
03163-2214 




1.00L BC AA 
.87 F J E 
1.08L D F H  
1.01: CC I F B  
1.OOL C B 
1.61 CE MCA 
1.51 BBCC A A A B  
1.OOL BBC A A B N  
1.01L D F 































03 1 75 - 2528 
03177-2614 
031 78 - 2910 
03182-2627 
03186- 2647 
03188 - 2541 
03189-2620 
1.OOL B D  A B  
.85 DF KGO 
1.OOL c CL  
5.06 CC I CAA 
1.29L C C L C l  
1.17L D I CH 
1.00L BC AC 
1.27L C F 
1.00L B MDCE 







































































52.5 23 225-57 
17.0 36 220-57 
36.3 15 221-57 
53.5 29 219-57 
57.5 58 220-57 
8.2 59 218-56 
12.2 52 216-56 
17.3 12 212-55 
21.7 40 213-56 
44.7 20 220-57 
1013 F7V 














































































1.OOL B CE 
1.OOL c c 
1.06L BE A B  J 
1.OOL C B H  
1.OOL BB AAE 
1.26L C NDF 
1.00L B A 
1.00L BF B H  
1.OOL BC AC 
3.48 CC F C A  
03197-2013 45.0 30 210-55 
03198-2216 50.0 32 213-56 
03200-2116 2.6'42 211-55 
03207-2728 47.0 47 222-56 
03213-2003 21.3 39 209-55 





































































































































































1.OOL C K B I  
1.40 BC L B B  
1.00L F D 
1.00L C D 
1.35 CC B B  
1.18 CF DB 
1.32L C CL  
1.80 CB F B B  
1.OOL CD AB 
1.44 CC KDD 
03221-2321 12.0 22 215-55 
03232-2551 14.5 13 219-56 
03233-2300 23.9 47 215-55 
03234-2726 28.7 51 222-56 
03235-2506 35.8 50 218-55 
03238-2554 51.7 59 220-56 
03238-2546 52.6 41 219-55 
03240-2130 2.5 35 212-54 
03242-2729 15.4 32 222-56 
03244-2554 29.3 16 220-55 
481 - G 26 Sb 
168536 G5 
M-04-09-010 












1.OOL D B F E  
1.71 CE I B B  
1.00L C ECH 
1.29: D F  DD 
1.05 CE J CC 
2.17 CC GAA 
1.OOL B B D K D  
1.OOL D B I  
1.52 BB E B B  
1.00L F C 
03246-2844 37.9 10 225-56 
03255-2833 35.6 45 224-56 
03266-2851 37.2 34 225-55 
03267-2033 44.6 60 211-53 
03269-2637 54.7 8 221-55 
03269-2211 57.9 35 214-54 
03270-2909 0.1 53 225-55 
03270-2132 4.4 33 213-54 
03272-2818 14.5 16 224-55 
03274-2834 28.9 24 224-55 
3E-244.2 
481 - G 29 SO 
168578 K5 
168579 K2 
418- G 6 Sb 
168584 
548- G 27 Sc 
168587 KO 
418- G 7 Sc 
1.00 E G D 
1.00L B A F G  
1.07 C E D  
1.78 BB H F B B  
1.07L C H 
1.48 BC K CB 
1.OOL B AD 
8.25 DCC HEAA 
1.00LABC AAC 
8.11 DCC K E I  E 
482- G 1 Sb 
168612 A0 






482- PN 7 PI 
548- G 36 S. 
482- G 8 Sb 
0331 2- 21 43 
03312-2352 
0331 4-2643 
n33i 4 - 2003 
3.56 DCC NDAA 
3.17 CB L B A  
2.70 CB GAA 
1.OOL B CG 
11.48 BBC AAA 
1.OOL C B J  K 
.70 CD CC 
1.00L B CG 
1.00LBBC AAC 
1.00LBE A C M  
15.0 52 213-53 
16.2 44 217-53 
25.5 28 222-54 
25.6 16 224-54 
29.5 43 213-53 
35.4 57 214-53 
40.2 10 213-53 
4.2 6 214-53 
18.3 36 220-54 
25.9 42 214-53 
168628 K5 
548- G 38 Sc 
168634 88 
548- G 42 Co 
168640 K5 
168644 K5 
-.. . -. . . 
0331 4- 21 38 
0331 5-2147 
03316-2113 








03327-2544 168648 G5 
482- G 10 Sa 
168651 KO 
1.00L B AJ K 
1.17 D F E D  
1.OOL C C M 
2.10 CC L A B  
1.00L B AE 
1.OOL D CL  
2.02 BB M CB 
1.06 CF CC 
5.96 CBCC B A A A  
35.62 B B B C  B A A A  
44.2 58 220-54 
47.8 52 219-53 
54.0 25 218-53 
1.3 24 212-52 
12.4 26 226-54 
20.8 37 218-53 
35.4 52 215-53 
44.6 6 224-54 
25.7 59 213-52 
19.7 48 218-53 
03327-2505 








03337 - 2759 
03344-2103 
03353-2439 
548- G 51 SO 
482- G 16 Sb 




Right Ascension: 03h35m35i-04h02m47s 
Flags Associations ~ 
1 c 






8 4 4  
83 
83 
8 6 3  
8 4 2  
























8 4 2  
87 
























































































482- G 40s.  









1.00L B F  
1.00L c 
1.73L C 
AA N 0 
L F A B  
EDB 








































l 0 0 L  B B F  
132 D K K F F  
IOOL 0 BG 
100L F B L G  
l 0 0 L C  DI 
l 0 0 L D  CK 
l 0 0 L B B D  AAC 
548 CCC GAAA 
183 CC L H D C  
270 CC BB 
l 0 0 L  C MCE 





















































































549- G33Sa  
168943M1 
168950M4E 



















































































1.00~ B B C  
D M 
DB 






L B A B  
AC L 
C H 
F D  
BC 





































































(Not Color comfted) 
100 pm V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
12 pm A S P  













































































































































































































































































































































































03355- 21 29 
03360- 2225 





03385 -21 59 
03387-2807 






















































































13 168732 KO 





3 3  












. . . . . _ . . 




0341 2- 2938 













0341 7 - 2340 








































2 9  
.25L 
.25L 












































03424 -241 6 
03427-2332 
03428-2245 
03433 - 2800 
03439-2721 
03440-2541 
OW3 - 2950 
03445 - 2929 




























2 5  
.79 
38 






































































03467 - 221 6 
03468 - 2059 



















. . . . __ . 
03483-2506 
03485-2525 
03489 - 2932 
03490- 231 7 
03492-2104 
03493- 21 25 






8501 001 000 



























0100000100 5- 1 
06WOMXXX) 
03516-5906 





























































03534 - 2604 
03535- 2621 
03535- 2221 













03569 - 2535 
03570-2730 


































14 1483- G 6 S c  
13 169046-KZ -- 

























04006 - 2038 






04020 - 2044 
04024-2031 
04027 - 2057 
0501 000000 
0300010000 I .25L 
.25L 
28 
3 3  
.44 
.25L 







'Confuaon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-P; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
380 








Right Ascension: 04h02m59s-04h35m478 
Position (1950) 
36.3 45 215-45 
53.1 45 228-47 
58.8 12 215-45 
36.0 36 216-45 
15.3 30 226-47 
45.8 22 229-47 










































































































20.1 1 219-45 
38.6 10 217-45 
40.1 18 228-47 
46.3 31 222-46 
54.6 53 222-46 
26.3 4 223-46 
28.7 28 226-46 
50.8 26 222-46 
53.5 16 222-46 
55.4 19 219-45 
14.7 46 220-45 
25.9 14 216-44 

























21.5 19 225-45 
1.4 23 222-44 
4.7 13 217-43 
6.5 5 224-44 
26.4 57 224-44 
32.0 31 220-43 
36.5 41 223-44 
46.0 53 224-44 
55.9 59 218-42 







































































































































37.0 42 220-40 
42.4 52 221-41 
25.5 51 218-40 
39.8 41 219-40 
43.1 51 230-42 
47.3 4 219-40 
48.2 16 218-40 
6.7 41 229-42 
8.5 37 226-41 







5.2 18 227-41 
33.4 44 227-4C 
37.0 12 229-41 
3.9 49 230-41 
14.9 50 219-3f 
47.0 4 230-41 
Associations Flux Density Flags 
C 
A 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.00L B F  AEJ  C 
1.OOL B B K I  I 
1.OOL B BC 
1.OOL BC AB C 
1.60: DD F BB 
6.24 CC KBA 
1.09L B CJ 
2.39 CC L L B A  
1.OOL C B 






































































550- G 7 S. 












.96 C D F 
1.79 DB DBB 
1.OOL D D 
1.OOL D B L  
1.OOL B DI  J D  
1.00L B BG 
1.65 CC I F A B  
1.97 BC BA 
1.00L B B D  
1.18 CD K B C B  

































































2 8  
.25L 
.25L 
483- G 12 Sb 
169201 M2 
N ERI 
4.71 DCC CEAA 
1.47L C DI 
1.00L BC AA N 4 
1.12 D F L L H  
2.24 ABCC A A A B  1 
1.85 CCB J B A C  
1.OOL BC AAD 0 
1.OOL C B M  
4.48 CCC BAA 
1.24L C BK 





041 31 - 2836 
169229 K2 
169239 KO 
420-IG 14 Do 
169288 K2 041 43 - 2050 
144 1 C~ N C /  
l 0 0 L  BBD AAD 2 
132 C I C 
87 BD K K B C  
143L F 
100L BC 1:; 0 
132 C K F C  
lOOL C B L  
100L B B I  











































0421 0 -2500 
04210-2821 
0421 5-2926 
0421 6 - 2756 
0421 8 - 2042 
04223-2336 
04224 - 2638 
04225-221 7 
04229 - 2528 
04241 -2049 
04243 - 2623 
04255-2324 
04258-231 5 
1.OOL BBC AAAJ  0 
1.10 C J B 
1.31 CC L J  B B  
1.18: CD I AD 
2.76 CC B A B  
2.25: CD AB 
1.06L E D E B  
1.OOL BC AAE 
1.OOL D D J 





























484- G 14 .. 
1.OOL BBC AADF 
1.OOL C C H  
1.09L C J CB 
1.65 F C  BC 
1.27 C KO 
1.32: DCCi  DAB 
1.90 D C '  EBB 
1.OOL D C 
1.70 55 D ~ I G  
E L F 






















































1 . m  cc ~ A A  
1.72 C 







































04261 - 2252 
04268-2518 
084-IG 24 Do 






04274 - 2623 
04277 - 2636 
04277 - 2908 
04282-2233 





























2 8  
.551 
,251 
1.20 CD CC 
1.26L C AE 
.78: CE DE 
1.48 DC KCB 
1.16L C DCE 
1.16L C C 
1.OOL BD AAE C 
1.00L B C 
1.25 CE MBB 














1.00L B B  AAJ  C 
1.66 F C  L C B  
1.OOL D CK 
2.28 DC I GAA 
1.00L E K C 
1.30 EC CC 
1.64 CC B B  
1.59 CC MBB 
1.00L BC AC C 
1.29: CC B D  
0400000200 
04~000000  I 
169581 G5 04325-2408 
04327-2702 
04328-2001 48.6 25 218-36 
04335-2514 35.0 5 224-4C 
04339-2009 56.3 16 218-3€ 








484- G 36 Sb 
1.00L BC AA 
9.85 CCD BAA 
1.OOL BC AC 
1.38L C EC 
1.00L C B 
1.34 BBCC AAAC 
1.31: DD CAB 
1.51L C F 
1.22 E L D B  











C 169608 M7 
421- G 11 .. 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
....- 301 






9 0 2  






8 4 4  
9 0 2  
91 

























































































































































































522 15 225-35 
0 9  52 223-36 
3 6  46 220-38 
262 36 220-38 
466 47 230-4C 
481 39 220-38 








































































33.6 56 230-38 
43.6 45 224-35 
44.1 18 222-34 
52.0 33 229-36 
31.8 46 230-3E 
45.3 9 226-35 
3.6 56 227-35 
4.0 21 220-34 
5.7 3 223-34 
9.4 59 227-3E 
Rags Associations Position (1950) Run Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 urn 60 urn 
(Jansky) 
100 urn V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
































































12 prn *P 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































551 - G 21 SO 





















C E A B  
F C  
CC EAA 
CF F DC 
C F D  
CC AB 
2 DD K 
3BBC CAAA C 
CB I BA 









































04368-2933 151 81 5 123O-4C 
169635 KO 
685- G 3 Sb 
551 - G 24 Sa 
169640 G5 
0400010000 
1201 01 2000 
0401000000 
150001oooO 
3C AB1 N C 
38 AB C 
C EA 
CC DC 
C I C D  
F B B  CDAA 
CC CB 
_ _ . _  CB DB 
1.16 i C EDG 
C E  
169650 KO 
685- G 6 Sc 
485- G 7 N 04381-2713 11.5 21 227-4C 
04382-2901 I14 51  33 229-4C 
H -04 - 12-009 
(0439-297 
169670 M 2  




















1.63 CFC I CBB 
1.00LBB AA C 
1.28 BB N J B C  
1.11L C E , 
.94 CF CC 




















551 - G 27 S( 
169680 K5 
169692 K2 
04400 - 203 1 
04402 -231 6 








04424 - 2802 

















169702 G5 1.00L C B L  G 
1.02 BF BC 
2.23 BB B A B  
1.00LBC A B  1 
1.45L C B 
1.00L C B F  
































































3 1  
6 7  
,401 
,401 
































1.00LABB A A A G  1 
1.00LCE BD C 
1.00LC C B B G  
1.00L C B M  M 
1.52 DC HBB 
1.00L C B L  



































220 - 36 
223 - 37 





485- G 12 Sc 
04450-2929 0.1 48 230-39 
04451-2702 7.6 54 227-38 
04451-2034 11.7 50 219-36 




421 - G 19 Sd 
l . lOL C D H 
1.11LC c 
1.00LBE AF C 
1.71 C I BB 
1.03L D G DM 
1.00LBC AA 1 
1.%, E B  \ H Z B  485- G 19 Sb 552- G 13 SO 
16981 0 KO 











1.50: CD B B  
1.69 CC I AB 
1.12L D B B  
1.03 DC I DD 
1.00L F B N  
1.00L DB J B B E  
M-04-12-018 
04503-2113 20.2 40 221 35 
04505-2958 3281271231138 
169838 K2 
485- G 21 Sd 
169873 K2 












1.03L C C 
1.40 F D  F C B  
1.00L D CG M 
1.OOL C AGK 
1.38 C HC 
1.25 CD NEBC 









04537 - 21 43 
04538-2746 
552- G 22 _. 
DKS 0453-20 
I69895 K2 
622- G 11 Sa 

















2.10 DB J BA 
1.00LEE B F  C 
1.80L C DG 
1.06 CC BE 
1.01 CC J M E B  
1.00L D C I  I 
116L C I H 
169923 K5 
552- G 34 Sb 
169929 K5 
169937 K5 
122- G 15 Sb 


















1.36L B B  A A F L  3 
1.29 CB CB 
1.00L C L F B L  
1.00L F MFE 
1.OOLBBC A A B G  
1.OOL BF B F  G . 
1.OOL C KBD 
169953 K5 





50 0400000000 1 
'Conluson Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
382 
Right Ascension: 04h59m20a-05h18m48a 
Flux Densitv 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
maRS Associations 
(Not Color Corrsted) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 100 Pm 
Position (1950) I 
V L 
F~UX Corr A Confusion R S 


























































































































C D  GCE 
DCC HCBB 
CB MLBB 
CC L C D  
C N BG 
CC J A B  
C F  I BC 
E B B  
C J D L  













D E L B K  
DD BD 
D H F  
C BE 
B B H  
CC KGAB 
C DC 













































C CJ  
C F C F  AAAA 
CC D D D  
CF AF 
BC AB M 
C E C  AAAl 
C D F 
CC E D C  












C CG N 
B c 
DCC F B B  
CC CC 
E BMK 
B B M 
D J D N  
C J CB 
B BE 



































CC F B B  
CC K A B  
C BI J 
BBC AAB 
c c 


















C C F  












18.1 53 232-34 
42.1 15 228-33 
16.3 23 224-31 
29.4 11 222-31 
47.3 22 227-32 
51.5 25 227-32 
5.2 29 226-32 
43.8 26 224-31 
51.2 7 229-33 










































































D C M 
B B F  
C J C  
BC L H B B  


















B B  HBB 
B B  EGBB 
E CF 
CBB FCAA 
C CJ I 
BC AC 
B c 
















29.8 31 231-32 
34.0 29 226-31 
45.4 46 227-31 
45.5 41 227-31 
46.2 32 224-3C 
47.5 10 229-32 
53.7 30 224-3C 
9.7 10 222-3C 
15.9 53 230-3; 
21.4 55 226-31 
21.7 23 222-25 
36.6 46 225-3C 
58.3 38 228-31 



























































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 






































































2 6  
















2 5  
2 4  
,661 
,651 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 05006 - 2251 
05007-2848 
05008-2948 

































228 - 34 
223-33 
230 - 35 
























553- 170073 G K2 4 S 
05040 - 2246 
05041-2522 
05041-2534 







































422- G 39 Sa 05068-2918 152.91 59 I231 -34 
14 
24 486- G 32 SB 
422- G 40 Sb 
170151 KO 
553- G 18 Sa 
553- G 20 Sa 











A 170194 K2 
170201 M2 
n4oooioooo 170204 K2 
170216 G5 







051 23 -2200 
051 23 -2651 































3 3  















4.08 li:: l 
.25L 
486- G 39 
170238 89 20.5 33 229-32 (23.51 50 1229-32 
170239 KO 
486- G 40 Sb 




















0300030000 170258 6 5  
170262 K5 













486- G 49 Sb 
170284 K2 
423- G 4 Sc 
170291 GO 14OO010000 051 62- 251 8 
051 63 -2057 
051 65 -2405 
05166-2215 
051 69- 2456 
051 74 -251 0 
05183-2117 
05184-2754 
051 84 - 2227 
05188-2535 
1.OOL E C H  
1.21L C HH 
1.16L C F E F  
1.OOL c 















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Sniall Exiended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
383 
Right Ascension: 05h18m58s-05h36m16s 











































































































































8.3 55 231-28 
8.5 28 232-28 
8.9 30 234-28 
10.3 43 224-25 
24.1 21 230-27 





















Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags Associatiom 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 
C 
A 
X T  
se 










































































































































































































































































































6 7  
.25L 
.25L 











































































0400000000 I 0200000400 170348 KO 487- G 1 Sb 05189-2524 05193-2759 051 94 -2420 05194-2617 
05195-2942 
05197-2449 
051 97 -2351 






11.68 B B B C  AAAA 
1.00L B AF 
1.00L B C J  
3.30 B B  ECA 
1.44 CC J C B  
1.00L BB AB 
5.57 F B B  MDAA 
1.00L C E L  
1.12 BC KAC 
1.99 BB I AB 
4.93 B B  FCAA 
.92 BC GDBD 
4.20 CC I DAA 
1.40 B B C D  A A A B  
1.00L B BF H 
1.06 CD L B C  
1.00L B B E  I 
1.00L CD B G  
1.87 CC DDCB 







































































































































553- G 37 Sc 
487- G 4 S. 










423- G 11 S. 









05244 - 2233 
05248-2507 
CC I MCC ::::~ E~ I D 
1.55 B I  F B  
.70: BC J AE 
1.12 CF CC 
3.97 DCC BAA 
1.06: CF BO 
1.00L BBB AAAD 
1.01L C BHJ 

































































































1.00L C CG ~340M)oolOO 
.69 D D 5800000000 
1.15L B B ' 7400000000 
1.22 D D 7401000000 
1.00LBC AB 0 140001oooO 
.84 D F 1SOOOOOOlO 
1.00L B B E  240000M)00 
1.72 C HEB 8380000000 
1.WL B AE 1400000000 

























































































1.84 D G 
1.00LCBC AACH 
2.00 B KDC 
1.18L D DI F H  
1.00L D CD G 
1.18L C C K 
1.87 C D 
.94 D F 
1.00L C CG 





6500000000 I 0300000000 170473 KO 170476 K2 
05273 - 2109 
05273-2511 
05273-2852 







05282 - 2733 




















































1.53 1 DC ECB 
1.00L C B 
.86 C G O  
1.08L D C 
1.81 BB HAB 
1.00L B BC 
1.00L BD BE 
1.00L C CE 
3.06 BB J E A A  
1.00L C BGI L 








































































































C J C H  
2.09 D KF 
1.00L C C F J  
1.00L DD AC 









~5601000310 35 0000100 
0600000000 
1 0500001000 





0531 4 - 2631 
0531 9- 2036 
1.00L C M CF 
1.00L B B F  
1.00L BC AAMW 
21.28 BCCC BAAA 
.73 F D  F B E  
1.56 CC F A B  
1.00L B BC 
1.61 DO HCA 
1.00L C BG 























423- G 20 Sc 







05328-2105 49.0 57 225-26 
05331-2135 7.9 50 225-26 
05337-2546 45.8 8 229-27 
05338-2458 I 48.7 I I  14 229-27 1.00L B BG G 1.00L D G C 1.00LBBD AAF 1.20 CC M BO 
1.12L D C 
1.00L B CH C 
1.21 EB L FC 
1.00L C CK 
1.10 CD M CC 
1.51 DC DB 
170586 K5 














1.00L c c 
1.00L C CH 
1.01L C B 
1.36 CC B E  
1.OOL B O  B F  
1.00L C BH 
1.13L C CE 
1.00L B B  AA 
1.00LCB AAE 
1.OOL B B I  L 
05351 - 2449 
05357 - 2843 
05358-2857 











'r&ntuslon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
384 


























8 8 3  
88 










9 0 3  
88 














9 0 3  
87 







8 8 3  





































































34.0 56 228-26 45 
54.2 20 232-27 23 
9.1 25 229-26 34 
18.3 57 233-27 28 
20.7 55 230-27 44 
28.4 26 227-26 33 
57.2 28 231-27 47 
3.5 52 228-26 73 
5.6 41 226-25 34 
30.8 13 225-25 71 
31.6 25 224-24 47 
41.9 38 232-27 38 
42.5 29 226-25 51 







59.6 35 232-27 22 
20.0 26 225-24 27 
53.1 40 229-25 24 
56.3 7 227-25 40 
57.9 12 229-25 33 







46.6 25 225-23 34 
12.4 29 234-26 21 
16.4 17 226-25 41 
31.7 13 232-26 26 
39.7 17 230-25 38 











49.4 30 228-24 18 
3.5 32 231-25 27 
9.1 45 228-24 25 
11.9 41 226-23 72 
13.3 33 227-24 43 
17.3 22 228-24 45 
22.6 0 224-23 59 
24.8 56 225-23 27 
45.8 44 226-23 36 







BB A A F E I  C 
BC AD ' 1 
E HI 
F DC;  
C C '  CD,  

































































































CC F B C  
D B B i  F A B  
CC KCB 






B F  K [ 
CD B D  
BD AB M i 
BC AB 
C BC N 
c c 
CC AA 




CD C CF 
C H DC 
B BK 
BB AA ( 
CC HAB 
C D 





BD ADHl . 
CC HAC 
CC J J E B  
BE AD I 







































































6.6 17 228-22 
8.9 59 234-24 
15.0 56 230-23 
18.1 19 235-24 
31.3 42 231-23 
37.0 15 227-22 
41.9 29 231-23 
26.0 38 235-24 
35.9 34 229-22 




Y T  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 0 





I f  








































































































































































































































































2 7  
























































































































































554- G 23 Sc 
170679 KO )1o0010000 
170678 KO 









05409 - 2405 
05409-2032 
05410- 2945 
0541 4 - 2609 
05414-2022 
0541 5 -2248 
05416-2126 
05421 -2814 
05423 - 2008 
554-lG 27 .. 
424- G 10 S. 
170735 KO 59 231-26 42 
30 225-24 67 
6 227-25 32 
56 226-24 48 
51 233-26 35 
52 224-23 72 





















































488- G 17 Sb 




170872 K5 05471 -2823 
05472-2426 
05473 - 2447 
05474 - 2934 
























































































































































2 2  
251 














































170926 KO .. . -~~~ 
05491 -2933 
05491 -2304 
05493 - 2256 
05494- 2138 
05497-2736 















34 17  
65 1E 
50 i e  
170971 K5 
170974 M3 











































46- G 4 6 S (  
171045KO 

























9 6 3  
23 
93 






0 0 2  
25 
9 6 3  



















































































































555- G22Sb  









































































































































489- G 6 Sd 
555- G 38 Sa 
171285K2 
425- G 9 s  
489- G 8 S c  
489- G 9 S 0  


































556- G 4 S a  
171378KO 
425-IG 13 Tr 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 0 


































































































































































































































































2 6  
.25L 
.35 





2 9  
.99 




























3 1  
.31L 
.25L 













2 9  
.25L 
.28L 















































































































1.00L B F  BD 
1.00L E CH 
1.00L BD AC 
1.00L BC AB 
1.00L BC AB 
1.56 DC DBB 
1.00L BC AB1 
1.13L C DDJ 
1.02L B J 















05546 -271 9 
05546 - 2829 
05557-2005 
05558 - 2650 
05559-231 1 
05561 -2347 
05563 - 21 16 
1.00L B D  B D  
1.05 
~ 
CC I DE 
1.00L F OH 
1.74 DB CB 
1.04L'C c L 
1.25L B CK 
1.00L C D 
1.00L c C I  
1.18L D N L C l  
































1.00L c c 
1.00L CC AA 
1.44L F D 
1.00L B BE 
3.33 CCB CAA 
14.03 CDCC DCAA 
1.25L C CD J 
1.01: CC J CC 
1.01 CC EDB 















1.00L B AD 
1.00L B AF 
1.17 DC ECB 
1.00L B BC 
1.00L F D 
1.00L C CD K 
1.00L BBE AAC 
1.09L C C 






06009 -231 2 





































































1.07: C F IC CG 
1.00L D EBE 
1.89 CCI  F B B  
1.00L c c 
1.00L B BHG 
1.00LBBC AAA 
1.00L D B H  
1.12LB BD 
1.22L C B J  L 
1.00L B IC 
13000oooO0 
0500000100 




















06065 - 281 2 
06066-2931 
168 CB K D B l  
l 0 0 L  BD AB 
233 CB CBA 
105 F D  CO 
131 D M HB 
183L F D I  
l l O L  C J C I  
179 CD HAA 
89 CDIK CC 









1.16L D K 
1.12 CC I CE 
2.39 DCC BAB 
1.23 CC BC 
1.06L C DD 
1.27: CD B B  
1.60 CC F E B B  
1.OOL E BG 
1.OOL c 81 I 
1.OOLiBF BG J 0 
06069 - 2747 
06072 - 2742 
06076 - 2029 
06076-2206 
8.81 1 CCC BAA 
1.00LBC AA 0 
1.16L B B E  
1.00LBC AB 4 
1.00LBC AC 4 
1.00L C G 
1.28L C C N 
1.32 BD L A D  
1.OOL CE ADNG 0 





















06077-2641 147.21 27 1233-20 
06078-2926 82 5 8 117.51221232-20 49.1 54 2 6- 1
06084-2758 24.9 57 235-21 
06084-2150 27.0 59 229-18 































lOOL BB A A J G  0 
lOOL BE AE I 0 
1 OOL C D 
lOOL C CFMH 
1OOL B B H J J  
479 BC FCA 
l 0 0 L B C  AEH 4 
737 CBB FAAA 
139 CC BD 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
386 











Right Ascension: 06h10m44*-06h23m06* 
54.6 48 230-18 
25.2 38 236-20 
29.6 14 229-18 
33.6 53 233-19 
34.5 9 230-18 
37.5 14 233-19 
45.5 34 229-17 
48.3 15 231-18 
48.7 9 236-20 


























































































































D HJ E 
D D L 
BC AA 0 
B B 
BBCC A A A B  2 
BD B A J G  4 
AB 0 
CC AB 
D D DD 















Flux Densilv I Flags Posilion (1950) Associations 
L 
Confusion R S 





a S Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
(9 (") 1 b 
12 pm 
- 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 1  
.28L 
.25L 



















3 4  
1.09 

















































































































$89- G 16 S. 
171398 MO 
171413 K7M 
189- G 17 Sa 
061 12- 2806 



























189- G 21 S. 


















189- G 26 SC 
171482 K2 
3AFGL 908 
189- G 28 SO 
.. .. - . 
061 32- 2427 
06135-2011 
06137-2817 
061 40- 2644 
061 40- 2946 















36 061 42 -2323 
061 42 - 221 0 
06142-2121 
061 43 - 2137 
06147-2455 
061 48- 2854 
06149-2109 

















































































































061 70 - 2408 
061 72- 2859 








1.01L C BD 
1.OOL BC A B N  0 
1.OOL F E N 
1.OOL BF A A L l  4 
1.00LBD AB 0 
1.12L D A E 
1.08L C G J 
1.00L C BC 
1.OOL B B L 
1.OOL BD AC L 0 
11.78 CCCC D B A A  0 
1.14L C BN 
.89 C J E 
1.33 CC HAC 
1.OOL C DK 
1.OOL BC AAE 1 
3.89 CC EAA 
1.OOL C B 
1.OOL BCD AAA 9 
















I71 596 KO 
171602 KO 
556-IG 15 Do 22 
75 
70 

































79 11 -- 
556- G 17 Sb 
171624 K5 





06203 - 2234 
06204 - 2756 
06205-2316 




1.OOL B BH 
1.18L C BG G 
1.14 CC B D  
1.06L C MKCD 
1.OOLB B I  
1.OOL B B K K L  
1.75 D I K E 
1.36L C GL 
3.49 DCC DAB 
1.05L E DE 
06208 - 2348 














































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
307 














29.4 44 231-16 
32.4 8 237-18 
37.4 35 229-15 
37.6 42 229-15 
50.4 24 230-15 
50.9 40 230-15 
13.1 31 232-16 
14.2 37 229-14 
30.8 44 231-15 
31.6 23 234-17 





37.0 20 230-15 
41.9 8 238-18 
42.0 3 237-18 











B F  A E  
cc CB 
















BC AA I 
E DHI 
D B I  

































A A M  
F B A  
A A J  
I DC 










33.0 2 231-14 
40.6 25 238-17 
42.2 23 235-16 
47.7 15 235-16 
54.4 25 231-14 
2.5 17 237-17 
11.8 54 232-15 
27.1 44 237-17 
30.8 53 236-16 
43.9 43 229-13 
1.00L B A F  
1.00L BC ABD ' 1 
1.00LCD AE 0 
1.52L F G 
1.19L D DB 
1.02L c BB 
1.23 C 
1.00L C E B Y I  





































B c 0500100000 
B E 25oooooO00 
AB AAGG 2 140000oooO 
CC AB M 1 1500001000 
D D  GBC 2581000100 










CC K CB 




2.31 , C 
2.10 1 CB 1.mLiBB 
CCDC'  
MDBB 

































































B B G  
D F C  
C E 
B D  AC L 
F I F 
BENE 
E H  
D D N 
c c 










B G  
(Not color cometed) 
I2 pm 25 pm 60pm 100pm V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs G x f  R Flags' S 2 
C 
A 















































k P  


































































































































































































































































2 9  
1.58 






























3 3  
3 1  















































489- G 53 Sb 
426- G 6 N 
171 729 KO 





































































































1.24 C EC 
1.53 CC J C B  
1.06L B B E L  
1.06L B CE L 
2.89 CC AA 
1.00L BC AB 
1.14 D D  EC 
1.01L BC AA 
1.17L C B W 








































































3 3  
.42 
















































































426- G 11 S( 
426- G 10 Sb 
171755 K5 . . . . - - . ._ 
489- G 57 E 
171762 KO 
490-PN? 1 PI 








171 797 K5 


















3 0700000000 , 0500000000 
~ 0500000000 









171 863 K2 
171864 MO 
171867 MO 
426- G 19 Sb 
93 
67 
557- G 3 Sa 






























































































































48.3 58 236-16 






490- G 12 SO 
171934 K5 
171939 K5 . . . . . .-
171940 G5 
426- G 23 Sc 
171949 M2 
490- G 14 Sb 06316-2456 





















Io501000000 171969 K5 
06324-2900 
06325-2635 






















172007 10 K5 2
172014 KO 
172016 K5 
PKS 0634 - 20 SP 
3400000006 
4600001000 
3 172031 M3 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
388 
Declination: -30'-- 20' 
Flux Densitv 
Right Ascension: 06h34m4Q-06h43m568 
Position (1950) HaRS Associations 
_- 




9 6 3  
94 
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 2  
9 6 3  
94 
9 6 3  
95 
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 4  
94 





9 6 3  
9 6 3  
01 
01 





9 6 4  









0 0 4  












































































CC F A A  




BE B C  
C CK 
D D 
C D  AC I 
C J D 
AANF 
C K J K C  
c c 
B D  AB 
CCCE B B C B  
B D  AE 
AB M 
D D I B E D  
C HC 
D H F E C !  




B B F  
D CK 
C D 
F CI  
BC AA 
B I  
B CHC 
B D  AB 
D CE 
B B C B  AAAP 
F B L  
B F  
B E  A D  











































E D 1  
D H E  
CAP 













C M HC 
CCB GBAP 
CCC E B A I  
C H E 
C N ( 
C C N E B I  
B D  A F  















B A D  
B B G  
DDCD E C B I  
C B I 
B DMN 













B A F  ( 
DC DE( 
B BH 
D BB t 
C KB. 
BC A B  
D CG 





















Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 0 








































































































































































































































































































































































































3 7  
,251 
1.35 










































3 4  











































06348 - 2728 
06349-2621 



























2 2  
.74 
.23 






















































































06353 - 2947 ~.... _.




06362 - 2332 
06363-2402 
OGDFd-7AAR 
172068 +++ 65 
82 
90 
490- G 19 S( 
172076 M1 
172078 K2 










1721 06 K5 
490 - G? 22 Ga 
172111 K5 




















































490-'N 24 Si 
172122 K5 
490-IG 26 S. 
4 9 0 -  G 27 S. 
172136 KO 




































lOOL/C B I  
i?:kB D i B  D1 
106L B BC C 
1 74 GE 
113L B CE 
l 0 0 L C  B D  
113L C DE 
119L C D 
i o o L  B c  ' IAA J 











06405-2831 31.2 58 238-14 
06405-2851 32.2 34 238-15 






















































































06408 - 2006 
06409 - 2844 






























































1 500000128 M-05- 16-018 








490- G 36 Sb 
172243 K2 













490- G37Sa  
172256 K5 
DF CMA 
427- G 2 Sc 
172264 F8 
1400000000 











































8600100000 76 I 
82 
- 





a a 6 Coords SWSMN e 
h m. o , 6) (''1 1 b C') ('') (7 





N ( J m W  Uncs Coef R 
mot colw comcted) 











58.3 8 232-11 
0.9 29 239-14 
7.8 42 231-10 
11.5 37 233-11 
14.4 0 236-13 
16.1 34 233-11 
18.3 30 2 3 - 1 2  
18.5 25 235-12 
19.8 23 239-14 



























2.07 C C 2681oooOlO 
1.11L B AD 6700oooO00 



























C E G 
B C H 





















































































































551 30 232- 9 
1 9  53 237-12 
7 1 24 239-12 
122 50 234-10 
181  23 233-10 
21 1 16 238-12 
256 50 238-12 
259 36 1234-10 









I I C 
H NB 






































































































































2 9  
3 7  
3 5  
.74 
.28L 












3 3  





















































































































2.61 ECC DAB 
1.99L C CLMl  
1.44L C B 
1.12 C D 
1.53 C J F 
1.73 CD MFBB 
1.72 C D KB 
1.16L B D 
1.8OL D DK 
1.68L C G J 
490- G 44 Sb 
490- G 45 Sc 
DCL 0597 
172320 KO 








































































































06449-2102 55.8 41 231-10 
06449-2025 57.6 41 1231-10 
1 4 2 ~  B IBH 
222 C MED 
193 D D 
159L BBC A A A E  0 
119L C CD E 
l 0 0 L B C  AC 0 
208 E FMD 
111 CD I B D  
3 5 7 L B C  A A H  0 
203 C C 
360101oooO 
9580oooO10 


































































































23 OCL 0597 06453-2033 19.7 37 231-10 I I I  9500000100 
3.66L B B E  2500000008 
2.33 C GI C 9600000000 
7.48L C CEL 9401100008 
6.28L CE AAC 9 94001oooO8 
1.43L C C 4600000000 
8.ML C CL  8300000008 
1.08 D E E 4500000010 
06453-2658 
06454 -201 8 
06454-2104 
06455 - 21 07 
06455-2401 





06463 - 2830 
06464 - 2639 




06470 - 2600 
06471 -2855 
06471-2139 
06473 - 2304 
06473 - 2323 
06474-2835 
06475 - 2409 
13 172335 K2 













































2600000000 17241 4 K5 
XO648-219 
06489-2911 




06495-2119 31.2 51 232-10 
06496-2633 36.3 44 239-13 







































0 6700200000 1 . 1 8 ~ 1 ~ ~  / A C H  172485 MO 
06505-2049 34.0 3 232- 9 
137.51 9 ' 237- 11 















3.59 D BFG 
1.36L BC AB 
1.35L CD AD J 
1.53L D DL I 
2.38 D K NC 
1.36L CBB AABG 
1.75 F 0 
1.00L BBC AAAE 
4.87L BBC AACE 










06509 - 2653 
0651 0 - 21 54 
0651 2 - 2356 
'Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
390 





















































































































































































































D E  
K C  






































30 232- 6 
37 240-12 
35 240-12 















J B B  
AC 1 
K E F  
BFGF 
C E  
GHC 
D J F  
AAK 9 
AB 0 
D G  
c 



























A B M  1 
F L E A  




I C  
K B B  
H F H B  
BM F 
I C  
B L  
MC 
A B  2 
B J  H 
81 D 
AE 0 
C H  
F H I  E 
A B C C A A A A  3 
ACK 0 
K E M  
L D B  
AE 
L C  
C A A G  0 
HB 
BMHl 












13 231- 8 
38 237-11 
9 232- 9 












18.8 4 240-12 
18.9 33 240-12 
24.4 30 233- 9 
27.5 37 234- 9 
29.9 37 237-10 


















48.0 50 233- 9 
51.4 10 236-10 
52.0 55 234- 9 
56.8 17 233- 8 
59.8 16 235- 9 
0.1 51 234- 9 
8.2 7 236-10 
11.2 10 238-11 
14.5 5 236-11 
14.6 36 234- 9 
14.9 11 237-10 
21.2 37 236-10 
301 13 239-11 
30.2 52 236-11 
31.2 49 236-10 
32.1 49 234- 9 
33.6 8 232- 8 
B 
CC 







B J  
E B  
I E B  
MBB 
C I  
B I  N 
AE 0 
L M F D  
GD 
D 
B B  
F C  
CD 
cc 





























46.0 47 239-11 
46.2 4 233- 8 
48.2 49 240-11 
48.4 54 240-12 
49.1 25 235- 9 
51.3 29 236-10 
51.4 12 234- 9 
52.4 35 237-10 
55.4 44 233- 8 
55.4 12 238-10 
2.9 7 235- 9 
7.3 5 237-10 
13.8 33 238-10 
20.4 48 239-11 
23.0 46 234- 9 








L B  
B G  
GI 
B G F D  











46 232- 8 
41 238-10 
0 234- 9 
10 240-11 
59 232- 8 
21 239-11 
46 232- 7 
14 234- 9 
14 235- 9 
59 240-11 
B B  
BC 





D F  
B B  
B 
AB1 G C 
B B  1 
AD 2 
AA G C 
CD 
I BN 
L B  
I C  
AAL  2 
B I  E 
(Not Color Corrected) 






















































12 pm Flux Corr A 
Uncs Cwf R 
*P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0651 5 -2828 
06516-2040 
0651 6 -2336 




0651 8- 2854 
















































































2 5  


















































































































































































3 1  
.55 
.56L 















. _-. . _ _  . -
















06532 -21 18 
06532-2334 
06533 -251 6 
13275 
.25L 





























191 - G 9 Sb 
16535-2207 06535-2207 
06536-2558 

























127-IG 20 Do 
(0654 - 21 5 
172619 K5 
06546-2353 40.4 53 235-10 
06547-2549 42.7 40 237-10 
























06556-2820 36.9 52 239-11 
06556-2252 37.4 57 234- 9 
06557-2725 43.1 48 238-11 





























06565 - 2638 
06566 - 2228 
06566 - 2854 
06566 - 2045 


























06567 - 2009 
06568-2249 
06568 -2345 
06570 -291 4 
CC CMA 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region, 
391 












42 235- 9 
25 232- 7 
25 234- 8 
57 237-10 
39 239-11 
58 232- 7 
14 232- 7 














































































































2.4 50 233- 8 
11.5 6 240-11 
12.0 36 237-10 
12.5 21 235- 8 
113.2 34 238-10 
18.8 28 235- 9 
20.1 12 235- 8 
20.9 53 233- 7 
29.3 39 234- 8 























































































































































































22 233- 7 
44 239-10 
2 235- 8 
54 237- 9 
22 235- 8 
49 236- 9 
28 241-11 
40 240-11 











49 235- 8 
48 234- 8 
12 235- 8 
49 235- 8 
24 234- 8 
15 235- 8 
13 233- 7 
25 234- 7 












51 234- 7 
58 235- 8 
23 238- 9 
41 239-10 
12 238- 9 
12 238- 9 
14 234- 7 
33 234- 7 
17 234- 7 
13 233- 7 
C 
A 
# T  
12 pm S P  


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.42L B D  AB 0 
1.15L BC AAGJ 0 
1.52L C DG 
3.50L BB AA I 1 
6.57L B B F  
1.33 D D 
5.43LBF B O  0 
1.61L BC AB E 1 
1.68 D J B  













6.88L B CG 
3.62 E NMGC 
1.07L BC ABG 0 
6.95L C CI  E 
1.20L C C F 
2.11 C M O  
6.24L B B L 
1.00L BC AA N 3 
5.49L BC ABL 0 
3.00 C I GFB 
172715 KO 
643 
06579 - 2800 
172722 KO 
XO658-277 06581 -2747 
06582-2347 
06582 - 2038 
06583 - 2234 
06583 - 2547 







6.87L B CMMC 
6.94L 1 33 1BC  AAL 2 
1.71 D IAB N B 1 
1.00LCC BB H 4 
4.39 D I HB 
6.85L C BG 
2.12 C NDDB 
1.39L C CL  



































7301000008 6.83L;C DEI  E 
1.35L'B B H  H 
5.16L'BB AAH 2 
4.29 BC G J A A  
1.07L B BC 
5.31L BBC AAA 6 
1.17L B BD 
5.32L BC AB I 3 
4.80LBD AEJ  0 
4.01L CBC AADK 8 
CD CMA 
4 9 1 - G l 5 S c  
172751 K5 
172755 K2 06588 - 2742 


















6.01L F C I  
1.09: B C ADMH 
5.26L C BG 
1.63L F D K 
6.34L C C 
1.86 D F 
1.52L F F F  
1.96 D J J  D 
3.72 CC HBA 

























06596 -21 22 
06597-2751 
06597-2244 

















7.43L B DJ 
6.31L B O  AC 1 
1.35 BBCF AAAF 1 
2.77 B B  C AAEC 1 
4.42L B BC 
1.51L C A K 
6.01L C DL 
1.00LCC ABH 0 
1.00LBC AA 3 
















3 5  
.68 












6.93L C C F F G  
2.52 CC F B A  
5.70L B D  B E F L  0 
4.07 C K I  GE 
2.50 D K J C  
9.72L F G 
4.88L BC AC 3 
1.01L CD B D  5 
2.00 D F C  
1.37L C B 
427- G 26 Sa 
X0700 - 223 
1831 61240-10 
07006-2432 
655 07007 - 2426 
0500010000 
9600210008 
7 4 w w o w 8  
1.25LC E F  
3.96LCD ADNF 8 
7.31L D E 
1.59L BC AB E 0 
1.34L C 81 
1.90 D C 
5.49L B AB N 
4.11L C BDNG 
1.95 C l  F E E  

















0701 0 - 251 5 
07011-2350 









































2.10L E D 
1.60L ED B F  0 
1.39L B B  AAC 1 
1.61L BC BC 0 
3.25 CCC EBB 
2.24 C B 
6.18L CE B D  3 
6.50L BC AB 1 
2.32L C C 













2.93 C L EC 
1.81L BC AAJ  1 
2.10 E K I  F 
1.00L c CEL 
2.18 C H E  
2.82 C D D 
2.34 D I J 
3.02 ED DB 
7.86LBC AC 0 




07025 -21 23 
07026 -21 57 
07027-2045 
172906 KO 
17291 1 K2 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
392 































































































































































































































































































































53.5 2 234- 7 
53.8 59 235- 7 
53.9 29 232- 6 
55.0 41 233- 7 
55.4 33 232- 6 
58.3 26 234- 7 
59.1 7 240-10 
1.1 25 234- 7 
5.3 39 236- 8 
6.7 1 233- 6 











C B D  
E KG 
D M C 
C I B 
B E  A E  
B A D K F  
D BE 














12 237- 9 
37 233- 6 
56 237- 8 
30 235- 7 
10 238- 9 
35 239- 9 
15 234- 7 












B D  A A F  
C D D 
C E K  E 
B B C D  A A A B  
B B C  A A A B  
B C F  
C B E  
BD A C  
D CG 













BB A A J F  
C C G 
D I D 
D B 
B B E  
C B D  
B B C  A A A l  











20 239- 9 
56 239- 9 
46 233- 6 
38 236- 7 
26 238- 9 
4 233- 6 
58 238- 9 
53 238- 9 
19 237- 8 













C F D D  
C GHI D 
D C 
D DGB 
B B L  N 
C B  EBA 
CC HBA 











28 235- 7 
15 234- 7 
57 238- 9 
51 235- 7 
7 234- 7 
32 234- 6 
23 241-10 
19 239- 9 
34 235- 7 











48 236- 8 
60 234- 7 
5 238- 8 
18 240- 9 
19 233- 6 
57 236- 8 
4 234- 7 
23 233- 6 












23 235- 7 
7 240- 9 
39 236- 7 
32 240- 9 
58 238- 8 
54 240- 9 
57 233- 6 
55 240- 9 
48 240- 9 











8 238- 8 
10 238- 8 
13 239- 9 
57 238- 8 
36 236- 7 
52 234- 6 
26 240- 9 
21 238- 8 
55 237- 8 
33 238- 8 
B C  
B B B  
C 




B C  
C 
A B  2 
GBBE 
A A A L  0 
CG 
GB 
C B  
ME 













43 233- 6 
43 236- 7 
45 238- 8 
21 241-10 
19 235- 6 
58 237- 8 
32 239- 8 
19 233- 5 
18 240- 9 












D L B 
C L B 
F F M 
C K L F  
B B C  I 
B D  B C J  0 
C AD 
B D  A B  0 











48 234- 6 
26 235- 7 
34 235- 6 
12 241- 9 
6 233- 5 
47 240- 9 
51 235- 6 
30 234- 6 
33 237- 7 













C E  B D H F  0 
C AK E 
B B B  A A B  0 
B D  B C  I 0 
B B C C  B A A A  0 
C D 
E K B 
B K  
(Not Color Gnrected) 




Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
C 
A 
# T  
L 
R S  









12 pm S P  





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 1  
.25L 
.25L 
S O  















07047 - 2738 
07047-2240 
07048-2452 















































2 1  
.44 
3 1  
.75 
,251 





















2 9  
3 3  
.76 







g:25L D B E  
1.54L B E  AC D 
2.30 E GC 
7.19L B B D  
1.21L B D H  
11.1OL C C N  
1.79L B 




5-92 12 oc 
172999 M1 












9.2OL D DI  1 
1.02L B D  A E  0 
CBC A A B  9 
1::;: .12L BDc “ F B ~  O 
1.21L C C J  
8.95L B A F  
1.02L B D 
1.00L B B D J  
2.15L B D  A C  1 1 
173002 B3P 
.L CMA 






















2.08 C NB 
1.68L C B H  
1.WL B B F  A A H  ‘ 0  
1.61 C F J D  





17059 - 2620 
173031 KO 



















07063 -261 8 
07063-2907 
53 











9600000416 07065-221 0 
07067-251 3 
071x7--2627 - ~ -  
07068 -201 8 
07068-2749 
07069-21 58 





































07076 - 2652 
07076 - 2559 
07076-2811 
07076-2055 









491 - G 20 Sb 07077- 2729 
07078-2145 
07078-2940 




Right Ascension: 07h07"5ff-07h13m011 




















492- G 2 S c  
_____ 
C 




















































































































































































































B D  
1.ML B 
1.83LC 





B C  
E L  


















13.9 7 234- 5 
17.5 39 236- 6 
20.3 16 234- 5 
26.9 36 234- 5 
30.1 0 234- 5 
31.1 5 238- 7 
34.0 25 235- 5 



























36.7 10 233- 5 
37.9 46 237- 6 
38.2 17 239- 7 
46.6 34 235- 5 
50.8 54 241- 9 




10.57L F D  
1.94L B 
2.43L BC 

















;: E!- ; 
40 241- 8 
43 235- 5 
18 238- 7 
20 241- 8 
33 238- 7 






F C  EA 
C F  AC 















C E NH 
C C J 
B CE 
BB ABK 






7 235- C 
7 238- f 
13 239- i 











B F  AAC 
F F D  HDCC 
C A 
B BC 
















47 236- ! 
38 238- t 
10 236- ! 
0 239- i 
4 239- i 
58 240- i 
19 237- t 
17 236-! 
47 238- t 
29 235- ! 
(Not Color comctld) 
25 prn 60 prn 
(Jansky) 
V L 
Con A Confusion R 













































































































3 1  
,661 
,251 







3 5  
.79 
.49 















































































07078-2552 50.6 29 238- E 
07079-2119 58.0 47 234- E 
07079-2057 59.1 10 234- E 
07080-2004 0.4 37 233- E 
07080-2121 I 1 1  2.0 53 234- 6 .25L .25L .58L .25L 
.52L 
1.27 
3.07 CC K F D  
2.85L D B F  B 
3.30 C F K C  
9.28L EC AA 
10.74L C D F 
2.20 D F 
2.20 BCCC ABBC 
13.06L E BL K 
1.62 F I C 









































































3 3  
.25L 
2.26: B F  AC 
1.50L BC B B  
1.33L BC AC L 
1.33L BCC AAC 
5.22L C GD 
4.11LC B 
11.73L D H F  
12.90L B B 
5.55L B B D  J 
4.11L B D  BB D 



































































































































































































1.34: BBBC AAAD 
2.40L D D D  
1.63L C B F  
2.73 D L I B 
9.76L CF CDD 
1.51L B B J 
2.60 C J D  
13.91L C A 
14.91 BCCC CAAA 














































1 , 3 ~ RAFGL 1085 91 4431110008143 
0 9501011118 
0 1700000000 




9 5 ~ 1 0 1 0 8  
3 8700000000 
7501000128 


















47001 001 30 
5 0600000000 
5501010128 
1 5 0 0 ~ 0 0 0  
0 4500000000 
07101-2600 11.1 29 239- 7 







































07111-2129 9.7 52 235 5 
07112-2406 12.61151 237- 6 173228 K5 
173230 K2 
5310 














- . . . . - . ..
071 15-25oO 
071 17 -2831 
07117-2514 






9 9500000006 1 7501000008 1 07119-2335 







3 9  





















371 24 -2645 




































5 7  
X0712- 250 7481101318 
65001 01 008 












Riaht Ascension: 07h13m01s-07h16mOQ 
Flux Densify Flags 




FIUX ~ o r r  A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Position (1954) 
1.7 20 235- 5 
1.9 14 237- 6 
3.8 55 239- 7 
6.1 40 239- 7 
7.8 40 240- 8 
9.3 16 241- 8 
11.1 17 236- 5 
11.8 51 234- 4 
12.9 31 235- 5 
13.1 5 238- 6 
15.4 8 236- 5 
15.9 37 241- 8 
17.9 30 241- 8 
18.0 31 242- 8 
18.0 43 238- 6 
19.1 55 234- 4 
21.0 8 237- 6 
22.6 57 239- 7 
24.1 8 241- 8 
26.1 48 236- 5 
27.8 49 235- 5 
28.0 35 242- 8 






CD J C C  
D KGC 
C B E  












B C D 
C E 
CF BC 
E F  I CE 
D C D  CAB 
F L N C F  
C B G  
D B D  












C E F C  
C E 
B C  A B  C 
DD E C B  
CD E F E B  
B B 
D C K O  
C BH 
C L L E C  








29 530- 6 
11 236- 5 
59 234- 4 
20 235- 5 
30 235- 4 
10 236- 5 











37 237- 5 
35 237- 5 
3 239- 7 
29 238- 6 
13 235- 5 
48 240- 7 
54 235- 4 
2 236- 5 
35 236- 5 











B B C  A A B  
B C  A A F D  
D GI C 
C D 
C B F I  
B D B F D  
D B I  
B C E  BDCB 
C CG 































D L MC 
D B B  J D A B  
CD EEDC 
B C  A A I  
B D  AA E 
D NEC 
B B C  A A C  
cc cc 
C DE 











B C  A B H  
C B C C  B A A A  
D J F E B  
B D  A B  
B B C  A A A  
EBB A A A K  
C C H  
CD A B L  









47 242- 8 
4 242- 8 
25 235- 5 
17 236- 5 
31 241- 7 
14 237- 5 











53 235- 4 
50 240- 7 
26 235- 4 
54 235- 5 
50 235- 4 
11 235- 4 
46 237- 5 
40 238- 6 
5 235- 4 











B B G  
E DJ K 
B E  A F  
C GGHB 
C F H C  
EC A A D F  
B E  A D  
CC HHEC 
C D  J H F C  











32 236- 5 
3 234- 4 
48 235- 4 
54 241- 7 
51 239- 6 
17 242- 8 
5 240- 7 
44 237- 5 
4 237- 5 












EDCC D A A A  
C C E  
C N BD 
E ECK 
B A F  K 
DE A B  
B B C  A A A  
A A E  












B D D  E A A A  
D D C F B  
D K B  
C NC 
D C 
DD E B  
B B  AA E 
DCC GDAA 












E K  
C CMJ 
C CC 
D K D 
D I E  D 
D J F F B  
B B C  B A A  
E I 




































































Name Type C'f Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
6) C') 1 b C') C') 0 
25 pm 60 pm 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































071 30 - 2140 
07130-2326 































2 9  
.25L 































5 9  










2 9  
.45 
.25L 






























2 7  
.E41 













2 9  
.25L 
,251 




































































































































































































































































































































071 32-291 1 
07133-251 1 
071 33 - 2020 
071 33 -2424 
071 33 - 2601 
07134-2847 
071 34 - 221 4 
428- G 8 S. 
173305 KO 








173312 K 5  
07134-2125 
07134-2932 
071 35- 2720 
07136-2428 173318 85 
173323 MO 
071 36- 2 3 i i  
07137-2028 







173329 F5 07140-2321 
07140-2325 
071 40 -2632 






071 42- 2825 
071 42- 261 6 
3600111008 
34001 11 008 





















l m l l m l l n  
173340 K5 07142-2105 
071 42- 281 5 
07142-2308 
071 44 - 241 5 
07144-2040 
071 44 - 2543 








461 1 000008 
173355 K5 







071 45- 21 50 
07145-2243 
07145-2747 
071 46- 2340 
071 46- 2009 
07147-2400 43.2 11 237- 6 
07147-2142 43.9 3 235- 4 













071 52 -2242 






071 53-241 1 
071 53 - 2309 
3701000318 
4400012100 












071 54 - 2304 
071 55 -2215 
07155-2204 
071 55 - 2532 






236- 5 071 56 -2248 

















071 50 -2350 





071 60- 21 27 
I I 1  I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
395 











Right Ascension: 07h16"02-07h18m59 
D C 
BD AD1 B 
CB F A B  

















































































































































Galactic Uncertainty IC 









































































































BC AB C 
B DH 
BE CD G 
BC BB 
F I I D 
E L C  
















CD J C  
E D  KDB 
C A J  
C L D B  
D MBN 












D L F B  
C GGC 
C DBN 
BC F AB E 
D C 
DD M EC 
F GEEF 
B BO 












CC A A  
D 0 
















































B C J  I 












C E EG 
D E B 
C BH 
DCC EAA 
C J C 
F D D  I DB 
F JDCB 
D C 















C L C 
C C 
D C 

















cc BB c 
BBCE AAAP 
CC ACFE 
B B C D  BAAP 
C DGE 





































D J HC 
CC AB 
C HFDE 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 7  
3 4  
4.59 









2 1  
.25L 
.25L 























































































































8701 10041 8 






















2 7  
,251 
,251 
2.39 173453 GOP 
07169-2154 54.6 0 
07169-2930 59.4 35 
07170-2408 3.9 47 
07170-2528 1 4.d14 173462 B5 
BT CMA 
173468 K2 
























2 6  
.47 
,411 
































8781 01 085C 
770000031C 
718 












07177-2450 47.4 44 
07177-2159 47.5 54 
07177-2558 48.0 16 I 1  
2 6  
.25L 
1.51 







07178-2058 49.8 38 
07179-2829 55.7 44 
07179-2014 56.2 17 
07179-2023 I 5 6 . j  17 
720 N.C4+ 
7 M X ) o  
07179-2142 59.2 26 
07180-2913 I 0.8154 
07180-2450 0.9 52 
07180-2356 0.9 42 
07180-2203 1.1 31 






































428-G? 22 Ga 
X0718 - 21 6 
07186-2434 39.3 24 
07187-2905 42.5 3 
07189-2144 55.7 24 
07189-2200 I !  59.3 59 
'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources pw) 
396 



























































































































































B D  B B  
B C  A A G  
C CD 
A B C  A A C  
C ADK 
BB FBP 
B C  AC 
DE J EE 












B B C  A A A A  
BD BD 
B BJ  J L 
B B C F  C A A C  
CC GI  BB 
B D  E C B  
BBCE AACC 
B C  A B  
D D  BDME 































B C  AA 
C E K 
CC A B F G  
C E 
BD A C  
B D  I A E  
CD D A B  
DCCD B A A A  






































































C F  




B B B A  
cc 
























K B D  
E 
A C  
C 
B I  N 
E D E B  
C K D  




















58 238- 4 60 13 101 3 
16 243- 7 23 8 8 4 
49 236- 3 38 21 102 3 
17 239- 5 19 3 16 3 99 
23 239- 5 44 5 17 3 
12 243- 7 3 102 4 
20 236- 3 3 1101 1 4 
50 238- 4 8 101 3 
27 237- 4 19 103 2 











101 4 1.06 
104 4 12.86 
105 3 31 
102 3 3 2  
107 2 .24 
101 3 ,251 
98 3 .52 
103 4 9.47 
101 2 ,251 















































c ' C  B c 
D B D  
C M D 
A B C  A A C  
F E A B  
B B D  CACA 
Flux Density Flags 
(No1 color corrected) .I C 
A 
# T  
L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 


























































































































































































































































3 9  
22.75 
3 9  
.55 













































































6.89 C GGB 
10.54L BBB A A B D  
6.05 D NGDB 
1.81 C J E 
10.92L B BD 
4.74 DE F C  
5.91L C C L  
10.62L E A M  
7.48L C A B  















































236- 4 24 
239- 6 21 
236- 4 24 
240- 6 35 
237- 4 50 
235- 3 31 
242- 7 48 
235- 3 44 
241- 7 37 
239- 5 68 
071 90 -2547 
07190-21 57 
071 90-2638 



























071 93- 2055 
071 93- 2452 
m i 9 3  -21 46 -. . .- - . . 
071 93 -2642 
071 93 -21 22 














n7191-2408 -. . . . - . -
071 96-271 2 





071 98- 2838 
071 99 - 2901 
071 99 -21 34 _.  .. - - 
07200-2814 
07202 - 2908 
07202 - 2024 
07202 - 2845 
14 
13 






n7203 - 2448 
239- 5 36 
241- 6 38 




07203 - 5806 








07205 - 2948 07205-2949 31.7 31 243- 7 34 
07205-2714 33.5 34 241- 6 67 




















































-. -. . -.. 
07206 - 2829 
07206-2827 
07206-21 23 




3721 15 '  242- 6 
387 41 240- 5 
392  17 236- 3 
432 42 240- 5 
444 56 237- 4 I 
445 27 238- 5 
490 l i  23 241- 6 ' 21 69 56 25 44 18 20 1.04 3 2  6 9  1.10 .57 .. 100 2 5 102 4 i n  in7 R .- 8 i05 3 5 102 3 9 102 4 









. l e  
3.45 C D  
6.29LlCD 3 11 E 
331.36 C B B C  
11.54L B B C  
6.91L B 
961L B C  
17.23L D 
4.18L D 
2.45L E F  
F D B  
I GB 
A A A A  0 
A B  
BC c 4 )  





. -.. -~ . 












































































































173614 K7 1.60L C B N  
1.38L F F 
7.33: E C F D B  
18.56L B B L  
2.14L A B C  A A E  1 






17361 8 K2 
173622 K2 
07214-2610 
3 6  
.62 
.91 31.91LI C 1 B C I  I55012223281 
.34 
1.87 













A A C E  
B C  
L E B  
C E B  
E B A A  
E DA 
HB 
F D A A  
NCB 
116.21L E E  
7.15L B B C  
10.25L DC 
5.97 D F  






















'14 428- G 28 Sc 
'14 
23 







0721 8 - 2344 
0721 8-2005 
0721 8- 231 1 





5 !  31 
45.2 21 235- 
47.1 59 239- 
48.7 30 239- 
48.8 53 238- 
49.0 52 235- 
49.6 10 237- 
52.1 25 238- 
53.7 28 235- 
56.2 43 239- 
57.6 56 240- 
7400210108 I 9400000008 I 
950iioooo8 I 9601335308 1 0 4400000008 
3 93co43433c '41 - 07220-2548 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) H i h  Source Density Region 
397 






















'13 173651 B5P 












Associations Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
H I C 
A se 




















































































































































































































3 9  
2.12 
.84 













































































5 2  



























































































13.51 CD F F B B  
16.62 FCE E F B  
13.26L B B C  AAA 
14.85L BC BC 
4.66 DC K L H E  
6.97L BC A B F F  
2.11 D H H B  
12.54 C E CBCA 
7.02L BB AAF 













































































































































116.21L CCE DAB 
132.38L BDE BCAA 
11.18L B B B  A A A E  
44.46 BBCC AAAA 
12.18 F FDHC 
18.44L B D  AC H 
2.52L BC A A I  
1.86LBD AC H 
23.75L D CI  E B  










































07224 - 2710 
27.1 19 236- 3 
27.4~43 239- 4 
27.8,32 242- 6 
28.5 13 243- 6 
29.7 59 241- 5 
30.2 54 236- 3 
31.3 30 239- 5 
31.8 51 238- 4 
35.9 48 238- 4 
36.3 43 240- 5 
39.3 15 239- 4 
39.6 45 238- 4 
39.8 7 236- 3 
466 31 238- 4 
47.5 36 243- 6 
50.1 17 241- 5 
50.4 58 238- 4 
53.2 40 235- 2 
53.7 48 235- 2 
54.0 25 239- 4 
1:;:; g ;;I 2 
57.3 25 241- 5 
60.0 58 235- 2 
1.2 49 240- 5 
1.7 14 238-4 
5.2 19 238- 4 
5.6 42 242- 6 
7.6 51 235- 2 
10.5 50 236- 3 
13.4 7 240- 5 
14.9 23 235- 2 
17.8 29 238- 4 
19.4 9 236- 3 
20.4 21 239- 4 
21.9 49 243- 6 
23.5 13 240- 5 
23.8 15 237- 3 
24.5 43 238- 4 
26.2 57 239- 4 
26.8 35 240- 5 
29.0 57 236- 3 
29.1 18 243- 6 
30.2 45 236- 2 
30.7 11 235- 2 
32.2 26 236- 3 
32.4 22 243- 6 
36.1 20 235- 2 
36.5 4 236- 2 
38.1 25 237- 3 
38.3 17 236- 3 
39.9 49 237- 3 
42.0 23 243- 6 
44.3 31 239- 4 
44.4 57 239- 4 
48.1 34 237- 3 
48.2 36 237- 3 
52.9 49 238- 3 
54.9 57 240- 4 
56.0 50 237- 3 
3.61L DC EDDA 
24.94L C B F E  
1.46L F G J 
6.22L B BF 
2.29L BC AAF 
2.32L BBC AAA 
24.71L D LCG 
12.20L BBC ABAK 
11.45 C D I J  B B B  
4.63L D C L 



































































0 1g;I 9562524208 1 . ___ _. 07225-2428 
07225-2422 
07226-2617 
16.32 DFF CCCB 
5.07: CCD HBAC 
2.59L C B D  AAAJ  
16.37: F C F E  E B A B  
1.48: BC BB 
4.60 CD HHD 
10.01L BC A B F F  
11.40L C CC 
4.79 D I EC 


























1 M  41 2.51 CBC L C A A  
3.63L B BC 
2.93 DC I DB 
18.03L FCC CABF 
4.20 D C 
13.81L DCC E A C  
1.24 E G 
2.73: CCCC AAEC 
2.92L C A F 


















































































































4.27L C B F  
10.75L BC ABHl  
10.71: CDI  F B A  
4.89 D MCC 
1.71 C L D B  
4.56 , C D 
3.61 1 D I C 
5.81 CD KCB 
2 . 3 3 ~  c cn 
22.85LlB lACI 
17233-2527 











07236 - 2100 
07236-2237 
4.44L D ( B O  
2.91 CD K CB 
2.42 DCD CAA 
D ' K  B 
10.56L BC AA 
2.23L B C  AAK 
15.67L C CB G 
-20130 
2.29L BC AB 
4.09 D C 
1.54L C F G  
4.59: C F BC F 
10.18 CF H F F B  
13.79L CC AB 
20.01L F F G  
14.54L DCD BBE 
11.17 DCD DAE 
9.43: DCC BBC 
761 N 
173712 KO 07237-2443 
07237-2425 
















3.68L B K B  
3.38L EDB BCA 
22.77L B AC 
3.67L BC AB E 
12.80L D KCI 
5.09 E MLGC 
5.36 CD J E B  
15.93LlC CF 
2.35L B BE 
1.00LCC B B  H 
58.7 44 240- 5 
59.1 31 241- 5 
1.3 27 238- 4 
3.0 22 241- 5 
4.1 55 240- 4 
9.2 43 238- 3 
11.9 23 238- 4 
13.3 57 236- 2 
15.0 15 241- 5 



























173736 K7 20.68LIB AB 
2.85L BC AA J 
17.81L C E F F  
16.01L D C 
3.03L B E  BBG 
19.49LiCE B F  
22.631. B CI  
9.13L B BG 
15.75L C GH 




















07246-2816 2600100000 I 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
398 
Right Ascension: 07h24m38s-07h27rnlt 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Associations Flux Density I n a g s  
Name 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Gmrds SMJSMN 0 
(s) ("' I b (") (") (7 
C 
A 
# T  
V L (Not Color Corrested) '00 p m  n u x  ~ o r r  A Confusion R 6 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
12 prn 
- 
25 um 60 urn Sep 
Name Type (") Mag 
a 8  
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































07247 -281 5 


























































2 7  
.72 
.25L 









































3 3  
.26 
2 5  






























































































































































































07253 -291 4 
17.56L D D  A B  
13.85L E C  F A C  
1.67 C E EC 
6.05L B B C  A A A B  
16.74L B B D  0 
5.59 CDCC CBAA 
16.00L C F C F D  
1.33L C B E  K 
5.24: C B D  I A B B  








































07254 - ~3.17 
173770 i. -t -t 
07254-2259 
5.11LC BJ 
6.94 CCCC C A A B  
3.67L D G I B 
4.00: B C  B B  
4.04 CC CC 
95.02L F B C  GBCA 
8.05 D L E E B  
3.96L B B J  
17.76L D B 
1.53L C B M  
. ._.. -   .



































07256 - 2042 




07257 - 2547 
07256-2323 
07256-2251 
07259 - 2223 
07259 - 2353 
07259 - 271 5 
07259 - 2043 
07259-2316 
07259 - 2533 
07259 - 2622 













6.26L C D C B  
2.70L E E l  
7.07 C N L D  
1.30 D BMC 
50.20 B B C C  A A A A  
19.26L B B C  B A A  
12.90L F F  B A B  
3.66 D JMB 
15.59L B C GL 
15.15L B C  AA 
173767 KO 















6.92 C B  GA 
17.97L A B B  A A A E  
2.06L C D 
5.06 E J F 
9.04 E F E  CCC 
1.32L B 81 G 
6.55 D MC 
2.99L CCD A A D  
12.77L D B 
14.50L CE A D  
173798 K5 
MCI 0726-205 



















5.69 E C  J DD 
22.60 CCCE CDAA 
13.53L C DC 
3.44L F B C  
16.37L B C  A B  
2.47L B F  B C F E  
6.63: D D D L C E  
23.26 D F  DKCC 
14.52L B C  A B H F  
























15.31L C DE 
15.45L C B F  
15.85L C B 
2.63L D D 
5.60 CD DB 
3.20L B BDG 
126.43L CCF F A D B  
12.65L B D  A D  
3.54L C I I B 











07264 - 2204 














145.35L F C E  C A C B  
3.90 C GB 
12.55L B D  AA 
1.25L F B G  
2.88 E B 
20.57L BE A B  I 
1.05L B C  A B F  
3.98L C AGE 
16.89L D BE 

























1.52L B E  A B K  
15.14L B B C  A A A C  
12.53 CEC A A A  
1.47L C F  DDI 
5.72L C B  B A D  
8.75 F CC F G B A  
6.10 D L DA 
3.45 C B 
3.47 C GI E 
14.50L D C 07269-2222 
07270- 2144 
07270-2938 
07270 - 2629 
U0727 - 296 )501100240 








07272 - 264 1 
07272 - 2653 
07272-2650 
13.63L C B L  E 
13.31L C B 
13.40L B B C  A A B L  
2.25L B B  AAMM 
3.59 D HB 
5.67 C GB 
2.24L B C  BA 
2.571. F C 
2.34 C , G E 






'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
399 
























































































































































27 2 57 
277 26 
373 3 
41 0 58 
464 53 
466 47 
54 1 36 
586 41 
0 9  36 
3 3  55 
36 5 
5 3  9 
6 2  14 
7 2  50 
7 5  9 
11 5 25 
Position (1950) Associations 
C 
A 
# T  
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
100 pm S P  











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 3  
1.12 









































3 9  
122.99 
2 9  
30 
23 
3 3  
3 3  
.25L 



















































































































10.18L C C D 
12.71L BC AAM 
11.12L CB NDA 
1.42: E C D  DBD 
17.31: D E C  HECC 
5.22 CC GEBB 
2.19L BE A B J l  
3.91: C CE D E E  
13.27L BD AB G 





































































































3 5  







































6.11 D MMI C 
4.44L B B I  L 
1.78: B E C E  E 
2.04L E CC 
115.91 BBCC BAAA 
3.80 C HGC 
3.57L E DH 
1.46L DE BC 
3.00L BC AB 




.24 I73887 KO 










1.51L CD AD 
17.66 F C D D  BBAA 
10.87L B B  AAB 
6.03: DC MFDD 
1.88L D B 
17.04L D C 
4.71L C C 
14.69L BC AB 
1.37L BC B B  
8.38L BC AA F 
I73893 K7 









5500000008 I )3623 31-248 
789 
3.38L D CG 
6.20LBC AB K 
14.32L B B F  
10.63L BD BF 
4.33 DCC DAA 
10.08L B AE 
3.03L F D 
4.19 CC HDB 
2.12 C KGC 
19.24L B B L  
.20 
,311 6500oooO08 

















18.2oL B B F E  
1.89L B C H  
3.02 D I J I  E 
1.80 C I F C  
7.88L C HDC 
12.23L CE CB 
3.97 C N J G B  
1.76L B BJ 
11.54L E D  B B  






















173925 K5 32 
.25L 
.75 







7.32L BC AB F 
6.63 D I GC 
11.40L BC AAM 
12.09L DC BC 
13.56L B B  AAE 
12.91L BC AA 
11.71L C DBGG 
11.78L B B J 
1.72L D BE 













107.09 BBDD DBBA 
2.12 D B 
10.57L F G 
8.9OLBBC AAAE 
1.33L B B 
1.28L CD AC D 
9.62L BC AB 
1.94L BBF AAB 
1.Q6LBC AAH 
3.28 DCCD BBAB 
173956 K5 
XO730-247 
07303-2351 18.3 37 
07303-2901 118.6'53 
07303-2444 20.51 0 
07303-2858 22.5 31 





9.70L BCD AAC 
2.43 C J C 
8.55 F D D  AAA 
1.93L C C E  
6.35 ABCC AAAB 
8.89L c c 
12.47L C C G 
2.39L D E 
9.28L c B 













4.23: CC DC 
278.01L C E 
1.92L E E  DF 
10.99L C B 
278.01L BDD CBBB 
14.28L E D 
273.59L E C  CC 
19.81L C DE 
3.01 B MJ F C  
















.... . .~~ 
8700000010 
9281263438 RAFGL 5235 
1 1 . 8 3 ~ 1 ~   AH 
4.81L BBC 8AABH 
7.76 CDiGDFA 
2.04L C jC 
1.56L CF 
3.21 























954 1 103428 
8600100310 
31 9501013018 1 
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 'Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
~ 
400 















29.9 53 239- 2 
31.5 6 240- 3 
35.6 44 237- 1 
37.2 47 236- 0 
37.9 17 238- 1 
42.0 44 239- 2 
44.4 42 240- 3 
45.6 40 242- 4 
45.9 3 238- 1 
46.0 33 239- 2 
46.2 49 240- 2 
47.0 30 238- 1 
49.3 22 237- 1 







6.4 45 237- I 
8.0 58 238- 1 
9.5 33 243- 4 
10.2 53 237- 1 
10.5 46 239- 2 











15.5 1 238- 2 
15.9 5 239- 2 
16.4 14 238- 1 
18.3 42 239- 2 
21.2 1 244- 5 
22.5 48 239- 2 
22.6 49 237- 1 
23.7 18 239- 2 
26.0 17 241- 3 











25 243- 4 
30 238- 1 
22 243- 4 
21 238- 1 
0 238- 1 
51 236- 0 
39 239- 2 
5 244- 4 
17 239- 2 











2.1 36 240 2 
9.0 9 1 239- 2 
9.3 51 237- 1 
14.3 26 243- 4 
17.8 8 ’  242- 3 
18.3 16! 243- 4 
18.4 24 238- 1 
21.5 35 243- 4 
22.1 39 ’  241- 3 







30.1 53 236+ 0 
32.5 27 241- 3 
35.0 45 239- 1 
35.5 51 243- 4 
38.7 15 243- 4 































58.0 38 239- 2 
58.2 54 238- 1 
0.1 12 240- 2 
2.0 11 243- 3 
4.7 34 241- 3 
7.7 34 242- 3 
8.5 37 239- 1 
10.3 31 240- 2 
11.0 11 244- 4 
15.9 45 241 - 3 
Uncertainty 
MJSMN e 


































































































































































































































































































































































































3 4  
3.84 
.96 
3 9  






















3 2  












































7.48 F C C  JGBB 
2.36L C C E  
14.11L D I C D  
Il.9OL BC BO1 0 
3.32 CD DBB 
28.83L C G B I  
1.74 E C 
4.47 DC GB 
9.19L B C C  A B C H  0 








7 1 32 










2 1 32 
E 1 32 
8 
1 1  
2 13 















































































































































3.43L D GK K 
12.10L E D  C A G  
83.81: B B C D  B A A A  
24.15: C E  F E G D  
5.27 C C  F B A  
2.07L DD B B I  
12.1OL B C  A B  
3.75: DE GEC 
9.63L B C  A B  
9.80L D B C  
XO731-218 
XO731-238 











81 1 07319-2517 57.6 47 240- 3 
07320-2559 1.7 49 241- 3 
07320-2635 2.2 1 241- 3 







2.21L C B B G  
1.95 C MJ C 
7.77L F G 
12.42L B D  A D  
4.09: D E  E A D  
8.78L C N E B A  
2.98L C C I  
4.22 C MEC 
2.36L B F  A C  
9.691. C E B  
174018 G5 











3 5  
4.95 C EGE 
9.34 CCC E A A A  
8.78L D DCB 
7.44L BD A B H  1 
1.81L B AGKH 
3.02 D GMGC 
7.48L BB A A D H  C 
2.21 F C 
1.74L E E  B C  E 





370001 1000 CT PUP 
174033 KO 
X0732- 218 














:C A B  Ll 
B G  I 
D E B  
C I  
ACA 1 
AA 
B B E G  
B L  
D 






8.37L B C  
2.28L BB 










l l  














2.08L C FL 1 
5.00 B C C D  A A A C  
2.98 E C  I F C  
2.90 
8.80 B B C C  A A A A  
1.8OL B C  A A I  C 
4.36 B B C C  B A A B  
4.12 C D  L D B  
2.26L B c  ACM D i 8  
14.26L D A E  
07328 - 2842 
07328-2206 
07328-2817 
07329 - 2303 
07329 - 2240 
07329-2037 
07329 - 2352 


































3 2  











































8.74 C C D  A A D  
1.92L B C  AA J 
7.25 CCCE C E B A  
6.97L C CD 
5.37L D B E 
10.15 D C C i  B A A  
7.25L B D  1ABD 
2.07L E C  BBK 
2.05~ BCC ‘ A A B F  
i . 2 a  B B D  ~ A A C H  
429-PN? 4 PI 
LDN 1665 
XO733-279 





















3 5  
,251 
,251 
2.70 D D A 
1.ML C CF 
5.01 C E C 
2.81L C F  B B D A  
8 . l l L  C F D C  
8.11L DC A B C  
2.11L B F  A D H  
3.40 C M EH 
11.79L C B C I  I 



























8.11 CCC I A A A  
0.72: C D ’ E C D  
2.16 CD CGBA 
1.8OL B C C  A A B K  
14.30L C A E  
1.65L B ISH 
EG PUP 
174097 K2 





‘Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Si) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
40 1 
Right Ascension: 07h34m16s-07h37m43s 




Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Associations 
34 17 106 
52 , 5 104 
36 9 107 





















3 107 3 
23 108 2 
9 108 2 
6 108 3 
9 107 3 
6 104 3 
10 106 2 
6 106 3 
5 104 3 
9 107 3 
29 107 2 
6 105 3 
13 105 3 
10 108 3 
4 106 3 
32 104 2 
11 105 3 
6 107 3 
6 107 3 








BCC A A D  
B BG 
BC AC I 
C D 
B B F  
BCCD AAAA 
CE HGGC 
1.96LBC AB E 
1.91L CC ABK 
2.39 D F 
3.93 CE B B  
8.84 CD N F C B  
6.45L BCC AAA 





























85 19 107 
54 10 107 
57 3 106 
32 14 ,105 
56 11 107 
50 11 107 









































7.54L C A E J G  
3.64 D DC 
3.12 D F K B  
7.26L B F  BC 
2.47 E I L B 
6.36L B B E  
3.62: CE GCE 
6.88L B B E E  
8.26L C K E F  
2.73L C GBC 
3 
12 110 2 
3.63 C GGC 
9.95L B C  A B  
7.44L C C L G  
2.74 C I GB 
3.08 C L D 
1.78L B BE 
1.51L B B B  AAB 



































9401 1 loo00 
8600000008 
5400000008 



































1 0 6 ~ 3  
106 3 
1071 4 
4.12 F H E D  
3.03 C CHB 
2.03LlF B J  
1.99L B D  BG 
8.30L C B 
10.04L C B 
1.51L BD ACG 
7.48L'C CG 
2.13L C BCK 




















278 E G D 
870 CDC GCAA 
254 B B  H BB 
7561. E F 
2 0 3 L B B  AAD 
220L'E F J  
243 D J HD 
1022L C CM 































22.4 49 240- i 
27.2 59 242- 3 
27.4 34 240- 1 
30.5 20 238- C 
31.6 15 243- 3 
C 
A 
C T  
L 
Confusion R S 































































































































07342-2451 16.5 17 
07342-2413 16.8 54 



























5 2  
.27L 
.46 
3 1  
.25L 
































5 9  
.65 
.44 
2 5  
.e2 
3 5  













































































85ooo00ow 0734342716 234 10 
07344-2155 124:1129 
1 















































































0734-2116 52.2 59 
07349-2624 58.5 23 



















































































07350--2642 7 7  16 
07350-2718 2 9  29 
07350-2344 3 4  44 
07350-2821 4 2  33 
07351-2611 6 7  7 
07351 -2728 7 61 24 
174139 K2 
X0735 - 274 





























































































07351 -2029 9.2~ 32 
07351 -2508 9.9 15 

































07359-2832 55.8 7 
07359-2334 l56.9l40 
07359-2148 57.4 43 
287 CD MBB 
169L BC AB 3 
236L C DD 
9 3 8 L B C  A B  0 
286 C KGGB 
797L BC AA 0 
369 C L H J C  
616 1 CC GBAA 
157L B D  AC 0 
1065L D C 
836 
07360-2805 5.5 2 
07361 -2948 1 7 51 30 
07361 -2536 1 9 91 18 
07362-2514 129 59 
07362-2036 134 7 
07362-2703 160 20 




07364-2456 29.8 46 
07365-2218 31.7 13 
07366-2200 36.0 15 






































25 1041 3 
8 107 3 
8 106 4 
8 107 2 
!? 1 5 106i 3 79 12 108 2 
73 26 109 2 
72 8 106 4 
99 12 108 2 
35 10 107 3 
























5 105 3 
6 107 4 
10 106 2 
5 l o6  3 
3 105 3 
9 105 3 
9 106 2 
9 106 3 
33 105 2 
6 ,106  4 
155L BE B B  
273 C C i B I  J E  
153L BC AAJ  
295 D JFHC 
219L C BE 
8 2 4 L C D  BBKF 
203L B B L M  
233 C C 
802L BBC AAA 





























1.84L BC AA 2 
7.05L BD ADHN 0 
2.07L C CF 
10.27L C C E E ~  
07375-221 5 
07375-2920 














RAFGL 1162 il 07377-2135 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) COnfUslOn PrWeSSmg, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
402 
~~ 











B B C  A A B F  
C GLB 
F E l  
B F  CDCF 
B I  
C DC 
B C  A B  
F BH 0 



















































































































































































































25 240- 1 
34 240- 1 
23 240- 1 
58 240- 1 
39 238+ 0 
10 243- 3 
45 237+ 1 











B C  A A E L  
C B DE 
B B E  

















B B F  K 
B C  AA 
B B O  
BC A C  
C C 
D CB 
D I D 
C F A F  
B B B  











B C  A C  
C KGI  C 
B B J 
0 N F  
B C C  A A A F  
C B M  
B B C  A A A F  
C A B  F 
C B  L A A  











B C C M  
D E C 
B C  A B  
B C  A B  
C GHC 
CC B D  G 














9 238+ 0 
50 241- 1 
12 244- 3 
16 241- 1 
29 241- 1 
10 244- 3 
49 245- 4 
11 239+ 0 
35 242- 2 





















B B C  A A C  
B C  AB1 
C C F  A A C  
C D  K J B A  
DCE F C B C  
D F B F C  
E C C  F B A A  
CDCC E B A A  
B D 
D CE 
B C D F L C  
C E F 
CC FGBA 
B C  A B  
D F C 
E B N  
D I A 
C H L F  
c I E 











13 242- 2 
6 237+ 1 
28 238+ 1 
5 244- 3 
45 244- 3 
13 239- 0 
46 241- 1 
30 240- 1 
26 239+ 0 











46 242- 1 
59 244- 3 
45 240- 1 
1 245- 3 
53 239+ 0 
23 241- 1 
22 238+ 1 
58 245- 3 
51 242- 2 













C C J  
BD B C  
D G E 
C NI C 
CC AA 
0 HE 
B O  MBE 











34 242- 2 
55 243- 2 
35 238+ 1 
8 244- 3 
43 244- 3 
12 239+ 0 
36 242- 2 
3 239+ 0 
4 242- 1 











B D  A B  
A B B  A A A J  
C K L E  
C HCC 
D D  EA 
C D H  E 
D K K C  
C F  A B  E 
B C F F  













C D F  F 
B B I  
BC A A G  
C F L 
B A F  H 
C B E  A A C  
F D L 
E H C 
Declination: -30'--20' 




(") (") 0 
(Not Color Corned) 
(Jansky) 
12pm 25pm 60pm 
C 
A 
I T  
1 











07379 - 2436 
07380-2353 
07380-2425 




























































































































































































































































































































































































6 1  














2 3  








































































































































2 8  
.25L 






























































































































































15.8 21 242- 2 
16.2 17 240- 1 
16.5 48 238+ 0 
21.8 39 244- 3 
22.8 54 242- 2 
24.0 56 241- 1 





07384 - 2806 
07385-2406 
28.1 29 242- 2 
29.9 9 243- 3 
134.6154 I 240- 1 174268 K2 B1 0737-24 4600111000 
35.1 39 238+ 0 
40.1 34 240- 1 
42.9 4 242- 2 
l ~ !  5! I E: 
174275 KO 
174276 M 
56.4 12 240- 1 
59.4 34 237+ 1 
59.7 45 237+ 1 
1.9 13 242- 2 
6.0 22 242- 2 
9.0 33 243- 2 


















07395 -261 2 
07395-2407 
07395-2607 


















07402 - 21 24 
07403-2843 



















35.8 19 238+ 1 
40.3 36 237+ 1 
42.8 14 245- 3 
44.7 25 237+ 1 
44.9 57 242- 1 
45.4 12 243- 2 
45.6 25 238+ 1 
48.9 15 244- 2 
49.5 45 239+ 0 







'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exfended Sowcas (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
403 


























































































































8.8 34 242- 1 
11.1 43 239+ 1 






















































































































































































C J E  
C J C 
EC EEC 
DC L EA 














C I C 
E E 
D E K 
ECC AAC 
C C 














E E D D  AAAA 
DCC CEE 
E DCG 
C E L  
D E 
C DG 








19.9 44 242- 1 
22.4 2 243- 1 
24.3 9 243- 2 
24.4 46 239+ 1 
25.4 5 240- 0 
















c C J  
E A 
D E l  CC 






















52 244- 2 
49 240+ 0 
16 244- 2 
54 241- 0 
4 245- 3 
54 241- 0 
29 241- 1 
47 244- 2 
28 244- 2 
40 237+ 2 
44 244- 2 
4 243- 2 
22 240+ 0 
52 240- 0 
44 245- 3 
54 242- 1 
12 245- 3 
57 245- 2 
43 240+ 0 













B A B E  EAAA 
C CDC 
DC DE 
B E D  GEAE 
C D 
ED E D  













C I DC 
D F 
D I F 
C E 
D EC 
C E1 H 
BC AA 
ED ADMC 











51 242- 1 
42 241+ 0 
21 243- 2 
47 242- 1 
26 239+ 1 
47 240+ 0 
6 245- 3 
47 237+ 2 
38 240+ 0 









E B E  
F D 


















12.7 20 242- 1 
18.3 29 242- 1 
21.1 38 244- 2 
22.0 11 240+ 0 
22.7 15 238+ 2 
24.3 2 245- 3 
24.5 29 238+ 2 
26.2 6 245- 3 








; c  
E E M  
C 





































I . I  C 
4 
r 
I2 pm 100 pm Flux Cnrr A 












































































































































3 8  
.25L 


















































































































































































































































































0741 4 -21 30 
07415-281 7 


















493 - G? 5 Ga 













0741 8 - 2850 




48.2 3 244- 3 
54.5 34 237+ 2 
57.5 36 241- 1 
59.3 24 243- 2 
5.3 10 239+ 1 
7.5 43 241- 1 
XO741-2526 

































































07429 - 2523 





















































































.4o i  
.4OL I 
.4OL 174498 K2 
174499 M I  44: 
:40L 1 
I I 1  I 
I 404 
Riaht Ascension: 07h44rn23m-07h47m54s 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corrected) 
pm 
Declination: - 30'- - 20' 
Flags 
V L 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
~ 
Position (1950) I 
9601001230 






07451-2828 8.5 32 
07451-2130 8.6 51 
07451-2005 8.6 30 






















07460-2809 4.6 50 
























07472-2226 15.4 25 
07472-2808 18.0 25 
07473-2638 21.0 12 
07474-2446 24.6 42 
07474-2931 25.7 25 
07474-2627 27.3 6 
07474-2539 28.1 5 
07474-2936 29.3 54 
07474-2001 29.4 23 






















































































































































































































































6 107 3 
5 108 3 
5 106 3 
20 108 2 
11 106 3 
25 104 2 
7 105 3 
6 107 3 
14 105 2 


































































CDCD CCAB 0 
BDDD B A A A  1 
CBCC AAAA 2 
C C 
CED F A A 6  
C J C 
C BF 
C DE 









































































3 9  























































3 5  
BO 
,623 


















































































































































































































































CC AB 3 
D D BH 
BBC AAB 1 
C DG 
CD HDA 
BC AA 0 
C MB 
DCD EDAB 
BBC AAB C 
9500000138 















































































D I DB 
CC J E B  
B CG 
BC E AAGB C 
E C HB 
C C 
DD AC C 















































































































193-PN 11 PI 




















17461 5 K5 































































Right Ascension: 07h47m58s-07h50m57n 

































































































































































































































































































































C C I 
D C E 

































C I CB 
C C 
C CL  
CD BB 
F CE 
D F C D  CDBA 


















CC ABKJ  
B B L F  
B B H  































































































C N C 
DCC DCAE 
BH 
CD BC K 
D ACD 
BC AA 
D KC E 













B B F  
C C 
C E F 
D E 
D C  
D E 1 8  
E GE 
D GF 
C B D  I 











C L HE 
F F  CCE 
BD AC 
B C  AAB 
















CB D BBHE 
B F  BBME 
BDCC AAAB 
D I C 
DC CB 
CD HC 
FDC I DAC 















D B D  CCBC 
B B  B A G  
BC ACMF 











41 7 5 
41 9 4 
42 1 ~ 55 










D F D F E  
F HC 
BC A A D  
D F E I  
B BD 
DE I CEC 
DBFF DFCC 
C CL  
DC MDFE 
B B  AAF 
V 
Flux Corr A 
U n a  Coef R 
L 
Confusion Q S 
$ 2  
C 
A 










































12 pm *P 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A A H  
AAB 
L F  
D 
07479-2342 58.2 55 
07479-2559 59.6 11 
07480-2724 1 1.0132 







































































3 4  
.25L 







































































01 - 283 
.45 




























































493- G 24 Sb 










































07505-2628 31.1 24 
07505-2205 35.4 38 
0750-2358 37.7 33 
07506-2623 I i  38.1 2 174714 K2 531 1 
493 -SC 29 OC 
493-sc 28 G€ 
934 





























'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Contusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed aurces pw) 
406 
















































































































































































































DD L GB 
C I AE 




















































CD CA E C 
C CE 
D F EGB 
DDE CEB 2 
BD AC C 
DD L D B  
C DFK 













9703401 1 OC 
















BD AE E C 
B BNK 
BCC AAA E 
D C 
BC A A B D  C 
C CD 
C CE 
C F J 
BBD AAA 1 











BB A A H  C 
BB AABC E 
D F J  C 
F KMC 
E EA 
B C I  E 
BD AD C 
B F  
C CH 























BCC ABCF C 
CC FDC 
BC AA 2 
B B  AA C 
BC AB C C 
D E GB 
E F D 
C L D 
D AL  









































CC A B  4 
C F E C  GDCA 
CD GHBC 
BB AAL  1 
C E 
B C F D  GBBA C 
c c 
c c 
B C D  AADE B 
E DD 
D MC 
BCCC DCCB C 
C DE 
C CBA 
BC A A H  C 
D F B  
81 
EC HGCB 
C B M 



















































BBB AAB C 
CE F C  
BC AB 1 
CD J B B  
BBC AAC 1 
c c 
C B D D  
BC A B K  i 
CE BE C 
BBCC AAAA 4 





































C J F E  
D EB 
D D F 
C F 
BBC AAA C 
BC AA C 
BB AAL C 
BF ADF C 
BBC AAF C 






















C L B 
C HAG 
D H E 
DC GKFE 
D DGB 
D F EC 
E KBG 
CC HEGC 
CC AB J I 





















Associations Flux Lknsitv n a R S  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Chards SMJSMN 0 0 






















































































































































































































































































































































0751 0- 2506 
07510-2209 1 ;::Id 
07510-2245 5.4 54 

























































































































































2 7  
.33 
,271 













































































07521-2601 6.6 18 
07521-2023 1 7.7149 
07521-2329 10.1 21 





















































07526-2744 36.1 38 
07526-2041 37.0 2 



























07526-2410 407 18 
















































494-G? 1 S. 
494-PN 2 PI 
31 - 289 
174795 K5 
430- G 1 S. 
174800 K2 
174799 K2 
954 c5-  ,3 
561 -G? 2 .. 
956 
494- G 4 Sb 
























































































































5 5  
.25L 














































































































































































































































































































































































































3 " l   
3 
21 
Position (1950) Flux Densify I Flags 
C 
A 
Y T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
12 pm 
- 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 2  
.25L 
.34L 




















































174843 KO 13 


































































































174862 K5 5.42L CF A E F F  0 
1.48L B B 
5.85L c c 
8.04L C B G  
3.27L C B K D H  
2.97L BC AE 0 
17.8BL C D J H G  
l l .23L E 01 H 
12.42L BC AB 1 























3 7  
.78 .m 
.25L 















9 7 ~ x ~ x ) i  i o  
2.99L BC BB D 1 
7.54LCC AAK 0 
4.81L B D  AC 0 
6.97L B AGF 
7.58L CC B D  G 0 
2.62L F F  AA 9 
5.38L E N B 
9.92L CC B B  D 0 
4.96 D KEC 












3 6  
13.05L F C  F A  
1.64L C D 
4.93L EC AA 
15.03L C C L 
5.06LBC A B D  
6.24L B BG 
2.45 C I L E  
1.29L 0 BHJ 
6.09L B E  AB 























9 fi o o woo o a 
2.89 F MC 
4.06 co L CB 
1.74L BC ABL 0 
7.21L C AF 
1.58L C KFCF 
1.14L C B F K  
5.67L C C 
10.05L C AL  
7.13~ BC ACEH a 
12.54L D C 
973 
OCL 174914 0684 KO
174920 K5 
67567-2117 432  49 
07567-2855 43.3 15 



















03840 174935 ME K2 
7400000008 
07570-2641 I 3.2128 
07571-2350 ~ 8.614: 
07572-2148 
07573-2612 i t E i 3 i  
07574-2636 25.4 18 




4( 9 1Oi 
4: 7 10. 
6 i  7 10; 

























95001 01OOE 98 1 
174948 K5 
07575-2607 (30.4 35 
07576-2018 363 39 
07577-2706 1437 47 
07577-2806 443 4C 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed &urces pw). 
408 
Right Ascension: 07h57m45s-08h01m37n 
45.9 20 245+ 1 
50.9 39 240+ 5 
51.6 33 243+ 2 
52.7 14 242+ 3 
55.0 52 239+ 5 
58.7 57 245+ 1 
1.5 55 242+ 3 
2.2 9 244+ 2 
3.0 36 239+ 5 
5.6 3 245+ 1 
6.0 37 247+ 0 
8.4 4 244+ 2 
12.0 48 243+ 3 
18.8 28 244+ 2 
21.7 30 246+ 1 
23.4 48 241+ 4 
23.8 1 242+ 3 
25.8 13 247- 0 
25.8 12 239+ 5 
30.1 0 247+ 0 
34.6 24 245+ 2 
34.7 27 239+ 5 
38.3 46 241+ 4 
48.4 23 242+ 3 
48.5 15 242+ 4 
56.9 37 243+ 3 
5.2 20 246+ 1 
8.4 49 245+ 2 
8.6 30 247+ 0 
11.3 49 243+ 3 
11.6 44 241+ 4 
16.4 46 246+ 1 
17.4 19 247+ 0 
19.4 58 244+ 2 
20.4 17 247+ 0 
20.6 58 247+ 0 
21.1 28 242+ 3 
22.0 19 240+ 4 
22.3 2 247+ 0 
23.1 28 246+ 1 
24.2 41 246+ 1 
32.9 12 240+ 5 
40.5 32 247+ 1 
41.2 31 243+ 3 
42.6 19 245+ 2 
46.0 38 247+ 1 
46.6 36 247+ 0 
50.3 47 244+ 2 
51.4 28 246+ 1 

























































































































Confusion R S 

































54.0 13 246+ 1 
0.1 57 244+ 2 
3.9 15 241+ 4 
4.5 33 242+ 4 
5.0 28 246+ 1 
5.1 13 247+ 1 
5.2 45 243+ 3 
6.1 42 244+ 2 
7.5 55 240+ 5 















C C F  
BCC A A B  0 
B D  AD 0 































C G B 
D GD 
DO D CB 
C B  M CA 
CCC B A A  
D I A 
C G J D H  
DO BCI  1 
F B D C  C B B A  0 







































B B C D  A A A A  1 
F D 
D E 
B I C 
B B C  A A A  3 
CC A B  I 1 
CD AC F 4 
B B D  B A A B  0 












32.5 16 242+ 4 ,  24 
32.6 10 245+ 2 63 
36.3 10 244+ 2 60 
36.9 55 243+ 3 65 
40.0 23 243+ 3 
42.5 25 247+ 0 
43.4 12 246+ 1 
43.7 33 246+ 1 
44.7 4 241+ 4 
49.5 17 246+ 1 
53.1 3 243+ 3 
53.2 5 243+ 4 
55.3 44 241+ 4 
57.1 17 246+ 2 
1.2 30 243+ 3 
2.4 55 243+ 3 
2.5 5 245+ 2 
6.4 I 9  243+ 3 
10.0 3 242+ 4 
22.2 53 246+ 2 
22.3 49, 241+ 4 
22.7 33 241+ 5 
23.2 47'  245+ 2 
24.8 58 241+ 5 
26.2 2 242+ 4 
26.3 39 247+ 1 
32.2 33 242+ 4 
33.1 38 242+ 4 
34.4 14 240+ 5 























B B C  A A D C  1 
CC AC 0 
E I C 
F I F D  
C D 
C C D 
F D  B O  1 
F G 
B C E  













B C  
E F  D 
BF 
c 
B B  




: I B  GE 













Name Type S P  (") Mag Flux Corr A 


































































































































































































































5 7  
.25L 
1.20 





























3 1  
.90 
1.51 
3 9  

















































3 2  
3.06 
.71 








































































































174951 4 KO M1 
985 


























































































































































07580- 261 5 
07580-2041 
07580-2742 
561 - G 6 S. 
174958 G5 
174966 K5 








1.88L C DGM 
7.39L DC B A  0 
1.67L C N B C  
2.96: B C  F A B  E 1 
7.99L D C C M  
6.18L C C F  H 
4.491. c B 
2.09L B B C  A A D  0 
1.OOL D B F  
















1.69L C A F  
1.11L C D 
2.35L B B F I  E 
1.25L BC A A K  0 
6.69L D D  B F J K  0 
1.25L B D  A E I  2 
4.73 CO DDB 
2.47L C CC 
1.33L B CG H 
15.14 CECC C D E B  0 
07589-2453 










4.69L C B D  C 
3.56 E GC 
1.31: B B D C  AADC 2 
9.72 F K L F C  
2.28L D B D  F 
2.76 E G GB 
l.lOL B O  A B  1 
7.75L F D L 
10.61L B A 
07593-2945 






3.11LI D I L A C (  
07594-2827 
07595 -21 01 
07596-2907 
4.12: E D F D  B C E B  0 
1.00LBD A B  1 
8.39L D B G  
2.14L C HG 
1.53L CDO A B E l  0 
1.65L BC A B  H 0 
1.93L D F 
2.28L D B C  
10.09L C B K 
74.50 B C D F  C B A A  0 
175008 K5 




07598 - 2607 
07598-2814 
07598-2736 









































08004 - 2425 
08004-2821 




430-PN 10 PI 


































0801 3 - 2746 
08013 -2247 






27 '105 2 
6 106 31 03885 FF PUP 
1012 
IK PUP 










0 I V I  J 
4 108 3 
9 10812 
6 106131 





0801 6- 271 2 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Censily Region. 
409 





























































































































9 107 3 
10 105 2 
6 106 3 
9 107 3 
7 110 4 
9 107 3 
17 108 2 
5 108 4 
11 106 2 











38.3 57 244+ 3 
40.6 37 239+ 6 
40.9 33 245+ 2 
41.4 29 2 4 4 t  3 
47.9 50 247+ 1 
2.1 2 242+ 4 
4.3 38 241+ 5 
4.6 50 246+ 2 
4.8 7 244+ 3 













F D  AB1 
CCD AAA 


































































C F M  
C KE 
DD A B J G  






















37.0 9 241+ 5 
37.9 22 248+ 1 
40.5 22 239+ 6 
49.2 43 246+ 2 
57.5 52 248+ 1 
58.8 8 248+ 1 
0.7 12 246+ 2 
10.2 31 244+ 3 
















7 8  12 240+6 
132 56 241- 5 
274 54 241+ 6 
31 7 17 247+ 2 
323 11 245+ 3 
339 55 246+ 2 
347 43 242+ 5 
358 33 244+ 3 
43 1 8 242+ 5 
462 47 248+ 1 
537 36 248+ 1 
547 18 242+ 5 


















45 246+ 2 
2 242+ 5 
17 247+ 2 
29 243+ 4 
15 240+ 6 































































59 245+ 4 
3 2 4 0 t  6 
11 242+ 5 
Position (1950) I I  Flux Density I Flags 
I 
(Not Color Corrsted) C 
A QP 
# T Name Type (") Mag 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 



































































































































































































































































2 7  









































































































































































08022 - 2822 





4 TMSS -30117 
1 IMPUP 




















9500100218 4 1  
4 1  13 175134K5 8.69L B B F 
1.54L B B 
1.2OL C BE 
8.30L B BE E 
1.00LBBD AAE 
1.29 E F 
4.25L BC AA L 
4.19L B BD J 
1.00LBB AAK 
7.96L DE AF D 
10.7 52 241+ 5 
13.0 42 244+ 3 
165 60 245+ 3 
19.1 19 245+ 3 
21.0 9 240+ 6 

















































1.68 F D 
320 C E E  
2.06 DC B B  
8.15L B B E  
1.OOL CC AA 
1.28L CD CC 
2.57: CD J AB 
4.87L CC AB 
1.05L B CDN 
18.39: D C C D ' l  ACA 
42.0 56 244+ 3 
43.4 11 242+ 5 
45.0 7 244+ 3 
48.5 22 246+ 2 
48.8 26 241+ 5 
49.8 54 242+ 5 
54.5 13 246+ 2 
494- G 24 Sa 
494- G 25 SO 08039-271 5 




1.07LlBE B F  I 
1.00L B D  B B I  
1.OOL BC AB J 
1.34L CBC AAC 
1.00LBC B B  K 
1.75L C C K 
3.43 CC E B B  
2.06 C GC 
08041-2028 
08042-2204 
08044 - 21 21 
08045 - 2823 

















08047 - 2958 
494- G 27 Sa 
XO804-256 
175194 K2 1.09L B IA l  









2.29L C D 
1.27L BC AB K 
5.41L D D DBCC 
1.68L C DK 
1.84 DC GEB 
5.03 CC F A A  
1 . M L B C C  AAAE 
265 CBCD AACC 
194L D D L 
1.28L C BM 
1042 
175200 GO 
08050-2259 0.0 44 242+ 5 
08050-2754 1.6 16 246+ 2 
08050--2838 3.4 54 247+ z 
430- G 20 SC 
RAFGL 5240 
1045 06050-2939 4 2  2 248+ 1 
11 107 2 
8 106 3 
I 
.4OL 























17521 5 N3 
1 5 0 i  C DK G 
241 C H J B  
lOOOL B EHA 
153L C ACI 
159L BBC A A A E  
06052-2747 




08055 - 2721 
8 105 2 
15 7 1105~ 107 3 2 :  
6 106 3 
9 107 3 
17521 7 F5 
175218 M2 











2 4 8 L B D  CB F 
lOOL BC AB 
641L C AKHJ 
118L BC ABFE 
138L B A G  
137 ~ C /  DBC 
718L BC AC 
232 DCI GGB 
134L B B I  









1.25L C C F 
1.31L CC BC 
1.00L BC ABD 
1.27L B BG 
13.19 BC ECCB 
5.14L B D  AE 
2.35 D HB 
13.19L BC AA 




8.0 15 246+ 3 
i11.9134i 5 3 3 2 4 8 t  1+ 6 1
15.8 31 244+ 4 
XO806-298 
I I I 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng. 4) Nelghborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Nelghbormg Weeks Conflrmed Sources PW) 
41 0 
Declination: - 30'--20" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 08h06m15*-08h12m04m 
Position (1950) Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
V 1 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs C w f  R Flags. S 
C 
A 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 4  
10.84 
.37 














































































































08065-2534 33.0 34 
08066-2747 37.8 24 
08068-2812 52.0 55 



































































08076-2009 53.6 33 
08079-2559 58.0 29 
08079-2741 59.2 30 
08080-2503 6.0 29 
08081-2923 8.2 6 
08081-2117 10.1 38 
08081-2251 11.5 49 
08082-2849 14.2 37 
08082-2623 16.0 3 
08083-2258 20.9 55 
1071 N: 


















08088-2855 53.1 39 
08090-2757 0.4 28 
08090-2644 1 4.4 4 
08091-2744 10.2 29 
08093-2331 119.81 44 
08094-2610 27.4 2 
08094-2715 29.1 40 













08097-2941 42.5 7 
08098-2012 150.4 34 
08098-2343 50.8 47 
08098-2950 51.0 23 
08098-2809 52.1 29 
08099-2502 59.8 36 
08099-2137 60.0 27 
08100-2334 1.3 45 
08102-2725 13.2 44 
08102-2345 16.8 36 
08103-2044 21.2 34 
08104-2709 28.1 16 
08106-2328 36.8 54 
08106-2832 37.5 59 






















1.43L C CF 
1.22L C B I  
1.00L BDD A A A  
1.54L C E M  
1.OOL E E F 
1.11LC B B  
2.06 C HGFE 
1.33L E B H  M 
1.41L C C 
2.03 DC L C D  
175371 K2 
Lz PUP 






























































08110-2704 2.0 30 
08110-2349 2.5 5 
08111-2753 I 8.5133 
4500110000 
0501 Do01 00 
5500100330 
3600010000 
08111-2519 10.8 33 
08112-2444 15.3 31 
08112-2704 16.1 45 
08113-2025 18.5 19 
08113-2319 18.7 48 
08113-2520 18.8 12 
08113-2528 19.2 0 
08114-2804 25.6 13 
08114-2746 26.0 51 













08115-2548 31.4 24 
08115-2521 32.6 17 
08115-2408 34.5 4C 
08116-2636 37.1 24 
08116-2722 39.9 37 
08117-2954 46.9 14 
08118-2114 53.9 5 
08119-2324 56.6 5€ 
08119-2926 57.6 5: 









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
41 1 







Right Ascension: OEh 12"l 2s-08h 1 F37' 
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
175436G5 
175440 KO 








4 3  41 248+ 4 
120 25 242+ 8 
170 2 247+ 5 
205 36 242+ 8 
08159-2725 15581191 247+ 5 
08159-2950 574 57 249+ 3 
08159-2812 593 24 246+ 4 























































52 243+ 7 
17 245+ 6 
48 248+ 4 
11 246+ 5 
52 249+ 3 
10 246+ 6 
12 243+ 7 
32 246+ 6 
48 249+ 4 
190L E 







B B  J 
AAAA 
DFME 









08173-2915 223 39 249+ 4 26 
08175-2515 1304 40 246+ 6 24 
08175-2942 343 14 249+ 4 56 
08175-2315 357 29 244+ 7 35 
08175-2655 360  17 247+ 5 46 
08174-2224 293 46 243+ 8 54 
5 112 3 
9 111 3 
181111 3 
14 110 3 
8 112 3 
8 110 4 
Associations 
V L 
100 ~m  lux ~ o r r  A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
c 
A k P  



































































































































































I C  
41 



















































































































S O  
.25L 
.25L 















































































1.43L CC B B  E 
1.95 C C 
1.31 D MB 
1.00L C BC 
1.53L DD B B  
1.00L c CI  
1.30 C C 
1.24 D J B 
1.00L BBC AAB 



























2.12LI C KCC 
1.24L BC AA 
1.48L D BE F 
1.76L BD AA 
.71: BB D AAKF 
1.74L B AD 
1.00L C J D 
1.40L CC AA 
1.69 CC KHAC 































08142 - 21 17 
08142 - 21 44 
08143-2428 
08143-2840 







13 175479 M2 
1.00L BB AAG 
5.36 CCC BAB 
1.45 BC F A B  
4.68LBC ABG 
1.00L BC AB 
1.98: CC I KCC 
1.68 C G F B  
1.00L BE BD 
1.05L C B F  
1.OOL BC IBBL  
44.4 7 243+ 7 
46.0 4 248+ 4 
49.9 56 246+ 5 
59.9 49 247+ 4 
0.1 11 245+ 6 
1.9 45 247+ 4 
5.2 57 245+ 6 
11.4 54 242+ 8 
12.3 28 242+ 7 
13.0 53 242+ 7 
13.1 40 242+ 8 
13.9 10 242+ 7 











































































16 1 03979 1.00L BC A B N  
1.00L c c 
1.23 D D 
3.39 E GHHC 
1.25L CE DD N 
5.42L BC AB 
1.51L BE AD 
2.45 C I B 
.94 0 GE 
2.36 D C 





6 9 I113 2 
0 16001ooooo 




































































1.71L C A F 
.96: C C !  DC 
3.13 D E CC 
6.41L E B F  
1.03L C CJ 
65.63 BBCE DBAA 
5.85L B AF 
1 .WLBD AD W 
1.04L C B L F  







1 ~ 13 
I 






































































1 4 ~ 0 1 2 0 0  
4500000000 




























061 63 - 2804 
081 64 - 2605 
08164-2946 
081 65 - 2545 
08165-2232 
08166-2520 
081 68 - 2920 
































































4 106 - 
5 111 3 
5 105 3 
6 110 3 











564 26 244+ 7 
573 39 249+ 4 
589 43 249+ 4 
0 3 44 249+ 4 
6 9  47 242+ 8 
E 
BBCB AAAA 
C B F  
BC AB 
C MEE 
431 -sc 5 oc 
RAFGL 5250 
495- G 5 S( 
175590 K5 




5401000330 I 3500200008 08170-2918 
08171-2134 
m i 7 1  -2501 7.0 50 245+ 6 
7.5 33 242+ 8 
8.0 19 244+ 7 










2.41 CC CAB 
5.94L CD AB C 2 
1.00LBC AB 2 
6.17L BBC A A F L  0 
1.73 CB I BA 
1.17L C B H L l  
2.44 B L DC 
1.35: CD CC 
495- G 6 Sa 
175598 K5 
562- G 3 Sc 
175604 K5 
08172-2437 ' 1 5 2 ' 4 0 '  245+ 6 43 12 '109 3 
08172-2805 177 34 248+ 4 38 7 111 3 
08173-2105 190 50 242+ 8 32 3 106 4 
24001 00000 
8500010008 














175606 KO 1.05L B BB 3700011020 
1.72 D B 1 9600000108 
1 ,  
41 2 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Associations Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 08h17rn42s-08h24m39s 












































































































































562- G 4 S b  
175655MO 



















C D MI 































C B E  
B E  B F  0 
D B 
CC B B  
B HBD 
C E L M B B  








































































1. l lL  
2.08 
B E  BD 0 
C BG 
BD BC G 2 
C J E 
D C 
B BJ HD 














B B  AAG 10 
E G 
B BGJ 1 
BC DAB 
D C D 
C C 
C B 
D C C ' E C A A  



















































































































































BBC AACJ 0 
DC AB1 5 
AA 0 
B B F  
C C H  E 












D I CD 
BC AD 0 
AAD 9 
D K E 
C J B 
1.00LBBC AAC 1 
BC AAD 0 
BD ACI D 0 






















B D  
B 








B H  
D CE 


















Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN I3 0 






























































































































































































































































3 4  




















































































































3 9  
.25L 
2.12 















2 9  











































1.70 D D B 
1.52 D D 
4.95L BC AA 0 
1.07L BC AAHH 1 
1.OOL B B  AAC 0 
5.66L D F H  
1.OOL B AD 
5.73L BC AB I 
1.OOL BC AC 2 




























































































































13 175709 FO 





















1.OOL BC AB K 2 
2.14 C , I C  
1.44 ~ C~ C 
1.OOL B BC 
1.17 ED EBC 
1.87 D ,  I F A  
1.07LC E M  
1.66L E D 
1.76 BC NBB 









1.23LB ' D  4500000000 




















08236-2905 39.4 55 
08238-2709 49.0 48 
08236-2701 (39.5137 
06238-2431 49.2 8 
08240-2542 0.9 4 




244r  9 I 74 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
41 3 
Right Ascension: 08h24m4W-08h33m2W Declination: -30'--20" 

















































































































































































39 247+ 9 
14 250+ 7 
6 245+10 









08320-2514 6 0  












41 249+ 7 
40 250+ 7 
15 245+10 
49 246+10 
59 251+ 6 
24 248+ 9 
49 246+10 
5 247+ 9 
8 251+ 6 
17 245+11 
31 249+ 8 
9 251+ 7 
22 243+12 




30 250+ 7 




Name Type C') Mag 
C 


























































































































































































































































































































































2 5  
.39L 






3 6  
.25L 
52 
























3 9  











3 7  
.28L 
1.78 
















































2 9  
.25L 

























431- G 11 Sa 
175926 KO 
1.00L B D  AB 
1.00L D CD 
1.00L B D  AC 
1.09L BE BC 
1.02L BBC AAA 
1.00L BE AD 
1.57L C D 
1.00L B D  AE 
1.02L E CG 





































































































8 114 3 
5 11101 3 
10 108 3 
l.OOLIBCC AACK 
1.00L BC ACKF 
1.00L BC AAK 
1.79 DC DB 
1.35L C OH 
1.00L BC AC 
1.16L D B D  hr 
1.00L B D  BC 
1.02L BC AB 
1.00L c B 
1.21 B O  FBB 
1.49 CB AA 
1.00L BC AA 
1.15L C BK J 
1.21L BC A A K F  
1.00L BC AB 
1.00L BC IAA 
1.00L BC IABG 
1.00L BC AA 
1.19L C D 
175959 MO 
1193 R 





















































0600000000 175967 K2 
XO828-272 1.69 D K C 
1.00L B O  BD 
1.00LBBD AABE 
1.00L DE AA 
1.00L c B L  
1.00L D DC 
1.M)L B CE 







106L D DG 
131 CC CC 
1 OOL C C N 
l 0 0 L  BC ACI J 
124L B C J  C 
112 B B C D  AAAC 
lOOL B B  AA 
116L B CK L 
137L C CH 
158 I CC HAP 
l 0 0 L l B  B D  I 































08298-2933 51.2 42 
08298-2054 53.4 10 
08299-2441 54.8 6 
08299-2911 iU.j4/ 176026 KO 
176039 K 
316 
495- G 16 SO 3.33 CC MHAA 
1.04L B B 
1.00L C K E  
1.00L C B D  
1.00L DC AA 
1.00L BC B B B l  
176055 G5 
1.00L BC I 
1.00L DD AB 
1001 C CF 
176063 K2 
i G L c  c 
2039 BCDF BBAP 
117L E DL 
495- G 18 Sc 
1209 R 
176078 KO 
08311-2459 11.6 17 247+ 9 
08312-2805 112.1/40 250+ 7 ... - _. 
08313-2946 1195 13 251+ 6 
08315-2534 302 18 246+ 8 




1.00L C B O  
1.OOL CE BC 
1.00L C CG 
1.03L C D J 
1.00L.BC AA 
1.44LiC E 
1.32L C D M 




0631 6- 2231 
11 115 
14 113 2 2 9  
.31L 
.50 




















16 110 3 









1 5000 I OOOC 
160000000C 
13 112 2 
6 110 3 
3 111 3 
9 112 3 
10 109 3 
3 115 3 
10 109 3 
17 112 3 
8 110 3 




















118L c c 
IOOLIBC AA 
lOOL B F  AAMh 
130L C E 
lOOL c BL  
1 1 3 L C C  B B  I 
203 FCC KCAE 
156 DD M DE 
100LiCF CF F 
IOOLIBC AB 
176103 K2 

























121L C B E 
109L B AB 
l 0 0 L  D B H  
113L C B E  
105L1C DGE 
190 BC BE 
lOOL B DN 
l 0 0 L B D  AC 
135LlE AF J 
i 0 0 L l B D  AF 
57.4 3 247+ S 








'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW) 
41 4 
Riaht Ascension: 08h33m29s-08h42m58s 
Flux Density 





nux Corr A Confusion R s 












Position (1950) I 
21 248+ 9 
49 247+ 9 
11 250+ 7 
36 248+ 9 
8 244+12 
41 244+12 
20 249+ 8 
9 249+ 9 
51 251+ 7 


















































































































31 249+ 9 
51 248+ 9 
53 244+12 
50 247+10 
37 250+ 8 










































43 252+ 7 




49 251+ 7 
33 252+ 7 
32 246+11 
49 244+12 
35 251+ 8 
27 249+ 9 
43 250+ 8 
21 252+ 7 
14 246+11 
44 252+ 7 
19 246+11 
53 245+12 
19 251+ 7 




6 249+ 9 
16 251+ 8 
36 247+11 
60 252+ 7 
41 247+11 
45 251+ 8 
57 246+11 




55 252+ 8 
5 247+11 
11 251+ 8 
38 250+ 9 
6 251+ 8 


































CC B B L F  
BC AB 
BC ABGF 

















B E  BC 
BC AB 
C CJ 
C D  C D  
B D  AD E 








































































BC A A L  
F C  BD 
C AD 
B F  
BC AA 
C C  F AC 
C I D 











F C k 
B AG 
C H C 
C KB 
C C  EFAP 
B D  BF 
c c 
BD 











D D CP 
c CL H 
BC AC 
BC AAL 
C C  L B E  
















10 249+ 9 




7 250+ 9 
57 249+10 
30 245+13 












































14 251+ 9 
5 249+11 
17 249+10 
3 252+ 8 
28 247+12 





17 251+ 9 
9 245+14 
24 249+11 



































D E C I  
BC KBE 
E J E 




































B B  AAFC 
BD AB 
C I EE 
BC AB L 
B B 
c cc 
c BC 1 
C C h 












BB G AP 
E DF C 
B CH 




E D N  
D EE 

















15 252+ 8 
13 251+10 
41 248+12 





















Galactic Uncertainty C 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 0 





















































































































































































































































































3 2  
.43 
1.75 



















































































































































3 3  
38 
.25L 

















562- G 22 SC 

























I761 70 KO 
I761 73 K2 








176186 K2 . . . .. -. . 
08358-2032 
08358-2931 








































































































































































0841 2 - 2946 
08413-231 5 
08416-2937 
























































3 3  
3.2 
2 8  
,251 
1 .86 
2 9  
.25L 










3 4  

















08422 - 2424 





08423 - 2221 

















_ _  _  - .
08425 - 2856 
08427 - 271 2 
08428- 2335 
08429 - 2944 
I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
41 5 









: c  
DCC 































C C E  B 
ACH 
B J  
AAAD 
A E I  D 
B G  
F D  
c c  
54.6 13 252+ 9 
56.6 49 249+11 






























50 253+ 9 
10 253+ 9 
36 246+14 
16 247+14 









































































3 t  








E D  
L G E  
E G  
F E  
c c  
K J E  
F B B  
A A A C  
E L  

































K I  D 
B H  
B F  




B J  
9600100130 
35oooooooo 






















I J F  
B K N  




D I G  












0.2 34 248+13 
0.5 46 253+ 9 
12.9 45 247+14 
13.6 34 249+13 
20.1 31 246+15 
23.3 10 252+11 
27.8 4 251+11 
34.5 23 246+15 
48.8 55 246+15 











F E  
HB 
AB 
CC L BC H
AB 
F K G  
KHG 
F GD 





















F G  
GB 
AB 
A A L  
GHC 
B M  
E E  
A E F F  














34 253+ 9 
08516-2432 375135 
08516-2457 38.4 36 
08516-2747 40.1 20 
08517-2436 42.0 8 
08517-2023 43.1 24 
08521 -2529 7.0 35 
08521-2544 11.6 6 
08522-2755 16.3 22 















F C  
I J B  
AI G 
D B  















Y T  
V L 
Flux Corr L Confusion R S 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































08430 - 2548 
08430 - 251 9 
08432-2847 
























































3 2  
1.19L 














3 7  




2 7  
.41 
3 3  































































































































08034 - 2455 .. . _ ..
08436-2156 
08436-2232 
08436- 281 2 
176438 K2 
08438-2934 
08439 - 27% 
08439 - 2953 
08440 -2625 
08444 - 2820 
08445 - 2932 
06446 - 21 47 
08446-2408 
08447 - 2434 
08447 - 2441 









08462 -21 49 
08464-2034 
08465 - 251 5 
08467-2401 






















































08474-2037 24.9 15 246+14 
08475-2933 33.3 50 253+ 9 
08477-2033 I 459 I I  44 246+14 
176546 G5 
176556 K5 
08482-2052 16.6 39 246+14 
08483-2812 22.0 10 252+10 




















176559 K2 08484-2731 24.2 20 252+10 
08484-2249 29.1 28 248+13 
08485-2822 I 30.6 I I  3 252+10 












1.5 56 252+11 
4.7 55 250+12 








l . l O L  
1.39L 








25010wOOO _ . . . . . . .. 
4500000000 


































08508-2048 152.4 41 247+15 




I l l  








































































































































































3.3 36 251+13 
8.7 42 254+11 
9.6 23 251+14 
12.4 3 252+12 
14.1 20 255+10 
15.8 13 249+15 
25.5 2 251+13 
28.6 37 251+13 
33.5 35 253+12 
35.4 23 253+12 
38.8 11 254+11 
51.3 48 251+13 
52.5 10 251+14 
1.5 41 250+14 
15.4 46 248+16 
21.1 27 251+13 
32.5 44 252+13 
34.2 35 249+15 
37.7 58 249+15 









































(Not Color Corrsted) I ., L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
(Jansky) 
S P  
Name Type (") Mag 
Flux Corr A 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.23L C BO 
1.14L B F  AD 
1.71 C F C  
1.52 C J F E  
1.OOL B B B  J 
1.87 C 0 
1.60 D 0 
1.28L C MB 
1.26L B B N  I 
1.OOL B B C  AAA 
20.8 26 252+11 
27.3 38 253+10 
28.7 24 249+13 
50.2 13 247+15 
53.1 16 252+11 
1.2 24 254+10 
4.8 48 252+11 
22.5 0 252+12 
23.6 24 252+11 
29.1 59 250+13 
















































































































2.11 C B D  
1.99 D HC 
1.29L B AG 
3.41L C KGC 
1.00L c c 
1.75L C BC 
1.73L B B J  
1.56 BC D ADME 
1.27L C F B H  

















563- G 34 Sa 
196- G 22 SB 








3.24 CC I AA 
4.04 CC CAA 
1.63 D G 
1.96 C MMD 
4.58 CD F F B  
1.56L F B F  K 
1.00 C I B 
1.14 F D D  BCC 
1.08L CC AA I 3 
3.67 D F H D  
176747 KO 



















176752 K5 1.31L C C M  
1.75 DC C D  
2.02 E HC 
1.15L BO B C J C  0 
1.15L C B I 
1.OOL BC AAK 1 
1.21L C A D  M 
1.59L BC AC 0 
1.17L B B J B  
1.21L BC AB 0 
08561 -2941 
08562-2937 






196- I76780 G K5 24 Sb 




































1.OOL C B L K  
1.11L BC ABMF 
1.05L BC A B  I 
2.40 D ECC 
1.38 D L E  F 
1.OOL BC A A F J  
1.04L B D  A C  J 
1.76 D C 
1.09L B B C  AAAE 

















08576- 291 0 
3.00 D I F C  
1.06L B F  AC N 2 
2.99 DC L C O  
1.12L B D  ACI 0 
1.11L B D  B F  L 0 
5.46L BC AAHG 1 
1.62L D GCJ 
2.12 D B 
1.OOL BBC A A B l  0 















B B J  
D C  
D GME 
C HB 
C F  
B C C  A A E  1 
D MNEC 
C G E F  
C J H B  






























2.27 C L F I  E 
1.43L CE B B  I 0 
2.05 CC CB 
1.OOL BC AAE 0 
5.12L BC AB 0 
1.35L B C 
6.85L C B D  
1.76 D J HB 
2.26 CC L B A  
1.72L D M D 
432- G 17 Sb 
176829 MO 
176833 KO 
176836 K2 I 7 i l i 4 1 2 5 4 i i i  /1(11( 1.6 1 1251 0+14 i4
17.0 12 248+16 
17.1 39 251+14 




















6.46L D D G 
2.76 CB CHAB 
1.16: CD F B B  
1.33L B C 
1.07L D C D  C 
1.82 D DGKC 
4.83L B F  B E  C 
1.39 C 
5.33L BC A B b B  3 
.86 C M B 
497- G 3 S( 
W - G 7 S b  
176844 KO -.  - . . 06595- 2514 





09001 -2954 36000000M: 
5.18L C C L 
3.13 CD G E D  
12.05 CCCC CAAA C 
1.11 E D  
1.40L B B C F  
1.OOL ABC AAEJ C 
1.46L B B F  
1.93 C C F 
2.16 C N E F  
1.69 CF K B D  
564- G 11 Sa 
176870 M 
176873 M2 09006-2805 09007 - 2759 26w10100( -. - ..
0901 0 -2852 
0901 0 -2434 
09011 -2321 
09012-2108 
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
41 7 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 09h01m17s-09h10ml 3" 








































































_ _  















































































































































































































































B B  AAMM 1 
BC AB 2 
E I F 
C HKC 
BD ACF 3 
C AC 
CC L F C  
C DB 
D CG L 
C NHC 
B B F  J 
D GB 
D MHE 
B C L 
D F H D  
C C 
D B H  G 
E C D  M 
B B L  
B D  AC 1 
BD AB C 
B I D 
c c 
D I B 
B F  B E M  4 
D E C  
D CC 
E C C  I BAA 
ABC AABE C 
B B F M  
BC AAC C 
DCB KGAA 
CC ABML B 
B M CE 
C HM B 
c c 
BD AB 1 
D C BB E 
BBB AAB C 
B C  AA C 
BBB AAB C 
E E 
B 
D F C 














D H G 
C CL K 
C E G  J 
B B B  AACM 1 
AA E C 
F F 











C CK E 
B B 
CD AAI E 
D C C DE 
C L F  
E E 
AB AAGF C 
B BGF 
BBC AAB C 











D KN G 






B B I  KK 
C D 






































# T  
25 urn &3 urn S P  





















































































3 4  
3 4  
.52 















































































































































































































































































09016-2022 393 55 248+17 







526 19 252-15 
537 49 254+12 
571 21 251715 
573 29 253713 
5811 4 255712 
2700000000 
5600101000 I ._  39 
63 
34 
23 I76924 KO 
I76928 K5 
I76939 K5 






























9.2 11 250f16 
30.6 48 249+17 
33.4 39 250+16 
35.7 10 253+14 
37.4 37 251 + 15 
38.3 34 252+14 
45.4 10 253+14 
9.1 51 255+12 
12.6 11 255+12 














09044 - 2203 
09045-2940 
09046 - 2320 
09046-2644 








09050-2755 1 4.61 38 I254+13 
09051-2856 6.8 31 255+12 












2 9  
.33L 
5.41 
























































497- G 14 Sb 
09056-2759 
09056-2823 
09058 - 2756 
























53.9 17 254+14 
1.4 5 255+13 
7.7 6 251+16 
10.4 37 250+16 
14.9 34 256+12 











9600100240 I 09070-2845 











7.2 26 252+16 
10.2 23 256+12 
11.9 44 250+17 
16.7 43 252+15 
21.8 23 254+14 
24.2 60 250+17 
27.9 47 252+16 
30.5 9 256+12 
32.3 7 255+13 



























2600100100 I 09082-2605 09083 -2928 osoooooooo 






09086 - 2429 
09089 - 2149 
D?x)92 - 2843 
h7.7'10 ~252+16 
54.8 53 250+18 












C I  J E l  ~ 1.00LBBD AAA  
3600000310 I 
15oooO0000 5C 
1.62 C G C 
1.17L B B 
1.OOL CD AA I 
4.10 CC HDAA 
1.84 BD AB 
1.OOL B D I 
1.OOL B BH G 
1.11L c B 
177096 KO 141 71341255+14 
497- G 22 Sb 
497- G 21 S. 
091 00 -2817 
09102-2523 0600000000 I 177111 + + +  
*c,,nfusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
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497- G 27 S( 




497- G31  Sb 







497- G 34 Sb 
177216K5 
177230MO 



































1 .00~  




CB AAD 4 
CC AB 


















1 . 0 0 ~  





BC AA 2 
BD A D L C  a 
CD F B C  
1.00LBBD AAAF 9 











CC M AB 
B AE L 
BB AAH C 
BD AB C 
D E H  L 
BBC AAE 1 
BC AA C 
AA 1 



































DCC I F A A  
CCC K C A B  
B D 
B D  A B M  C 
CC AA 1 
BC AB C 
D GC 
CC F B B  
B F  
L 1 ., ~~ (Not Color Correcled) C 
A T Name Type Sep ("1 Mag 12 prn 25 pm 60 prn 



































































































































































































































































































I O  
14 
6 
I O  10 
6 















































































































































































3 7  
.25L 
.62 





































2 1  
.4OL 




















































































2 2  
3 5  
.25L 









3 9  




































































































21.3 16 254+15 
25.8 24 255+14 
30.0 46 252+17 
30.5 4 255+14 
34.6 27 251+17 
43.0 49 252+17 
50.3 27 256+13 
51.4 34 254+14 
52.2 20 252+16 
54.5 11 256+13 
091 08 -2703 
09108-2358 
09109-2910 I 2600000000 
091 10-2845 
091 11 -2425 
091 12-2927 
1.00 D B 
1.OOL DF AD 0 
1.00LBC AA 0 
1.19 B C C D A A A C  9 
1.OOL BC AA 6 
1.OOL B B  AAI  I 1 
1.OOL D BDNl  
1.43L C C L C  
22.44 BCDD AAAA 9 
1.OOL CC AA 0 
1.5 56 256+13 
7.7 13 252+16 
13.2 28 256+13 
16.8 2 252+17 
26.3 28 249+19 
32.8 52 256+13 
32.9 46 251 +17 
33.1 52 255+14 
41.0 1 253+16 
12.2 29 253+16 
091 12-231 1 









091 24 -2344 
09126-2957 
09126-2628 
091 27 -2235 
1.12L C B E  
1.OOL B B  A A I  0 
1.03L BC AAJ  0 
1.02L BE AC H 6 
1.15L C C 
2.18 CC HBA 
1.19L E B G J D  
1.OOL C CM 
1.23: CD B E  
1.25L D E J  
29.0 43 252+17 
37.9 10 257+13 
38.1 59 254+15 
42.2 20 251+18 
51.7 41 253+17 
54.9 25 256+14 
7.9 55 253+17 
13.9 23 254+16 
16.3 35 254+16 
18.1 18 252+17 
091 28 -2426 
091 29 -2803 
09131 -2431 
091 32 - 2601 
09132-2521 
09133-2338 1500000000 I 
091 36 -2941 
09136-2118 
091 36 -2759 
091 38 -2659 
1.OOL BC ACM 3 
1.00LCD AB 3 
1.OOL B BK M 
1.OOL B BHHl  
2.04 BB MBB 
4.79 CC K F B A  
1.16 F I D 
1.02LB 81 
1.OOL B CF 
1.OOL C K I  BF 
37.0 51 257+13 
37.6 29 250+19 
40.1 20 256+14 
48.1 15 255+15 
51.9 60 253+17 
4.4 25 252+17 
5.7 40 252+17 
7.8 0 257+13 
27.4 36 254+16 
29.9 30 253+17 
. .... -.. 
09138-2421 









7.02 DCC GDAA 
1.OOL C CF 
1.41L E B 
i.obL B BC 
1.OOL BE BA 0 
1.OOL c L I  B 
1.OOL BD AB 1 
14.40 CC GEB 
.96 D I 
1.07L C CH 
36.0 22 255+15 
55.6 20 256+14 
4.0 48 257+13 
6.7 36 251 +19 
10.9 37 252+18 
17.5 22 253+17 
36.0 30 257+14 
36.7 39 251+19 
37.3 47 256+15 
40.8 51 256+15 
09151-2235 










1.00LCC BB 1 
3.59 CCB EAA 
1.OOL BC BCFE 4 
1.OOL BC AA 3 
1.45 F D 
1.OOL C B H  
1.51L C DD 
1.OOL c B 
1.OOL DE B F  0 
1.OOL B AF 
44.4 44 257+14 
49.8 12 253+17 
58.5 25 255+15 
11.6 31 256+15 
13.5 54 257+14 
13.5 55 255+16 
27.2 49 257+14 
27.9 35 257+14 
42.1 60 251+19 











































091 72 - 2040 




13.4 18 250+20 
34.7 57 253+18 
49.6 53 256+15 
16.8 51 257+14 
25.5 52 258+14 
28.1 4 253+18 
36.1 20 257+15 
40.4 35 256+15 
1.1 2 258+14 
16.7 8 255+17 
2500000000 
0600000000 I . ... . _. . 
091 84- 2403 . ... - .. 
091 86- 2835 
091 86- 2737 
091 90- 2942 




091 98 - 2033 


























56.4 21 258+14 
6.7 59 257+15 
9.1 27 258+14 
27.0 26 251+21 
28.8 35 254+18 
33.4 5 255+17 
42.1 55 256+16 
43.9 24 256+16 
46.3 13 258+14 
47.4 29 252+20 
47.7 7 257+16 
57.5 25 251+20 
58.6 8 253+19 
2.2 10 257+1E 
5.4 31 257+1E 
8.9 36 257+1E 
13 177371 MO 
13 177372 KO 
13 177374 KO 0500100000 
2600100000 



























I I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
41 9 



















































4 8  
49 259716 
29 257718 
45 258+ 16 
28 255720 













































Position (1950) I Flags Flux Density I 






























































Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
Sep 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































09226 - 2732 








































1.22 D D 
1.00L BC AA 
1.00L BBD AADE 
1.01: CD CE 
1.00L B F  AC 
1.00LBC ABDF 
1.00L F BG 
1.18L C B E 
5.79 BBEE AAAA 


































































































































1.74 F D  E E  
.85 C E 
1.34L C B D  M 
1.00L BC AB 
1.00L BC AB 
1.17L C GF 
1.18 D D 
1.16L CD AB 
1.00L BC AAF 
1.70 CC BB 
45.3 57 257+16 
5.2 56 252+20 
8.3 35 257+16 
19.9 58 258+15 
25.5 18 259+15 
40.7 50 258+15 
41.8 52 257+16 
54.5 4 257+16 
1.4 31 253+20 































1.00L B D  AE 
1.03L BBC AAAF 
2.45 BC HGAB 
1.00L C BD 
1.00L C E J 
1.00L c B I 
1.32 D G E 
.88: C F  J F C C  
1.03 F C 










1 5001 00000 
35oooO0000 











09267-2926 426 60 259715 
09267-2448 44 5 29 255719 
09269-2031 56.0 56 252722 
09269-2528 57.3 56 256718 






1.65 CC N BC 
1.WL BC AB 
1.00LBB AAE 
1.00L c 81 
3.05 CC FAA 
1.00L B AD 
1.00L B AF 
1.00L BD AB 
1.OOLB B N  
1.00L BC AA H 
177517 M1 
177521 K5 






09273-2152 19.1 7 253+21 
09274-2622 128 91 26 I257+ 18 
09274-2145 287 i 2  253+2i 
09275-2518 326 40 256718 
































































1.03L C I DE 
1.00LBC AAO 
1.00L B B D L L  
1.00L B E l  J L  
1.27L C E 
1.00LBC AAL 
1.00L BD AF 
1.28 D F F 
1.00L B B 
1.23L C CK 
04000oooOO 
0300000000 
15owo1wo I 177561 K2 
177562 K5 








.91 c c 
1.00L BC AA 
1.11L BC AB L 
1.20 CC BA 
1.00L C BDL 
1.00L C CK 
1.42 CC F C B  
1.2OL C B K  
1.00L BD AD 



















5 7  
.25L 
AU HYA 1.00L C D F G  
1.41 D DDKC 
1.81L C BE I 
1.00L C CG 
1.OOL C BD L 
1.00L BC AAL 
1.00LCE ADM 
1.39 CD BD 
1.00LBD AB J 







177607 12 K2 
177624 MO 
























1.00L BC AB 
1.00L B C M  
1.00L B CD 
1.85 C HD 
2.59 D F 
1.00L B B L  
1.00L BBC AAC 
1.73 CC CI AB 
2.52: CC FBB 







565- G 15 .. 
565- G 17 Sa 
XO932-289 





















5 1  
2.66 
2.45 C G D 
2.21 E B  
5.10 CCC L B A A  
1.01L c c 
1.90 c c 
1.00L BC AA 
1.OOL B BHL 
2.41 CC MDAA 
1.OOL BC AB 
1.22 DC I MBB 
09324-2142 
09324 - 2547 








565- G 20 Sa 
177714 MO 
09335-2914 
09336 - 201 9 
09336 - 2906 
09337 - 2030 
09338 - 2331 
,251 



















2.13 DC DB 
1.00L BC AB 
1.45L C DO 
1.00L BC AA 
1.29L D BG 
1.OOL BC AAJJ  
1.39 CC M B E  
1.OOL BC ACJJ  
1.03L C C 







434-IG 13 S 





09338 - 2541 
09338 - 201 1 
09339-2544 
09342 - 2705 
09344 - 2054 
177723 K5 
177736 KO 
565- G 23 Sc 
I
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources pw) 
420 
Riaht Ascension: 09h34rn38"-10h1 5rn05s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: - 30"-- 20" 















































10.8 58 256+25 
8.7 14 257+24 
51.5 14 256+25 
27.9 15 264+21 
29.5 3 264+20 
3.9 17 264+21 
8.9 16 264+22 




















































































# T  
(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(9 ('7 I b ('7 ('7 0 
25 pm 60 prn 
(Jansky) Name Type 
177746 K2 
177748 KO 
















































































































































































































































































































































































09354 - 2148 
09355-2025 
09355-2412 
















































































































565- G 27 SB 
177764 KO 
565- G 28 SO 
ST HYA 
177767 M 
2.65 CC H I  AA 
1.03L C D 
1.OOL BC AA 
1.OOL D E K 
1.62L C CL 
1.00L CE B G  
2.40 CF I L B C  
1.02L F B 
1.OOL CC AA 
1.71 C L C 
.42L 
3 4  
1.97 









3 1  
.72L 


















09364-2943 24.6 21 261+17 
09365-2654 30.8 4 258+19 
09367-2049 43.7 52 254+23 
09368-2438 48.3 46 257+20 
09368-2819 52.6 48 260+18 ! I !  0500000000 7780000028 I 
1.46L'F I B L  
1.32 CC GD 
1.OOL E DJ K 
1.OOL C L D F  
1.OOL B BC 
1.25L~C AC 
1.24L C L C C  
2.45 BE C AHMB 
1.23L C M DB 






9 115 2 l  
11 114 2 
9 112 3 
12 i o  31 
1.82 CC AA 
1.OOL C DI 
4.37 CC AA 
1.43 C C D F J C  
1.OOL B C F  AAD 
1.40: DD CF 
1.05L CD AC G 
1.25L C DH L 
1.00L B AC 
1.59 CC BB 
177828 KO 
177840 B2P 09389-2321 160.01 47 256 .~22  5 114 3 
13 115 2 
7 115 2 
12 115 2 
9 113 3 
10 112 3 
09398-%38 '53 5 20 257+22 
09399-2341 577 13 257+22 
09400-2412 471 1 ,257+21 
09402-2239 166  22 256+22 







0941 5 -2456 
n1)417--3n04 
13 113 3 





109~  31 
112 31 
1.32: C C K K B C  
1.57 C M CB 
1.00L B AE 
2.14 CC E J A B  
1.OOL c B 
1.OOLC B B  
1.OOL C A F  
1.00L C B H  
1.00LD BE 
1.OOL CBC AABK 
302  15 256+22 
55 6 46 256+22 
115 15 254+24 
31 5 36 258+21 
42 7 34 254+24 
48 3 34 256+23 
581 50 259+20 
144 33 257+22 
187 20 256+23 





























































i o  
- 






- - . . . - - - . 
09418-2233 
09419-2540 











































3 6  






















09432 - 2502 
09433-2339 
n~436--94i i  
20.14 B B E D  AAAA 
1.71 C D  HDC 
1.OOL B B C  A A A l  
1.07L C E 
1.00L B AJ  
1.50L D DC 
1.OOL C CF 
1.00LF C E E B G  
2.10 BB F E B B  
1.11L C CH H 
.23 
.46 




3 7  










































09460 - 2234 
09466- 2158 
09468-2007 
1.OOL C B I  J 
2.66 CC GBA 
2.52 CF N F A B  
1.96 C MAB 
1.85 C C 
1.28L D F 
1.82 c BC 
1.05L C B N N  
1.25L CD AC 











566- G 18 Sc 
566- G 20 Sb 
435- G 35 Sc 
178397 K2 
178405 KO 
17841 7 K2 







1.12L F D 
6.48 DC I BAA 
1.13L C AB 
1.55L C AE K 
1.01L C CH 
1.OOL BC A A H  
5.05 CC I F E B  
1.03L BC AAGE 
1.00L BE AC 










435- G 47 Sc 




10085 -251 1 
101 04 -2735 















101 22- 2726 
101 24 -2837 
10125-2248 
1.31 D I  
1.OOL D B E E  
1.OOL D D 
1.00L CF B D  
1.01: CD B D  
1.00LBC A A D  
1.07 CF B B  
1.91 DC GBB 
31.44 FCCD DBAA 




500- G 16 Sc 
436- G 3 Sb 







1.06L D C 
1.2OL C BK 
1.00L C C K 
2.11 E F G  
1.02L B B C  A A A B  
1.40 C C 
1.47 D J I F 
1.09L E BG 
1.OOL D C 





1 4 m 0 0 0  111 
178608 K5 
178624 MO 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
42 1 
Declination: -30"-- 20" 
13 
13 






























































436-IG 11 S. 
178706 KO 












































568- G 2 5 0  





56- G 3Sc  

















































































































500- G41  SO 































































501- G 15 Sa 
178978 K2 
5 0 1 - G l 6 S B  
178979K2 
436- G 39Sb 







501- G 18 S( 
178987K5 
436-IG 42 E: 
568- G 18SO 
178993F5 
437- G 2Sa 













(Not Color Corrected) I .I C 
T Name Type (") Mag 
A Sep 12 pm 100 pm I ~ u x  ~ o r r  i Confusion ii s 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.00L c B 
1.89 CB AA 
1.00LCF AH C 
2.09L C AC I 
1.69L BBC AAAC C 
1 .WLBC AC C 
1.00L C CE 
1.98 C J F B  
1.48L D B D  
1.38 D J C 
1.39 D E B  
1.99: CC L B A  
1.05L BC AA C 
1.01 D I L E  
1.16 D MF C 
1.36L D B 
I . l l L  C N DO 
1.24L C C 
1.25 DE BB 
1.13L D F 
1.00L C BE 
1.00L BO A B J F  C 
4.09 FCE E B A A  
1.12L C AD 
1.46: C D F B D  
1.02L C B F 
1.51L D ECC 
2.22 CC KBA 
1.34: CD BC 








10156-2053 401 9 261+2E 
101 58-2844 150.1 I32 I i 7 + 2 :  
101 69 - 2454 
101 73 -2533 
101 74 -2243 
3500- 
1 5 0 ~ 0 0 0 0  I 101 85 -2636 
101 90-2507 
10192-2514 
101 95 -2200 
10196-2019 





1021 2- 2951 
04000MMoo 
0601 000000 1 
10212-2853 
1021 3 -2225 




10220- 251 8 
10221-2132 
10221 -231 7 
10224-2351 
1.00L C DC K 
2.27L C BC 
1.20L C CF 
1.63 CC B B  
5.78 CDD AAA 
1.00L A I  
2.37 CC G CC 
1.00L c 
1 . 0 0 ~ ~ ~  B E  a 








1.17L C AD 
1.89 DC E B B  
1.19L c c 
1.19 F B 
1.38 C I K E 
1.00L C E 
6.79L C D 
1.00L B c 
1.57 C K HE 







10235- 241 2 
10243-2217 
10243 - 2658 
10243-2136 
1.35 C C 
1.00L c BB 
3.82L C EG 
1.26 D C 
2.51 DC GAB 
1.99 BBDC AAAA 0 
2.25L B D  AC E 2 
1.00L c c 
3.02L BD AA L 0 
3.20L BBC AAA 0 
.- . - .. 
10244-2859 
10245 - 2350 
10249-251 7 
10252 - 21 10 




10262 - 2620 
10263 -21 07 
10265 - 2420 
10266-21 59 




10279- 21 29 
1.00L c B 
1.00L BC AA 0 
3.63L D DI 
1.02L C DI F 
1.00L C BK 
1.67 C D 
1.00L BC AAL 1 
1.74 E GE 
1.33 C I KC 
1.53 C BE 
1.65 I C I  D I  5400000140 1 
1.65 c c 
1.00L c L cc 
1.41 C L  GE 
1.47 D F 
1.37 C MHE 
1.18L C CE 
1.00L c c 
1.00L C N CF 
3.14 CC MGAA , 
10286-2136 
10288 - 2824 
10294-2758 28.5'45 269+25 
10299-2803 55.9 50 269+25 
10299-2346 57.8 44 266+29 
14 118 2 
13 1117/ 2 




123 7 5 1269+25 1 
306 7 2Ea+27 
497 29 268+28 
151 5 39 264+32 
1 1  32 266+30 
138 41 269+26 







14 436- G34Sb  
13 178955 K5 
13 1 7 8 W K 5  
2.86 CC I BBA 
1.00LBD AA 0 
1.27L F B 
1.14L C CB 
1.OOL B BK H 
2.02 DC NGDB 
1.61L C BB G 
1.11L D B F  
1.00LBCC AAC 0 
3.06 CC KHBA 




1031 6- 2704 
1031 6 -2329 






































37 8 1116 2 
50 10 117 2 
so 10 118 2 
1.OOL BCC AAE 0 
1.49 CC J I  AC 
1.12L C CD 
1.00LCE BH 0 
1.90 DC ECB 
1.OOL C D 
4.25 EDD BAB 
1.03L C CAG 
1.OOL C CK 
1.81 CC K CA 
2400000000 1 
66 1 14 1171 2 
'Confusgon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processlng; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
422 
Riaht Ascension: 10h32m40*-10h51m17* 
(Not color corrected) 
12 ~m 25 60 ~m 100 ~m 
(Jansky) 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
V L 
 lux ~ o r r  A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 

































































CC J C B  
CC CB 
CC K B E  
CC DBA 
AA 0 
B D  A B D  0 
DCC NCAB 
CC MBA 
B F  AA 2 
C BB 
CF L J A A  
BCD AAB 0 
CC L C A A  
C C L M  
C N B D  
E C L 
CC E B B  
C BG 
D C I  K 
CD I AA 
DC KGCA 
BC AA 0 
CD KBC 
C B G L M  
B E  AA 5 
F L C D  
DF J B B  









B BG E 
C DD 
B AB 
C BG I 
C B 
F C J  
C B C ~  
D B 
C DH 
CC L E B E  
F C  DCB 
CE CB 
CC B B  
C I B 
E D  DC 
F H G 
C G CC 
D F D  
C B F  
B AK 
AA 2 










437- G 4 S b  
501- G 24 S( 
179014F8 


























































































501- G 43 Sb 
179035M3 
501- G 45 SO 
501-IG 46 S. 
179041 K5 
501- G 50 SB 
179046 KO 








































































501- G 65 Sb 
437- G25Sb  
179072 K5 
501 - G 67 SB 
179076 K5 
501- G 69 Sb 
















437- G33Sa  
501- G 72 Sa 
179098K5 
437- G36Sc  
568- G20Sb  






























































501- G 80 Sb 
179147KO 
501- G 82 Sb 
179160G5 
179164KO 
437- G54Sc  
501- G 86 Sc 












501- G 97 Sb 
569- G 6Sb  
501- G1 OSa 
179244 K2 
179253K5 










437- G69S.  
'IRASlO51-27 S 
179310K 




































































































































































D B F  




C BI  
CE AD 6 
B D  AD 0 
DDC NDAA 











C L I E  
C C 
CC CA 




E B F 
C B 






















































C AE J 
C B H 
BCC AABK 0 
BC AAHE 0 
BBDE AAAA 0 
D BG E 
CC F B B  



















































C BG J 
D C 
C F D  




F CM M 
FCC GCAA 
C B F  
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 

























































































































































































































3 1  














































































































































































































































2 8 :  








































































13 179029 K5 
14 501- G 42 Sb 
1500000000 1 




10354 - 2651 14 501- G 59 Sa 
10358- 2053 

































































































































5 4  

















10443 - 2546 
10443 - 2608 
10443 - 251 6 
10448-2839 















































































10496 -271 8 .82 
,401 




















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
423 
Right Ascension: 10h51rn43s-1 lh12"37' 
Flux Density 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Flags 











B D  AB 
F E 






























































B I  
B L 
BA 





















A E J  
B 
HK 

















502- G 10Sb 
179457 KO 










502- G 13 Sc 






























































F M  

























































































503- G 3  SO 
179687 K5 
438- G 15Sc 
Position (1950) Associations 
C 
A S P  
# T Name Type (") Mag 
Y L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R B 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 1 





















































































































































3 4  






2 6  




























3 6  
2.53 
3 9  
.61 
1.79 
5 2  
,491 
.25L 








































6 2 1  





































































































































1.76 14 569- G 22% 







1 nsa  - 37.17 
(39.5147 1271+33 
18.8 7 274+28 
21.3 52 271+33 
25.6 0 271+34 
25.9 3 270+35 
50.2 7 272+32 
12.1 59 273+31 
30.7 31 272+32 
34.6 42 275+28 































































































































10567 - 2533 
10572- 2621 
13 179385 K2 



































































































3 5  
.69L 
14 502- G 12Sb 
41 11005-2233 
13 179471 K5 
1.73 CC CBD 
1.26L C B H  






1 1008 -2652 
11 009-2248 
11010-2117 
1 101 3 - 2258 
11021-2305 
1 1029 -2701 
1 1029 - 2326 
1.66 D C 
2.45 1.03L~E 
C I D  C HC 
1.00L BC ACL 
1.70 C I C 
1.00L CF AA 
1.00L c B 
1.95 C B 
1.31L C CAL  











1 1048 - 2338 
1 1049 - 2522 
















1 1068 -2946 
1 1070 -2253 
11074-2724 
11074-2327 











13 179601 K5 

































1.37L D BD J 
1.00L C BG 
1.22L c BC 
1.86 ~ C E ~  BB 
1.OlL'CE A A M  
1.00L B F  AAF 
1.00L BC ABE 
1.26L D DC 
1.28L c B 




1 1 OS5 - 2921 
1 1097 - 21 03 
1 1098 - 2930 
1 1 101 - 21 28 
11102-2658 































1.00L C B D  
1.00L D 
3.07 E 
1.OOL BCD AAA 
17.30 CCCC BAAA 
1.29L C BG J 
2.47 CC GBB 
43 6 114 
68 8 119 
39 6 114 
34 27 119 
80 29 118 
29 8 119 
27 6 119 
2 6 ,  5 118 
66 7 118 








'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Contusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirm& Sources pw) 
424 












570- G 15Sb 
Position (1950) 


































CC D BB 
CC L B C  












































C E K  
CD A D  
B F  
DF BB 
C D  BA 
D B G  































CC B B  
DC E EC 
F B D  
C B H  
B A F  
CD AB 
C C K 
BBCD AAAO 
BCDC AAAA 



















































C A J  
CD NKBC 
DC I CDF 
C I K 
CE AB 
c c 
B D  AB 
































C I B F  
F C  I AC 
D D  BC 
F 
D '~2 F
B E  AB 
DC CCD 
C CF 
B B D  





















47.1 24 280+33 
54.6 7 280+35 
15.8 1 281+33 
17.1 57 282+30 
19.2 12 279+37 
23.5 34 281+33 
8.6 17 282+31 
12.1 40 278+38 
50.2 14 281+34 










F D  AC 
CE BC 
C C H 
C A G  




E I CD 












179965 K5 1.00LsED 
1.06 F 










A D  F 
A A B  
A A  
B B  
I B B  
GAD 
F 0 











18.9 46 281+35 
32.7 3 283+31 
47.5 14 283+31 
54.1 16 282+33 
2.0 52 283+31 
7.5 3 279+38 
41.1 34 281+35 
45.4 33 280+38 
50.5 40 281+36 







































504- G 3 S a  
















B D  ACI K 
C B 
B D  AB 
C B F  C 
CD I BB 
CE AC 
C A F  C 

















































































C J A 
C DN 
CCC A A B  
B D  A A I  
D B 
C F F P  
C B 











53 1 57 
266 7 
37.2 4 














a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 
6) ('7 I b C') ('7 0 
(Not color corrected) 
3 12 pm 25 pm M)  pm 100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
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I C  
- 
1 1 130-2700 
1 1 133 - 21 39 
11 137-2024 
1 1 139 -21 43 
1 1 140 - 2835 
11 144- 2657 
11 147-2102 
1 1 147-231 9 
11148-2112 







































































































































3 1  
,321 































































































































































































































1 1 164 -2908 
1 1 167 -2352 
11169-2109 
1 1 171 - 2230 
1 1 173 -2305 
11 173-2754 
11 178-2327 
1 1 178 - 2803 












11218-2940 51.4 13 281+29 
11219-2148 54.9 45 278+36 
11219-2644 55.2 46 280+32 
11221-2854 10.7 16 281+30 
11227-2627 43.4 38 280+32 I I !  
0300000000 I 040000oooO 
13 179921 KO 
13 179924K5 












13 179981 K2 I 
1.48 




































1 1364- 2426 
11365-2401 
11366- 2301 
11367-2633 13 180070 K2 




1 1378 - 2731 












'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conlirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region. 
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~ ~~ 









































































































































440- G 11 SB 




















A A A F  0 
I L B 
HHB 
F L H E  
AE 
GBA 




J F C  
H F B  
C D M B D  
N B 
I BA 
B E  














































































































504- G20Sc  
05373 
440- G27Sc  
180269 M1 
504- G 26Sa 
572- G 13Sc 
504- G27Sa  
1.OOL C /BHF 
7.78 CC FEBA 
1.OOL D C C C ~ A B A A  
17.60 CCDD B B A A  
4.35 
1.45 CC KBB 
1.50 C BGE 
1.71 CC F B B  
1.00L CF BG 











1.64 C L N D  
1.62L B AE L 
1.18L C DB 
1.OOL c B 
1.00L BC AA 
1.22L C DJ G 
1.18L c 
1.2OL E GDF 
1.32L C I L  DC 
1.00L c IB  
0 
1.00L D 
2.02 DD GAA 
1.00L C AF 
1.00L BE AB 
1.00LCCD AAB 
1.00L BC ABJ  
1.43 CC ED 
1.51 CC AC 









572- G 38 Sa 
1.11L C BE 
1.00L D E 
1.00LCF BC 
1.00L BD AB 
2.48 DC GAB 
1.55: CC L C B  
1.OOL D 
1.77 C H DC 










505- G 3 S c  
572- G46SB 
1 0 0 L C  D 
155 cc B B  
160 F C  E B  









440- G43Sc  
X1200-222 
180409 K5 
l 0 0 L C  DF 
102L E E 
100LlC B D H  
116L C BG 
355 DD L J A B  
144 DC J B A  
147 CC CBB 
136 F LCB 
l 0 0 L  D CJ 
i o o L B D  A B  a 
C 
A S P  






















































































































































































































































































11392-2222 16.7 21 283+37 
11395-2000 30.1 49 282+40 
11396-2747 I 40.3 I /  53 2 8 5 ~ 3 2  13 180113MO 131 180117 KO 1.00L C BD E 1.00L C AE 1.26L C F 
1.00L C AD 
4.99 DD LAB 
1.00L BD A B J  
1.00LBD AAC 
1.28L C AG 
1.00L c c 










































































































504- G 13 SO 
180151 M2 
180169 M3 
11400-2921 I 351341285+31 
1 140fl- 771 9 3500oooO20 8 
3600000000 
0400000000 






1 1439 - 2655 





14 440- G 7 Sa 
1 1453 -2626 
1 1454 -2609 
11458-2724 
11462-2628 
1 1462 -2801 
11462-2706 




37 13 I 180222 M5 
11475-,%22 
11477-2625 
1 1480 -2700 
11481 -2744 
11485-2610 
13 ' 180232 KO 
32 X1148-261 
13 180240 KO 11485-2648 
11485 - 2632 




1 1487 - 291 8 
1 1487 - 2904 
11488-2528 




14 504-IG 19Do 
1 1495 - 2604 




1 1508 - 271 6 
11 508-2816 



































13 180288G5 1 1521 - 2526 
11528-2244 
1 1529 - 2434 
11530-2734 
1 1530 -2603 
11531-2812 
11533- 21 54 
1 1 534 - 2436 
11536-2042 
1 1537 - 2037 
1 1546 -2955 





A 5  








13 1 160307 K5 
13 160312KO 
13 160314K5 











182 14 288735 
185 34 287737 
23 8 29 289734 
2 8  53 289-32 
45 5 20 289-34 
490 56 290.31 
101 35 287740 
109 1 287+39 
13 5 27 287+40 






































040000000o 13 180374 KO 
29 ' ISZ96S1 
11581-2856 11.7 2 290+32 




0401 woi 00 1 1 588 - 2023 11589-2932 
11 597 -2913 
i o  11151 21 
14 (1151  21 
12 116 2 
15 116 2 
9 115 2 
7 115 2 
18 288+41 
6 1268+39 
15 115 2 
10 115 2 
12 115 2 
15 11151 2 
12 115 2 
14 8 11151  2 ,   
8 115 2 
8 115 2 
11 115 2 
20 116 3 
11 '115 21 
17 115 2 
9 115 2 
12015-2212 






12034 - 2644 











440- G 50 Sc 
440- G 51 Sb 
505- G 12 N 
505- G 13 Sc 
180465 KO 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources pw) 
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l l f  
117 


























































































































B B G  0 
c B 
C B D  
















CD B F  0 
D F C 
DD NBA 
C B F  K 
C MC 
CE B B  
























C B M  
C CBE 





































506- G 8 S .  
180784 K5 
180786 KO 
506- G 9 SO 
180814KO 
4 4 -  G 30 Sb 




































BC AA 0 
DE DB 
D F L E  
BE AC 1 
D F G 
CF H AA 
C A F I  
C AF M 

































BC AAL  0 
D DEC 
CC AA 0 
CC I BB 
DC HFCC 




































E DM H 
BCC AAC 0 














(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
C 
A T Name Type SeP (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Cmrds SMJSMN 0 



























































































































































































































































































































3 4  
.25L 
.33L 




















































































































































1.02L c c 
1.41L D C 
1.31L C I BH 
1.27 C N E 
1.OOL BE AC 0 
6.46 CC L H A A  
1.OOL BC ABHN 3 
1.18L C AD 
1.oOL B AD 
1.27L CC ABG 0 
14 440- G 55SC 
14 440- G 5 7 N  I 
12056-2824 








12082 - 2747 
12083-2405 










3 8  
1.OOL B AD 
2.07L C BD 
1.28L B C D  A A A E  0 
2.50 DC E B  
1.92 D F C  
1.17L BCE A A F M  0 
1.34 DC K E B  
1.05L D CN G 
1.17L C B 
1.27LID ICL 1 
12089- 2647 






























S O  
.25L 
.25L 
1.OOL BC A A F H  0 
1.41 D J E  
1.OOL B D  AE M 0 
1.OOL C B G 
1.OOL B D  AB M 0 
1.00L BC A A I  0 
2.13 CC CB 
1.00LCE AD 0 
1.OOL B E  A B E E  2 
1.11L F G 
121 05 -2027 
121 05 -291 8 






121 24 - 2033 
121 24 -251 8 

















13 [ 180580 K5 
14wooO010 I 1.55 D GI C 
1.OOL C DF 
1.OOL B D  AC 0 
1.38: CE BC 
1.00LBD ABK 0 
1.00LCE B E L  0 
1.72 C E B D D  
1.OOL B D  A B  0 
1.23L E B 















1% 69- 2323 
12172-2117 
121 73 - 2845 





121 86 -2851 
10 M-03-32-001 













































3 9  
1.90 
.- - .  ~~ 
121 98 -2357 - .. -_ 
121 98-2646 
12202-2316 
12203 - 2435 
12207-2634 
12207-2433 
















12249 -231 5 
12250- 2426 
16ooo00000 











I 931 11297+33 
'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region. 
427 
Right Ascension: 1 2h29ml 6'-1 2h53m3(r Declination: -30"--20" 
Associations Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
(") (") 0 
Flux Density Flags 
V 
H 
C 3 12 w 'wpm Flux Corr A 
N Uncs Coef R 
(Not Color Corrected) L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
V T  
%P 




























































































































































































































































































5 6  
.42L 













































































































































1.29L D BD L 
1.OOL BD AC 
1.OOL B C  AA 
1.05L C AF 
l.lOL C BKL  
1.OOL F C 
1.OOL C BGI N 
1.47: CC EAE 
1.19: EC CC 














































2 '  
12314-2902 26.7 8 298+33 
12314-2316 27.1 15 298+39 
12317-2307 43.3 5 298+39 
12323-2033 18.4 35 298+42 
12324-2830 ! ! I  24.9 7 299+34 2.24 CC J I BA  1.OOL D C 1.OOLBCC AAA 0 1.08L BCC A A A F  1 1.OOLBC AAD 0 
2.05 CC KAA 
1.OOLBCC AAC 0 
1.00L D 0 
2.17 DC I E A B  
1.60 CC N BC 
12325-2708 342 29 1299+35 
12326-2017 I40:1 I14 298r42 05749 





12340 - 21 01 
12345-2436 
12345 - 2544 
12347 - 2746 
12350- 2651 
12359- 251 2 








1.OOL F C 
1.00L BE AB 
1.05L C A 
1.00L C DJ 
1.OOL C B H  J 
1.OOL BBC A A B l  
2.07L C B M  K 
1.OOL F DK 
102L C AN G 
2.36 CC GFAA 
21.3 2 298+42 
53.5 14'299+36 
3.4 57 1298+41 
32.1 53 299+38 
35.7 40 299+37 
43.5 11 299+35 
3.3 49 299+36 



































506- G 32 S. 
FI HYA 
















%:lBcEC 1.00L BCC AAD KBA E
1.01L E BG 
1.00L BC AA 
1.00L B AM 
1.83L B B  AADH 
1.OOL c 81 



































































12372-2623 16.4 48 300+36 
12375-2503 34.7 7 300+37 
12380-2356 1.1 19 300+39 
12385-2738 33.8 3 300 t35  
12394-2428 29.3 13 300+38 
12396-2536 41.5 43 3OO+37 
12401-2523 11.1 45 301+37 
12405-2442 33.2 58 301+38 
12406-2144 36.0 18 300+41 













1241 0- 2235 
1241 1-2400 
12412-2249 







































































1.32Ll D KCH 
1.13L C B 
1.OOL D CG 
1.02L E C M 
1.00L BD AAF 2 
5.99 OD HGAA 
2.29 C NB 
1.96 CC DB 
1.92 DC KGB 
1.06L C A 
1.OOL F B 
1.42L C D L 
1.08L c B B B  
1.66 DD CB 
1.OOLBC AAD 1 
1.00L c B I  
4.22 ECC H F A B  
7.60 C DD CGAA 
1.OOL C CG 
2.30 DF B B  
181063 K2 




12432- 21 29 
507- G 8 Sc 




181091 MO 75 10 '115  2 
84 11 115 2 
49 16 115 2 
69 13 115 2 
28 8 115 2 
56 7 115 2 
27 8 115 2 
34 9 115 2 
62 14 115 2 
75 16 115 2 
507- G 11 Sb 
181103 M 2  
181104 KO 
574- G 33 Sb 
507- G 13 Sc 
12452-2444 
12453-21 59 
12453 - 271 8 
12456-2814 






o m  o o n n o o 
152L CE ACME 
1 6 6 L C  DN 
l 0 0 L C  B 
l 0 0 L C  D J 
119 C E E 
270 CC EGAE 
115L F C 
lOOL C F D  
109L C B 
111L C E 
1 4 9  34 8 115 2 
54 10 115 2 
24 12 115 2 
78 14 115 2 
83 28 115 2 
73 11 115 2 
44 13 61 2 
66 14 115 2 
76 7 115 2 














507- G 17 Sb 
181146 MO 
1 70 11 115 2 
37 14 114 2 
32 7 115 2 
67 21 115 2 
55 14 65 2 
46 9 114 2 
38 9 115 2 
85 19 115 2 
88 15 114 2 
83 10 115 2 
15W000000 181148 G5 
575- G 6 S. 
TMSS -30196 
507- G 25 SO 
12480-2734 1 1.21491303+35 
12481-2005 10.2 27 303+43 
1248-2934 111.3 25 303+33 
1.24L C E l  I 
2.14 CE L B A  
1.71L BCC AABJ  0 
1.76 F F B  
1.29 DD HBC 
3.20 CC B B  
1.OOL BC AA 3 
1.37 C I DB 
1.06L F B 
1.01L C S E  
575- G 10 Sa 
EP HYA 


























442- G 26 SO 
181187 M5 
507- G 35 S. 
507- G 37 Sb 
181193 KO 
507- G 42 Sb 
0500010000 





12504- 271 1 
2 303+33 
1 303+37 
74 13 115 2 '  
67 18 115 2 ,  
33 9 i i 5 l  21 
1.61 CC I BB 
1.04L BCC AABC 0 
1.31L C CD 
2.64 DC I AA 
1.43LI C I CF 
7.38 , DDD F C A A  
1.32L C B 
1.25L C GBD 
1.81 CC HBA 











56 12 115 2 





12505 - 2944 
12507-2329 
12509-2601 
1251 0- 2646 
20 304+39 ~ 
18 304+37 
0 304+36 1 46 12 115 2 25 8 115 2 
1251 4 -2855 
12517-2810 
12519-2910 
29.5 42 21 25 131304+34  
55.8 19 304+33 
17.5 57 304+34 













127L C D 
CD MDC 
l 0 0 L C  AD C 
143L C J D C  
108L F D 
168 F C  DBB 
189 ED,MGBC 
399 CC AA 
14 115 2 
13 115 2 
16 115 2 
20 115 2 
9 114 2 
16 114 2 
11 115 2 
14 114 2 
12 115 2 
10 115 2 
443-IG 5 .. 
181212 M 
181222 K2 
050000000C 1 2522 - 2850 
12525- 2441 
12527-2037 
12530 - 2756 




443- G 12 Sb 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
428 












CC F C B  
CE B B  
CDD B A A A  
CC CD 
CD F K B B  





































DD E l  AA 
DC LMBA 
D N B 
DC DAA 
CD DAA 
F C  HBB 
C DDM 
CC J A B  
C K F D  
C M D 
C B H  





C D  I HBB 
BD AB D 
E L H 
CCD E A A A  




C A K 









































































































































C B C  
CC DDC 







































CC B B  
DEDC CAAA 
E D  AA 
C E F C  
CD BC 
C N D 


















5.4 35 308+40 
28.7 26 307+35 
54.1 17 308+38 
57.4 21 308+40 
59.6 2 308+38 
21.4 6 308+40 
24.4 6 308+34 
25.4 29 308+34 
40.4 42 309+42 
57.6 49 308+35 
6.3 12 308+38 
55.3 13 309+41 
3.9 27 309+38 
9.5 33 309+42 


























































































































C AI  
BD AB G 
CC CAC 
F D 





C E B  




































C B F  I 
D F F 




B A H 
F I KC 
D B F  
DE K I  CC 




# T  
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coei R Rags. S 1 
25 urn 60 um Sep 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































507- G 62 Sb 
181291 K2 
443- G 21 Sc 
575- G 45 SO 
12562-2943 
12562-21 16 
12564 - 2916 
12564 - 2430 
12566-2709 
12567-2151 
12570- 291 9 
12570- 251 9 
12578 -21 50 








































507- G 70 lr 
181346 K5 
SW HYA 































13034-2927 443- G 66 SO 
443- G 69 SB 
508- G 5 SB 
508- G 6 SO 
443- G 70 Sc 
1400000000 
MOwoOO1O 




lRASl305- 24 4500000000 
181410 KO 
443- G 75 Sa 
181417 K5 
508- G 19 SB 
576- G 3 Sb 
181435 K2 
576-IG 4 Do 
443- G 80 Sb 
181452 K2 
181453 K5 
13094 - 2037 
13095-2652 
13096 -2844 








n m o o m  
181463 K5 















131 35 -2801 
131 36-261 7 
13137-2339 
131 40- 231 2 
508- G 31 Sc 
13131-2658 
444- G 1 Sb 
508- G 33 SO 
1 m000000 181510 K5 13140-2131 
13141 -2018 












508- G 37 .. 
181536 G5 
X1315 -234 








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region 
429 
Right Ascension: 13h16ml 1k-13h32m538 
Flux Density 























B C D  A A B  
B C  AB 
c B C  
C D B D  
F B J  J 




E C  E B B E  
CC B D  
CC B A  
B D  A B  
B D  A B  
C D 
C C 
A A K  
C L DC 
CC J B A  
F J C 
C BL I 
























5.49 D D  























1.09L B C  
1.00L C 























1.00L B D  
1.M)L B C  
2.18: 
1.00L CE 
1.05 E C  
1.92 cc 





A A B  
n B B  
HBA 
C J  
B J  
B C  
A F M  
B 
C A B  
AD 
MEDH 
A B  E 
A B  
A A K  
c 
K C C  
c 
K C 
F C A B  
B D  
MCBA 
DC 
B E K  
K D 
C B  
B A A  
B A A A  






J J C 
KCB 
D F  
B K M  
AA 
BH 
A F  
CD 
E 
A E  
BK 
AA 
A B  
MI E 
E 
A A A A  
E A A  




C B  
K B C  
I B C  
I E C  
CB 
C B A A  
K F B B  
B H  
L A B  
J DBC 
B D  K 
E A C  
CCBB 
D A B  
AA 
A A J  
C E G B B  
AA 









































































































































25.4 38 313+37 
30.4 34 314+40 
12.5 31 313+34 
24.7 14 313+32 
24.8 6 315+41 











































27.6 49 313+33 
53.8 38 313+34 
26.7 49 313+32 
4.6 34 313+32 
17.9 39 314+34 
28.8 41 315+41 
7.9 4 315+38 
9.2 16 315+37 
17.3 1 315+40 










































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
100 pm S P  




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 7  
.25L 
.25L 
























































































































38- IG 45 Do 
181555 K5 
50-  G 48 SO 
576- G 32 Sc 




























































































131 85- 2659 
131 90- 2709 
13194-2749 






508- G 57 Sa 












508- G 61 Sc 










1321 1 -2806 
1321 2- 2039 
13212-2423 




1321 8- 2052 
13219-2416 




508- G 67 S. 
181622 KO 
26.6!-6 312+38 
30.2 9 312+37 
36.2~29 313+42 
44.6 16 312+34 
49.5 39 313+41 
55.7 0 312+38 
0600000000 
3500woo10 1 5 ~ i ~ 0  
1400000000 
1600001 000 












508- G 71 Sc 
181630 K5 
181632 K5 
576- G 52 Sb 
M-03-34-072 
355 31 313+41 
364 40 314+42 
151 4 ,25  312+34 










































































































508- G 76 Sb 2601000000 I 
508- G 75 S. 
508- G 78 Sa 
444- G 32 Sa 
52.7!30 313+38 
54.8 14 312+36 
56.7 26 312+32 
13.7 20 312+34 
42.4 50 313+38 




444- G 43 Sa 
181674 K2 
509- G 23 Sc 
181678 KO 
181687 K5 







1 3272 - 2003 
13273-2040 
13274 - 2844 
13269-2251 
181695 M7E 
576- G 64 Sa 
181702 KO 
576- G 69 Sa 1500000010 
1500000ooO 
181703 M3 
444- G 62 Sa 
444- G 63 Sb 





1300000000 444- G 68 Sb 
577- G 7 Sb 
509- G 54 Sb 
509- G 55 Sb 
1401000000 




21 .65L 0200000000 
140OOOOOOO 
3601000008 
1 3307 - 2646 
13315-2507 
13318 - 2325 
181760 + + + 
509-IG 64 .. 
509-IG 66 Do 
181774 MO 
509- G 72 Sa 
13326-2939 










1 3327 - 2939 
13326-2804 21 1.46L 
~ 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
430 
CIRRUS2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
Right Ascension: 13h32m56s-13h53m4Q 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Corneted) 
l 2  pm 25 pm 60 pm loo pm 
(Jansky) 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Flags 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 












CE E D A A  
D B E  
CC F A A  
C A 
CC K C B  
CC AB 
CC A B J  2 
C BCCF 
C BL  





















16.9 11 319+37 
18.6 29 318+35 
28.8 59 317+31 
29.6 40 317+32 
51.6 6 317+31 
9.3 3 319+36 













































B C  A B  0 
C A H 
B B D C  A A B C  0 
C I D F  








C B D  
C DB 
C D  C B  
CC D H A D  






















































B C  AB1 0 
C D M  
CD MEBA 
C CMD 
B C  AB1 0 
C A C L  
C KMF 
CC B A B  








































































D C  E D D  
C I DC 
D I F I  F 
F C C G B  
CC H B C  
E D 
CD BB 
C I J D 
B D  A D  M 3 


















































C I B G  
C D  H B B  
C DCD 
CC AC 
DC F D  
B BB I 
C J C G  
C B H  J 
C B K  












D B K F l  
CD AA 
CC F B B  
F L B B  
E D  B C F  
B B C C  A A A A  0 
C BH 












115 2 .47L .42L 
114 3 5 7  .35L 
114 3 .25L .25L 
115 3 .31L .29L 
115 3 25L .29L 
115 2 .25L .45L 
113 31 4200.38 1189.05 
112 2 .68 .75L 
115 2 .66L .42L 

























32 320+36 58 
5 319+33 42 
48 319+33 34 
42 321+38 28 
25 321+37 35 
40 320+34 24 
42 319+31 69 








50 319+32 38 
49 320+33 55 
10 320+34 79 
0 322+38 61 

























B D  





# T  
Sep 








































































































































































































































































































509- G 74 Sc 
509- G 76 S. 
577- G 11 N 
13329-2349 





















































































































































































. . . -.- 
13334 - 221 5 





444- G 81 Sc 
181 790 A2 
13341-2126 
i334i-27n3 
181792 M I  
444- G 81 Sc 
144- G 81 Sc 
181799 KO 
13344 -21 39 
13347 -221 6 
13349-2410 
13351-2257 181815 K2 
509- G 87 Sc 
181825 FO 
181831 KO 
577- G 18 N 
13363 - 2002 
13363-2156 
13364 -291 1 
13368-2337 
13370-2229 181837 MO 
181843 KO 
181844 MO 










13405 - 2500 
13405-2743 
13405-2842 
509- G 97 Sb 
181900 K5 
045- G 17 Sc 






13407- 21 27 
13408 - 2048 
13409-2026 
1341 4 -2027 
1341 7 -2941 
1341 7 -2039 
1341 9 -251 4 
13425-2841 
13426-2958 
13430- 21 05 
13441-2504 
13443-2426 





51.8 60 319+40 
154.3140/319+41 
181921 KO 





.96 509- G1 7 Sa 






















































445- G 38 Sa 
645- G 41 Sb 
181981 M8E 
181980 KO 13462-2807 13462-2030 
13463 -2235 
























1351 2-231 7 
















1.00L C B E  
1.00L B A D  
1.OOL B D  AC 0 
1.OOL C E F 
1.22L B AG 
1.OOL B C N  
1.00L B B H  
1.OOL B D  A B N  4 
2.12 CC MAB 
1.00L B C  A A E  C 














3 3  
1.94 
1.30 
























1.00LBC AC C 
1.00L B B G  
1.76 DC CDB 
1.07L D E 
1.OOL CD AC 7 
1.OOL B AC F 
1.39L C A 
1.18 E G K D  
6 114 3 
9 113 3 
18 114 3 
8 114 3 
7 1 1 2 , 3  . _ _  . . -.. . 
13514-2829 
1351 5 - 2734 
13516-2620 
1351 7 -2200 
1351 9 -2840 
7 114 31 
12 117 2 
29 115 2 
10 113 3 
6 113 3 
510- G 11 Sa 
182070 KO 
182071 K5 
10 112 2 
7 113 3 
















510- G 13 SO 
182081 M4 
510- G 17 Sa e 114 3 
8 113 3 
9 112 3 
9 115 3 
12 113 3 
12 113 3 
14 112; 3 
182098 K2 
445- G 7 9 S O  
510- G 19 Sb 
182102 G5 
i500000000 I . . . . . . . . .
0400000000 
0401 ooo000 
o m 0 1 0 0  
I I I  LL 1 1  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hwrs Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a i  12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
431 







Declination: - 30'- - 20" 
APsociations 
182346K5 
' 1 82349 KO 
182350G5 
182354 KO 








3.4 41 320+33 
25.6 29 320+32 
32.9 28 323+40 
40.0 45 322+37 
40.6 1 321+33 
52.8 55 321+34 































CC E J A C  
D GCH 
E GDB 
E D  I G C D  
CC K J C A  
ABK 
B A J  
C CD C L D C  
DD I DC 
B B I  N 
C E 
C E K 
C B H 
D C M 
CC NGBB 
AAHM 
DC I HBB 













































































































36.1 34 325+37 
58.9 21 326+39 
7.3 54 322+31 
10.6 47 322+30 
11.5 3 323+33 
46.8 21 326+38 
50.2 18 322+31 
53.81 30 323+33 
55.5 53 326+38 
10.6' 35 322+30 1 
27 8 58 
395120 
443 16 
52 6 59 
534 1 


















































































47.3 58 323+30 
49.6 22 326+35 
53.3 35 324+32 
6.2 17 325+34 
21.0 41 325+33 
36.6 45 324+30 
37.8 18 323+30 
55.4 16 327+37 
59.6 50 326+36 





I Flux Density I Flags 
(No1 Color corncted) 3 
12prn 25 urn 60 urn 
C 
A 
X T  
SeP 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































145- G 87 Sa 
510- G 41 Sb 
182177 K5 















13593 - 2220 
182182 KO 13595-271 1 
13596 - 251 0 
13597-2636 




14006 -271 3 
182187 G5 
182188 K5 
510- G 49 Sb 
182195 KO 
578- G 19 Sb 
182198 K5 
510- G 53 SO 14007 - 251 1 
1401 1 - 2537 
14012-2303 
1401 3 - 2524 
1401 5 -2939 
14015-2849 
1 A01 R- 2435 




510- G 56 Sa 
182213 M I  
182215 G5 
510- G 58 S. 
182226 KO 
510- G 60 SO 
182240 K5 
182244 KO 




14034 - 2944 




2- i m 5 2  KZ 



















446- G 18 Sc 
578- G 26 S( 
182283 M I  
182298 K5 













150OO00000 14071 -2325 
14072-2555 
14073 - 2224 
14077-2352 














14084 - 2932 
14084 - 2448 
14084-2606 





511- G 10% 
511- G 11 Sb 
182343 KO 
14086-2558 38.3 16 324+33 
14086-2839 40.9 3 323+31 
14086-2833 41.3 21 323+31 
14087-2456 45.1 49 325+34 
14087-2845 I 47.6 I 1  51 323+31 
14090-2850 4 3  60 323+31 
14095-2652 305 27 324+32 
14095-2710 323 49 324+32 











'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
432 
CIRRUS2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
Right Ascension: 14hl 1m46s-14h28m27s Declination: -30'--20' 
46.5 17 325+33 
49.8 1 328+38 
4.1 56 328+38 
11.9 43 326+35 
16.8 2 325+32 
43.2 19 325+31 
44.7 5 324+31 
51.2 19 328+37 
3.3 36 325+33 
15.4 27 324+30 
28.0 12 325+32 
49.4 24 327+25 
51.2 23 326+34 
59.5 10 326+33 
44.0 14 325+31 
46.1 11 328+36 
49.9 25 327+34 
52.6 18 327+35 
15.4 37 328+36 
18.3 28 326+33 
25.5 17 329+37 
27.6 53 326+32 
2.5 59 328+37 
3.4 40 329+37 
5.1 17 326+32 
7.0 3 327+33 
e.1 20 329+38 
14.6 44 325+30 
14.9 45 326+32 
28.4 47 326+32 
31.2 13 326+32 
32.7 20 329+37 
34.3 9 329+37 
51.2 18 325+30 
7.0 2 328+34 
27.2 33 329+36 
28.0 18 325+30 
32.0 20 328+36 
39.5 2 325+30 
49.0 24 326+31 
7.8 36 329+38 
19.7 5 326+31 
44.2 16 326+30 
46.4 16 328+34 
7.3 49 326+30 
23.1 39 328+33 
46.9 52 330+37 
48.0 32 327+32 
54.7 33 325+29 
12.0 35 327+31 
45.2 21 331+38 
56.7 26 327+30 
59.5 30 330+37 
0.3 45 326+30 
7.8 53 330+36 
14.5 46 326+30 
30.6 37 326+30 
49.2 3 326+30 
49.5 49 328+33 

















































































Associations Flux Density Flags 
I I 
(Not Color Corrected) 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 





























































































































































4 3  
3 
1 
4 1  
1 
1 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.31L D ED 
1.00LB ABEL 
1.95 CC L F C C  
1.44L C B J  
1.02L C B 
1.37 CB KCB 
1.08 D G 
1.00L B E  AC 



















































































































141 22 -2700 
14127 -2755 
14 127 - 2823 
182371 KO 
182377 K5 
446- G 37 Sa 
141 28 -2123 
14130-2614 
141 32- 29O5 




141 47 -2736 
141 47 -2248 
14148-2419 
14148-2357 
141 52- 2254 
141 53 -2551 










1.00L BC ABL  
1.01: DD H F C  
1.50 CC BC 
1.42 CF L C B  
1.40L F EK N 
3.00 CC I I A B  
1.24L D G 
2.08 DC B B  
1.00L C CD 
1.01: CC DC 
182420 KO 

















1.23 C D 
1.12 C M GF 
1.00L C D 
1.41 C I I F 
2.33 CC M AB 
1.37L B B E  M 
1.OOL E A E H  
1.00L C B L  J 
1.WL BC AA 
1.89 DC F F B  









511- G 31 Sa 
511 - G 30 Sc 
579- G 18 Sa 
X1416- 21 2 
182446 K5 
. . . - . _ _  . - 
141 62 - 2848 
14162-2654 















141 65 - 2043 
14165-2118 
141 68 - 2848 
14171-2355 



















































2.08 DD J H D A  
3.52 CC F D A A  
2.58 D J HF 
1.00L C CG F 
1.05L C DF H 
1.50 F KD 
1.39L F G BG 
1.17 DC L B B  
5.39 E C  F DB 
1.41 C HGC 
. . .. . - . -. 
14174-2910 
141 75 -2229 
14176-2901 
141 78- 2709 
579- G 20 Sc 

















1.82 EC BB 
1.52 CD GBB 
1.16L D D 
1.00LBD AC I 
1.00L B B 
1.54 F G 
1.11L B BD 
1.06LBD AB I 
1.OOL D DDJ  
1.00LBC AAF 






141 93 - 2 6 8  
14197-2031 
14196-2633 
141 99- 2957 
14201 -2731 03oooO0000 01 
14207-2002 
14209-2755 
14209 - 2046 











.99 CC M BD 
1.00LBC AC Y 
1.00L BC AB 
8.64 F CC BCAA 
1.00L B C  AB 
1.OOL B F  BC 
1.42 CC L D B  
1.16L C BD 
1.14L E J C E  
1.OOL CC AD 
182496 M1 
182497 K5 
446- G 58 Sb 
182502 M2 




1421 8 -2650 
1421 8 -2452 
1421 9-2434 

















1.OOL C AK 
1.00L B F  AD 
1.36L C DG 
1.00L B BG 
1.OOL BC A A G  
1.00L C AH 
1.56: E D B C 
1.58 F HKD 
1.OOL BF AB 
1.41 DD MFCB 


























































































































1.26 D G C 
1.OOL E A 
1.56 D G 
1.OOL B A L H  
1.00L B B E F  
1.OOL B B L  
1.06L C BD 
2.11LD E D  
1.WL F E L 









182563 70 K5 E8
182577 K2 14256-2741 
14261-2013 
14262 -281 7 
1.00L B A 
1.34 DD HDC 
1.26L D E D  
2.95 CC J I  AA 
F GDFD 1.31 
1.00LBD AD J 
.83 C E 
1.32 C J F 
1.59L E DH 


































18261 1 B8 
511-G46Sb  
182617 K2 
1.OOL B BJ 
1.08L B B E  D 
1.57 CC CB 
1.OOL B B H  
4.92 BBCC AAAA 
1.00L C B 
1.16L B A J  Y 
1.70 CC BB 
1.09L C G 




447- G 12 Sa 
447- G 17 Sb 





14280 -2220 . ~~~~ 
14281 -2926 
14282-2750 
14284 - 2831 





























I Right Ascension: 14h28m408-14h44m3: 
511- G50  
182635 K5 
182642KO 
447- G 19 Sb 
447- G 2 0 S b  
447- G 21 Sb 





447- G 2 3 S c  
182680 K5 




























































































































5 0  

























a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
6) C') 1 b C') 
7.8 28 333t34 
17.8 52 332+31 
31.9 56 330+28 
32.7 47 333+33 
38.4 54 334+34 
56.7 52 331+30 
59.3 39 333t32 
2.3 37 330 t27  
12.2 21 332+31 















512- G 17 lr 





















580- G 16SO 
580- G 17Sa 
182855 F5 
182857KO 14432-2256 I143 36 
14434-2107 2511 1 
14434-2115 ,297 47 
14434-2055 2981 58 






37 1 1 38 
1551 49 
434 28 
44 1 25 
48 0 35 
552 37 
59 1 58 
1 4  55 
222 56 
337 49 





















580- G 2 5 S a  
C 
A *P 





















5 2  
.42L 
.25L 













3 4  
1.49 
.25L 
2 9  

















































































































































































I I C  
110 
I1C 













































































































































































































































































































































14286- 251 0 







































































































3.58 cc BP 
1.08L C AI 
1.00L B B L  L 
1.30 CC HBCE 
1.47L E D 
3.89 CC DAP 
3.43L D Bh 
1.00L B B M  
1.00L C BE h 
























1.04L D I BC 
1.43 C I GE 
1.29L C EC 
3.77 CC KCAP 
1.00L C CG 
1.09L c c 
2.03 C C  HEAE 
2.51L E B k 
1.00L B B F 


















14328- 261 7 
14329-2323 





1.78 F F N F F  
1.03L C D D  
2.73 CC NCA 
1.oOL B AH L 
1.02L B D 
1.42 DC AC 
1.52L D BE 
1.27L D B C L L  
1.00L BC AB 



































14337 - 2428 
14342-2957 
14343-2805 
14346 - 2336 
6 1.00L BE AE 
3.13 CC NGAE 
1.00L B AC 
1.48L C C 
1.WL c B K 
1.00L C D  AC 
1.93 CC K A E  
1.18L D F 
1.OOL C F 
































14354 - 2745 
14355-2930 
1.31 C MKCC 
1.00L BF BD 
3.65 B B  I HAP 
1.31L C BC 
1.08L B A E  
1.00L C C G  
1.00L BD AC 
1.22L B BD 
1.15L C C D 






1 EP LIB 
141 512- G 12 Sb 
1.00L B B F J  
6.69 C C L J A P  
1.OOL C DE 
1.26 DD FCE 
1.09L B C  AB I 
1.68 CC I CAC 
1.00L c B 
1.00L B BE 
1.00L BBC AACL 





















1.06L BF AC F 
1.00L BBD AAF 
1.11L C E 
2.15 CC LAE 
1.00L BD AB 
1.06L B AH 
1.OOL C D H 
1.96 CC FCB 
1.OOL B B 






1.00L B B I  
1.00L B CGM 
1.00L D D J J  
1.00L B AI 
1.1OL B D  AB L 
1.00L B AF 
1.OOLB AD 
1.OOL F C 
1.02L c c 
1.04: E D  NDC 
, . . . - - . _ _  
14411-2808 
1441 3 -2145 














14422 - 2952 
17.55 DCCC CBAP 
6.73: C E F D  FCAP 
1.24 1 CC BC 1.46 CC E CE 1.00LBF ADC 
1.13L BD ACE 
2.27 I CC FAE 
1.21LiC CG 
















14438 - 2632 
14439-2836 
14439-2157 
14439 - 2650 
14440-2215 
14443-2106 
















1.23L C BBE 
1.OOL D B NC 
2.23 D C  F L B j  
1.28L B BD b 
1.19L B CI 
1.OOL B BF 
1.OOL B AE k 
1.49L C A K  
1.OOL BC AADt 
















- I 1  
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
434 






































































































































448- G 2s. 






























512- G 23 SB 












B I  
DBN 




















C B  
B 
BC 


















14545-2112 35.0 24 338+33 
14550-2150 2.7 30 338+32 
14550-2609 4.7 32 335+28 
14551-2332 8.0 41 337+31 
14552-2703 13.9 36 335+28 
14553-2815 19.4 20 334+27 
14553-2707 23.4 41 335+28 








53.2 5 335+29 
1.6 54 336+30 
28.9 14 337+32 
30.2 43 335+29 













B E  h 
GHAB 
F I  NE 
B D  
DKBC 
J J C  





















48.4 29 339+34 
49.8 29 333+25 
53.5 46 333+26 
58.9 9 333+25 
0.7 44 338+33 
3.4 52 337+32 
3.8 8 335+28 
17.0 29 338+32 
23.2 35 337+31 
25.7 15 337+31 










c c  
B F  
MBC 
C G  
LNCC 
N A  
G C  
tAFJ 







B A  




A B M  
MD D 
B F  
MD 
A B I G  
E D  











448- G 10 Sb 
513- G 10 Sa 
F C  
CC 
CD 





















































513-IG 11 Do 
183079 MO 
581- G 14s.  
513- G 12 Sa 
































A B H  
K B E  




Flags Flux Density Position (1950) 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Cwf R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
C 
A SeP 
f T Name Type (") Mag 
Uncertainty 
,MJ SMN e 








































































































(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
























































































































































































































14454 - 2703 












































































































































































































14 580- G 26SO 
14 580- G 27 S( 
Mjoooooooo I 14468-2544 48.7 39 334+30 
14469-2849 59.4 45 332+27 
14473-2745 19.2 11 333+28 
14479-2622 56.4 21 334+29 












































































14 448- G 8 S b  
32 X1453-216 









































































































A '  t 14566-2541 369 53 336+29 92 
14566-2607 41 3 18 336+28 I 35 
14568-2809 51 3 21 334+27 79 
14569-2649 546 15 335+28 71 
14569-2034 556 51 339+33 70 --- -- I I I c NBF? C D I  HI D B  
14571-2135 
14573 - 2525 
14575-2615 































1.25 1 .4OL .4OL .70 1.41 460000oooO 1Mrn0000  I 14589-221 5 ld!i~-2958 . . - -  __. . 14591-2818 14593-201 7 14594-291 2 I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) al 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
435 









Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
D F  OC 
H C E  
K F A E  
KOD 
F A 6  
KHHC 
C G F  E 

















L E  
NCAA 
E E J  
























E F  
AE H 
J F C  
NG 
E K  
AF G 








F D  
AJ 
K C  
D K H  D 
ADED 
E F H C  
c c  
E M  
E L  











33.9 20 340+31 
34.1 42 337+27 
43.9 51 335+25 
48.5 7 339+30 
49.1 3 336+26 
55.9 8 337+27 
9.7 26 338+29 
21.5 9 339+29 
26.0 54 341+32 








I C  
I 
: 
E C  
HAA 




































; E  
C 




C N  G 
H DC 
AAI 
D C  
AB hr 
DM 
D J E  
CEG 
HE 
I F E  
A E K  
15072-2923 13.6 35 
15072-2442 18.0 35 
15073-2608 21.1 39 
15074-2203 28.9 58 
15074-2905 29.2 37 
15076-2818 40.7 4 
15078-2730 50.2 10 
15079-2902 55.9 39 
15082-2136 14.6 50 




























































25.9 9 337+26 
34.1 52 338+26 
35.5 38 342+31 
57.2 32 341+30 
59.4 54 337+25 
5.1 46 342+32 
5.7 23 340+29 
6.6 48 342+31 
8.4 39 337+25 






















12.3 40 338+26 
15.1 23 337+25 
19.4 51 340+29 
21.0 58 337+24 
34.4 14 337+24 
31.7 19 339+27 
39.6 28 342+31 
42.6 3 336+24 
53.7 9 341+3a 






















Nux Corr A 
Uncs G x f  R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
C 
A 
Y T  



















































































































































































































































































I d  
3: 
I t  
- 








































































































































































































































































































J D  
X1500-242 
X1500 - 273 
15005 -241 1 
15w5 -2720 
2 I .25L 2501000230 































15022 - 2947 












581 - G 19 Sb 
183153 KO 
1831 57 KO 
18.6 6 1339+30 
26.4 0 338+30 
27.2 51 339+31 

























15027-2914 45.2 38 335+25 
15028-2825 49.5159 336+26 
15028-2834 49.7 18 335+25 
15028-2121 52.5 50 340+31 
15031-2212 /10.51421340+31 
10 107 3 
22 109 3 
20 19 3 
6 107 3 
5 107 3 
23 108 3 
39 109 2 
9 107 2 
31 107 2 

























































183176 KO 5 107 3 
25 1071 2 
6 108 3 
7 109 3 
9 108 3 
27 108 2 
7 108 3 
6 107 3 
19 109 3 
8 109 3 
13 106 2 
19 108 3 
4 107 3 
8 109 3 
30 108 2 
8 106 2 
6 107 3 
6 109 3 
21 1091 3 





































I D  
i D  
ICD A A I  F 













18321 1 MO 
06958 








































15069 - 281 2 
15069-2912 
1 5069 - 2347 
15072 -21 43 














































513- G 24 N 
$13- G 22 SB 












Cl I E 
C EC 
; AK 
; BGI I 
D G  DE 
DF 
i E C C  ~ E c l ~ L E k  DDAP 
183275 G5 




'Confuson Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5)  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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MJ SMN 0 0 
:") C')  (7 N 
Flux Density 








































































































































8 ~ 1 0 7  
24 106 










A B  
C F  
D I C  
C G J  F 
K D  
E DD 
E I H  D 
M CC 




















30.6 57 342+31 
34.5 35 342+30 
47.3 50 338+26 
561 9 337+24 
12.3 1 340+28 
13.4 56 341+29 
15.9 16 341+29 
21.0 40 342+30 
21.2 22 340+27 
41.2 45 339+26 
48.4 9 339+26 
13.3 52 341+28 
24.2 17 339+26 
28.3 55 342+29 
29.1 30 340+27 
41.3 45 337+23 
46.7 33 337+24 
59.2 16 340+27 









A D  
BA 
AA 
H E B B  
L C  
A H  F 
F H E F  
A B  











K L L D  
DHB 
CC 
B F  
D J C  
CA 
D F  
c c  
H J E B  















# B  




C I  
A A F  
C 
H B  
A A B C  
C J  
B G  I 
ADJ 






















K B  
KDC 
D L A A  
J J C C  
B 
A 
E H  J 
HC 
AC 

























































































F B  D 
BDMH 
B F  
AA 
I BB 
E C  
I E F  
J F C  

























C D  
c 
B C  
BC 
I 
A A B  
L C  
F K E  
D E  




I A A D  






























2 2  
















48 344 t30  


































A B  
HC 
F L B  
AC I 
J C  
D F  































V L Galactic 
h m. 
S P  
Name Type ('7 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm F I ~ X  Corr A Confusion R s 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































X1513 - 254 
X1513-299 
X1514-251 
582- G 1 Sb 
151 42 -2509 
151 43 -2206 















151 56 -2404 
151 57 -2046 




















151 63 - 2555 
151 66 - 2634 
151 69 -2627 
151 69 -2459 
151 70 -2739 












151 75 -2650 


























5700100000 183401 M2E 


















































F E  
1 'I;EFc 
C J G D  
IF / A B  
I AG G 






. - . -. _ _  . . 



























































































1521 4 -2909 
15214-2621 







i D  1.' 
AE 







582- G 11 Sb 






32 I 6 1106 
32 19 106 
71 1 10 (105 59 12 105 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
437 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Associations Position (1950) 
Right Ascension: 15h21m56s-15h30m37s 





















6 342+26 88 
18 340+24 85 
17 341+25 63 
17 342+26 36 
15 341+24 38 
30 339+22 78 
45 342+26 35 
22 345+29 50 
25 342+26 93 





























F J B 
D B D  
D E GC 
C C 
C L K C  
D B 
B B F  
C C 
7.99 CC 






















































































































































58 3 54 
1 6  30 
2 8  12 


































5.41L C I L E D  
10.45L D KGEB 
4.02L D DCC 
4.46 CC K ED 
3.50 CC GFB 
3.76L C L D C  
5.48 D I GED 
8.87L BBC AAA 
3.02 C GJ D 









8.45 DC H F B  
3.64 D B J E  
4.17 D DB 
3.00L C E B  
4.22 D EDKB 
5.97: DC GD 
4.72 DC I CB 
3.09L C B F  
13.25L BC AC 













































A S P  














































































































































































































































































































21 110 3 
34 108 2 
8 105 3 
10 106 3 
9 106 3 
20 106 2 
24 105 2 
6 106 3 
21 106 3 
6 106 3 
15221-2634 I 971431341~25 I 37 9700000000 
960100oooo I 15222-2427 143 24 342+26 31 
15224-2103 273 52 344+29 93 
15224-2308 6 410 /,,139i143+27 360 2 342+27 I 47 63












1 5232 - 2959 
1 5232 - 2206 





























































15248 - 2459 









7.63 F C  GC 
1.92 F B C C 
l.lOL C C G 
1.57 C K K F E  
3.80L D EE 
6.45L B B E  K 
4.54 D KG D 
2.57 C MDDB 
3.42 D E 
3.29 C E l  C 
22 105 3 
21 105 2 
8 106 3 
27 105 2 
19 106 3 
27 108 2 































8 1  
D 
BE F 
A E N  
F B B  
CC H 
I DD 













































15255 -251 9 
15255-2215 









32 105 2 
27 104 2 
15 ~1061  3
.90 D H I  
5.40 DC I GC 
2.53 D C 
6.60 C MHB 
1.32L C CE 
5.61 1 F C  CB 
8.22L D DDF 
925 C EHE 
9.65 C CLDE 
1.98L 8 BE 
345+28 
341 +23 





342 + 24 
342 + 24 
344+26 















483 CD GHB 
670 DC I HHB 
500 F C  K F B  
I O ~ L I B C  A B  D a 
l l O 8 L  BE AB 1 
380 C J L F C  
15281-2517 
15282-2757 
15282 - 2522 







15 1105 2 
18 104 2 








1 5288 - 2741 
15288-2525 
15289 - 2834 

















1 5293 - 2907 
15294-2819 
13 106 l3  
22 105 2 
21 1041 2 
17 105 2 
15 106 3 
13 105 3 
6 107 3 
6 106 3 
34 1041 21 
IO 1051 3 
15294-2520 28.4 18 343+25 28 
15295-2207 34.6 7 345+27 88 

















342 + 24 
345+27 
344 + 26 
342 + 23 




15303 - 23 17 
15303-2700 
1 5303 - 261 4 
15304- 2145 
15305-2231 
19 5 106 












2.15 D MK E ~5500100630 
7.06L BC AA 0 9M)ooOO8 
4.84L C MI BCI  9400200758l 1 
2151 R R C  A A F  0 1  woonnnnn 15306-2146 15306 - 2904 
15306-2521 
-. . _ _  - - - . . . . G C (  - . ....._____ 
7.03 DE 75010003081 1 1 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion PrC€eSSing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks  Confirmed sources pw) 
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44.7 41 342+23 
45.2 17 346+28 
46.6 8 340+21 
47.9 35 345+27 
52.1 44 345+26 
54.1 40 345+26 
56.5 40 343+24 
57.5 34 345+26 
0.2 16 345+27 





















































































34.1 51 340+21 
35.0 10 345+27 
35.0 51 342+22 
39.5 55 343+24 
44.5 54 341+22 
45.6 43 342+23 
49.7 45 346+27 
50.4 11 346+27 
52.4 3 343+24 










































































































































26.9 42 1345+26 
29.8 27'342+22 
32.3 47 347+28 
33.2 24 342+22 
46.0 35 343+24 
47.1 58 345+25 
54.0 10 341+21 
58.9 12 3421-22 





















Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN tJ 0 




















Flux Corr A 

















































































































































































































































































































































































1531 3-231 5 









15314-2333 28 9 21 344+26 
15314-2337 29 7 40 344+26 
15315-2316 303 13 345+26 
15315-2456 320 17 344+25 










































































































343 + 24 































































4.22: CE 1 DE 
6.82 E 1 GME 
9.70 EC EC 




13 I 183600 KO 
15330-2601 
























































183619 K2 I 4  











5501000008 7 0 4 1 ' 4~ 1 
95021006681 ' 
4500000408 4 
9 5 W 0 3 4 8  C 
K1534-284 24 13 106 3 
39 21 ~ 1 0 5  31 










9680100538 4 1 
5300000008 2 












































,106 1 3 '  CA 
M DD 
J C  





















































c 1  X1535-296A 
15351 -2602 
I l l  , . -  ---I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
439 
Right Ascension: 15h35m13'-15b39m08s 
E 
















C D  
F D  
C 









E E  
F 
Declination: - 30"--20" 
AC 0 
BE1 
A B 1  1 
D H  E B  








B B  I 
ECD 
E E C  
D I  
L E E  




I H  
HD 
KCB 
C B  
F C E  
DB 
KGD 
A F L  1 
A L F  









C E  







































































9.4 25 341+21 
18.1 41 342+21 
193 23 343+22 
20.2 7 346+26 
24.0 56 343+22 
34.9 42 345+24 
37.3 13 343+22 
39.7 32 345+24 
45.1 42 345+25 
47.8 60 344+24 
D 








C L  
D 




D E  
L J D  
J C C  
F E D  
CH 
L E B  
E K E B  
J DC 
G J B B  
C I D  C 
AAHE E 






E M  














































J J B D  
J K H C  
J C  
BC E 
ECC 



























F D  
C D  
BC 
H F F  
NFDB 
H J H C  
F CA 
K F C  
H D  
G L F A  
E I D  












Associations Flux Density 
(Not color comctcd) 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
(Jansky) 
-1; Galactic Uncertainty C ~~ V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Una Coef R Flags' S 2 
C 
A 
# T  
*P 















































































































































































































1 5352 - 2852 
15353 - 2051 






































































































































































































































































































































1 5356 - 2937 
15356-2405 
15356-2503 





















9601201428 183654 K5 
15359-2850 
15359-2459 












$15- G 4 Sa 15360 -2548 
















































15372-2502 12.1 2 345+24 
15372-2427 12.3 55 345+24 
15372-2525 12.4 35 344+23 
15371-2723 
















































































1 5379 - 2445 
551 9 343+22 
554 32 343+22 





































K1538 ~ 201 
K1538-266 
15382 - 2941 
1 5382 - 2322 
15383 - 2306 
1 5383 - 2732 
1 5384 - 2930 





75 ! 47 
106' 4 
C BEIA:&Bl KMCC 
E K I  B 
132L B AB D 
794 BBCC AACD 
I 
23 105 3 
12 105 3 
23 103 2 
12 105 3 





15384 - 2950 
15384-2502 
1 5384 - 2037 
15385 - 2908 183705 MO 
183707 KO 
4 104 4 










1317L F G 
299 C IC  DD 
6 :;%5L 30L 6 F I i G F 8  
312 D GDB 
291 F L G B '  
158LlBD ! A B €  I 
1265L E F 
1122L B / C M  
27 1103 2 
12 11051 3 )  
15 105 2 
8 106 41 
23 106 2 
16 104 3 '  
.33L 








i6.iG-2928 1529' 81342+20 
6 106 4 
5 104 31 
21 io3 2 i  
u LIB .4OL 
I 1  I ,  , I  1 - 
440 






































B J C D D  
DE EC 
DD J F A  
C E E 



















9.3 47 342+20 
9.7 19 343+21 
12.4 29 345+23 
14.1 33 342+20 
14.6 37 343+22 
15.3 33 345+24 
17.6 37 347+26 
19.3 12 344+23 
22.0 47 342+20 
29.0 26 345+23 
30.7 10 342+20 
32.3 46 346+24 
33.1 49 344+22 














C F CC 
D A 
DD L N E B  
DF DFE 
C J C H  






















































































DD C ACI  A 
D GKD 
D K B 
C HKHB 
C KCC 







13 29 346+24 
3 8  2 347+25 
4 1  3 344+23 
4 8  47 344+23 
9 1  2 342+20 











DC H F E B  
F FCC 
C M B N  
C F B G  
F F D J  













































ne:i 49 345+23 
36.1 31 344+22 
'37.4 7 347+25 
38.4 24 342+20 
41.3 43 344+22 




















































B B C  
D K F B  
D NCB 
B G A 
E G B 
DO F B D  
D B 






















6.46Li C J E B  
6.96 E E / J  CB 
4.02 CD EFCB 
11.44 F C J D  
5.59 CE I CD 















































































13.86L B F  
7.16 ~ ED  
13.77L C 






K E F  
AB 
I GB 
J E D G  
L N D D  
C F D  
K F E H  
D C 































BD A B B E  
B C EC 










































B F  AAG 
E DD 
D I DC 


















































12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
Sep 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































15396-2401 140.41 0 1346+24 
183723 K2 
183725 K5 













(1 540- 279 
I27 31 4 1 3 4 5 ~ 2 3  
(1540-231 
r M s  -zoo293 
<1540- 231 
. - . . . -. . - 
1 5407 - 2306 
1 5407 - 2737 











<I 541 - 220 
15408-2344 
15408-2442 9.49 1 E BDC 




1541 1 -261 9 







4.36 D L D B  
16.62L C EC 
12.43L B BC 
8.04L D F G  
9.30L C AD 
11.52 E C  DDB 
7.18Ll D BDC 
6.21:l F E  F D D  
2.48 CC K F D D  
12.37L BB ABL 






1541 3 - 291 3 





























































































. - , . . -. . . 





15425-2728 183761 M1 
15426 -21 23 
15426 -201 8 















15428-2342 15021521347+24 51 
15429-2113 55.5 41 348+26 60 
15429-2424 55.6 17 346+23 60 
15429-2753 56.8 54 344+21 36 
15429-2333 - - -  -- - 1 - 1  57.7 27 - 1  347+24 1 24 183769 K5 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
441 
Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 ~m 100 ~m 
V L 
F I U X  Corr A Confusion R s 



























































144 44 346+22 
150 46 ~ 344+20 
161 14 346+22 
172 59 347+23 
180 22 349+26 
22 7 60 1345+21 








28.8 44 1343+20 
29.6 52 1345+22 
329 55 350+26 
33.6 6 343+19 
36.9 8 349+25 





533 10 349+25 
539 28 346+22 
586 43 350+26 











13.6 4 347+23 30 
13.9 45 346+22 16 
15.6 35 347+23 20 
17.5 40 344+20 54 
17.6 48 345+21 45 
20.2 52 346+22 19 
20.7 11 344+20 13 
24.9 51 350+26 70 
26.0 59 347+23 51 
26.7 8 348+24 35 
Declination: - 30"--20" Right Ascension: 15h43m05*-15h47"2W 
Position (1950) Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 


















































































15430 - 2934 
15431 -2828 
15432-2716 































































































































6 9  
.43L 
1.28L 
2.27 E D  HCB 
4.51 CC GFC 
3.75 F C  CC 
6.68L C B MF 
2.91 CD DGBB 
9.31L C D EC 
2.52 D B 
5.80 CE HDDC 
4.27 C MEB 
4.92 E GC 
15433-2149 
15434-2037 






8.85L B D  
2.49 C 
5.37L B C  
2.42: CC 











J E  



























































1 5439 - 2340 
1 5440 - 2222 
15440-2610 
15442 - 2537 
15442-2547 
15442-2253 
1 5442 - 2932 
15443 - 2843 
15443 - 2656A 
15444 - 2922 
15444-2628 
15444-291 1 
1 5446 - 2822 
15446- 21 04 




15448 -241 7 
15449-2344 
'58.3 3 /347+24 














































































(1 543 -223 
183784 KO 
I83788 KO 
6 1103 3 
22 105 4 
12 '105 5 
7 104 4 
8 105 5 
I 5  103 4 
4 105 5 
12 105 4 
12 103l 2 
8.62L D E / B H -  I I 9601100008 
2 65 H C 9600000008 
407 CC BEC 9601000228 
1 2 M L  c 4401 000008 
705 C I F E G B l  (950000050c 
258  14 345722 
26 4 39 343 -20 
366 10 344 ?20 
39 2 58 349 t 26 
397 31 344720 
42 4 29 346-23 
426 30 343720 
451 41 347-24 
514 17 346-23 



































































I 5 8  







4.61 EE D J C 
9.261. B C  A A D  3 
2.28L C CL H 
6.44 C KEGB 
4.07 C G L I  B 
2.77 E D  F DB 
9.50L C CB 
5.32 C F  E B 
10.17L D I B 









11 103 4 
13 104 3 
5 104 4 
20 103 3 
17 104 3 
7 104 5 
12.56L C NJB 
10.58L C ECC 
12.93L CD AA 9 
4.00 D E D D  
4.24 C E C  
10.50L DC CAB 
11.55L C H G 
5.08L D GGBB 
5.95 CB KCCB 




515- G 7 Sa 
16 102 2 
8 105 5 
9 103 5 







20 103 3 
10 104 5 
9 103 4 
14 107 4 
10 103 3 











E F C  
C D  I MEC 
DC F E C  
CB GDFB 
C HEB 
D DI C 
C E I K D F B  
F D L J H D  








14 103 4 
17 105 5 
13 103 4 
13 103 4 
X1545-214 
5 0 6  CC F I  DB 
216L B C  AB 1 
752 F E  DC 
535 CD DDD 
1117L D L CB 
1271L C GCI 
235L C G 1 
957 D I H F C  
177L BBC AAC 1 
1328L B F B D  
8 105 5 
4 104 5 
11 103 2 
14 104 3 
10 104 5 
17 103 3 
15 103 2 
15 104 5 
5 103 4 







8 104 5 
4 104 5 
11 104 5 
5.01 CB GDCA 
10.67L BBC A A A C ,  0 
8.77: EC I GFDI 
6.41 DC I HE 
2.53 CC G B B  
12.76L C G CCI 
4.97 BDCD ABAA 4 
X1546-240 
18 105 4 
10 1 0 4 ~  5 
8 103 4 
4 123 5 450- G 18 S. 
183829 KO 10 163' 2 
11 103 3 
7 103 4 
.85L 
.34L 





















5.80 CC GFB 











15 103 2 
6 103 4 
8 104 3 '  
5 104 5 








B C  








32.1 26 348+24 
33.6 21 348+25 
34.8 38 345+21 
38.9 49 346+22 
40.9 23 344+20 
43.2 4 344+20 
440 12 349+25 
44.1 8 343+19 
49.9 59 348+24 
51.7 33 346+22 
OR-278 
183831 K2 . 
15 123 3 
16 103 2 
5 1 0 5 ' 4  
16 1 0 3 ~  4 





15467 - 21 17 
15467-2914 
15468-231 3 
1 5468 - 2600 
450- G 20 Sb 
13 0 103 3 ' 4 1  3 
7 103 3 
8 103 41 
13 103 3 
17 103 3 
25 103 2 
11 103 3 
16 104 3 
8 105 5 
21 29L C AE 
301L B J C C  
l 8 l L  C BK 
382 B D  GAB1 
291 C DDC 
640 D I C  
188 C I G  C 
1369L D E l  B F  
654 EE DC 
377 ECB LDDB 
583- G 7 Sb 
183837 KO 
515- G 10 Sb 96001 ooOo6 
15471-2928 I100 25 343+19 21 
15471 -2603 11 9I 50 346+21 67 
~ 
*Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours COnfitIned Sources (PH). 5 )  Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
442 




(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 ~m 100 pm 
Position (1950) 
V L 
n u n  corr A Confusion R 











































Y T  
C L C J F  
D I KC 





BC AB 0 
B E  J E E B  
E G I B 
CE D F F C  
C I HF 
D I J B 
BC F G B C  
B BHHM 
D F B  
C E BG 
BE AB 2 
C F CH 
B D  BBM 4 
DD MDC 
B B  AAGD 0 
C B F  
C D F F B  
C B E  E 
C F J  J E  





DC I D 
C FHC 
DB HHB 
C I D 
D J CB 
BCD A A E B  0 
BC D A B J D  1 





































































































































































E I HC 
B C A E G B  
C 
CC MDA 
B D  ABE 0 
D I B 
AB AADB 0 
C L H I  D 



























































DD J CA 
C EFGE 














































































































F D  BCDC 
C F I  C 
CB BB 
F D 































































CE M J F B  
B E C 
C MFME 
ABB A A B B  1 
DD F E E D  
C HJ C 
C C 
B F  CI  C 
































B A J J 
B C B 
B D BCCG 
C I HC 
CC B B E D  7 
BC AAD I 
DE ED 
C BDG 


























Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 0 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































28 5 11051 3 4 2
12 103 3 






























15483-7314 . - . - - _ _  . . 
15484-2134 





1 5488 - 2929 











. . .-. - . 
15489 - 2220 
15489-2957 
15490-2703 































































7 1021 4 
14 103 4 





















9601 121 550 
9581121870 

















15522 - 2244 
15523-2525 






l % l l 1 4 , 3 4 4 ~ 1 S  323 28 3457 s 
326 18 347722 
328 58 344+1E 4501000008 I 
I I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
443 
Declination: - 30'--20' 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
8 a 6 Coords S M J S M N  0 
h m , 6)  C') 1 b C') C') C )  
Name 
Flux Density Flags 
(Not color corrected) n I C 













0 8  
6 1  
































































































42.2 11 351+24 ~ 46 
42.4 9 349+22 88 
45.3 12 350+23 52 
57.9 31 346+19 83 
0.3 1 350+23 60 
2.8 24 350+23 32 
3.2 291347+19 54 
15.6 10 350+22 23 
17.4 58 352+24 95 


























279 15 347+19 
339 23 350+23 
369 9 350+22 
371 14 347+20 
378 3 345+17 































Uncs Coef R Flags. S 
QP 





























































































































































































































































































































































































H -04 - 37 - 006 
3G 129 970000010C 
9781010200 I 
4€00201100 
15528 - 2009 
1 5528 - 2843 
15528-2041 

























































17 103 2 
11 103 4 
16 I103 2 
6 I104 3 
8 ,102 3 
I 
15541-2603 7 8  45i347+20 
15549-2502 566 15 348+21 
15549-2342 594 25 349+22 
10 '103 3 
16 103 3 
12 103 3 
33 102 2 
9 102 2 
10 1 0 3 ' 3 )  
14 102 2 








9 103 3 






15552 - 2236 37365 
51 




15553-2756 191 21 346+i9 56 
15553-2348 20.9 58 349+22 69 
15553-2550 23.0 35 347+20 18 
15554-2138 I l l  24.6 4 350+23 I 40 960oooO248 7801 2OoooC 66000001 00 4 103 3 19 1102 2 
10 102 4 
9 103 3~ 
13 102 2 
4 102 3 




1.87 FCC HEAC 
11.38L C ~L B 
13.40L C ECB 
4.82 BBCC B A A 0  
5.43 CC J G C  
3.16LB CE 
8.41L B CI J F  
12.70L D L C  
1.56L B BH J 

















5 102 3 
6 103 3 











































13 102 2 '  
20 107 2 
8 103 3 
15 102 2 
5 103 3 
8 105 3 
7 1031 2 










1 6 ~ 0 0 0 0 0  
15563-2933 121 5 /41  1345+18 I 40 
183995 G5 
3K SCO 
12 103 21 
9 102 4 
6 102 4 
24 102 2 






X I  557-225 
22 102 2 
14 1102 2 
229L B AC L 
266 D B B  
944L 'BF  AC 
585 CE CB 
685L D B D  
9 3 5 ~  c J K L D  






























21 13 102 3 
24 15 1103 2 
27 15 102 3 
65 9 103 3 











451 - G 4 Sb 
184027 K2 
15579-2912 584 11 345+18 
15580-2735 1.2128 346+19 
15580-2811 2.3 27 346+18 
15581-2349 7.1 6 349+21 
15581-2407 7.2 34 349+21 
15581-2846 8.7 18 346+18 
15581-2945 9.4 22i345+17 
78 11 104 2 
42 6 102 3 
50 5 102 3 
57 18 101 2 
26 21 103 3 





(Not Color Corrected) 
25 60 100 pm 
Right Ascension: 1 5h58m09s- 16h03m l! 
Position (1950) Flags 
V 
Flux a r r  A anfusion k s 




































































































































































































































































































































































516- G 5 S 
184075 KO 














































































































D D E 
D B 
C DI 
DDC AAB 9 































55.5 16 348+19 
56.1 12 348+19 
56.4 16 351+22 
59.8 22 348+18 
1.3 47 351+22 
4.1 55 352+22 
6.2 28 347+1E 
7.9 51 350+21 
13.9 45 351+21 








T Name Type (") Mag 
A SeP 
Galactic Uncertainly 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 




































































































































































































. 9 o L  


































































































































































































































3 4  
.57 
15589-2505 559 33 348+20 
15590-2351 I 0'71151n49+21 
15596 -2241 
15597-2606 







































































16008 - 2236 






















































1601 2 -2935 
16014-2122 
1601 4 - 2847 
1601 4 -2535 
1601 5-2338 
















































. . . . . -.-. 





























. .__-. . . 
16023-2035 
16024-2557 
16026 - 2405 
16026-2917 
16026-2743 
16027 - 201 8 
9701100000 




16027 - 231 5 
16027-2231 
16028-2739 
 I I 1  
'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 16h03m2ff-16h08m55s 
Position (1950) Hags 
20.6 57 348+18 
24.8 10 347+18 
26.7 49 349+19 
36.0 20 348+19 
38.8 27 349+19 
45.9 21 347+18 
46.0 34 347+17 
48.3 4 353+23 
50.0 33 351+21 
50.4 15 349+20 
52.7 9 353+23 
53.7 8 347+18 
55.3 26 349+19 
56.7 12 350+21 
57.3 11 353+23 
' 0.7 10 352+22 
1.8 51 349+19 
9.4 11 350+21 
12.2 50 348+18 









































8.28L F i B  L 
2.22 D E 
4.11LB AA 
7.99L BBC AAA 
3.06 
7.16L BBC AAA 
9.77L E E ~1 HA 
5.84 E C  MGGC 
2.52 D I HME 













53.7 38 346+16 
55.5 47 351+21 
1.9 11 353+23 
2.7 49 348+18 
4.4 36 349+19 
9.8 57 347+17 
13.0 44 351+20 
15.6 18 349+19 
21.8 11 349+19 




2 0 0 L C  
713 D D  
289 D 
BDJ 
A B F  0 
I B F  
C E 
H F C  










D F B  
N E F C  
NNFB 
D F D  
MDC 
E G  E 
I EB 
J I B  
E l  KD 











D I B A  
D J CE 
D A F K  
B F  AE 0 
CE I C 
CC HCDB 
B E  ACL 1 
c B c 
BD ABG 0 
F E L C  
I 
489 I CC 
396 





334 IEF D 
697 DE 
1149L,C 
F B  





C F B D  
ACI C 8 
J E B  





















932 1 DE 




8 5 8 L C D  
15351. C 
21 61Ll C 
203 D 
417 1 D 
F B  




















E C  I CDB 
D A G 
F E  CB 
B F  AC 1 
BBCE AABC 0 
C E E  I 
D 81 K 
D GB 


















































I T  
L 
R S  
s 2  
12 prn Confusion 
Rags' 
*P 























































































































16037 - 2752 
16037 - 2806 
16038 - 2029 
1 6038 - 2230 































































































































































































































3.29 BBCC AAAE 
15.00L D C 
7.98L C DI J 
2.62L BCC AAB 
2.65L D DC 
5.94L C DJ F 
6.63 DE J I C 
9.52L B A F N  













i:%L 2.33L CC BE DIABHE A I  
2.64L c B 
2.33 DC HGEE 
9.89L BC AAG 
7.94L DD AD 
4.18 D H L E  
6.09: DD E EC 
7.06L F A 
16042 - 2644 
1 6044 - 2933 
1 6044 - 2044 
41 13 102 
32 58 6 5 1101 3
59 6 101 


















































































16045 - 2048 
16046 - 2345 
1 6046 - 2637 
16047 - 2306 
16047-2709 
16048 -2557 







































































































































































































96001 01 000 
9700000208 
9600101000 1841 73 MO 
451- G 12 S. 
184175 K2 
184176 K5 
16066-2738 41 8 16 348+17 
16068-2325 /48.5~501351+20 
16069- 2231 
16069 - 21 13 
16071 -2717 

































.. - ~~~~ 
16072 - 2909 
16072 - 2057 






























1841 97 KO 
184198 KO s 101 2 
19 100 '  2 
8 101 2 
10 101 2 
12 102 2 






16083 - 2902 
16083 - 261 6 11 349+18 
40 347+16 16084 - 2921 
16084 - 2929 
16085-2420 
6 102 3 
10 102 3 
10 101 2 
14 102 3 
6 102 3 
5 102 3 
11 102 3 
17 100 2 
11 99 2 















6701100108 16085 - 2726 






51 349+18 9700000118 
~ 
'&nfusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
I 
I 446 











BDI  I 
L E E C  
ABG 








I F F  
GJ C 
J BC 
L F C  
AC 







K J  C 
CECB 
D 












I E B  
C 













B K F  
GB B 
MHD 
J B  
KDED 
K F D  
I D  










L E  
DC 
B D  
GF D 
G CB 




E E  
D 
H D F D  
F BC 
CAB 
J C  


























B F  



























































































































































































Associations Position (1950) 
C 
A 
f T  
V L 
Corr A Confusion R S 
Coef R Flags' S 1 
QP 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 1  
.41 L 




























































































































































4601000000 I 184212 K5 
3x sco 
(1 609 -279 
.5OL 











16092 - 2747 
16092 - 2456 



























(1 609- 281 
16094-2652 
16094 - 2752 
16095 - 2924 . . . .- -. -




584- G 7 Sc 
184230 K5 
184232 A2 
16099 -21 29 




i f i i O 1 - 7 d A R  . - . - . - . . - 
16102-2221 
16102-2530 
161 02- 2639 




161 04 - 2648 
16104-2736 
161 08 - 2606 











..... -. . 
161 09 - 2301 
161 09- 2542 
16110-2644 
161 10- 2338 
161 10- 2248 
161 12 - 2827 
184246 G5 1600000000 
2500000000 
9701000318 
161 12- 2506 
161 13 -2233 
161 13-2145 
lfillS--P447 








































































96001 1021 C 
16117-2818 
161 17-2517 
45.4 12 348+16 
46.4 18 350+18 
47.0 14 350+18 
48.1 9 354+21 
49.4 15 349+17 
57.1 19 354+21 
1.0 56 350+18 
1.6 27 350+18 
10.6 33 351+19 
12.8 24 348+15 
16121-2430 
16122-2911 




161 23 - 2653 
16123-2825 
16124-2224 
161 24 -2539 
161 25 - 2531 
161 25- 281 2 











161 26- 2453 
161 26-2235 
16127-2636 
37.5 32 351 + 18 
38.0 21 353+20 
46.9 2 350+17 
58.5 37 350+18 
1.7 52 347+15 
2.5 2 348+16 
3.0 47 354+21 
8.2 12 350+18 
17.7 19 352+19 
20.4 23 352+19 
24.9 29 351 +19 
28.6 21 350+17 
31.1 43 350+17 
32.5 11 347+1E 
35.9 31 349+16 
36.8 28 355+21 
37.4 0 349+16 
41.6 10 350+17 
44.1 8 347+1! 
46.2 59 355+21 
46.4 14 354+21 
50.2 43 348+1E 
50.7 35 355+21 
1.6 46 355+21 
3.5 19 351+1€ 
4.8 32 348+1C 
6.3 26 349+1f 
12.8 56 351+1f 
14.7 57 350+11 




















9600001 4OC I 161 40 - 2021 161 40 - 2537 X1614- 286 
BW sco 
. . ~ ~ ~ ~  
9602001 258 
9700100228 
9601 0001 OC 
5501100108 
760200001 C 
III I 1  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
447 
~~ 












E I C  















48.5 53 348+15 
50.0 39 352+19 
51.5 54 349+16 
59.4 56 352+19 
59.6 55 355+21 











6.3 18 355+21 
6.9 2 349+16 
7.5 49 354+20 
11.7 37 350+17 
14.1 4 355+21 
20.2 25 355+21 
21.6 26 352+19 
26.9 11 351+17 
10.5 32 349+15 







B D  
CBA 
ACI 
B G  
E C  
C F  
L E C  
DH E 
J B  



















E H  I D  
CAAE 
A L D B  
EHC 
AAA 
F B  
J K C l  
AB 
F B  C 
HD 
I C  
ABG 
F B D  
ABDM 
F B  
FME 
B A B  
EC 

















I J F C  
CH 








333 5 349+16 
372 18 351+17 
378 13 352+18 
384 59 351+17 
392  31 351+17 
422 17 353+19 















E B  







50.1 10 352+18 
50.5 2 354+19 
51.3 29 351+17 
55.5 42 351+17 
58.2 11 351+17 


















56 351 + 17 
6 355+21 
28 351 +17 
E 
E 
E D  
D 







M B  
DGC 



































Flags Position (1950) Flux Density 
100 urn V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































161 44 - 2550 
16144-2604 
161 44 - 2546 
16144-2014 
161 44 - 2035 
16144-2720 
161 45- 2352 
























































































































































































































161 56 - 2509 
161 56- 2358 
16156-2010 
16156-2002 
136.1 148 1351 +18 
36.5 3 352+18 







5 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0  1 
-DN 1717 
SAFGL 5039s 


















































16162-2006 15.1 2 355+21 
16163-2442 18.3 58 352+18 
16163-2945 19.3 34 348+14 
16163-2623 23.6 14 350+17 


















K1616-2548 vz sco 
.49L 
.57L 




















1.32 3s - 228 161 72 - 2526 
16173-2626 
16173-2422 
161 74 - 2508 
161 74 -2001 
161 75 - 2534 

















































































508 1 352+17 
533 17 351+17 
539 12 350+16 
0 9  35 351+17 
1 1  15 354+20 
3 1  3 355+20 




'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Netghbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghboring Weeks Confirmed %urces pw) 
448 
Declination: - 30"-- 20" 
Associations Position (1950) 
Right Ascension: 1 6hl 8"08'-1 6h2 lm56' 















F E  DCK 
DE K I  F C  
C F E B  


















E I DD 
D F EFGB 
D J G G  
D GI 


















E I HD 
E F  CDB 
















D , F E E G  
B AC J 















D E J C B  
D I C 
E C DDC 
D B 
C B K F C  











B E 81 KD 
DD F B  
DD K F D  





F F EC 
































B D  A B J  D 
BC AAKJ  




F D DEI  D 













B D  BCI 
BC AA 
BBC AAA 
C B M 















E E  ECB 
D C C J G  
E K CL  
C C B B B C  
DC CBA 
D H 
















C B I  
DE F I C 
C GD 
E GD 
D J E C N  
F CDEC 

















(Not Color Corrected) C 
A k P  
V T Name Type (") Mag 

































































































































































































.DN 1672 .33L 
.82L 
































































































































16184 - 201 9 
16185- 2748 
16185-2520 
29 2 56 355+20 
30.8 48 350+ 15 
34.5 37 351717 
352  50 350-16 
35.9 52 351 I 17 
36.7 39 355720 
36.9 51 351 + 17 
408 26 351+17 
417 12 352717 




. . . -. -. 
161 85 - 2729 
161 85 -2522 
161 86 -2025 
161 86 -2534 
16186-2531 
161 86 -2507 












101 ~ 3 
6188-2019 
16190-2615 






































































































































































10 1 99 
16193-2401 
161 93 - 2334 































































38 9 1100 
40 10 100 
60 7 100 
72 8 100 
17 6 100 
76 24 99 
76 ~ 
9 100 
38 11 100 
16197-2358 
16198-2523 









































































































































































































































































4901 000000 17 







\o IV 1 1621 3 -2702 
1621 3 -2633 
1621 4 -2302 














'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
449 












C E D 
C C C B 






D H L B  


































D J E  
HE 








791 05L C 




106035L B C  
22OLBB 




































D A K 
D I F K  
B E DCGD 
C E l  F C  
C B 
BC CBJ  







































F C  A A A G  
D B 

















CB A A A D  
F 1 DC 























1.83 37.61L D 
1.84L ~ 14.36L C 
2.70 32.10L F 
2.77L 46.51L C 
65.50L 35.65: F F  F 
.81L 7.42 D 
4.24L 19.38 D 
4.36L 38.02 ' E 
2.73L 12.57 E 
2.05 40.07L D 
F 
DI 
B I  
CCG 
A A A C  
CDD 
EF I B 
F D I  D 

























Position (19SO) Flux Density I Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16221 -2245 11 1.61 24 1354s 18 
16221-2717 
16222-2358 





16225-2214 30.2 6 355+18 







33.7 35 354+18 
34.6 59 354+ 18 
35.3 10 352+16 
36.0 56 353+17 
38.1 57 351+16 
38.7 52 353+17 
39.5 28 353+17 
40.3 9 354+18 
46.7 51 352+16 
47.4 11 351+15 
13 184381 B5 
23 1 OCL 1011 
'23 VDB.66N 105 
iDB.66N 105 
,ED 1318 
16226 - 2420 
16226-231 9 
16227 -251 3 















































16227-2956 47.7 13 349+13 
16227-2418 47.9 48 353+17 
16228-2415 48.2 46 353+17 
16228-2411 48.8 41 353+17 
16228-2432 51.9 58 353+17 
16228-2724 53.4 49 351+15 
16229-2413 55.7 49 353+17 
16230-2959 1.7 53 349+13 
16230-2421 2.1 6 353+17 


















4.8 14 353+17 
6.2 37 354+18 
9.6 35 353+17 
10.9 34 356+19 
12.9 1 354+18 
20.0 40 353+17 
21.6 30 353+16 
22.7 30 353+17 
25.0 58 353+17 
25.3 59 353+17 16234 - 2432 
16235-2416 




16236- 21 49 
16237 - 2428 
16237 - 2357 
16237-2349 
16238 - 2947 












4641.07 CCEC FCCB 
2.43L CDC ABE 
9.03L 32 ' E D ~ C E B  J CH
57.44L D H E 














16238 -231 7 























22 li ~l!! 99 
12 100 
16241 -2412 
X I  624 -243 
16241 -2412 
16242-2224 
16242 - 2422 
16242-2258 
16243-2001 













3930Ll E GHA 
2673L C ACK 
4 65 L C  
351 4;;:Ll 39 F F  F AAFC ;D 
1346 CD E BCHC 
10 99 3 98431 10008 
5501000008 
.. 
6 99 2 
23 99 2 
14 100 3 
15 99 2 
9 106 2 
7 100 3 





BZ 0 6  
16244-2432 
16244 - 2522 
16244-2516 
16244-2421 
16245 - 2629 
28.8159 352+16 
29.2 36 352+16 
29.7 4 353+17 











16245-2423 34.7 51 353+17 
16246-2807 36.0149 350+14 
16246-2354 37.2159 354+17 
16246-2902 37.3 25 350+14 
16246-2415 38.1 22 353+17 
16246-2436 38.6 36 353+16 
16246-2259 38.7 35 354+18 
16246-2440 420 26 353+16 
16247-2235 43.3 26 355+18 































16249 -241 3 
16249-2459 
162% - 2602 
458 43 354+18 53 
17 ~ 
458 58 350+14 84 11 
460 17 3 ~ ~ 1 7  421 







85 ~ 20 
100 2 l  
16249 - 2448 
16250-2459 
'Conlusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
450 
Right Ascension: 16h25m01a-16h28m34s 
Flux Densitv 
Declination: - 30"-- 20" 
mans Associations 
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 pm 25 pm 60 ~m 100 pm 
(Jansky) 
GI......, Galactic Uncertainty C V 
F I " ~  Corr A 












Confusion R S 






















T Name Type (") Mag 
A Sep 
DE I I HB 
E J CB 
ED J DGC 
C GI C 
C KGBE 


























































































































































































































50 353- 16 
58 352-16 
24 354717 











E M I C 
B B N 
E I D 
CC AA 1 
DC E E F C  
D CI  C 
CED BBB 3 
CD EDA 














C F DL 
D J DH 
EE DLCB 




CD BBC 5 
DE FI  C 





























D H B 
F D  N CC 
BBEE AAAA 3 
B BK 
D BC 
E D  MGCB 













BF ABL 0 
DF GD 
BC AAE 0 
D E l  B 
D I DC 
E D  F K B D  
E E F C  
E I 










































































































C B E  G 
D M 
E GCG 
E J GC 
D B CG 
E F I D 
D F E B  
E HC 
CC EGGD 
EE E B  
D K K B D  
DC A A D  5 
C L D  
C B I  
BC A B  0 
D CK 
E D EGCB 
C F 
BDD AAA 9 
























































C BE G 
E HC 
D F K  
D FHC 
D I I B 
C A 
D MI GG 
C CDGD 

































C F I  B 
CC CBD 0 
C B D  
D DCC 
C F H B G  
B A F I  E 
B B  AAD 1 
C NB 































D J B 
BCDE AADE 2 
B B  AAD C 
F DD 
E L H E B  
D I J HC 
D CCF 
B B A A  C 
BBC A A B D ;  C 






















































































































































































































































































































































































16254 - 2302 
16254-2606 















































16263 - 2838 
16264-2800 
16264 - 2243 






























16273 - 2010 
16273 - 2723 








































































9 8 ' 2  
1001 3 








































Right Ascension: 16h28m36'-16h31m49" 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -30"-- 20' 
Associations Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Correcled) 
l 2  W 25 Pm Pm loo Pm 
6) ('7 I b 
V L 
Uncs Cnef R Flags. S 2 























E CD H 
F E  FCA 
































F E  
D J C  






J F C  
I HC 
GI DC 
L E C  
I M C 
A 
CI  DC 
CDCE 
C F D J G  

























E L E  
H C 



















B F L E  
AAEH 













































E l  C 
KDCD 






















































































18.8OL E ~ 
DCI ' 
















39.3 20 352+13 
39.7 21 357+18 
40.7 4 350+12 
40.8 28 352+14 
41.0 19 354+15 
42.2 51 356+17 
43.0 7 352+13 
44.8 31 357+17 
49.2 46 354+15 
49.7 34 355+16 
C 
A 

























































































































(Jansky) Name Type ("j (ii 20 12 99 2 
19 98 2 
6 99 5 
15 100 3 




































































16286- 271 4 
16287 -2337 
16287 -2601 








16289 -291 2 







16293 - 2424 
16293 - 2205 
16293 - 2940 
16293-2422 


































































































































5 100 4 
16 99 3 
9 100 3 
15 98 2 
12 100 2 
10 99 3 
.DN 1689 
)TL1628-268 






























































































































16297 - 2739 
16298 - 2639 
16299 - 2559 
16300-2953 






16301 - 2833 
16302-2628 
11 100 




NX sco 7 99 3 
10 100 3 
8 99 3 
17 100 2 
9 99 2 
13 100 3 
6601 000008 























































.DN 1709 99 3 



























16307 -21 06 
16308 - 221 8 








































16309 - 2643 


























16313-2522 .. _ . ~ ~  
16313-2439 
1631 4 -2607 
1631 4 - 2947 
16315-2737 
















3.83 E DFC 6700000108 
20.55L C G D 9700OilOO08 
30.21L CE ~ B F J  ~ 0 9700110218 
'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbnng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbnng Weeks Confirmed ~o~~~~~ pw) 
452 





Flux Corr A Confusion R S 



















































EC L E F D  
DE G GB 
B B  AA 
F F F  A A A D  
C D 
E GB 


























F D  K J D D  
C B 
CC J BDA 
C DDC 
BBC AAB 
D F G 
E C 
C I F 













B F  AB1 H 
DF DD 
B AF I 
B AD 
CC I B B  
C E 
EC A A M  
D C C E E F  




















































C I D 
CC L DB 
B AE G 
DC B DB 
C B E G  
C H F A  
C CDCC 












B A F  
CE I DCD 
C CL  MG 
C CEI  
E GI B 
B GD 
DE I F C  
C L E 
C J I EG 

































D F F E  
B KCG 
C CF C D F D  
DC A B  
DC L E B  
D HFC 
D GDGC 











C B F  
D G 
DD G CC 
CC B E B  
F I HI 
B AD 
C E 
C F L K  
C NCFC 





















57.8 2 355+15 
57.9 22 352+13 
58.0 32 358+16 
1.2 6 356+16 
4.5 40 352+13 
5.1 46 354+15 
8.5 51 355+15 
15.2 16 351+12 
16.6 5 351+12 
16.8 55 355+15 
18.9 16 353+14 
22.2 0 352+12 
26.4 29 351+12 
30.4 52 353+14 
30.5 51 355+15 
33.2 32 352+13 
35.4 43 353+13 
40.9 13 352+13 
44.5 43 353+13 













C F L D C  
E EEGC 
C E J  B 
CD J C F  
C FHDB 
E B  I MCD 












C L D B F  
C K E B  
CF BDHC 
BD AB 




C I DC 
CC HEDE 
I Flux Density I Flags Position (1950) 
C 
A 










































































































(Not Color Corrected) 




























































































































































































































































































1631 8 - 281 9 16318-2819 
16319-261 1 
16319-2616 
1631 9- 2804 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































18322 - 2205 
16322-2854 
16322-2953 
16322-2250 168 56 356+16 
16322-2421 173 56 354+15 
16323-2925 194 57 350+12 






























16337 - 2851 
16337 - 2844 
16336-2938 
16336-2523 
16338 - 2758 
16338-2843 





6 8 0 1 1 m  
MRSL 351 +12/1 
184503 K5 
YY sco 65W10000C 
II I I  




Right Ascension: 16h35m17*-1 6h38m5: 

























































































































































33.9 30 358+17 
35.1 59 352+12 
42.8 35 357+17 
51.5 33 353+13 
53.1 28 355+15 
54.5 55 352+13 
56.2 4 351+12 
59.0 28 356+16 
59.6 3 352+12 
3.2 1 354+14 
8.3 2 356+15 
12.8 32 352+12 
16.9 60 357+16 
17.0 43 357+16 
19.5 49 352+12 
21.7 8 357+16 
24.9 26 355+14 
25.4 3 352+12 
32.6 2 357+16 
34.5 9 354+14 
34.8 35 359+17 
36.0 8 358+17 
38.8 21 353+13 
40.7 9 358+17 
43.4 41 353+13 
43.6 49 358+17 
43.9 15 355+15 
44.9 55 357+16 
49.0 20 355+15 
52.3 41 356+15 
52.5 6 352+12 
55.5 25 352+12 
58.7 30 356+16 
1.4 35 352+12 
2.1 33 357+16 
2.2 39 352112 
2.3 19 352+12 
7.9 37 357+16 
9.9 34 354+13 
10.1 45 357+16 
14.1 59 354+13 
15.4 57 352+12 
15.9 27 354+13 
16.2 25 355+14 








D L F E B  
C K I  KC 
F F E J  
C D 
BBC A A A H  1 
C GFCG 











C J K B  
B A D  
C B D  D 
C DH 
C G E G  
C DHB 
D D 















B B C K l  
BB AAC 
CD GCD 
E D  CC 
BC AC 
CB FDDE 













C J H E  
C E F  
CC MFDB 
C H E E D  
C D 
B B F 
C D 
B F  A D F F  0 












I B  
CF 
















34.2 21 358+17 
35.8 43 352+11 
38.6 46 353+12 
39.5 24 351+11 
41.4 25 353+12 
41.9 14 359+17 
42.0 20 355+14 
42.1 29 351+11 
46.9 38 358+16 











BCC AAC 9 
D K C 
C E C D J D  
C A 
B HHB 
B E  B D  2 
F E E  
E I E G  
E I GFD 































B H J C B  
B D  B D  0 
CD KKDB 
C B I  L 
B E  AC 0 
C I B L  
D L CI  
D DED 
D NEGC 













C H  E 
G EE 
















B A I  E 
B CD ADDB 
B E  BC 
E J E F D  
B BD 
C B 
B B NE 
A B B  AAAD 1 
B F  ACN 3 
CBB AAB 9 
Associations 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
C 
A S P  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 7  
.58L 
.77 























































07867 11.51L ABD AAC 
7.59 C G BE 
3.25L I DC 
13.60L F G J I  
7.94 CC KGEE 
4.83L F B  I CB 
20.01L C CD 
5.38L C D F 
4.20L B B  AA 
































3 9  
.82L 
































3 6 0 1 o m  
9711000108 
































16378 - 2821 
16378 - 2608 
16378 - 2631 




16380 -21 06 

































16384 - 2334 
16384-2742 












CI sco 16387 -2540 16388-2939 6500001008 1 
'Conluslon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion ProCeSSlng, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
454 
~ 




# T Name Type (") Mag 
Position (1950) Flux Density I Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 















































































































Flux Corr A 

















































































































9 i  
9f 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































59.5 39 352+11 
1.9 48 352+1l 
4.6 25 358+17 
5.7 59 354+13 
6.1 4 352+12 
7.3 30 355+14 
9.3 32 354+13 
15.3 51 356+16 
24.2 40 355+13 
24.7 56 354+13 
184555 KO 
16394 - 2602 
16394-2517 









3.38L C F C  
8.35L C FGDB 
16.25L CB AA 6 
2.44L B BC 
16.25L B A E M  
14.23L BC AC 7 
17.07L BD AC 5 
6.17 F B D D F B  
3.77 E GDD 
6.77: C F C I  MD 
26.5 12 355+13 
31.1 39 352+12 
37.6 0 353+12 
38.3 2 356+15 
38.7 16 356+14 
39.4 11 355+14 
40.6 37 353+12 
41.6 53 352+11 
43.6 28 352+11 




76001 01 1OC 
4600200108 
isonnooii8 
6.35 CC I CD 
3.92 D I B 
10.80L D GG 
14.58L B B D  
16.41L B B F  G 
3.94 C F B C  
3.47: BC I LAA 
6.57L D EB 
12.47L B BG 
3.01L B BB 
48.0 49 352+11 
48.5 45 354+13 
50.2 40 351 +I1 
51.9 35 354+13 
56.0 6 354+13 
1.0 60 354+13 
5.0 33 359+16 
6.3 26 352+11 
6.5 43 358+16 








-2 v 2 
518- G 1 S 
16402 - 281 3 
16403-2431 
16403 - 2447 
13.40L C J E F G  
15.42L B A D J E  
3.761. C C 
11.30L B KDA 
12.53L C F E D  
14.06L D A 
4.67 CB HEB 
5.05 C D  D L D D  
2.83L C DE 









16405 - 2504 
16406- 201 3 
16406-2545 
16406-2938 
16407 - 2643 
16408-291 9 
6.89 DC GGB 
14.47L AB AAE 2 
20.05L C CK 
4.94L F CC 
4.00 B F  B F A C  
3.22L B D H 
17.45L C CKJ 
3.85 D M F B  
3.69 DC FGDC 
15.55L B BC 
36.9 24 355+13 
39.1 7 352+11 
45.8 1 354+12 
53.3 40 352+11 
4.1 15 356+14 
7.0 54 353+12 
7.5 21 354+12 
8.3 3 356+14 
10.2 36 353+12 
11.3 12 354+13 
184581 GO 









1641 2 - 2741 




















8.31L BC G 
4.38 BC DCB 
4.71 B J G F B  
3.30 C M KC 
15.49L C CC 
8.03L C HNCC 
3.12L C AG 
12.59L ABC AAC 1 
15.36L C J L E B  
10.54L F F  AAE 9 
11.6 59 359716 
12.4 31 355t13 
13.4 3 353 t12  
15.9 39 355t13 
16.0 60 354713 
17.3 60 353+11 
17.5 40 351+10 
18.3 17 358715 
19.5 25 353 t11  
22.6 2 352- 11 
16412-2539 
1641 2 - 261 3 
1641 2 -2800 
16412-2950 
1641 3 -2201 
16413-2817 




16414-2645 3.47 C E HC 
10.11L D GB 
11.01L c B 
8.03 ABCC AAAB 0 
11.45L E D  AA 0 
12.25L AC ABF 3 
11.10: DC GEEF 
7.11 D F  HBC 
10.8OL B AD 
3.48L F F B  
16414-5337 
1641 4 - 2308 
16416-2758 
lfi417-2945 















95001 1 000E 
970200050E 







1641 8 -2006 
1641 8 - 2848 





















12.37 F F  E E F  
8.46L B F  AB 1 
11.33L C E  AC 0 
4.44 CE D D  
3.60L B B I  
5.96 DC GHDB 
10.88L c BC 
6.68 E D CD 
12.50L B AF 
13.33L B C I  C 
51.6 7 358+15 
51.8 46 359+16 
53.3 49 352+11 
54.6 43 353+11 
56.8 26 355+13 
57.6 36 355+13 
57.9 42 353+11 
59.9 25 358+15 
0.4 42 356+14 








A2 SCO 16421 -2647 
16421 - 2404 
2.48L BE BC 3 
10.04 E E  L J F D  
12.9OL B CL 
4.29 F D  J DB 
17.77L D C H  
15.49L C F G  
11.59L B BE 
11.25L ABD AAA E 
5.05 CF F D  
4.48 CC E E B  
6.2 25 354+12 
6.5 35 356+14 
7.4 25 356+15 
6.0 56 355+13 
8.4 54 357+15 
11.4 40 358+15 
12.4 53 354+12 
19.7 57 355+13 
19.8 51 355+13 











3 7  
.41 












2.05L B F D  BEE 1 
17.12L C D 
I9.17L E B 
4.04 CD KI C 
4.22L E A 
13.00L B M B 
12.99L B A 
14.45L DC AA 2 
14.11L BC AAM 2 













16428 - 2937 





Associations Flux Density Flags 




h m. , 
100 pm 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
6)  (") I b C') C') 0 N 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 l2 Bm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 











B B C  
B B B  
C C D H  
B D  B C  2 
CC HI  DB 
B C D  AAC 1 
B B D L D  
DF A B  9 












23.9 4 355+12 
25.6 8 354+12 
26.2 53 357+14 
29.7 58 357+14 
31.5 58 357+14 
31.8 25 356+13 
37.0 33 352+10 
37.2 12 353+11 
38.1 10 359+15 































































































































































































C D F A C  
CB H E B  
CC A A F  3 
B D  AD K C 
CC HCCB 
C D 
DC ACM 5 
CD G J G F  




































11.53 F D  




C K D  
A B C  E 
F B B  
A E  
A J I  
AHJ 
B I  
B D  
A B E  E 
EGCD 
I D 
B L  
D 
F E D  
















36.0 59 357+14 
40.7 37 355+12 
41.5 8 353+10 
46.7 60 359+15 
47.3 16 353+11 
49.4 59 360+16 
50.6 22 355+12 
51.5 34 356+13 
55.5 39 357+14 











D M B 
E GD 
B B C J  
C CME 
D E G  
A B J C  C 
DC D E C  
CD AC 












C B J 
E I D 
C E H 
E CC 
F E DEDC 
C MFHD 
B C  AA C 
F B 
C NDF 































36.7 35 359+15 
37.0 28 352+10 
42.5 2 352+10 
45.1 33 360+16 
46.0 24 357+14 
46.0 14 352+10 
48.8 56 353+10 
49.0 50 356+12 













C C J  
C DG 
CE F E K C  
E D  CD 
D D 
CC EHCC 
D M J B  








16.58L D D 






E C  
A E M  
C L  
B H F G  













D L B F  
E B 
C B H 
B B C  AADE 1 
A I  
F B I  
E E C  
C L F D  
B C F  ABC i 
B D  AC 4 
16465-2145 34 91 57 
16465-2749 354 11 
16466-2653 41 7 31 
16467-2139 459153 
16467-2736 472 38 
16467-2251 473 59 
16466-2910 531 20 
16469-2706 549 26 
16469-2658 585 38 
16469-2952 589 29 
16470-2246 1 7  25 
16470-2822 3 3  27 
16470-2813 4 9  9 
16470-2652 5 6  37 
16471-2257 7 9  8 
16471-2754 11 8 47 





























C J CA 
C ' B  C 
C N F I  D 
B A C E B  
B AI  E E  
E F 
F B E  
C AC 
BC BC E ( 
QP 























































































































































































































































































































6 2  
.35L 














































































16429-2506 54.7 32 355+13 
16429-2111 55.5 4 359+15 








































3 9  
1.49 
















5 4  
,381 





2 5 1  




































































































































16430-2243 0.4 18 357+14 
16430-2806 /441551353+11 
16430-2128 4 9  44 358+15 
16430-2936 2 51 ( ,29~-4~352+10 5 0  15 352+10 
16432-2933 177 29 352+10 








16439 -281 7 







16442 -21 17 
16442-2431 
16442 - 2448 
16443 - 2552 
16443 -291 6 
16444-2648 
16444-2345 




m o l  OD008 
58C0000408 1 
JI SCO 
153- G 5 Sb 
164639 K5 
43 357+14 


































16459 - 21 32 





16462 - 2924 






57.4 25 359+15 
58.1 22 359+15 
4.3 10 360+15 
4.4 23 357+13 
6.6 15 357+14 
11.3 45 352+ 9 




















































'Contusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confuslon Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed sources pw) 
456 


















D F F H C C  
DC DE 
B B F  
C F I 

















































































T Name Type 
D CG 
C C I I 
E D 
C C 
E C I 
B C D  AAEk  





































B B D E  AAAE 
DC HEGC 
CC AAD 
BC A A H  
F B F 
C B 
C E €  








453- G 7S( 
184734MO 16491-2655 11.3 58 355+11 
16492-2520 16.4 14 356+12 

















D J F G  
E B D  
DD J E E  
C OG 
C B 









6.10 j'l.1 CC 
BG 




D L  k 
ABG 







54.7 47 357+13 
55.7 36 359+14 
56.4 21 353+10 
0.4 6 353+ 9 
2.6 2 354+10 







239 53 358+13 
244 53 358+13 
24 9 48 357+12 
263 4 0+15 
275 24 357+13 









































16513-2842 18.6 18 354+ 9 
16513-2229 21.9 18 359+13 
1651372023 23.8 51 0+14 
16515-2340 30.4 52 358+12 
16515-2814 32.8 14 354+10 
16516-2045 38.0 34 0+14 















12.2 18 353+ 9 
15.9 36 359+14 
20.0 50 356+12 
27.5 1 0+15 
29.2 54 0+15 
29.9 42 358+13 












































40.7 32 354+ 9 49 
43.8 40 355+10 ~ 111 




(Not Color comfted) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 



























































































































































































































































































































13 I 184700 K5 
143.21 49 I358+ 14 




81 ' 11 
02 1 33 
54 25 
66 12 













































































S O  
2.98 
16486-2620 41.4 12 355+11 
16487-2423 45.8 34 357+12 
16487-2022 47.6 30 0+15 











16498 -21 25 
2.91LlB CF 
3.12L C A 
2.30L'B BB 
3.87L c c 
2.43L B B D  
3.71LC F G  
4.53 ~ F J E 
1.94L F D  B C M  
2.21L DF AE 





































































5 0 7  











98 I 3 
97 3 
97 3 
9 6 4  
97 4 
97 ::': 3 
96 3 
97 2 
4.62 ' CC L F H E  
2.59L CC AA 
1.60L C BDL 
2.24L B BKF 
3.31L C ACG 
4.08: DD GFE 
5.12 C I HHE 
4.09 E GI C 
2.60L BC AA 
3.87L C J FE 
16505-2520 32.7 10 356+12 
16506-2032 37.2 49 0+14 
16506-2320 38.5 23 358+13 







1.75L CC AA 
2.11L C CDJ 
5.74: C E  E l  DE 
15.03L C E I E 
1.9OL C BD 
3.17L C D 
3.23L C B 
5.55 D I 
3.00L C NFAE 

























1651 1 - 2635 
2.77 DE I EC 
4.27 C L DF 
2.13L BC ABCk 
2.24 D C 
2.96 D L J C 
6.59 EC KFDC 
3.16L C B F  
4.44L C D 
15.55L C B F 



















9.6 24 359+14 
11.7 35 356+11 
116.1121 4.3 53
357+12 0 4
116.5 20 353+ 9 
16.8 6 359+13 
117.3155 0+14 
16512-2212 
1651 2 -2036 
27 96 3 
15 97 3 
26 98 2 
26 96 2 
22 96 2 L13 184785 K5 570000W00 I 7.57L F 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
457 
Declination: -30"-- 20" 
Position (1950) 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
Name 
Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Comzttd) H I C 
0 l 2  Frn 
-~ - 
Associations 
h m. , 
C 
A 














Flux Corr A Confusion R S 



















































































































45 355+ 9 
57 356+10 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.17L C CK 
3.97 DD F A  
9.72L B B 
2.17L F E  AAI 
2.98L B F  AD 
11.90L C E 
2.971. BE AB H 
5.85L E EC 
2.96L F F  AB 













40 v 1 
3L OPH 
16518-2946 151 6141 I353+ 9 
16520 - 2308 










16524 - 2602 




4.66 CD M DC 
2.27L BE ABL 
2.12L C BH 
3.00L C BD 
1.83L BBC AAA 
7.00 CC GFEB 
3.25L C BE 
2.82L C B 
3.81L C D  A B F F  








122.91 55 1 353+ 9 184798 KO 3.62L B B K 
2.70L C BE 
11.31L C CCG 
2.48 C L B  
1.85L C AD 
2.09L D BG L 
8.89L BBC AACl 
3.90L CC DABE 
2.07L B F  AD 






















d53-PN 10 PI 



































3.25 B C BC H 
8.58L BD BD 
2.58L BEC AAAM 
3.81L C F  A D J D  
2.59L D F  AB 
3.50L B A L M  
8.07L F E  BB 
3.50 CD BB 
1.63L D F  ADG 
6.84: E D  GDD 
16529-2738 
16532-2022 
16532-2309 K1653 -231 




3 .58LB BKGD 
8.49 C C  N F D B  
2.25L B AE G 
10.54L BCC AAA 
1.93L E C  AA 
5.93L B F  AC F 
7.30 C L F E  
3.14L'CF BB 
10.50L C C F  
























500 36 1+14 1 
502 43 354+ 9 
503 17 357+11 
506 57 355+ 9 
53 1 24 358+10 
559 46 1+14 








4 M L l  F - 1  B 
13.80L z6zi~c B /BB D 
C GI C E  
2.60L C BB E 






























































10.49L BF BBGC 
8.07L D FGD 
3.53L C F B 
5.93 C J I  E D  
4.10L C C 
3.96L B C 
3.53L E C  AB 
2.57L B F  AAL 
3.49 E EB 
3.07LlBC AB1 E 
5001 001 008 
7601 0 101 18 
3501100000 





27 354+ 9 
25 356+10 
36 354+ 9 
51 353+ 8 
19 355+10 
17 354+ 8 
26 356+10 
33.9 33 359+12 
34.4 55 358+11 
38.2 4 359+12 
1L.Z 46.5 45 6 0+13 
1+14 
46.8 6 355+ 9 
49.7 11 353+ 8 ,:;:51iI 359+13 
1+14 









16545 - 291 8 
1 6545 - 2656 
9 4 7 L B D  AA J 
338 D DMDB 
890 E E C  
237L C BD 
250 F L I F  
312L C BA 
314L C B D  
425 E G J C  
196L B C 
335L CE AA 
97 21 
22 97 2 
21 96 2 
8 98 3 
30 96 2 
10 97 3 
7 98 3 
24 98 2 
9 1  96 3 

































































2.01L C DG 
3 4 9 L B C  BB G 
2.73L BC AAF 
2.97L BE AAJ 
2.28L B AC 
3.96 C G B 
2.32L F BD 
13.27L C CD 
8.49L C AC 
3.81LC F F  
10 ' 96 















16552-2529 DX OPH 
16552 - 2642 2.76L B B L  K 
2.15L E D  AB 
2.68L F C  E E  
3.82L C C 
2.84L D B 
2.17L F F D  AAC 
1.54L C F  BE 
2.68L B D  AB C 
2.50L E C 





















1 65% - 2853 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUSI.  2) CIRRUSP. 3) Confuslon Processlng, 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confmned Sources Pw) 
I 
I 450 
Declination: -30'--20" Right Ascension: 16h55m30a-16h59m06s 









































































































(Not Color Corrected) 




' T  
100 urn 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
Galactic Uncert; 
a 6 Chards SMJ SMI 









































6 2  



























































































































































































































































































































































































IY  OPH 3.381. C C J E D  
6.25L D H DC 
3.32L CE BD 
2.48L D D B F 
9.42L C BDK 
2.85L C C 
5.77 DC BC 
3.03L BC A A  K 
2.50L C B 





































































































30.9 0 354+ 8 
31.5 14 358+11 
31.7 38 355+ 9 
40.7 31 360+13 
40.9 15 358+11 
41.3 31 357+11 
43.2 49 354+ 8 
45.6 34 355+ 9 
47.0 42 0+13 































m 1 0 0 0 0  
3.09L CC A A  
2.46 BCCC AAAC 
2.37L CF BD 
4.19L BBC AAAC 
2.91LC BE 
2.24L CD BC 
5.25L C DEKH 
2.26L BC A A  
8.72L B ADEF 






































3.05L BC AAC 
3.10L C CD 
12.47L B C J D B  
3.09L C B D  
1.83L D B 
5.05 DC HDB 
6.45 CC I DB 
2.96L C AGI G 
3.44 D E CB 














I1 170 OPH 
16564 -291 8 
16564-2453 
























16567- 231 2 
16568-2501 
11.52L C DL 
4.83: DC F C  
8.48L BEC A A A  
9.06L C NHB 
8.44L BCD AAE 
2.06L C CH K 
4.60L CF BCLl  
3.35 D DC 
9.34L D CF H 
3.45L C AE 
41.2 47 359+12 
41.6 49 358+11 
43.4 24 358+11 
44.7 42 359+12 
53.5 5 357+11 
0.4 43 1+13 
1.9 13 358+11 
2.2 8 356+ 9 
4.9 53 358+11 



















16571 -241 9 
16571 -2628 
16572 - 2406 
8.9OL D A F 
3.57L D C E F  
1.50LBD AAK 
2.68 E MBEC 
1.79L CD AC 
12.66L F BCMK 
10.19L B CCKD 
2.55L B D  A A  
13.85L C GDAF 
2.54L CCC AAD 
6.5 3 358+11 
6.8 38 0+12 
8.3 16 2+13 
9.6 24 358+11 
11.6 7 356+10 
13.6 26 358+11 
16.3 20 357+10 
17.5 48 355+ 9 
24.6 53 359+12 
27.7 43 355+ 9 





















2.84L C BKF 
l.98L CF BE 
2.54L C BG 
9.OOL BC AB 
2.22L BC AAHl 
2.43L C AC H 
2.37L C C L D  
3.10L D C 
3.30L BBC AAD 
9.21LB BH 
30.4 17 1+13 
35.7 2 356+10 
37.5 39 355+ 9 
38.2 40 358+11 
41.6 56 I f 1 3  
42.4 15 354+ 8 
43.7 13 2+13 
47.4 60 356+ 9 
50.4 55 354+ 8 
51.9 32 359+12 
16576-241 5 








16579 - 2642 

















2.23L C B 
4.51 C F KE 
2.46L C EA 
1.95L CF BDEB 
9.14L F B E  
2.91L C D 
2.06L CD AB 
3.86 CC DAB 
3.08 C N DA 
3.82L C C 
54.5 50 355+ 8 
54.9 46 355+ 8 
57.4 13 356+ 9 
58.4 59 355+ 8 
59.0 25 359+12 
59.1 55 1+13 
0.7 21 356+ 9 
0.8 48 355+ 9 
3.5 37 355+ 8 





































2.64L E F C  
3.15L C DF 
3.281. C FBBB 
2.85L B B E L E  
2.42L C B 
1.94L B BF E 
12.621. C HB 
2.63L CF BE J 
2.46L C CH N 






















i W  OPH 









3.05L B D  A A  
10.70L C CC 
5.60 DBCD BAAA 
9.841. F CD 
2.43L D DG hr 
13.23L D CE 
3.57 C K B  
6.51L C C FK 
4.75 DE J C F C  
7.45L CC AAEH 
16585-2429 
16585-2334 ~~~ 
16586- 291 0 
16586-2828 
16587-261 1 
16587 - 2424 
16587-2256 










7.39L BF AD 
3.20L D B J  
5.39L C AI 
6.47L C BJ N 
2.84L BC A A  
5.36 DD I FC 
9.79L B B c 
5.30 F CD 
13.27L C BD N 
4.50L BCC A A A  
47.9 15 359+11 
49.8 60 355+ E 
59.3 3 354+ E 
59.8 39 354+ i 
0.1 56 355+ € 
2.8 46 357+1C 
3.1 28 358+1C 
4.1 52 355+ f 
4.3 49 0+1; 





16590 - 2429 
16590-2829 
16590-21 50 
16591 -2931 rMss -30276 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) Hih Source Density Region. 
459 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
17014-2529 29.6 33 
17015-2722 32.5 41 
17015-2342 35.3 25 
17017-2438 44.2 58 
17017-2501 44.5 53 
17018-2237 49.7 30 































































































































































52.0 17 358+10 
53.4 55 356+ 8 
53.7 54 356+ 8 
56.6 10 359+10 
Associations Flux Density Rags 
Uncertainty 
;MISUN e 
(") ("1 r) 
C 
A 
Y T  
100 pm 
V 
Flun Corr A 




12 pm %P 












































































































































































































































































































i o  






















































































































16591-2031 1 6.6128 
16592-2019 15.4 34 
16592-2406 17.1 34 
16593-2338 21.0 11 
16594-2121 25.1 22 
1+13 
2+13 


















































































3 9  
.44 












































































































































































































184944 KO 2.14L C AG 
2.1OL C EBC 
2.37L C K L A G  
1.45L B C F  AAC 
11.22L C C H  
5.87L C F F  
3.42L C F 
2.57 E GGD 
3.13 E F 0 
































16596-2845 36.1 18 
16596-2450 39.4 28 
16596-2740 40.2~44 
16597-2421 143.6 54 
4.37 CC DC 
2.63 D F B  
13.62L F CB 
8.96L D B G  
5.71 C E BGHC 
2.12L B AHG 
11.61L C A H  
4.35L BE BE H 
3.13L C AE 






16599-2917 58.61 8 
17000-2040 ' 0.5 60 
17000-2550 2.0 48 











3.72L C C D  
3.37 DC DBGD 
3.69L B D  AB G 
6.04L C B 
10.31L C D  B B  D 
3.10 BBDC A A A B  
8.64L B D  A B J K  
4.48L D B G  
12.79L B AB 





9.54L F C J  K 
4.74 D B F B  
3.60L BC AAE 
9.95L C BK 
9.76L BC AC 
1.98L C C L K  
2.39L BCD AACG 
5.01LC AE 
16.01L C B D  





17003-2312 22.9 7 
17004-2854 124.1134 











13.81L B BHKH 
4.99L E B E  
12.27L BC AAGD 
2.22L B BFF 
9.54L BC A A J  
19.86L C B E  
3.16 DC J DB 
5.36 E K F C  
3.23L CF A A F  
2.25L B CGJ 
184964 K2 
TMSS -20343 
17004-2410 25.1 17 
17004-2144 126.41 -8 
17005-2803 133 1 I 33 - -.. 
17005-2433 34.1 32 
17005-2946 35.5 25 
17006-2412 37.3 44 
17005-2553 ILiI i o  7500000208 7500000008 
3701 100000 
4600100000 184969 M 
17006-2328 39.8 36 












2.41L DCC AAAC 
11.09L C AG 
22.81L F D 
4.43L C B J  
14.20L D C 
11.11L F F D  A A B  
17.39L C K I  CG 
11.45L BC AAE 
2.00 CC KAC 
4.95 DD EA 



















6.27L E A F  
8.91L B A F  J 
3.26L B F  AAD 
4.05 C F D 
11.15L F F  AA 
10.97L BC AA 
12.98L BC AA 
4.10L C B G 
2.87L C CGE 












3 9  
.56 











LDN 0015 8.55 F C 
1.57L C A D  
10.54L CC AB 
2.62L C CI  I 
3.481. c B 
4.33 D AAAB 
9.671. C E 
11.74L C E 
2.99L C BKK 










































2.34L B D  AC E 
11.40L B B G  
2.40L C CJ 
2.57L DC ABHE 
5.70 CC J EHE 
8.02: DE DC 
2.78L B BE 
2.12L BDC AAC 
2.36L D B F  






GS OPH 76001 00000 
3640000108 
3 5  
,251 
2.01 







223LlDE A A I  
1225L'C D F D  
391L B A F F  
393 E I I EE 
4 2 9 L C  CGEF 
EF 
:%:IC 1DI I 
1176L EE B B  
'Confuuon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighborlng Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed sources pw). 
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Right Ascension: 17h02m15s-17h04m3C 
Flux Density Flags 
I 




















































































3 '  
3 

















B E  AB1 




























F D K 
B J  
DD ADF 
D B D  

























45 357+ 9 
39 360+10 





















BCC A A B F  
D G C 
CD AC 
B A L H  
DC GFB 





C B M  
DE F F  
C DC 
DD ADEE 











39.5 5 354+ 7 
42.4 33 0+11 
43.1 0 358+10 
43.5 53 1+12 
43.7 27 0+11 





























94001 001 08 














F D F J  F 
C A 
E G GC 




C J D B  
ABK 











19.7 44 2+12 
21.2 52 0+11 
22.1 4 357+ 8 
24.8 13 0+11 
25.7 12 359+10 
27.3 55 1+11 
31.5 20 359+10 
33.2 22 359+10 











CC HI  DO 
B AC 
BC A A H  
F K 
B AHL 
F D  AC 
D E E K F l  
B BDK 
B BK 











40.7 56 357+ 8 
40.9 49 355+ 7 
42.8 48 356+ 7 
45.9 20 355+ 7 
46.7 35 355+ 6 
47.1 34 2+12 
49.4 45 358+ 9 
52.5 52 2+12 
53.7 34 0+10 











DC I J G 
BC AA 
BCC AABC 
CC AB k 













































27.1 37 356+ 7 
27.1 36 357+ 8 
30.0 19 0+11 
31.6 57 358+ 9 
32.1 24 355+ 7 
34.2 16 358+ 9 
35.5 37 2+11 
38.4 25 357+ 8 
38.4 8 356+ 7 




' T  
Uncertainty 
iMJSMN 0 
C') (") 0 
V L 
Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
*P 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17026-2935 185014 M2 































17032-2209 147 18 1+11 






17035-2714 342  23 357+ 8 
17035-2522 342  43 358+ 9 
17035-2432 348 14 359+10 
17036-2508 366 21 358+ 9 






17041 - 2709 






C L F H E  
13.01L OC AB1 
3.59L D C B E 


































































































5.24L C E N  
2.80 F K C 
3.13 ~ D C 
4.58LCCC AAB 
2.34L B B D  
3.20L B AB 
3.69L/ C GEB 
3.14L DC AA 
3.77L B AH 




































592 CO GBD 
4 2 9 L B C  A A D  9 
.96 
,501 








9 6 3  
95 2 
9 6 3  





'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
461 
Right Ascension: 17h04m41~-17h06m35s 
Posltion (1950) 
Declination: - 30"--20" 
~ ~ 
Flux Density Flags 
58.8 





38 358+ 9 
1+10 
44 2+11 
13 355+ 6 
47 359+10 










C F ED 
C H J F B  
CC DF 
C BH 











A B L  C 




F E C  
D F  
BG 
CK 








i? 356+ 7 
6 358+ 8 
18 356+ 7 
60 355+ 7 
60 356+ 7 
22 1+11 
24 355+ 6 
9 6 3  
95 
97 
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 2  






6.16 F D 








B B  
C B I  E 













5 356+ 7 
35 360+10 
9 358+ 8 
45 357+ 8 
49 356+ 7 
58 358+ 9 














CD F C 
CF 




9 6 3  
95 
9 6 2  
9 6 3  
95 
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 2  









9 6 3  
9 6 2  
9 6 2  
97 
96 
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
95 
9 6 3  
96 
9 6 3  






9 6 3  
96 
96 
9 6 3  
95 
95 




9 6 2  
95 





























































































25 pm 60 pm 


































































































































































































































































































22.02L C F C  
3.17L CD AC C 
3.57 C GGC 
5.85L CD AA 1 
4.36L BBD AAA S 
4.85 CC H B B  
15.78L E BB 
2.93L D B 
2.92L C E B F I  










































































































































26002M)o 185049 G5 
17048-2728 














































































17051-2309 9.4 22 0+10 













519- G 3 S. 
















































































7.75L c B 
4.85L c B B  
4.13 C C 
4.94L BD AA 0 
W357 OPH 
4.60L D A 
5.75L'F 
!B 1 5.30L B B D  5.20L F J GC 22.12Ll B 185069 K5 W358 OPH 
5.23L D 
4.63L F D  














































































5.29L B B D  
5.65L C BK 
7.06 CC I DB 
2.56L'BD ABH C 
4.78 D I B 
3.17L D AGI 
16.24L D H 
17.80L C B 
20.8OL F F  BA 9 
22.46L,BC AB C IV OPH 
I I I  I 







A A B  





D I  
AE 








519-G? 4 ._ 
17064 - 2803 





12% :E !i 91 95ooooi008~ 17001 00000 
21 27L B 7400000108 
416L C 3500000000 
1714L BF C F G  0 4500200308 
363L BC 2 4600100000 
626L CD A B  9 4710000000 
445L EC AA E 7 4701100000 
199OL BC AA 5 7500112008 
686L C C J 1600100000 
3 5 5 t  6 55 
3 5 7 t  8 37 
357+ 7 60 
2+11 46 
356+ 7 ' 49 














1 7065 - 2808 
355+ 6 ~ 40 
355+ 6 38 
357+ 7 36 
3 5 5 t  6 86 
'Qnfuson Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processlng. 4) Nelghborlng Hours Conllrrned Sources (PH), 5) Nelghbonng Weeks Conllrrned Sources pw) 
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# T  
V L 
I W  Irm Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 








































































































































































































































































































































3 3  
251 
.85 




3 5  
.46 
391 




















5 1  

































































































































































9 6 2  





1 7068 - 2806 
17068-2545 
17068-2748 





17069-2328 54.7 4 0+10 
17069-2344 55.0 58 360+ 9 
17069-2931 55.5 6 355+6 
17069-2552 58.4 56 358+ 8 






15.93L E C H 
5.74 D K F B  
5.59L B B E G  
3.49L D B B F  
5.90L F E  AC 0 
2.75L D B F M  
17.75L CCC AAA 9 
25.89L C C 
3.66L E AE 






















17.59L C B 
18.17L F F  AAK 9 
15.26L BE AB 0 
6.60LFE BC L 0 
5.77L D BC 
3.531. CCE A A B H  9 
2.99L F C  B B  0 
6.75 DC DCE 
11.45L B B F  E 
17.45L B B F N  
17071-2929 108 21 355+ 6 
17071-2902 11 0 52 356+ 6 
17071-2520 11.4 42 359+ 9 
17072-2335 12.6 24 0+10 
17072-2733 137 27 357+ 7 
17072-2037 144 11 3+11 
9500100008 
8401000208 

























5.94 D E G  
4.45L BCC A A B  2 
7.35 B D C E I  C 
6.15L F D  AB 3 
4.11L CD AB 0 
6.78L C F D K  
4.15L DED A A B  9 
13.41L F C  ACB 
19.15L D A E J  
24.70L C B 
17073-2341 20.9 47 360+ 9 
17073-2932 21.3 22 355+ 6 
17073-2616 21.4 57 358+ 8 
17073-2231 21.5 43 1+10 
17073-2544 22.7 13 358+ 8 
17073-2131 23.0 12 2+11 














11.9OL c B L 
22.88L C C F D  
19.40L CC A A G  
23.33L C L D  
4.01L B D  AB 
17.35L BE AB 
4.93 F D  E I D 
17.68L C B F  G 
12.77L C J E B  
4.49L B A D  I 
17074-2349 26.0 37 360+ 9 
17074-2146 26.5 13 2+11 
17074-2748 27.4 34 357+ 7 
17074-2601 28.2 55 356+ 7 
17075-2528 30.1 28 359+ 8 
17075-2656 30.2 38 357+ 8 
17075-2112 31.8 33 2+11 
17075-2634 32.1 20 358+ 8 
17075-2333 32.2 43 O+ 9 

















































18.11L DF A B  9 
8.78L CC AAG 
14.92L D D CDBC 
5.33L C D 
16.49L CC GAB 
11.07L B D  AA 9 
8.36: CE E DC 
17.61L DC A A I  9 
18.19L F C  BC 2 
17.55L C E 
35.0 58 2+11 
35.9 7 357+ 7 
38.3 42 1+10 
38.7 40 358+ 8 
41.2 14 357+ 7 
41.3 57 1+10 
41.5 20 356+ 7 
41.8 13 356+ 7 
43.1 55 2+11 
44.3 38 0+10 



























9 6 3  
95 3 
96 2 




9 6 2  
9 6 2  
17677-n63e 4 i : i  i S  i i 8 i  8 
17078-2057 48.5 19 2+11 
17078-2834 53.6 13 356+ 6 
17079-2525 56.1 5 359+ 8 
17079-2719 56.6 17 357+ 7 
17079-2214 58.9 51 1+10 
17080-2757 2.6 0 357+ 7 
17080-2947 3.2 33 355+ 6 
17080-2923 3.6 10 355+ 6 











































10.82L C D 
4.34 B DC 
3.96L D 
124.91L BC 




5 . 2 6  1+10 
6.0 33 3+11 
6.2 37 357+ 7 
8.0 21 359+ 9 
8.4 52 359+ 8 
9.6 29 357+ 7 
13.0 3 357+ 7 
14.1 38 358+ 8 
14.5 18 2+11 
15.4 47 2+10 


































3.90 C HMB 
7.58L c CB 
4.85 CC GDDF 
7.88L F E D  AACD 
2.79 D I E 
6.25L E C  AA 
21.15L F C 
14.82L C DB 
13.91L CC AB1 E 


































519-G? 8 .. 
17084-2808 
1 7084-291 7 







21.51L F F  AA 
6.70L D F M  
17.91L C DF 
3.44L DE DDAD 
11.68L c c 
DD FGDB 
26.0 58 356+ 7 
26.1 0 356+ 6 
26.6 38 O+ 9 
27.1 47 358+ 8 
27.4 21 1+10 
28.5 31 1+10 
30.4 56 356+ 7 
34.3 2 357+ 7 
34.3 48 357+ 7 
34.3 4 3+11 
17084-2206 
i 717134-2301 













'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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41.5 46 358+ 8 
41.9 13 360+ 9 
42.8 48 O+ 9 
43.9 52 355+ 6 
44.038 358+7 
44.4 34 355+ 6 




34 O +  9 
5 357+ 7 
33 357+ 7 









A A F C  1 



























17090-2757 0 1  
17090-2212 0 8  
17089-2401 555 
4 357+ 7 90 
31 356+ 6 27 
8 357+ 7 36 
31 357+ 7 46 
31 1+10 49 





















46 357+ 7 85 
31 2+10 48 
19 357+ 7 63 
55 I+ 9 110 
13 355+ 6 48 
47 2+10 43 
53 359+ 8 64 
17 356+ 6 ' 36 
28 358+ 7 30 







6.14L F F  
19.34L CC 
16.14L C 





C B  1 
AE 














9 7 5 L C C D  
7 6 6 L C  



































55.5 59 358+ 7 
57.1 40 359+ 8 
57.6 17 1+10 
58.2 38 1+ 9 
59.1 10 357+ 6 
59.5 54 359+ 8 
59.9 10 358+ 7 
1.7 23 358+ 7 
2.3 58 2+10 































7 359+ 8 
45 O+ 9 
8 357+ 7 
40 1+ 9 
26 1+ 9 
43 359+ 8 
59 1+10 
18 2+10 
60 356+ 5 
14 3+11 
~ 
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
(Not color cwrretcd) I 
~ 
Associations 
25 pm M) pm 
(Jansky) 
A S P  



























































































































































































































































































23 1 LDN 0039 7.35 0 D A 
3.68LBCD AADD 7 
6.68LFF AB 9 
20.74L E B L  
15.24L BBC AAA C 
7.72L F O  AB E 
14.01L D DJ I  
17.77L B F D  A A A F  9 
29.07L F B F  
6.29L C EAD 
94000001 08 
94001 001 08 
84001 12208 
2500200000 
9 6 3  + 9 6 2  
9 6 3  
9 6 2  
9 6 3  
95 3 
9 6 2  
95 3 
95 3 
9 6 2  
9 6 2  
9 6 2  
95 2 
9 6 2  
95 3 









1708-2237 52.6 51 1+10 36 
1708-2540 53.3 3 359+ 8 34 
1708-2737 53.4 40 357+ 7 69 










































































1 7090 - 2705 



















15 95 2 


















































9 6 2  
104 2 
108 9 5 1  2 /  3 
95 2 
9 6 2  
9 6 2  
95 3 
96 2 
9 6 2  






9 6 3  
95 3 





















9 0  17 359+ 8 
10.2 42 359+ 8 
10.4 59 S + l O I  
15.8 58 1+10 
15.8 48 357+ 6 
17.1 1 8 ,  357+ 7 1 
17.9 17 1 355+ 5 



























6 3  
.80 
.25L 
17094-2943 25.5 29 355+ 6 24 
17094-2930 265 25 355+ 6 49 
17094-2836 26.8 21 356+ 6 I 50 
17094 -2803 
17094-241 1 
17095 - 2657 
1 7095 - 2907 

























B B H  
BA 
0 
B F I  
, A C  
2 





























22.52L F AC 9401101208 
9.61: DD GD 9581000220 
4.66L F E F  AAD 9 3601212000 
5.83L 3681200300 









355+ 5 ~ 
_. ."& - -- ,---- 
6.35L D 'HE 0700100000 
9.02 E F  11 L I  D~ 9680100558 
7.08L E E  B B  0 1500101000 
9.04L B B B  2600100000 
7.73 DC F H D  9600000108 
17098 -291 2 
17098 - 2243 
1 7098 - 2547 
17098 - 2951 



































4.86L C BC 
6.05 D F 
1182LBF AA 
12.62L B E  AA 0 
28.54L D C F H  
3.43L DC AAG 1 
24.89L ED AB 4 
23.83L C BG 
4.83L B BC 


































9 6 2  
9 6 3  
9 4 3  
95 2 
95 3 
28 95 2 
16 95 2 
5 9 6 3  
12 95 3 
ii 94 2 
.42 
.58 
5.60L C BC 
6.93L D AG 
3.27L BD AB 0 
8.61LC BB 
7.56 CE I DBC 
4.14 C NHHE 
7.86L D MI F A  
5.61: DE I NCC 
5.73 D K N D ~  
32.48L CE AAD 7 
16 108310 
1.31 
.E, I 2602000000 9500000318 
7501000420 










171 02 - 2248 





























18 95 2 
11 96 2 
8 95 2 
11 95 2 
6 95 2 
14 95 2 
23 I LDN 0030 
13 185167KO 
23 LDN0046 
D C  
BHI L 
F M  
AB 0 
I GB 




17103-2524 .. _._ 
171 04 - 2227 
17104- 2202 
171 04 - 2934 
17104-2011 
11 95 2 
5 96 3 
21 94 3 
..
.25L 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCeSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirm& Sources pw) 
464 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations 
(Not Color Corrested) 
(Jansky) 
l2 prn 25 prn 60 Pm loo prn 
6) C') 1 b C') 
V 1 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 











































9 6 3  
9 6 3  
95 







9 6 3  
9 6 3  
9 6 3  
























CEDE AABD 9 
CD AB1 0 
BCE AACF 1 
D DJ G 
C C F  
C HB 
C B 
CE AA g 
D EA1 
C G C 




D F C  
I F D  
'AB 
AAI 



















































9 6 3  
9 6 3  
95 
9 6 3  
9 6 2  
95 
9 6 3  





0 4 3  
9 6 3  
95 















9 6 3  








































CD F C  
BC AA C 
C C E G  
BDC AAAB S 
D F C  
B ACH 
E DL 
C C CDE 
C CH 











C DFND 9602100008 
B C F  34001oooO8 
DD AAI 1 5712001000 
E E  AA 9 0501M)ooo1 
C F D 6500000110 
D F  AA 9 7400001008 
C A 96OOO10008 
DD AB 3 1511030001 
1700100001 F BC 

























































Y T  
*P 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 . q  5.21L F c 































17111-2901 ~10 .5~14  
17111-2545 11.9 11 




































































































































B C  
E l  
AAH 







































6.35L D BCE 
7.25L DD GBBJ 
%%k 5.54L B D  Cc ! A i E  BF 
32.18L C 
13.76 




































































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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14 357+ 6 
56 357+ 6 
18 356+ 5 
54 3+10 
33 357+ 6 
39 3+10 
15 356+ 5 
35 1+ 8 
37 3+10 
16 357+ 5 
14 356+ 7 
39 357+ 6 
32 357+ 6 
46 2+ 9 
35 3+10 




























G F C  



































4.86L B C 
8.12 , E 







A A A H  
BGED 










577L F F  
7 9 8 L B C  





2463L F D  













l lOOL F F  
895 DD 


























57 358+ 7 
52 356+ 5 
8 3+10 
11 357+ 5 
54 357+ 6 
34 359+ 7 
23 359+ 7 
21 359+ 7 
5 1 + 8 


















































K J E E  
B F  
DC 
A 
I Flux Density I Flags Amiaf ions  Position (1950) 
C 
A 
# T Name Type 8 Mag 
V 
IW pm n u x  G r r  A Confusion k s 





















































































































































































































































































3 6  
1.81 






























































































































































15.68LICF 6.26L B D  IAC A D  
695L F F  AA 
17122-2632 14.2 28 
17122-2117 14.5 12 
17122-2906 15.4 8 
17122-2707 15.5 18 
17122-2019 17.0 34 
77122-2001 17.8 41 
17123-2930 18.2 40 
17123-2648 19.7 32 
17123-2318 21.6 17 





























































iiil BBE A A A B  
3.06L BCE AAA 
4.14L DC DEAF 
5.18L CBC AAB 
5 8 8 L F F  AB 
9.03 E F H D  









171 26- 2722 
171 26- 2450 
983 E GCKD 
1591L BBC AAA 
1613L BE AAK 
2356LBCD AADF 
6 2 9 L C D  ADL 
2733L DC AA 
2441L B EM 
2988L C DG 
598L CF AB 
565L BD AD 
898 CE D A B  G 
681L D BC G 
5 5 8 L B E  AB1 
557L F F  AAG 
636L E BG 
527L F F  AB 
613L CD AB G 
1928L C E E B H  
2071L BC AAG 
5 9 7 L B D C  AAB 
481L B AB 
2740L BC A B H  
2690L D 
~ L B  5 3 5 L B  CDHE 794L CD AA 
966L BC AA 
597L BF AGC 
822L c BC 
2229L C D 
2 o m  D lBHL  
23 LDN0079 
1 V1699OPH 
1 V1701 OPH 
23 LDN 1756 
22.4 9 2+10 
23.6 58 3+10 
27.2 46 3+10 
27.5 33 357+ 6 
29.4 43 358+ 6 
30.5 8 357+ 6 
30.8 43 O+ 8 
35.4 30 O f  8 
36.4 51 358+ 6 
36.6 37 360+ 8 
23 LDN0016 
23 LDN0016 















































































17127-2257 44.5 34 1+ 9 
17127-2700 47.8 31 358+ 7 
17126-2457 46.3 32 360+ 8 
17128-2758 48.8 42 357+ 6 
17128-2607 49.2 23 357+ 6 
17128-2024 49.3 41 3+10 
17128-2928 49.7 2 356+ 5 
17128-2948 50.0 42 356+ 5 
17128-2657 51.9 9 358+ 7 
17128-2921 51.9 54 356+ 5 ~0500000101 i 
17128-2122 6 9601100008 
9741201208 
9 3400000008 
-~ _ __  
171 28-2226 



































~ I M01120108 I 










































































171 33 -2744 
17133-2936 































17134-281 7 1 9401100008 1 64031 I0008 I 17134-2827 
17134-2231 96021 201 i c  
97001 001 1 C 171 35 - 2237 
17135-2551 
17135-2748 
42 ~ 5 
19 5 






38 ~ 10 
9 2702100000 
9 1500000001 
171 35 - 2646 
171 35 - 2908 
17135-2127 
95 3 









































171 36- 2320 
1 71 36 -2041 
171 36 - 21 56 
17137-2344 







17138- 21 16 
OT - 223 
V1742 OPH 
25 5 




































3700001000 I 9700000206 I 




Riaht Ascension: 1 7h 1 3m4P-1 7hl 5" 17' 
I 
Associations Flux Density Rags 
I ! (Not Color Corneted) 




I T  
V 1 
Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Rags. S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
C') I b C') C') 0 






















































































































































































































































































































3 4  
















































































































































































































5.29L B BCF 
8.33L DD B E H  
28.14L BC AAG 
6.72L F C  AA 
19.94L EF AAE 
5.04 D H F B  
18.06L C E E F  
18.98L CC BE 
13.45L B F C  AACE 










































































3 :  
17138-2254 527 31 2+ 9 




17139-2339 55.3 40 1+ 0 
17139-2225 55.7 46 2+ 9 
17139-2011 55.8 19 4+10 
17139-2448 56.1 5 360+ 8 
17139-2937 56.2 12 356+ 5 
17139-2931 57.2 2 356+ 5 
17139-2957 57.4 55 356+ 5 
5.24L E B 
10.23L C B E  
9.84L DC AAL  
15.44L E BD 
17.76L CD AB 
9.53L E CL  
31.21L E E 
22.95L EC AB 
10.41L D E H  
14.74L D I I 
17139-2331 15821 31 l+ 8
17139-2848 582 53 357+ 5 
17139-2151 591 56 2+ 9 
17139-2735 594 23 358+ 6 
17139-2908 596 38 356+ 5 









































14.81L CE BC 
26.29L F D  AB 
14.75L BCF AAE 
21.63L BD AC 
23.38L D C DG 
14.72L C HMEA 
17.63L CD B C D  
6.09L CD AB 
14.58L E F  A B H  






2.5 28 3+10 
4.6 50 2+ 9 
5.4 25 358+ 6 
~ 5.6 20 2+ 9 
7.9 4 359+ 7 
8.2 29 o+ 8 
10.3 41 356+ 5 
11.0 4 2+ 9 
12.0 18 359+ 7 
14.2 50 2+ 9 
150001 1008 
I1500100001 . . . . . . .
0 960100012C 
0 5602100200 































7.99L CD A B M  
5.84L C CE 
21.68L C CCG 
22.68L C B 
5.91LC B D  
11.27L EC AA 
6.53L D E 
5.47L C BE 
l l . lOL DC AC 




















6 1 3601000000 
17144-2254 
17144-2704 
171 44 -2749 
17144-7047 
. 9 6 L  
. 5 6 L  
.40: 

















18.00~ F ~ A B L  
9.92 I 16.78L CE CB 13.28L CD AA 
35.30L' DD E B B  
36.98L;F CE 
10.43 DD JDO 
98OL CF A B J O  
10.38L BD AAF 





asnninni i n  







171 AS-201 1 4600000000 
1 9602100228 
7500100000 
0 I 1600200000 4.65L C DF 6.39L BD B D  
13.48L CD AB I 
7.43L C BE 
22.61L B BD 
28.20L B A F  
30.58L D ADJ F 
18.41L BC AB 
10.07L C DC 
23.07L(C C I  













































i 9641 1003OC 
7.32L C E M  
11.44 EE E E B  
11.43L D B F  
6.75L CD A B  
9.22L E I CD 
13.84L E AFGD 
6.14L DF AA 
8.08L E E  AA 
28.33L E CDFE 






















24.61L D A 
6.83L CE AB 
8.91L F E  AAJ  
17.67L C B B  
12.19: DC F ABDC 
23.19L CD AB 
7.95L CC AAE 
4.15L BC A A N  
28.86L ED E 8  











519-SC 11 GI 
185238 KO 
TMSS -30290 
. . . . - -.-. 
































































37.531. DB AA 
21.19L B F  BE 
2 O L C  DH 
4 8 5 L  D BDI  
7 2 4 L C F C  ACE 
24.75L EC A A D  
7.11L DD AA 
27.08L D B 
6.65L B D  AB 
22.14L C D 
2.9 46 357+ 6 
3.5 52 3+10 
3.6 23 1 + 8 
6.6 5 357+ 5 
7.1 35 357+ 5 
7.1 52 357+ 5 
7.4 21 357+ 5 
7.6 58 O+ 8 
9.5 11 358+ 6 






10.16 C FNC 
8.39 D F C  AECE 
&.64L C B J 
26.93L C CH 
5.881. EC AA 
20.95L C C 
14.90L DF B B  
16.91L BC AB E 
3.12L E F  AA L 
16.84L C I E 6  






11.0 30 359+ 7 
12.2 45 359+ 7 
13.4 4 2+ 9 
13.5 15 357+ 5 
14.5 30 359+ 7 
14.7 22 3+ 9 
15.5 7 356+ 5 
16.2 6 2+ 9 
16.7 40 4+10 
17.1 52 356+ 4 
1 71 52-2830 
171 52 -2540 ..  ~~ ~ 
17152-2106 
17152-2942 
171 52 - 221 7 
171 52 - 2006 
17152-2943 
'Coniusion Flags 6)-9) Hwrs Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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7 8  4 
80 11 
10 1 23 
11 2 40 



















7 358+ 5 
51 358+ 5 
4 359+ 6 
50 356+ 4 
60 357+ 5 






AAA 2 3602001003 
AAF 9 2500200003 
AAA 9 3601200003 
Flux Density I Flags 
C 
A 













S P  














































































































































































































































































10.19L F C  AA 9 3501201001 
15001oooOl 12.98L D BD 
3.94L BEF AAA 9 3700000000 
24.93L B BCI  C 75001oooO8 
21.22L BF AAG 9 9500101OOC 
14.97L CE AB 8 4600002111 
7.31L D BB 5601000000 
7.20 D F F B  97820001OC 
6.21LC AE 7601100100 



















































































































9500000138 I 9700000000 17154-2710 25.3 27 17154-2127 26.6 59 17154-2521 27.6 49 
17155-2752 31.7 49 
17155-2546 31.9 55 
17155-2540 32.8 8 
17155-2917 33.8 40 
17155-2713 i34.0 1 
17155-2754 134.0 2 
17156-2402 36.3 34 
AA 






























1014L F E  AA 9 15001oooOl 
6 3 5 L D D  AC I 2  3MM11oooO 
919 C D GE 9600100110 
573L BC AA E 0 4600001000 
1159L F F  AB 9 15011oooOl 
1 4 9 6 L F D  AB D 9 560101oo08 
4 9 8 L D F  AB 0 3601100000 
6501 03ooO8 2895L F B 
512L B F  AB D~ 0 870200oooO 












17157-2839 472 28 
17157-2159 '476 44 
17158-2809 482 7 
17158-2423 1494 4 
17158-2828 498 29 
17158-2835 1526 29 
17159-2251 15631 19 
17159-2548 565 40 
17159-2954 I570 34 
17159-2122 573 51 
17159-2440 585 38 
17159-2703 587 15 
17159-2737 587 32 
17159-2819 589 24 
17159-2714 596 59 
17160-2900 0 0  36 
17160-2544 0 1  25 
17160-2518 0 2  42 
17160-2842 0 4  20 
39 6 95 
52 11 94 
35 6 95 
53 1 6 95 
20 5 105 
22 6 95 
81 8 94 




26.76L F E 
34.75L BF AAD 
19.76L B AC 
30.95L EC AA 
7.82L F A D  
3.11LC CD 
6.96LCD AAH 
6.80L D AB 
18.25L CD B B  
5600210101 








































8 ' 95 
6 '  94 
5 95 
10 95 
5 '  95 
8.91 D K K B '  960100150C 
4.94L B F  AB 0 1 5701120130 























LDN 0099 4.94L ED AA F 9 9701110030 
9600100000 
36::;: 5.78L BBC E D AAB ,"'CD' 7 ~64Ol loMo8  3600000000 
34.41L CD AA 9 5504000108 
6.82L CC AB 1 4MM121000 
9.59L BCC AAA 9 3600000001 
X1716-272 
11.15L BC AB F 
5.12L BD A B D  
8.41L D BC 
9.90L DC AA 
10.29L C C 
21.88L E BC 
5.10L C F A  
4.34L B AD 
26.20L CC AB 








519-PN 12 PI 
2426 
29 10 95 
35 8 95 
74 11 I 94 2 
28 9 951 31 









































B D  









































































23 5 94 3 
65 16 95 2 
62 6 94 3 
45 7 I 94 3 
60 6 9513 
50 15 941 2 
38 6 95 3 
38, 6 95 3 
48 7 951 3 
V518 OPH 
d l  ' 6 94 3 
6 951 3 
6 94 3 
6 95 3 


















171 64 -2432 
171 65- 2854 
6 95 3 
20 95 3 
22 94 2 
11 95 3 
8 95 2 
6 95 3 
9 94 2 
6 94 31 
7 1  94 2 
9 ,  94 3 
6 95 3 
5 94 3 
5 9 5 , 3  
5 6 9+ 5 3 
I 
4.99L B B E G  
9.73 DC E E E D  
4 71 F M E  
46.53L B AC 




3 6 8 0 ~  B E  - A A K -  9 
3920L F D  AB 0 
1698L D CF 
4646L CF AAC 9 
888L C DI F 
519 C D CE C 
17165 - 2750 
17166--1745 . . . . . -. .  
171 66- 2648 
171 66 - 2938 
17166-2831 
171 66 -2400 23 LDN0028 
17166-2002 40.2 9 4+1C 
17167-2806 42.2 7 358+ E 
17167-2429 43.9 2 1+ 7 
17167-2850 44.1 60 357+ 5 
17167-2331 46.0 59 1+ E 
17167-2947 46.5 17 356+ 4 
17167-2127 47.0 1 3+ 9 
17167-2914 47.5 18 357+ 5 
17167-2925 47.6 50 356+ 4 i17168-2856 50.5 58 357+ 5 6 7  6 0  .58 1.27 7.81 1.43 .89 5.54 6.66 15.27 3.66L CE EC I 5 17000120001 22 27 33 49 161 c- BB 1 64ooooiooe 2239L CF 0 5500120008 1340L CD ' k i l  4 5602200103 807L BFC AAAD 9 7500000308 1471L EE IAADL 9 5500301001 1 1 32 1 X1716-235 4 1 6 95 3 5 1  9419 
'Confuwn Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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T Name Type (") Mag 
A *P 
E F D  AAC 
D D  AA 





E B F 
D D M F C  
CC AA 
B D  ACEF 
D ADD 
C F  BC 
C F  BE 
































E E  BC 
D CJ GF 
CD AB 
F F F  AAB 
F F  AA 















































E F  AB 
CC AA 
E C  AB 
CCC AAA 




















































9.2OL F F  




























































BF ABM 3 























C E G D  
F E  BB 
F C 
F F  AA 
DD BBJ D 
BD AAKD 
CD MCB 















































B D BNEE 
E D  AB 
DCD BAA 
D AAJ 
C BC C 










































F E C  
F F  
B D  
C 
BC 










B E  9 
AAAA 0 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
(Not Color Corrected) V 
Flux C o r r  A 
(lansky) Uncs Coef R 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 







































































































































































































































































































































































































3 6  
.36L 



























































































































51 9 9700211000 
5400210008 






















.DN 0094 17170-2143 2.8 49 
17170-2809 3.6 36 
17170-2325 13.91 6 


















































.DN 1768 !03 171 70-2652 
17171-2753 
17171-2955 1 8.3123 
17171-2942 10.0 28 
.DN 0088 17171-2158 /10.2/26 
17172-2913 12.9 53 
























17173-2423 22.2 2 
17173-2842 22.3 4 

























17173-5847 22.7 19 
17173-2908 
p i 5 5  
17174-2630 24.2 7 
17174-2957 24.6 15 




















































































































6 5  
1.77 
.55 
















519-PN 13 PI 
17180-2035 0.3 5C 
17180-2126 
17180-2616 1 :::I:: 
17180-2708 4.0 42 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
469 
Right Ascension: 1 7h 1 EmO4"- 1 7hl 9"30" Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Associations Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
C 
A 
Y T  
QP 


































































































171 84 - 2603 
171 84 -2308 
17184-2553 






























































































































M O O O W W 8  
9.79L F F  AAB 
7.33L D CE 
20.16L C D C 
13.09L F F  AAB 
21.78L CBC AAB 
6.57L CD AC 
26.48L E C  AA 
9.52L F F  CB 
28.77L C BDN 
































































































3 7  
1.67L 








































































3 ,  
587-PN 7 PI 
6600010008 
0 4501110223 
5 ~ 7 w o n n w o  
21.07L C B L  
15.90L CD AAG 
4.73L C D  CC 
14.38L CE AAJ 
4.92: B E ACGB 
15.04L CF BCE 
6.43L D D 
4.79L C F E  AADD 
5.80L BC AA 




7.17 D H C  
22.04L DE 1AA 
21.18L EC CB 
4.25L CCD IAACC 
16.40L D D H 
5.37L E B 
12.57L B AC 
16.67L D BDK 
14.61L BD ABFl  
8.07L F F  AA 
26.3 451 3+ 8 
27.9 5 5 '  357+ 4 






























































30.1 54 356+ 4 
30.6 3 2+ 8 1 -  32.5 I 58 i 359+ 5 
17185-2831 
17185-2526 













25 1 5 95 
50 6 94 
61 6 95 
57 8 94 
50 6 94 





1234L F F F  AAB 9 5601000000 
459L D AB 7702100200 
1269L C BE 64001 1 m o  
382L C DD 160000m0 
2555L C B 931 1100008 
585L D BE 76011000001 
1975L F AB 3501210003 
1550L F F F  AAB 9 4500200003 15 
453L BC AB 3 6701203000 














































































































6 3 0 L C  CBCD 
2636L B BDE 
2765L F E  BAF ~ 7~ 
1787L D D H  
2844L E CBH 
1501L EE ABMH 4 
565L D CGK 
601 DE HEA 
1083L C IBC M~ 
5 8 4 L D  B F  


























45000 10 123 
5701211000 

















21.28L D D 
7.24 DC BGDC 
6.04L C B C D  
7.12L C F  AA C 
4.98L BD AA 
3.82L E F 
14.40L D F  BD 
4.91L C AB h 
5.57L C D I 
9.31 E E E C  AABE 
9402200108 









































171 89 -2842 
17189-2457 
17189-2454 











16.61L C A E 
4.96L DDC AABE 
1913L D AE E 
10.49L F F D  AAB 
21.48L D D 
13.23L F F  AAB 
18.12L F F  AAH 
16.63L F F  AAJ 
22.68L CF ,AA 
13.65L C A L  
5.38L B F  BC 
25.75L DC AA 
5.57L E AB 
3.80L C C E  
16.20 F F E E  ABDE 
8.92 E D  HE 
11.28L F F F  AAA 
6.13LC E F  
9.56 ~ DE FE 
7.83 E D  LDC 
1779 F I  GC 
58.9 56 1+ 7 
59.6 55 3M)+ 6 
59.6 30 357+ 4 
1.9 52 359+ 5 
3.7 7 2+ 7 
4.5 53 358+ 5 
4.9 37 356+ 4 
8.6 57 357+ 4 
8.8 25 1 + 7 
9.1 44 358+ 5 



















12 94 3 












17192-2801 14.3 8 
17192-2400 14.6 21 
17192-2717 15.6 16 
17192-2610 15.8 30 
17192-2248 16.8 40 
17192-2515 16.8 5 










1 71 94 - 2609 
17.6 10 3+ 8 
119.2).3 7 8 4 O+ 6 
20.1 1 '  357-c 4 
2+ 8 
17 94 3 





















' $ 1  
llnal 7 '  3+ 8 
[.%41 
6 2 +  7 
22.9 56 359+ 5 
23.4 4 359+ 5 
24.2 24 357+ 4 
24.4 29 ~ 360+ 6 
41 94 3 
6 95 2 
5 95 7 
13 1 95 3 
8 94 2 
5 95 3 
6 95 3 
13 94 3 
5 95 3 
, 
51  9 5 3  
17194-2945 
171 94 -2920 
171 94-2527 
17194-2842 
246 9 '  357+ 4 
257 36 357+ 4 
1265 54 O+ 6 
28 1 27 357+ 4 
281 0 1 + 7  
283 43 359+ 6 
286 21 357+ 4 












171 94 - 2351 
17194-2617 
17194-2923 
171 94 -2845 
17195-2049 
171 95 - 2759 
0 Y 3  c 
51 9513 
6 95 3 
6 94 3 
5 95 2 




(Not color corrected) 
100 prn 
Right Ascension: 1 7h 1 grn32'-1 7h20rn4S 
Position (1950) Flags 
V L 
F I U ~  Corr A Confusion R s 



























































































































E C E l  



















































































C F  A E F  











F O  AAC 
F F  AA . 
CD CCF 
C E l  
F F I  
BDC AAA 
B D  ACI 
BC AAC 
D DI 














CC A B  
B B D  
F D  AA 
E F  CG 
C E  AAB 
D D D 











B B I  
B CD 
F E  AA 
C E C  
C B C  
E E  AA 
C CK 
D D I 
BEE AAB 





















































F D  AA 
C J L (  
D BE 
BC AABl 
B D ACD 














E F  AAB 
B F  AA 
CD GFGl 
F E  BCD 
B C  A B  
DD AC 
DE H I  
F B 































C F F B l  
B F  BE 
BC AA 
F F  AA 
BE AC 
F C 
DD AD 1 
CE AC 
DE AA 































F F  AA 





CC AB 1 
BD  ACI 
































F F  AB 
F B 
F C  J B A l  
CC AA 
CE E D  
E B E F l  
BC AA 




















































Name Type QP (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
(s) C ' )  1 b C') C ' )  


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































X1720 - 289 
185355 K2 
RAFGL 1961 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; I O )  High Source Density Region. 
47 1 
Right Ascension: 17h20”50.-17h22”02s 
Position (1950) 
_I 






























































































































C H C 
B B 
c B C  
B C  A A B  
C F  CDE 
B C  AA 
C A 
F D  B C  
F B 











22 359+ e 
44 4+ E 
36 359+ E 
20 1 + 
1 358+ - 
2 2+ 7 
24 O+ E 
36 356+ 4 
40 2+ 7 











F F  AA 
B A H  
E D  A B  
DD EE 
D C H  
C F  B F G J  
B F  A A D  
D B L  
B F  A A F  






























B C  
DE 

















CC A B  
B F  A A I  E 
C B E E 1  
D F C  A A A  
C D  A B  
B C C  A A A  
DE BC 
C B C  A A F  
F F  BA 











CC A A  
B C  A A B  
E E  B C  
C F  AC 
B B C  A A A  
C F  A D  I 
D DG 
C C M 
D ECL 









B A B L  
C B  AA 
EC AAHC 













C F D C  ACI  C 
D MHCE 
CC FC 
D AB C 
B C C  AABE 
D D 
C E F  
CF AC 
CC A B  










































DD A B  
B D  
C HEBP 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































53.2 15 2+ i 
Is371541 A L P  
9401320318 I -.  -.- 
17208 - 21 12 
17208-2815 
1 7209 - 2747 
1720-2556A 
17209-2218 
l i i . 7 l i i  551 20 1 358; 9 + E  i 
55.8 31 3+ e 






























1721 2- 2921 
17212-2647 
1721 2 -2837 
1721 2-2407 
17212-2753 
























































E F  
A A M  
B C  
B D  
B E  















1721 4 - 2707 
1721 4-2844 





































145 8 I 34 
469 41 
144 91 23 
17217-2837 
17217-2404 
17217-21 18 LDN 0131 
17218-2339 149.2157 2+ 7 
17218-2553 49.6 501 O+ 5 
17218-2612 50.5 19 360+ 5 
7 94 2 
5 94 2 








17218-2249 1509 16 3 +  7 
17218-2906 51 5 36 1 3 5 7 t  4 
17218-2835 524 4 358+4 
17216-2726 530 29 359+ 5 
17219-2643 544 18 1 359+ 5 
17219-2942 550 26 357+ 3 
17219-2640 556 3 359+ 5 
454-PN 23 PI 
LDN 0117 
1698L DF ‘ B C  
417L C ‘ C  
1007 C /  LDE 
1443L F F E  IAAA 
1939L E F  A A H  
487L D B G  
1717 E E 
1821L BC I A B  
2885L F E  AA 
3173L F / A C  







17220 - 2237 









563 5 358+4 
8501001008 
5601100103 
65121 0221 3 
I
‘Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
472 
Right Ascension: 17h22m02s-17h22m59' 
Flux Density 













24 1+ 6 
30 357+ 3 
50 1+ 6 
18 2+ 7 
1 1 + 6 
6 357+ 4 
0 1 + 6 
18 359+ 4 
35 358+ 4 

































C E  B E F  
B BE 
F F  AADD 
D F E K C  
BC AB 
D J GB 
C CK 











. . . . . . . .. 
4601221103 
0601 00021 0 
3600200000 
9641300248 






































































































36.5 15 359+ 4 
36.5 27 358+ 4 
36.6 16 I+ 6 
37.2 19 360+ 5 
37.3 13 359+ 5 
37.4 30 360+ 5 
38.4 45 358+ 4 
39.3 50 2+ 6 









B C  AA 
BC AB 
E AB 
B F  AA 
D BCCD 














E F  AA 
BDD AAE 
BC AA 
C F  CC 
D AC 











































C E H  
CE BAJ 
F BE 



















I T  
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Rags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 9 
(s) ('7 I b C') C') C )  
k P  




























































































































































































































































17220 - 2502 
17220 - 231 7 
17220 -241 2 










17221 -281 1 
17221 -2225 

















































































































































































































































































































17223 - 2651 










17223 -291 8 
17224-2600 
17224 - 2632 
17224-2410 















































17224 - 2906 
1 7224 -2648 




17224-2550 28.0 3 O+ 5 
17224-2915 28.5 26 357+ 3 
























































519-PN 17 PI 
519-PN 16 PI 
LDN 1793 
LDN 1793 
17226-2801 139.81571 358+ 4 
17226-2538 --. _..~ 
17226-2800 
17227-2635 
1 7227 - 2905 
17227-2435 
1 7227 - 2849 
17227 - 2503 
17227 - 2446 
LDN 1793 
34001 00008 
4 1 3601300203 
17227-2704 
17227-2852 






































358+ 4 44 
357+ 3 26 
4 + 8  45 
358+ 4 46 
3 + 7  55 
217 96 _ ,  . ~~ 
357+ 3 46 
358+ 4 61 
0 + 5  49 
4 + 8 /  25 
I I I  I I I I 1  -2- 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25. 60, 100 prn; IO) High Source Density Region. 
473 
Right Ascension: 17h22m5P-17h23m55s 
Position (1950) Rux Density 
Declination: -30'-- 20" 
Associations 
C 
A k P  














































3 + 7  
360+5 











Corr A Confusion R S 



















































































































































172% - 2403 

















































































































































31.56L C E 
5.54L C B D  
11.91L C 
19.09L C AC 
21.82L E E  AA B 
11.98L BC AAA 
29.24L C C F G  
34.91L D F  AAC 
6.23L E F  AA 











59.3 13 2+ 6 
0.9 30 3+ 7 
1.5 2 359+ 5 
1.6 14 359+ 4 
1.6 37 358+ 3 
1.8 60 359+ 4 
2.3 32 2+ 6 
2.3 44 357+ 3 
2.5 1 4+ 8 
2.6 16 358+ 4 





































































































17230-2432 34.24L C C 
9.41LD BJ 
45.29: C C E H F  
5.70L B C 
20.89L CC AA 
23.85L CD AA 
25.14L BC AAGK 
9.18L F BD 
7.26L DEC AAAG 
17.89L CD AA 
17231 -2642 
17231 -2830 1 8.1 I 3 I 358+ 4 
32.30L C E K C  
16.62L D B 
8.19: C D M B C  
27.96L DD AA 
21.59L CE ACC 
7.75L D B D  
27.11L DD ACF 
10.82L D DI 
15.23L C AAC 
8.66L C DDD 
8.2 59 1 + 6 
8.3 7 359+ 4 
9.5 9 3+ 7 
9.7 17 2+ 6 
10.8 44 2+ 6 
12.4 32 360+ 5 


































































1 7233 - 2838 
17233-2652 
17233-2531 
1 7233 - 2602 
1 7233 - 2944 
17233-2501 
22.08L C A F 
32.41L F D 
38.39L CE AB 
20.74L D AEEE 
18.75L E C  AD 
9.45L C D  A B F D  
26.69L BC AAA 
7.93L BBC AAAE 
34.00L E D  AB 




















20.71L C BF 
21.03L BBD AAD 
24.37L DF AA 
28.39L E E  ACG 
12.40 C DD BCHC 
6.96L C AH E 
22.14L BD AB 
21.79L D AEE 
30.36L ECE AAA 







































































23.78L CC AA 
18.55L D CCE 
7.80L CF B B  
20.76L F B H 
27.61L C G 
26.75L F F  AA 
6.23L C C L  
9.81LB AI 
22.09L CF AA 
































1751L F BE 
2586L C BD 
2132L CE AB 
1239L CC AAC 
D K  GD 
513L BE AC C 7:z ~ F D  D F I  B 
1172L CC AA 










6.20L BEC AABF 
9.2OLlCC 




















9 I 2600110001 
I1602100003 
0 3500310003 
42.4 381 4+ 7 
42.4 35 360+ 5 
43.6 50 4+ 8 
45.2 0 1+ 5 
45.3 49 I+ 5 
45.4 53 358+ 3 
45.6 48 O+ 5 
45.8 32 358+ 4 
45.9 29 357+ 3 































































8.67L CE AC 
4.62L E D  BD 
22.94L C BE1 
8.43L B E D  AAA 
26.52L CC AA 
4.75L D AH 
12.85L BC AA 
10.48L F F  AB 
25.15L F BE 
26.021. DE BC 
8.79L D BD 
9.73L C E l  
19.82L c CB 
32.94L D BAD 
9.1OL C DFJ  J 
15.85L DD AC 
42.62L D CC 
4.57L c cc 
6.95: C D C F D F  























'Confusion Flags 1) C lRRUSl ,  2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
474 
~ ~ ~~ 
Right Ascension: 17h23m55s-17h24m57s 
'00 Pm 
V 1 
Flur Corr A Confusion R S 











25 358+ 3 
20 o+ 5 
60 358+ 4 
52 4+ 8 
23 359+ 5 
22 2+ 6 
25 3+ 7 
11 4+ 7 
19 3+ 7 














D AC f 
BD AB 
D AD 
F E  AA 
B B 
CBC AAB 











35 2+ 6 
35 360+ 5 
32 2+ 6 
41 3+ 7 
44 2+ 6 
34 359+ 4 
11 357+ 3 
60 3+ 7 
26 1+ 5 











F D  BA t 




CC F f  
C BE 
BC AAG 












59 359+ 4 
30 357+ 3 
23 358+ 4 
51 1+ 5 
45 5+ 8 
2 5+ 8 
4 I+ 6 
22 2+ 6 
51 360+ 5 











12 360+ 5 
35 2+ 6 
6 2+ 6 
44 358+ 3 
49 359+ 4 
19 358+ 4 
47 358+ 4 
23 359+ 4 
10 I+ 5 












D C ACCI  
C C 
DD ABC 
E E  AB 
F F  AAA 
F F  AA 
F E  AB 












16 359+ 4 
58 359+ 4 
53 358+ 3 
30 360+ 5 
22 358+ 3 
39 358+ 4 
24 O+ 5 
23 358+ 3 
39 358+ 3 











D B D  
D BGE 
E C  AADt 
DD AB 
F F  AA 
BC AA 














F B B  
F F  AB 
E F F  AAB 




C B D  f 












52 359+ 4 
47 358+ 3 
9 4+ 7 
33 3+ 6 
52 2+ 6 
53 4+ 7 
20 3+ 7 
25 359+ 4 
45 2+ 6 





















21 1+ 6 
33 357+ 3 
9 4+ 7 
19 357+ 3 
36 359+ 4 
47 O+ 5 
13 O+ 5 
23 I+ 5 
54 I+ 5 
4 2+ 6 
14 3+ 6 
3 2+ 6 
49 I+ 5 
4 4+ 7 
27 359+ 4 
59 357+ 3 
19 360+ 5 
49 1+ 5 
19 357+ 3 

































C B L  
DC C BBHt 
D B 
F E  AAE 
B AD 













19 358+ 4 
23 359+ 4 
37 4+ 7 
43 357+ 3 
27 2+ 6 
23 358+ 4 
53 359+ 4 
5 359+ 4 
52 358+ 4 











C F D  AAA 
F F  AAC 
BD AB 
F E  AA 
BD A B L l  
E D  CB 
D D  AA 













34 1+ 6 
54 3+ 7 
52 2+ 6 
18 358+ 3 
9 3+ 7 
32 2+ 6 
11 4+ 7 
28 2+ 6 
29 1+ 5 













E C  AB 
c B 
C D  A B L  
BD ABH 
C E  AA 
B F C  AAB 
CC AA 
CE L D I  
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Associations I Flur Density I Flags Position (1950) 
C 
A 
# T  
HI (Not Color Corrfxted) Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
6)  ('7 1 b ('7 C ' )  
25 pm 60 pm 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S O L  





















































































































































1 7240 - 2353 
17240-2633 
17240-2407 















































































































_ . _... 
17243-2828 
17243 -261 3 



































































































































17249 - 21 40 
17249 -2401 
17249 -251 6 
17249 - 2446 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 17h24m58s-17h25m58s 
I 
































F F  AA F 
BE ADHF 
C L D B D  
B BM 
BFC AACD 





CE AA C 
ED A A M  






D E E I  




C BBL  
DD AC 
CD AB G 
D ABF 
F F  AAF 
F E F G G  











53 358+ 3 
2 5+ 8 
29 5+ 8 
27 O+ 5 
26 3+ 6 
36 358+ 3 
26 4+ 7 
26 358+ 3 
16 2+ 6 



















































































34.8 36 359+ 4 
35.3 9 3 +  6 
35.7 60 4+ 7 
36.3 47 1+ 5 
37.0 22 360+ 4 
37.9 5 3+ 6 
36.1 4 4+ 7 
39.5 14 1+ 5 
40.6 17 357+ 3 





















17258-2200 49.2 49 
17258-2324 49.3 9 
17258-2853 '49.4 37 
17258-2910 49.6 14 
4+ 7 

















Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 





# T  
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
100 pm %P 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 7249 - 2929 
17250-2640 



















































































































































































































































































































































































6.9 56 359+ 4 
6.81571 1+ 5 



































17253 -21 28 













X L  1032 
165429 K5 








17253 -281 0 
17253-2824 
17253-2831 
1 7254 - 2644 
17254-2905 
17254-2100 
17254 - 21 1 1 
17254-2331 
17255-2234 








































520-PN 1 PI 









































1 I  5 
08798 
LDN 0019 











17257-2028 1479' 1 
17258-2500 480 16 
17258-2707 481 28 360+ 4 
3601 101 100 
4700100000 
6601420003 
75021 01 003 
5400100138 
185440 K5 
173511-2510 498 34 '  1+ 5 _ _ _  -.
17258-2846 I505 57 ' 358+ 3 
17258-2549 524 9 1 + 5  
17258-2443 1525 49 2+ 5 
17258-2841 529 57 358+ 3 
17258-2217 530 5 4+ 7 
X1725-287 























-.. ~ ~ 













'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-? 3) Confusion PrOCeSSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
~ 476 




































12.18 ~ C 
10.27L DBC 



















37 359+ 4 
40 359+ 4 
34 360+ 4 
18 5+ 8 
5 4+ 7 
5 2+ 5 
15 1+ 5 
44 O+ 4 
14 2+ 6 














































37.6 21 1+ 5 
38.7 34 2+ 5 
38.8 21 357+ 2 
38.8 29 2+ 5 
38.8 49 359+ 4 
39.0 13 360+ 4 
39.3 16 3+ 6 
39.9 12 358+ 3 
41.5 55 3+ 6 













































28.32L F F  












































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
D 12 pm 25 pm 60 pin 100 pm 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
C 
A Sep ' T Name Type (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN t7 















































































































































































































































































6 7  
.69 












































































































































































































































































































































































2 6 0 1 m 1  
MW112008 
(1 726- 244 
.DN 0021 
i20- PN 2 PI 
i20- PN 3 PI 
9601 200000 17263-21 17 
17263-2832 
1 7263 - 2308 
1 7263 - 2546 









i20- PN 4 PI 
18857 
.DN 0019 17263 - 2606 
17263-2314 12211 1'1 3+ 6 
17263-2705 22.1 59 '  360+ 4 






































155-PN 2 PI 




E F  ! A A  
35.95L D ACF 
41.50L DD AA F 
28.75L F E  AB C 
31.59L CE AA 
31.41L CC A A H  
5.11L CC AB 
10.32L BCC AAB 
14.25L C C F 
4.65L BC AA 
4.58 D NJ  C 
155-PN 3 PI 
)E871 


























































3 9  





















































341 01 01 008 
461oooO000 










17267-2556 47.8 55 
17267-2808 147.8 35 
17268-2116 485 12 
17268-2857 148:4 36 




























h m. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 











B B C  AABC 




F F  AA 
B B B G  
C B B  C 
C A B  I 








0 6  32 
2 9  4 
4 4  23 
4 8  5 
5 4  42 
5 6  1 






CD J A B C  
F F  AA 
























E F  B B  
E A 
C B D G  
C B D  
E D  DDF 
C A A B  
B C  A A K  
C BDK 














































































F B D  A A A D  
F F  A A C  
C B C  




B B C  A A A  
C C F F  











F F  AA 
E B C  
C B 
F E  AA 
C E  A B  
C C F  
C B E  
C B K M  

















. .  9 3 2  






























49 7 94 
54 15 93 
22 7 93 
28 5 94 
45 6 94 
50 8 94 
33 7 94 
46 9 93 
51 8 94 






2 1  
31 
2 
3 2 i  
5 9 . 7 3 ~ 1 ~ ~  
7.99L C 
5.83L B C C  







A B  
B DD 
ACB 
A A A  




































28.57L B D  
30.15L F E D  
21.29L E D  
6.04L E F  
D D E E  
A A A  
B F  
A B  
A B  
AA 
A B G l  
AA 


































5616L F F  
31 77L B C  
688L F 
61 28L DE 
8 0 4 L B C E  
2786LlBCC 
A A H  
A A J  
A A B  
AGK 
BCI  
A A B  












































2214L F F  
4215L C 
4272L F E  
604L EF 
515L B C  
795L C 
AA 
B A E  
AA 
A B  













C B J  
C B 
F F  A A B  
BF A A H E  
DBE A A A  
E E  AA 
D BBH 
E A L  















mot Color corrected) -, 12 pm 25 urn 60 urn 100 pm V L Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 
C 
A 































































































































































































































































3 +  6 
5+  7 
358+ 3 
5+ 7 




























































































































































































































































































3.1 1 L 
































9 6603101213 1 56013oooo3 I PK 359+ 3.5 
X1727 -233 
X1727-233 
455- PN 6 PI 
17271-2234 10.7 54 




08938 17273-2949 (22.8/ 5 
17274-2400 24.0 57 
17274-2713 24.0 52 
17274-2756 24.1 57 
17274-2311 125.8153 
17274-2601 
r 5 1  0 
17274-2032 26.7 10 
17274-2329 284 34 
17274-2132 288 30 
17275-2320 302 16 





















































X1727 - 21 2 
08964 
455-PN 8 PI 
23 9 
45 7 










17276-2126 37.4 36 
17276-2846 38.4 47 
17276-2101 38.6 33 
17276-2703 138.9 45 
588-PN 4 PI 












































17278-2903 51.0 7 
17278-2603 51.5 47 
17278-2048 51.6 33 
17278-2249 51.6 43 ! I  
17278-2347 52.0 40 
17278-2420 52.3 5 
17278-2403 152.61 3 
61 - 
67 9 






LDN 0073 I74 
- 




Right Ascension: 17h27m58s-17h28m51 


















44 359+ 3 
15 3+ 6 
51 I+ 5 
38 1+ 4 
59 3+ 6 
13 3+ 6 
38 4+ 6 
31 359+ 3 
12 1+ 5 













F F E D  CEEC 
D F  BC 
C F  AB 
C E  AB 
B B F L  
DD BAB 












1 3+ 5 
50 358+ 2 
39 358+ 3 
53 3+ 6 
5 4+ 6 
18 2+ 5 
29 O+ 4 
50 3+ 6 
50 357+ 2 











C F C  AAB 
CD AAC 
C F  ABHE 
B E D  AABF 
C DD 
DC ABEC 







































27 5+  7 
20 3+ 6 
2 2+ 5 
31 6+ 7 
41 359+ 3 
52 4+ 6 
43 359+ 3 
59 359+ 3 
27 I+ 4 















F F  AA 
F D 
CD B A D  
E E  BC 
CC B B  





















F D  AB F 
E F  BB 
F C  AAI 
E E  AC 
CE AAD 
C iABF 
F F  AC 
C D 
C IC  
D B 
BBC AABD 




E F  AA 
B F  AB 
F C C  AACF 
DD AB 











19 5+ 7 
24 359+ 3 
33 3+ 5 
23 4+ 6 
11 3+ 6 
13 359+ 3 
10 5+  7 
53 3+ 5 
45 4+ 6 











E E  AA 
C B M  
C D  ABEG 
DE AB 
E F  AB D 
F F  AA 
F F  AA 













13 1 + 4  
191 5 + 7  
22 3+ 6 
15 4 + 6  
18 1+ 5 
39 O+ 4 
53 359+ 3 
39 O+ 4 
40 2+ 5 
















C D  
F F  
















r r  nn 
DC BAA 
F E  C ABKD 
C B GF 
B AH F 
E F  B B  
















F A A J  ~ 56U13UUlU3 
DC AB 4 550010000C 
C BKH 940110000C 
C AA 0 3700201003 
BC AADE 9 6501011008 
DE B B  0 3702231003 
F B F J  5610010100 
C B F  J E ,  3600100001 
DC AB G '  0 550100000C 
F D  AA 19  2501211003 
CE AA 10 5702421103 

















7 5+ 7 24 
27 359+ 3 56 
49 4+ 6 57 
6 1 + 4  41 
18 1+ 4 22 
13 359+ 3 42 
13 358+ 2 52 
41 360+ 3 44 
34 3+ 6 78 
56 1+ 4 24 
53 358+ 2 40 
54 358+ 2 31 
23 I+ 4 36 
33 360+ 3 40 
15 358+ 2 47 


























3 '  
Associations 




# T  
2S urn 60 urn 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 I 6600101wo 
1 7280 -2229 
17280-2812 
17280 -251 6 
17280-2331 








1 7281 - 2637 
17261 -2249 
17281 -2958 








1 7282 - 2754 
17282-2152 
1 7282 - 2804 



















17283 - 221 4 
17283 - 2302 
17284-2836 
17284-2050 






















































































1 7284 - 281 5 
1 7284-291 6 
17285-2947 















































D F  DC 
: CB 
17285-2248 
1 1 23 LDN 01 28 
PK 358+ 2.4 


























1 7287 - 2939 
1 7287 - 2526 
1 7287 - 2506 
17287-2735 
17287-2034 
1 7287 - 2744 
1 7287 - 21 48 











1 7288 - 2947 
1 7288 - 2549 
... - _ _  
11.25L CE C E  
57.00L C E A F C  
49.10L F AA 
82.54L F F  AA 
1336L F F  AAG 
9.48 DC N F B  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Sniall Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
c -  tr- 479 



























































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm '00 pm 
Position (19%) 
V 1 
nux  Corr A Confusion R s 






















































































































































































































F F  BB 
E BC 
E B H  
D D  ABEl 
B AD 
C AF 
C F  ABK 




a 6 Coords SMJSMN tJ 




















F F  AA 
F F  AAO 
F F  AD 
se 











a 6  
h m .  0 ,  
CCE AAD 
DE B B  





E J BE 














D F  AC 
CE AA 
B cc 
E C  AAK 
BBC AAA 
C F  AB 
D F  AA 













F C F  AAB 
CE ABF 
E AA 














8 . 6 1 L F  
CC AAF 
F F  AA 
F F F  AAA 
CE AA 
BC ABG 
D B M 
F F  AAH 









E C  C F I  
D EMF1 
F D  AA 
BBC AAA 




88.63L E F  
39.92L CF 
29.40L CD 



































19.91L C E D  













































35.05L C F  
8.70L C 





22.58L E E  
AALl  








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 7289 - 2449 


























































































LDN 1754 17292-2953 
17292-2840 
17292-2323 
17292 - 2805 . . -.- -. . . 
17293-2712 
17293-2424 




17294 -241 5 



























1 7295- 2822 
17296-221 5 
1 7296 - 2750 
17296 - 2958 
17296-2449 
1 7296 - 2237 
17296-2707 
17296 - 2946 












455-PN 16 PI 
55.53L E BE I 
4.58L CD B B  
31.62L D F l  
70.71L D B 







1 7296 - 2956 
17296 - 21 49 
17297-2702 
17297-2541 





































1 7298 - 2723 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confsrmed Sources pw) 
480 
Riaht Ascension: 17h29m54s-17h30m44~ 
Flux Density 















































































































h m. o 8 
Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 





























































































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 pm 




C F  ABGl 
CC AAB 





Flux Corr A 












Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
C F  B E  
F E 
D F  AA 
CD AA ( 
D D  AAI 
D CC 
B B  AAB 
CCC AAA 






















C C D  AAB 



















































D F  AB 
CC BAD 
B AF 
E F  B B  
D B F  
DE CB 







































































































































































































































































































F F  AB 
CD AA 
C C F  
F F  AA 












































































B IAC I 






B D  AB 
F E  AA 












F F E  AAA 
D F  AAI I 
F E D  AAA 
F E  AAF 
D F  AB 
F F  AAB 
C B I  A 

















































C F  
D D  
E D  
DC 















F D H  
F B B  
F F  AA 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17305-2751 34.6 0 
17305-2938 34.6 36 





















588- PN 5 PI 






















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
48 
Right Ascension: 17h30"45s-17h31m31a 
(Not color correfted) 
(Jansky) 
25 P w 100 w 
Declination: -30'--20" 
V 1 
~ u x  Corr A Confusion R s 
















































































Flux Lknsity I Rags 
17310-2933 0 2  2 
17310-2743 0 4  52 
17310-2146 0 6  58 
17310-2421 1 8  23 
17310-2618 3 2  27 
17310-2046 3 8  33 

















1731 1-2450 9.7 



















































































t T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 B O  
3.64 
2.41 































39.44L F F  AA 
6.03L DC ABG 
18.46L F E  AA 
5.91L B D  B D  F 
17.38L DC ACL 
23.89L E D  B A L C  
44.54L DD B B  C 
73.92L F A 
59.73L CD AB 





































































































17307-2720 479 53 360+ 3 
17308-2952 486 33 358+ 2 
17308-2945 500 41 358+ 2 
17308-2705 504 7 O+ 3 
17308-2824 1 4 8 ~ 1 ~ 9 1  359+ 2 
1 7308 - 2803 
17308-2657 
1 7308 -2909 





















-. - - 

































































1 7309 - 2228 
1 7309 - 2724 . . . .. -. - .
17309-221 5 
17309 - 2729 
17309-2139 




73.55L E IBCB 
26.95L CD AA 
4.23L E D  AA 
10.00L CD B B  
11.22L D BA 
23.01L DF AB 
34.75L E AB 
9.65L C BE 
24.32L CC GBA 
17.48L D AD 
7701000113 
















2701 231 001 
8400100008 









































































10.48 E F DAEC 
15.41L B ACG 
43.37L F D  AB 
17.54L C BC 
10.05L E K HB 
8.78 C DE 
10.17L C AA 
49.00L F D  AAF 
15.60L F F  AA 
15.68L C E  BA 
1600400001 







3 ,  i  
93 31 2289L F E  AA 
1315L DE BB 
3926L D B D F E  
1156L F F  AA I 
3594L F D  AA 
561L E D  B B  
4905L CC AA 
1556L DD BA E 
1426L DF AB 










17313-2719 121.81 2 
17313-2616 220 40 
17313-2805 122.0158 93 3 
540021 1003 
8701110113 
17313-2643 122.71 10 
17313-2945 22.8 16 
17313-2516 23.0 19 







32 ~ 6 93 3 
6679L DC AA 
4615L D B 
1529L F D  AB 
784L c CB 
6 0 2 0 L D E D  AAC 
1144 CC D AADD 
1513L F GA C 
33 1OL F F  AA 
2783L CC AAF 
120- PN 8 PI 
4601210103 




1701200001 I::IFF 9.48L BCC i i i y  AADO 
24.97L CD AAH 
4.89L CD AB 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 31 Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
482 
Right Ascension: 1 7h3 lm32"-1 7h32m 196 
I20 
3 1 
3 2 3 7  
4 2  
4 5  
4 6  
5 0 5 8  
5 1  
5 2 4 5  
6 4  
6 5 4 7  
6 8 3 4  
7 5  
9 2 4 9  
9 8  
0 0  
1 0  
2 1  
2 5  
3 3  
Declination: -30"-- 20" 
55 2+ 4 
50 359+ 2 
4 + 6  
59 2 + 4  
52 359+2 
3 358+ 2 
5 + 6  
54 360+ 3 
3 + 5  
41 359+ 2 
6 + 7  
3 + 5  
36 3 + 4  
3 + 5  
54 5 + 6  
27 4 + 5  
18 1 + 3  
57 358+ 1 













18 358+ 2 
47 2+ 4 
16 360+ 3 
39 359+ 2 
27 360+ 3 
54 359+ 2 
39 2+ 4 
60 1+ 3 
4 359+ 2 
11 360+ 3 
0.9 
0.9 
45 ~ 359+ 2 






















12 358+ 2 
50 4+ 5 
1 + 4  
10 O+ 3 
52 5+ 6 
54 358+ 1 
23 6+ 6 
41 1+ 3 
13 1+ 4 
22 360+ 3 
3 4+ 5 
55 359+ 2 
34 2+ 4 
53 2+ 4 
20 3+ 4 
50 6+ 7 
56 5 +  6 
22 3+  5 
5 2+ 4 






















































































3 4+ 5 
38 3+ 4 
52 5+ 6 
30 4+ 5 
0 4+ 5 
12 359+ 2 


































1 + 3  






























Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 




1 T Name Type (") Mag 
25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
a S  
h m .  o r  
17315-2529 
1731 5 -2833 
17315-2224 
1731 5 -2434 
1731 5 -2826 
1731 5 -2924 
1731 5 -2054 
1731 5 -2751 
1731 5 -2353 
1731 6 - 2850 
1731 6- 2006 
1731 6 -2339 




































































































































































































































































































3 7  
.79 










B O  
.59L 
1.61 














56.04L DC F B B  
28.60L CC A A B D  
5.59L F C B  
10.76L OD A B  
29.08L D A A F G  
55.401. ED AA 
5.27L C B D  
25.24L D B B  
7.75L DD A B  





































































































































































6.94 D M F F B  
7.03L F C  A B  
10.06L CD A B A  
10.37L DD A A J  
5.63L C CC 
5.87L CCC A A B F  
20.07L D B B  
123.50L D AC 
11.21L DE A D  
38.45L D D  C A F F  
77.52L CC AA E 
61.71L CE B C J  
17.31L CCC B A A  
29.61L C B C  
27.32L C F  AA 
50.76L DE A B  
22.56 F DC BCCA 
16.48L C E  A B A  
26.22L F F  A A D  
24.76L F D  AA 
16.15L DC A A E  
10.67L C B E  
10.00L B B C  A A A  
6.08L C B N  
84.17L F F  AA 
25.86L D A B  
5.65L C D 
5.93L C F  A B  
29.97L C F  AA 
26.02L F F  A A C  
17316-5357 
17316-2135 
1731 6- 231 0 
1731 6- 2636 
1731 7-2949 
1731 7-2407 




1731 7 -2802 
17317-2755 







































































































































1731 8 -2245 
1731 8-2836 
1731 8-281 5 
78.39L DE BA 
5.59L B F  A A E  
13.40L D D  B D  
9.62L F E  AA 
4.68L C B C  
92.81L C D  AA 
18.14L B D  AA 
17.33L B C  AA 
13.64L CCC A A B F  












































8.15L C B L E D  
81.06L D A B  
76.981. C D  B B  
63.80L C E  A B  
8.93L D F  BDI  
19.43L B B E  
6.00L C BHG 
8.97L D A B  
64.69L D 
23.88L F F  
1731 9- 2426 
17319-2023 
185523 K5 
455-PN 20 PI 






17320-2952 0.9 30 358+ 1 ::l:l 19.71 OD D D J D  89.43L CC AA 18.23L F C  E B  
9.92L E A H  I 
8.97L E D  A A D  
5.68L F D  A B  
7.89L D BK 
8.81L CC AA 
63.08L DD A A B  
50.38L OF B B  
17320-2043 
17320-2303 
17320 -241 5 
17320- 21 40 
17320-2220 
















8.65L C F  A A D  
11.45L E C I  
19.34 DC C AA 0 
5.25L DC A A B E  
29.12L C D 
15.75L D BDG 
5.58L E BB 
5.01L B AC 
63.74L C B 
72.07L D B C  
8.97L F F  A A B  
5.92L C E 
75.31L B C  A A C  
14.02L E F  AA 
20.65L DC AA 
60.77L D D  BA 
9.26L C DG 
10.29: CD CDC 
27.44L E BB 
20.48L D BDEC 
455-PN 22 PI 












10.25L D E B  
32.56L D ACD 
29.501. DE A A F  
11.02L D A 
6.30L CD AC 
22.03L F F  A B G  
22.73L F D  AA 
41.61L F F  A A L  
15.27L E B D  
5.20L E B O  I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conlirrned Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region. 
483 
















































































































































































































































9.82 1 D 
103.11L CD 
45.11L' DC 
93.54L F F  
C 










16.19L F F  
28.27L C 
28.27L D 





B B  
































CF B B  
CDC AAB 
F F  AA L 
F BBG 
F F D  BADF 
CC AA 















F B K  
D BD 
E F  AA 
DF AA 
C B 














19 O+ 3 
32 360+ 2 
7 360+ 2 
0 5 + 6  
39 3 + 4  
60 360+ 2 
4 + 5  
51 1+ 3 
599 
1 0  
1 5  
1 9  
0 3 + 4  
55 0+3 
1 2 3 5  6 + 6  
36 359+ 2 



















4 0  
4 3  
4 4  
4 6  
5 2  
6 0  
39 359+ 2 
23 4+ 5 
26' 360+ 2 
1 ' 3 5 9 + 2  
11 3 + 4  





Flux Density Flags 
C 
A 
U T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 









































































































































































































































































































































































53.92L l5 65 lD F F  ID AA F 
29.56L D BC 

























































































































i88 - PN 9 PI 
62.09L F E  AA 
21.10L EDF AAC 
13.52L E F C  AAA 
30.64L DE AAE 
52.30L E F  AA 






















112.42L DD CB 
45.39L F AA C 
10.98L CC AA 
14.19L F F  AA 
37.34L DC AA 
61.98L C AD 
23.07L E AE 
15.31L E EC 
73.17L F F  BA 














7.00L DF AB 
9.00L CC BB 
12.60L F F  AAE 
18.58L DE AA 
16.99L CD AAB 
10.06L DD AAM 
12.61L CC AB 
10.64L F F  AB 
12.64L F AB 
9.32L C BCH 
0600300200 
57W000000 




























































455-PN 24 PI 17326- 2741 
17326-2215 
17326-2357 
17326-2150 . . __. - . -. 
17326-2558 











17327 - 2644 















































3 3 1  8 








33 ~ 7 
7.89L F F  AB 
11.28LI- CD DAA 
54.20L F F  AB 
7 3 0 L C D D  BBB 
17.54L F AB 
520-PN 10 PI 
17329 -221 8 




10.58L CD AAC 
84.28L F E  AA t 
23.60L D B 
67.74L CC AA 
52.36L E AA 
11.21L D BC 
30.76L C AB 
22.14L CF AD 
71.37L EC AAEE 

















1 73% - 2029 
17330-2857 











17330 - 2936 
17330-2227 
17330 -21 22 
2.1 13 358+ 1 












8 ;  9: 
7 9: 
11 9: Y 8 Ir 9: 
9 
136137 l+ 3 
LDN 0125 
LDN 0084 17330-2422 
17331-2810 
I I /  I 
'Confusron Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
484 
Declination: - 30"-- 20" 
Position (1950) 
Right Ascension: 17h33m06s-17h33m53' 
Flux Density Flags 
~~ 
Associations 
(Not color corrected) 
(Jansky) 
Iz Pm z5 pm Pm loo Pm 
V L 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 











F E  AAE 
E E  AA 




D B B  
C BG 

























F F  AAC 
D E D  AAA 
E BA 
F D  AB 
F F  AAE 
D BBM 
CD AA 
D J F  
C F  AA 





F E  AA 




























47 O+ 3 
28 4+ 5 
12 359+ 2 
23 5+ 5 
17 1+ 3 
47 359+ 1 
22 2+ 4 
23 5+ 6 
7 2+ 4 







































































































































































29 2+ 4 
19 358+ 1 
46 359+ 2 
29 359+ 1 
34 360+ 2 











37 6+ 6 
55 O+ 2 
44 3+ 5 
26 2+ 4 
35 2+ 4 
25 5+ 6 
46 6+ 6 
15 O+ 2 
34 360+ 2 











C I I 1 
F E  AA 
DE CB 
E BEL 
F BB E 
D D  LAA 
F F  A B G I  
DE AB C 
F F  AAFE 


















56 358+ 1 
52 4+ 5 
48 3+ 4 
36 3+ 4 
7 359+ 2 
19 6+ 6 
38 1+ 3 
36 359+ 2 
48 358+ 1 

































































D B B  
E E  AD 
F D  ABM( 
CE AB J 
F F  AA 
B F  B B  
E D  AA 
C D  AA 
E E  BA 












DE AAJ t 
C BBK 
D C  AA 
F D  AAJC 
DF AA 
CD AA 
F F  AA 












3 O+ 3 
19 359+ 2 
11 5+  5 
14 4+ 5 
14 359+ 1 
47 359+ 2 
7 o+ 3 
16 1+ 3 
56 1+ 3 











F F  AAFE 
F F  AAC 
F AC 
E H H  
F F  AAG 















27 2+ 4 
2 1+ 3 
49 2+ 4 
33 4+ 5 
48 359+ 2 
24 359+ 2 
55 2+ 4 
29 4+ 5 
7 359+ 2 











D B D( 
CE AA 
D BDEt  
D CC 




D F (  

















35 6+ 6 
51 1+ 3 
30 359+ 1 
40 1+ 3 
26 4+ 5 
19 6+ 6 
17 359+ 2 
42 360+ 2 
12 4+ 5 















D F  AA 
F E D  
F F C  AABI 
D AB. 
C CI H I  
CC AA 
F F H  
DC AB I 
F D  AA 











17 359+ 2 
6 5+ 5 
40 2+ 4 
55 360+ 2 
42 1+ 3 
27 6+ 6 
31 5+ 5 
14 3+ 4 
3 358+ 1 












F F  AA 
C E  BB 
D BBHI 




F F  AA 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.5 19 359+ 2 
6.9 41 359+ 2 
7.0 28 1+ 3 
7.7 52 3+ 4 
7.9 20 359+ 2 
8.0 4 3+ 5 
8.2 7 3+ 4 
8.4 21 3+ 5 
9.7 4 5+ 6 
9.6 41 3+ 4 
17331 -2036 
17331-2601 
















17332 -251 4 









1 7333 - 2434 
17333-2945 
17333-2556 
1 7333 - 2234 
DN 0084 ~ 1 9 . 6 ~ 4 0 ~  19.3 44 358+3 4 1 
20.0 16 1+ 3 
20.4 14 4+ 5 
1 7333 -2104 
1 7333 - 2734 
17333-2336 









































































17334 - 2347 
.DN 0064 
19220 
17334 - 2848 
17334-2044 
17334 - 2648 
1 7334 - 2903 
17334 - 2943 





























2 1 7701000000 17336- 2231 17336-2021 ... ~ ~ 
17337-2823 
17337-2809 
1 7337 - 2330 
17337-2015 
0 1601601113 
9 11600100000 97 10 1 17337-2854 17337-2206 
17337 -251 4 
17337-2802 
17337-2643 
17337 - 201 1 
17338 -221 2 
17338-2359 
17338-2953 
1 7336- 2030 
17338-2049 -DN 0076 
-DN 0076 






'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
485 























































































































































































































































































































a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
6) (''1 I b ('7 C') 0 
nags Flux Density 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' s 2 
C 
A 
' T  
S P  1 
Name Type (''1 Mag 
Name 
12 wm 
a 6  




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17339 - 2416 
17339-2533 
17339-2357 



































































5 +  5 
360+ 2 
5+  5 
o+ 2 






























































































































11.61L ECC AADE 
16.82L C A A B  
10.82L D B 
40.92L CE B C  
7.93L c c 
42.10L D A A A  
272.60L DE A B D  
64.89L CC AA C 
18.43L CC GAB 






































































































LON 0164 5.81L C B C  
11.61L C B 
50.18L D B H  
32.77L D A B  E 
15.33L F F  AA 
23.94L D B 
80.43L F AA ti 
77.94L OD AA 
61.77L CC AA 
26.50L E B D  
17339-2446 
17339-2601 
17340- 2931 . . ~~. 






17340 - M36 
17340 - M14 
17340-2321 














1 7342 - 2842 
17342-2042 
4.95L F F  A A B  
4.07L DE AC 
6.10L CD A B L l  
37.72L F F  AA 
16.92L F F  AA 
11.64L E O  AAC 
16.15L F E  A B  
16.15L D F  AA 
9.50L B D  AA 
6.38 C I MC 
LDN 0076 
5.00L D B 
338.45L F B B  
4.10L BC AA 
18.23L OC AA 
30.64L CC AA 
16.08L CC B B  C 
87.48L F F  B A C  
4.70L F F  AAG 
56.02L CC AA 
6.26L C B 
9701420101 
2702000303 
4601 2 W O  
2601 122003 
4601100000 




1 7342 - 2726 
17342 - 2940 
17342-2414 
1 7342 - 2408 
17343 -221 3 
17343-2858 
6.14L C B C H  
8.20L F D  AB 
22.59L E E  B A E E  
11.30L D BCC 
38.52L C D A D  
86.69L D B CC 
11.62L D B 
11.48L D B F  
8.38L F AC 




17343 -21 18 
17343 -271 2 
12.66L CD AA 
6.59L F F F  A A A  
34.63L DC AACE 
7.69L D CB 
70.03L F F  AA 
9.11LC B 
13.09L F C  AA 
37.36L F F  AA 
36.221. C E  ABMC 
50.18L F F  AA 
17343 -21 12 
17343- 2919 
17343-2130 .. -~ 
17343-2439 
17343 - 2301 
17343-2252 




3600110100 8.06L C BFGE 
46.26L F E  AA 
7.96L C B F F l  
32.62L F E  AA 
4.59L B C F  A A A  
13.67L CC AA C 
8.39L C B D  
14.31L B C D  A A C  
8.24L E F  A A B  
11.82L DE AB 
LDN 0164 
LON 0076 
LDN 01 55 
LDN 0076 
V541 OPH 
1 7343 - 2744 
17343-2005 
1 7344 - 2456 




17344 - 2957 
17344-2501 
17344 - 2420 











130.49 F D  E AAHC 
13.81L E F  AA 
11.60L F E  AA 
41.08L D C AECC 
48.75L DE BA 
63.35L DE B B  
20.75L F E C  AAEC 
3.70L F C  A B  J 
13.97L F F  AA 
292.38L E A 
. . - . . -. 
17344-2824 




LDN 0076 17344-2505 
17.91L DC AA 
50.97L 14.05LID F I C M  DAC 
18.44L F F  AA 
























17346 - 2342 
17346 - 2813 
8.47L F F F  A A A  
43.31L D C M  
32.68L C B B  
39.06L E E E  A A A  
49.07L F F  AA 
62.93L E C L B  
4.97 c c 
20.19L B C  AA 
100.13L D CCHl  




17346-2612 I I I 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Contusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
486 
Right Ascension: 17h34m40.-17h35m20s 
(Not color corrected) 
100 pm 
Declination: -30'-- 20' 
V 
 lux Corr A 
































































































































E D  DB 
E AA 







F E  ABGC 
F CECC 
F F  BBC 
CC ABE 
FCE AAC 
D A B  
F F C  AAA 
C AD E 





F D  AAG 




E B L G  




F F  AA K 
C E E D B  
D CBAC 
B D  AAC 
D B B  
CD B B  
E E  AA F 
CBC AAA 
F AB 
E D  BA 
CE AA 
CC AA 


































































































































































































































a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
6)  C') I b C') ('7 (7 
C B D 
BC AA 
DF AACE 
E F  ACC 









































F D  AAA 
F F  ABJ  
F F D  AAE 
EC ABED 
F C  AAC 
CD E A J  
C AD F 












25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
BC ABC 








F C  BBC 
*P 













Flags. s i 
D BD 
D B B  
E E DB 
C AC 
CD ABEC 
DE BA G 
E E  EC 
F E  AAI  0 
C B E  
EC GAA 
a 6  



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LDN 01 55 
09293 







































9 93 3 
10 93 3 
7 92 3 
7 93 3 
7 93 3 
9 92 3 
8 93 3 
































































75021 101 1F 
4600200000 
950320032F 





17352 - 2049 
17352-2456 
17352-2925 
17352 -21 24 
17352-2959 
17352 - 2625 
7 92 3 
9 93 2 
9 93 3 
X1735 -250 
RAFGL 1991 
7 102 3 
7 92 3 
7 93 3 
9 63 3 
8 92 3 
10 92 2 
9 93 3 
7 93 3 
11 93 2 
18 92 2 
7 92 3 
7 93 3 
9 93 3 
14 92 3 
8 93 3 
8 93 3 













5601 1 10000 
4601 100000 









'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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Position (1950) Flux Density I Flags 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
C 
A S P  
Iy T Name Type C') Mag 
L 
Confusion R S 



















I 2  pm 
- 
a 6  













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3+  3 










5+  5 















































17353 - 2034 
17353 - 2843 
17353 - 2934 

















W.45L  cc 
22.05L DE 
15.71L D 























17354 - 291 0 
17354-2627 





17354 - 2607 



















































23.02L CC AAF 
25.59L CD AA 
7.69L D B 
20.45L DE AAG 
20.26L DC AA 
360.01L CD AA 
32.30L DE AA 
17.25L DC AA 
22.54L F F  AA 




















































































279.96L E E  
13.13L D 




19.42L F E  
18.15L CD 
42.82L E E  
C F  
AAEF 



















17355 - 2924 
17355-2728 
1 7355 - 2326 
17355-2701 
17355-2647 
17355-2345 LDN 0113 
17355-2917 
1 7356- 2810 
17356-2640 
17356 - 2204 
17356-2448 
17356 -241 0 
17356-2822 
17356 - 2308 
17356 - 2551 
17357-2218 
17357 - 2404 
17357 - 2847 
17357-2424 
17357-2833 
1 7357 - 2843 
17357-2153 
17RS7-71RA 
330.03L FF AA 
49.77L D AB 
26.17L DE B B  
6.72L C DI K 
13.58L DE ABG 
13.89L F AH 
49.87L F F  AA 
34.09L DE B B J  
17.47L F E  AA 





































































17359 - 2800 














16.63L D F 
252.27L E F  BAl 
332.53L D C 
4.69L B B E D  
5.52L BCC AAB 
355.74L DCE AAAF 
19.77L CD AC 
21.93 C C E F  
43.00L CC AAC 
27.18L DC AAC 
25.90L 
10.61 
























































13.07L F E  







C E  












17359- 21 38 
17359-2348 
17360-2931 
17360 - 2922 
17360 -2345 
17360 - 261 6 
1 7360 - 2609 
17360-2354 
17360 - 2920 












































4.86L 51.60L F F  AA 
6.91L 242.37L F CFC 
21.98L 296.38L E C  AAF 
4.83L 51.24LED AB E 
1.09L 21.08L C AF 
1.40L 17.15L CE AA 
1.35L 9.1OL C AA 
22.11L 297.82L DE AA 









17360 - 241 9 
1 7360 - 2220 
17360 -2632 


































49.431. F F  
52.53L CE 
24.78L F F  




17360 - 231 9 













































30.57L F E  
23.32L CE 
12.11L DE 
29.67L F E  
11.34L D 
326.63L DD 
27.98L F F  
11.24L F C  
38.43L CD 
54.87L F F  





























Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
35 2+ 3 
23 1+ 2 
33 2+ 3 
20 2+ 3 
40 1+ 2 
57 359+ 1 
14 1+ 2 
10 5+ 5 
55 359+ 1 












I Flux Density I Flags 
31 360+ 1 
55 O+ 2 
39 3+ 3 
14 3+ 3 
22 360+ 1 
0 O+ 2 
28 6+ 5 
1 359+ 1 
58 3+ 3 












30 6+ 6 
57 359+ 1 
42 1+ 2 
47 2+ 3 
49 359+ 1 
43 1+ 2 
36 4+ 4 
30 6+ 5 
12 360+ 1 











19 1+ 2 
45 3+ 3 
13 1+ 2 
35 359+ 1 
40 359+ 1 
52 6+ 5 
3 360+ 2 
18 6+ 5 
57 2+ 3 











50 1+ 2 
31 2+ 3 
40 4+ 4 
44 6+ 5 
51 359+ 1 
37 O+ 2 
17 6+ 5 
33 359+ 1 
35 6+ 5 












































47 5+ 4 
53 3+ 3 
44 359+ 1 
39 359+ 1 
0 7+ 6 
46 359+ 1 
1 4+ 4 
58 5+ 4 
32 1+ 2 































1 1 + 2 
54 O+ 2 
51 6+ 5 
23 2+ 3 
52 4+ 4 
17 359+ 1 
18 1+ 2 
53 360+ 1 
5 O+ 2 











































25 pm 60 pm 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.86L DD AC 
313.69L CCC A A B l  
60.64L DF BA 
58.67L CD AB 
37.58L D AB 
56.96LFF AAA 
18.52L D B 
11.04L CD B B  C 
341.28L F E  AA 




















17362-2606 18.35L CC AA 
33.32L CD AB 
16.31L F F  AA 
13.38L F F  AAD 
27.85L DD AA ( 
385.84L CF ADD( 
23.39L F F  AA 
6.99L CE AA 
334.68L E E  AA 








































































82.17L F E  AA 
50.41L C C 
12.16L F F  AA 
12.05L CE ABK 
62.69L F F  AAB[  
55.83L F E  AA 
5.41L CD AB 
372.02~ E A B  r 
17.69 CECC DDEE 



























92.88L CF AB 
40.46L CE AAF 
14.85L D GB 
312.38L DD A A I  
30.36L F F  AA 
58.28L D CH 
85.01L D AA 
8.50L C B E G  




1 7364 - 2900 
52.75LlD I B F  ~~ .- - 
10.22L F F  BB 
25.21L DE B B B  
85.01L E C  BAAE 
59.76L CE AAI  
9.34L c cc 
71.80L EC AA 
7.94L BC AA 
29.081. C AB 
33.69L F F  AA 
17364- 2125 
17364-2810 





















































38.64L D CE 
27.15L CE AA 
39.79L DE AD 
6.24L B E  AA 
374.69L E D  AAF 
60.69L DE AA 
7.11L B F C  A A D  
343.81L D B 
9.06L CD AB 






.DN 01 53 
.DN 0090 
1545 OPH 
1 7365 - 2046 
1 7365-291 6 









9.17L CC AB 
13.38L DD BA 
454.98L D A A J  
440.09L DE AA 
5.14L B F C  AAEC 
388.43L F E  AABJ 
37.03L CF AD 
10.80L B E  BC E 
37.76L F F  AA 
7.71L CF B B  















28.90L C A 1 
23.09L DD AAK 
38.69L DD BA 
41.25L E D  AA 
7.47L BC A B H  
9.82L ED AAJE 
12.00L CD AAE 
8.13L BCD AAB 
16.15L CC C A A I  
394.09L CD AA ( 
35.861. CDC AAA 
42.62L ED AAE 
7.26L CF AA 
15.01L F E  AB ( 
33.06L F E E  AAA 
234.65L CD AA 
40.17L E AA 
97.94L DD AA 
63.12L DC AA 
232.93L D , AE 
9 4700401113 














17367 - 2802 
17367-2922 
8.531. BCC ~ A A C  
9.27L C 
130.60 CC icB I  ( 
10.43L DC AB 
52.37L D AB 
9.46L CF ABF(  
9.96L D B C  
8.55L E E  ABE 
42.18L F E  AA 
13.31L D , B  
17367 -221 4 

































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
489 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Position (1954)) Flux Density Flags Associations 
7980L D AB 
26536L D F  AA 





26.29L F F  






























































37 360+ 1 
8 7 + 6  
15 4+ 4 
16 1+ 2 
20 359+ 1 
53 2+ 3 
14 6+ 5 
2 4+ 4 
42 2+ 3 



































E D  AADl 
C CC AFCC 
D AB 
F AAF 
F F  AA 
C BA 
C BG 
F E  AAI 
C F  BBM 
DE AC 
109.43L F E  
46.68L F 
4.51L D E D  
24.68L F 
14.68L CC 
15.32L F E  
15.76L D D  
10.22L CC 
250.46L F F  
10.47L F F  
B B  



























1.858 I f 2  
27 7+ 6 
38 2+ 3 
10 3+ 3 
13 2+ 3 
48 3+ 3 
35 1+ 2 
39 359+ 1 
5 4+ 4 
7 1 + 2 
28 5+ 4 
19 6+ 5 
28 5+ 5 
51 5+ 5 
12 360+ 1 
1 359+ 0 
31 6+ 5 
8 1 + 2 











1 l . l i L  CC 
88.78L DE 

















28.15L F F  
7.38L B F  
13.23L F E  
73.97L F E  
7.20L BC 
20.31L D F E  
43.59L E 
7.45L D F  






















59 2+ 2 
1 5+ 5 
2 3+ 3 
25 359+ 1 
29 5+ 5 
40 1 + 2 
47 1+ 2 
13 5+ 5 
38 o+ 2 











34 360+ 1 
46 5+ 5 
50 359+ 0 
58 6+ 5 
41 4+ 4 
45 1+ 2 
19 3+ 3 
16 4+ 4 
10 1 + 2 
53 359+ 1 
6 9 6 L C E  AA 9 
5558L D B F  
11 89L C D  AA 8 
1384L BD AAB 0 
5748L E AB 9 
21 44L F F  AAG 9 
421 40L D B N  
2601100000 






5 8  
6 5  
7 2  
7 3  
7 7  
8 4  
9 1  
9 2 2 7  
0 7 3 8  
1 6 4 0  
1 9  
1 9  
2 0 4 1  
20 
2 1  
2 2 4 5  
2 4  
3 7  
4 0 2 1  
17 3 + 3  
9 2 + 3  
8 2 + 3  
12 2 + 2  
32 359+ 1 
8 3 + 3  
47 4 + 4  
2 + 3  
0 + 1  
7 + 6  
1 2 + 3  
54 2 + 3  
6 + 5  
13 360+ 1 
38 359+ 1 
O + l  
24 360f 1 
23 3 + 3  
3 + 3  
4 4 4 8  31-3  






9 360+ 1 
58 I+ 2 
49 359+ 1 
43 5+ 4 
12 359+ 1 























Im urn V L Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
U n a  G x f  R Flags' S 1 
S P  














































































































































































































































































































































































































17368-2335 50.9 3 4+ 4 
17368-2604 51.4 10 2+ 3 
17368-2845 I 51.6 I I  31 359+ 1 670121100F 0 2801303203 
9 5702300003 









































































































1736-2600 52.0 59 2+ 3 
17368-2940 52.4 9 359+ 1 
1736-2726 52.7 7 1+ 2 
17369-2112 54.4 40 6+ 5 
17369-2804 55.0 32 O+ 1 
17369-2606 55.3 58 2+ 3 
17369-2757 55.4 36 O+ 2 
B8-PN 15 PI 
.DN 0064 
17369 - 2828 
17369- 201 8 
17369- 2329 




17370- 231 8 
17370-2535 



























































520- PN 14 PI 
19427 


































































9.02L F F  AA 
13.13 51 DI C 
10.41L C B B  
9.02L C F  ABG 







520-PN 15 PI 




17371 -221 5 
17371 -2747 
1 7372 - 2244 
X I  737 -273 
I 2601101003 I 













14.92L C A 
11.8OL C BA 
8.56L CD AA 
11.89L F D  AAC 
250.37: F E  E BBHC 
13.26L F F  AA 
60.19L C B D  
8.58L CD AAA 
WOOL D BC 
5.58L C CF 
LDN 0064 
10.30L F E  AB 
8.16L E D  AB 
7.22L BD AB 
66.89L D F  B B  
222.60L F F  AAB 
7725L D C AAA 
71.17L DE AA 
13.12L F F E  AAC 
8.27L F B B  
14.71L F F  AB 
09447 
103.03L E A 
18.13L F F  AA 
348.63L E E  DBC 
46.62L F BC 
234.68L CD AA 
69.91L E F  BA D 
240.73L 1 F E AA 
11.40L CD AA 
11.08L DD AAB 
42.291. DE ACH 
TMSS -30311 
LDN 0144 






'74 381 359+ 1 
'77 20 I+ 2 
'81 8 l + 2  
'83 51 4 1  4 
30 E 












































8.33L E B G 
66.63L CD AAC 
11.24L F E  AAD 




72 E ".___ 
.97L 
1 1fl 
- . ._ . - . 
11.53L D I A D  
DRMI nc ~ ~ n r  
13.41 1 ~ 5+ 4 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
490 







362  41 4+ 4 
37.0 12 359+ 0 
37.5 54 4+ 4 
37.7 41 4+ 4 
38.0 60 I+ 2 








F AB I 
D BC E 
F F  AAC 
E F  AA 






















37 359+ 1 
58 I +  2 
6 1+ 2 
40 O f  1 
53 5+ 4 
41 1+ 2 
24 7+ 6 
6 6+ 5 
54 4+ 4 












F D  AA 
F F  AAC 
F F  AA 
CCC AAAF 
DE A A E D  
D D  AA 
CE A B  
CE A B  
C AC 
92 
























































































E F  AA 




D A B H  




B B A C  
11.64L CD 
79.39L F F  
39.62L DF 
25.59L E 




















49 360+ 1 
23 4+ 4 
18 2+ 3 
4 1+ 2 
59 4+ 4 
59 1+ 2 
7 1 + 2  
2 1+ 2 
27 359+ 1 













































F B E K F  
CCC AAA 
C ACI  
C F ABDC 
F E  AA 
D B K D  
D AH 
E E  ABG 
CE BCFC 
E BCGD 



























a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 









































































































































































































































































































































































18.44: CD F BBGB 
8.13L BC AA 
37.96L F D F  AAA 
44.24L CD AA 
45.44L CDD AAB 
233.98L DD A A F F  
44.51L DEF ABC 
46.80L D BC J 
31.90L D E B  
248.96L F F  AA 
.DN 0144 
4701 1oO313 























I +  2 
2+ 2 
.DN 01 14 13.16L D AC 
27.10L BCD AAA 
12.23L D BD 
44.68L D BC 
31.06L DD AAB 
299.15L DE AA E 
18.23L D BG 
115.25L F E  BA 
38.43L E B F D  
20.09L CC AAH 

















1 5034 1 130F 
4 76012oooO3 
9 57001oooO3 







































































































66011 lOlOF ! 
9 6601311003 





































17379-2138 59.8 18 6+ 5 
17380-2429 1 0.5121 1 3+ 3 
17380-2349 1.5 8 4+ 4 
17380-2613 2.1 22 2+ 2 
17380-2820 2.5 51 360+ 1 
2 l  9 0602264103 250220010F 
2 '  
(1738-267 
(1 738-245 
17380-2645 3.2 13 I +  2 





850231130F 1 7380 - 2849 17380-2314 
17381 -2534 





1 7382 - 2830 
1 5703233223 
4702300013 


















































































1 7382 - 2909 
1 7382 - 2249 
17383-2647 
17383 -241 9 
17383-2028 
.DN 0154 












. . - -. - . .
17383-2755 
17383-2926 
17383 - 2006 
9 6702223003 









Z . ~ L  3 1 . 1 ~ 4 ~  ur AHU 
.57L I 5.44LICC AB 
.7OL 4.81L E B D  
6+ 5 
3+ 3 1.75 I 11.33LlF F AAA 
31.39L 426.36L EE A A F E  
24.18L 430.61L F A B  
I t  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources 6 1 )  at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
491 












































































































2 6 6  
7 

































































































































17388-2750 52 9 



































57.9 54 1+ 1 
58.4 19 5+ 4 
59.1 59 359+ 1 
59.2 58 2+ 2 
59.8 40 6+ 5 
0.1 3 360+ 1 
0.4 58 4+ 3 
0.6 56 4+ 3 
1.2 45 2+ 2 

























23 4+ 3 
7 360+ 1 
5 360+ 1 
25 2+ 2 
12 o+ 1 
29 5+ 4 
40 3+ 3 
60 3+ 3 
54 1 + 1 





















Associations Position (1950) I Flux Density Rags -1; Galactic Uncertainty C L 
Confusion R S 




I 2  pm *P 




































































































17384 - 2708 


















































































































































































































































































17384-2245 .DN 01 54 
1 7385 -2434 
17385-2454 
1 7385 - 2049 
16031 52003 
3702302003 
6401 OOO1 OF 
17385-2127 
17385 - 271 8 
17385-2226 
1 7385 - 2032 
17385- 21 02 
17385 - 2422 
17385-2545 
1 7385 - 2300 
















17385 -241 3 
1 7385 - 2306 











88-PN 17 PI 
.DN 1769 
17385-221 1 
17386- 251 9 
17386-2743 3901100103 




17386 - 2954 
17386-2616 
1 7386 - 2458 


























17386- 231 7 







































































1 7387 - 2935 
1 7387 - 2848 
17367 - 2932 
56.46L D B B  
32.01L C AC 
7.85L F E  AB 
21.47L DD AA 
143.21 E E  CB 
38.16L CC AA 
11.91L CC AA 
216.54L F E B 
156.89: F E  DB 









.DN 1769 17387-2958 
17388 - 2207 
17388 -201 0 
1 7388 - 2203 
17388-2910 
1 7388 - 2950 











520-PN 17 PI 
1 7388 - 2944 
17388-2541 











17.86~ cc J A A F E  
623.20L D Bh  
8.87L F F  AAC 
15.06L D AB 
12.75: F F  D AAGB 
37.35L D BF 
42.75L EC AA 
597.60L D ABLC 
82.92L CE AAGF 
269.14 DF E DCEA 
.DN 0154 











520-PN 18 PI 
3AFGL 1996 










1058L CDC AAAA 
3083L D F  BO 
2585L CDD AAAC 
9 7 9 L C C  AAF 
9 3 8 L F F  AAB 
8 7 1 L B C  AAG 
7787L E A 
1407L D CD 
7272L F A A I  










































36.14L CDE AAB 





















1.03 6.90L C KE 
32.15L 252.42L EC AAB 
1.35L 10.06L D B 
1.93L 22.36L D B 
1.03L 8.00L D AC 
6.04L 62.&lL, EF  AB 
2701121003 
5600100003 
1 7390 - 2402 
17390-2838 
1 7390 - 285 1 
1 7390 - 2559 















l.lOL 957L CC AAE 
11.30L 59.82L F F  AAE 
7.99L 65.35L D AA 
4.15L 63.01L D AC 
9.18L 81.93L F F  AABP 
3.86L 31.87L D BE 
1.65L 18.36L DE E C  
1.01L 10.70L DD AA 
1.26L 9.391. DD BB 
10.45L 84.60 D FE 
I 3 (1 739 -288 
-DN 0154 
38 
82 1 25 
4 5 ,  6 -
3803111203 
9501 30001 F 17390-2159 
17390-2431 







'Confuwon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
492 
I 

























































































55.57L F F F  AAA 
48.55L DD AA 
9.lOLFCF AAB 
85.69L CCC BAA 
354.48L E BA 
7.64L DC A A C  
9.721. C B G  
10.39L D CE 
41.48L CE AB 































36.50L DD CBC 
75.87L F D  AAG 
10.9OL B C  ABE 
6.49: DD AAAC 
6.98L E AC 
9.98LBBC AAB 
30.99L CD A A D  
7.02L F F  AA 
462.65L C BAE 











10.22L CC AA 
65.28L F E  AA 
9.47L DD A B  C 
7.48L F D  AAA 
36.19L € E  A A  D 1 
11.49 D C C C B  
30.23L F F  AAB 9 
66.01L CE A A J E  9 
73.66L F E  A A D  9 









































F F  
D 
DE 





F D  
F E  
















36.1 5 1+ 1 
36.3 15 359+ 0 
36.9 29 3+ 3 
36.9 15 360+ 0 























Confusion R S 
Flags. s 2 
C 
A 
t T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) (") 1 b (''1 (") 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17391-2728 6.4 27 
17391-2350 6.6 18 
17391-2946 1 7 . j 5 5  
84.03L CE AA 
9.521. F C  AA 
318.29L D AH 
25.23L BC AAB 
10.96L FDE AAA 
8.42L CF BC 
35.58L D C 
9.15L F D  AB 
10.70L DC AA 




















5.97L F C  
7.81L D F  









B F  F 
AA 
AACF 


























358.725 662.08 1512.01L BBE BAAK 
1.12L 963L ED AA 
3.39L 56.63L F AA 
.97L 11.63L F C  AA 0 
1.04L 9.26L DD A A D  
.94L 10.09L D B 
6.37L 83.63L F F  AAC 
1.36L 12.74 D I FD 
l.92L 18.81L D ABD 





































































17394-2443 298 11 
17394-2528 129:9114 
17395-2302 130.81 25 
17395-2825 30.8 2 
















































E B  
DA 
B B K  










































































































4601223001 17396-2122 40.3 48 
173%-2646 140.6136 . . _ _  - - . . 
17396-2653 146.61 -2  
17396-2337 41.5 45 
17397-2622 42.4 12 
LDN 0142 
MRSL 001 +01/1 












66.72L CE AB E 
283.87L DE AA 
10.57L DF B D  
13.861. BC AAB 
28.83L CF CA 
68.19L D BC 
15.24L BC AAC 
19.41L DE AC 
1244.22L F E B  























MRSL 001 +01/1 
LDN 0126 
~ 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hwrs Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a l  12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) Huh Source Density Region. 
493 
Right Ascension: 17h39"49-17h40m32. 



















49.6 13 5+ 4 
49.8 1 3+ 2 
49.9 9 6+ 4 
49.9 44 359+ 0 
50.0 21 7+ 5 
50.3 40 3+ 2 
51.2 13 O+ 1 
51.9 32 359+ 0 
52.7 7 4+ 3 
54.0 13 359+ 0 
54.2 40 360+ 1 
54.7 40 359+ 0 
54.8 26 1+ 1 
56.0 48 5+ 4 
56.2 26 4+ 3 
56.3 41 6+ 4 
17399-2136 5 6 5 4 9  6+ 4 
17399-2448 56.7 12 
17399-2811 158.5143 










13.74L B D  AAE 
8.38L BC BB 
37.89L D BC 
9.98L C BC 
25.07L E E  AA 












F E  AAE 
ED AAF 
CD BA 
F F D  AAB 
F F  AADl  
C AA 





















A A H  
E FA1 B 
E E  AA 
CE AAHH 
CC AAE 
F F D  AAA 
C DB 
F F  AAB 
C BAH 
DC AA 
F E  AA 
F F  AA 
E CE J 
F F  AAK 






































53 4+ 3 37 
1 5+ 4 40 
3 5+ 4 51 
50 4+ 3 38 
23 3+ 2 31 
43 1+ 2 47 
15 360+ 0 31 
26 359- 0 72 
45 6+ 4 42 
11 4+ 3 46 
16.39 231.23L CDE 
36.07L 1436.65L D 
.92L 8.35L F 
1.12L 1 11.14L D 
:ZL !??2bFEr. 



















































8 3  23 
8 6  23 
8 6  6 
9 1  19 
9 2  4 
9 6  3 
11 7 13 
11 9 57 






448.12L F D  
16.49L D 
12.87L CC 
412.99L F E  
4 - 9 0  0.3 
Y,." 





























25.1 57 '  3+ 2 
25.4 13 5+ 3 
25.5 40 6+ 4 
26.0 20 360+ 0 
26.3 60 1+ 1 
26.7 33 4+ 3 























A 100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
*P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































lRSL 001 +0111 17401 -2618 I 8.21 44 1 2+ 3 3 1  2 
1 r  1 
34 
33 
7 1  92 3 '  
8 921 3 
6 92 3 
9 9 2  2 
6 92 3 
7 1 921  31 
6 9 3 ' 3  
10 92 2 
7 92 3 
6 93 3 
7 921 3 














































12 92 2 
6 921 3 
6 93 4 
7 92 3 
6 92 3 
7 921 3 
7 921 3 
17402-2933 6 I 9 3  4 1  
6 92 3 
6 92 3 
12 93 3 
6 92 3 





17402--2606 117.31491 Z+ 21 39 














34.91. 137.14 DC EE 
5.30L 87.44L CF BACE 
134.63L 1624.44L C FCMC 
275.02L 1436.65L BD AAG 
2.17L 14.81L F F  IAAHL 
2.24 6.99L CCD AAC 
8.96L 91.77L F F  AAD 
3.06L 29.47L D BC 
"E?!. .n!% A ?? I 
rDG359.0 -00.0 










JL.J*L *YI.JLL Y Y  n n u  
20.40L 2237.65L'CD BA E 
1.32L 11.43L CD AB 
1.63L 13.50L DC B B  
3.71L 9.45: B D  F AA C 
7.73L 78.95L DE AA 
345.82L 2106.36: DE F DCHC 
2.59L 15.64L DE AAI  
1.80L 13.26L F F  AAGE 
392.93F En 2 
17403-2233 22.4 271 5+ 4 
17403-2655 1227 2 5 1  1+ 1 
7 '  92 3 
71  93 4 
























6 92 3 












8 93 2 
6 92 3 
14 93 3 
6 92 3 
8 92 3 
8 92 3 
7 93 3 
8 92 2 
8 92 3 





















17403-2816 237 51 O+ 1 
17403-2604 238 21 2+ 2 
17404-2912 1250134 360+ 0 
JO.JJL bu n o  
633.35L D C 
30.21L E E  AA 
8.28L CD AB 
11.81L C AD 
422.88L DE B B  
76.32L F F  AD 
14.20L EC CA 
11.86L CC AA 
85660 F5 










6 1 92 2 ~ 3  3 


















BC I A A H  
EF AAG 
F E  AB 
CCC AAAD 
F F  AAI  
. . . - . _ _  . . 
1 7404 -2823 




10 921 2 
6 92 3 
6 92 3 
8 92 3 
12 92 g z 1 3  3 
7 92 3 
3 1601444003 





17404 - 3053 
17405 - %6 
17405-2208 
1 7405 - 2402 .DN 0126 
- - 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
I 
494 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































F F  AAD 
DE BA 
B BEB 
F E  AAB 
D CBD 
F F  AA 
C BA 
CE AA 
CC ABL  
Name 
a 6  












E F  AB 
F AB 
E F  ABG 
DF AA 
DD BC 
C B F  













F F  AA 
D AB 
C A L  
CCE ABCE 
CE A A D  
F E  AB 
CE AAF 










B C  AAFC 
BC ABB 
F F  AAM 
CC AA 
C B F E  
E F  AA 
CD AA 












C F BBGC 
DF CE 
E F  BC 
C AA 
EE A B H  
CF AB 
F BG E 
DF AB1 C 
D AGKE 
















B C  A A D  
BC AA 


















F F  AAC 
D AD 
E E  AA 















B F AB F I 
DC CB 



















CD B B  















F F  AA 
D BG 





CC A A H  
EC B B G  
CF AB 
12 pm A Confusion E s 
Flags. S 2 
*P 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.. -. . 




17405 - 2946 
17405-2736 
17405 - 2430 
17405-2432 
17405 -21 31 
17405-2535 












1 7407 - 2956 
17407-2935 
17407-2552 
174117-2457 . . . - - . 
17407-261 9 
17407-2040 




17407 -231 8 
i 74117-201 5 . . . - . - . . . 






526.62LICD I A A  
17407-2212 
17407-2741 
17408 - 2622 
17408-2905 
17408-2325 











































1 74n~- 2916 . . . -. . .. 














860031 01 2F 
660020010F 















1741 0 -2732 
17410-2627 
17410-2248 







75021 01 OOF 
960342330F 
17411-2313 
1741 1 - 2329 
1741 1-2235 
6600300101 
66021 1 loo1 
6301oooOOF 
8702300003 17411 -2616 









1741 1 -2544 
17411-2914 
17411-2612 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
495 
Riaht Ascension: 17h41m10.-17h41m5T 
Position (1950) 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 

























" IC C 
5 93 5 
6 92 3 
6 921 3 











BC A A F E  
F ABB 
EC B B I  
CDDF B E F B  
F E  AACF 
F E  AA 
ED AAC 
F F  AAC 
F B B M  





























175 46 I+ 1 
176 55 I+ 1 
187 4 7+ 5 
188 7 2+ 1 
189 54 5+ 3 
193 15 2+ 2 
200 38 2+ 2 

















































































































BC AAI  H 
CC A A E D  
B AAH 
D CL  E 
F D  AA F 
C AC F 
F E  AAB 











23.8 46 359- 0 
24.4 22 3+ 2 
25.4 60 3+ 2 
25.5 54 I +  I 
27.2 45 3+ 2 
27.3 4 3+ 2 
27.3 55 1+ 1 
27.6 29 4+ 3 
27.9 46 6+ 4 












E D  AA 
DE AB 
DF A B F D  
CC AA 
CC AB 














13 2+ 1 
40 6+ 4 
8 5+ 3 
15 4+ 3 
47 6+ 4 
29 7+ 4 
57 4+ 3 
2 7+ 5 
45 I+ 1 













A A F D  
GBH 
B B  
EFDB 
BC 


















35.7 26 6+ 4 
35.8 32 360- 0 
36.0 57 5+ 3 
36.9 33 2+ 1 
37.0 48 I+ 1
37.5 22 7+ 5 
37.6 50 360- 0 
38.0 35 1+ 1 
38.3 36 359- 0 
38.5 56 7+ 5 
38.7 23 3+ 2 
39.1 55 2+ 1 
39.8 45 6+ 4 
40.1 23 4+ 2 



































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncr C o d  R Rags' S 1 
25 um fQ urn *P 



























































































































































































































































1741 1 -2820 
1741 1-2128 
1741 1-2929 
1 741 1 -2300 
17412-2140 















































































































































































































































































































1741 2 - 2430 
1741 2 - 2201 
17412-2835 




17412-2420 1175121 I 4 c  3 
9599 




1741 4 - 241 2 
17414-2153 
1741 5-2047 
9701 4421 03 
I4m2212nF  
.DN 01 30 
.DN 0186 
1741 5 -2400 
1741 5 - 2004 
17415-2725 
17415-2953 0 1 9701 36300F 
1744 SGR 
'MSS -20381 
717.86L B I CK 
12.09L CC ABH 
20.07L DE ACD 
43.17L E B J  
801.97L C F A DB 
48.87L C BD 
0847.96L C BCHH 
12.43L F F  AA 
109.91L CC AA 
391.45Ll D DB C 
1744 SGR 
.DN 01 86 
.DN 0160 
36.14L CDD AACB 
1847.96L B GB E 
801.97L E BBEB 
473.53L CF GBE 





16.17LlDF A A M  
469.74L C AB 
52.79LlDE AA 
14.57L D BB 
35.44L CC AA 
5739.82L B BEB 
1770.51 CDFF DAEB 
407.25 EC C CB 





s 9 3 I i  
5 103 51 
5 92 41 
418.39L BC AAD 
801.97LlF AB 
6872.35L~CB BAG 
18.93L CF ABD 
9.6ZLlC CF 
33.01L CF AB 
87.84LiBC AAGB 
9.35L C BF B 
68557LB ABBM 
29.35L CE AB 
17417-2137 472 24 6+ 4 
17417-2956 472 11 359- 0 


















C AA I- 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW). 
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Right Ascension: 17h41m52s-17h42m36s 












32 359- 0 
23 6+ 4 
22 3+ 2 
36 3+ 2 
52 2+ 1 
42 3+ 2 
51 4+ 2 
16 2+ 2 
30 4+ 3 
3 I+ 1 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 

































































































































DD AAL  
CC AA 
DF AAJ  
DBE B B E C  
CD B A B D  
D AA J 
DF AC 
F ACCB 




8872.35L B B  
504.48L BC 
8.98L F F  
504.64L q 




















51 2+ 1 
45 5+ 3 
27 I+ 1 
25 O+ 0 
52 3+ 2 
17 359- 0 
17 5+ 3 
4 360- 0 
34 3+ 2 



















24 2+ 1 
24 7+ 5 
9 6+ 4 
5 4+ 2 
7 360+ 0 
28 359- 0 










15 6+ 4 
0 359- 0 
16 360+ 0 
49 359- 0 
39 6+ 4 
15 2+ 1 











41 4+ 2 
59 1+ 1 
33 O+ 0 
27 2+ 1 
37 360- 0 
43 7+ 4 
33 1+ 1 
3 5+ 3 
15 4+ 2 











50 3+ 2 
52 4+ 3 
1 360+ 0 
58 1+ 1 
42 1+ 1 
28. 7+ 4 
43 I o+ 0 
34 6+ 4 
58 ~ 5+ 3 
39 ! 359- 0 
BC A A J G  
CC AA 
E CBI  
BC AAB 
CC AC 















k . 0  
26.1 
35 3+ 2 
24 4+ 3 
31 1+ 1 
15 I +  1 
5 360- 0 
41 O+ 0 
51 2+ 1 
9 '  I t 1  
29 I+ 1 
3 ,  o+ 0 
53605L CD 







F A C C  
AAI  J 
MAFB 
AA 














24 4+ 2 
48 I+ 0 
60 6+ 4 
37 6+ 4 




9.04L EF  
7.97L F E  
19.51L C 



















55 5+ 3 
38 3+ 2 
18 o+ 0 
57 359- 0 































26 7+ 4 
29 359- 0 
20 360-0 
48 5+ 3 
14 360- 0 
52 5+  3 
55 7+ 4 
52 3+ 2 
81 2+ 1 































283.51 C D 















(Not Color Corrected) 
I 
V 
25 am 60 am a 6  










































































































































































































































































1741 8- 2221 
























































































































































































1741 8- 2635 
1741 8- 2528 
17419-2439 
1741 9 -2558 
17419-2419 
1741 9 -2744 
1741 9-2656 
1 741 9-2251 
17419-2730 
17419-2837 
1 741 9- 2510 
1741 9- 2952 
1741 9 -2236 
17419-2921 




1 7420 - 273 1 
17420-2623 
17420 -201 8 
17420-2131 
17420-2432 
1 7420 - 2902 
17420-2939 
17420 - 2959 
17420-2257 
17420-2644 















































I 4601000003 I 
59.5 23 359- 0 
0.6138( 6 + 4  
2.3 29 1+ 1 1.131 
5.1 52 5+ 3 
6.0 5.71341 3 2+ 6 4 1





















5 1 960121000F I 
9 5700~00001 
















1 7423 - 2720 
17423-21 1 I 
17423-2943 
17423-2832 
17423 -21 23 






7.03L F F C  
707.991. DC 
19.11L DC 






























































l o '  92 
1.097 
17424 - 2429 
1 7424 - 2806 
17424-2130 























SI  7 
17424 - 2054 
17424-2255 
17424 - 2509 

























589-PN 2 PI 
PK 2 f  1.1 

























6 l  91 
61 93 RAFGL 51365 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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DE A A H  
DE AA 
D B E M  
C MBFE 
D E CCBG 
F F  AA 
EDC AAA 














E B B  
D B ME 
F C  F B D  
C AC 
DD AAFE 















C A F  
E BFC 
CC AA 
F D  CB H 
CE AB 
BE CE 



















D F CBBC 
EE ACBE 











53 4+ 2 
52 4+ 2 
56 1 + 1 
30 1 + 0 
25 5+ 3 
31 5+ 3 
43 1 + 0 
56 O+ 0 
51 O+ 0 

























15 3+ 2 
31 359- 0 
53 1+ 1 
39 4+ 2 
1 5+ 3 
51 7+ 4 
22 1 + 0 
3 0- 0 
41 7+ 4 




























F D  F CCBC 
c BC 
CD BC 
C BE K 
BC AA 
C DC 





DC AA L 










1 + 1  
360- 0 
6 +  4 
6 +  3 
5+ 3 
4 + 3  












B BBL  
E BEDC 
CD ABC 
F E  AA k 
D B E  













































D D ' E E J E  
F F  ~ A A  
D 
DC 'A"! 





2.87 4.38L 34.55L 
1.99 3.67L 1 33.00L 
2.91 40.26L 478.34L 
.4OL l.lOL 12.78L 
2.00L , 8.70L 86.92L 
.87L 9.75L ':;; 1 1.05L 12.98LFE 
73.40: 1053.47 4144.69L 
1.81 2.64L 25.79L 
1.07: 5.07L 38.30L 
CC AA F 




F D  AA 
AB 
E E F  EFBh 




Y T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 1 
Name 
a 8  
h m .  0 ,  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cwrds  SMJSMN B 
(s) ('7 I b C') ('7 (7 
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
*P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17427 - 261 3 
1 7427 - 2426 
17427- 2041 




















1 7429 - 2823 
17429-2834 
17429-2903 







17430 - 2844 


















1 7430 - 21 28 
17430-2244 
17430 - 2624 
17430-29oO 
17430-2547 















































































































































































































































861 559921 F 
























4.4 33 6+ 4 
4.6 47 5+ 3 
5.1 55 2+ 1 
5.3 30, 360- 0 
5.6 . 9 ~ ~ 8 1  16 3+ 7 2 4
6.4 2 2+ 1 







































































































B B B  
AAG 
B 








































































1 7432 - 2020 





17432 - 251 9 
'Confusion Flags I) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Contusion Processing. 4) Neghboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Contirfned Sources PW) 
498 
Right Ascension: 1 7h43m 17'-1 7h44m01s 
Flux Density nags Associations Position (1950) I 
100 pm 
V 
n u x  ~ o r r  A Confusion 


























































































































































CD B B  4 
CBF A A B E  7 
F C  B B  0 
CBC AABK 0 
DC AA H 8 
B F F  AACB 2 
CE B A L K  1 
D BBGJ 0 
































CD AB 0 
BCC AAA 7 
CF AC 3 
B AA 1 
CF BBK 2 
DC DEBE 0 
A A D  9 
D F B E C  

























EF ABG 9 
B F F  B B E D  0 
DB BNGA 
CC AAO 3 
A A F B  1 
D AB M 1 
F D  AAK 9 


























F E  AA 9 
C F A A I  C 2 
D CKHl  
C B D  
CC AA 6 
DE J CA 
DC AA F 6 
DF AA 
CD B B  1 
























CC E A A F B  9 
CE BACF 
BC AA 1 
D ABK 
E L C  
F F  AA 9 
D DB J 
DC DCAE 6 




























































B E  
B F  
F E  
C 
D B C  
B 
DD 






























DCC A A B  1 
B BG F 0 
E B B H  
BC AA 1 
E D  A A D  0 
q CBC 
CD A A J  9 
D BB 
DF AAC 9 



























































D BC 8603000103 
C A C 862053566F 
D A F E  47001oooOl 
C C 8603401111 
C B G  2701300101 
E B F D  8602201211 
E AA 9 960341471F 
BC F B B I  C 2 232259950F 
CD BCH 2 840269652F 











CD AA H 8 
C CB 
DC AAE 8 
CC AA 1 
E F  A B  D 9 
CC AC 1 
A A A E  9 
DC AA 9 














































F F  









































0.0 17  
0.9 25 
1.1 11 
(Not Color Corrected) 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17434-2354 29.5 49 
17435-2956 30.0 42 




17435-2237 33.7 60 



























17438-2247 51.1 43 
17438-2015 51.3 7 
17438-2705 181 4( 14 
G 0.51 1 
185742 F8 
X1743 -200 
. . - - - - - 
17438-2832 52.1 16 
17438-2913 52.3 47 
i743~-2005 I,.7/37 
17438-2017 52.8 45 
17438-2745 53.0 54 
17438-2545 153.4 52 



























455-PN 39 PI 
I I I I  I 





































27.80L BCD AAAE 
11.00L DD B C  
127.46L CC AA 
16.24L D CF 
12.65L F F  BB 
27.52L C AD 
7.96L B C D  AAB 
8.49LFF AA 
3687.48 BBCE AAAA 











C AD 0 
CCC AAA 
B F  AA 
F I CK 
C D AAAC 
D B 
E AA C 
DCC AACC 













23.23L F E  BBD 
8.93L F C  AAC 
194.37L F F  AA G 
6.81L C AF 
842.43L B AA 
111.73L EC AA 
52.72L F E  AA 
849.28L CD AA 







9 9  
8.9 
6 4+ 2 
13 2+ 0 
55 2+ 0 
28 360- 1 
39 5+ 3 
58 3+ 1 
7 1 - 0  











39 4+ 2 
46 3+ 1 
52 0- 0 
15 3+ 2 
19 4+ 2 
42 5+ 3 
55 359- 1 
57 2+ 1 
25 2+ 1 











52.47L BC AA C 
2650.88L CC DADC 
74.43L F E E  AAAJ  
6.86L CD AAE 
7.34L DF AD 
354.14L BBC AAA 
892.71L DC BA 
142.96L DD AA 
157.13L D B B  








43.58L F F  
401.31 E 
485.29 B E 
444.83LEDE 
8.02L BC 





2132.05: ED E 
80.79L F C  
549.72L DD 
B B I  
AJ 
AA 












B A B  
B D  
B A J E  
BA 
AAG 
7 + 4  
4 + 2  
4 + 2  
I f 0  























6 + 3  
3 + 1  
7 + 4  
6 + 3  
















F F  AA 
F F  AACE 
C AC 
7.38LCED ACH 
DC C A E  
C EBEE 
CC DAE 




6 + 3  
7 + 4  


























1 + 0  
6 + 3  
8 + 4  
2+ 1 
4 + 2  











ly T Name Type (") Mag 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags. S 2 
a 8  












1 744 1 - 2021 
17441-2621 
17441 -2155 













1 7442 -2441 
17442-2908 

















































































































































































































































































































































9.6) 5 )  1-  0 
2+ 1 
8+ 4 






















































7 92 2 
61 91 3 
6 92 4 
6 92 4 
6 92 4 
6 92 4 
7 92 4 
6 91 3 
. .. 
5.6 40 5+ 2 
6.2 41 8+ 4 
6.8 36 360- 1 
6.9 58 7+ 4 
7.8 60 2+ 0 
8.4 50 3 +  1 
17443 - 2445 
17443-2721 
17443 - 271 8 
17443 - 291 3 
1 7443 - 2243 
17443-2751 





17443 - 2850 
17443 - 2550 
17443 - 2448 
17443 - 2532 
17443-2839 
17443 -251 9 
17443-2405 
17443 - 2246 
17443 - 2949 
1 7443 - 2706 
17443-2624 
17444-2025 
17444 - 21 19 
17444-2648 
1 7444 - 2040 
17444 - 2902 
17444-2325 
17444-2057 
17444 - 2456 
17444-2431 
17444 -2732 




240 8 92 3 
6 92 3 
6~ 92 5 
7 92 3 
MH 000.7-00.1 
LDN 0034 
5 93 5 
7 92 4 
7 92 3 
10 92 5 
8 93 4 
12 92 3 
6~ 92 4 
91 92 2 
6 92 4 
7 92 3 
7 92 3 
















6 93 5 
6 92 4 
7 91 3 










































































































































































589- PN 5 PI 
17445- 2609 
17445 - 251 3 









83.66 '74L i 
3 + 1  33 
2-c 1 36 
3 + 2 /  39 





17446 - 2658 
17446-2506 
1 7 4 4 -  2830 
L
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbong Hours Conflrmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghbonng Weeks Confirmed aurces pw) 
~ 500 
Declination: - 30"--20' 
i 
5 v 
Right Ascension: 17h44m41'-17h45m28s 
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) I 





























































37 2+ 1 
48 360- 1 
10 5+ 2 
24 4+ 2 
4 6+ 3 
7 3+ 1 
54 8+ 4 
45 3+ 1 
41 359- 1 
38 6+ 3 
6 360- 1 
43 6+ 3 
32 2+ 0 
57 8+ 4 
14 8+ 4 
34 2+ 0 
25 7+ 3 
47 4+ 2 
48 360- 1 
31 6+ 3 
52 2f  1 
51 3+ 1 
32 0- 1 
16 1- 0 
48 1- 0 
58 8+ 4 
22 1- 0 
19 5+ 2 
54 5+ 3 
22 6+ 3 
7 1 - 0 
20 360- 1 
20 6+ 3 
27 3+ 1 
30 3+ 1 
44 1- 0 
49 5+ 3 
17 4+ 2 
10 4+ 2 
19 6+ 3 
25 3+ 1 
12 3+ 1 
29 3+ 1 
57 0- 0 
35 2+ 1 
29 4+ 2 
22 1 + 0 
35 5+ 3 
55 360- 1 
42 4+ 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 































37 4+ 2 
35 2+ 1 
58 1- 0 32 
56 2+ 0 39 
4 6+ 3 44 
57 1- 0 36 
50 6+ 3 32 
48 5+ 2 58 
12 5+ 2 44 











45 7+ 4 
49 3+ 1 
59 1+ 0 
57 360- 1 
7 6+ 3 
36 7+ 4 
51 5+ 2 
2 7 1  3+ 1 
3' 5+ 2 











55 360- 1 
381 1- 0 
7 6+ 3 
51 1 - 0 
6 2+ 1 
21 1 - 0 
11 4+ 2 
57 3+ 1 
33 0- 1 





















Name Type *P (") Mag a 8  























































































































































































































































































































434.53L DF AB 
305.13L DC BA 
29.76L D CB 
58.51L E CC 
14.65L D AC 
57.89L DC AB 
7.38L F F  AAC 
86.WL B C D  A A B B  
311.75L BCE AAA 
9.06LCC B A H  






17447 -21 51 
455-PN 42 PI 
185765 KO 17447-2942 17447-2227 
17447 -271 7 
17448-2026 
140.93L DE BA 
9.04L BD AB 
199.02 E BEGB 
19.92 D GBC 
7.38L EC AA 
785.861. E B B  
18.48 DBCE B A A B  
53.25L BC AA 
139.191. DE BA 
9.04LIC AC 
17448-2008 
17448- 271 2 
17448-2131 


















155.49 CE D AB E 
114.421. DC AAAC 
272.891. DD CDCL 
2082.27L CF BCC 
1844.01L F A I  E 
11.05L CF AA 
2202.98L D E B B B  
14.67L DE AB 
14.70L F F F  A A A F  






















































289.24L ~ E E E 
21.11L E 
106.83L C 
86.84L E F  
1280.27: E F 

















17449 -241 7 
17449-2212 
17449 -261 6 
17449-2557 
17449-2520 






























CD AA F 
F ABF 
F F  AAE 
CCFF B A C B  
DE AA 
B C  AAE 
BCDF F B B B  
BC AA G 
CC AA 
E B  
A 370111wO3/ 
D.284 


















35.89L F D  AB 
127.03L D B D  
1036.44 BD F ABGD 
310.17L FCE AAC 
12.61L D B E  
262.09L CD A A E 
16.46L BC CAAE 
35.19L F F  AB 
34.64L CD AB 





520-PN 28 PI 













2 3 '  7 
20 7 
71 1 9 


































F F  
F F  








A A B B  
AA 9 
AA 9 
B B B  



































































7550 EF  CB 
30763L E A 
2347L F D  AB 0 
539267L F ABF 9 
10020LCE ABGB 2 
119259L F F  AA 9 
8602 F E  F AAI  G 9 
11026L DD IAA 0 
887591. DC ICAK 0 



























75.41 L E E 





579.83L D D 
88.52L FE  
38.70L EDE 
I A A  o 
~ B A  6 
BDCA 0 
B A B C  0 
AACD 1 


















:12 47 3+ 1 33 9 
1 2  55 4+ 1 65 9 
' 19  10 1- 0 44 6 
'1 9 40 360- 1 39 5 












17453 - 2931 
17453 - 2201 







































































18 2+ 1 
34 6+ 3 
38 359- 1 
49 0- 1 
36 3+ 1 
17 8+ 4 
12 1- 0 
29 3+ 1 
0 3+ 1 












F F  
F D  
F C  
BE 
E 
E F  
F F  







B B  
G B M  





















CD AA 0 
BE AA 3 
DD AAG 7 
F F  AA 9 
DE AB 0 
CBDD B B B A  3 
D AB 
DBC ECD 2 












2 4+ 2 
38 4+ 2 
36 4+ 1 
15 6+ 3 
19 5+ 2 
43 1-  0 
28 7+ 3 
53 1- 0 
5 2+ 0 










































53 6+  3 
52 3+ 1 
I 1  1-  0 
54 0- 1 
54 8+ 3 
18 360- 1 
35 1- 0 
21 0- 1 
55 6+  3 












F F  
E 
E 
F F  
CCD 
D 









34 1-  0 
56 4+ 1 
52 4+ 1 
9 2+ 1 
55 6+  3 
15 7 1  4 
42.1 54 1 + 0 
42.4 6 6+  3 
42.7 18 4+ 2 
42.7 1 3+ 1 
43.1 16 4+ 2 
43.6 13 5+ 2 
44.0 13 1- 0 
44.3 55 1+ 0 
45.0 22 5+ 2 
45.9 2 1- 0 
46.3 2 360- 1 
46.6 40 2+ 1 
46.6 53 2+ 0 




























DF BDK 960332751F 
F E  AA 4 4500100103 
DDF ABB 960348883F 
F E  AA H 9 970044814F 
DD A A J l  1 960431153F 
F A 960120000F 
F F C  AADC 9 1611201101 
F BC 4601 100101 
BC AAF 960030047F 
CD AA 0 3502101113 
F F  AA 9 3600412103 
DF AB 4 960220010F 
CD AAL  0 3500200113 
DE AA 0 750230200F 
D E CCGB 960345531F 
C E  AB 1 950400031F 
DD BC 0 1601101101 
CF BBCG 0 950111142F 
CD AAI  5 960111OOOF 
D EBE 96013563OF 
E CCB 464228420F 
D CAB 850412200F 
C AB 95021 101 1 F 
CF BCGG 01 850149965F 
F AA 9 
DC MGB 











5 8+ 4 
14 2+ 0 
41 5+ 2 
46 5+ 2 
12 2+ 1 
22 5+ 2 
5 4+ 1 
1 - 0  
16 3+ 1 











35 3+ 1 
7 3+ 1 
56 1- 1 
58 0- 1 
46 4+ 1 
23 3+ 1 
21 1- 1 
46 2+ 0 
10 7+  3 











48 8+ 4 
10 7+ 3 
33 6+ 3 
50 7+ 4 
43 360- 1 
35 4+ 2 
38 5+ 2 
0 6+ 3 
6 1-  0 












F F  
F D  
F F  
E F  















39 2+ 0 
21 4+ 2 
2 1 - 0 
34 5+ 2 
42 5+ 2 
59 2+ 0 
29 2+ 0 
4 3+  1 
10 5+ 2 





C AA M 
D A A D  
D J B  
F F  AA 
43.05 C 
398.26L F E 
146.97L DE 


































3601 11 3203 
960110002F 
545.43L'CDD 
502.81L F F  
338.57L F E  
61.24L D 
401.41L F F  















Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
C 
A 
R T  
IM pm 
V L 
n u x  Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 



















































































































































































































































































































































































17454 -201 5 
1 7454 -2831 
17455-2621 
17455-2533 





17455 - 2347 
17455 - 2800 
17455- 21 05 
17455-2805 
17455-2725 











































































































































































































































































































































































.DN 01 59 
3 1.141 
3 1.141 



























589-PN 7 PI 
1 7456 -2941 
17456-2823 
17456-2920 






B B  
AAD 
B B  E 
AB 
A A D  










1 7457 - 2529 
60.77L CD AAGE 0 3632213203 






17457- 281 1 
17457-2937 
17457 - 2634 
17457-2704 
17457 -21 10 
1.250 















17458 -21 08 
D.590 
17459 - 2646 
17459-2131 
17459-2153 























9 '  9 17459-2044 




O !  
. . -.- -. 
17459-2316 
17459- 21 51 
17459 - 2808 

















17460 - 2336 
17460-2325 
17460-2726 






1 7460 - 2533 
17460 - 2436 
1 7460 - 2936 







'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw) 
502 








54 6 +  3 
58 1- 0 
2 1 - 0  
38 4+ 2 
49 2+ 0 
17 3+ 1 











F F  
CD 
D 
F E  
BDI 
C F E 
B A B H  
A A F K  
AB F 
AD L 












































F E  BA K 3 
D CF 
























































































































































10 360- 1 
59 7+ 3 
33 2+ 0 
24 3+ 1 
15 0- 1 
9 3+ 1 
12 2+ 0 
41 360- 1 
11 8+ 4 





















BCF AAA 9 9702100000 
DC AA 8 950110073F 
C A B  7702000000 
DD BA 9 953122253F 
E B B H D  5 960045244F 
B AD 9600100000 
E CA 660220020F 
CC AA 9 360140020F 
D ECDB 9701111311 











57 8+ 4 
36 3+ 1 
54 8+ 4 
42 2+ 0 
30 2+ 0 
2 7+ 3 
29 0- 1 
10 360- 1 
16 7+ 3 







36.4 34 1- 0 
36.4 23 4+ 2 
36.5 29 6+ 3 
36.6 23 2+ 0 
36.8 45 0- 1 





















37.0 41 3+ 1 
37.3 47 0- 1 
38.1 10 4+ 1 
38.1 29 0- 1 
38.5 55 1- 0 
39.8 48 4+ 2 
40.0 4 7+ 3 
40.6 41 1-  1 
40.9 53 3+ 1 
40.9 35 2- 0 
41.3 27 5+ 2 
41.61 19 7+ 3 
42.01 10 4+ 1 
43.1' 17 4+ 1 
43.2 41 0- 1 
43.5 55 7+ 3 
43.7 50 2+ 0 
43.9.14 360- 1 
44.0 41 6 +  3 














D B F  
DF AA F 
DF A A L E  
F D  ABD 













CD A A L F  
F BC 
F F F  AACF 
E B F  
F H J D 
E F  A A F C  
F E  AA 
DD AAE 



















































F F  AA 
C E ABDE 
D A 
F F  AA F 
CC AAB 
D B J  
F E  AAH 
D AD 
C BA G 
D AC 




E ( A D  
F D  I A A  












6 4+ 1 
6 2+ 0 
51 5+ 2 
4 0- 1 
32 360- 1 
12 1- 1 
53 1- 0 
28 5+ 2 
43 5+ 2 
41 6+ 3 
(Jansky) Name Type 
I 
























































































































































































































































































































































. . . - -. . 
17461-2431 














































































































































































































480.85 1 E AG C 
14.11L DC 1;;. ~ 0 
59.39L D 
368.90L E F  DCE 
368.90 C E B A J B  1 
32.33L F F  A A F B  9 
752.20L DE AB 0 
64.49L DD B A M  0 
37.81L CC AAG 
505.48L DD AAE 9 
13.41L D F  A B  G 
387.46: CE E BA B 
675.17L E A 




























































17467-2501 46.2 49 4+ 1 
17467-2754 147.2 51 1 1- 0 























'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
503 





















































































































































































































17473-5827 181  
17473-2641 182 
17473-2323 19 5 
17473-2922 195 
17473-2646 21 2 




























63253L ED AADl  
12930L F F  AAE 





Flux Dmsity I Associations Position (1950) 
V 
Flux Corr A 
U n a  Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 































































































































































































































































































































































































































1-  1 


































1 -  1 
2- 0 






































































































































































587.30L D AE F 
331.13 E D HE 
376.18L CD A B E l  
129.08LDE AB 
1035.26L ECF BDD 
40.01L D C 
19.14L CD J A A G  
440.33L E CI  
15.76L F E  AA 



































































'949 17469-2652 54.9 13 





9601 11 1101 
.. _. 
17469-2713 156.31 8 
17469-2059 56.1 54 












641.16L DC A B F F  
12.46L BC AAD 
194.71L D DB 
20.34L DD BC 
13129.06L CC BBD 
494.25L BC AA 
426.40L DCE B A B F  
653.90L C ABNE 
549.52L E AAJ  B 



















249.37L D A F  
1035.26 CCDE CCBB 
ZW.54LD A B  I 
8.93L C CE 
25.20 D E J F D  
403.79L DD AAD 
136.24 CDDF BBBA 
56.07L F D  AA 
199.28L E CKJ  0 




























































855.75L B E  AA 
597.05L CC AA G 
54.30L F F  A B F l  
481.67L CF DBDK 
653.90L DE AAE 
478.28L BD AB K 
8.81L F F  AAE 
13129.06 EC FDBA 
26.03L F AA 

















































17470-2959 5.9 14 
17471-2506 6.2 58 
17471-2429 6.4 16 
17471-2844 
~ 6.450 17471-2030 .7 27 
739.18L B E  AA 
746.80L D CB 
56.12L CD AACl  
855.63L DC AA 
15.46L F C 
52.98L DE AA C 
536.79 D ACJ E 
23.43L E E  E D  
440.46L F E  AA 
516.18L C ABC 
17471-2440 I 6.7128 
26.891. F F  A A D  
482.37L E D  A A J  
23.80L 00 AB 
618.41L BCE AAD 
780.69L D C 
835.39L C AA H 
11.90L CC AA 
38.21L CD AB C 
44.2OL CE AA 
186.51: BC F AAGO 
17471-2838 I 981 9 
3601 101 103 
378030060F 
942.50L D E BBC 
818.86L C A 
596.04L D BCG 
450.10L DD BAMK 
638.35L C AI  
27.43L BBD AAA 
253.08L BC AA F 
606.28L E C 
690.65L CC AA 
571.69L F F  AA 
155- PN 48 PI 
3AFGL 5144s 
185827 KO 
483.70L F E  AA 
688.07L F D  AACE 
526.08L DD AAE 
838.25L C A B M  
460.35L DE AA 
463.94L CE BA 
47.37L c B c 
136.24L DE AA 
1035.26L DD AA 
338.03 E E  CC 
.DN I801 
3AFGL 2015 




























































63 28L B D 



























91 , 3 
91 4 
91 1 4 
91 1 4 
92 '  3 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PHI. 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
504 








h m. 0 8 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 

























I T Name Type 
D B E  1 
F D  AAI F 
BE F AAHC 
BC A A D  
C BD 
F E  AAG 




F F  AAD 
C D  AB 
C C 
FCF AAC 
C D  AAGE 
F F  AAG 
DF AA 
E BE 







605.82L F E 
257.171. D 
40.54L D C  
49.82L DE 
202.38L E E  








64.73L F E  
7.96L D C  
467.30L CC 
384.49L c 
96.06L C C  
8.40L F F  
34.85L F F  
32.95L F C  
46.31L F 
397.74L F F  
21.61L D 
16.77L B C C  
















B A G  
AAD 
AB 






A A E  
B E  
B I  E 
A A 8  























































































































40 7' 26 
408 38 
409 5 



















492.21L C D  





478.50L C D  
492.21 F 
449.24L C C  
















4 7 2 ~  0 


















5091 60 1 




606.28L E E  
300.04L F F  
22.27L CC 
A92.21L F F  

































29.18L C D  
558.83L E D  
























F E  AA 
C D  AA 
DF B A G  
C D  AA 
C B F 
C C  AAD 
C E  AAC 
C C  AB 
C D  AAI G 
DE AC 
V L 
A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1-  1 
5+ 1 
3+ 0 



























































































































4 91 4 
7 91 3 
5 91 4 

































6 91 3 
7 91 i 
8 91 3 
7 91 2 
6 92 3 
6 91 3 
9 91 2 
9 1  9212 





















































4 9 '  7 



















527 5 '  
529 42 '  















460321 221 3 
3.42 
1.19 
77 48 8 91 2 
631 9 92 21 
23 , 7 91 3 
28 6 91 3 
34 8 92 3 
55 12 91 3 
27 7 91 2 
38 6 91 3 
30 7 92 3 
19 1 7 92 31 
2"%kIED 111.68L F F  i i i l  AA 0 
29.60L F D  AA 







17479-2834 566 12 1-  1 

















589-PN 13 PI 17479-2218 157.z1391 6+ 2 
17479-2234 58.6 35 6+ 2 
17479-2828 58.9 52 1- 1 





300.02LlFE 27.o i i  CO I A A M  C  

































3 +  1 
7+ 3 1 
LDN 0161 
17480-21 23 
'Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; IO) High Source Density Region 
505 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Position (1950) Flux Density Rags Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty 
L1 6 a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
h , (S) c') I h C') (''1 (? 
Name (Not Color Corrected) H I 




















F F  AA 











6 4+ 1 
17 4+ 1 
5 6+  2 
57 3+ 0 
57 2- 0 
23 360- 1 
31 3 +  0 
4 1- 1 
0 5+ 2 














































F G B 
CE ABD 
























3: 3+ 1 
38 7+ 3 
10 1- I 
10 5+ 2 
18 360- 2 
6 3+ 0 
30 5+ 2 
8 0- I 
47 6+ 2 
2 7+ 3 
52 2- 0 
18 5+ 2 
38 8+ 3 
48 3+ 0 










C AB F 
D B 



















58 3+ 0 
36 1-  1 
52 1-  1 
1 1 - 1 
12 1- 1 
36 6+ 2 
44 6+ 2 
7 4+ 1 
57 1- 1 
22 4+ 1 
458.84L D 
267.10L F F  
259.38L B B E  
185.96L DF 
474.37L F F  
AB 
A A J  G 
AAA 
B B  
A A D l  


















































168.21L E C  
243.09L DC 









A A N  
AA 












23.6 30 2- 0 
24.4 55 5+ 1 
24.8 13 6 f  2 
24.8 3 2-0 
25.2 42 7+ 3 








234.83L F E E  
215.62L CFE 









AA , 1 5502100101 
B 9 6501010000 
AM 1 9 ~ 3600312213 
A ~ 0 960023243F 
A ' 8 7702221003 
B 6'860220oooO 
q 7 6803100113 
A 0 7702200003 









31 1 38 





































332.79L E D  
44.32L BC 
218.78: DDF 



















































J B C  

















41.7 60 1- 1 
42.0 9 360- 2 
42.4 27 2- 0 
43.2 22 6+ 2 
43.3 54 1-  1 
C 
A 
6 T  
100 urn 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Rags' S 2 






















































































































































































































































17481-2420 9.1 12 5+ 1 
17481-2805 ! 9.71251 I- 1 
17481-2915 9.6 38 0- 1 




91 3 2.43 
91 3 .96 
92 3 3.22 
91 3 2.93 
91 2 .63 
92 2 3.27L 
91 3 1.19 
91 2 .61 
91 3 4.06 
92 3 4.94L 
4602400103 
9501 100100 
9 960432020F 1 264020000F 1 
17482-2605 
17482-2848 

































































6.93L C D  
0801 101 001 
1 I 3800302103 I 
381.55L DCE B A A  
128.57L DE BC 















5 7 ,  8 



















































































































































6+  2 
2- 0 
5+ 1 






























6 3  
i 
2.510 
17484-2707 28.8 49 
17484-2746 128.81 38 1 
17484-2550 29.1 16 
X1748 - 232 
X1748-232 
9601 101 11 1 
9 I 260032100F I 
28.35L B B C  A 
7.67L E F  ~B 
43.91L DE A 
587.55L DE B 
56.52L CE A 
16.45L E D  E 
60.04L DE A 

































26.88L CD A 
213.26: DFF IB 
7 9 1 ' 2  
7 91 3 
7 91 3 
8 91 3 
._  7 9 6 3  
19 6 95 3 
25 6 92 3 
38 11 92 3 
25 8 91 3 
26 7 91 31 
316375 
16 5 101 31 











_ _  
74 6 91 3 
20 6 92 31 
47 14 91 2 
87 14 91 2 









55 16 91 2 
61 12 91 21 
21 7 91 31 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Nelghboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
506 








Right Ascension: 17h48m43s-17h4P19s 
Position (1950) 
32 8+ 3 
1 4+ 1 
24 4+ 1 
36 4+ 1 
10 1- 1 
19 3+ 0 





















46 6+ 2 
27 3+ 0 
12 1- 1 
17 360- 2 
22 2- 1 
56 2- 0 
58 2- 1 
15 8+ 3 
8 5+ 1 
47 3+ 0 
14 0- 2 
10 6+ 2 
45 6+ 2 
32 5+ 1 
30 6+ 2 
22 2- 1 
57 2- 1 
13 8+ 3 
2 1 - 1 











25 3- 0 
50 360- 2 
46 4+ 1 
35 3+ 0 
43 7+ 2 
47 5+ 1 
4 1- 1 
26 8+ 3 
34 6+ 2 











17 1- 1 
2 2- 0 
35 0- 2 
33 2- 0 
25 6+ 2 
43 5+ 1 
28 8+ 3 
25 6+ 2 
48 4+ 1 











32 5+ 1 
14 360- 2 
33 3- 0 
24 2- 0 
5 7+ 2 
42 3+ 0 
58 3+ 0 
54 8+ 3 
35 1- 1 











48 6+ 2 
12 2- 1 
10 4+ 0 
38 5+ 1 
15 6+ 2 
17 0- 1 
27 7+ 2 
16 7+ 3 
49 4+ 1 





































17 1-  1 
11 3+ 0 
6 2- 0 
2 1- 1 
17 6+ 3 
35 5+ 1 
34 1- 1 
5 3+ 0 
53 2- 1 
39 3- 0 
I Associations Flux Density Flags I Name Galsctic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) (") I b C') (") 0 
(Not Color Corrected) H 
1 2 p m  25 rrm 6011m 
rl 
Name Type S P  (") Mag a 6  
















































































































































































































































































43.8 10 3+ 0 
43.8 47 1- 1 







































































































































































































287.39L F F  AB 
339.10L F F  AAB 
216.78L E ABED 
39.29L CB AA 
47.34L CCC AABF 
38.20L CC AA 
216.46L D ACBl  
112.92L D B B  
196.37L CD DA 
15.85L C B E  F 
15.39L C F D  
29.78L D AC 
360.181. F F  A A F H  
21.88L CE B F  
61.82L F F  AA 
256.471. F F  AAC 
262.86L F F  AA 
216.78 F L C  
151.75L D ACDN 
304.751. BBC AAA 
33.59L CC AA 
881.41L E DCB 
335.63L EED AADO 
78.29L DF AB 
312.94L CD AA 
261.40L F A A E l  
325.32L E D CD 
20.97 D C CEEE 
83.40L CE A A I  
246.90L F AAA 
253.45L C B B H  
39.90L EE AB 
60.01L E ACI  
50.92L CC AAA 
58.55L DE AB 
156.79L DE BA 
288.861. DE AEF 
23.32 C F C J  D 
334.88L DE A A H  
47.50L D AA 
440.39L CDD B A B F  
34.44 D DC 
276.32L F D  AA 
881.41L CE A A F D  
31.16L CD AAB 
64.92L CE ABE 
94.60L D B 
16.42L BC AB 
56.88L D C B 


















































































































































































































































1 7487 -2241 
44.1 53 6+ 2 





48.1 55 8+ 3 
18,6132 I 6+ 2 




1 7488 - 2058 
1 7488 - 2450 .. .. - .
17488-2532 
17488-2525 
17488 -281 9 
17488-2559 




1 960340066F ON SGR 


















17469- 21 02 
17489-2843 
17489-2234 









0601410001 3AFGL 51478 













































362.00L F F  A B  
269.48L F F F  AAB 
33.79 D A F C  
240.26L C AGD 
56.56L F F  AA 
85.96L CC AA 
20.09L C B F  
32.54L F E  AA 
80.81L CD AA 
261.17L CFE AAA 
17490-241 9 
1 7490 - 2008 
17490-221 5 






(1 749-239 102.691. D GEG 
215.731. CC AA 
224.29L BC AA 
306.62L DE ABB 
24.48L CC A A  
336.59L F F  A A E B  
881.41 DCEF CADD 
19.60L E D  CCL 
360.46L DE AA 





; 2.91 1 














9501 501 1 1 F 
43.78L F F  AAC 
84.31 F D  CC 
367.30L D AD 
90.43L D ACHD 
41.15L CD AA 
78.40L DD AA 
27.94L D BC 
19.83L EE AB 
109.86: CD F AACA 

















446.23L CF AA H 
268.19L D A H 
187.11L DD A A L G  
177.74 E F  B C  
16.31L DF BE H 
99.17L C AB 
113.76L D BCB 
373.691. D B H  
403.34L C ABG 
287.86L DE AACG 

























219.75L E D  AAF 
106.12L E F B h  
197.63L F B B  k 
30.28L D CD 
74.94L CD AA G 
100.72L D I C 
81.99L DE AB 
345.74L F F A AH 
881.41L DE CB 














1 7493 - 2631 
17493-2139 
L










































































































































































































































508 36 2- 1 65 9 91 12 
51 9 27 2- 1 25 6 91 3 
520 53 3- 0 22 8 97 3 
520 I 40 1-  2 46 7 92 3 
5231 8 6+ 3 31 17 91 3 
525 36 6+ 2 52 7 91 3 
530 341 5+ 1 42 6 '  91 31 
530 5 5+ 1 41 7 91 3 
535 36 2- 1 40 8 91 3 
536151 4+ 0 41 6 91 3 
C 
A 

























5+  1 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































970221 01 OF 
89-PN 15 PI 
X L  0021 
B 
AA 





































































































14.75L B E F  AAB 
14.27L CC AA 
150.36L DF B B  
31.36L CD AAD 
302.15L BC AA 
285.29L F E E  A A E l  
371.50L EDC AAC 
141.73 D E l  
19.71L C BB 
















43.28L DE AB 
182.91: CC F AAN( 
66.01L DF ACE1 
317.44L CD AA 
75.23L F AB 
I l l .27L D B E  
85.37L DE AA 
369.56L EDC AAA 
288.51L CE AB 
289.99: E F  ECCl  
156-sc 3 oc 
!.E19 
.MH 10 





















519.54 DCDE BAA1 
258.69L DCD AAB 




410.19L F E  AB1 
196.81L DE 1BB 














2469lL CC - AAF 
51954L D ~ B B C  
3179L D AB I 























6074L CC AAB 4603201003 
21356L CE ' C C  0 960236660F 
4568L F E  AA 9 36003oooO3 
3490L CBC B A A F  4 0601200101 
42809L CC A A J L  6 950251033F 
8056LC AC 6601220003 
1288L CF AA 1 9  5600211000 
41854L DD BAD 8 560151340F 
24505L CC AA K 2 86022111OF 
311 71L DE ABJ  2 760633143F 
17  640520220F 
3677L D 0502120201 2z:z: :z ~ 1 4600100001 
62638L F C  AAGD 7 763333143F 
6938L C BDC 4602402113 
7932L F F  AA G 9 7600121103 
4017L C AM 06M)100101 
55020OO113 
2564L D 
221 50L DD A A H  9 340100030F 
22372L CD B A B  960032221F 
20690L F D  AAB 9 960421342F 
2 5601211000 1975L BC 
9 960241031F 27084L F F  ~::1 
22164L F C  AAEF 9 670451330F 
19203L DF B B J  0 570520133F 
10340L D B 560133310F 
.DN 0188 
























































X L  0021 
92 3 
6 91 3 
61 91 3 
6 91 3 
8 91 2 





























































(1 749-258 1 
17496 - 2030 
17498 - 2757 5 91 3 
6 91 3 
7 91 3 
6 91 3 
7 91 3 



















DF I A A  I ' 
CF : A B K  
CE AA 
F F  AA 
E A A D  













6825L D-  B D  3610201003 
474.671. DD AA 6 950132100F 
354.48L CC BAA 950321000F 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confuson Processing, 4) Neighbonng HWrS Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
508 




7 + 2  
1 - 1  
4 + 0  
Declination: -30"--20" 




































































































































































Galactic Uncertainty SI;)(") 6 Coords 1 b SUI (") SMN ("- !> L Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
12 pm 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































66.52 E E E F  AAFE 
22.09L B C  AAI E 
260.65L F E  ECA 
52.001 E F  BBI 
25.90L E D  AA I- 
255.61L C E  AA K 
113.96 DDE DABB 
129.12L F BC 
361.11L D E  B B H  















470141333F I S22 
LDN 0188 
X1749-297 
190.69L DD AA 
49.45L F E  AAJ k 
257.33L FF BB 
178.67L D C E  B A D  
371.80L DE BADF 
346.28L F F A A 1 
35.01L F C  AAF 
101.39L D AB H 
399.65L C A 




27.451 E B F  
216.541 BCE AAF 
214.451 E AA C 
37.701 F B B  E 
43.13L D C  B B  
234.56L E F  AB 
51.59L C E  AC 
33.59L C E  BB 
17.96L D DE 
51.05L F E  AA 
OCL 0021 
17500-2142 4.2 21 
17500-2908 4.3 4 
17500-2322 I 4.5143 
97W50431F I 192.8OL E F  AA 
388.56L C E  AAGC 
53.801 E AA 
271.591 D C  AB 
147.301 B AAI  C 
226.341 F AA 
137.65 E I EB 
308.68LDF AA C 
31.27L C E  B E  









17500-2554 5.5 0 
17500-2537 5.9 44 
17501-2742 1 6.0157 
17501-2145 6.9 16 















368.16L C E  ACL 
38.90L C C  AA 
257.731. C D  AA 
227.44L E C  AAAC 
217.41L C D  AA 
19.591 E E  A B F  
324.991 C AC 
196.49L F F  AA 
274.97L DE B A H  
226.59L D AAC 522 
287.30L C F  AB 
103.40L D CB 
36.60L B C  AA G 
78.22L D ABG 
267.13L DD AAEE 
44.37L F D  AA 
22.90L C C H  
24.46L E F  AA 
320.661 F F  AA 
41.291 C AB 
PK 0- 1.7 
2491 
273.411 C C  AAHC 
352.42L C D  ABK 
495.30L D F  AB 
258.92L D C  AA 
447.58L E C  AAE 
471.62L F F  AB 
159.04L CCE BAAA 
21.24L C D  AA 
21.41L C D  AB 
74.77L DE CDE 
AMWW 34 
21.04L F AC 
69.13L D F  B B G  
1546.15L C C  CBL 
192.80 E J C 
302.23L E AB 
1546.151. C A 
613.76L D E  AAC 
349.92L F F  AA K 
18.67L C D  B B  
400.34L FF ; A A  
G 3.289 
17504-2201 24.8 42 
17504-2903 24.8 8 
17504-2841 124.81 22 
21.05L D F  BA 
327.61L F AA 
288.371. C E  AB 
38.87L D B E  
207.74L C C  AB 
38.28L C AA 
475.94L D I F C C  
20.46L F F  AADE 
24.21L C D  AAB 
80.85 DDE ACE 
17504-2233 253 20 
17504-2947 125:4126 
17504-5254 25.5 57 
17504-2659 26.3 13 
17504-2149 28.0 53 
17504-2221 28.2 13 
17504-2706 ! i  28.7 16 OCL 0021 






























436.87L C C  AAC 
24.26: B C  C AB F 
101.70 B C  F AA C 
529.81L D AAH 
313.22 BCDC AAAA 
223.66L C C  AA 
18.56L F F  AA 
192.8OL D BDCl  
207.63 D HBHE 
16.58L D E B  
2- 1 32 
8 + 3  30 
3 - 0  34 6 
8 + 3  27 7 
3- 0 I 59 10 
4+ 0 I 70 15 
960324340F I 




44.98: CC F 
412.83L C 
56.74L DD 
387.36L F F  













































































































41.56L CC AAI  6 
26.32L F F  AAB 9 
58.71L DE AAF 0 
31.61L CC AA 0 
36.19L D AE 
275.18L CF ' A B  1 
31.09L C AA 
21.78L C AD 
39.92L D B L  









































7 + 2 ,  
7 + 2  
6 + 2  
4 - 0  
5+ 1 
1 - 1  
6+ 1 
5 + 1  























































Right Ascension: 1 7h5W31 *-17b51 "07' Declination: -30"--20" 
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Associations 
C 
A 
I T  
V L 
Corn A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
*P 



















































































































































































































































































































































1750-2122 37.0 47 




91 56-PN 10 PI 
56-PN 11 PI 17506-2858 38.0 38 
1750-2852 39.1 36 
1750-2531 (Isl' 1 
1750-2141 40.1 36 











1 - 2  48 
1 - 2  35 
17506-2424 41.2 5 
17507-2823 43.7 23 
17507-2253 43.8 30 
17507-2342 44.2 43 











45.70 E DE B D B B  
24.51L F ~ C G  1 
219.16L CDF A A E F  ' 1 
32.02L DF AA 9 
304.75L CD B B  2 
95.39L DE AA 0 
23.73L DE AA 9 
161.43L DE AAD 0 
213.86L E D  AA 5 
49.40L D B H  
17507-2855 451 20 
17507-2043 I455 2 
















17507-2448 45.9 56 



















17508-5626 148.61 49 
17508-2906 48.8 58 
17508-2256 49.0 26 










1-  2 
6+ 2 




















































8.57 ~ 18.30L 
27.08L 209.22L 
7.38L y 9 ,  
n ."A 
274.89L F AA 9 
301.50L E F  AABC 9 
316.30L F F  AA 9 
31322L F DAC 9 960134100F 
11077L E EC 1960241323F1 _ _ _  
1 3 4 0 ~  16414- - E  F F B  1664331021F 
222 5739L D D 560130120F 
326L 4065L C B D  66003oooO3 ?gL~ 2274L 33062L CE AA 0 75045003OF' 




















41 11L F AD 
20763L DD B B B C  
11242 F E J B H C  
4959L CE A B H  0 
5973L D B B H  0 
26427L D D A J E  
20749L E F  AB 0 
56928L F C  A A F E  6 
20978L CD AA 1 
















































































61 94 3 
8 9112 
61 91 3 
6 9 1 ' 3  
IO 91 2 
6 91 3 
6 91 3 





























2- 1 33 
4 + 0  34 
4 + 0  47 
3- 1 46 
1 - 1  31 
10 91 3 
5 91 3 
5 ' 9 1  3 
9 91 2 
6 91 3 
6 5 91 13  









~;A AAB ~0 9 lAFGL 5151s 
'772 SGR 
c1751-224 
2- 1 28 
5+ 1 20 
1 - 1  27 
0 - 2  36 












































1751 0- 2833 
1751 0 -2254 
17510-2437 
1751 0 -2625 























21 BOL F D  
33381L D 
17619 DC F 
2498L DD 
35 33L F F 
4304L F 
47596L D 





















B A A H  
AAI  
1751 0 -2837 
17510-2543 
1751 0-2005 
1 751 1 -2553 
1751 1 -2619 












'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
51 0 
Declination: - 30"- - 20' 
Associations Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 1 7h51 "07'-1 7h5 lm4! 









































































































































































































































































CD A A D  
E F  A A D  






E E  AB 






































E E F  BADE 
D B DE 
F F AA B 
D BC 
E CAF 
C F  CC 
F F  AA C 
D A B  


























19.98L F F  
39.89L CD 







25.17L 1 322.99L 















F E  BAMh 
CC AA 
BCG 
D I A 
CEDE B B A E  
EEC A A A l  
EED DCCB 
F IBA 
F F  AA 






















































































F F  AA E 
F F  E AA C 
D D AA C 
E MB 
BBD AAA 

















E A A H  
E B 
D D C DC 
F F  AAF 
I 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 102 pm 
- 
V L 
A Confusion R 
R Flags. S 
C 
A 
V T  





































S P  


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































456-PN 12 PI 
0 I 4502230001 I 
9 3702211103 
HB 







































































A B  
ABE 




















































17517-2731 43.4 5 
17517-2639 143.71 48 






































17517-2454 44.8 44 
17517-2505 144.81 15 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
51 1 





























































































































































U n a  Coef R Rags. S 2 # T 
V 
12 pm *P 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































1751 7 -2634 








































































































9 7602000003 1751 7- 2237 












1751 7 - 2946 
1751 7-2632 
1751 7 - 2628 
17517-29OO 
17518-2054 





1751 8 -761 7 
296.38L F BA 
35.09L F E  AADB 
17.64L CD BB 
17.54L CC AB 
119.32L DE AA 
263.40L D CBA 
29.59L F F  AA 
166.26: CDFE BBDD 
393.96L BC AAE 
305.47L F F  AA 












17518 - 2803 
17518 -2623 
1 751 9 -251 9 
109.06L E AA 
260.36L F F  AAF 
238.47L BC A A E l  
602.92L BCD AABC 
317.19L DE BADD 
67.35L E B 
52.89L CD AAG 
216.97L C DAH 
514.49L CD AA 













. . _. 
1751 9 -2529 
1751 9- 271 6 
1 751 9 - 2848 
1751 9- 2250 
17519-2542 























































































































































1751 9 -2825 419.96L F AB I 
281.51L CD BA H 
220.05L CC AAE 
233.53LCE ABGE 
84.85L DE AAE 
20.93L BC AAE 
269.00L DE J A D  
99.63 CE F AB E 
20.35L DB A A A E  
23.36L F E  AB 
286.lSL CE A A E  
217.26: CDDD AAAD 
360.73L F F  AA 
161.44L F F D  AAB 
144.54L E CF 
39.37L D B 
274.25L F F  AA 
34.84: F E  E AADC 
28.48L C AF 



































17520- 291 4 
17520-2647 ._. -~ 
17520- 21 17 
17520-2856 
17520-2813 
17520- 21 41 
17520-2301 
9 ' 140330000F 
9 970122140F 
7512201 003 




17520- 21 09 
17520 -231 0 
17520 -2759 
17520 -271 8 
17520-2627 
























53.09Ll F IAA 
368.82L B C  AA 
366.40L F E  AAMC 



































39.30L D BG 
218.09L F E  IAA 



















































17522 - 21 28 
17522-2308 
373.30L DF AA 
52.35L D CCL 
21.50L F D  AA 
44.84 CCC AAB 
51.85L CE ABDC 
28.69L C AB I 
2745.27 B B E D  CCCE 
346.63L CE AB 
304.04L CDE AAAA 
49.18L BC AA 
39 MSH 17-214 
















, 560231 340F 
6 1 5602301001 









343.67L DF BA J 
39.53L F BC 
90.19L DD AA 
399.44L C AC 
461.49L E AB 
29.28L CC AA 
205.81L CD 
3 2 m L  D 













1.48 17523 - 2048 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS2 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed %urces m, 
51 2 














632.021. EF  BA 
17.40 D E 
297.80L CD BAC 
304.04L F E  FDCC 
84.46L E AAEE 
212.86L CC AAK 
227.67L EE ABEE 
56.92L CD B C M  
168.61L F AB I- 
















C D  
DD 
F E  
DE 































CD AAI  C 
F E  AA F 
D CBP 
C AD h 
F AA 
D F  AAFF 
DE AAB 
DC B B  
F E  AAGC 













F E  
F D  
F 
D 
E F  
DCE 














F E  
CF 









































































































F B GF 
EC AAB 
DDE I BDE 
DD AA 
E AB I 
E D  AA C 
















































































































a 6 chords SMJSMN e 
(9 ('7 1 b C') C') 
12 pm 
- 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1 752 - 247 
5+ 0 

























































































































6701 31 350F 





































































































































































































































































































































































20.06L 14.87~1 z 4 1 . 3 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  80.57L D IAADG h 
16.71L 84.60L DF AC 






760032010F 352.01 iiiiii 810.21: i i i 7 3 i i - ~  CED I - A  AP 
16.70L 277.72L CE BA 
6.14L 91.99L D BJ  





17527-2555 47.0 29 
17527-2015 47.3 22 
17527-2209 47.6 46 






















17528-2449 49.0 21 
17528-2801 149.9127 V781 SGR 





















'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
51 3 


























































































































































































































































































































a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 
6) (") 1 b ('7 C') 
L 
Confusion R S 




12 um S P  














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5+  0 
5 f  0 
6+ 1 

































































207.49L E J DF 
152.64L CF AC 
159.96L F CB 
25.70L E AB 
198.79L F F  AA 
45.34L F AA 
41.64L C AD 
159.02L D B B  
152.66L F F  AA 
45.44 DC DJCA 
70.45L DE BAFC 
154.95 D E BC C 
35.27L CE AB 
75.52L E BDL 
83.50L D AF 
167.96L EC AAC 
28.37L D D  CB 
273.29L DE B B  
190.24L D NCB 
138.43L E F  BBB 
15.09 D E B  
322.71L EF  BACl  
69.08L D B F  
205.35L E F  AA 
52.89 F F B  
41.39L B D  AB 
211.09L E F  BBC 
213.39L CF BC 
55.78L CC AAGG 
29.00L DD AB 
239.77L DD AA 
213.84L F E  AA 
47.64L DF AA 
132.12L D BB 
224.13L DE A A D  
165.331. CF BBC 
41.50L C B E  
260.60L DC BB 
160.18L F F  AB 
192.25 DD F AAMC 
164.98L CF AA E 
310.91L D B G 
176.67L CC AAGC 
192.25L F C D  BDDC 
56.22L C AD 
190.20LDD AA 
252.17L D BG 
305.80L E AB 
273.98L DD CB L 
38.44L E E  AA 
57.75L F F  AA 
242.37L BD AAEJ  
86.55L D B F  
258.61L BC AA 
254.80L C AD 
89.26L CF AB 
25.42L C BGD 
311.51L DF AB 
232.95L DDF AACG 
41.27L C AB 
67.51L F CD 
37.27L CC AAG 
296.90L C B B  
76.66L F BA 
20.84: DD HI HC 
174.68: E D GAGE 
60.06L F AAA 
48.08L CF AB E 
92.04L CD AA J 
215.11L CC AA F 
53.26 CE D AAFB 
40.62L BCC AAAA 
137.05L BC AAHB 
25.80: F E  D AAEC 
209.97L BC AA 
42.90L ED AA C 
314.39L F D  AA I 
346.79L BC AA C 
187.37L DF BC 
32.76L D B B  
18.46L E F  AB 
59.66L E AA 
237.58L D CCCC 
28.87L DD ACDh 
204.311. CE AB 
38.98L ED AA 
179.20L BC AA 
91.46L;F AC 
213.36L ED BAD 
311.51 D NEGC 
235.58L C E B A F E 
189.97L F F  AA 
229.48L C AC 
198.17L CE B B  E 
341.59L CD ABKF 
211.48L E BB 
28.81: F F  D AAKF 
84.78 E C 
173.52L DCE AABC 
















































































































17579 - 21 14 5601221003 
870231 110F 
860041120F 






































1 7530 - 2840 
1 7530 - 2746 
17530- 2106 
17530-2719 
1 7530 -2610 
1 7530 - 2325 



























































(1 753 -277 
\3 IV 2 
































































































871 041 RR4F 































































































4.50 1 175.56 1.1 5 + 0  4 i  1 - 2  3; 5 - 0  3c 1 - 2  44 5 + 0  35 5 - 0  I 2: 4DGC .DN I .DN I 0.568 > : e E +  2 4- 0 1- 2 3- 1 2E 8f 2C 7: 
'Confuwn Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processlng, 4) Nelghborlng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
51 4 
Right Ascension: 17h53m30s-17h54m03s 
36.05L C E  
205.40L B C  
60.12L F 
43.151. CF 
251.16L D C  
905.74L D 
425.05L D 
148.99L F D  
309.68L C D  
252.68L D E  
315.16L B C  
197.05: DCDF 
295.03L C C  
87.46L D 
307.04L FF 
263.27L E C  
115.20L E 
59.72L B C  
123.71L F F  
432.84L CF 
279.77L BB 
26.15L F C  
236.96 C C 
311.51L E D  




37.87L C C  
27.72L D 
189.75L DDD 
76.82: DE .E 
58.65L C D  
108.86 DD F 
37.18L C 
71.18L C 
62.93L C E  
261.29L D 
40.51L D E  
136.95L B C  
137.00L C C  
173.69L F 
43.42L E C  
138.44L B E F  
411.21L C 






91.90: C F D E  
211.63L C C  
121.09L C D  
314.48L C C  
62.25L B D  
106.12 E 
61.25L D C  
39.34L B 
268.34L F D  





A C  
AAG 







A A F  
B 











B D  I 
AA G 
B C  
AAC 
B E M  







A E I  
AAB 





A D  
AAE 
B B F B  
A 














































432  10 















































































DD F ABGD 
B C  AA 
B C  AA 
CC AAI G 
B B E  AABE 
B E  A A  
C E  AAF 
BC AA 
F E  AAL 












C C  AA 
c B C  
DE BCDF 
C C  BAA 
E F  BA J 
E E E  BBCE 
CB AA 





































F E  IAAEB 
BB AAB 
C A F E  
B C  AAA 































Y T  
100 pm 
V L 
Flua Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 860144340F I 960344464F I 








































376.31 LI  C F 
101.81L D 
218.81L DE 
28.8OL B C  





17540-2736 0.7 24 
17540-2434 1 8 3 2 i l  
17540-281 9 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Ertended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
51 5 
Right Ascension: 17h54m03s-17h54m32 Declination: -30"-- 20" 
Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags I Associations 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 0 
[s) C') I b (''1 C') 0 l H  N QP Name Type ('7 Mag a 6  h m .  0 ,  
17540 - 2356 
17540 - 2732 
17540 - 2244 
17540 - 21 25 
17540 - 2753 
17540 - 2945 
17540 - 2056 
17540 - 2457 
17540-2421 
17540 - 281 1 
17541 -2906 
17541 -221 1 
17541 -2722 
17541-2206 







17541 -231 7 
17541 -2008 









9 0 4  
91 3 
9 0 4  

















9 0 2  
9 0 3  
91 3 
98 3 
9 0 3  

















































































































































































































































































AAI  D 
A A F E  
BBDB 














































7.36 79.81: DE OB 
18.64L 92.14L BC AA 
1.71L 21.84L C BK 
8.76L 112.46L DE AB 
15.48L 1666.75L DC AA 
13.67L 218.39L F AA 
3.02L 39.36L DO AA 
17.45L 245.60L D B F J  
34.67 241.70: DEEE DEAD 













































































2.8 3 ' 
2.8 54 
7.5 43 1 
































































































































































































F F  
D 
F F  
CD 





E F  
DC 
BC 
F D  















17542- 201 1 
17542-2447 
17542-2557 
17542 - 2453 
1 7543 - 2429 
17543-7550 












































5 91 3 
5 91 3 
9 1  91 2 
5 91 2 
7 41  9 0 2  1 1 3 ~  
. . . _ _  .. 
17543-2555 
17543-2041 




4 - 0  77 
4 - 1  35 
_"".. -- -- . .- - , 
196.57L E F C  960054400F 
131.52L DE AA 0 ~ 660330044F 
17543 - 2656 
17543-2859 
1 7543 - 2444 
1 7543 - 2026 
17543 - 291 0 
3 - 1  35 5 91 3 
1 - 2  47 6 91 3 
5 - 0  26 8 91 2 
9 + 2  41 6 9013 
1- 2 17 5 1001 3 
4 - 0  19 4 91 R 
24734L DE B B  0 330020053F 
16782L CF AB 7 640030000F 
20346L D BDI 260131016F 
LDN 0048 
41.54L C BD 2600101211 
121.83L CD AA 8 1640220120F 
M 2 0 5 L  F F  AA 9 760111100F 
. . . _. .
17543 -2518 
17543 - 2837 
17543-2526 
17543 - 2304 
17543 -291 8 
2 - 2  37 5 91 3 
6+ 1 
-__ .-- 
13723LFF AAF 9 450000100F 
24028L CE BBE 0 953035400F 
7553L CC AA E 0 3801110007 
7742L D 






17544 - ? ~ n  
11 I 9 1  
75 8 91 
21 4 91 
39 4 91 
45 6 91 
14997L D K C 540130020F 
221 42L F DB 470066560F 
20606L F E F  AADE 9 350220288F 





















































6 91 2 
6 ,  91 3 
5 9 0 3  
5 91 3 
7 )  91 2 
221.32L C B B  550141000F 
115.08L CD AB 
160.51L DF ACFF 5 560241232F 
75.60L D IBD I zzr 
167.51L CF AB 0 340010020F 






























































91 1 2 
17544 - 2508 




17544 - 2330 
17544 - 2028 
17544 - 2347 
17544-2503 
17544 - 2324 
238.24L CDC A A B G  0 860230244F 
230.30L C B O  5 540432023F 
38.10 OD DCi  564022143F SGRV-7 
V1717 SGR 
231.12L D ' 540331010F 
D E ' i Z C B  9 665012243F 

































226.03L C AB H 0 550326130F 
54.07L D BBF 3 4600420103 
19.35: CF E ABCC 2 470243130F 
71DODl D CC 470269440F 
17544 - 2802 
1754-2144 
17544 - 281 3 
17544 - 2422 
22e i6; D- A B  J G 940020033F 
28058L C AB 360354230F 
166675 BEEF AAAA 0 346231255F 
~ T ~ K I  n c n  7~n1dj7mc 
17544 - 2 6 s  
1 7544 - 2406 
17545-2357 
17545 - 261 4 
17545-2436 
17545-2623 






17545 - 251 2 
17545-2258 
17545 - 2342 
17545 - 2424 
LL I.-IC , -" .- .-.. . , 
233.36L E K B i  974352053F 
168.06L D B B  960530000F 
57 8 
52 5 
4814L DD AA 9 4600311003 17545-2137 
64.48i BC 
198.98L CE 
161 28L F F  
29.181. C 
44.14L F F  
182.11L BCD 
20 5 9 0 3  
17 4 91 13 
17544 - 2258 
5.864 
251 6 1 9 1  3 
89.26L D ' A E  3701000007 
68.72L F E  BAA 4801610107 
233.95: DDF IHDBA 3 1970255030F 
I 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
51 6 
CIRRUS-2, 3) Conluwn Processing. 4) Neighbnng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
Right Ascension: 17h54m33a-17h55m148 





n u x  ~ o r r  A Confusion R 






































































































































































































a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(5) ('7 1 b C') (''1 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































123.05L E D  AB 
110.78L DE AC 
43.30L CC AAC 
31.97L F F  AAB 
148.57L F AB 
57.47L,CF AB 
201.59L F F  AA 
44.45L ED AAHE 
201.69L DE AAD 
349.65L F E  AA 
117.70L EE AA 
226.07L B F  AA 
366.61L F D  AA 
299.23L D B 
124.18 DEEC EBCE 
290.96L DE A B  
19.42L BCF AAB 
82.61L CE AC 
203.46L CC AACF 
269.51L F E  AA 
S26 
1 86ooo 7546-21 M1 52 






















































70.08L D J DB 
118.87L E AA 
37.06L CE AB 
122.13L CE AAHG 
174.87L CCD BAA 
81.58L CD A A H  
374.20L D B F  
9130L F AAB 
355.76 CCDD AABE 















































































1 192.43L CC BA 
180.04L F A B J  
159.71L F F  AAC 
99.131. DE CA 
116.42L F F  AA 
206.18L F D  AAB 
58.58L F ABB 
74.93L CDE ABE 
61.23L DC A A K l  
448.14L C ACD 
456-PN 24 PI 
17548-2947 154.01 38 
17549-2155 54.2 53 
17549-2233 54.5 36 


















397.70L E E  AA 
73.58L DE AAGF 
198.37L E E E  AAB 
257.06L DDE BBCB 
144.45L D F ABFB 
171.681. CD BB J 
213.38L DC AA 
37.28L CD AB 
82.52L D B E  





200.84L DF BCEA 
224.32L DD AA F 
313.71L DE AA 
234.86L C A 
94.99L F F  AA 
271.41L CC AA 
287.59L F E  A A F F  
203.36L CCD AAA 
192.11L C AAD 


















45.41L F D  AAL 
241.93L CD BAB 
91.87L D B 
285.31L CD AAE 
47.65L EC J BA 
43.64L BCC AAA 
51.16L D CBE 
54.26L CE AAAE 
48.50L D AB 
269.90L ED AA 
9 
2 
17550 - 2147 
LDN 0048 
S26 

























80.23 DFEE ABCC 
199.03L CCC AAA 
102.08L F AAB 
372.41L F CB 
42.38L CD BB 
45.28L F E  AA 
201.41L CC AAH 
745.97L D BED 




17551-2346 1 9.1147 
17551 -2243 
V785 SGR 0 
0 45.87LICC IAA 
17551-2444 11.1 45 
17551-2531 111.5/15 
960242353F 208.00L D B F  
165.84L DE ABG 
243.21L F F  AA 
353.91L CCE AABE 
45.06L CE B B  
92.57L CCD AAB 
24.72 C D AAEE 
745.97L DE B B  
65.56L D B J  G 
45.55L BC AA 
X1755-278 
PK 1 - 2.2 








- 17552-2339 114.11 2 I I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25, 60, 100 prn; 10) High Source Density Region. 
51 7 
Riaht Ascension: 17h55m14a-17h55m518 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm '00 pm 
Declination: -30"--20" 
V L 
nux ~ o r r  A Confusion R s 














































































































































D B D  
F E  AA K 



























































































































































CC D A A E B  
CD AB 
C AC 
















F F  AAF 
CE AA 
F E  CA D 
DD B A H  
F F  AB 
CF AB 















D B E 
F F  AA 

















BBD A A B C  
F D  AA 
DE BA 
CD AAC 
CC D A A J D  
DE BC 
CD A A  
CD BBE 















F F  AA 
F F  AA D 
D B E  
DDE AAD 
CD AAI  













E J B 
CD BA 
BFO ABCB 
E F C F  
D ECE 
D B B  
DE AC 











F A A F E  
DD D DEEB 
F F  AAF 
BC AA 
F F  A A E J  
E AA D 
CF AC 
C B A F  
E F  E AA E 































EF  KBDD 
F E  AA 
CE D AAHE 
F E  AA 
F E E  AAC 
F F  AA 
























Associations Flux Density Position (19%) 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
A 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17553-21 51 17553-2151 
























































































17554 - 231 6 
17554 - 251 3 
17554-2639 






























































































1 7554 - 2626 
1 7554 - 2930 
17555-2954 
17555-2418 

















1 7555 - 2200 















17555 - 2007 
17555-2717 






























17556 - 271 0 





























9701 341 33F 
540021200F 
1701 110103 
951 31 OOOOF 





































. . - - . - . .. 
17557-2636 
17557 - 2732 
17557-2351 








































'Confusion Flags: I )  CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-?; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
51 8 
Right Ascension: 17h55m51s-17h56m29a 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm pm 100 pm 
Declination: -30"--20' 
V L 
R U ~  corn A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 



















































Flux Density I Flags 
CE AA 
CD D AAJE 
CE AAF 
C ACB 
C E  AA 
BC AAC 
D D  AA 
CE AA 
E D  BACE 
F F AAJ E 
F F F  AAA 
F E  AA C 
CCE AAC 
D F  BBE 
C AB 
CC AA 
E E  AA E 
CD BAC 
C F  BBJ 
CC AA 
CC AAKl 
B C F E  AACP 
D I E 
C AI 
F F  AA 
F B B H @  
CC AA 




F A E 
E DBDC 
E D D  AACE 
DE CBCC 
F AK 
F F E  AAE 
DE AB 









F E  AA 

































































































































































































2 4 '  6 ,  90 
40 6 1 91 

















































































































293.381. F E  BAH 
216.39L F ~ A A D  
202.93L C AF 
420.02L F E  AA 
302.951. C D  AAFF 
208.46L D D  CB 
301.51L CC AA 
57.11LCC AA 
363.17L DD AA 



























E F  

























































































F F  B B B  












F F  AA 
CC AA E 
D AC 
F B B  
E GHCE 
D E HC 
E F  AB 
C AB 
C AC 
B E ACKC 
Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 0 

























































































~~ 91 2 3
101 4 
91 3 













































































































































































7 +  1 
4- 1 
9+ 1 
2-  2 
8+ 1 
7+ 1 




















































































































































































17558-2306 17559-2306 550 40 
17559-2704 15501 7 
17559-2930 56.5 19 
17559-2541 56.7 11 
17559-2416 57.4 31 
17559-2901 157.4 17 
17559-2523 57.8 30 
17559-2420 58.9 39 
17559-2457 59.2 3 
17559-2747 59.6 14 










































































































































































































































10.73L 186055 K5 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
51 9 
Right Ascension: 17h56m3P-17h57m06s 
89 
92 
9 4 5  
92 
92 
9 0 4  
89 




9 0 2  
9 0 3  
92 





9 0 3  
90 






9 0 5  
91 
9 0 2  
90 
91 
































































































106.03L F F  
294.30L F F  
159.19L F D  











A B E B  
AAA 
AA D 















DE B E  
D AEI  
E A 
CD E A A B B  
F E 












































































1492L 25910L F EA C 
23841. 411 78L E A D F H  
1971L 481 15L D CHG 
325L 2130L F F  AAD 9 
1765L 24674L EC A E E H  1 
2049L 22728L BC AA 2 
514L 6374L D AC 
327L 2470L D AD 
4907L 22728L E EC 































Flux Density Flags 
V L (Not Color Gmected) Galactic Uncertainty C 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
C 
A %P 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 740240111F I 94014m32~ I
(1756-212 
0 95022OOOOF I 950120200F I 
41 IVlV 1 
i2465 SGR 17566-2852 138.7 60 
1756-2512 38.8 22 
1756-2756 
"01 28 1756-2748 390  10 
17566-2238 40.0 25 
1756-2105 141.1 17 
1756-2101 41.3 39 
1756-2521 41.4 12 
1756-2442 41.7 11 
1 7 5 6 7 - m i  142.4 19 
7.387 
9 140110010F 










1 ~ 980521345F 46 llOOOO31 
2 971345690F 
B E  
AAE 
E F  
AC 













A E F H  
AA 
AB J 
C I::: ; A A  
: AACE 
AB 





























35C.lOL F F  
38687L CD 
29892L DC 
328 66L' cc 
4367L E 
4416OL DE 
211 83L F D  
4621 4221 OF 
0 I 740400000F I 





















S28 17569-2325 59.5 33 
17570-2947 0.1 21 


























VI  730 SGR 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
520 





















Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
D B F  
DE CE 1 
F F  AA E 
DD AAGG E 
C J C D C  
D CB 
DDC AAB E 
DC AB E 5 
DF AED C 
D DCDD 5 
BCCC A A A B  i 
DD B B  4 
BD AAI  H E 
D F B  E 
BC AA 1 
F F  AA 9 
E HD 
E BBC 
E E E  A A E M  9 
D BDJ  D 




































F E  AA 4 
C D 
DCD AACD 9 
DDED AAAA 0 
F F E  A A B F  9 
E F  F B C F  
BC AB 2 
C F A E  
CE AB 3 















F F  AA 9 
F E  F AADB 9 
E E  AA 9 
F B C  
F F  A A F  9 
DCD AAE 9 
E D  AADF 9 
D B 


















CE ECG 0 
BC AA 1 
CDE AAB 8 
CCD AAA 0 
DF CA 4 
CCD A B E B  g 
D A G  
CD J A A B  
F F  AA 9 











C B F E G  
EDD A A D  9 
B B F F  AAAA 9 
E E BCE 6 
E ABHC 6 
D AH 
DF B B  6 
BC AAB 8 
DDF AAA 9 






















































































BC AA 1 
DC AAHD 9 
F BD 
C B 
F F  AB 9 
CD AACD 0 
CC AA 0 














CD AAJ  1 
F E  AA 9 
F E  AA E 9 
CF AB 0 
F F  AAI  C 9 
DCC B A B C  2 
DD AACE 9 
F F  AAB 9 





































CF AB 6 
BC AA K 1 
F E  F A A E D  9 
CC AA 7 
CCD AACC 7 
DF BA 0 
D AB 
CE AA 6 
C F ECB 












42.2 2 '  







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17571-2920 7.0 17 
17571-2352 8.1 56 
17571-2807 8.8 42 
17571-2237 8.9 14 
17571 -201 1 9.3 37 
17571-2819 9.3 43 
17571-2030 10.1 3 
17571-2044 10.4 19 
17571-2813 10.4 38 






































17571-2328 11.5 51 
17572-2022 12.1 48 
17572-2214 12.2 38 
17572-2345 13.1 48 
17572-2119 13.9 20 
17572-2750 14.0 10 
17572-2334 14.2 0 
17572-2247 14.6 38 
17572-2150 14.8 42 
17572-2633 15.0 34 
17572-2909 15.0 3 
17572-2039 17.1 10 
17572-2140 17.1 28 
17572-2904 17.1 32 
17572-2934 17.9 4 
17573-2320 18.2 16 
17573-2322 18.2 2 
17573-2628 18.7 20 
17573-2708 19.3 33 
17573-2521 19.5 57 
91 2 
9 0 5  
91 3 
91 2 
9 0 4  
89 5 
89 2 
9 0 5  
91 2 


























































17574-2842 29.8 15 
17575-2416 30.3 16 
17575-2644 130.51 47 1 








































































9 0 5  
9 0 4  
91 3 
9 0 5  
91 5 
91 3 
9 0 3  
9 0  4 



















6 - 0  33 
6-0 35 
3-2 31 
7 - 0  25 
5 - 1  20 
4 - 2 ,  21 
7 + 0 i  42 
F B E  
A A  



















I I 1  
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
52 1 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -30'-- 20" 
Associations Flux Density Flags 
90 












AA 0 3703110203 
AB G 1 660442750F 
22535L DF BC 1 
9333L D AC 5 
















9 0 2  
90 
91 
9 0 4  
9 0 2  
9 0 2  
91 
91 
9 0 3  
















58 5 38 





0 7 26 
1 1  441 







9 0 3  
9 0 2  
9 0 2  
91 
9 0 2  
91 
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
90 













9 0 2  
































































11 5 21 
11 9 32 
121  16 











F F  
F 
F F  
F D  
7404L F E  AAC 
31 41LlDE AAL 
23954 CDF DAAB 
71 06L CE AA 
171 95L CD AA 









































DD AA 1 
E AB 
D BF 













F F  
F F  




















































































































































































































































































































66736L CD AAHC 3 950320132F 
80557L 76767LlCF C
290362 BCDD A A B B  1 94A136555F 91 
~ 0 ~ 6 6 0 1 3 2 2 3 0 F ~  5 95012100 F 
17577-2504 46.8 49 
17577-2320 46.9 19 
17577-2446 48.9 29 
17577-2418 47.3 51 
17577-2652 47.6 46 
17578-2705 48.1 0 



























126.07L E F  AB 9 740110000F 
294.29L F E  AAHl  9 240222133F 
53.52L D D ABHC 4803123103 
683.41L C AB 850245550F 
578468L CCD B B B B  2 610236600F 






17576-2244 l48.5l i i  I 
17578-2409 488 59 



























A A E H  6 











17576-2115 51 4 -6 
17578-2939 52 7 31 
17578-2433 530 43 
17578-2559 53.0 31 
17579-2120 541 44 
17579-2236 543 17 
















































































1-  3 
7- 0 
5- 1 










































































10640L 23122L DE BCC 0 470427921F 
1697L !90362L F AAL 940439721F 
1044L 8647L DE AB 0 95022000OF~ 
8750 18682 EDE F C B A  970243220F 
3099L 10665L F BDD 970031022F 
1855L 211 71L F F  AA 9 970343220F 
1428L 161 14L F F  AAC 9 440111133F 
1552 21099L CE AAF 240212132F 
19608 371 87 DED AABA 1 861156531F 
11470L 290362L E ABC 1 940159985F 
3 1  




7 3  
7 ;  1 
313571 
MRSL 006-00/1 

























































































2 ,  670236600F 
740110130F 
5401 10000F 











2 l  











75.15L DDE BAA 0 950241110F 
284.26L F E  AA 8 960211023F 
223.67L F F  BA 9 4404000llF 
104.07L D A B G C ~  W301OOF 
17561-2048 7.2 9 
17581-2031 7.8 9 
17581-2130 9.0 16 
17581-2156 9.3 37 
17581-2813 1 9.4 5 
17581-2313 I 9.7 1 
41 35L C BGB ' 2701000003 
41 35L BD AB 2 2700200003 
6365L F F E  A A B B  9 3702111423 
7438L CD DB D 2 4701112103 
15749L D BECBI  540012133F 
37549L DE AA 0 960165423F 
I 










































17581-2900 10.6 18 















17582-2054 13.7 33 
17582-2626 13.7 23 




B B  F 
AB 








17562-2924 1142 18 
17582-2619 14 5 36 
17562-2316 14 9 36 
17582-2640 150 26 
17582-2836 153 39 
17582-2955 155 31 





































6- 1 46 
2 - 3  75 











17583-2237 20.8 17 
17583-2201 121.61 5 
17583-2413 21.7 0 
17583-2024 22.0 56 
7 1 0  57 G 7.241 CBB 
AAA 8 
AAE 9 
AAJ  9 






7 9 0 3  
6 90 3 
7 9 0 2  
6 9 0 3  
. , - _. 
8 + 0  31 
6- 1 23 
9+ 1 40 
7 + 0  43 
3 - 2 ,  48 
9 1  1 I 19 
2 - 3  1 - 3 ~  22 6
7 - 0  26 
LDN 0049 
VI945 SGR 
9501 441 32F 
964225830F I 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
522 
Right Ascension: 17h58m27s-17h59m09a 
(Not Color Corrected) 
100 pm 
Declination: - 30"-- 20" 
Associations 
V 
Flux Corr A Confusion k s 
































































































































































D B B  H 
CD AA F 
E AB 








































F F  AA 
B O  AAD 
E BDB 
F E  AB 
DB DA 
C BG 
E E  AA 
DE AA 
DCE ABBG 

















































C F D  BAAA 
D B M 
D DC 
F E  AADE 
E D  AAG 
D BC 
E AAB 
































F AC C 




F F  AAEE 
B B  AADH 
C AA 













D A C J J  
E D  AB 





























F F  AA 
CE AB 
CC AA F 
F F  AA 
BC AAI  
CE AA 
DD AACE 






















































a S Coords SMJSMN 8 













25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
Sep 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































17584-2242 279 28 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































145.43L DF AC 
87.52L F F  BB C 
37.04L DF AB 
113.13L EF  AAD 
307.67L E F F  ABBE 
241.71L F F  AA I- 
92.81L D E BBDJ  
110.70L DE AA 
105.24L F E  AA 
349.37L F BA 
212.82L CE BAD 
25.60: F F  F BCLE 
98.75L F F  AA 
288.06L E A B L E  
311.77L CE AB 
255.64L F F  AAI  C 
101.35 E DB 
181.15L F D  AA 
63.79L F D  AA 
489.79L E B B  
X1758-268 
369.74L DF B B  
117.22L E BE H 
31.20L BC AAC 
366.59L F F  AAE 
127.18L F AAL  
78.44L DE AA 
201.25 F D  F AA E 
17.46 D K A  





17588-2024 49.8 37 
17588-2553 50.0 57 
17588-2238 1513) 48 
RAFGL 69238 
G 6.144 
17588-2658 I51 3146 




17589-2252 56.7 41 
17589-2333 56.7 34 
17589-2235 157.41 5 
311.14L DD AAK 










17590-2101 2.3 13 
17590-2156 2.3 30 
17590-2042 I 25/11 




'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
523 



































































































































































































































































9 0 2  
91 
90 
9 0 2  
9 0 2  



































12 wm S P  





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































11.57L D CDI C 
594.86L F AAD 
1623.75: B D F D  CAAA 
191.25L BC AA 
428.63L DD BA F 
163.38L CD KAAA 
615.67L E AA 
617.98 E F CDFB 
440.42L CD AAD 










9 960245640F V1948 SGR 
549.06LCE AA 
168.021. CC A A F B  
347.22L CF AB 
370.21L D AE 
536.39L DD AA 
116.46L D D 
242.77L DD CBB 
215.68L DE BAAG 
617.98L DE B D  







2 640112001F I 7481 10003F 
554.52L CE AC 
174.74LlBC AAJ  G 
84.90LFEE AAB 
388.81LlBC AA C 
295.44L'FF AA 
237.75L CE ABK 
388.00L EC AA 
621.41L BD AA 
381.26L D AL  














415.92L DE AAD 
471.45LiFE AAB 
90.14L CE AB 
1241.55L' C B K 
442.60L BC AA 
128.88L CE AA L 
580.26L F F  AA G 
319.99L D AB 
126.99L ED AA 







537.02L CC AA 
554.22L CDE BBFC 
455.19 C E DEFB 
506.68L F BC 
16.16 D NGD 
63.00 D D F B  



































193.34L CF AA 
70.48L E L I  C 
359.41L F AA 
43.51L E B 
559.79L D AB 
496.06L D CCC 
398.49L C E ACB 
481.04L BCD AAC 
90.25 D L E B  




436.63LiCE AC G 
93.52L CD AA E 
144.51L F F  AAB 
208.99L D B J 
479.22L8E BC 
111.88LlCDD ABD 




7 - 0  23 
5- 1 I 21 
4 - 2  28 
6 - 1  22 
88943L EDF CBBA 
40734LlDC AA 
23399L DC AAKF 
59662LC E DEDH 
29344L DD AA 
20356LlC AC 
696931L DE BEB 
22104L F F  AAEG 
46997L B F ,  AA 
53066LlC AB 
LDN 0171 
LDN 01 19 
4 - 2  40 
3-21 50 
8 + 0  19 
3-2 40 
6- 1 28 



























22.39L 254.90L D AB E 
14.42L 268.89L DD AB 
24.34L 465.97L E AC 
41.84: 6969.31L F E F  AAE 
24.17L 484.03L D B E  
11.8OL 157.74L F E  AB 
17.32L 359.65L C AD 
22.69L 568.12L F BB F 
15.21L 205.15L BD AB B 
27.76L 1 889.43L BC AAG 
LDN 0180 
9 I 540120120F 








17597-2413 47.1 22 
17597-2457 47.3 16 
17597-2422 47.5 14 
17597-2219 47.91 58 ~ 
17598-2227 48.1 44 
17598-2025 48.4131 1 _.. - - 
1 7598 -2621 
17598-21 17 1;: i 
17598-2623 503 20 
17598-2053 509 49 
~ 
'Conluwon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
524 
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
~ ~~ 
Riaht Ascension: 17h59m51s-18h00m2P 
Flux Density 













































































































































































































c Galactic UncertaintyA 
- - - - >  ...,- ^.*.. C A 
% T  
Name 
100 pm Flux Corr 
Uncs Coef 
S P  
Name Type (") Mag 
4 Confusion R S 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 I 960231330F 390.18L CF A B J  
6969.31L CE B A B  
94.48L D B E  
289.76L CE AAB 
258.24L D B 
406.31L EC AA 
140.62L F F  AA H 
432.96L F F  AAE 
440.29L DE AA 
116.69L C A 
V1404 SGR 
LDN 01 80 


















329.46L C A DH 
425.63L BC AA 
95.21L FDE A A B B  
81.31: EDEF AABC 
402.50L BC AAF 
353.25L CE AA 
277.90L EE AADG 
157.55L D BC 
246.14L DE AB 
348.95L CD AB 
RAFGL 5182s 17599-2202 













491.53L D AC 
6969.31 BBDF DCBA 
180.86L C B B F  
107.99L CDE AACC 
96.01L DF AB 
130.94L DDF AAB 
336.19L F F  AA F 
170.43L CC AA 
561.97L DE AA 





















































































221.70L E F  AAGE 
410.73L E E D  AAC 
294.46L D BC 
504.94L CD A B  
334.86L DCD BAA 
528.80L F F  AAHG 
239.74L F D  AA 
540.62L F F  AA 
155.95L D BB 























120.78L CE ABE 
203.82L CC AAKD 
384.90L CE A B  
35.37: EDEE BBDC 
90.87L F F  A A N  
479.87L F F  AB G 
190.98L DD BA 
372.52L E E  AB 
308.83L DD B B B  
34.57 F BGFB 



















254.25L BCC AABD 
291.51L CE A B  
130.61L CF BC 
24.94 D B 
287.52L CD AB 
17.28: DE H F C E  
36.70L DE B B  
417.6OL D E D  BBD 
20.06: CCE BAAE 































997.41: E E DBFF 
284.41L E D  AAC 
6969.31L CE CBB 
522.38L CCE CADF 
253.23L DE AAE 
84.55L BC A A  
123.97L BC A A I  D 
74.96L D BD F 
85.6OL DE BC 




18003 - 21 51 
18003- 2526 
18003 - 2457 
18003 - 2444 
18003 - 2046 
18004- 2748 
18004-2120 
18004 - 2434 
18004 - 2826 
18004-2000 
































256.25L D DDC 
6969.31L CCD BAA 
59.20 F E  F AAHB 
166.73L D C 
165.63L E E C 
86.79L F F  AA 
106.36L E AAB 
132.28: EDE FDEE 
300.01L F A HE 


















92.16L F E  AA 
118.52L D BB 
909.22L BD AACC 
130.79L E AA 
252.34L CD AC 
113.93L D BE 
270.74L F F  ABM 
215.421. E E  EBC 
290.621. DF AB 
















16004 -21 31 
18004 - 2744 



















113.86L EE AA 
281.241. 54.23LlD  IAH AF  
? Z ? E \  5: ?!. r 
8 + 0  20 
3 - 3  75 
4 - 2  47 
8 - 0  37 
3 - 3  29 
5 - 2  26 
7 - 0  19 
5 - 1  37 
7- 1 1  51 
2 ' 940030022F 
0 960142133F 




43.86L CC AAI  E 6 351222133F 
27.78L DE B B  J 1 870021020F 
265.26L FE ( A A D  9 780201141F 
295.57L CC AA 1 960042410F 
256.19L D D IACD 974010020F 
1 ' V1951 SGR 
23 LDN 0171 
- 
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 80. 100 pm; 10) High Source k n s i t y  Region. 
525 































Declination: - 30"- - 20' 
E CBC 
C AC 
D F  AA 





D E E D  AEDC 
D F  ABB 
CD AAF 
F B 




E F  AB1 
CCD AAB 
CC AA H 
F DABJ 







BC A A F F  
BBCD CBAE 
C E  AB 





































































































































































































































1 9  
2 4  
2 8  
3 3  
3 8  
4 0  
4 7  
4 7  
85 3 







































F E  AAM 
E B D  







D B C 
162 
6 3  









1 1  
1 3  
1 6  
2 6  
2 7  
3 0  
3 3  
3 5  
3 6  
3 6  
4 5  
59 
6 5  
6 6  
7 0  
7 7  
7 8  
8 2  








































CE E B B  C 
D A 
F E  AA 





















F F D  CEDC 
















































































































a 6  
h m .  0 1  
I V L I C  (Not Color Corrected) 











































































































12 pm Name Type *P (") Mag 4 Confusion A 








































































































































































































































































3 1  
1 
3 1  
2c 
I 






























































































I O +  1 
4- 3 
10+ 1 













I670364740F G 5.974 . - - - . - . _ _  
1 8005 - 2922 
18005- 2244 
18005-2542 







4.32 1 30.431 
1.93 33.98 0 1 674444540F 
G 5.974 18005 -241 4 
18005 -21 26 
18005-2429 














521 -PN 17 PI 




18006 -21 48 
LDN 0119 
X1800-213 



















. . . . . _. . 
18006-2508 
18006-2502 
18006 - 2422 
18006-2852 
18007 - 2620 
18007 - 2740 
18007 - 2750 













10207L C E  
91 87L CF 
43649L D 
12020L D 
87 73L F F 




' i t  E 7 
B B  0 










































16007 - 2228 





18007 - 2357 
18007-2136 
V1464 SGR 




















































18007 - 2345 
18007-2026 
18007-21 58 
18007 - 2306 
18008 - 2434 
8.070 
W25L D F  
28836L F F  
29367L C F E  
903584L E 
160 50L F F 
22375L D D  
102 69L E D  
903584L D 
38973L E 
447 64L F F 
18008-2916 
18008 - 2657 
18008-2404 
18008-2421 





































1 8006 - 2738 
18008 - 2640 
18008-2425 




























7501 31 1 00F 
.540343110F 
18008 - 2732 
18008-2419 
1 8008 - 2754 
18008-2701 







































B E H  
18008-2558 
18009-2552 
16009 - 2935 
18009-2446 
18009-2218 
18009 - 2630 
18009 -2431 


































-. . - -. 
18009 - 21 55 
18009 - 201 9 
1 8009 - 2058 
18W9 - 2450 
18009-2427 




































. - -. - .
18010-2253 
18010- 2429 
1801 0- 2948 
1801 0-2030 
18010-2829 










































18ni i -271 1 
5701100217 
~ S O ~ ~ O O I O F  





'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
526 
Right Ascension: 1 BhO1 "0Bs-1 BhO 1m44s 
Flux Density 































DC B E  
F E  AAC 




F F  AA 
C F HDHC 
E F  DDCA 
CD AA 
DC AB C 
D F B  
DC AB 
CE E B C J E  
D AD 
E CDB 
C F A  
CC B A D  
C AB1 J 
F F  AAEC 
F D  AADG 
DEE CCBK 





241.17L F E  
34.93: D E E D  
B E  
I F D  
AA 














































































1184.17 B C F F  
258.42L BC 
67.19L F F  
137.03L F F  


























































F C  
AAK 
ACDH 








4881L F E  
302.38L C 
83.29L E 
266.61L F F  






A A  G 
A M  
BDE 
AAE 
B B F D  
633.84 C F 
351.37L BCD 
131.82L B C D  
49.18L CF 
347.66L CE 
303.43L F E  










J E D E  




















































E F  BC 
CDD A A E F  
DD CAB 













7 9 0  
7 9 0  
5 9 0  
7 9 0  
5 9 0  
261 74L C 
55368L D 
7349L DF 





















# T  
V L 
A Confusion R S 
R Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN I l  
6 )  ('7 I b (''1 (") 0 
25 pm 60 pm S P  







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18014-2756 125.3133 1 
;25 

















































Z 5  


















































5 9 0  
5 89 
5 89 



























































21.39L X L  0026 



























E L  0026 P6  
48 
- 
I 960330000F I 
313643 
I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
527 
Right Ascension: 18h01m45s-18h02m25s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -30'--20" 


































D AA E 
C ABF 
DEFF DBFE 
F F  AAC 
BC AA 
EDC AAA 
BC A A F k  



















































F E B  
D AGL 
BBDF AAAP 
C B B I  C 
DD D AAHE 
D B I L 
C GABF 
CE AA 



























































F F  AA 
DDF AAOE 
F E  AAB 
F F  AA 
CD AA 














































































D BD F 
D BD 
F F  AA 
CF AB 
F E  ABJ  
DE BCJ 
C B F  























































































































































D BC E 
E BD 
CD AB 
F F  AA 
CC A A H  
CE AA 

























9 0 3  
90 
90 
9 0 3  
90 
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  
90 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
90 




9 0 3  
9 0 3  
90 
89 
9 0 3  
89 
88 
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  












































































F E  DC t 
DD BA 
C BCF 
F E  AAHF 
CE ABCh 
DD AA 
E J A A l  
D E AED 
C B D  




























24.4 1: 38227L F 
14409L F 
456.39L C 







c V L 
Corr A Confusion R S 
U n a  G x f  R Flags' S 2 
12 pm A k P  













9 0 3  
9 0 3  1 9 0 3  








9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
95 3 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
91 2 
89 3 
9 0 3  
91 2 
88 3 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  




9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 2  
89 3 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
























































































































































































































































































































































































































18018-2931 51.4 57 








9 240131000F 28 
340120022F 
660241400F 












18019-2048 54.3 35 
18019-2611 ~54.3149 
18019-2140 54.6 27 
18019-2242 55.1 33 
39 RICH 13 
23 LDN0232 
18019-2500 55.3 42 
18019-2355 55.6 58 






































































































































































































13 186250 K5 
18022-2449 14.2 14 
18022-2432 14.4 47 
18022-2400 14.8 19 










9 1 560040400~ I 
471.00LI C 4 16002012OF 
466.42L F D  AB D ,  1 562313335F 
422.74L 93.03~ CD D 1~~~~~ 4 1 061130001F 850000 00~1 20 I G 7.800 
355.58L CD I AA H 1 0 I 960333344F I 
1iOZ4-2714 (24.71 1s 
23 LDN 0232 
I 1 1  -
528 
Right Ascension: 18h02m258-18h03m038 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 ~m 
Declination: -30"--20" 
V L 
n u x  Corr A Confusion R s 















































































Flux Density I Rags 
DE AA 
CEF B B A l  




















C E AAB 
F F  AA 
E B F  
F F  AA 
C A D 















F F  ABE 
CDDE CCAA 
F E  AA 
C AD 
F F  AA 
B D E D  BBBB 
F F  BA 




































E A A B F  
BC AA G 
F F  ABF 
BC AA 
D BD 











D I B B  
E F  AA 
F E  AA 



























































9 0 3  
89 
90 
9 0 3  










9 0 3  
89 
90 











































E D D  AAD 
F D E  AACL 
E B 
C B B  
CDE ABB 






















































DD D B B I  B 
CC A A H  
CC AA 
CC AA 































F D GC 







F B K 



















CE AB J 






D F CEB 



































































a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) C') 1 b C') ('7 
I2 pm S P  

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KLNS 27 18024 - 21 38 
18024-2431 
18024-2739 
18024 -21 23 
18024-2209 
18024-2704 




18025 - 2438 
RAFGL 5192s 
7.801 
ADG008.5 - 00.2 
LDN 0232 
E 9  
1 
18026-2856 
1 M26 - 2929 
1 350100000F 
9 750114520F X1802-294 3 
18026-2642 
18026- 2010 






















456-PN 51 PI 
18028 - 2624 
18028- 281 4 
G 9.177 







RAFGL 51943 6 90 3 



























9 1 7402001 11 F 
1 , 950021000F 
I 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
529 
Riaht Ascension: 18h03m03s-18h03m42s 
Flux Density 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Flags Position (1950) I 














139.57L F E  
29.1OL D 
75.65L CC 


























BC G 6 
CB 
























9439 DE F 
14 51 
AADG 9 



































8501 24431 F 
360072443F 
951020010F 























































322  26 
3251 56 















































# T  
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm I nux  corn i Confusion ii s 
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
*P 































































































































































































































































































































































































18031-2944 6.4 31 
18031-2144 6.6 21 
18031-2352 6.7 18 
18031-2002 1 8 . 4  3 dRSL 008-0011 660132463F 0602203007 1 
18031-2730 8.4 7 
18031-2924 8.5 13 
18031-2929 8.5 19 














18031-2451 ! I 1 3  26 
18032-2153 112.2 29 











18032-2635 127 9 
18032-2117 130119 
18032-2108 1136 1 
18032-2137 1 4 6 ~ 5 4  
18032-2032 147 8 
18032-2359 I150 54 







18032-2435 ~ 15.1 I 56 
18032-2809 15.2 11 































I B B  
B A l  
AA 



























































































K1803 - 21 2 137 
18034-2930 25.1 29 
18034-2708 25.2 17 
18034-2509 25.7 57 










1 82L 1 
7 90 3 
7 90 3 
9 90 3 
8 90 3 
8 89 3 
8 90 3 
7 90 31 
8 89 3 
8 90 3 



















































9 9 0 3  
14 90 2 
16 90 2 
9 0 2  
86 3 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
540041 lOOF 
230223500F 
95002001 1 F 
150031100F 
37D135433F 
961 11 WOOF 
950020213F 






















9 0 3  






9 0 2  






9 0 2  
89 3 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 3 
9 0 3  
89 3 
9 0 2  
93 3 
89 3 






8 9 ~  3 
90'3 
521 - PN 27 PI 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 6  
h m .  
I V L 
A Confusion A 
R Flags' 6 
(Not Color Corrected) Galactic Uncert 
a 6 Coorda ;MJ SM 
(s) (") 1 b (") (" 
12 pm 25 urn 60 um 
(Jansky) Name Type 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6601 65541 F 
550110020F 
18037- 221 2 








18037-2228 186289 KOP 
334 
X L  0024 
18037 - 2332 
18037-2130 
18038 - 2746 
18038-2615 
307.25L C B B  
1049.34L DDF BCDl  
58.08L D GBI 
113.92L DDD A B F l  
232.97L CDE BBD(  
72.80L E F  AA ( 
69.27L CD AA 
280.45L CE AB 
222.23L CE BA 




18038 -21 18 
18038-2456 
18038 - 2837 









18039 - 271 6 
18039-2949 
18039-2743 
18039 - 2649 
18039 - 2009 
18039-2452 
(1803-286 
106.55 E I 
57.35L D B E  
212.36L F E  AAGt 
256.40L E AAD 
183.83L E F  AC 
126.68L C B B  
59.38L D AA 
63.05L F F E  AAA(  
357.58 E E  A A I  
75.28L EE B B  
(1803-2765 
63.42L DF AB 
71.12L ED AB 
115.02L CF BBJ 
306.93L CE AB 
95.88L D F C  
34.77 E D DCG( 
64.19L DE NAB 
253.55L CE AC 
39.85L DE AA 











. . . . - ._ 
18039-2829 




(1 803 -284 






525.27 FCEF A A B l  
275.86L DE AA 
253.99L D DCC( 
95.45L CF A B  
216.18L F F  AA 
260.61L BC AA 
248.22L DCF A A D  
65.89L BCD AAA 
103.18L C AE 
288.43L DF B A H  
8 950220000F 
940130010F 
9 460246110F 18040- 21 14 
18040-2334 iEN1587 223.22L CE AA E 
100.01L CE AA J 
136.95L F BE ( 
254.39L CF AA 
42.68L DC CAA 
98.92L OF B B  
108.19L D AD C 
41.48L CE AB 
104.80L D KD 
176.50L F E  AB 







18040 - 2423 23 )CL 0024 










243.171. DD BBB 
266.52L BCD AAC 
1M).76L CF AA 
41.82L EEE AAA 
525.27L D AB 
104.99L DE BD 
135.79L C 
102.56L CD AB 
278.23L F D  AA 
52.57L D BC 










18042 -21 04 
18042 - 2807 
720.46L E CBDL 
52.24L D E B  
165.74L E D  AB 
42.94L CD AB 
277.06L D AA 
245.19L DE AA 
233.72L CC AAG 
33.66L D B 
264.87L CD AA 























23 DN 0097 41.94L F D  AAHC 
97.62L C E AB Mh 
58.16L D E C 
45.28L F F E  AAA 
302.73L CF AD 
296.9OL DF BC 
132.49L CD AA 
14.58 D BLE 
54.62L F AAD 
970.67L CCE AAAh 
1 8042 - 2609 
18042-2633 
18042-2331 












18042- 21 46 
18042-2259 
18042-2229 
18042 -201 2 
970140000F 
9 950123202F 
3 450223433F 22 3 4  
125.15L BC A A D  
211.44L CCD AABE 
273.75L CEE ACB 
136.82L E F  AB 
134.37L D CC 
57.89L F F  AA 
286.83L 0 C F D  
305.62L CE BACC 
75.12: E F CCGC 




'Confusion Flags: 6k9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
53 1 
9 0 2  
89 
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  




I n u x  Density I nags I Associations 
Name 
(1 6 
h m. o P 
Galactic Unccrtainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 






























































































(Not colw comctcd) E l  I2 pm 25 um 60 urn I C 0  pm 
Y 
V 
Flux Corr A Confusion 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































91.49L BCD AADC 
34.77L BC AACE 
164.96LDF BCG 
48.79L CF B B  
236.53L C AG 
220.07L CD AA 
303.30L D BAA 
236.86L CE AAA 
160.30LCD ABG 





















































































































































































































9 ~250140110F 77 14351F 
5600102~0F 
7601 2001 OF 
18043-2611 21.7 6 

































18043-2949 233 1 
18044-2302 120.1124 
52.29L D A 
380.73L F AB 
89.61L E F  B B F  
215.48L CC AA 
109.56L CD AAG 
164.03L F F  AAE 
132.05L F F D  AACD 
208.22L F B 
267.94L E E  A A J G  
196.17L CC A A D  
284.11L D AA 
232.82L F F  AA 
172.28L CC AA 
169.95L CC A A I  
55.67L DE BB 
116.73L F F  AA 
205.50L C DA 
3 4  
E L  0024 
E L  0024 
86311 M3 
144.79L DE AB 
234.43LCD BAD 
240.66L CC AA 
319.46L F F  AA 
36.31L D BC 
248.61L F F  AA I 
353.42L DE AB 
13.47: CCED A A F B  
118.33L DF ACFG 
16.84: E B D D  AAAD 
18045-2029 132.2157 
18045-2147 32.2 21 
18045-2235 32.5 18 
i8045-z i i3  132,5150 
287.08L E B 
319.46L DC B B  
229.10L F F  AA 
184.22L CD A B  
218.02L CD ABF 
296.48LD E CEC 
128.86L B E  AB 
176.82L F D F  AACC 
173.20L D A B  






18045-2359 326 52 
18045-2328 I3281 18 
18045-5055 33.5 25 
18045-2541 33.8 33 
18045-2412 34.1 44 
18045-2524 34.5 53 
18045-2659 I !  34.5 46 I5MX)ZOlOOF . . ~ ~ ~ ~  ~. 1 950120000F 9 950133322F 5 840230020F 0 950010000F X L  0024 
18045-2849 34.7 25 
18045-2033 34.8 26 
i8045--2406 L 4 . J  i 
36.85L D BFGB 
203.20L C A A F C  
180.74L DE BBGB 
305.57L CC AA 
326.89L F D A A J  H 
98.73L EE AB 
56.31L D CD 
58.25L F E  AA 
239.64L DC AAB 
123.10L EE B B G  
40.32L F D  AA 
263.16L C AB 
248.12L E F E D  







156-PN 57 PI 
372.34L DE BA G 
139.14L F F  AAI  
343.01L C ABGH 
156.57L F C  AA 
47.16L D B M 
323.17L CD B B J G  
112.63L F F  AA 
322.21L CD AA 
70.33L CD AAHE 
54.66LEF AEH 
257.19L CF B B  
292.43L F F  AC K 
68.511. CF AC 
272.12L E B D  
162.26L D BAA 
238.42L F F  AA 
36.84L D ADED 
461.81L F E A L  
243.22L CE AA E 















E L  0024 
821 -PN 30 PI 
i8041-23w 150.6137 
I941313001F 
18048-2131 (51.61 21 
18041-2305 52.4 57 
6 89 3 
8 89 3 
6 89 3 
13 89 2 
rSS 02 14243 CCDE BAAB 
271 59L F B DC 
73221 DDEF AAAA 
5615L BD 











10- 0 49 
3 - 4  95 
4 - 3  29 
3 - 4  34 
4 - 3  62 
1 4 ,  90 2 
61 90 3 
5 9 0 3  
9~ 90 2 
6 89 3 
6 89 3 
0 I 850250420F 86326 KO 
\ss 02 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
532 
Right Ascension: 18h04m55a-18h05m39 
Flux Density 




Not Color Comcted) 
(Jansky) 
25 Pm 60 Pm Iw Wm 
Associations 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S - 
9 0 2  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 2  
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
9 0 3  
89 














9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  
89 
9 0 3  
9 0 3  






























































# T Name Type 

















F F AA B 








































F F  AA 
F C  AA E 
E AC 
D E F  A A E B  
E AA 
B B D D  AAAA 
ED AA 
DD DC 





































































































































299.32L F F  




AA B 9 760130352F 
AACF 0 962126630F 
AA 4 840220452F 
AA 7 950130000F 

















9 9 0 2  
6 89 
14 89 










A B D  
BB 0 
























3 - 4  
8 - 1  








a 6 Cwrds SMJSMN 0 
(s) (") 1 b C') C') C 


















































































































































































































18049-2808 58.9 39 
18049-2814 59.2 42 






































































C E D  
B B F D  1 
AAA 3 



























102.681. E D  
49.11L DE 





































































E E C D  
AA G 
: E l  D 
DA 
AA 




























341.83L F F  
93.04L F F  
308.96L CD 
214.21L F 
103.48L E D  
1150.59L CD 
196.30L CE 
141.08L F E  
B A A G ~  2 
AF E 



































































25 6 891 . 
47 8 901 2 147.99L D IAC 950001000F 1 
19016L E D  IAA 9 950140020F 
10i.29L CD I A A G  o 95ooioooo~ 
355.57L F CE 760433432F 
329.20L DE AAE 9 560142230F 








































D E B  
D ABF 
CD AA 
CCD A A A E  
E D  B A B G  
EEE CDC 
E BA 
F L I  C 
CC AAL  
CE 1AAE 































































































































A D  
K1805-208 7 89 3 
6 90 1 3 
7 89 3 











F VDB.66N 113 
VDB.66N 113 
9 89 3 
7 89 3 
8 89 2 
6 90 3 
10 891 2 9 - 1 1  56 
9- 1 52 
7 - 2  54 
4 - 3  19 












AA K 4 
18055 - 2324 89 3 



























9 0 3  
89 3 

















18056- 2039 89 2 - 
533 





























































































































































DFE BCBl  
AAAE 
CD A A H  
CF AB F 
F C  AAE 
C B B E  
D HE 
C A F 






























E D  AAF 
CD ABDC 
D AB E 
CD AA 


































C A B  
F E D  AAA 
D AAD 
E D  F AAGC 
DD AAEF 
BC AA 













E E  AB 
DF AB 

































































































F E  AAG 
CE AC J 
























D AI  
F E  AAJ  E 
D BCI 
D B B  




























B B  
CF 












































































Flux Density Flags 
Name 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN tJ 
C 
A 
# T  
QP 
Name Type (") Mag 
a 6  
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18056 - 231 9 
18056-2346 
18056 -241 0 
18056 -2551 
18057 -2050 
































































18057 - 2253 









v2  58 
186352 K5 










A A M  










18059 -261 4 
18059 -21 22 
18059 -21 03 



















































































18060 - 2720 
.73: 
2.53 
323.80L 196.7OLICE C ~:: AA 
44.57L CE 186358 MO 
LDN 0210 





















































95001 1 lOOF 
215.25L 54 43 IC F IBDJ  DCI E 
7341.19L D F F  BBDC 










441 131 200F 
670110010F 
540010000F 
I~ISOLIFF I A A  
186361 K5 








961 121 1 OOF 























'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
534 
Declination: -30"-- 20" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h06m21s-18h07m07s 



























































































































































































3.2 47 6 -  3 
3.6 20 4- 4 
4.0 55 3- 4 
4.7 55 5- 3 
4.9 20 4- 4 
4.9 7 3- 4 
5.5 10 2- 5 
5.9 43 5- 4 
6.9 39 9- 1 
7.7 13 6 -  3 
Associations 
Galactic 
6 j, cp"6"" Uncertainty ,MJ SMN e (") (") 0 


































25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
A Confusion ii s 














































































































































































































































































































































































































18063-2126 21.4 49 9- 1 
18063-2010 22.5 48 10- 0 
18063-2014 22.6 28 10- 0 

































































































382.11L CC AAL 
306.33L C B 
7341.19L C GD 
229.84L F E  AA 
122.69L DD AA 
207.06L DD AA 
383.39L D AG 
556.30L D B G 
302.27L CD AAG 


























































































































































































18063-2612 123.11221 5- 3 
18063-2649 23.6 57 4- 4 
18063-2450 23.9 1 6 -  3 
18064-2320 24.3 13 8- 2 
18064-2228 24.6 40 8- 1 
18064-2213 I l l  25.4 52 9- 1 LDN 0200 LDN 0249 
18064 - 2020 
18064 - 2008 
18064 - 2043 
18064 - 2233 










6 -  3 
6 -  2 


























7341.19s B C F F  EDDC 
1161.27L DDF DBCC 
41.95 ED GEA 
196.17L DF AB 
238.63L DCE BAA 
323.93L CE AA 
366.83L CD BC 
81.24L D BEDG 
61.84L DF BBI C 





. . . .. - . .
18064-2100 
16064-2138 
18064 - 2748 
18064-2651 





225.44L CC AA 
46.69L D CA 
286.18L DE GCB 
188.17: CEF DBBC 
47.71L DF AAGF 
134.38L EE AA 
99.55L D B B D  
37.34L D EHCC 
233.17L F F  AA 











0 360020000F RAFGL 2079 
S29 
X1806-291 
18065 - 2307 
18065-2348 





































































236.09L DF AA 
11.50 D I MDC 
7.73L CC AA 
38.45L CE AB 
120.51 E E  CB 
57.59L CD AB 
29.24L D B 
136.291. CD BA 
313.62L DDD AAC 
274.86L D BC 
18066-2356 







18067 - 2746 
















138.02 CE E BCI  C 
70.66L CC AB1 
75.70L F D  AB 
166.38 CCDD BAAB 
204.64L E BG 
148.16L BC AA F 
50.25 F GHC 
154.59L DF AA 
64.45L CDD AABC 
984.47L CC AA J 











126:43L DF B B  
83.61L F E  A A D  
48.03L F F E  AAB 
387.95L BC AAA 
232.49L C B B  




























6 -  3 
4- 4 
10- 1 
6 -  3 
4- 4 
144.88L F F  AAHE 
97.87L F D AAB 
60.83L BC A A L E  
40.71L E B B I  G 
81.8OL DE ABF 
505.51L CE AA 
17.25 F F  F AAFC 
1%::: DEE ~ 5 9 "  

















517.14L D BA 
67.77 DDD AAAC 
629.41L C B K F  
415.48 F BEKC 
464.85L B D  AAF 
159.13L C BC 
84.13L C AEC 
431.31L E CBI  C 
85.96L D D 
9.2OL F B H 
186386 K2 






113.06L CE AC 
127.25L F F D  AADH 
110.25L CE AA 
406.95L DD AA 
121.48L CD AAD 
395.56L F E  AA 
140.28L DE CC 
144.81L BC A A A l  
389.25L C AD 
E D DB 50.51 
LDN 0176 
18070-2131 1 0.21561 9- 1 .. . - .  
18070-2156 0.8 17 9- 1 
18070-2346 0.9 58 7- 2 
18070-2159 2.6 18 9- 1 
18070-2332 1 1,51491 7- 2 186389 85 LDN 0227 
110.19L F F  AAI  E 
95.37L DD AACA 
65.76L C CD 
11.41 E B 
84.5OL'CF AB 
54.70L DD CAAC 
40.63L D DB 
86.44L EF  AA 
348.97L DE ABG 
115.21L E A A J F  
LDN 0143 




'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
535 






























































976L 124821 CE AB 1 
27 73L 265 551 CC AA 2 
2650L 30045L CF CB 0 
377L 4311L DD B B  LI 
55351 25945L E C B D  
2601L 36434L C B E  
5535 20549 F E F  B B D B  0 
1232L 20284L D ACI 0 


















17.69 CEDD BCCC 4 
54.18L E AB E 3 
287.28L F E  AA 9 
455.82L D B I  
324.35L C BC 
144.04L F F  AA 9 
50.71L C BC 
21 46L E H CB 
11.30Li 149.51L F E  





BBDE B A A C  
CD AC 


































































































Positron (1950) Associations 
C 
A 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18072-2523 138 46 
18072-2504 14 1148 







18072-2201 14.5 32 
18072-2454 16.2 30 
18072-2405 16.9 54 
18072-2009 16.9 26 












































































































5401 001 OOF 
266135335F 
18072-2241 17.9 49 
18073 -2046 11 8.01 21 
1033L 11917L F D  AA 9 
678 7318L CBD AAA 
2740L 28481L D AD 1 
2778L 26855L F F  AA 9 
11 51L 141 58L CD AAC 4 
6.54L 62.80L D AF 650010000F 
760123313F I 7.18: 207.86L FDE AAB 0 
673.99L 245.96L BC B A J  1 
7.20L 102.92L c B 








4820L F F C  
45909L D 
47 29L F E 
21340L DE 
19463L DE 























LDN 0212 89 








LDN 01 76 
SG 010.2-00.3 
18075-2204 31.8 45 
18075-2355 31.9145 





18075 - 241 1 
18075-2340 








6 '  89 
6 '  89 
5 89 
5 9 0  






















DF-  AB-  
CC A A F H  
F F  AA 
CC AA 
CEE AAB 
ECFF F D D C  
F E  BB B 
RAFGL 5202s 
9.982 
18075-2250 34.3 6 
18075-2040 34.5 58 

























A -  A 
7 89 
8 89 
18075-2451 l35.41 7 
18076-2606 36.0 49 
18076-2624 36.3 48 
























E D  
C 
DF 
D F  
F F  
5 89 









0 1 96122001OF 












7 89 G 9.970 
G 9.970 
6 9 0  
6 89 
5 9 0  
4 I 55012oooOF 
9 ' 950221020F I 1 I 961335435~ 1 244 
70 
- 
42 5 90 
20 6 90 
64 7 89 
17 5 89 
55 13 90 
70 12 89 
41 6 89 so .B 89 
3.04L 8.25 D H GB 960030000F 
377 2562 E F I  DCDI 137013002OFI 
0 95014ooooF 2962L 48064L CC- - - -  
2659L 2 3 6 ~  40854L 22 6 E D ~ $ J C ~  1370ooo030~( 65021 oOF 
1596L 15784L F F  9 46003oooOF 
3t) 1 I  MY 














D F  
.- 
!A D B F D  1 
AA I  H 
AA 
AAG 
37 5 90 
48 5 90 
66 8 89 
24 5 90 
20 7 89 
35 5 I 89 
30 5 89 
39 6 ' 9 0  
29 5 89 
21 6 90 -- 
























4- 4 4.88L 
'Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed aurces wv) 
536 
Declination: - 30"-- 20" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 18h07m508-18h08m3: 











































(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 pm 100 ~m V L n u x  G X ~  A Confusion R 








































F D  A A F l  
C AD 





































































D B D  
F F  AA I 
CE AB 
F F  AA 
DE AA 






























































A A D  
AB 




















































E A HI 
D A 
DE E B B L l  
CE CAA 
C AE 
F F  AA 
CE A B J  
E F  AB 




A S P  
Y T Name Type (") Mag 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































413.29L 89 47 lD CD 1BD A I 
372.05L E F  AA 

















18079-2029 59.6 57 
18080-2546 1 0.0123 
18080-2443 0.1 34 
18080-2046 1.1 35 
18080-2421 1.5 36 
18080-2238 1 1.9115 
18080-2124 2.6 41 
96013202OF 


































































223.25L EE KDCI 
709.60LIC 1 AB I 

















2701 21 OlOF 






























































































































32 6 90 31 
29 6 89 3 


























































il 2 18085-2802 304 41 18085-2643 L o i I  5 .... -. ~ 
18085-2111 131.3152 
18085-2408 31.6 12 
18085-2944 31.6 16 
18085-2232 32.5 47 I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) Huh Source bnsiiy Region. 
537 
Right Ascension: 1 8h08m33a-1 ah0grn 13' Declination: -30"--20" 






















E D  AAE 
DE AB E 
D A 
D BG 




F F  BA 




DE AA I 
DE EBCD 
























F E  AA 




















C B E 
89 
89 





























CE A A D  































































CE AB E 
DE AB 
F F E  AAB 
DD AAK 
CD AB 
DF A A F E  
F F  A A F B  
CF BA 
C B B  
DF AC 
D C L 
D AF 





























































9 89 2 l  
6 90 3 
5 89 3 
7 89 3 
6 89 2 
6 89 3 
3 3 1 3  
6 8812 
6 8 9 ,  3 
6 891 3 
7 90 3 
6 90 3 
8 89 3 
6 89 3 
7 89 2 
10 89 2 
6 9 0 3  
6 89 3 








59.5 21 10- 1 
59.9i21 2- 5 
0.4 43 9- 2 
1.4~47 9- 2 











17 5- 4 
14 4- 5 
13 3- 5 
6 7- 3 
50 5- 4 
12 5- 4 
59 5- 4 
49 2- 5 
33 10- 1 


































































F F F  AAB 
DEC AAA 
C B F  
DF AAJ  E 
CE AAF 
F F  BC 
E F  ABLE 
100 pm 
V C 
25 pm 60 pm 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































42.9 18 MRSL 010-00/1 











































6 4 8  
25 7 
24 6 
18087-2433 466 8 7- 3 
18087-2018 146:7130/ 10- 1 MRSL 010-0011 
LDN 0243 
LDN 0243 250.71L BE AA 
59.26LICC IAA 
84 17 
51 1 9 









89 1 2 
841 3 










18088-2825 48.4 38 3- 5 
180S!J-2114 148 51391 10- 1 








9 I 7501 10033F 
950153353F 
960 1 5036 1 F 
950232120F 
2 







8 1  
1 2  
3 
2 
2 2  
8 
8 1  
c 1  
1 
4 






8 1  
- 
MRSL 010-0011 









































18088 -231 0 





18089 - 2730 
18089 - 21 07 
18089-2412 
18089-2809 





























860121110F 2546 R 
0 6400OOOOOF 
74001 1 lOOF 












X1809 - 249 
LDN 0243 
186452 M3 
18089 -241 0 
18089-231 2 































98.85L D B D  H 
5.64 B C E D  A A A B  
274.02L DD AAF 
393.82L1C BC 
277.00L CE AA 
206.09L CF AB 
190.04L F E  AB F 
78.55L BE AA 
179.89L F D  AAB 
86.83LiCC AA 
18090-2159 1 2.5121 ~ 9- 2 
18090-2323 2.5 10 8- 2 
18090-2539 2.9 15 6- 3 
18090-2228 3.3 15 9- 2 




































































522-SC 1 GI 18092-2244 12.4 47 8- 2 
18092-2358 12.8 26 7- 3 
18092-2353 I 13.9 I /  29 7- 3 51 33 
I l l  I I I I 
'Confuson Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confuslon PrOCeSSlng. 4) Neighbonng Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
538 











9 0 :  




















































9 0 3  
89 















































































































































D B E  
F B B  
F F  AA 
D AA 
AA C 














E E  AAL  
CCF AAA 
E E  BAH 
CC JAAC 
F E A B D  
D C C 































CD A B  
F E  A B  





E B G  
DE E AB C 
































D AC F 
DE AC 
C BC 




D B B  












F A A M  
F E  AB1 F 
C CMDE 
CCE ABC 
F F  AA 
E FE 
C E D  ABCE 
E GGGC 











































E F D  CGCC 
CD AB 
CD AAL  
DE AC 
C B D  











F D  AA 
F C  AA 
C B D  
F C ACBJ 
F E D  AAB 
D B F B  
CC AA 
DED CBCl  






F F C  AAAE 
ABE 
D BB 























CE B B  
F F  AAG 
CD ' A A  
BCC 'AAAC 
F F E  AAA 
CD AB1 C 
BD AADE 
E B E  
CE AA 



















































8 9 ~ 3  
Flux Density I Flags 
(Not Color Corrected) 
25 prn 60 pm 100 pm 
(Jmsky) 
V L 
Flux Con A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
C 
A 
# T  



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18092-2826 14.4 5s 
18092 -2845 11 4.51 4s 














































































































































































































18092-2146 114.61 5 
18092-2347 16.1 47 
18092-2907 16.5 52 
18092-2334 16.5 45 
18092-2508 16.5 E 
18092-2012 17.1 12 

































456-PN 71 PI 
TMSS -20445 
OCL 0028 













522-PN 4 PI 




18096-2524 37.4 45 
18096-2541 
k . 4 1  9 
18096-2404 40.1 53 
18096-2917 40.2 13
LDN 01 94 
LDN 0187 
970240020F 











X L  0028 
10359 
18098-2435 52.2 18 
18098-2615 52.3 45 
18098-2737 52.4 16 
18098-2131 15~.3/ 18

















7 - 3  ne 
5 - 4  29 
9 - 2  52 
3 - 5  2 4 1  
8 - 2 '  51 1 
6-  3 ~ 27 ,I 11- 1 43 1 
I
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Eaended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
539 
12005L E AA 
2874L BCC AAA 
10958L c cc 
3589LBCD AADD 
7 4 5 8 L F F  E B  


































C C AAA 
ED AAC 
CE ABMD 
F F  AA 
CE AAL  
C B F  E 
CE A B F J  
F F  AA H 








4.6 36 6- 1 
5.0 38 4- C 
5.3 28 3- C 
5.6 48 7- 2 
5.8 32 4- 5 
6.5 44 7- 3 






F F  ACI 



























4401 1003 1 F 
630100100F 
930121000F 
431 92L E F  
45755L F F  
AB 0 






































































































































































































































































































31.59L F BC 
54.61L D A B F D  
138.21L CD AA 
40.26L D C 
223.881. C F B C l  
47.63L CE AB1 
41.36 E CBC 
27.51L BCD A A A F ,  









1 654300010F 13 
Right Ascension: 18h10m018-18h11"018 
Position (1950) Flux Density I Flags Associations 
C 
A *P 
X T Name Type (") Mag 
100 pm V L Flux Con A Confusion R S 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 853031000F 25 
0 950300032F 
9 440131010F 











































































































































63001 l l l O F  
44013oooOF 
















































1 3 0  
283.99L F C  AA 
140.75L B C D  AAA :' 











X L  0028 
34.99L DE CAI  0 
64.56L C B F  
43.37L F F  AA 9 
V1828 SGR 
186491 K5 
7.53: CFED ABCB i 
103.95L CE AB 0 
41.33L D CC 
8.80L 
2.88 








277.90L F F C 
96.45L D 
107.10L C 
33.85L F F  







































































8702L D B H  
24402L BC AAF 
10825L E B B  
15911L DC AA 
6640L CD AA 
2557L D A H 
9WO21OOOF 
















107.22L F F  
84.17L C 
14.86 
314.71L B D  
97.48L c 





D N L B  F i g  












































161 09 - 21 03 
'Confusbn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCeSSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
540 

































































































































































Associations Position (1950) 
C 
A 
U T  
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
" L 
Flux Corr A Confusipn R I 
Uncs Coef R Flags S i 
k P  





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i 2 . m  
156.85L C B F K  
78.32L C BC 
324.28L E E  AAF 
109.72L F C  AADE 
16.56L F F  AADF 
37.41L C AC 
28.10L C BK 
36.19L F B F  
256.83L B D  AA 





18111 -21 19 
18111-2028 80.65: CEF BBCE 
6.86 D J FA 
424.30L DD AAK 
173.44L CD B B  
233.16L D B B  
427.98L C B B  E 
180.2OL C AC 
70.26L F F  A B  
79.19L CCD A A D  








2572L ECE AAB 
9467L F E  AA 
2838L E AGI 
6419L C F B  
3932L C B C  
4914L CFE BEE 
33122L BD AA 
37370L BD AA 










I81 12- 2058 
10.09 DD GCB 
18.60L F F F  AABD 
266.63L BC AADJ 
78.41L CE B B  
19.82L CF AC 
18.93 ED CFA 
38.23L F E  B B F  
11.77L D B D J C  
50.01L C BK 













81 13-2030 412.56L C AB I 
29.16L CCE A A A C  
62.24L C BG 
49.341. C B H  
320.44L F E  AB 
51.00L C BC 
42.32L CF AA 
88.75L F E  AA 
13.07 E B B J C  









































31.17L F D  AAF 
237.38L BCD AAC 
17.92 CDCE A A A C  
42.57L D A K 















18116-2026 36.9 23 
18116-2221 37.3 22 
18116-2117 37.9 28 
i 8 i i 6 - 2 o i 7  137.71 7 
14 89 '  2 
9 89 3 
9 88 3 







8.25L 85.73L D B F  
14.61L~ 107.34L F B E  I 
21.05L 278.52L D B B  
23.97L 294.22L C B D E D  































-6.12L -62.64L F E  AA 
4.92L 59.48L F B F  
17.45L 129.06L F D  AAC 
2.72 125.85L E I C 
2.59 118.57L D CBD 























61.46L CF BE 
4.41L B F F  AAB 
254.65L CCD AAB 
55.72L D BC 
189.47L CD AB 
12.36 DD I C B  
65.61L CF AC 
103.19L E A B K C  







































7 I 740110000F 64.00LFF B B F  105.99L DC AA 
24.44L BCE AACH 
147.46L CE A B  
27.02: DD C BC 
298.86L C F D B B C 
29.10L D B H  
143.12L C ADH 
26.08L F BC 
























'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
54 1 











































































































































F F D  AAB 
F F F  AAB l  
CF AB 
BC A B N  
B ACL 
F F  AA 
E D D  AAA 
































F F  AAGI 
D CCI 
C B A G  
D B H  
C AEC 
F E  AB 
ECE AAE 
CE AB 
E B A E l  



























































































258.74L F D  
42.51L BF 
AAA l  
AAC 
















F F  D A A J l  
F E  AAE 
D C 
F C  AA 
E E 
ED AA 
D E B J  













CE B B  
D B N  
CE B B  1 
F F  AAF 
C AI  B 
F F  E AAMI 
B AD 
DD AA 
F F  B B  
C 
A 
# T  
Name 
a 6  
h m .  0 ,  

































































































































































































































































8-  3 































































































































































































186531 MO 181 18 -2950 
18118-2135 
181 18 - 2420 








I81  19- 2035 
181 19 - 2244 
181 19-2825 
18119-2906 






181 20- 21 07 
181 20-2506 






















































































































































































181 22 - 2302 
18122-2227 








181 22- 2426 
181 22 - 2923 




181 22 -2544 
18122- 21 57 
181 22 - 21 38 
18123-2759 
64002OOOOF 





























181 23 - 2541 
18123-2622 
181 23 - 2531 .-~ ~~~ 
181 23 - 2026 









5 R6 5 
181 23 -2044 
181 24 -2304 
18124-2254 
181 24 - 2249 











































i i i i 4  -2734 






















55 ' 9 
13.72 
.92 
1.10 1 81 24 - 2959 














































































181 25 -2330 
18125-2433 








7 - 4  19 
8 - 3  28 
7 - 4  59 
8 - 3  24 
6 - 4  74 
10- 2 33 
11- 2 22 
10- 2 37 
7 - 4  37 
i 18125-2345 
18125-2615 
18125 -2046 181 26- 2046 
312973 




8401 10001 F 
18126-2023 










181 27 -21 42 
18127-2557 
6 - 4  56 - 
10- 2 40 6 
4 - 5  52 9 
8 - 3  37 6 
10- 2 35 6 
4 - 6  43 7 
6- 4 41 11 






88 : f i  3 
89 3 ,  
930030021 F I 18126-2101 
X1812-257 






6 - 5  25 1 6 89 3' 
6- 4 43 7 89 2 ;  
10- 2 41 5 89 3 
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
542 
Riaht Ascension: 18h12~44s-18h13m25s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Associations 
C 
A S P  P T Name Type (") Mag 






























































(Not Color Corrected) I Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Cwrds  SMJSMN 0 



























































































































14 59O-PN 12 PI 


















A Confusion R S 
R Flags. S 2 
Name 
a 6  
h m .  0 3  






































89 3 '  

































































































































































181 27 - 2346 
181 27- 291 6 
18128-2350 
181 28- 21 58 
18128-2757 
18128-2332 
181 28 -2745 
18128-2404 
181 28-2055 























































































































































































































































































160.85L CDD BAA 
61.35L DC AAE 
29.31L C BC 
178.72L CD AA 
79.85L CD AAFE 
30.12L F D  AAAC 
98.23L E D  AAJ 
4.52 D DC 
41.16L DE CC 





















35.32L E AC 
68.14L F E  AA 
36.06LC CGFC 
50.75L DC AA 
142.72L F E E  AACF 
21.70L BCD ABEE 
21.49L C AC 
156.61L D F  AAH 
63.33L CC BCI I 






1 9 4 ~ ) o o i i o e  
8400200ooe 
o 9 4 o o ~ ~ o e  







22.8OL F E  AA 
23.51L C AJ 
136.72L CC AA 
127.55L C F  AAF 
30.57L C B F D  
116.48L F F  AA 
113.95L CD AA 
128.60L C AC 
114.70L CE BB 
56.70L B D  AB 
22.11L 0 HC 
110.55L E AB 
44.71L C D D  BBA 
32.65L D F  B B  G 
58.90L C AD 
90.90L c B 
5.37: C F  D A A H E  
288.59L D B 
85.90L D B 
22.08: C E ACHC 
181 29 -2556 
18129-2127 
181 29- 21 30 
18129-2001 
18129-2206 



















181 30- 2044 
181 30 - 2321 
18130-2501 
181 30 -2644 
181 30 -2048 
















50.94 DE CC 
82.04L DC AA 8 
52.85L B D  AAC 9 
96.25L E A 
232.29L F AAE 9 
64.48L C E  AAKF 9 
12.21 E HB 
73.28L C BBF 0 
166.77L C F  AC 0 
72.70L E D  AA 9 
















9090L E B H  
24577L BC AA H 0 
8355L C AC 
25581. CCD AAD 2 
1309 D I C 
4317L B F  AA 9 
1624L CE ABKN 0 
7 3 5 6 L F F E  AABE 9 
2166LFF AA 9 
9287L C D  ABG 0 
22 s35 
13 186563 K2 
























181 32 -2250 
18132-2941 
181 32-2234 
9.6 3 8 '  5- 5 
0.0 151 8- 3 
0.4 321 10- 2 
7 89 3 




. 5 0 L  
.63 
1.32L 
41.58L CC BAAC 
54.87L F E  AA 
147.15L C B B  
28.25L F F  AAJ 
79.79L C B C  
40.66L B B B  
16.28L BE AA 
120.55L E C 
16.26L DD AB 


















16 10450 0.8 3 1 4- 5 
13129 6- 5 
1.4 34 5- 5 
1.7'40 3- 6 
2.3147 3- 6 
2.2;28 9- 3 




































7 ' 970000030F 
9 950030010F 
0 I 940021050F 
5 1  89 3 
6 1  89 3 
5 88 3 
5 89 3 
10 89 2 
6 89 3 
7 89 3 
5 1  89 3 
6 '  89 3 







181 32 -2847 
181 32 -2300 
181 32 -2944 
181 32 -2059 
32140 7- 4 
3 5  49 4 - 6  
4 1  31 11- 2 
4 7  16 6 - 4  
48156 9- 3 
5 7  33 4 - 6  
6 1  15 3 - 6  
6 5 '  9 9 - 3  
7 2 ' 1 5  3 - 6  
7 5 / 5 0  10- 2 
7.63 CEDE AADC 
18.71L F F C  ' A A A  
275.85L C F  IABKF 
73.15L C F  ADGG 
64.01L D B M  
17.10L F E D  AAD 
19.28L E D  E B E l  
87.24L CE ACC 
16.28L BCE AAB 




















5 1  88 3 
7 89 2 
6 89 3 
4 89 3 
5 89 3 
5 88 3 
5~ 89 3 
181 32-2028 
181 32 -2324 
181 33 -2756 
181 33-2203 
181 33 -2208 
18133-2436 
181 33 -2050 
181 33 -2442 
181 33 -2028 
181 33 -2331 
355.04L D D  AAA 
102.93L D B B I  H 
28.03L CD AB 
193.56L C AE 
129.95L F E  AA 
47.91L CE AB 
267.82L E E  AB 
67.32L D BC E 
353.58L D AA G 
55.821. D B F  
6 89 3 
5 ' 8 8  3 
7 89 21 




1.0'57 1 1 - 2  
3.0'23 9- 3 
3.6 27 10- 2 
5 88 3 
7 88 
4 88 3 











408.82L C F  AC E 
195.19L D BDE 
179.30L BC AA 
435.22L DF BC 
51.03L CD AA 
22.13L F F  AA 
41.97L BD AB 
82.70L CE ABED 
410.05L C ~ B C G E  
41.97L DE I C C F E  
4.1 26 11- 2 
A A  1 1  5 - 5  
. - . - . -. .. 
181 34-2632 
181 34 -2832 
181 34 -2607 
18134-2254 
5 89 31 
6 e9 3 
5 89 3 
5 88 3 
5 89 3 
5 89 31 
23 I MRSL011-0111 
32 ~ X1813-259 
18134-2025 
18134-2556 5.8 6 1 6- 4 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region 
543 









8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
89 

















































6 8 2  
89 
































8 8 :  
88 












































































































































































F D  
B J E  
AE 
A A H  
CB 
A I  C 




























































40.3 50 11- 2 
40.5 32 6- 5 
40.7 42 8- 4 
41.0 30 5- 5 
43.5 6 7- 4 
43.8 2 5- 5 
44.4 4 11- 2 
44.5 37 10- 2 
44.5 33 10- 3 














B E  
E D  





















































9481 01 332F 
9500101008 
740110100F 








52.3 23 5- 5 
52.5 33 5- 5 
53.0 20 8- 3 
54.6 32 3- 6 
55.4 56 11- 2 
55.7 4 7- 4 






55.8 41 9- 3 
56.5 28 10- 2 
56.5 15 10- 3 
57.1 14 4- 6 
59.3 14 5- 5 
18139-2034 59.5 
18140-2028 0.2 
43 11- 2 











12 3- 6 
3 7- 4 
10 4- 6 
42 8- 4 
5 4- 5 
59 5- 5 
30 9- 3 
46 10- 2 
45 9-  3 
41 10- 2 
32.81L F C  






























F E  
B 
DD 
-1; Galactic Uncertainty C C 
A S P  



































































































































































































































181 34 -24% 
181 34 -2553 
181 34 -2002 
181 34-2345 
181 34 - 2445 
181 34 -2406 
18134-2244 




































































































































































































































































181 35 - 2549 
18135-2047 
BI  
A A J  0 
BB 0 
BA 1 
A A H  9 
AAB 9 
ACJ 0 
B E G  
B D  
BBF 
MRSL 011 -0111 
181 35 -2650 
18135-2811 
181 35 - 241 9 




181 36- 2705 










C H  
18136-2301 
181 36-2337 






181 36 -2033 
181 36- 2425 













B F F  
AB 
AAMH e 
AB G 2 




940201 1 OOF 
A B L B  
CH 











B B  
AB 
B B  







B B  
AAJ  
AC B 







































8.08: C DO 
19.31L EE 







18138-2354 51.2 43 8- 4 
18138-2609 51.3 17 6- 5 
18138-2928 51.4 54 3- 6 
18138-2007 51.8 53 11- 2 
18138-2321 I 52.1 l i  29 8- 3 
LDN 0265 18138-2230 152.21 11 I 9- 3 
136.93L D 
74.61L CD 








X1813 - 275 






20.41L B D  AAJ  
60.50LDE BA H 
30.22L DE AAE 
11.17: CDD A A B C  
34.21L DE AA 
55.50L DD AA 
79.29L F D  AAH 
136.71L F F  AA 
13.67: ' B C D D  A A B D  
204.53L F D  AA 
18140-2903 
18140-2445 











.- . . -. . 
161 40 - 2408 
181 40 -2750 
181 40 -2639 
181 40 - 2205 








l R l  A1 -221 1 


































































181 42 -2928 
12.1 24 4- 6 
13.8 56 3- 6 
13.9 10 4- 6 

















1 e l  42 -2759 
18142-2000 
181 42- 2203 
181 42- 2054 







'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
544 
CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbnng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
Riaht Ascension: 18h14m18s-18h15ml 1" Declination: -30"--20" 
Associations Flux Dcnsity Flags 
I ! (Not color cometed) 





























Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 
S P  















































































































































































































































































































































181 44 - 2032 
18144-2046 






















































































































































































































































































































8.3 4 8- 4 
8.5 48 4- 6 
8.8 32 1 1 - 2  
9.0 55 3- 6 
9.6 1 1 1 - 2  










































































































7 84C2100306 1 DU-224 
10492 M5 
457-PN 5 PI 
6.5 7.31461 5  4- 6 
6- 5 
7.3 38 4- 6 





































































5.3 54 5- 5 
6.0 11 6- 5 
6.2 27 8- 4 
6.6 18 4- 6 
0.1 59 8- 4 
0.1 46 4- 6 
1.6 0 3- 7 
2.0 50 9- 3 
2.4 31 5- 5 
4.1 39 10- 2 
4.1 48 8- 4 
4.8 53 8- 4 















522-PN 13 PI 
1 e l  47 - 2357 




181 47 - 2830 
16147-2227 



















181 48- 2323 
161 48-2930 
181 48-29O2 
181 48- 2434 
18148-2126 
181 48-2703 












5601 41 242F 
6702501 22F 




8.8 57 11- 2 
9.8 9 1 1 - 2  
9.9 22 6- 5 
0.0 25 3- 6 
1.4 10 11- 2 
2.6 36 11- 2 
2.6 30 11- 2 
2.6 43 6- 5 
2.6 26 6- 5 
3.0 48 4- 6 
18150-2925 











181 50- 2755 





3.6 26 9- 4 
4.2 26 7- 4 
4.3 36 10- 3 
4.3 11 8- 4 
4.6 29 4- 6 
5.6 55 6- 5 
6.0 14 4- 6 
6.3 17 9- 3 
6.5 29 7- 4 


































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Gonfirrned Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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E D  AA 
D BGCC 
DD HGA 
E F  AA 
B D  AA D 












EC A A D  
BCF AAA 
F F  AAD 




D E F  D 
EO J E E D  
6543L D 






































































































8 8 :  



































































E C  AAK 
ECD AAA 
C A 




E F  AB G 
D F B B  













CD €61  






















































F F  AA 
EF  AEHC 
E E 
DE E D  


















F D F E  CCFC 
E CC 
D C C 
(Not color comcted) 




# T  
l W  pm 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































. 87  
69L 
.64L 









































































18151-2549 I l l . 8 l G l  6- 5 
18151-2617 11.8 33 6 -  5 
18152-2752 12.6 29 4- E 
18152-2624 113.2131 1 6- 6 
18152-2654 13.9 11 5- 5 




















































































3 -  € 
11- : 






















22-PN 15 PI 
181 53-2828 
18154-261 1 
g::~: IAC B I  D 
64.51L D CC 
30.66L BC AADC 
43.75L DE AA 
60.94LFED AAA 
29.99L EEC AAA 
46.711. E AA 
20.981. CD E E L  
29.99L D CI  A 
67.45L F E E  AACK 
80.87L D B G 
3304L E E F 
6.12 CD KED 
8501 30002F 
9401 100008 I 240030000~ I 23.8 11 24.2 20 25.4 25 
26.1 39 







181 54 - 2925 
I850111000FI 
9 64001102OF 
57-PN 8 PI 
0519 .-. _ _  
194.98L DC AA 
31.99L D A E I  
33.22L E EEK 
45.81L BD AAE 
54.99L D AD 
30.66L E B E  
18155-2012 33.8 55 
18155-2031 133.9146 
18155-2726 34.1 37 





































































lAFGL 5219s 18159-2537 55.0 5E 






















18159-2444 55.8 5f 
18159-2141 56.9 41 











'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCeSSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
546 
Riaht Ascension: 1Bh16m048-18h16m536 
(Not Color Corrected) 
(Jansky) 
25 pm 60 P IWJ pm 
Declination: -30'-- 20" 
V L 
 lux Corr A Confusion R 




















































































































































Flux Density I Flags 
0 B J  
C BD 




CD B B  I 
E D D  AAB l  
D BAC 
CF BBDl  
B BC 
D B F  
F L F I  
C BC 
CE BD I 
C BB 
CE A B  





F D F  AAB 
D BJ  




B B F  
BC B B J  
CD AB I 
F F  AA 
B C D  A A C  
F GA 
CD A B J  
CE CB I 
E E  A A D  
D BB 
F E  AA 











































































































C F  AA 
F E E  AAB 
CD ACF 





































F A F  
BCD A A B l  
C CBGI 
DBC AAA 
C D I  












E F  AB 
D BC 
D B B G  
E E  AC 
B E  ABL  
F ABG 
DD A A M  
C DCGt 
D KHGI 









































































B B E  AAA 
C AD 
F E  AA 
CD AAD 
DE ABF 
















C B F H l  
D B 
D F E C  
DD GHDI 









D i B J  
DD I B B A  
BE I A A H  
























F T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) C') 1 b C') C') ('1 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 1  L 
2770.95 


































1301 201 22F 
18161-2818 8.6 38 
18161-2309 I 9.7121 
















522-PN 17 PI 
186645 KO 
18163-2943 19.2 30 
18163-2151 119.61 8 
18163-2251 20.6 14 




















































































. . . . - . . . . .
250130000F 



























'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
547 
Riaht Ascension: 18h16m54s-18h17"45* 
Position (1950) 
Declination: - 30'--20" 
Flux Density Flags 


















B H  L 
AB 

























































3 9- 4 
52 8- 4 
49 5- 6 
18172-2524 123 50 7- 5 88 3 











124 22 8- 4 88 2 
131 34 10- 3 6 8 8 3  
131 51 5- 6 5 89 3 
140 19 3- 7 88 10 89 2 
149 35 9- 4 56 7 88 3 
155 55 11- 3 20 7 88 3 
161 39 9- 4 23 6 88 3 
162 35 5- 6 72 23 88 2 









E E  AA 
C BK 
DE AA 
C A G 
F DF 
D BDJ  
CDF BDBF 









F B B J H  
D BBK 
F B D  AABH 
BC AAG 
37.18L C 
















17.0 ra 1 0 - 3  w 
19.3 47 6- 5 21 
19.4 14 5- 6 29 
20.0 57 1 1 - 3  29 
20.0 36 6- 5 54 
20.3 42 11- 3 29 































F D  A A M  
CF AB 
CD AA 
D I BB 
BCKF 
BC AA 
DF B B M  
C AC 
13.39 ' DD 
64.12L D E 
101.05L,DF 























B F J B  
AA G 





L E  



























































8 8 3  
88 
89 
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
89 
8 8 3  
89 
88 
8 8 2  
88 
88 

































36.2 12 5- 6 
36.3 17 11- 3 
37.0 25 7- 5 
37.1 14 7- 5 
37.5 17 6- 5 
37.7 59 4- 7 































15 5- 6 
15 12- 3 
31 10- 3 
11 7- 5 
55 7- 5 
7 10- 3 
36 6- 6 
9 7 - 5  
38 7- 5 























B D  AC 
DE AA 
C BG 
F F  AA 
DF AB 
D HE 
CE B B  C 
D B B  

















9 - 4  
1 1 - 3  
































Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 



































































































































































































































































































































































. 5 8 L  
. 9 6 L  
9.44L 




































18169-2625 ~ ~~ ~ ~ - .  
18169-2527 
18169 - 2721 
181 69 - 2535 
181 70- 2730 
181 70-2645 
181 70-2039 
181 70 - 2924 
18170-2729 
181 70- 2257 
1Al70-2416 
d2527 SGR 
522-PN 18 PI 
181 70 - 2300 
18170-2504 
18170-2203 





















7 88 3 
6 89 3 
5 89 3 
7 88 3 
7 8 8 3  
7 8 8 3  
6 89 3 
6 8 8 3  




























































5 8 8 3  
6 8 8 3  
6 8 8 3  
19 88 2 
6 88 3 
6 88 3 
7 8 8 3  
7 88 3 
17 88 3 
12 88 3 
18174-2410 
18174-2209 
181 74 -2237 
181 74 -2520 
18174-2328 
7 88 3 l  
7 88 21 
9 9 4 3  
5 89 3 
6 8 8 3  
5 8 8 3  
6 8 8 3  
89 3 











































181 74 -2950 
18174-2653 




























































C J  
BK E 
FGBC 














. - . . . -. 
18176-2201 
181 76- 2457 
181 76 - 251 5 
181 76 -21 24 









181 76-2530 9 
181 76 -829  
18176-2358 
181 76 -2452 
181 77 - 2055 
3 - 7  12 
R - 4  36 X1817-239 
X1817 -255 
7 - 5  eo 
11- 3 25 
10- 4 47 
10- 3 30 
18177-2228 
1A177--2151 . - . . . - .
181 77-2233 
181 77-2058 
181 77- 2535 
18177-2226 
I
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUSP; 3) Confusion PrOCeSSing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring WBeks Confirmed aurces pw). 
548 
-- 




8 8 5  
8 8 5  















8 8 3  
8 8 2  
8 8 2  
8 8 1  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
88 
8 8 3  










8 8 2  





8 8 3  
8 8 3  
89 
89 






8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  









8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
88 
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
8 8 2  
8 8 3  













8 8 2  
8 8 2  
88 
89 
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
88 
88 







































































































































































































































































Riaht Ascension: Whl 7"45'-1 ahl 8"5 1' Declination: -30'-- 20" 
Awociations Paition (1950) 
F: 




I T  
12 am S P  













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































181 79- 2425 
181 79 -2052 3601 30000C 
4601 20000C 












181 80 - 21 34 
18180-2146 
18180-2339 











181 80- 2347 
18180-2225 











181 82 -231 4 




181 82 -201 2 





























961 11 1wOF 
9.21 D EKKC 
16.45L CE AB F 
88.75L F F  AA 
15.72L DCD AAC 
51.26L D D H 
3.80L E CE 
47.90L C BEM 
33.74L B BE 
3.94L F E  AA 
20.69L DD ABHC 
. - . - - - . -- 





181 84- 2508 
K1818 - 271 
186699 ME 18184 -2456 












181 85 -2534 

































































1 R 1  R6-2018 
49.37L F D  AA 
3.56LDF ABG 
19.32L D AB 
131.40L DEE AAE 
12.26 C F BH C 
4.26L C CE 
83.54L C BCE 
12.94 ED CFCE 
21.63L D B 
14.11L B B J J E  
K1818-239 
. - . - - - . . 
181 86-2356 
181 87 -2707 
18187-2151 
181 87 - 21 28 
161 87 -281 1 























181 87 -2536 








'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
549 
Right Ascension: 1 8h 18m52s-1 8hl P58* 
- 
8 8 3  
8 8 3  
89 
8 8 2  
8 8 2  
8 8 3  
88 
88 
8 8 3  




















































































56 10- 4 
40 10- 4 
12 4- 7 
19 8- 5 
24 11- 3 
56 8- 5 
53 5- 6 
25 3- 7 
37 5- 6 
17 6- 6 
7 9- 4 
11 8- 5 
18 10- 4 
39 7- 5 
29 12- 3 
51 10- 4 
7 11 - 3 
5 12- 3 
43 9- 4 
23 10- 4 
d- 7 
1 8  
1 8  
20 
2 0  
23 
3 6  
5 0  
5 1  
6 1  
7 5  
0 6 4 8  7 - 6  
55 8 - 5  
24 7 - 5  
18 6 - 6  
5 9 - 4  
22 5 - 6  
46 7 - 6  
12 4 - 7  
32 5- 6 
52 10- 4 
15 8 - 5  
7 6 4 4  
8 4  19 
9 2  54 9 2 1  8 
9 - 4  
9 - 5  
1 1 - 3  













B D  
















1 1  































































































































BCC AAA 3 
D B 
C BC 
CD A A E H  8 
CE AB 0 
C BC 
D BE 0 
BC AAC 9 
F B D D  AAAA 9 























DD BC 4 350011010C 
BBD AAA 8 350110020C 
BC ABN 0 350111020C 
CD BBE 7 940233243F 
DC GBA 7401001008 
DF B A l  D 1 8501200228 
F E D  AAB 9 450000030F 
BBC AAA 7 34111002OC 23 
BD A C  0 6500000008 






















6 5- 6 
1 7- 6 
25 6- 6 
54 7- 6 
50 10- 4 
42 11 - 3 










B A N 
DF AC 
DE ACI  
F F  AA 
C CK 
D B 
C cc !:, 161 84001 95 110006~ 034F 
E 7401100008 














a 6  
h m .  0 1  
12 prn *P 



























































































































































































































181 88 -2827 
18 189 - 2354 






181 89- 2335 
181 89- 2202 
181 89 - 2523 
18189-2021 
181 89- 2237 
18189-2034 
18189-2016 
181 90- 2323 
18190-2144 
181 90 - 2843 
18190-2132 
181 90 -2038 
161 90 - 2640 
181 90 - 2442 



























































































































































































































65.82L CF AD 
64.81L D B F  
21.39L D ABF 
54.30L C DEL  
59.87L c BBC 
3.86LDC AAL  
3.70 D FC 
4.14L F C  AAJ  
21.52L D BDEl  






522- PN 20 PI 
WXLBC AADC a 
50.23L CD A B  
74.76L D BECC 
7.12 D F C  
23.83 E DC 81 BB 
97.06L C BE 
92.70L BC AA 0 
31.54L E BCE 
61.20L CE AB L 6 
69.15L C B E  
41974 SGR 
18.99LlCC AACC 
71.03L CE AB 
21.05L D BH 
43.36L DC AA 
20.29L BC AAF 
44.24L BFC ' A A C  
25.18L D B D L l  
90.90L'C cc 










11- 3 73.87L D BC I 
9.1 39 4- 7 
9.5 49 10- 4 
0.3 25 7- 5 
0.4 30 10- 4 




















74001 IOOOF I 
6 88 3 
















































































181 95- 2550 
18195-2604 
18195-2042 











































X1819 - 287 
522-PN 21 PI 


















18197-7100 14.6 l6.1/111 24 11- 3 
17.1 58 11 - 4 
17.1 50 
181 97 - 2342 
1 81 97 - 21 1 8 
18197-2842 
18197-2423 
181 98 - 2642 
18198-2944 I 
::::)7/ E: 
16.5 44 3- 7 
23.34L E ~ 
19.9oL c 
38.29L CD 

















181 98-2650 I 522-PN 22 PI 
10706 M 2  
186740 K5 
IAB  18198-2326 
18198-2338 
181 98 - 2902 
18198-2802 
18198-2823 
181 98 - 2602 
18199-2027 





181 99 - 2358 
18199- 2239 
I I I ,  I 
'Confuwn Flags 1) CIRRUS-1. 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH). 5) Nelghbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
550 































37 3- 8 58 
3 5- 6 83 
8 5- 7 35 
15 4- 7 38 
28 6- 6 26 
41 4- 7 34 
33 9- 5 23 
45 3- 7 30 
27 10- 4 46 
13 8- 5 91 
24 11- 4 23 
18 4- 7 27 
0 10- 4 39 
32 7- 6 26 
52 5- 7 36 
55 11- 4 36 
6 12- 3 36 
54 8- 5 73 
11 6- 6 39 
24 8- 5 41 
15 4- 7 34 
49 11- 4 76 
13 9- 5 21 
3 9- 5 50 
11 7- 6 57 
21 4- 7 27 
37 6- 6 32 
47 8- 5 34 
49 11- 4 26 
3 10- 4 47 
89 






















































8 8 3  














8 8 3  
68 
88 
























































































2 5- 7 49 
6 6- 6 39 
0 8- 5 65 
19 7- 6 69 
6 7- 6 22 
19 3- 6 66 
45 8- 5 34 













26 4- 7 19 
50 11 - 3 35 
52 6- 6 25 
13 10- 4 26 
16 8- 5 66 
21 11 - 3 55 
21 6- 6 44 
32 4- 7 40 
51 11 - 3 40 
24 12- 3 42 
59 11 - 4 35 
34 4- 7 54 











45 7- 6 19 
4 9- 4 32 
37 5- 7 36 
3 12- 3 77 
58 9- 5 65 
9 11 - 4 43 
51 10- 4 42 
14 5- 7 70 
48 6- 6 58 











23 11 - 4 43 
1 1 - 3  35 
13 5- 7 29 
43 9- 5 38 
44 11 - 3 75 
17 10- 4 25 
23 9- 5 25 
29 11 - 4 39 
17 5- 7 63 











16 11 - 4 40 
21 12- 3 44 
34 4- 7 30 
25 8- 5 63 
33 10- 4 72 
22 10- 4 24 
11 7- 6 50 
1 1 - 3  61 
20 8- 5 48 











22 8- 5 58 
40 12- 3 29 
37 12- 3 85 
24 11- 4 23 
58 10- 5 23 
36 6- 6 41 
28 9- 5 55 
18 5- 7 28 
10 6-  7 43 
25 8- 6 30 
Right Ascension: 18" lg"59-1 8h2P578 Declination: -30"--20" 
Name Galactic Uncertainty I'd I Corrreted' 
6 Cwrds  SMJSMN tJ 0 I2 pm 25 g) (") 1 b (") *P Name Type (") Mag 
V 
a &  














































































































































































































































































































21.91L D F C  
6.01L D BK 
8.31 EC DB 
25.10L C AC J 
4.30L CD B B  
3.85: CE EC 
38.14L BDD AAC 
22.58L BC AB 
43.15L C BC 









































































































7 5600100011 I 9Mu)00OoO8 
75.61L CE BA 
21.74L C AD1 
43.76L ED AA 
23.37L DDC AAA 
4.40L CD AB 
64.92L E F  AA F 
102.231. F F  ABGE 
22.75L C I CDC 
7.91 D NFC 
41.44L CC AB 
0 740000000F 













































8.85 DE NEC 
10.69 D F C  
40.13L B B F C  
37.64L C BB F 
34.64L B B 
21.22L B F  BC 
3.66L BC AA 
51.77L ED AB 
71.97L F E F  AAB 
68.12L C B F  
18202-2718 
16202-2452 
18202 - 21 01 







18203 - 2409 
18203-2918 
18203 - 2040 
18203 -261 9 
29.35L C BG 
32.16L F D  AA 
35.14L D CF 
30.26L C CG 
29.54L DC AAC 
35.93L DC AA 
22.16L BC AAJ  
12.02L BC AA 
30.30L F E D  A A B E  























89.41L D B E H  
22.07L C B M 
27.29 DC HD 
29.34L CD AB 
19.77L B E  A B H  
12.41L C BE 
11.40L CC AA 
69.69L F E  AA 
24.65L D B E J  






























27.63L BCC AAA 
47.12L EC A A F l  
19.75L FDC AAB 
29.65L F E  DE E 
8.09 E M J B 
77.98L BD BCJ  
59.75L CC AA 
6.35L C CGEA 
18.62L D CE 


























87.62L BD BBGB 
10.46L CE AA 
3.79L DDC AAC 
43.8OL C ADHD 
28.17L F A N  
56.42L CE AB 
44.76L B E  AB 
63.03L BC ABJ  I 
23.18L B AE 














18206 - 2901 
18206-2458 
18206-2209 
34.15L D D E 
10.33L B D  AC 
19.80L B AE 
5.38 D J B 
28.75L D CCH 
72.67L BC A A C  
33.901. D CC 
11.22L c CB 
33.99L B B B  D 











































I43 2 6- 6 46 
15.916 1 1 - 4  79 
16.1137/ .5 51 10- 6 6  4 I 46 1
17.1 30 5- 7 26 
16.41L D B B  
85.34L C CD 
31.69L C B E  
73.18L B C  A A D  
4.05L CC AAC 
8.28 DD E B  
61.90L DDD AAE 
80.8OL BCE AAA 
10.80 DD MHC 







18207-2245 17.9 4 10- 4 42 
18.0 1331 34 10- 1 4 I 41 16 
18.0 45 I O -  4 46 

















21.6OL D B F  
9.85L B C  AA 
12.23L D G 
68.39L B E  AC 
57.64L DD B A H  
7.58 DE DB 
51.09L E BD E 
4.74L BEC AAAO 
3.51L CC ABD 





























































































































































































C D C 
BC AA 
C B C  
B D  A B  
DE C B H  
B C  E ABHD 
E E 
CD A B  












F D C  
C BGF 
CD A B  
B B C  
C E E  AAHG 
C B D  
C C E  
D F 
B C  AA 








F F J C  
E E A  
B D C  
A A A A  
F L H B  













C D F C  BCHE 
CD A C E E  
E E  B D F  
C BC 
C B E  
F E  B B  
C BFMG 
B C  A A K E  











D B E  
C D I 
B B E  
B B C  
CC A B  
DC A A L  
B C  AA 
DC A B  
DD BB B 











B B C  A A B B  
F C  A B  
C D  A B  
D C F  
B E  AA 
DC HCB 
C B D  F 
C KCD 
CCE AABD 











B F  A D  
CD B A E  
B E C  ACDC 

















B E  AC 
A A B  
B C  A A J  
B C  A B  
C F  A B  
B E C  A A B  
D AG 
B C C  A A A  
F D  AC 











B B L  E 
CC B A F  
C B F  C 
B D  A B  k 
B AB 
BC AA 
B B B  
E A E  
B AGI C 
B C  AB 













































Position (1950) Flux Density I 
L 
Confusion R S 















































































a 6  
hm. 0 8  
182O9-2855 
182O9--2906 




1821 0- 2807 
1821 0- 2657 






































































































5 i  
61 








































































































































































































































I C  





































































3 9  
1.79 
3 9  
.57 






















































































































































186771 K5 ._ . - .. 




1821 1 -2854 
18211-2837 
16211-2118 




1821 1 -241 7 
1821 1 -2205 
18211-2221 




65.96LIB 1 04  C F  ! B  A A C  
13.93L C D F F  




































3 8 3  
3 8 2  
3 8 3  
3 8 3  






1821 3 - 2438 
1821 3 - 2848 
1821 3 - 2558 
































































1621 3 - 2644 
18214 -2029 
18214-2210 
1821 4 - 2726 
1821 4 - 2934 














































8 f  








































































18214 - 2348 
18214-2628 
18215-2601 
1821 5 - 2207 
1821 5-2432 
1821 5-2036 
1821 5 -2928 
18216-2420 
18216-2022 
1821 6- 2321 






















































LDN 01 12 
3601100100 
94011oooo8 




560121WoQ 18218-2134 1821 8 - 2543 
18218-2830 
18218-2541 
1821 9 -2337 
18219-2111 
1821 9 - 2609 
1821 9 - 2558 
18219-2129 








VI657 SGR . - -~ 18219-2308 
1821 9-2726 
1821 9- 2523 
18219-2140 






















'ConlusDn Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUSP. 3) Confusion PrOCeSslng, 4) Neighboring HouS Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed pw) 
552 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 1  













3 ,  



































42.77L F C C 
25.701. CD CC 
37.61L CC I A B  
13.12 D HJC 
54.99L E ED 
4.88L C BE 
8.32L DC AA 
21.73L C A J  I 
20.28L C E 


















6 9 6 0 0 1 1 ~  























18221-2543 10.5 11 
18221-2147 11.3 57 
18221-2923 11.5 1 4  
18221-2009 11.6 5f 
18221-2738 11.9 f 
18222-2733 12.1 55 
18222-2605 12.7 42 
18222-2243 15.1 55 
18222-2112 15.2 27 
18222-2226 16.9 46 
5.87L C CG 
35.76L E F  AA 
5.88 0 B F C  
9.37L CE AA 
20.621. C B 
18.78L B C  A B G  
4.07L C B C H  
10.70L C ED 
63.63L C BE 
42.49L D CG 
LDN 0112 
18222-2857 116.91 4 
18222-2854 17.1 21 
18222-2338 17.3 21 
18222-2545 17.5 56 
4.54 D D E B  
15.62L D C F  
7.07L B E  AB1 H 
3.88L C CF 
24.38L CC A A G  
4.45L D F E B E  
21.48L8DCC A A C  
10.1OLiBC A A F  
29.56L CC ACK 
17.95L CC A A F  
18222-2419 17.7 47 
18223-2540 l l82l10 





















C E A A B  
E D  BE 0 
D F  AA 9 
C C F I E D  
B E F  A A B  9 
D B F  
DC A A D  8 
DDD A C E C  7 
CC D D  
C E  GB 
GY SGR 
18225-2818 33.2 55 
18225-2852 34.0 30 
18226--2155 138.11 i o  
B BH 
E D  BE 0 
CCC A A B  6 
C B C  
E C F  
DOC A A A  9 
C BE 
E D  AC 0 
B C E E  BADE 8 


























86 1 11 
44 20 
40 ~ 5 


















522- PN 26 PI 
Y1822-283 
41297 SGR 
B F  B C  K 
E J F B  
B D A F B A  





i H  SGR 
-DN 0205 .42L 
I 
5.16L C C 
6.49L C 
6.42L F D  
3.24L B C  
53.74L c 
12.72L C 
21.33L E E  
48.07L C 
7.41L C D  
24.48L C 
B C D D  
CDB 
E A  
A B  






18227-2634 47.1 40 
18227-2300 47.6 49 
18227-2306 47.7 2 
18228-2457 48.1 17 
18228-2145 48.2 5 
18228-2042 48.6 24 
18228-2743 50.0 26 
18228-2138 50.2 30 
18228-2001 51.1 41 
18228-2239 51.3 7 
18228-2550 51.7 27 
18228-2610 51.9 18 
18228-2618 52.0 49 
18228-2101 52.3 34 
18228-2159 52.4 7 
18228-2843 53.0 27 
18228-2553 53.3 50 
18228-2951 53.9 46 
18229-2751 55.2 46 


























i I  SGR 
4.91L D C 
6.12 C C HC 
3.22L BBC A A B  
10.67L C NCB 
28.09L C F  B C  
20.02L C C H  
4.42L C E  D C  
3.34L C C D  






































































953L C B F  D 
2560LE F C  
615L C F  A A J  9 
3016L F E  A B F E  9 
709 ' D C ~  GA 






























18230-2805 3.3 43 
18230-2149 4.3 46 
18231-2609 7.6 25 
18231-2702 7.6 35 
18231-2910 1 7 ,143 .64L .4& 1.64 40L :39L ~ 7.55: E C  MDD 3.62L CC AAGB 5.85 D K D  46.99L B F  ACJ 22.09L C AC 




18231-2158 9.6 8 
i K  SGR 
.30L 
.52L 




Right Ascension: 1 8h23m0P- 18h24m 11 























































DC AA F 
c BC 
BC AAC 
c B I  
C D F 
E D  AC 
DC AADC 
E ACF 






















































































C D  
CC 


















D D  
CD 





























































B E C  
CE 
C 





















F F  ABC 
D D  AAF 
B E D  AACE 
D B F I  
D CHG 













F D  AB 
F F  AA 
BE AB E 
F F  AAC 
B BD J 
C C 
F B H  E 
D B B  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' s 2 
C 
A 
n T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Gmrds SMJSMN 0 










































































































































































































































































































































































































6-  7 
9- 6 

































































































































18231-2116 9.9 18 
18231-2141 1 9.9136 
18231 -2038 10.0 57 












































































3 4  
4.21 
2.29 




















3 5  
.64 
62.59L C MBEE 
10.81: DE J HE 
10.57 DC DEC 
4.92L F B 
7.04L B BC 
3.68L BC BA 
7.02L BE BA 
12.63L BD AA 
32.22L CDC AABB 







































3 1  L 
.55: 
































































































































































24.62L CC AA 
4.85L B BE 
49.96L BBC AAB 
29.92L CF AA 
4.32L E D  AB 
16.28L F AAH 
32.99L CF CE 
8.04L D B 
3.27L C B C H  




















































































7401 1 i m e  
H 



















B B J  
CEEB 
B B  





























I B G E  
AAE 





































18242-2510 13.9 E 
18242-2711 14.4 34 
18242-2440 (14.1137 4 I
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirm& sources pw) 
554 
Right Ascension: 18h24m158-18h25m416 
(Not Color Corrected) 
12 P 25 ~m 60 w IW ~m 
(Jansky) 
Declination: -30"-- 20" 
Associations 
V L 
 lux Corr A Confusion R 




























14.76L C AA 
13.99L B D  ABD 
5.62L B B F  






Flux Density I Flags 
4.75L c 81 
26.68L C F  ABD 1 1 















C B Gh 
BC AA 
C DNJ 
C B M 
BDD AAB 
DC AA 





















































F F  AAF 
C B 
C BD 
F F  AB 
BCF AAAB 
C B 
E E  AB 
F ACK 


















E B J  








C F  IABDC 
C D  AC 
CCC AABE 
CC AAC 















































































40.00L BC , A A  H 
6.95L F D  AA 
7.39L c c 



















Irl.LJL "" ~ ;; 
5.46L C 
5.47 - D - GB 
36.01L C F  AA 










































a 6 Coords SMJSMN B 





























































































































































































































I O  7 
I O  5


























































































































































































































































































































































































3.00L B F  ADH 
305L BCF AAB 
34.00L C BD 
34.00L BE AC 
59.28L BC AAC 
59.53LlC C D  
3.89L C B J 
3.93L C ADD 
72.14L C BJ 
72.891. C B D E F  
MOO1 00008 
46001 00000 
46001 001 00 
6402000108 
9402141 228 
18249-2630 58.1 24 
16249-2626 56.2 29 
16250-2056 0.9 26 
16250-2017 I 1.434 IO833 M6 (1825-202 
16250- 2821 
18250- 2847 










18250-2151 I 5.3125 


























18251-2116 105 16 
18251-2331 I11 i I49 
40.04L BC AAH 0 9501100008 
5.39L CE AA 7 5700000000 




31 18251 -2255 Il2.0~ 22 
18252-2816 12.7 27 
18252-2019 129 32 
18252-2940 13.1 51 15.49L DD 














18253-2042 20.8 4 

























87 2 ::I 87 3 
87 3 (1665 SGR 
0849 M5 
16254-2830 24.7 43 
18254-2426 25.3 21 
18254-zi53 I25.7Iig 
Y0.UOL I- D~U11UUUUU 
4.33L CE AA 9 8702310200 

















12.40L C B F  9501130008 
56.55L E 
5.03L C C 2501210000 
51.59L E C ACDGI 8401000008 
41.93L B D  ABLE 2 9400200108 















17.04: C D  





B B  7 
AAF 0 
AAAD 5 
D E F G  2 
F C E  
AA 5 
BBHE 
C I  
AA 0 
18255-2147 132.7 57 
16255-2157 132.81 41 
18255-2200 32.9 49 
18256-2110 36.4 11 
16256-2351 L.o/ 5 
18256-2556 139.51 20 
18256-2256 40.0' 39 
16256-2518 40.0 29 
18256-2054 141.01 18 
86858 K2 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Si) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
555 
Declination: - 30"--20' Right Ascension: 1 ah2P4 1'-1 8h26m56 
Position (1950) Associations ! Flux Density nags 
C 
A 
I T  
%P 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































18256-2650 41.0 52 6- 7 
18256-2020 41.1 44 12- 4 


































































































18.88L DD ABK 
34.58L D ADG 
13.97: CE E AAMF 
4.52L B B D  
35.56L C B E  
39.44L c B 
4.72L F D NG 
4.59L C B F  
4.95 BCCD A A B D  













































































































































































































18257-2333 42.6 54 9- 6 
18257-2135 43.7 51 11- 5 
18257-2017 43.8 33 12- 4 
18257-2746 44.5 53 6- 8 
18257-2622 45.9 33 7- 7 
18257-2434 46.2 2 9- 6 




3601 1 loo00 
0 5702100208 
660011M)O 













































18.17L D DHG 
5.46L C C E J  
7.91 DE F F B  
40.07L B E  AC 
25.19L B F  AC H 
4.74L D C 
24.53L CE A D  
26.17L C C 
23.71L C B 
3.01L F F  AB 
4.84L C B F G  
54.39L E F 
57.57L B BGE 
10.59L C GEF 
3.47L C D 
4.06L D B L  
7.47: B E BI  I B 
2.94LCFD B A B G  
7.03 C CE 




































186866 KO 84 
18260-2049 
18260 -2252 

















18263 - 2626 
46.00L DC AA 
34.83L F C F 
15.03L C CCM 
3.07L E F  AB 
32.15L B B F  
4.46L CC AB 
28.83L C B H  
12.14L F AB 
23.18L B BM 
72.16L C AB 
4.0 55 12- 5 
5.2 24 10- 6 
5.9 25 8- 7 
8.0 47 7- 7 
8.3 44 11- 5 
10.9 55 11- 5 
11.8 24 9- 6 
12.1 47 5- 8 
12.2 15 9-  6 
12.8 43 12- 5 












22.63L B D  BC 
3.92L C CE 
22.29L BE A G  
11.33 DE C F E  
18.WL CF AE 
85.33L C C F H  
69.45L E F  AA 
6.57L D B I D 
5.88 CE NEDD 
3.49L B C H  
15.3 48 9- 6 
15.4 30 6- 8 
15.7 53 10- 6 
15.8 MI 8- 7 
16.6 25 8- 7 
18.3 47 12- 4 
21.0 4 12- 5 
21.3 10 12- 5 
21.4 4 9- 6 
21.8 16 7- 7 
8 
62 
24.26L CE B B D  
4.32L CCD AAG 
19.81L D C N  
4.55L c B 
5.03L B AB E 
2.55L CC AB 
13.06L D K E 
2.59L FDC AAA 
74.03L C B B  






18283-2413 22.8 42 9- 8 
18263-2216 23.0 43 11- 5 
18263-2143 23.8 31 11- 5 
18263-2621 23.8 39 7- 7 
18264-2208 24.7 9 11- 5 
18264-2742 26.0 33 6- 8 
18264-2828 26.5 33 5- 8 
18264-2720 27.6 4 6- 8 
18264-2001 29.3 16 1 3 - 4  
18265-2258 30.9 13 10- 6 



























6-  8 
3.13L B B K 
72.72L BC AC 
5.81L C C G 
20.38: D D  F A C J E  
21.06L B E  A D  
14.41L C CC 
4.20L F BE 
73.38L B D  ADJ C 
6.25L C CNF 























18265 - 2455 
5.30L C B 
7.66: DE F B  
24.79L C C 
4.07L DC AA 
21.55L C C 
18.30L B B GO 
2.67L BCC AABG 
24.76L D F F  
4.71L C B 




























62 I 1 32 
43L 











22.45L BCC ' A A A  
11.40L C BBC 
3.04 D D  DC 
19.33L B ACE 
7.73: CF D AAGB 
4.67L DF AA 
6.00 C FGB 
52.03L DF B B E l  
16.08LlBE AA 






18568-2432 48.3 40 9- 6 
18268-2803 48.5 25 6- 8 
18268-2220 49.7 41 11- 5 
18268-2215 50.2 33 11- 5 
18268-2052 51.3 32 12- 5 
18268-2443 51.5 25 9- 7 
18268-2156 52.1 22 11- 5 
12 
3 1 
18268-2130 522 601 
18268-2918 525 6 
18268-2646 537 42 
18269-2043 544 32 
18269-2524 546 39 
18269-2014 552 7 
18269-2031 553 1 
18269-2506 558 22 
18269-2725 564 18 




12- 5 25 
8 - 7  24 
13- 5 40 
12- 5 39 
8 - 7  32 
6 - 8  48 
10- 6 1 37 
48.33L B AC 
2.49L BD ABN 
3.32L CC AAFE 
51.24L B D  ACGJ 
16.28L B D  B B L  
57.50L B F  BC F 
19.24L C F @  
15.81LlBE ABC 











9500100018 1 1 3 - V1994 SGR 1 - 3 - I
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). ' 556 
Flux Density Flags 













































































































































































































































Associations Position (1950) 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) ('7 1 b (") ('7 (7 
I 2  pm 25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansk y) 
" L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
*P 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.85L CD AA J 
3.24L F DF 
5.57L E D I  
2.51L B E  B B  
4.69 E EB 
37.66L BC AB 
4.98: C D H H E C  
19.43L DE AA 
15.81L C D 















18272 -21 41 
18272-2708 
14.991. F C I 
45.69L CD CBBC 
27.82L C E B E  MC 
36.47L BC A A M  
2.58L C B M  
30.25L C B G  
27.74L D D 
11.60L DCC AACA 
37.32L F F  AA 






3.471. C B E  
24.40L BC A B H  
13.58L BE B C H  
2.21L CE AC 
3.55L C CE 
2.41L C D E F C  
8.68LBF A F  0 
17.85L BC AA 
47.72L C C H  G 
2.57L DE AB 
. . -. - -_ .  
18272-2838 
18273 -2507 





18273 - 2734 
18273 -2910 









V1670 SGR 13.2SLCD C D  
3.33L C BC 
2.89 B C A D  E 
2.50L D B G  I 
-3.67L BDC AABK 
28.40L D BC 
24.31L D 81 
49.99L C DC K 
8.15: B D  E ACHE 






I55001oooO8 250010000  
LDN 0245 
186894 KO 







3.36L F F  A A D  
2.16L B E  AB 
50.94L BC AC 
10.13: BBCE AADC 
18.44L CE AA 
1.73L BC AA 
3.52L DD AA 
51.28L C E F  
17.89L C '  C D 





9 I 75200oooO8 
186900 KO 
186899 KO 
18276-2208 5.04L E F  B A D  
3.78 C I CF 
3.26L B CF 
31.90LCE AAG 
1.95 C B 
4.71L B B E  
18.60L CC AA 
2.61 C C 
17.13L D B B  














0 9 6 0 0 1 0 m  








18277 - 2036 
18277 - 24% 
13.22L C B F  
4.98L DD B F  
8.94L D E 
4.52L B D  AB 
36.13L DD AB 
10.66L BE A C  I 
4.41L DF AC 
4.60LCF AA G 
53.41L C CDG 
16.02L CF AD 
9403200238 










18278-2256 34.13L CD AA 
26.36L BD AC 
2.37L BBC AAA 
6.39 E H GO 
5.25L D B I  
45.37L BBC AAA 
13.94L F DC 
4.48L C BC 
46.41L C B 





















2.85L C F D  AAA 




4600000000 1.82L D B 
43.26L CBD A A B  
23.47L BCC AAA 
28.35L B D  BC 
15.81L B AG 
12.69L DD A A H  





















2.25L BC A A H  
23.70L CDD A A B  
2.35L B B 0 
10.92: B CD ACDC 
28.21L C AE E 
2.68L F AB 
10.99L C BDG 
11.44L C C 
2.89L C B 







96001 1 1008 
6600200008 
6700300000 
7401 100008 18281-2248 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
557 
- 
Right Ascension: 18h28m07s-18h29m36s 
Flux Dcnsity 




h m. , 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Chords SMJSMN 0 





































































































# T  
BC AA 
DD A D  
C B E  
D M D 
BDD AAC 
BE B B I  
CCC A A B  
D B E  
C D 
B B G  
B A D  
C AA L 
B B E  
E MB 
C C F L D  
D EMC 
E C  AA 
F B D  
B F  
BE BC 
B A D  
C B F L  
BE AA 
B D  A A E  
C E 
BC AA 
B F  AB 
B B  A A D  
D DE 
C B D  
CD F D D  
DE AC 
B E C  AAD 
CF ABH 
E F 
F E E H  D 
D F 
B AB L 
C A 
B F BGH 
C E K G  
B D  ABG 
C D 
CBC A A A F  
BC AA 
C B E  
C B 
CF CD 
DF AB E 
F A 
C B F  
C B F  E 
C FBG 
C AC 
D D  AC 
CE B D  
c B L  
C B D  
D B D  
DF AC 
E DE 
D I B 
D HDB 
D B I 
CC A A I  
B D  AG 
D D 
B D  BC 
B E  AA 
B B E  AAA 
B F F  AAC 
C BC 
B ADD 
DD AB G 





C E E  
2.54LDDC AAB 




F C  BA 








E E  AB 
D BNH 
DF AB 
BBC A A B l  
C BF 












7.6 8 11- 5 
7.7 60 9- 7 
10.8 42 8- 7 
11.8 45 9- 7 
13.0 45 10- 6 
13.1 16 8- 7 
13.2 36 12- 5 
14.3 21 8- 7 
15.8 39 13- 5 
17.9 26 8- 7 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 






























23.0 22 5- 9 
248 5 1 1 - 6  
25.5 58 7- 8 
25.5 11 5- 9 
26.8 32 11- 8 
27.4 14 5- 9 
27.5 29 5- 9 
27.9 21 10- 8 
27.9 20 7- 8 
28.1 2 12- 5 
28.9 50 9- 7 
29.5 10 12- 5 
29.5 15 10- 6 

















30.9 14 5- 9 
31.5 36 7- 8 
31.7 32 4- 9 
31.8 45 8- 7 
32.8 37 8- 8 
33.2 58 11- 6 
37.3 55 12- 5 
37.9 28 5- 9 
39.8 47 11- 8 











12 7- 8 
2 12- 5 
12 12- 5 
22 6- 8 
20 6- 9 
42 10- 6 
22 9- 7 
26 5- 9 
8 13- 5 

















12.0 10 11- 6 
13.3 29 13- 5 
13.9 28 11- 6 
14.2 9 5- 9 
14.6 23 6- 8 
20.3 37 5- 9 
20.4 9 5- 9 
24.8 14 9- 7 
27.9 57 7- 8 
21.4 37 11- 8 
.QP 











































































































































































































































































































































































i o  
1 
32 





















































































5 4  



















































































































































































1 8283 - 2001 
1 8283 - 2734 X1828-275 
V1898 SGR 



































5701 1 1 W  
6600000000 
8501 100238 V1876 SGR 
V2362 SGR 
10951 
18287-2245 46.4 48 10- 6 
18287-2939 46.5 8 4- 9 
18288-2448 48.1 35 9- 7 
18288-2800 48.9 47 6- 8 






522-PN 31 PI 
10960 M5 
LR SGR 
18288-2423 51 7 30 9- 7 


































18289 - 2332 
1 8290 - 2642 












.66: 18291 -2440 
.7OL 













5500210318 IN SGR 
457-PN 16 PI 740oooO218 
















7.56 522 - PN 33 PI 
186944 K2 I7500100008 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 
558 
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Flux Density 







































































































































































































B C D  A A B l  
E C C 
C E A C 
c c 
E J HC 
















E E  DI C 
DD AAC 
CE AA J 
D BGC 
CE Ee  
B B I  























































B B  
B B  
F B I 
C AJ 
DF A B  

























CD - AA 
















E E  AAJ  
C AC 
C DH 
CD J HE 
C CD 
B D C I  FG 
B AA C 
D I KHC 
BD AAG 






















CE B F I  
F F  AAC 
C EE 
F E C D  ABDE 
F AB 
C B E  
BD AAF 
B E F  AAAL 
V L 
loo prn 1 Flux Corr A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 
(Not Color Corrected) C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 
(s) C') 1 b 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































186952 KO .62 
42.73 














3 9  
.26L 































































l .9 lL  BC AA 
7.60LFFE AAA 





















16306-2657 41.2 23 
18306-2354 41.5 48 
18307-2009 45.8 32 
18307-2511 143,7123 IS SGR 
RAFGL 5255s 












18308-.%32 48.1 17 
18308-2014 48.4 59 
18308-2557 49.2 25 
18308-2404 49.9 16 
16308-2913 I 1  53.1 55 
11018 
523-PN 1 PI 












'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 pm: 10) High Source Density Region. 
559 













2 10- 7 
12 9- 7 
38 9- 7 
59 5-10 
36 11- 6 
15 12- 6 
8 10- 7 
41 12- 6 
2 8- 8 





























































































































































































































36 13- 6 
8 6- 9 
31 12- 6 
33 8- 9 
58 10- 7 
9 10- 7 
20 9- 7 
2 8- 8 
36 10- 7 
50 7- 8 
55 7- 8 
40 12- 8 
17 13- 5 
10 9- 7 
59 9- 8 
1 8- 9 
18 1 1 - 8  
9 7- 9 
50 10- 7 











58 13- 8 
3 8- 8 
37 7- 9 
49 4-10 
18 13- 8 
30 13- 8 
39 9- 8 
4 12- 6 
34 8- 8 











47 12- 8 
7 11- 7 
58 6- 9 
20 8- 8 
23 5- 9 
40 11- 7 
36 7- 9 
11 6- 9 
41 11- 7 











10 8- 9 
22 11- 7 
51 12- 6 
14 1 1 - 7  
11 5-10 
56 7- 9 
18 12- E 
48 10- 7 
37 12- 6 












57 7- 9 
38 12- 8 
38 13- 8 
32 10- 7 
24 8- 8 
13 6- 9 
43 8- 9 
10 7- 9 
43 6- 9 




I2 prn S P  





































































































































































































































































































1831 0- 2333 
1831 0- 2447 











20.74L C B D  
3.45L B C  A A G  
3.70L B C  A A F  
2.61 D I H  
8.76 D GB 
8.87L C F 
25.97L C C J 
4.76L C F  A B H  
15.77L E C  A B J G  






























































22.47LlC B E  
3.18L B D  A C  
5.45 E C A B  C 
3.84L C D BBGC 
11.38: DD HC 
3.14L E D  AA 
3.834. E D  A B  
4.28LC A D  
20.85L C B E  



















. _ _  . . -. . - 
1831 2 - 2337 
1831 2 - 2358 
18312-2416 
1831 2- 2537 
18312-2301 
18312-2642 18312-2642 
4939 SGR 18312-2656 
18313-2053 
18313-2013 
18314 - 2442 
18314 - 2507 
1 W14 -2759 
18314-2156 
1831 4- 271 0 



























i 8 . m ' ~ ~  AB 
4.07L B C  A B  
2 5 . a  BB A A E  
3.88LC C H  
3.OOLCC AA 
6 . a  B B C D  A A A C  
8.72 DE DB 
14.04L DE AA J 
17.37L B D  AB 
23.921. c c 
14.8% BCE A A B C  
2.88L B C  AA 
5.35 DC F B  
11.94 C E  C B D C  
8.70 C E  FNBB 
3 . a  B A F  
2.24L B B D H  
4.42L C E l  
2 6 . X  C B F  






































































































































15.1 17 12- 8 
17.2 18 12- 6 













18.OBLFFC A B A E  
21.91L C B E  
4.67 C BHGB 
3.44LBD AC 
4.44LF BG 
4 . W D  BDHC 
24.341 C B B C  
4.20: C E  K E B  
2 1 . m  DC B B  
19.52L C DK 
W2367 SGR 
V1890 S G R  
523 - PN 2 PI 





























1831 9 -2037 
1831 9 - 2529 
111111)-7731 
i2.8 26 11- 7 
53.4 44 8- 8 









































2 1 . W  E B H G  
3.25cBBC A A A D  
7.37 E K O  
3 2 . a  C D H  F 
4.01L C MI B 
24.5OL C A E E  
10.59L C F  A B  
2 7 . m  E B G  
18.1SL B D  A B  




53001 1 m  
4700100000 
9401 21 Mod 
470011oooO 
LV SGR 



















3.66LC B C  
3.83L F C B  
6.43 DC GHB 
5.371 F CD 
11.82L C BDGC 
3.464. B BB 
21.51L B D  ACI 
2.73L BCE A A B  
1 5 . m  C B H  
4.2ZL C D F  
V1913 SGR 









18322 - 2645 
18322-2248 
18322-2636 
18323 - 2744 
18323 -2240 






2.57L B A K  
8 . W E  C CDHH 
2 . y K B F  B C  
4.60 C E 
1 . 7 a  C A D  
5.94: DD F J G C  
2.86 D DC 
2 2 . a  D B 
20.24L D B J  



























4.37L C D H  
3.92 E F E H C  
8.45L B D  A B  
18.75L B F D  A A D  
2.75L D CL 
13.95LBC A A C  
8.43L C B J  
2.92L E B D  
6.41L C BB 





p*MoMMBI 18323 - 2225 
18324 - 2923 
18324 - 2722 
18324-2101 
18324 -2407 














8.44L B B C  
10.3oL F D  AA 
7.58L D HED 
26.8QL F F  AA 
2.M.  D B F  
3.13L CC AA 
14.51L C B B F  
1.94L C F  AA 
14.60L C AE 









95001 10208 I 
18325-2759 





'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfusKm Processing; 4) Neighbwing HOWS h h e d  Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
560 
~~~ 
Riaht Ascension: 18h32m36s-18h34m320 Declination: -30"--20" 
Position (1950) Flux Density Hags Associations 
H (Not Color Corrected) I I I 
S P  

















































































































































































































































































I O  
5 
6 




I O  
9 
























































































































































































































































































































































18326 - 2243 
18326 - 2709 
18326-2427 



























15.36L E C J  I 
4.09 E H E  
2.30L B B E  
2.42L C A F  
2.97L C D H  
2.75L C GK 
2.21L ED A B H N  
28.92L C D 
33.67L C B 









18329-2644 56.5 53 7- 9 
18329-2923 57.7 6 5-10 
18329-2827 59.0 1 6- 9 
18330-2849 0.0 44 5-10 






5.33 D I DC 
3.21 D L  D 
2.2OL C D  BE 
l.96L ED AC 
3.44: B D A I F D  
2.221. DD A A G  
20.92L C B D  A A B  
19.46L ED BE 
17.19L C G M 
22.24L C B E  
I87028 K5 
11629 SGR 











2.58L B B C  A A A J  
2.07L DD AA 
7.39L C B F  E 
5.23L D B E K E  
3.59L ED A A  
29.1OL CD B D  
2.84L C B G 
12.06L C F F  I 
15.54L CE A A K G  
14.60 ECCC C A A A  
.DN 0284 
12370 SGR 
18332-2201 142  34 12- 7 
18332-2527 15.5 3 9- 8 
18332-2621 17.4 57 8- 9 
18333-2338 18.2 41 10- 7 

















i23-SC 4 GI 
(1 833 - 255A 2.33L B C K 
2.94L F C H  
22.09L B C  A B G  
11.50L B F  A A H  
9.48L C B F  H 
1.74L B E C  A A E  
7.19LD A B  
22.64L C D  AA 
1.55L B F  A A  
6.72 CC E B  
12596 SGR 
(1 833 -298 
18334-2704 284  9 7- 9 






18334-269 29.8 71 6-10 
18335-2002 31.1 59 13- 6 
18335-2101 32.0 49 13- 6 
18335-2937 33.4 22 5-10 
18335-2412 33.5 57 10- 8 
18335-2536 34.1 22 8- 8 
16335-2151 34.2 37 12- 7 
18335-2611 35.7 7 8- 9 
18335-2110 35.0 9 12- 6 
Z S O R  
11830 SGR 
(1 833 -242 
.73L 
5.61 








5.93 D I F 
4.88: C B C E  B A A C  
9.00L E B 
22.13L B D  AC 
9.26 B C C E  A B C D  
4.95 D GC 
2.92L F D L I  
21.4OL C C E  
3.38L B C  AA C 
3.38L c B 
i91 -PN 10 PI 
18336-%27 37.1 9 6- 9 
18336-2350 39.9 40 10- 8 
18336-2931 40.8 20 5-10 
18337-2144 42.7 1 12- 7 
18337-2348 44.4 22 10- 8 
18337-2451 44.5 38 9- 8 






18337 -221 1 
18337 -241 3 




































~ 1 0 0 5 1 0  
7401200108 
6701Mxy)o 
3.17L F B E F  
20.01L C A F  
5.70 C I GC 
21.28L C E H 
8.37L C ED 
5.54 CD H B C  
3.99L F K C C  
5.94L C D  B C  
8.91L D EA 

























5.87L CC A A I  D 
4471 F DJ I C  E 
















.. .. - . _ _  
17.88L B B 
22.11L F D  ABNE 
1.46LBC A A L  
13.57L C A C E H  
1.86L D ED 
18.45L C B F  
.DN 0240 
1945 SGR 
. . - . . -.  .
18340-2623 
18340 - 2744 






18340-2226 2.9 54 11- 7 
18340-2732 3.6 16 7- 9 
18341-2612 6.0 57 8- 9 
18341-2734 1 6 . ( /YI  7- 9 ,751 .73L ,621 ,531 17.22L D B C  9.2OL B A B K  13.95L D B B  8.ML C E C  
7.01L ED A B  D 
3.14L C E C  A A A D  
2.70L B A D  
4.72L D BJ M 
4.18L C D 
3.22L C H E E  
1201 2 SGR 
18341-%27 7.8 18 13- 6 





18342-2431 13.1 30 9- 6 
18342-2812 13.1 4 6-10 
18342-2444 15.2 48 9- 8 
18342-2010 I 15.8 I I  28 13- 6 5801000000 5501000000 5€40100000 4700100000 11832 SGR !617 R 39 13 
72 
- 
12.89L(C .66L B C  ICF  A A I  
29.83L C B D F  





















18342-2448 16.0 40 9- 8 
18342-2603 16.9 12 8- 9 
18343-2834 18.6 28 6-10 
18343-2111 19.4 46 12- 7 
18343-2504 20.241 9 - 8  
18343-2654 21.3 20 7- 9 
18343-2520 21.9 32 9- 8 
18343-2142 23.8 32 12- 7 
18344-2014 24.0 8 13- 6 
18344-2204 25.5 19 12- 7 
18344-2407 26.5 15 10- 8 
18344-2438 27.3 27 9- 8 
18344-2117 27.7 22 12- 7 
18344-2658 28.1 31 7- 9 
18344-2320 28.8 49 11- 8 
18344-2558 29.2 16 8- 9 
18344-2609 29.5 34 8- 9 
18345-2240 30.4 33 11- 7 
18345-2506 31.8 31 9- 8 

















3.99L C AG 
17.53L ED A A D H  
3.78L B A B  
4.05 C E B E K B  
4.14L C A G  
18.30L ED A E B H  
11917 SGR 
3.541. B B 
2.92L D C H  H 
20.84L B F  A A I  
4.11 FD E H E  
9.87L CE BBGG 
17.871. C C F  
5.90 C I I DD 
17.42L B A B  
2.91L C EN 
4.50 F L J  D 
*Contusion Flags: 6)-9) H w n  Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Sowce Density Region 
561 
Right Ascension: 18h34m34s-18h36m23s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 

















1150L C IAB 
483 CD F D C C ~  















AAG I 9  






A A E ,  



















Y - 0  
9 - 9  
JJ 
59 





























2.92L C DF 
2.45L BC AB 
9.11L C E I E 
2.07L BBC AAC 
13.91L C I E B L  
15.81L B D  / A C I  
2.08L C BK 
2.61 D I E  
3.55L CF AC 



























13.60L C C 
5.12 CD N BC 
10.75L C BHG 
17.16L E B F F G  
18.61L F D  BCGC 




















































16 ~ 86 
1 0 '  86 
6 87 
15 8E 
5 1 87 
7 BE 
C 
T Name Type (") Mag 
A *P 
V 1 
U n n  Coef R Flags' S 
(Not Color Corrected) 










































































































































































































17.79L C AE 
3.23: DF E BDFE 9 
3.49L C DGGF 
16.34L B B B  
9.07L F C E 
12.07L C B 
16.84L E CF 
3.55L c c 
2.71L C CBD 























6601 1001 10 








18346-2737 38.6 8 7- 9 
18346-2115 39.3 53 12- 7 
18346-2235 39.9 35 11- 7 
18346-2003 40.0 55 14- 6 
18346-2744 41.9 41 7-10 


























































































































































18347-2430 44.9 29 
18347-2351 45.1 20 
18347-2933 45.1 35 
18347-2256 45.4 9 
18347-2154 46.1 26 
18347-2440 47.0 9 
18347-2226 47.1 26 
18347-2028 47.3 23 
18348-2108 49.5 2 
18348-2101 50.0 29 
18348-2357 50.9 41 
18348-2902 51.7 43 





























































































































































































1365L CC AA 0 3400000008 
1538L CF AA 9 8400200008 
342 E D NB 9500110008 









I . O J L  CI no D JDVllVVLII" 
15.15L F B MG 6400100008 
17.07L F '81 G 94O3OOO2O8 I 
15.02L D 



















































18353-2447 18.0 5 
18353-2542 19.9 15 
18353-2535 119.2138 
60 8 87 
28 5 87 
35 9 ' 86 
18353-2441 121 01 11 35 5 87 
46 8 86 
27 6 87 




49 7 86 
54 7 87 
51 9 87 
67 13 87 
77 14 86 
1.96L c c 
3.86 C I B l  
5.18 DC B DB 











70 9 i 86 
56 81 86 
35 10 86 
51 6 86 
72 8 86 
4 4 1  7 86 





















2.%L C EHD 
6.85 CD GCB 
25.58L C AE B 
1.73L BC AA 0 
15.58L C CD 
3.12L CF AAJ 9 
2.97L E BBF 
22.31L C ' A L H B  
20.23L C BC 
28.16L C B 
18359-2340 55.6 28 
18359-2432 56.6 8 
18360-2313 0.2 40 
18360-2753 I 0 . j 3 7  5.09 DF E E D  4.05 F C  GGB 2.16L C MCC 
7.38 D LNGC 
1.70L B B 
11.88L D CM B 
3.26L ED AB E 9 
2.79L CC AAE 8 
12.24L C C G 
14.05L BCE ABC 3 
9601000WO I 
539 C I GNC 
1296LC DF J 
405 D C C 
2 8 1 L C D  AB 0 
380 D K I B 
1803L C B E  
239 DC F DB 




'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW). 
562 
Riaht Ascension: 18h36m24s-18h38m39s 
Position (1950) 
Declination: -30'--20' 
Flux Density Flags Associations 










C D  
B E  
E N 
J D B C  
AA 
I 0 
D H F C  
A B  
L H E  
B C F  
C 
A 
# T  




14.01L B F  
2.43L F 
3.29 F 
9.08L C F  
2.OOL B C F  
11.89L D 







A A L  






5.13 E C  
13.08L B O  
1.47L C D  
3.11 
3.02L C 
1.43L B F  
12.42L B D  
19.64L E 
B C  
BB 
B F J  
J C 
HDFD 
A B H E  
A B  
C L D  
BK L 
















4.9 11 7-10 
5.3 26 9- 9 
5 6  1 9- 9 
11.4 49 6-10 
13.9 13 8- 9 
15.9 13 13- 7 














CC A A K  
D BHN 
B E  AA 
B A E  
B C C  A A A  
B D  A A J  
CD B B G  
B B G  
C B I  I 






















28.2 12 12- 8 
29.2 37 9- 9 
29.2 36 6-11 
30.0 60 13- 7 
31.1 34 9- 9 
31.7 8 10- 8 
31.9 20 6-10 
34.4 56 13- 7 
34.7 60 13- 7 












C F  A A B E  
C BMHF 
E O  AC 
C CC 
F B J 
C GC 
C E L 
DE CO 

































E F F  C 
D HGC 
C MEE 
F I A A E D  
B C  











C D E I  
D F E  








B D  A B  
B A E J  
B AGE 
D BA 
C I J H B  






















CCC A A B  
CD B C  
C D 
B F  A C J K  
C F  A A E  
c B 
CC BBGL 



























C C E F  
B E  AD 
E BNI  
C A D J C  
B B 
CC A B  
c c 
C EBP 











29.8 1 11- 8 
308 50 10- 9 
31 1 46 9-10 
31 3 12 9- 9 
31.8 40 11- 8 
341 51 13- 8 
343 21 9- 9 
394 0 9- 9 


















25 pm 60 pm 
(Jansky) 
100 pm Sep 
Name Type (") Mag 
FIUX Corr A Confusion R s 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LDN 0334 18365-2035 
18366-2040 
18366 -241 7 
18367-2842 42.2 6 6-10 
18367-2941 43.5 41 5-11 
18367-2258 45.2 6 11- 8 
18367-2303 45.9 40 11 - 8 
































X1837 - 278 
MN SGR 
18370-2315 I 3.61 71 11- 8 
4600000000 
4601000230 
9 2700001000 MO SGR 
18372-2149 16.9 6 12- 7 
18372-2257 117.31201 11- 8 V348 SGR 
V1637 SGR 18373-2827 21.4 13 6-10 
18373-2316 8 4 1 2 1245-4 21.6 18 I 11- 3 8 7
18374-2548 27.1 6 9- 9 































18377 -21 55 
18377-2749 
18377-2415 
18377-2057 44.4 53 13- 7 
18377-2049 147.81 41 13- 7 
9600100000 
9601 100200 














































































18383 - 21 31 
16384-2127 
18384-2800 
1 8384-231 8 

























3600000000 1871 39 KO 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
563 
Right Ascension: 18h38m3P-18h41m4P 
Flux Density 
(Not Color Comxted) 
12 ~m 25 ~m 60 ~m 100 ~m 




n u x  Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 -- 
8 6 3  
8 6 2  
8 6 3  







8 6 3  
86 
8 6 2  





8 6 3  
86 
8 6 2  
86 
86 
8 6 2  
8 6 3  
87 




8 6 3  
8 6 2  
8 6 3  
86 
76 




8 6 3  
8 6 2  















































































































C GI C 
BBC AABJ  
CD AAI  
B B J 
BC AA 













C C I 
C DE C 
E C F 
D B J  
C B F I  
B F  ABGC 
C CG J 
C DM 
BC AANG 
























































































































































































E D  BB 
C A B H  
C I JC 
C CKME 
B BGNJ 
D E FE 
DE KHEC 
D BC C 
































E F  AAB 
CD AC G 
C I KMC 
B D  BC L 
F E C 
CD AC 












C CC h 
E CE 





BC AAI  




















Position (1950) I Associations -1; Galactic Uncertainty C C 
A 
# T  
*P 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































3 6  















































































































































































































































































18391-2626 6.6 24 
18391-2702 7.3 E 
18391-2028 9.0 56 
18391-2232 1 9.1154 









B F  
DC 

















18396-2743 38.1 40 
18397-2142A 42.4 19 
18397-2252 44.9 58 
ia97-2841 141.2113 















18398 - 241 9 
18398-2336 














8400000008 1 18404-291 1 18404 - 2936 
18405 - 2058 
18406-2824 
18406- 261 6 
18406-2347 
18407 - 2402 
18407-2322 
18408 - 2554 
18409 - 2032 
18409-2932 
18409 -231 1 
1841 0 - 21 45 
18410-2059 
18411-2647 
la411 -2-339 338 C K KC 
894L ED AB 
1224L B D  AB1 
320 CE EEE 
1184L B BHJ 
16412-2810 




14.98L CC AA 
1841 3 -2443 
1841 3 - 2004 

















































11.70L D E 
1.79L F AAL  
6.93 D L D C ,  
10.16L B F  
le413-25oe 
18413-2235 
1841 3 - 2408 
18414-2817 




1 ~ V2036 SGR 
2.05L C E I 
11.02L B B G 
2.46 CCD AAA 
343L C ABK 
l l .OlL,E CJ 
22.691. F D  BCJ F 
::LiC 
DFDB 
8.50 DC J DGD 
12.40L C DE 
86001 00008 I 1841 7-2906 





1841 8 -2333 
'Confuson Flags 1) ClRRUSl, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confusion Processing, 4) Neghbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH), 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confamed Sources pw) 
564 
Riaht Ascension: 18h41m5Q-18h44m28s 
Position (1950) Flux Density 













C C G 
D CH 
C E D  I 
E D K 
B F  AA 
B D  BA 
CD H F B B  
C D  DO 














B B C E  AAEC 
C DK 
CF A B H  
C F F E D  
D D F 
D HE 











C B F J  
E F D  




BC A A D  
B BH 
F GO 














































































D B D  
B AC H 
DF GGC 
CC AA 
CF A B D  
E C D  
D B F  
B AB 












B D  ABML 
C HB 
C B D  
B BDD 
E B L  G 
D D I  E 
CC KCCB 
E E  AA 








8 6 3  
8 6 3  













8 6 3  
8 6 3  







8 6 2  
8 6 3  




















8 6 :  
85 
86 















































































C B F 
B BK 
CE F J E F  
B A F  M 
C B 
BCC A A B  
BCE AAC 
C BEGB 
CC H E H  































B E  AA 
D C M  
B B C  AAA 
B AC 
BBC AAC 
CC I E B  
F E  I HFC 
C F C  
E B 











C F E 
DC I I GD 
B D  AAG 
C J F C  
B E  AC 
C B B  F 
E B 
DC L D E C  
E I C  
































F BC F 
D GC 
B A D 
BC A B E  
C I B 
C A F  N 
BC A A E  













E E  AB 
E E  ADNG 
BBC A A B  
CBC AAA 
F F  B B  
CC AB 
E F D  B 
C D 





















100 pm 1 Flux a r r  A anfusion R 
Uncs Gxf R Flags' S 


























18418-2248 50.3 19 
18418-2911 51.9 1 
18418-2535 52.3 1 
18418-2537 53.4 28 
18418-2206 53.6 36 
18419-2209 55.2 37 
18419-2825 57.2 7 
18419-2304 57.4 23 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18437-2731 42.7 14 
18437-2633 43.5 32 















































































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
565 






nux  corn  A Confusion R 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 










































































































































































































BBCD A A B B  1 
c c 
D D  AA f 
C CG 
C B D  
D BE 
C BB 
F B H 

































D I C 





B B D M  
E E 




























































































































A A A l  C 
A A F  C 
AA 3 
D 







C B B  
C MB 
C CC 
D E CB 
D B K 







GI B D  















B H  
GB 
K B 
A B F  C 
B 













D B F M  
BC AB C 
C BCE 
BC AACF 2 
D GI C 
C B F 
E C KE 











C E B  
D KGB 
CD AA F C 
C C E H  
F B H  
C CC 
D B 














B 81 L 
E C 
C A 
CF A D E D  E 
C A D  
C F D  
CF AA H E 
E B 













DF AB D E 
B D  B F F  C 
C D H 
C A 
F D D  
E G GD 
B D A E F E  












BCD AAB 4 
C BC 
DC BC 
F CI  
CC CDC 
CF M DC 
C CE H 

































12 pm *P 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. - . . - - . . . 
18445 - 2744 
18446 - 2046 
18446-2049 0 0 4 3  SGR 
18447-2451 




18449 - 2939 
18450 - 2332 
18451-2532 
18451 -2257 

















































18456 - 2923 
18456- 21 48 
18456 -231 1 
18456 -281 1 




18458 - 221 2 
18458 - 2026 
18458-2318 
18458 - 2449 
18459 - 2341 
18461 - 2748 
18461 -2911 
18461-2354 



















































































2 4  
1.041 


































18474 - 2829 
18474 - 2847 
, 





523 - PN 10 PI 




187339 KO 18476 -2219 
18477-2025 
18477-2319 


















18478 - 2538 
1 I7478 - 21 34 
V1021 SGR 
V1218 SGR 
V2050 SGR i 8478 - 21 i 7  
18478-2601 
18478-2153 






18479 - 251 4 
18480-2021 2600000000 I 187349 GO 
'Confusron Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
566 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Flux Densitv 
Right Ascension: 18h48m01s-18h51m548 











CE AB hr 





DD A A I  
C C 
B B J  











BE B D  
C F D B F C B  
DE J G F I  
C BM 




C D I  































C J KC 
C AKNK 
B A E J  
C BGG 
F AE L 
C HDE 
D BC 
C CJ M 
C C 















BE B E K  
B A D  
C LHGC 
E CB 
D I GB 



































C D C I C 
C B D  
D L J F B  
D AC 
































C G B 
D A D  I 
B BGFH 
C B D  
C C 
B F  A D  E 














































D L J  C 
D B E  K 
C B F  
CE B E  
BCE A A A F  
B C  AAFC 
CC AA 
BC A A D  
C DL 











C CJ ML 
C C 
F MGLC 
BE A E F  
C CG G 
C J I HE 
CCC AAB 
D G  
































D E G E E C  
DE CDC 






































B B C  AACE 




DO B D  
CC AB J 
CBC A A B  












24.6 27 9-13 
24.7 13 15-10 
26.2 4 7-13 
29.2 41 13-11 
33.6 8 9-13 
34.7 4 14-10 
36.0 47 12-11 
43.9 35 15-10 
52.9 21 10-12 
54.0 34 9-12 
Associations 




# T  
V 
loo Pm 1 Flux Corr A 
Uncs Coef R 
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords S M J S M N  0 
6)  ('9 I b C') C') 0 
25 pm 60 pm *P 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 9  













3 2  
1.33 
3OL 










































































































































































































































































































































































18487 - 25 1 7 
18407-2013 
18488 - 2336 

































































18493 - 291 8 
18494-2006 
16494 - 2408 
18494-2435 
18494 - 21 51 
18494-2926 

























18498- 291 2 
18499-2507 
18499-2216 
18500 -21 00 '42058 SGR 
18500-2148 
18500 -2941 
18500-2913 4.0 3 7-13 
18501-2325 8.0 44 12-11 
18501-2713 8.5 6 9-12 







































18505 - % 13 


















18507 - 2654 























1851 2 - 2606 .. ~ -... 
1851 3-2706 
18513-2651 

























Right Ascension: 18h51m56s-18h55m46s 
F B A H  
D KBE 
C B M 
CD GEC 
BD ACI  I 
DC K HE 
B F  B F I  L 
D CC F 
BD AB 
































































































































C D B 











































B AE G 
CC AA 
BC AC 
F AD k 
BBC AAA 
























































C D AD I- 
D FEC 
1.47L BC 






















































5.60 1 DE 








































c B L  
B C K 




C I C 
B B 















D N E 
CD N CC 
C KHC 
D J FE 
C FDFC 
































F NI  C 




C AG C 



















U T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 





















































































































































3 1  
.55 
3 7  
.25L 
.25L 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.37L C 81 C 
1.70L BC A B J J  
2.45 I CI FHF 
18531-2130 
18532-2136 
18532- 21 50 
















18538- 21 46 
18538- 2643 












































































1664-2148 48.3 27 
18549-2038 56.6 25 


















18556- 21 38 
18556-2043 











3 7  
.53 




7r 187520 KO 
11-13 28 25 
11-13 
11-13 $: 1 'i 






















'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw). 
568 
~~ ~ 





































































20.0 50 11-13 
20.7 31 12-12 
21.7 22 12-13 
27.9 25 11-13 
37.1 19 11-13 
41.3 33 11-13 
42.9 51,  12-13 











































8 4 4  
























8 4 3  
84 






8 4 3  
8 4 3  




8 4 3  
8 4 :  
8 4 2  
8 4 :  
84 




8 4 :  




















































































(Not Color corrected) I/ I2 pm 15 um 60 urn 100 pm 
N 
V 
Flux Corr A 
Uncs G x f  R 
1 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 1 
C 
A 
# T  
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 
6) C') 1 b C') C') 



























































































































































































































































































































18557 - 2136 
18558-2647 




























































































































































































































































































































































1 8564 -2320 
18565 -231 1 










18565 -21 53 
18566 -241 0 
18567-2633 
18567-2551 
2.35 CB J BA 
2.44 C MENC 
7.91L C B EE 
1.87L C B 
1.37L CC AA 
6.31L BD ABF 
8.42L D B H  L 
1.51L B F  AB 
2.86 C GGC 
























































































































































































































































6.391. E B 
6.64L C B 
1.44L B D  ACK 
2.38 D I DC 
6.27L B C C 
1.37L B A D  
6.27L B AE 
7.28L CCC A A B l  
1.97 C GC 





V1062 SGR 18594-2042 27.1 13 
18594-2715 129.5150 7400000008 1BMwMoooo 
187802 K5 












19008-2536 53.6 55 
19009-2505 55.5 E 
19009-2529 57.1 1 
19010-2350 I 0.4 15001 00008 45OO001108 4600111000 V335 SGR 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) Huh Source Density Region 
569 
















Z I  














41.0 4 15-13 
41.5 44 13-13 
45.8 29 12-14 
46.6 10 11-14 
47.9 26 14-13 
48.9 3 12-14 
50.9 54 8-16 
55.4 13 11-14 
5.5 25 15-12 
6.0 54 11-14 
11.5 14 12-14 
20.4 54 10-15 

















































44.2 9 16-13 
48.2 53 16-13 
49.3 53 9-15 
50.9 59 15-13 
53.1 18 13-14 
56.2 32 8-16 
56.4 37 14-13 
57.9 39 11-15 
3.4 55 16-12 
14.5 57 11-15 
17.3 37 16-12 
18.0 2 11-15 
19.3 38 16-13 
22.0 59 8-16 
24.8 45 8-16 
25.8 5 11-15 
31.6 37 9-16 
34.6 43 10-15 
38.9 55 10-15 
48.1 28 12-15 




































CCC A A A F  
CCE A A E H  
E F ADHE 
C E 
CC I EB 

























22 l48  
I 2 6 3 8  
4 0  21 



























































D I GE 
CCDE AAAA 
E ED 
C CJ L 
CC AAI  D 
DD JGHC 



























C E F 
C AK 
E E C L l  
CF BE 
C L F E 
CD A B  
















(Not Color Corrected) H ,I 12 pm I 
rl 
I 






























































































































































































































































































































































































19010-2354 1.2 59 13-13 
19010-2101 2.2 42 15-12 
19010-2514 4.5 32 11-14 









S O  
.25L 
.67 
3 4  






































































































































































1.89L D C 
1.59L EC AA 
7.83L C E 
1.90 D L E 
1.89: CD E B  
1.32L C E 
2.23L C E l  
1.70L D DG 
1.84L D F L  





19011-2508 11.4 48 12-14 
19011-2401 111.61 41 13-13 
1600200000 I 2610000000 

















1.72L EEC AAD 
9.54 EEDC AAAA 
1.23L C CE 
3.46 F D  LEGE 
1.97L/D E E 
1.65 D C 
6.46L C CCF 
1.41L EC AB 
1.62L B E  AC 











































1.44L EC A E H  
1.95L C E J  
2.52 C L D 
1.12L E A 
6.70 EECC AAAA 
1.65L C E J J 
1.87L D CF 
1.37L EDD AAC 














































592- G 10 SO 
187679 KO 
X1903-246 2.58 C L E  
1.28L c ' C  N 



































19049 -21 05 
19050 -2041 
19050-2654 
51.6 24 13-14 
58.2 47 16-13 I 1.3I601 16-13 05ooo00000 2501000000 1 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0  











V1250 SGR 19053 - 2431 
19054-2819 
1 9054-21 04 
19055-2053 













8 4 2  
6 84 3 
8 83 2 
8 83 2 
14 84 3 
28 84 2 




19062-2325 114.1 71 14-14 ~ 33 
19063-2335 200  40 14-14 50 
19064-2725 26.7 21 10-16 92 
187744 K5 
19065 - 2930 
19065-2437 
19066-2711 
I9066 - 21 56 
19066 - 2203 
19067-2600 
19067-2606 
19067 - 21 06 
1906-2643 













10 85 2 
8 8 4 3  
7 8 4 3  




'Confuoon Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2, 3) Confusion Processing. 4) Nelghbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Declination: - 30"- - 20" Right Ascension: 19h06m53*-19h14m02s 
Associations Position (1950) I 
C 
A 
Y T  









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.31L B AF 
1.35L C CE M 
1.OOL C B I  
1.11LD AD 
1.93L B B F L H  
1.00LCC AAF 
1.23L C B J J  
1.05L BC AAHL 
1.71 F L L  C 




































































































































































































































6 4 9  
87 9 
19 5 
























19082 - 2934 
1.27L B DG 
1.06L C B L  
1.81 F HHGB 
1.47L CD BC 
1.45L E B I  M 
1.OOL B ACC 
1.55L B AC 
2.79 C F J H C  
1.47L C B 















































































19086 -201 2 








1.64L E DI 
1.02L B B  AAF 
1.37L C B 
1.21L C B NG 
1.22L C D  A A F E  
1.17L B E  BDM 
1.32L D D 
3.29 CE K C A B  
2.11 c c 




19094 -21 44 
19095 -201 0 
1.36L C DC 
1.14L B D  AD 
1.30L C CC 
1.49 E I F 
1.49L B B F  A A A B  
1.00L BCF AAA 
1.08: B D CB E 
1.44L C G E 
1.31L F C J K 








19097 -201 8 








































































































































187835 KO 19101-2559 
19101-2434 
19101 -2458 
1.11L BD AA 
1.01L BD AB1 
3.20 E GHC 
2.86L C B K 
1.03L BC AAK 
1.41L C D 
1.11LC E J 
1.06L C B E  
1.OOL B D  AB 





. .. ~~~~ 
191 05-2947 
191 06-2042 








1.00L C BG 
1.OOL B C  AAG 
1.56 CC J I  DC 
1.42L C A 
1.OOL BD AB 
1.70 E C 
1.34L CF AA K 
1.OOL BC A B G  
10.29 CCC D B A A  




593-IG 8 Do 
191 11 -2639 
191 13-2504 
191 14 -2342 








1.02L BC A B  
1.82 C D 
1.00L D BC L 
1.72 C GGC 
1.17L B BI  
2.26 C F C 
1.38 F I E 
1.57 EC K BC 
1.02L B A B K D  
1.OOL C B 
. - . . . - . - . 
19118-2333 
191 18-2205 
i P i  19--2230 187876 K7 .. . . . __. . 
191 20 -2448 
19121-2300 . . . - . _. .
19121-2834 
19122-2438 





1 91 24-2352 
19124-2520 
19124-2106 
191 24 -2523 
1.25L B B L E  
1.01L BF ADG 
5.00L D CK 
1.24: B F C C  A A A B  
1.14L C C K 
1.00L B D  AA 
1.30L C D 
1.16 F L F 
2.2OL C B J 









1600010000 I 19129-2917 
19129-2317 
1.OOL C B 
1.OOL BC AB 
1.98 D H E 
1.31 D D 
1.14L B AGGG 
1.14L BCD AAC 
1.03L C B G L H  
1.60L C EC 
1.21L C B E  H 























191 30 -2704 
191 30-2440 
191 30 - 2545 
19131-2337 
191 33-2923 
19133-2516 V1259 SGR 
11856 
187905 K2 
I 26021 10000 
1.00LBBC A A B H  
1.07L B BE 
1.16L B B L  
1.67L C F J  
1.92 DB M GB 
1.74 C I J 0 
1.94 CB HEBA 
4.92L D BFME 
1.59L F EK 
1.57L B D  ACED 
191 34 - 2521 
191 36-21 55 
191 36-2845 
191 36- 2808 













'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
571 






































































































































































































0 9  46 
5 2  10 
















21 5 55 
257131 
298 44 
346 1 5  
C 
A 
U T  
L 
Confusion R S 
Flags' S 2 
Galactic Unccriainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 8 








































































































































191 43 - 2048 
191 46- 2401 









191 53 - 2306 





















































































































































































































































2 8  
1.07 
.25L 
5 5  
1.14 
.73 













































5 7  
















3 3  






































































































































1.11L B B J  I 
1.53L C E 
1.11L C AGH 
1.98 BB J B E  
5.53L C B H 
1.51L E AC N 
1.57L B B F  
1.46L c c 
1.02L DDD AAD 
































































































































1.25L C B J G  
1.27L C B B L  
1.41L E C I F 
1.02L BCD AACH 
1.69L F CF 
2.30 C H J  C 
1.00L BC AB 
1.00L BC AB 
1.71L C B G  K 
































































































3.75 CC DAA 
5.28L C H D  
1.05L BC A A M  0 
1.97 C G E E  
1.32L C C D  
1.87 C MHFF 
1.27L BC A C J M  0 
1.11L E C  AB 1 
1.15 D C GC 











1 6 0 1 0 1 ~ 0  
X1915-230 

























19160-2948 0.0 52 
19161-2722 I 6.71 7 
19162-2611 12.0 8 
19162-2059 15.7 7 
19162-2133 17.9 46 
1.04L F E  A A I  
1.00L DE AB 
1.38L C B J  
7.33L c CL 
4.97L c B 
3.66 C EGE 
2.81 F C  LKCE 
1.80 CE FBC 
1.00L B BE 









i . w L  BCC ' A A B  2 
1.10~ BC IAA o 1.00LBC AB 1 
1.15 C I J E 
2.41 E F C C  AAAE 9 
1.30 D D D 
1.25L C D 
1.28L D A C  H 
1.59L E AA H 




1.21L B E  AB 7 
2.27 F NF 
1.50L C BDK 
1.56L C D M 
1.6E B K KC 
1.20LCD AB 4 
1.30 F E l  C 
1.04L C B J  
1.47L CC A E H l  2 


















1.21LC E F  
1.88 D MF F 
1.53 BE D A B E D  0 
1.52 C DD 
8.04 EBDC AAAA 9 
1.28 C L F C  
1.02L E E J 
1.41LB B F  
1.29 C NF 





1.22L C CE 
121L BC AADM 0 
1.99: C C F B B  
1.02L F A H  
1.00L BE ABK 2 
3.29L E B N 
1.68: BE C A B J D  2 
1.00L B AD 
1.00L B BC 




X1919 - 244 
20 9 
20 25 
55 ' 25 










2.28 C J KMC 
1.00L C CK 
2.41 D D  MJ I E 
1.97 C MC 
1.29L B AB G 
1.19L BC ABKK 3 
1.76 D MEKD 
1.33LB B F  
1.07L B BDI  












81 3 130 C F C  
130 D '  GEE 
122L C DM 
lOOL F D  l A B l  
160 D DEE 
122L F C 
1 0 0 L F F E  AAB Z 




971 1 OOOOOC 
sM)wowoc 
13 1 5 1 801 4 
'mfuwn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW) 
572 
Declination: -30'--20' Right Ascension: 19h20m388-19h29m16s 
Associations Position (1950) Flux Density Flags 
C 
A 
# T  
S P  








































































































































































































































































































6 7  
.46 
3.51 















































































































6 1  
























































































































































































1.65 B E G D  
1.31L D B 
1.48L D DFNG 
1.23L B D  AA H 
1.37L B B N  N 
2.21 C DB 
1.41 C CE B 
1.68L B BE 
1.30 CD BAD 





19209-2018 56.7 4 
19210-2951 3.2 52 


































































. - . - . . . 






188081 K5 1.43L B F  AD 
1.22L D F 
1.00L B F  BDI H 
1.57 D I B 
1.14L C DD 
1.47L BC AA 
1.00L F E 
1.21L BC AA I 
1.02 D E E 





19214-2842 24.2 48 10-19 
19215-2638 30.2 36 12-19 
19215-2615 31.2 36 12-18 
19217-2954 44.8 14 9-20 
19218-2248 49.8 49 16-17 
19219-2924 56.5 27 9-20 
19219-2702 58.8 11 12-19 
19220-2735 1.4 24 11-19 
19221-2459 7.3 15 14-18 
19222-2436 14.4 30 14-18 
19222-2802 17.5 7 11-19 
19223-2816 20.0 25 10-19 
19224-2515 27.2 51 13-18 
19224-2403 27.9 45 15-18 
19224-2707 28.9 57 12-19 
19226-2012 37.2 55 18-16 
19227-2602 42.0 26 13-19 
19227-2233 42.1 11 18-17 
19228-2025 50.3 24 18-16 
19228-2857 52.9 33 10-20 
15oO010000 
2 6501000000 1 3600000000 188093 KO ..........
0 2501001000 
5701000000 
5601 OoooOO 188101 A5 
1.01 D I F  E 
1.79 F EC 
1.00 C DB 
1.02L BC A A G  
1.17 C B E 
1.00LBEC AAB 
1.59 C H J G C  
1.02L BE AEHL 
1.00L C GCB 















V1273 SGR 1.25 CCCC AAAC 
6.75 BBCC AAAA 
1.95L C B D  I 
1.42 E I F K E  
1.72 DF H DC 
1.WL CC AB 
3.41 F C  DCB 
1 .WLBD AE J 
1.55 D MJ C 





6.6 39 15-18 
11.0 32 11-19 
15.5 14 9-20 
17.9 2 12-19 
19.1 53 13-19 
19.8 41 17-17 
20.6 35 10-20 
29.4 50 17-17 
31.4 58 13-19 
32.9 11 11-19 
6400100100 





















1.15L D ' E  D 
1.00L BE A B  
1.30L B B J  J 
1.54 CE L K D C  
1.30L C CD 
1.59L C B B E K  
1.67 C G B 
1.01L BC AA 
1.14L F F G  
1.21L B B N  F 
41.5 48 9-20 
42.3 48 13-19 
50.3 40 13-19 
51.6 6 19-17 
53.8 0 18-17 
58.5 27 9-20 
6.9 56 10-20 
8.6 10 14-18 
10.8 16 18-17 
18.2 7 11-19 
25.5 9 14-18 
28.6 13 10-20 
28.8 7 18-17 
42.0 28 10-20 
42.3 9 16-18 
44.4 44 18-17 
49.5 23 10-20 
54.5 3 17-17 
58.8 35 12-19 
13.4 20 15-18 
1501000000 










19247 - 2254 
19247-2049 
19248-2842 






















































1.2OL C BO 
1.51 B LGGC 
1.OOL DF A B  
1.61 C CME 
1.OOL c c 
1.11LF B 
1.14L C B NN 
1.00L B D  AA 
1.25L C DG F 























1.42L D B W 
1.05L C A I  
1.00LC BDMN 
1.06L BC AA 
2.62 CC EAA 

























37.9 48 15-18 
44.6 56 16-18 
48.0 18 16-18 
48.9 43 9-21 
0.1 16 18-17 
6.4 53 18-18 
13.5 58 16-18 
20.2 7 18-17 
29.9 0 15-19 
34.8 45 18-18 
188171 K5 
188175 K2 
BL SGR 19258 -2946 
19260-2045 
19261 -21 19 
19282-2310 
19263-2041 










19272 -21 04 
19273 -2531 
1.17L B AEGH 
1.51L C E G  H 
1.WLBC A B M  
1.OOL B B 
1.36 C I I DB 
1.72 CC NI  CB 
1.21 C J E 
1.88 C L C I  B 
1.00LBCC AABC 
1.15L E DF 
38.9 28 17-18 
42.0 20 13-19 
47.7 24 12-20 
55.5 12 12-20 
10.3 36 16-18 
11.6 59 10-21 
13.7 45 11-20 
15.8 31 14-19 
16.3 29 18-18 






11 81 31 
12 82 2 
1.60L C I J B E  1.92 ' CC HHBB 21 81 2 13 82 '  3 
31 821 2 
7 8113 
1.43 D E 
1.00LBC A A D  
1.07L C C K 
1.03L B AB 
1.00L BB AAGJ 
1.00L B B E  
1.27L C B G  H 
1.21 F D G 
o6O0000000 












8 '  81 3 '  
7 81 3 
101 82 31 
30 81 2 
7 81 3 
7 82 3 
1.00L B B 
1.09L B AE 
1.00L B AGM 
2.14 , E K E 
1.36L E B GN 
1.46L'B AF K 













460-G lOSc  8 821 3 
14 82 2 
17 81 I 2  
5500000100 19292-2650 18 821 2 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
573 
Riaht Ascension: 1 9h29m35s-1 gh4 lm3C 
Name 
a 6 
h m. , 
Declination: -30"--20" 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coordr SMJSMN 0 











56.8 54 18-19 
59.1 13 14-21 
6.4 33 18-19 
8.7 17 18-19 
18.7 38 13-21 
27.2 3 18-20 
29.1 48 19-19 
33.8 41 19-19 
42.9 59 14-21 






































l y T  
L 
Confusion R S 






























































































































































































































































































































































































20 1 9295 - 2746 
19296- 21 09 
19297-2134 











































2 8  
30 
.25L 











































































188258 K2 1.06L C CG 
1.00LBC AA 1 
1.37 D F D  
1.49 D F 
1.73L C CJ 
1.00L D CC 
1.77 C K EC 
1.31LC A I  
1.00L B A L  I 













































































































































































































































1.75 C G D 
1.45 D C 
1.33L B CF 
1.00L DC ABE 1 
1.39 D E D 
1.45L BBC AAAJ  0 
1.09L BE AD 0 
1.66 C KC 
1.09L C CF 






1931 1 -2155 
1931 1 - 2245 
19311-2212 
1 931 2 - 2343 
19312-2019 
19315-2358 
96ooo00000 . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1401001 000 
2601000000 
35oooO1000 188296 K5 
113L/  D C 
214L C GI H 
145L'C D 
219 C KHE 
116L C C 
171 CF I BC 
114L C B 
121L B BC 
166 C EHHE 
































19334 - 2547 1.23 C E 
1.64L C D 
1.80 D E G D  
6.01 CCC GBAA 
1.08L D AC 
1.00LBC AAD 9 
1.09L D CE I 
1.24L B B 
l.84L F F 
1.00L C B D 
188333 K2 




































































1.25L D FCE 
1.00LBC AA M 0 
1.00L B B G 
1.28 cc cc 
1.OOLlCC AB 0 
















































































































1.00L B B 
1.12L D B F 
1.40 C K GB 
1.00LBC AA 0 
1.00LCC AA 0 
1.21LB B B  
1.15L C C N 
I . ~ ~ L I C D  AB 0 
1.OOLCCD AADH 8 
1.00L B B J  
188383 K2 







19368 - 2422 
19371 -2332 
1 9372 - 2039 











198L D DF I 
1 0 0 L B  AC E 
100L BC AB 0 
l 0 0 L  BCD AAK 0 
123L C GB 
154 F F B B  
l 0 0 L  E B B  
l 0 0 L  B AM 
119L C AF 









































111 D C  
100L c BC 
l 0 0 L  D AJ L 
1OOLBD ABL  0 
1 0 5 L C D  AB 0 
l 0 0 L  B E  AC J 0 
1 1 3 L C F  BG 0 
141L C DN 
113 CC L BA 




526- G I S. 
188469 K2 
12305 ME 
















1.25L D B L G  
1.14L B AFMl 
1.OOLBC AA H 0 
1.47 C GC 
1.00L BE AB 3 
1.56 E F  G DB 
1.00LCCE AADK 3 
1.OOL BF B D  0 
1.OOL CD AB 4 















19407 - 2908 
19408-2234 
19408- 2836 
19408 - 2426 
1941 2 - 2731 
19412-2530 
1941 3 -2828 
19413-2745 
19415-2102 
1941 6 - 2323 
1.43 CD KBD 
1.27L C DH 
1.65 D F B B  
1.18 D CD 
2.12 D I I GC 
1.38L C HBE 
1.OOL BC ABL  0 
1.00L c CI  
1.OOL B E  ACC C 
1.02L B AB 
260000000C 
050001000C 188493 K7 
460- G 29 Sb 
460- G 31 Sb 
188511 K2 050000000C 
I
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources Pw). 
574 
Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Flux Density 
Right Ascension: 1 gh4 1 "43"l 9h57m0Z 












































































































(Not color corrested) 
25 urn urn loo Pm 
Associations 
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 












;) (6, Coords SMJSMN tJ 
E C J N  
c c I 
C B L 
B AC G 
D HB 
B BC 
D J E 

























A A H  0 
B D  AC F 0 
C B E  F 
D H 
C BK 
B B M J l  
B B GE 
C AL  
CC FDC 














































BD ABK 1 
CC BAB 
C A J 
C BD 
CC J B B  
C G 
D B L 














BC A A D D  4 
BE AD 0 
C DH 
C G E 
D H  
B CD 
CD BC 











B A K M  
CC F B B  
C L I  E D  
C E 
B BD D 
C I D 
B A N  
B A J  
C B 











B C  AA 1 
F B L J  H 
C L I  CF 
C F C  
C MBDD 


































DC L D C  
F I 
C B N 
ED AB 0 
BBCE A A A B  9 
BC A A F J  0 
C E C  
CC HAA 
1.00LBCE AAA 1 























B B F  
B B  A B  
C BDI 
BCC AAE 0 
B B A N D  
C NMC 
BCD AADK 0 
F D 
C B H  















C HJ J D  
D CD 
B C  AAD 1 













D E D  
DC F AB 
CC AAGM 5 
DD KAA 
C L B 
D HHGF 
E I E 
C E 
B E  AC 0 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 1  






























2 8  








0 3 o o o O ~  
3500010000 
19480-2852 1 5.7142 
19482-2501 12.8 38 
19482-2617 15.3 21 





19500-2540 2.2 49 
19501-2447 I 9.4158 





































19510-2233 I 0.7120 
19511-2253 110.61 -9 
19511-2438 10.8 24 
19512-2404 17.3 19 

















3 3  
.25L 












13 188772 KO 
19556-2753 140.2145 
13 188775 K2 
13 188778G5 





'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
575 
Right Ascension: 19h57"07~-20h14m21~ 
Position (1993) 
Declination: -30'--20" 
Flux Density Flags Associations 
1.51L D 
1.08LB 
2.72 C CC 
1.92 CC 







B E L H  






BCI  F 


































B I  
D I 
B E  
HGDL 
D I  H 


























































C B H  
BBDC AAAA 
C B L 
B D  AD 
B D  AC 














F B B  
GAA 
C 
C J  
AC 
E B C  

























20062-2835 12.5 19 
20062-2848 13.7 22 
20064-2552 26.7 38 
20064-2939 28.0 14 











B D  BCJ 
E G F F  











B H  I 
B 
20067-2847 46.0 3 
20068-2826 49.6 3 
20068-2544 52.2 42 
20070-2520 2.4 40 


















C K L F  
B 
c L 
A A B  
GBC 




20075-2958 323 37 
20079-2127 541 12 
20079-2059 559 M 
20079-2410 562 2 




















20081-2908 11.7 51 
20082-2024 16.3 52 
20083-2850 21.9143 
20085-2746 35.4 29 











B N  L 
B J M  
AD 
A F K  









































F B F  
BC AAE 
C J B C  
B AGHE 










































































F G k 
C 
A 
I T  
V L 
Flux Corr A Confusion R S 
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 
25 pm 60 pm 
(lansky) 


























































































































































































































































































































19584 - 2549 
19586-2139 






















































































































t5000MM00 I88808 KO 










































19594 - 2021 
19595 - 2751 
19596-2258 
20002-2216 
m 4  - 2350 -.  . _. .
20005-2305 
20005 - 2224 
2001 0- 2352 1300000000 
2001 2 - 2537 
2001 3 - 2753 
20014-2634 









12 78 2 
7 7813 
9 ~ 781 3 
188875 K2 
527-lG 7 Do 
188889 G5 





20033 - 2803 
1500000000 
94ooOo1 000 
20034 - 2320 






















188927 32 KO 5
595- G 14 Sc 
461 - G 44 Sb 



















20047 - 2854 
20049 - 2928 
20050 - 281 0 
2 7  
.25L 
































































. . .  
.49 











































7 78 3 
10 78 3 
6 78 3 
5 78 4 
10 78 3 
9 78 3 
56 7 78 3 
50 9 78 3 
61 12 76 3 
64 8 7 8 3  0400000000 
20103 - 2807 
20104-2316 
20104 - 2722 
201 04 - 21 57 
201 05 - 21 28 




















































596-IG 5 Tr 
189041 M1 
AC CAP 








527- G 16 S. 
20121-2009 
201 22 -271 1 
20130-2349 
20132-2359 
596- G 10 Sb 
189065 KO 
189081 K2 
189084 KO 1.06LIC l e  
20133 -2505 






189104 KO - 
'Confusion Flags 1) CIRRUS-1, 2) CIRRUS-2. 3) Confuuon Processing, 4) Neghbonng Hours Confwrned Sources (PH), 5) Netghbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources pw) 
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Declination: - 30"- - 20" 
Nunc 
h m. o t 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a S Coords SMJSMN 0 




























































































































I T  
V L 
100 pm mux Corr A Confusion R s 
Uncs Coef R Flags. S 2 
S P  



































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 4  
13 
1: 





















22 - 28 
20-29 




































































































































































































































1 5 1 M x ) o  
















































































1.2OL C A 
1.00L D BL  
3.76 CC L A A  
1.08L C B F  
1.WLBF A F L  
l .0 lL  E B J F L  
3.40 D C E B  
1.85L C DDLE 
1.OOL B BD 
1.00L C BM 0 
1891 32 K2 







1.00L B F  AB 
1.14L C BK K 
1.47 D CGB 
.96 cc cc 
1.00L F CEM 
1.00LBBD A A B E  
1.11L C C H 
4.29 CD HAA 
1.00L F C I  
1.00L B C  AA 
189174 KO 
527- G 19 Sb 
189186 M2 











1.86 CC J G B C  
1.00LBC AAKL 
.89 CD MBC 
1.01L C E M  
4.77 DC GEAA 
1.05L E C 
2.18 CC KCB 
1.OOL C AMM 
1.00L B E  AB 
3.07 CC BAB 
596- G 27 .. 
189223 KO 







































22:2 52 23-29 
32.4 47 17-31 
36.0 27 15-32 
36.1 28 23-29 
45.0 52 19-30 





3500000100 20208 - 201 7 
20209-2023 189234 M1 
527- G 21 Sb 
1.00L B A E J  
2.25 CC I BA 
1.OOL B AC 
1.00L B E  AE 
1.41 F B H H  
1.07L B AE 
1.30L C AD J 
1.00L BC AA 
1.00LBC A B  L 




















20228 - 2437 
20234 - 291 4 
20236-2204 
20237-2226 
20240 -231 0 
20240-2142 
1.55L C C I  EK 
1.61 C MG A 
2.10 DC GCB 
1.00LCD AB 
1.09L BC A B  K 
1.00L B B N 
1.02L B B J 
1.00L B B D  
1.22 D HJ F 
1.00L BC AA 













20248 - 2825 
20248-2350 































12.69 BBCC A A A A  
1.71 D K D 
1.23L C A 
2.68L C B J G H  
1.29L B A F  
1.31 1 C GO 
1.10L C D 
1.11LC BF 
1.291. C B G 











77 3 493.80 
76 2 .25L 
77 3 .56 
77 3 .48 
76 2 2.04 
77 3 .25L 
77 2 3 2  
77 3 .66 
77 3 .51 
























2 9  
8.03 
.33L 



































1.68 C KKD 
1.12L B AC 
1.07L B D  A C F l  
1.63L D EG 
1.00LDC AAC 
1.27 F J F 
1.29L D B 
1.06LCC AAG 
1.08: CD F AC F 















































3 1  L 



























2 0500000000 189363 MO 
20278-2039 
20277-221 8 







20293 - 2502 
1.13L C GCK 
1.38 F F 
1.00L B 8D 
1.59L C DC 
1.08L B BE E 
1.01L B AEE 
1.48 E NB C 
1.38 CC HCB 
1.00L C BC 
1.00L B D  AC 
I 4500000230 
189400 6 K2 5
462-16 34 DO 
RU CAP 
13131 ME 
528- G 18 Sa 
189433 K2 
189441 M2 




0 ,  050000oooO 
1400100000 
1 0401oMxxM 
0 0420000000 , 1 5 0 1 0 1 ~  
04- 
j 1400100000 












22 - 32 
21 -32 
20-33 





1.19 EC CCC 
1.00L DCC AAAC 
1.00L C E 
1.00L BCC AACl  
1.58: DE H F I  
1.12L C D hi 
1.00L B B 
1.00L BB A A F J  
1.00L F C H  
1.43 CC DCB 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) a1 12, 25, 60. 100 pm; 10) Hgh Source bnsity Region. 
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nux c ~ r r  A Confusion R s 
























































































































F C I 
B B 
B D  AB 
B F  AD 















4 6 3 - G 6 S a  
189489 K2 
189492 K2 
















E J  
D H E 
C J D F  
BC AA 







































B AI  
C BE 
F C K 
C L FB  




D CC k 











B AF k 
BC A B  
B E  AA 
C C 
BE ABMK 
BD AC E 
B B D  
D J FE 
E F  GCF 
C C 

















463- G 21 SB 











C C ,  AP 
c CBC 
E F C 
B B K I  h 












































E CM C 

















463- G 2 4 S a  
189692 K5 






597- G 38 SB 
189747 KO 
189767KO 































































D I A  C 
DC 
D C  




















C L C 


















D F C 
C L HC 
C B F  
C BD E 
cc I BP 
C FC 
DC EEE 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































24 - 35 















22 - 37 
16-38 
15-38 































3 3  
.57 











































































































































































20361-2612 I 6.5148 
20362-2959 14.8 40 
20362-2431 17.8 9 
20366-2639 38.8 49 
20367-2106 44.4 54 
20367-2043 47.4 16 
20369-2753 55.9 38 
20369-2649 58.6 56 
20370-2858 1 0.1 11 
20372-2820 137 8 
20372-2357 114.81 14 -.. - _.. 
20372-2108 116.3122 
20374-2800 24.4 57 
20375-2649 34.7 30 
20378-2843 50.2 41 
20378-2513 51.3 43 































































13 118- 9641 G5 FE 
20436-2220 38.2 42 
20436-2725 41.0 1 
20438-2748 50.0 9 






















































20490 - 2928 
20495-2859 34.1 44 
20500 - 2358 
20496-2650 I 3 h 3 1  140W000OO I 
'Confuuon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirm& sources pw). 
578 
Right Ascension: 20h51m06s-21h12m50. 
Run Density 






































































































Coords SMJSMN 0 
1 b (") (") 
Position (1950) 
(1 6 





























































598- G 9 S b  












































529- G20S.  
190005 K2 





















































































598- G 28 Sa 




























530- G 25 Sa 
190162KO 
190165KO 
























A S P  














































































































25 - 36 
15-38 






23 - 37 

























23 - 39 
25 - 38 
18-40 
25 - 38 
23 - 39 
22-39 




25 - 39 
17-40 
26 - 39 





23 - 40 
28-38 























































































































































































































































































































































































6 3  





























5 6  
2 5 1  
.66 
3 9  






















































































































0 4 ~ 0 0 1 0 0  




































































































































































1.39 F E 
1.39: CC CFCE 
1.25L D CI  
1.00L BBC AAA 
1 VCAP 1 
1 5 ~ 1 0 0 0  
0500000000 
1 A O w o w O O  
21076-2240 39.3 49 
21082-2905 116.81 17 
21083-2041 22.7 32 





















1.54 F D  NDF 
1.OOL B B 
1.56 CC CCB 
1.39L C C HF 
1.17L C BG 
1.52L F B 
1.00L C B N  
1.71 CC BC 
2.00 BCDC A A D D  








1 3 0 ~ 1 0 0 0  
15OOO00340 
05COOOCOOO 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) lours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region. 
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Right Ascension: 21hlZm5T-21 h38m4Q Declination: -30"--20" 
Position (1950) I Assxiations 
C 
A 
R T  
(Not Color Comctcd) 
100 pm 
V L 
Flux Corn A Confusion R S 
U n a  Coef R Flags' S 2 
12 p n  .QP 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































26 - 42 
29-41 
26 - 42 
27 - 42 











26 - 43 
23-44 
26 - 43 
29 - 43 




















































































































3 6  




3 7  
.85 
,251 



















3 2  
























































































































































































































I901 95 K2 
SO- G 31 Sa 















































1.19L C C J  L 
1.00L C B D  I 
1.60 C G J B  
1.44 C F E 
1.00L B AL 
1.00L B A F M  
1.11 D E 
1.00LBCC AAB 
1.38: CD CMCC 






































21238-2237 48.7 44 
21241-2312 1 9.4143 
21243-2921 19.7 58 
1.00L BC AA H 
1.WL B AD 
l.09L E D 
1.94L D B F 
1.62 C L C 
1.53 C G G 
1.86 CC L D A B  
1.30L C CI  
1.00LBD AC I 
1.61 CC ECBB 
599- G 14 S. 
190363 KO 21254-2645 24.4 26 








599-16 19 Do 
21288-2256 141.4158 
21295-2251 132.31 2 
21296-2115 37.4 26 
21298-2006 52.1 1 
21313-2729 20.9 13 
1.02L E CGBC 
1.16: F F  B F  
1.37L CD AB E 
1.00L C C F H  
1.00L BC AA 
1.00L B B 
1.00LBD AC H 
1.00L BD AB 
2.09 CD L A B  
1.00L C EG L 
1.00L C D 
1.13L C E 
1.00L C CE 
1.04: F D  BC 
2.02 CC HCB 
1.31L F C  F B H  
1.00L C B F M  
1.25 CC CB 
1.12L C B H  
















































531- G 11 Sb 
K2136- 295 
190520 GO 
21362-2931 12.2 44 
21362-2732 
21363-2700 1g:;l ' 
21363-2156 20.6 2 
1.60 C CDF 
1.05L D CL 
1.74 DCC HCAB 
1.00L c c 
1.00L c c 
3.07 CC N BB 
1.00L c c 
2.13 CC N F B C  
1.00L BC AB I (  










0500000000 I 1.00LIC jc j 
























































































































































































































ED AC I 
F D L 
AH 












C B I 
B AE 
F B 
C E L  
E B E  
EC BBC 
DE J BC 
CD J BE 






























C C N 
B B 




C B K I  
CC BE 











E C C  F C A A  
DC CAA 
CD I ED 
CC B C  
1.00LBBC A A B  I 
AD ! 
B A L  






































CC F F A A  





















































CC B E  
D J F H  
F EC 
C BE 
C B F  N 
F EC 
C B F  
B A H 
D B 












B B D 
CC AA 




F D  BAB 
AA J ' 
































CC I AB 
C G 
CD HDBB 




CC J A A A  




























































































Name Type .QP (") Mag 
Galactic Uncertainty 
a 6 Coords SMJSMN 0 




































































































































































































































32 - 46 
27-47 
21 -48 

























































































































































































































































































































































































190553 K2 .79 
1.42 


















1.14L B AG J 
1.00L B AF 
1.00L B AD L 
1.00LBD AB I 
1.00LC DMH , 
1.00L BC AB1 
1.00LBD ACL I 
1.00L B A 
1.58: CC M BE 







































































































531 - G 25 Sc 
I90589 K5 







23 - 48 
27-48 

































































466-  G 12 SB 0400000210 
0401 000000 
0300000000 
































W - G 2 4 S b  




532- G 7 Sb 20 - 52 23-52 
30-51 
























~ . . -. . . . 
190841 KO 
190846 KO 
W l - G 9 S (  
S PSA 
B o l - G l 2 S e  
28 - 52 






























28 - 53 











467- G 10 S. 
M -05-52-033r 
467- G 12 Sc 
467- G 15 Sb 
0 4 0 0 0 1 ~  
1400000030 
1200000000 























532- G 26 SO 
190945 F5 








467-IG 22 Do 
190969 KO 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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602- G 1 S( 











533- G 14S( 
533-IG 15 Me 
191083KO 
191087KO 
602- G 13 Sb 
467- G47  Sb 









































468- G 11 Sb 
533- G 4 9 S b  
191235F5 
191246KO 











Position (1950) I Flux Density I Flags 
I (Not Color Cometed) L 
Confusion R S 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t i  




















23 - 55 
27 - 55 
20-55 
24 - 55 
28 - 55 
24-55 
34 - 54 
23 - 55 
26 - 55 


































































3 2  
.25L 
3 7  
.25L 
.27L 















3 9  
.96 
.38L 









































































































5 3  
.32L 











































































































6 9  
.4OL 
.41L 
14 532- 6 3 3  SO 
14 532- G 34 Sb 
1 RXPSA 
22103-2623 18.8 49 
22103-2731 20.0 5 
22104-2241 24.3 27 
22106-2409 37.5 54 
22106-2220 39.5 43 
22106-2748 41.8 21 
22109-2525 56.8 43 
22112-2937 12.4 52 
22112-2711 14.0 8 













































































































221 14-271 7 
221 15-21 19 
221 18- 2742 
22121 -2551 
221 23 - 2553 
221 32 -2655 
22133-2122 
22137-2140 
221 37- 2704 










































22142-2323 12.4 27 31-55 
22144-2738 26.1 34 23-56 
22149-2358 54.4 52 30-55 
22151-2951 9.9 15 20-56 
22153-2427 21.3 56 29-55 
22156-2732 37.1 34 24-56 
22158-2059 48.9 32 35-55 
22158-2435 49.9 37 29-56 
22159-2109 54.1 9 35-55 
22160-2414 1.7 14 29-56 






22 - 56 
25 - 56 
36-55 
28 - 56 
34 - 56 
27 - 57 
31 -56 
34 - 56 
24 - 57 
22 - 57 













23 - 58 
29-57 
34 - 57 
24-58 





36 - 57 
30 - 58 
27 - 59 
28-59 
25 - 59 
















221 98 -21 59 
221 99-2736 
22201 -2836 
































22228 - 2429 
22230-2029 






1.00LBC AC 0 
2.13 CC J H B A  
1.52: DF I DB 
1.00L C D 
.79 D D 
1.00L C B F  F 
2.08 CC GBA 
1.00LEC AA M 0 
2.29L C B D  M 























22267 -21 02 
22268-2722 







1.OOL C B F  
12.37 F E  I F D  
1.39L C DN 
13.71 ED E D  
12.02 F F  GED 
1.15L C C 
2.08L C AC 
1.05 CD BC 
4.09 DD E F B B  


































37 - 59 
28-60 
22-61 
38 - 59 
34-60 














14 534- G 3  Sb 
22342-2618 
22356 - 2259 
22357-2116 
22359-2606 


































1.38 F E  E AB 
1.60L CD AB J C 
1.30L D BE L 
4.33L F H 
1.54: DF CC 
1.84 CC F B B  
I.00L C ADG 
1.34L D AD 
1.00LCE cc ( 































Galactic Uncertainty C 
a 6 ~ a S Coords SMJSMN tJ 0 
h m. I 6) C') I b C') C') 0 N 
Name 
Flux Density Flags 
I 
(Not Color Corrected) 







A S P  









6 8 2  
69 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  





6 8 2  
6 8 2  
73 
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  







6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  




6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
6 8 2  
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22396-2336 37.9 34 
22399-2615 54.7 58 
22401-2126 18.3129 




1.28L F F 
1.35 CC AB 
1.OOL C B KE 
1.06L F D 
1.51: DF B E  
1.99 CC F B B  
1.00L F AD 
1.51: DE HBD 
2.54L D DM 







































































































14 534- G 24SC 
14 534- G25  Sb 
13 191384K2 
13 191397G5 
14 468- G 26 Sa 
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22429-2714 56.8 38 
22431-2818 1 8.7147 
22442-2633 13.5 32 
22451-2234 10.1 9 


















I.OOL~B I B F  F 13 191412G5 
13 191417GO 
13 191428K2 
1.46L B B 
1.OOL CE AD 
1.30 CD EE 
1.04: E D  G BC 
1.00L C B 
1.OOLC AE 
3.08 CC AB 
7.59 DD KAA 
1.56: F B D D  AAAD 
13 191443KO 
13 191AAAKO 
14 663- G 21 .. 
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1.99 DD L B B  
1.93LC F H  
1.00L c c 
1.42L DD B F  H 
1.OOL C F E 
1.56 F C  DB 
1.OOL C AE 
1.00L F B 
2.07: C D K A C  








13 191481 KO 
14 603- G 26 Sc 
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1 . 0 0 ~ 1 ~ ~  A B
.95 F D G 
1.00LBCC AAA 
1.46 CD HBB 
11.19 DCDD AAAA 
1.2OL C B 
1.14L F B H  
1.OOL BC AAI  
1.33L C AD K 
1.08L C AE 
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1.36 F HD 
1.OOL D C 
2.38 CD F E A B  
1.28: CD J C C  
1.OOL B D  AA 
1.24L C C 
1.OOL C B J 
1.OOL CD AB 
1.OOL B C  AA 
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1 0 0 ~ ' ~  B 
1OOLlC B D  
lOOL F B F  
307 1 4 L ~ B C  C AA AB 
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flA00000210 191686 KO 
I 
1.00L'BC AB 
191 D C  
2.32 C HI  D 
1.13 F E F 
162' DD K BC 
1.13LI C C D  
4.62 DC L E A A  
1.26L D F F  
1.04L C CM 
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469- G 22 SB 













191 956 K2 
191 988 A0 
191 995 K5 
605- G 16 SC 
1 0 0 L C  B 
l 0 0 L C  B 
1 2 0 L D  B I  
268 CC BA 
170 CC N BB 
235 I CC DAA 
1 0 0 L C C  AA 
161  1 E C  G AB 
165  1 C C A  
l 0 8 L i  C B 
536- G 12 Sa 
605- 192052 G M3 21 SB 
536- G 16 Sa 
1.33L E CG 
1.32L F F 
l.lSL C MHCD 
3.34 CC EAA 
1.00L B C  AA 
1.00L D BG M 
2.18: DD E B B  
1.27L D B 
1.00L c cc 






























51-75 I 40 
49-75 40 
54-75 79 
1.16: CF M DC 
1.25 CD J B A  
1.89: DD E B  
1.36 CD L E B E  
1.25 CD M CD 
1.84 CC DBC 
1.36 EC CC 
1.00L D BC 
l.lOL C AI  
1.21L C M C 
537- 0 9 Do 
192176 KO 
1921 92 K5 
,341 
,331 
3 1  1 
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Ex tded  Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region 
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Right Ascension: 23h49m27.-23hW47. 
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23494-2023 
23496-2540 
23499 - 2837 
23501 -2515 





2351 8 - 21 24 











































52 - 76 
41 -77 
32 - 76 
57-76 
53-77 
42 - 76 
18-78 
42-78 
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M - G I S b  
92294 KS 
92298 KO 
~ . ._~~ ~~ 
23535-2216 
23539- 2501 
23545 - 2654 
23545-2106 
23550 - 2216 
23562 - 2453 
2356-2945 
23571-2455 




GmfuoKn Roceuurg. 4) N*ghbonng Hws Confirmed Sources (PH). 5)  Neylhbonng Weeks Gmhrnmd Sources PW) 'Contusion F W :  1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CRRUS-1; 
584 
ORIGINAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY: 
TABLE Suppl.VI.C.6 Color Correction Factors, K1 
I"s1c RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES 






















































RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES 













































































































































































































































































































































































































I /,,lactuall - f v  Iquotedl/K (See SuppLVI.C.3); spectral response ghen in Table Suppl.lI.C.5 
' f"-@ 
Format of the printed version of the Point Source Catalog. See Section X.B. 
Declination + 60'- + 70' 
-. 
I,,* ,,,,, n ,,"Ill, , ~- 
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HIGH SOURCE DENSITY FLAGS IHEX ENCODED BY BAND) 
- NUMBER OF SECONDS 
NUMBER OF WEEKS 
NUMBER OF HOURS 
I N  WINDOW FOR 122560 100pmBANDS 
CIRRUS 2 RATIO OF CIRRUS FLUX TO SOURCE FLUX (SEE V H 41 
CIRRUS 1 NUMBER lOOumONLY SOURCES I N  WINDOW 
CONFIRMED SMALL EXTENDED SOURCES 
CONFIRMED POINT SOURCES IN WINDOW 
CONFIRMED POINT SOURCES IN WINDOW - CONFUSION IHEX ENCODED BY BAND1 I 
80 
ri J 
MEANING OF FIELD VARIES 
WITH CATALOG ISEE TABLE 
X B 31 GENERALLY 
OPTICAL BRIGHTNESS I N  
DECIMAG 
L LENGTH OF VECTOR IN 
AbCSEC FROM IRA5  SOURCE 
TO ASSOCIATED SOURCE 
ASSOCIATED 
SOURCE 
LNAME OF ASSOCIATED SOURCE AND 
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CATALOG NUMBER ISEE TABLE V H 11 
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LRS CHARACTERIZATION ISECTION IX  D1 
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FLUX DENSITY UNCERTAINTIESWHERE IBLANKI ~ NO FLUX UNCERTAINTY GIVEN (UPPER LIMIT FLUX1 
A = OqbcUNC-: 4% 
FLUX DENSITY AND FLUX DUALITY FOR 25.60AND B = 4 I U N C \  8 
1OOpm BANDS (AS IN l2pm BAND BELOW1 C = 8 % U N C I 1 2  
D = 12 & U N C I 1 6  
1 
E - 16 &UNC<ZO 
F ~ UNC.,20 
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MODERATE OUALITY 
12,zm FLUX DENSITY IN JANSKYS L ~ UPPER LIMIT 
(NOT COLOR CORRECTED1 S = SATURATED 
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- CHARACTERISTICSOF POSITION UNCERTAINTY ELLIPSE 
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